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CHAPTEK XII.

ISOKRATES.

LIFE.

Isokrates was born five years before the beginning

of the Peloponnesian War and died just after the

battle of Chaeroneia. It might have been expected

that such a life, touching both limits of such a

century, would have been in its written records the

vivid image of that century itself, with all its

vicissitudes of struggle, with all its variety of im-

pressive contrasts. One whose youth had known

the intense and desperate energy of that war in

which Imperial Athens was fighting for existence,

whose early manhood had witnessed the terrible and

moving drama of her overthrow, whose middle age

had been passed under the dominion of Sparta

now changed from the deliverer into the despot,

whose later days had seen the restoration of Athens

to the headship of a great Confederacy, the rise of

Epameinondas—a second, though a Theban, Perikles

for Greece—and his death before his national patriot-

ism could give a new coherence to the nation, then

it. 1

u /
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the space of hopeless quarrelling and confusion, with

the voice of Demosthenes heard above it all, but

heard in vain, till Philip came in and struck his

blow—surely, it might have been thought, a po-

litical essayist with such a compass of personal

experience must be of almost unique value for the

comparison of period with period. Isokrates in one

sense disappoints any such hope. For us, he lives

and thinks and feels almost exclusively in the years

380—338 B.C. By his ideas and aspirations, by

the whole bent of his character, he is thoroughly

detached from that order of things under which the

first part of his long life was passed ; he has carried

little or nothing of its mind on with him ; it is a

memory, giving a certain tragic irony to his after-

life, not a force blending with the new forces. As

Antiphon breathes the spirit of the elder common-

wealth, as Andokides is associated with the troubled

politics of Athens in the second half of the Pelopon-

nesian War, as Lysias expresses the ordinary citizen-

life of the restored democracy, so Isokrates is dis-

tinctively the man of the decadence—an Athenian,

still more a Greek, of the age of declining in-

dependence.

Birth and Isokrates was born in 436 B.C. (01. 86. 1.)

—

parentage.
-i /» i •

five years before the birth of Xenophon 1
, a native

of the same deme of Erchia, and seven years before

the birth of Plato. His father Theodoros owned

slaves skilled in the trade of flute-making,— a

1 Curtius (v. 147, Ward) follows Bergk in assigning the birth of

Xenophon to 431 B.C.
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fact of which Comedy, when it attacked Isokrates,

did not forget to avail itself 1
,—and was rich enough

to have been choregus ; his mother's name was

Heduto. He had three brothers, Diomnestos, Tele-

sippos and Theodoros; and a sister. The teachers

of the young Isokrates are variously enumerated.

One thing is clear, that two contrasted influences

came to bear upon his early training ; the influence

of Sokrates and the influence of the sophists.

The dramatic date of the Phaedros—whatever is The augury
of the

its actual date—may be placed about 410 B.C., when HfratL

Isokrates was twenty-six years of age, and when

Lysias, according to the received account, was forty-

eight. At the end of the conversation, Sokrates

suggests that Phaedros should relate it to his friend

Lysias.

Phaedros. And you—what will you do? Your friend

ought not to be neglected either.

Sokrates. And who is he ?

Phaedros. The gentle Isokrates. What message will

you take to him, Sokrates ? What are we to call him ?

Sokr. Isokrates is still young, Phaedros; but I do not

mind telling you what I prophesy of him.

Phaedros. And what may that be \

Sokr. He seems to me to have a genius above the

oratory of Lysias, and altogether to be tempered of nobler

elements. And so it would not surprise me if, as years go

on, he should make all his predecessors seem like children

in the kind of oratory to which he is now addressing him-

self; or if—supposing this should not content him—some

diviner impulse should lead him to greater things. My dear

Phaedros, a certain philosophy is inborn in him. This is my

1 Strattis, Atalanta, frag. 1, Meineke, p. 292.

1—2
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message, then, from the gods of the place to my pet Isokrates

—arid you have your message for your Lysias
1

.

This memorable prophecy offers to Isokrates the

choice of two. careers; and the fact that, in Plato's

sense, lie did not eventually rise to the higher career

only increases the interest of such a testimony.

The ' philosophy' of Isokrates—the way in which

he was affected by Sokrates, and his relation to the

Sokratics—must be considered separately. At pre-

sent we are concerned with the outer facts of his

life. It appears, then, from the Phaedros that

Isokrates was intimate with Sokrates ; and further,

that there was a time in his earlier life when he

seemed to Plato capable of rising from the art of

expression to the highest search for truth. The

companionship of Sokrates has left a broad mark

upon his work, in his purpose of bringing his
c phi-

losophy' to bear directly on the civic life : the ' phi-

losophic ' bent which raised and disappointed the

hopes of Plato may perhaps be traced in his con-

stant effort to grasp general conceptions and to

bring phenomena back to principles.

Bariy reia- Nearly all the popular sophists of that day are
tions with J L L L J

#

fusts' named as teachers of Isokrates 2
. Prodikos, skilled

in the distinguishing of synonyms, seems to have

been esteemed by Sokrates ; and it is probable that

Isokrates, like Xenophon, was a pupil of both. Pro-

1 Phaedr.-pip.2l8—279 e, where by [Plut.], Dionys., Suid., Anon,

see Dr Thompson's note. Tisias is added, no doubt wrongly,
2 Prodikos is named by [Plut.], by [Plut] Dionys., Suid.; and

Suidas and the anon, biographer Suidas gives 'Epylvos,—corrected

(in Dind. ed. of Isokr. 1825):— by Ruhnken (Hist. Crit. p. 60)

Protagoras by Suid. : Theramenes into
'

Apxlvos (the patriot of 403

:

by [Plut.], Dionys., Anon. ; Gorgiat Dem. in Timocr. § 135) .
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tagoras may have helped to form, by grammatical

studies, a style which was afterwards as correct as it

was free. Theramenes was the master through

whom Isokrates first knew the art of Gorgias. Of

all the merely literary influences which reached Gorgias.

Isokrates, that of Gorgias was by far the strongest.

Isokrates was not, indeed, a mere imitator. His

matured style was not only severer but more com-

pletely artistic than that of Gorgias can ever have

been. But the first literary inspiration of Isokrates

came from the great Sicilian rhetorician ; and it is

another proof of the astonishing natural force, the

power of impressing and fascinating, which Gorgias

certainly possessed. It was probably not until about

390 B.C., after he had begun his professional life at

Athens, that Isokrates came into personal contact

with Gorgias. He then visited Gorgias in Thessaly1
;

and, in all likelihood, brought back with him the idea

of the work which occupied him for the next ten

years,—the Panegyrikos.

Want of nerve and weakness of voice—defects Life ofiS3-
krates to

which at Athens, as he says, entailed more than the mBC-

ignominy of disfranchisement 2—kept Isokrates out

of public life. During the last years of the Pelopon-

nesian War,—that time so vividly described in the

Memorabilia, when it was easier to find money in

1 Orator § 167. For the resi- belongs to 380 B.C.

dence of Gorgias in Thessaly, 2 Those who want cjjcovt] and

Isokr. Antid. §§ 155, 6.—J. G. roXfia are an/xorepoi tcdv ofaikov-

Pfundt, de Isocr. vita et scriptis rcov ru>v drjfioo-lcp : Panath. (xn)

p. 14, puts the visit in 01. 97,

—

§ 10.

390—386 b.c. The Panegyrikos
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the streets of Athens than a man able and willing

to lend it
1

,—Isokrates lost all his patrimony 2
. Then

came the taking of Athens by Lysander and the

eight months' rule of the Thirty Tyrants—from

July, 404, to February, 403. In the autumn of 404

Theramenes was put to death. "When he was de-

nounced by Kritias, and sprang for safety to the

altar, Isokrates alone, so the story went, dared to

rise and make an attempt to plead for him. Thera-

menes begged him to desist ;—death would be bit-

terer if it was the death of a friend too 3
. Whatever

may be the worth of this story, it is likely that

Isokrates, a young man of promise and a disciple of

the new culture, should have been an object of

suspicion to the party of Kritias ; and the proscrip-

tion of the Art of Words would have been an-

other motive for leaving Athens in the case of one

who, having lost his fortune and being unfitted for a

public career, had now to rely on some kind of lite-

rary work.

stay of It can hardly be doubted that it was at this

^LCh!^' time—in the autumn of 404—that Isokrates left
404—403 B.C.

Athens for Chios. In that island he opened a

school of Rhetoric, and had some success. He seems

to have returned to Athens either just before or just

after the Athenian democracy was formally restored

in September, 40 3 4
.

1 Xen. Mem. n. vii. 2. krates a pupil of Theramenes.
2 Antid. (xv.) § 161. Compare the story of Isokrates
3 [Plut.] Fit. Isocr. The story daring to wear mourning for So-

is amplified by the Anonymous krates [Plut].

Biographer, but not noticed by 4 The date of I.'s sojourn at

Dionysios, although he makes Iso- Chios is a vexed question.
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Now begins the first period of his regular pro- w* *t
o J- ox Athens as a

fessional life—that period during which he wrote ?h7?a
r
J-

or

speeches for the law-courts. The six forensic 403-393B.C.

speeches which are extant cover a period of about

ten years. The speech Against Euthynus (xxi) may

be placed in 403, immediately after the restoration

of the democracy ; that Against Kallimachos (xviii)

in 402; the De Bigis (xvi) in 397 or 396; the speech

Against Lochites (xx) in 394; the Trapezitikos (xvn)

and Aeginetikos (xix) in the second half of 394 or

early in 393.

In his later writings Isokrates nowhere re- his later

cognises this phase of his own activity. He speaks f°?Zi{Ihe-

with contempt of those who write for the law-courts,

and emphatically claims it as his own merit that he

chose nobler themes1
. It may have been partly the

tone of such passages which emboldened his adopted

(l)Sauppe, followed by Rauchen- the life-chronology of certain of

stein (Introd. to Select Speeches, I.'s pupils (esp. Eunomos—Philo-

p. 4), thinks that Isokr. was at melos—Androtion : Antid. § 93).

Chios from about 393 to 388 b.c. The important point, in my view,

His argument is this. Cicero {Brut, is this :—Isokrates wrote forensic

§ 48) quotes Aristotle as saying speeches for about ten years from
that Isokrates first wrote forensic 403 : he began to teach regularly

speeches, and afterwards taught at Athens about 392. He may
rhetoric. But his earliest known have taught for a livelihood at

forensic speech, Or. xxi, refers to Chios in 404—3, but this was an

403 B.C. ; the latest (Or. xvn, xix) accident. It does not represent a

belong to 394 or 393. If, then, period of his life-work. Cic. Brut.

Aristotle is right, his teaching at § 48 does not apply to it. Surely

Chios cannot have begun before some such strong outward pres-

393. sure as the Tyranny makes I.'s

(2) Sanneg {De Schola Isocra- migration more intelligible. I find

tea, Halle, 1867) puts the stay at that A. Kyprianos, ra diropp^ra

Chios in 398—395 B.C.; arguing toO 'icroKpdrovs, Athens, 1871 (pp.

that the years 395—388 are claim- 22—3) agrees with me.

ed for Athens as against Chios by 1 See especially Paneg. [Or. ivj
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son Aphareus to assert that Isokrates had never

written a forensic speech. This statement is de-

cisively rejected by Dionysios, who concludes, on

the authority of Kephisodoros, the orator's pupil,

that Isokrates wrote a certain number of such

speeches, though not nearly so many as Aristotle

had reported1
. The modern hypothesis that Iso-

krates composed the extant forensic orations merely

as exercises (juteA-erai), not for real causes, is another

attempt to explain his later tone
2

. But these later

utterances merely mean that Isokrates regarded his

former work for the law-courts as an unworthy ac-

cident of his early life previous to the beginning

of his true career. Nowhere, be it observed, does

he deny that he ever wrote for the courts, or that,

to use his own phrase, he had been a doll-maker

before he became a Pheidias 3
. He only says that

his choice, his real calling, lay in another direction.

392 b.c. It was about the year 392 that this choice was
Beginning
o/hisca- finally made. He opened a school at Athens near
reer as (1) •/ i-

^ fpTouc' the Lykeion 4
; and thenceforth his social function

ist.

§§ 11, 12: Panath. [xn] § 11: Comment.^}. l,note; Raucbenstein

Antid. [xv] §§ 3, 48—51, 227—8, Introd. p. 4.

276. 3 Antid. § 2, aaTrep av cXtls $ei-

1 Dionys. Isocr. C. 18. biav rbv to rrjs 'AOrjvas edos ipya-

2 This hypothesis has been main- adfieuov ToXp-corj KaXelv KopoirXd-

tained (e.g.) by (1) Westermann 6ov.

(in his Hist, of Greek Oratory, p.
* Probably between the Lykeion

82), (2) Benseler, He Hiatu, p. 56 and the Kynosarges ; see Sanneg.

so far as regards Orr. xvi, xvni deSchol. Isocr. p. 14; Anon. Biogr.

xix, xx. He thinks xvn and xx npos tw Avk€ig> rw yviivao-lco. The
spurious. On the other side, see talk of the Sophists about him in

Miiller Hist. Gr. Lit. n. 159 (Do- the Lykeion {Panath. § 18) was
nalds.) ; Henn de Isocr. rhetor

e

held, then, in his close neighbour-

(he justly lays stress on Arist.'s hood,

notice) ; Starke Be Oratt. Forens.
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was twofold. He was first of all an educator ; next,

not for his pupils only but the whole Greek public,

he was a political essayist.

The discourse Against the Sophists is the mani- The ms-
course

festo which he put forth (about 391) at the be- '^f™*
ginning of his professional life, as the speech on the

phtsts '

Antidosis is the apologia in which about forty years

later he reviewed it. In this first pamphlet he

negatively defines his view of culture by protesting

against three classes of
'

sophists'; (1) the Eristics,

by whom he seems to mean the minor Sokratics—the

reference to Plato is not certain here, as in the

Helenae Encomium—especially Eukleides and the

Megarics : (2) the ordinary professors of deliberative

and forensic speaking, whom he censures chiefly for

the imposture (akatpveia) of ascribing a boundless and

infallible efficacy to a technical method; (3) the

earlier writers of 'Arts/ of whom he complains,

as Aristotle complained afterwards, that they con-

fined themselves to the least worthy, the forensic,

branch of Rhetoric.

Here, then, we have hinted the leading ideas Leadinq
p.-i t, l • l t 1 x • ideas of the

ol the new culture which lsokrates was preparing; isokrauc

.
culture.

to interpret : (1) it is to be practical—avoiding

barren subtleties : (2) it is to be rational—rest-

ing on the development of the whole intelligence,

not on technicalities
; (3) it is to be compre-

hensive—not limited to any single professional

routine.

To judge from the ages of the men who were

his pupils, lsokrates must have been successful from

the first. The outer history of his school falls into
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three periods : 1. from 392 to 378 : 2. from 376 to

351 : 3. from 350 to 338 B.C.

First pe- From 392 to 378 his pupils were almost ex-
nod of his *• 1

m-m b.c. clusively Athenian. His own literary activity is

marked by the Busiris (391 or 390)—in which he

undertakes to shew Polykrates, a rhetorician after-

wards of some repute, how to treat mythical subject-

matter : and by the Panegyrikos, which made his

name known throughout Greece.

The years In 378 the new Confederation revived for Athens
378—376.

at least a shadow of that naval supremacy which

had been given up just a century before. It was

probably during the next two years (378—376)

that Isokrates was the companion and the secretary

of Timotheos the son of Konon—known to him since

about 38 4 x
, and at this time successfully energetic

in organising the new League both in the Archi-

pelago and in the Ionic Sea 2
. The friendship of

Isokrates with Evagoras, king of Salamis in Cyprus,

the friend of Konon and his son, may have begun at

this time.

ftodofthe Between the years 376 and 351 the school of

376-^35iB.c. Isokrates reached the height of its prosperity and

fame. His own reputation, and the new rank of

Athens as the centre of the Naval Confederacy,

combined to bring him pupils from all parts of

Greece, from Sicily in the West and from Pontus

in the East. Some of these pupils stayed three

years with him, some even four. Meanwhile he was

1 Pfundt de Isocr. vit. et scr. krates.

p. 16. From [Dem.] cpconKos §46 2 Curtius v. 87 (Ward) : Sanneg

it appears that Timotheos was de sch. Isocr. p. 10.

not in early youth a pupil of Iso-
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writing much. In the letter To NihoHes (374 B.C.)

and the discourse, Nikokles, or the Cyprians (372 ?),

he discusses the mutual duties of king and subjects.

The letter of advice To Demonihos is of about the

same date. The Helenae Encomium (370) and the

Evagoras (365) are examples of imaginative and

of historical panegyric. The Plataikos (373) and the

Archidamos (366) deal with the contemporary affairs

of Boeotia and Lacedaemon; the Areopagitikos (355)

and the oration On the Peace (355) treat the domes-

tic and the foreign politics of Athens. The speech

On the Antidosis (353) reviews the professional life

of the writer—then eighty-three—and defends the

ideas to which it had been devoted.

In the year 351 Mausolos, dynast of Karia, died;

and his widow Artemisia proposed in honour of his

memory a contest of panegyrical eloquence which

brought a throng of brilliant rhetoricians to Hali-

karnassos. No competitor (it is said) presented him-

self who had not been a pupil of Isokrates ; and it

was certainly a pupil of Isokrates—Theopompos the

historian—who gained the prize. A tradition that

this day of glory for the school was a day of personal

defeat for its master may safely be rejected. One
who had always been deterred by want of nerve

and of voice from speaking in the Athenian ekklesia

was not likely, at the age of eighty-five, to ignore

these defects, for the purpose of competing in a

foreign city with his own pupils. The Isokrates

named as a competitor by Suidas was unquestion-

ably Isokrates of Apollonia 1
.

1 Suidas (s. vv. 'A^ukXo, 'lo-oKparris) says that none but pupils of
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riodiftis
The speech On the Antidosis (353) would have

s5
C

i-338b.c. been a fitting farewell to a long and prosperous

career. During the last thirteen years of his life

(351—338) the foremost interest of Isokrates cannot

have been in his work as a teacher. Philip of

Macedon was coming to his full power ; and in the

Philippos (346) Isokrates already hails the destined

restorer of Greece. But to the end of his life Iso-

krates continued to teach. The Panathenaihos was

begun in 342. It was about half-finished when

he was attacked by a disease against which—when he

finished the discourse in 339—he had been fighting

for three years 1
. But he was still working hard

every day. He speaks of himself, in another place2
,

as revising it with some young pupils. He was then

ninety-seven.

Renown of The importance of his school for Athens and for
the School. *-

Greece can best be judged from the series of men
whom it helped to form. Hermippos of Smyrna

wrote a book on the 'Disciples of Isokrates'; 3 and

the monograph of a modern scholar has brought

together forty-one of these 4
. In the speech On the

Isokrates entered, and mentions krates because he had beaten him
' Isokrates' as a competitor. Tay- was probably founded on this,

lor (Lectt. Lys. in. p. 233), Rulm- Sanneg thinks that the Athenian

ken {Hist Grit. p. 85) and Clinton wrote an oration which the Apol-

{F. H. sub anno 352) understand loniate spoke; an ingenious but

the Athenian orator. So also surely an improbable compromise.

[Plut.] Vit. Isocr.
1 Panath. [xn] § 267.

Photios cod. 176 quotes Theo- 2 lb. § 200.

pompos as speaking slightingly 3 Athen. xm. p. 592 d.

of his master Isokrates; and 4 The excellent and exhaustive

Porphyry's statement (ap. Euseb. essay of Sanneg, De Schola Iso-

Praecept. Evang. x. 3. p. 464 c) cratea (pp. 60 : Halle, 1867), has

that Theopompos scorned Iso- already been more than once cited.
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3

Antidosis it is part of the imaginary accuser's in-

dictment that the pupils of Isokrates have been

not only private persons but statesmen, generals,

kings 1
. Cicero describes the school' of Isokrates

as that in which the eloquence of all Greece was

trained and perfected 2
. Its disciples were the fore-

most speakers or writers of their time—brilliant, as

he says elsewhere,
'

either in battle or in pageant'. 3

According to Dionysios, Isokrates was the most

illustrious teacher of his day ; he educated the best

youths of his own city and of all Greece—distin-

guished, some as politicians, some as advocates, some

as historians ; and made his school the true image

of Athens 4
. Among the statesmen are Timotheos, Represen-

tative pu~

the orator Leodamas of Acharnae, Lykurgos andgyf^
Hypereides. Among the philosophers or rhetoricians

are Isaeos, Isokrates of Apollonia, successor of his

master in the school, and Speusippos, successor of his

uncle Plato in the Academy. History is represented

by Ephoros and Theopompos.

But it was not only or most directly through His in$n-

J . J o ence as a

the statesmen, speakers and writers whom hewrttlr!
1

trained that Isokrates was related to the public

interests of his day. His own political writings,

read throughout Greece, gave him greater influence

upon popular opinion than belonged to any other

literary man of the time ; and he used this influence

principally to enforce one idea.

1 Antid. § 5.
4 Dionys. Isocr. c. 1, rrjs 'Adij-

2 Brut. 32 : Orator § 40. valcov 7r6\ea)s uKova notriaas tt\v

3 De Orat. n. § 94, partim in iavrov orxokrjv.

pompa, partim in acie illustres.
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isokrates The fourth century B.C. is filled with the feverish
and Greece. J

tf%ldln- struggle of the Greek States for two objects, one

4th century of which was no sooner partly gained than it seemed

to conflict with the other ;—the unity of Greece,

and the freedom of the individual Greek state.

Athens is the centre of this struggle. The senti-

ment of Greek unity created by the Persian Wars
revived after the exhausting struggle of the Pelo-

ponnesian War. For the next twenty years, how-

ever, it was kept down by the oppressive dominion

of Sparta. In 378 it received a partial expression

in the new Naval Confederacy of which Athens was

the head, just as, in 478, it had been more com-

pletely expressed by the Confederacy of Delos.

But the second hegemony, like the first, gradually

passed into an empire irksome to the allies. At the

end of twenty years it was broken up by the Social

War. Unity was overthrown in favour of freedom.

Two speeches of Isokrates mark the two crises.

The Pane- The Paneqyrikos (381) is a call to the unity partly
gyrikos and u u \ i J r J

Pac^ realised just afterwards : the speech On the Peace

(355) foreshadows the victory soon to be gained by

the rival principle of separate autonomy 1
.

Gradual Under this struggle, as the cause of its feverish-
separation °°

%omthe ness and its futility, lay the mortal disease which

had already stricken Greek civilisation. From the

close of the colonizing period that civilisation had

been almost stationary ; for it was not so highly

1 The general relation of Iso- (Heidelberg, 1862). In his intro-

krates to the Greek and Athenian duction (pp. v. vi) he has brought

politics of his day is well sketched out this contrasted significance of

in Oncken's Isokrates und Aihen the Panegyrikos and the Dq Pace.
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or so flexibly organized that it could go on de-

veloping itself greatly on a limited area or continue

to advance otherwise than by self-diffusion 1
. And

now the arrest of development had given place to

the beginning of dissolution. The process of this

dissolution might be defined as the gradual divorce

of Society from the State. In the normal Greek

conception Society and the State were one. The

man had no existence apart from the citizen

;

morality was inseparable from civic virtue 2
. But

meanwhile new intellectual and moral needs had

come into being, to which the limited elasticity of

the state-life could no longer respond ; and on the

other hand Greek democracy had passed the point

up to which, organized as it was, it wTas capable of

a healthy growth. The individual had begun to

draw more and more away from the State. Instead

of the citizen's duty being the standard of spiritual

life, the needs of individual development became

the measure of what could reasonably be expected

from the citizen. The most striking proof of this

is the decay—almost the disappearance—of a virtue

which has its root in the idea of the State—rea-

diness for personal self-sacrifice. Active love of

one's own city—the central instinct of healthy

1 The edition of the Orations of I shall have occasion to refer again.

Demosthenes and Aeschines On See § 3, 'Arrest of the Material

the Crown, by Mr G. A. Simcox Development of Greece.*

and Mr W. H. Simcox (Oxford, 2 Oncken (Isokr. u. Athen, p.

1872) contains an excellent Essay 2) points out how,—even when
by Mr G. A. Simcox, On the Prac- society was most overpowering

tical Politics of the Age of Demo- and breaking up the State,—the

sthmes (pp. lxvii—xcii), to which theory of this identity was kept up.
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Greek life—begins to merge in contemplative citi-

zenship of the world 1
.

Athenian At Athens this cosmopolitanism at least assumed
cosmopoU'
tanism. its noblest form. It was there that the distinction

between Greek and barbarian had taken its finest

edge ; and it was there that the first movement was

made towards effacing it. The old Greek com-

munal feeling, now no longer in sympathy with the

State, found its new seat in the schools of the

philosophers, in a republic of the cultivated and

the thoughtful. They formed a polity apart, of

which the franchise was possible for all who could

prove kinship with the Hellenic spirit. Isokrates

was the prophet, as Epameinondas and Timotheos

were the practical exponents, of this new and more

comprehensive Hellenism which is not of the blood

but of the soul. 'Athens/ he says, ' has so distanced

the rest of the world in power of thought and

speech that her disciples have become the teachers

of all other men. She has brought it to pass that

the name of Greek should be thought no longer a

matter of race but a matter of intelligence ; and

should be given to the participators in our culture

rather than to the sharers of our common origin 2/

But it was not only in this ideal sense that the

sympathies of Isokrates were panhellenic : he was

animated by a practical patriotism for the whole of

Greece, a patriotism which was vividly affected by

the miseries of the time and which burned with

1 See especially Curtius, v. 116 and 204 (Ward).
2 Panegyr. § 50.
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the hope of relieving them. The special evils spring- The three

.
f* /-a

special evils

mg from the general condition of Greece weTe ofthetime -

mainly three. First ;—after the Peloponnesian War
the wealth of the community had ceased to grow,

as population had ceased to grow about fifty years

sooner. The rich went on accumulating ; the poor,

having no means of enriching themselves by enter-

prise, were for the most part occupied in watching

for some chance of snatching from the rich a larger

fraction of the stationary total. Secondly, the Greek

desire of personal distinction wras manifesting itself

—

since the breach between Society and the State—as

the egotism of unprincipled ambition. Hence the

traitors and reprobates who, as Demosthenes says,

were positively admired 1
. Thirdly, swarms of 'men

without cities/ paupers, political exiles, malefactors,

were for ever moving over the face of Greece, ready

to take military service with any one who would

pay them. In 401 Cyrus had found it difficult to

raise ten thousand mercenaries from all Greece. In

338 ten thousand mercenaries formed a single con-

tingent at Chaeroneia 2
. In his Letter to Archi-

damos, Isokrates draws a fearful picture of the

misery caused by these roving desperadoes, 'who

speak our language, but in character are barbarians.

They slay, they banish, they plunder ; children are

outraged; women, whom none but kinsmen had

ever seen even veiled, are stripped before all eyes 3 .'

1 De Fals. Legat. § 265, ovx yyovvro.

ottcos (opyiCouro r) Ko\d£eiv 7}glow 2 Cp. Mr G. A. Simcox's Essay

rovs ravra ttoiovvtcis, d\X aire- cited above, § 4, pp. lxxiii—lxxxiii.

£f\f7roi/, i(r}\ovv, e'rtutov, avhaas 3 Fp. IX. § 10.

n.

' '

2
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Idea of in-

vasion of

Possible
leaders of
the inva-
sion.

Athens and
Sparta.

Jason of
Pherae.

How were these evils to be cured ? By inducing

the Greeks to lay aside their quarrels with each

other, and to unite in some common cause. And
Isokrates conceived that there was but one cause

which could so unite them—war against Persia.

He was not the first advocate of this idea.

Gorgias had long ago proclaimed it in his speech

at Olympia. Lysias had eloquently urged it at the

same festival in 388 1
. Isokrates set it forth with

all the power and finish of consummate art, in his

Panegyrikos; a work which he had probably con-

ceived during his visit to Gorgias in Thessaly. It

is said to have occupied him ten years 2
, and was

published in 380 B.C., probably at the time of the

Olympian festival in the autumn ; though it is un-

likely that it was actually spoken. He calls upon

Athens and Sparta to forego their jealousies, and

to take the joint leadership of an expedition to Asia.

The appeal failed. Isokrates ceased to hope that

either of the foremost States, as such, would lead

forth the united Greeks to the East. But for thirty-

four years he persevered in the endeavour to find

some man who would lead them.

Jason of Pherae was master of Thessaly from

374 to 370,—a man of great ability and great am-

bition 8
; he had talked of a war with' Persia, and

1
* ove, vol. i. p. 203.

2 Quint, x. 4 § 4: auctor ntpl

v^rovs c 4 (Spengel Rh. Gr. i.

294), Ol pev (the Lacedaemonians)

rpiCLKOPTa ereon M€(rai]prjp napiXa-

fiov, 6 de (Isokrates) top 7rapr)yvpi-

kov iv yiovois SeK.a avveTa^aro.

Plutarch, in the De Gloria Athe-

niensium {Moral, p. 350 e) calls it

rlietorically 'almost three olym-

piads' fiiKpov rpels oXvpTriadas

dvrj\co(i€P tva ypa^ffl tov iraprjyvpi-

kop Xoyop.
a For the ability and the plans of
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had gained popularity thereby. He was the pupil of

Gorgias and the friend of Isokrates. If the latter

did not directly appeal to him he must certainly for

a time have hoped in him. Jason was assassinated

in 370. It was then, probably, that Isokrates turned

his eyes on Dionysios I., tyrant of Syracuse. The Dionysios i.

fragment of the extant letter to Dionysios is only

prefatory; it appears ta have been written in 368

B.C. and encourages Dionysios with the prospect of

Athenian support ; elsewhere he takes credit for hav-

ing spoken boldly 1
. Dionysios died in 367. Archi- Archiaa-

damos III., who succeeded his father Agesilaos as a

king of Sparta in 361, next attracted the hopes of

Isokrates. The letter to Archidamos belongs pro-

bably to 356 B.C. It urges him to undertake a task to

which his father Agesilaos was devoted, and in which

he failed only because he tried to do two things at

once—to make war on the Great King and to restore

his political friends to their cities 2
. But meanwhile

Philip of Macedon had become strong. After a fitful puup.

war of ten years, peace was made between Philip

and Athens in March, 346. The letter or pamphlet

which bears his name was addressed to him by

Isokrates about April in 346. Philip is summoned

as a Greek and a descendant of Herakles to levy

war against Asia. Either he will conquer Persia,

or at least he will detach from it all that lies west-

Jason, Grote x. 266 (ch. 78): Cur- vi. § 1.

this iv. 443. Isokrates notices 1 Philippos § 81. As to the

Jason's talk of going to Asia in Letter itself {Ep. i.) see below.

the Philippos (Or. iv.) § 119; 2 Ep. ix. § 13.

their personal friendship in Ep.
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ward of a line drawn from Cilicia to Sinope. In

either case he will free the Asiatic Greeks and make

new settlements for the Greeks who are now home-

less. Seven years later—in 339—Isokrates remon-

strates with Philip for recklessly exposing his life

in frays with barbarians which only delay his real

task 1
. In the Third Letter—of which the genuine-

ness, though not unquestioned, is hardly questionable

—he rejoices, a few days before his death, that he

has lived to see part of his hopes fulfilled by the

battle of Chaeroneia.

In the conventional view this is enough. Iso-

krates is condemned. He has blindly abetted, to

the last moment, the destined enslaver of Greece,

even if he has not congratulated him on success. It

may be worth while, however, to consider these two

questions ;—first—what was the abstract worth of

this ruling idea of Isokrates—war with Persia ?

Secondly—how far is he to be held the dupe, or,

if not the dupe, the unpardonable accomplice of

Philip ?

war with Isokrates believed that the first necessity of the
Persia as a J

iu?o/
or the day was t° heal the strife of Greeks with Greeks

by enlisting all Greeks in one cause. This was

undoubtedly true. He believed that such a cause

would be furnished by an aggressive war on Persia.

Here he was probably mistaken. The state-life of the

separate cities, and consequently their capacity for

acting, as cities, with each other, was so thoroughly

undermined that they could be united by nothing

Ep. n.
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but an evident and imminent danger. Now Persia

did not represent such a danger. On the con-

trary, the Great King influenced Greek affairs, in

so far as he did so, through Greece itself. Union

might have been had for a war of defence. Union

was not to be had for a war of aggression. Demo-

sthenes saw the truth, when speaking in 354 of war

with Persia, and of the proposal to anticipate the

rumoured preparations of Artaxerxes Ochus by a

bold initiative, he said

—

' Do not talk of calling the

Greeks together token they will not listen to yov.' 1

The special results which Isokrates expected obvi-

ously do not affect the merit of his scheme as a

remedy in the first instance for disunion ; and it is

of secondary importance that here he was partly

wrong. He expected three main results :—(1) the

liberation from Persia of the Asiatic Greeks
; (2) the

drafting of the dangerous classes into new Asiatic

settlements; (3) a certain influx of wealth into

Greece Proper. Now when a Greek expedition a-

gainst Persia really took place, the chief result cor-

responded to the second of the hopes of Isokrates

—

only it was on a much grander scale. The new

settlements were made ; but then all Hellenism

moved eastward ; Pergamus, Antioch, Alexandria

became the Athens, Thebes, Sparta, of the future 2
.

But next—how far was Isokrates deceived bj Relations

Philip? Or is he to be called false to Athens or*******

Greece ?

Isokrates had despaired of Athens and of Greece

1 Dem. 7repl vvnnopiav (Or. xiv.)
2 Cp. Mr G. A. Simcox's Essay

§ 38. (quoted above) pp. lxxiii and xci.
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unless some strong State or some strong man could

unite the discordant cities, by the spell of a national

enthusiasm, under a leadership which must be mili-

tary. He pictured this man as another Agamemnon.

There had been a time when his hope was that

Greece should be saved by Athens. He could hope

that no longer. The best type of the individual

State had been found wanting. He turned from

the ambition, though not from the patriotism, of an

Athenian to the ambition of a Greek; he looked for

the deliverance of Greece by all the Greeks, united

under one who could command them.

Tendency of The whole thought of that age was setting in

Monarchy
^e same general direction. Nothing is more charac-

teristic of it than the new tendency in favour of

monarchy. In the dialogue, attributed to Xenophon,

between Hieron of Syracuse and Simonides, the

despot fails to convince the poet that the estate

of the absolute ruler is not enviable or that he

may not be a public benefactor 1
. So far as

a speculative thinker may be supposed likely to

be influenced, in the way of attraction as well as

of repulsion, by the actual political tone around

him, Plato is a witness to this bent 2
. Where

Aristotle is describing that unique combination of

gifts which belongs to the Greek race—warlike,

like the continental Europeans, but of greater sub-

tlety, keen, like the Asiatics, but with a higher

1 See especially the summary of connexion with this tendency of

his own view given by Simonides the age, points out what was
at the end. Xen. Hier. c. 11. monarchical in his spirit (v. 209,

2 Curtius, speaking of Plato in Ward).
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spirit—here, he says, is a race, which, if brought

under one polity, might rule the world 1
. It was

under the presidency of Macedonia that Aristotle

foresaw a possible renewal and a larger future for the

outworn life of the Greek republics. He is said to

have advised Alexander to treat the Greeks in the

spirit of a leader (^ye/xoi^KOj?), and the barbarians

in the spirit of a master (SecnroTiKcos)
2

. The same

kind of leadership which in old times had been

exercised by Argos, by Athens, by Sparta, or by

Thebes, was now to be vested in the person of

a Macedonian King. There is nothing to show

whether Aristotle had considered any probable dif-

ference between the old hegemony of a city and the

new hegemony of a strong dynasty except the

obvious difference that the latter was likely to be

steadier. But in one sense, at all events, his dream

of a boundless sway for the Greek race, when
( brought under one polity/ came to pass. It has

been too much the custom to speak of Chaeroneia

as if it were something by which Grecian history

was brought to an abrupt end. A crushing blow to

the spirit of political freedom in the old Greek sense

Chaeroneia indeed was. But it was also the be-

ginning of a new life to replace the life so hopelessly

decayed—of that new empire for Greek thought and

1 Arist. Polit. vn. 7, to t&v 'EX- doine. Ce fut Alexandre qui

\t]vg)v yevos—hwajievov apx^Lv irav- reussit enfin a reunir la Greee en

ra>v, fiias Tvyx^vov 7roXire[as. Ea- tin seul etat; et ce fut la
?
en quel-

ton ad loc. quotes St Hilaire :

—

que sort, la condition prealable de
4 Cette pensee d'Aristote a sans sa grande expedition/

doute quelque rapport aux entre- 2 Plut. Alex. Vlrt. i. vi.

prises politiques des rois de Mace-
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Greek art which opened in Macedonian times, an

empire which made Greece to Asia and Europe what

Athens had been to Greece, and by which Aristotle's

prophecy was at last fulfilled in the world-wide and

immortal dominion of which he was himself a

founde: i

The view of
Jsokrates

Aristotle.

Isokrates held with Aristotle that the first con-

3SV dition of greatness for Greece was unity. Seeing

that the old civic life was thoroughly corrupted, he

did not believe that this unity could be attained

under the hegemony of a State. But he believed

that it could be attained under the hegemony of a

chief who should draw together the sympathies of

all the States. The difference between the view of

Aristotle and the view of Isokrates seems to have

been this. Aristotle conceived such a personal hege-

mony as political and permanent, without perhaps

having formed to himself a definite idea of the

manner in which it would affect the individual city.

Isokrates conceived it as primarily military, and as

assumed for the special purpose of an expedition to

Asia. Absorbed in this scheme, and believing in it

as a cure for all evils, he does not seem to have

contemplated the probable permanency of such a

leadership. But if he had been told that such

permanency was a condition of the enterprise, he

would unquestionably have consented. Only he

would have insisted, as Aristotle did, on the dis-

tinction between leader and master. Isokrates idea-

lized his Agamemnon of Pella; he could not read

1 On Aristotle's presentiment Athen> pp. 38 f. ; Curtius v. 47b*

for Greece, see Oncken Isokr. u. (Ward).
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Philip's mind. Had he been able to read it, how-

ever, what would have grieved him would not have

been the idea of an established Macedonian hege-

mony, but the discovery that Philip desired this

more for its own sa,ke than for the sake of the

expedition to Asia. On the other hand, assuredly

Greece and Athens had no more loyal citizen than

Isokrates, no one prouder of their glories, no one to

whom their welfare was clearer ; and, before he is

judged, let it be remembered that his notion of the

largest good possible for them differed only by lesser

clearness from that of the greatest thinker in practical

politics who then lived 1
.

The first concern of Isokrates was with Greece, isolates
and Athens.

But two of his speeches relate specially to Athens

;

the De Pace to her foreign policy, the Areopagitikos

to home affairs.

The root of all the troubles which beset Athenian Foreign

n • • n l
Affairs of

action abroad was this, that few citizens performed Athens.

military service. Campaigns were longer than they

used to be ; war had become a profession in which

amateurs were at a disadvantage ; and the spirit of

sacrifice for the State was extinct. A General, re-

presenting the city, commanded mercenaries. When
things went wrong, the citizens at home avenged

themselves directly on their representative. Hence

the standing strife between the orators and the

1 Niebuhr, it is well known, pro- by a Roman standard. He is al-

nounces Isokrates ' an utterly bad ways thinking of him as the man
citizen

;

{Lectures on Anc. Hist, who had despaired of the republic.

ii. 335). It is curious to see He does not stop to ask what was
how Niebuhr is, all through, yet the republic for an Athenian of

half unconsciously, trying Isokrates that time.
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Generals. On the other hand, the General could

keep his mercenaries together only by payment. He
was obliged to turn the war, now and then, to some

lucrative quarter. Burdened with this necessity, he

could neither obey definite orders from home nor

form any large plan for himself. His situation forced

him to become more and more independent of the

other States. It was natural that he should often

form connexions with foreign princes on his own

account. Timotheos was in alliance with Jason

of Pherae, with Alketas the Molossian and with

Amyntas of Macedonia. He is said to have received

the towns of Sestos and Krith6te as a gift from

Ariobarzanes. Iphikrates was the ally of Kotys,

whose sister he married and from whom he received

the town of Drys in Thrace. Charidemos was the

ally and brother-in-law of Kersobleptes ; Chares was

in alliance with Artabazos and had his residence at

Sigeion ; Chabrias did almost as he pleased in

fairl*
Af~ Egypt 1

- Home affairs were in no better condition.

Politics had ceased to have a living interest for the

best men ; such men held aloof ; while in the ek-

klesia ' one went and another came, and there was

no one to care for the common good 2 .' There was

an active and intelligent public opinion, but it had

no organised or effective expression ; there were

cliques but there were no parties. While the

higher aspects of the festivals were vanishing, the

Theorikon, or money given by the Treasury to

the citizens to pay for their places at the theatre

—

1 Curtius V. 123 f. (Ward). Bev, 6 # airrfkBev, /ue'Aei d* ovbevi
3 Dem. de F. L. § 136, 6 fitv fj\- t&v kow£>v.
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already doubled and trebled since the time of

Perikles—had become the most important item

of the budget. It must never be forgotten that the

Theoric fund meant essentially a provision for public

worship and only accidentally a provision for public

amusement. When Eubulos took office as Treasurer

in 354, he brought in a law making it capital to

propose any diversion of the Theorikon to other pur-

poses. It was the sacred character of the fund which

made it possible for him to do this and so hard for

Demosthenes to get it undone 1
. On the other hand,

in a religion which identified worship with festivity

the merely festal spirit was sure to prevail more

and more over the devotional as the general tone

of the community became lower. The policy of

Eubulos found favour with the people mainly be-

cause it provided them with shows. This was the

true significance of the phrase used by Demades

when he called the Theorikon the ' cement of the

democracy 2/ Eubulos was further supported by

that party of commercial interests which the Essay

' On the Revenues of Athens'—ascribed, but no

doubt wrongly, to Xenophon 3—represents with an

1 Curtius (v. 136, Ward) seems than 01. 96. 2, i.e. 355 B.C.) see

to put too much out of sight the Curtius v. 174 (Ward). Oncken

religious character of the Theoric (Isokr. und Athen) points out

fund, which has been so clearly set that the leading idea of the Essay-

forth by Grote ; and to bear rather On the Revenues is the same as

hardly on Eubulos. that of the De Pace of Isokrates.
2 Plut. Moral, p. 1011 b, &s e'Xeye He contrasts with both the words

A^/xaSr??, KoWav ovofidfav ra Sew- of Demosthenes (De Cor. § 89)

—

piKa rrjs drjfjLOKparias. (Sauppe, Or. rijs elprjvijs r)v ovtol Kara rrjs 7rarpi-

Att. II. 315.) Bos TT)pov<jiv oi xpr)aTo\ irri rais

3 On the Ilept npoo-oSav (later /xeXXovcratj tkiriarw.
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sodai Life, almost grotesque candour. The social life which

this political life implies hardly needs to be de-

scribed. On the one hand there was an intellectual

world apart; on the other, there was the people,

consoled for what was unsatisfactory abroad and

at home by a certain provincial joviality. Philip is

said to have offered the sum of a talent for a

report of the proceedings at the meetings of an

Athenian club called the Sixty who dined together

at the Herakleion 1
.

isokrates on Such was the Athens to which Isokrates had
Foreign
Policy. -(-Q address his counsels. The Speech On the Peace

was written probably in 355, just before the con-

clusion of the treaty which closed the Social War
and broke up the Naval Confederacy of 378. Athens

is urged to resign the dream of supremacy, and to

treat allies as friends, not slaves. In his fervour

the orator personifies that Empire which, like a false

mistress, has allured and betrayed the two foremost

Republics of Greece. ' Is she not worthy to be

hated ?

'

2 Let Athens turn from her and prize, next

to the favour of the gods, the esteem of Greece.

It is substantially the policy of Eubulos which is

advocated ; but it is advocated on higher grounds

than those of the holiday-makers or the merchants.

Isokrates held that hegemony passes into empire,

and that empire begets an insolence which at last

1 The Sixty seem to have had TaXapTov, 1v eyypa(j)6p.€POL ra. ye-

a corporate reputation as wits. Aola Treinraxriv avrco. (Athen. xiv.

roaavrt] S* civtcdv do£a rrjs pa- 615 E.)

Ovplas iyevcTO cos kcl\ Qiknrirov - De Pace [Or. VIIl] § 105. Cf.

tiKovaavra top MaKedcW Tribal §§ 133—5.
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ruins the imperial State. The experience of Athens

and of Sparta bore him out : and, as he conceived

the interests of Greece, there was nothing to be

gained by Athens striving at all hazards to keep the

League together. The Areopagitihos (also 355 B.C.)

supplements the De Pace with his view of what isolates on
L L

^
HomePo-

is wanted in home politics and in private life. ' We licy -

sit in the taverns abusing the state of affairs ; we

say that never under a democracy were we worse

governed; yet in practice and in our policy we

prefer this to the democracy handed down by our

fathers.' 1 His ideal is the elder democracy of Solon

and Kleisthenes. Under it, citizens were not to

be seen casting lots for their daily bread outside

the law courts, while they paid mercenaries to fight

their battles—nor choregi, splendid in golden robes,

who were destined to shiver through the winter

in rags 2
. Let us return to the elder democracy of

Solon and Kleisthenes, when equality meant honour

where honour is due, and magistrates were not

chosen by lot. Above all, let us restore to the

Areiopagos its control over the education ofthe young

and its general censorship of morals. When habits

of industry are enforced, there will be no more

pauperism ; and when public men are forced to be

respectable, the affairs of the city will go on well.

Isokrates was certainly right in holding that a great

need of the day was a sense of shame ; though he

was probably mistaken in thinking that the vices

of a society such as that of the new Athens were

within the reach of a censorship. To govern Athens

1 Areop. [Or. vn] § 15. 2 th § 54.
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by the Areiopagos would indeed have been like

governing Greece by the Amphictyonic Council1
.

Private Life The private life of Isokrates was too evenly
of Isokrates. L J

prosperous to have a history. He is said to have

taught his Athenian pupils gratis, and to have taken

fees only from foreigners 2
. However this may be,

the wealth derived from his school appears to have

excited the envy of his rivals ; and he says that they

exaggerated it
3

. He was one of the 1200 richest

citizens 4 who, after the financial reform of 378 B.C.,

formed the twenty unions (or 'symmories') for the

assessment of the war-tax ; he had thrice been

trierarch ; and had besides discharged other public

services in a liberal manner. On marrying Plathane,

the widow of Hippias of Elis, he adopted Aphareus,

one of her three sons,—afterwards a rhetorician

and a tragic poet of some mark. It was a some-

what rare distinction for an eminent Athenian to

have had only one lawsuit 5
; and in this—a challenge

1 Simcox, p. lxxxi. of foreigners.

2 Anon. Biogr. eXdppave 8e xpt See, on the other hand, Dem.

fiara nafjL7roXkav7repTr}sBi8acrKa\ia?, 7rpos AciKpirov (Or. XXXV). La-

irapa p,ev rcov 7ro\iTcov ovdev, kritos had been a pupil of Iso-

<o<T7T€p ye pas tovto kcltclti- krates (§ 15)— and, says the

6ep.evos kclI rpo^ela KarafiaX- speaker, Triarevei rat \eyeiv ko.1 rais

Xcov rfj 7rarpldi, napa be rcov £e- x L
^'iaLS bpaxpals as bebcoKe rco biba-

vcov x L^as ^pax^ds. Kyprianos aKaXco (§ 42). Cf. ib. § 40, et ris

(aTropprjra rov 'laoKp. p. 30) takes j3ov\eraL o-o^tcrr^? elvai kcll 'icro-

this statement as literally true, Kffarei dpyvpiov avaXio-Ktiv. It is

and refers, in support of it, to the conceivable, of course, that there

language of Isokr. himself in An- should have been an earlier and a

tid. §§ 39, 146, 164. These pas- later period of his practice in this

sages say merely (1) that Isokr. respect.

did not live, like the forensic rhe- 3 Antid. §§ 155 f.

toricians, on the lawsuits of his 4
ib. § 145.

fellow-citizens; and (2) that his 5 As to the mistake of the pseudo-

wealth came chiefly from the gifts Plutarch in saying that Isokr. was
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to take the trierarchy, or exchange properties, offered

to him in 345 by one Megakleides—Isokrates, who

was ill at the time, was represented in court by

Aphareus. The verdict seems to have gone against

him 1
.

In 338 B.C. Isokrates was in his 98th year; his His death.

health, which had been strong throughout his long

life, had broken down under an illness which had

attacked him three years before. According to the f^fj^i

usual account, he was in the palaestra of Hippokrates cS^/#.

when he heard the news of Chaeroneia. He re-

peated three verses from Euripides—verses com-

memorating three aliens who had been conquerors

of Greeks—Danaos,—Pelops,—Kadmos 2
; and four

days afterwards, on the burial-day of those who

fell at Chaeroneia, he died of voluntary starvation.

This dramatic picture of a violent disenchantment

and a mortal despair—a picture consecrated by

tradition and by poetry—is hard to reconcile with

the repeated testimony of Isokrates himself to his

own views and hopes. There is no good reason

for doubting the genuineness of his Third Letter

—a Letter which was evidently written just after

Chaeroneia, and which ends with these words :

—

'For this only do I thank old age, that of those

twice challenged to an antidosis, chelaos:— 'NsLack frag. Trag. p.

see below, introd. to Or. xv. 340.)

1 Antid. § 5. (-) n'>r^ 6 Tavraketos els

2 Each the first line of a drama T&o-av po\c6v. (Iphig. in Taur.

a fact which adds some point to v. 1.)

the story:

—

(3) 2iSamoi> tzot aarv KaS/xos-

(1) Aavabs 6 tt€vty)kovtcl Qvyare- ckXlttcop. (v. 1 of the lost Phrixos

:

—
pcov narijp. (v. 1 of the lost Ar- Nauck p. 493.)
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early aspirations which I sought to express in my
Panegyrikos and in my Address to you, I see part

already coming to pass by your agency, and the

rest, I hope, soon to come' 1
. That is to say, there

was now an established leader for Greece ; and there

would soon be a war with Persia. Suppose, how-

ever, that the Third Letter is spurious. Still, how

is the motive of the suicide to be explained ? Un-

doubtedly Isokrates regretted the struggle between

Athens and Philip ; it had been brought on by a

policy which he disapproved. But the result of

the struggle was that the idea of his life—the idea

on which depended, as he thought, the welfare of

Athens and of Greece—had become practicable.

Isokrates cannot have destroyed himself because

Philip had won. The conduct of Philip to Athens

after Chaeroneia was studiously temperate and

conciliatory; there was nothing in it to estrange

Isokrates from his ideal Panhellenic chief, who,

having struck one necessary blow, was now bent on

healing the discords of Greece. It is more conceiv-

able that Isokrates should have destroyed himself

because he saw Athens still resolved to resist, and

because he dreaded the conflict, when Philip should

be at the walls, between his duty to Athens and

his duty to Greece. If the tradition of the suicide

is considered too strong to be set aside, this seems

the most reasonable account of it
2

.

1 Ep. in. § 6. Vlt. Sophist. 1. 17. 4 : (4) Lucianf?)

2 The authorities for the story MaKpofiioi § 23 : (5) [Plut.] Fit.

of the suicide are (1) Dionjs. /socr. Isocr. § 14: (6) Anon. Biogr.

1 : (2* Fans. i. 18. 8 : (3) Philostr. (Dind.'s Isocr. p. xn).
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Isokrates was buried on a piece of rising ground

near the Kynosarges,—a sanctuary of Herakles,

with a gymnasium, just outside the Diomeian Gate

on the east side of Athens 1
. The tombs of his

kindred were there,—covered once by six tablets

of stone, which had disappeared, however, before

the Plutarchic Life was written. On the tomb

of Isokrates himself was a column about forty-five

feet high, crowned with the image of a siren,

—

a symbol of winning eloquence in which only a

thoroughly modern ingenuity could discover an

unconscious irony. Near this column was a pictorial

stone tablet representing Isokrates with his teachers

and with some of the poets. It is significant that

Gorgias, looking at an astrological sphere, was the

The story has been examined by

Blass in the Rheinisches Museum
for 1865, pp. 109—116*. Aphareus,

the adopted son of Isokrates, had

written some forensic speeches as

well as tragedies—and had ap-

peared for his father in the law-

suit brought by Megakleides.

[Plut.]: IMonys. Isoer. c. 18. Blass

suggests that the suicide may have

been a fiction to which Aphareus

first gave currency in a forensic

speech, and which friends diligently

spread, in order to redeem the

name of Isokrates from imputa-

tions of disloyalty to Athens.

Blass points out that the Third

Letter is too moderate in tone for

any but the most skilful of forgers

—supposing him to have had a

hostile motive ; and, except a hos-

tile motive, there could have been

no motive for going against the

II.

ordinary account.—Schafer {De-

mosih. in. p. 5 note) gives no rea-

son for pronouncing the letter spu-

rious except its conflict with the

tradition.—Cartelier {Le Discours

cVIsocr. sur lui-meme, Paris 1862,

p. xcix) ingeniously suggests that

the whole tradition of the suicide

may have arisen from the accident

of Isokrates dying on the burial-

day of those who fell at Chaero-

neia. [Plut.]—Kyprianos (p. 42)

and Oncken (Isolcr. und Atlien,

p. 17) believe in the suicide.

—

Curtius observes that the author-

ity of the Third Letter—which he

thinks doubtful—cannot invalidate

the tradition; and offers the ex-

planation noticed above. {Hist.

Gr. v. 459 Ward.)
1 For the Kynosarges, see Dr

Dyer's Ancient Athens (1873),,

pp. 285 f.
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central figure, with his pupil standing at his side.

A bronze statue of Isokrates, on a column near

the Olympieion, bore a votive inscription by his

adopted son; another, the work of Leockares, in the

temple of Eleusis, recorded the admiring friendship

of Timotheos 1
.

In his strength, as in much of his weakness,

Isokrates may be compared with Cicero. He was

a master of expression, with few ideas, but with

much ingenuity in combining and varying these ; a

politician between whom and the power of seeing

facts as they were, over any wide field, there usually

floated the h^ze of some literary theory which vanity

made golden ; a man of warm, if somewhat exact-

ing, benevolence, always ready to do his best for

those who believed in him ; industrious, earnest,

with that simplicity which has been called an ele-

ment of nobleness, and with the capacity for a

generous enthusiasm which was never kindled to

a brighter flame than by the glories of his city or

his race. Cicero's powers, naturally more various,

were more thoroughly brought out and far better

disciplined by a life in which studious retirement

alternated with public cares. Isokrates missed those

lessons of the world which are proverbially useful

to a successful teacher ; but in an unbroken privacy

he kept his ardour for work unchilled and the purity

1 [Pint] Fit. Isocr. : PailS. r. 18 : 'ivoKparovs a*a> tJ]V$ dveQrjKe Beah.

Philostr. i. 17.—The inscription at Leochares ranked as a sculptor

Eleusis was beside his contemporaries £kopas

Tifiodeos (jyiXtas tc x^P lv £vv€<rlv and Praxiteles. On his work, see

re 7rpoTipL(0v Curtius v. 198 f. (Ward.)
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of his ideal hopes unstained. His chief efforts were

given to promoting what he believed to be the in-

terests of Athens and of Greece ; and it has been the

misfortune of his fame that his conception of these

interests set him in contrast with a loftier genius

and a more heroic nature than his own. In his

school he did a service peculiarly valuable to that

age by raising the tone and widening the circle

of the popular education, by bringing high aims

and large sympathies into the preparation for active

life, and by making good citizens of many who

perhaps would not have aspired to become philo-

sophers.

3—2
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CHAPTEK XIII.

ISOKRATES.

HIS THEORY OF CULTURE.

mage of tu In a passage of the Phaedros 1 iust before that quoted
term phtlo- J. o *J J.

umeo/
n
i^ at the beginning of the last chapter, Sokrates asks

what a man is to be called, who, whatever may be

his particular line of work—whether for instance he

is a Homer, a Lysias, or a Solon—works in the

light of true knowledge, using no terms which he

cannot define, making no statements which he is not

prepared to defend. It might be presumptuous,

Sokrates says, to call such a ftian, or any man,
' wise / but he may fairly be called ' a lover of wis-

dom/ a c philosopher/ It is probable that the term
' philosophy '—said to have been invented by Py-

thagoras—did not come into general use at Athens

much before the time of Sokrates; and that, for

nearly a century at least,
c philosopher ' continued to

be the laudatory name for the man of intellectual or

literary pursuits generally,—as ' sophist/ used with

the same large meaning, came by degrees to have

more and more of a disparaging sense. The para-

1
p. 278 b.
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mount intellectual eminence of Plato and Aristotle,

as well as the lessened importance of Rhetoric after

the extinction of the old political life, led to the

name ' philosopher ' being gradually appropriated,

from about the end of the 4th century B.C., to the

speculative seeker for truth 1
. Aristeides, writing

in the latter half of the second century A. r>., objects

to this restriction of the term, saying that in the

best times 'philosophy' meant simply 'literary

study and refinement ;—being used, not in its

present sense, but for discipline or culture (7rcuSeia)

generally 2.' Now it is in this general sense that

Isokrates applies the term ' philosophy ' to his art,

'the discipline of discourse,' 77 tcop \6ycov iraiheia,

as he more precisely terms it. In the speech On
the Antidosis he expressly marks this general sense :

—

' Now you have heard all the truth about my faculty,

or philosophy, or study—whichever you like to call

it
3 .'

1 On the history of |fche term 23, the verb fyiKoaofytlv has a cor-

(Ju\ocro$ia, see Dr Thompson's note responding sense; but I do not

to Phmdr. p. 278 d. press this, because there may be,
2 Aristeid. n. 407, Dind. (quoted as Spengel thinks, a reference to

in the note just referred to): $i\o- Isokr. Antid. § 173 ; and in that

&o(f)ia meant </n\oKaXia tls Kal 8ia- case the use of the word might be

rpt/3?) 7T€/3i Xoyovs, kol ovx o vvv ironical.

TpoiTos ovros aXKa Traibeia nowccs* In the letter (purporting to be

I would add that in Aristotle Aristotle's) which some later hand

there is at least one clear example has prefixed to the prjropiKrj npbs

of the older and larger us6 of the 'AXega^Spov (Speng. Rh. Gr. 1. 173),

word,

—

Rhet. n. 20, where he is Rhetoric is called 77 rav \6yw
saying that, if we have no illustra- (pikotTocjyia.

tions at hand from real life or 3 Antid. § 50, irepl jueV ovv ttJs

history, we must taken them from ifirj scire fiovXeaOe KaXelv dwdfjcecds

fiction

—

rovro fie padiov €K cj)t\o- eire (f)L\o(TO(f>ias eirf 8iaTpij3fjs,

o-o(j)ias, i.e. 'literary knowledge dicrjKoaTc iraaav rrjv akrjSaav.

will make this easy.' In Rhet. 11,
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prejudice
^kis use °^ ^e term ' philosophy ' though war-

Zusldby™ ranted by the ordinary usage of his day, has in

modern times proved a serious misfortune for Iso-

krates. ' Philosophy ' has for us only its later and

restricted meaning : its original and larger meaning

has been forgotten. Isokrates and Plato were strictly

contemporaries—one, the great speculative thinker,

the other, the great popular educator, of his century.

The tendency to contrast them is natural. On the

one side stands the true philosopher ; on the other,

the graceless anti-Plato who is continually insisting

that his political rhetoric is philosophy. Now, to be

just, we ought to remember that the point of the

supposed contrast depends partly on an altered

verbal usage. When Isokrates speaks of his Phi-

losophy, he means his Theory of Culture. It may be

worth while to inquire what this theory was, and to

see how far that which Isokrates professed to do

was done well by him.

ins Theory The two important documents for the l
philo-

of Culture -|jr»-ri i i • 1 a
described sophy of Isokrates are the discourse Against the

Sophists (Or. xiii. 391 B.C.), and the speech On the

Antidosis (Or. xv. 353 B.C.), the alpha and the

omega of his professional life. In the first of these

he declares what his ' philosophy' is not; in the

second he explains what it is.

(i) nega> It is distinguished, then,—first, from all theoretic
lively,

inquiries, as from those of the Ionic physicists, and

from the ethical and political speculations of the

Sokratic schools. Secondly, from Eristic, or the art

of disputing for disputation's sake. Thirdly, from

mathematical science. Fourthly, from all literary
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activity which lias no direct bearing on the higher

political life : as (i) mythological research, ' ge-

nealogies of the heroes/ and the like
;

(ii) history,

considered as the compiling of annals, apart from

political essay-writing
;

(iii) philology and criticism

of the poets
;

(iv) rhetoric applied to low or trivial

subjects, whether forensic, or of the sportive epi-

deiktic kind 1
.

It forms the last and highest department of the (2) post-
L lively.

citizen's education. Boys at school learn grammar

and read the poets. Older youths may profitably

study astronomy or geometry up to a certain

point, for the purpose of sharpening their faculties

;

a profound study of these subjects is useful only

for professional specialists 2
. Eristic may be used

for practice in the same way ; but the student

must take care that his nature is not ' dried up

by it/ and that he is not c stranded ' in such

barren subtleties as (for instance) those of Em-
pedokles and Parmenides 3

. Then, when the facul-

ties have been thus prepared and trained,
6

philo-

sophy ' comes in. What Gymnastic is for the

body, Philosophy is for the mind. The teacher of

Gymnastic practises his pupils in all the artificial

exercises (o-^/xara) which have been devised as

preparatives for real contests. The teacher of Phi-

losophy trains his pupils in all the artificial re-

sources 4 which prose-composition can employ. Then

1 Adv. Sophist, [xill] passim: (frvaw rrju avrcov KaracrKeXerev-

Cp. esp. Helen. Encom. [x] §§ 1

—

Belaap—i^oKelXaaap €n\ rovt

13: Aat id. [xv] §§ 45, 46. Xoyovs rovs tu>v 7ra\aiodv cro^ncrrcov.

2 Ant id. §§ 2G 1—261. 4 § 183, ras Idtas ando-as als 6

3 lb. § 268, fJirj [livroL nepubelvTrjv \6yos Tvy\dvzi xpw/xevos'. "With re-
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lie tries them in real work, in putting together

{(jvveipeiv) tlie particular things which they have

learned, so that they may grasp them more firmly,

and may be able to use them readily in any com-

bination which any given occasion may require. It

is impossible to foresee exactly all these occasions ;

there can be no science of them. There can only be

opinion, conjecture about them ; and he is the wisest

man who—exact foresight being out of the question

—can best conjecture what any given crisis will

demand of him 1

. ' Philosophy' cannot of itself

engage to produce a man able to speak and to act.

Three things go to make such a man—natural ca-

pacity, training, and practical experience. The

second has no power comparable to that of the first

and third. All that training can infallibly do is to

make the man better 2
. And what is of supreme

importance is the class of subjects to which the

oratorical and literary faculty, as it grows, is turned.

These must be (l) practical
; (2) concerned with the

largest public interests ;—-not with such private

interests as employ forensic rhetoric, nor even with

the exclusive interests of a single city 3
. Isokrates

cites from his own works two examples of such

ference to literary composition, ing seems akin to (2), but larger

—

Idea is used by Isokr. in two dis- including all those resources of

tinct senses:—(1) Idem in Antid. a literary composer which can bo

§ 11 are the rpoiroi \6ycov of § 45,

—

reduced to.formulas. For a pre-

the several branches or styles of cisely similar use, see Adv. Soph.

literary composition; e. g. historical, [xiii] § 16.

rhetorical, critical: (2) Ideai in x
t&. §§ 184—185 : cf. § 271, and

Panath. § 2 are the figures of Helen. Encom. § 5.

rhetoric, properly called crxwara,
2 Antid. §§ 187—191.

such as antithesis or parisosis. 3
ib. §§ 276, 46: cp. Panath. [xn]

Here, in Antid. § 183, the mean- §§ 1—3, 13: Philipp. [v] § 82.
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' nationally political/ Hellenic subjects : one is the

thesis— ' Athens has a better right than Lacedaemon

to the hegemony 1 '; another is
—'What measures

are needed to reform the foreign and home policy of

Athens2 V

The 'Philosophy' of Isokrates is, then, the Art of Definition.

speaking and of writing on large political subjects,

considered as a preparation for advising or acting in

political affairs.

But something more than such a definition is Relation of
Isokrates to

needed for the accurate appreciation of his work. ^nai'lll

It is necessary to determine his relation to other

teachers who professed to be doing nearly the same

thing. Isokrates conceives himself as belonging to

a numerous and honourable profession, but as dis-

tinguished from most of his brethren by certain

characteristics which give him a higher moral and

intellectual dignity. The members of this profession

he calls generically Sophists3
; when he wishes to

disparage he speaks of vulgar Sophists4
. Under

this general name of ' Sophist ' he includes two dis

tinct classes of teachers ;—(l) those whom we should ' sophist

call philosophers,—as the Sokratics, in three of their

principal sects,—Plato and the Academy, Antisthe-

nes and the Cynics, Eukleides and the Megarics5
;

—

(2) those whom we ordinarily mean when we speak

of ' sophists/—teachers of political (that is, forensic

1 Represented by an extract from troduced ib. § 65.

the PanegyrikosiM 51—99),intro- 3 See esp. Antid. § 203.

duced in Antid. § 59. 4 rpel??} rerrapes rcov ayeXi
2 Represented byan extract from orocfrioT&v, Panath. [xn] § IS.

O** De Pace (§§ 25—56, &c), in- 5 Helen. Encom. [x] § 1.

What he
means by
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or deliberative) discourse ; who professed to give a

training, based on Rhetoric, for practical life
1

.

Analogy of The power of speaking, coherently and effectively,

journalism.
[TL a law-court, in a public assembly or at a public

festival, held a place in old Greek life roughly ana-

logous to that which the journalistic faculty holds in

modern Europe. The citizen of a Greek republic

might be called upon at any moment to influence

public opinion in behalf of certain interests or ideas

by a neat, pointed, comprehensive address, which

must be more or less extemporary. ' Sophists ' in

the ordinary sense were men who undertook to teach

methodically the art of saying, under all possible

circumstances, something which should pass muster

at the time ; and, in controversy, of rebutting argu-

ments, whatever their intrinsic worth, by counter-

arguments which should at least serve the turn. In

most hands such a discipline was probably either

keen but immoral, or superficial and non-moral

:

Isokrates wanted to make it thorough and moral.

Distinctive The art which he and the ordinary sophists alike

professed was thoroughly established as the essence

of a practical Athenian education. In the speech

On the Antidosis that place is vindicated for it,

against those who denied its existence as an art, by

an appeal to its proved and normal efficiency ; it

produces the results at which it aims, and produces

them with as much regularity as any other art2 . It

was the educational merit of Isokrates that he strove

honestly and in a great measure successfully to give

1 Adv. Soph, [xin] § 9.
2 Antid, §§ 199—209.

merits of
Isokrates as
a popular
educator

:
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to this established art a larger intellectual field and

a higher tone. Let us forget that by a perversity,

which at the worst is but verbal, he chose to call

this art, in phrase sanctioned by his day, 'philo-

sophy ;' let us forget what is sometimes ludicrous in

his egotism, in the literary self-complacency which

believed itself statesmanlike; and let us see what

there is in his conception and practice of his art which

is really distinctive and really deserving of respect.

The first characteristic of Isokrates, as compared 1. Large-
L ness of View.

with the ordinary practical educator, is largeness of

view. In the discourse Against the Sophists he re-

marks that the vision of these teachers is generally

limited to the narrowest circle of an Athenian citi-

zen's interests ; their object is to prepare victory in

the Athenian lawcourts, victory in the Athenian

ekklesia1
. His own aim, on the contrary, is to en-

large the mental horizon of his pupils by exercising

them on subjects wider and nobler than the concerns

of any single city ; he describes these subjects of his

choice as Hellenic2
. The Panegyrihos deals with such

a subject. And even when his immediate subject

concerns a particular city, the treatment is still in

his own phrase, Hellenic ; his point of view is not

local but national. The Archidamos, the Plataikos,

the Areopagitikos are instances. Now at the time

when Isokrates was writing, this breadth was useful

in two ways, intellectually and politically. Intellec-

tually ; for the divorce of society from the State

brought with it a sharper separation between the

few thinkers, who lived more and more apart, and
1 Adv. Soph. § 20. 2

e. g. Antid. § 46.
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the mass of the citizens, whose social life had lost

the higher spiritual elements almost as completely as

it could do so without ceasing to be Greek. It was a

great thing that a young citizen, who perhaps would

never have been drawn into the sphere of the philoso-

phers, should have set before his mind some interests

wider and higher than those suggested by the routine

of business or pleasure in his own city. Besides this

intellectual gain, it was especially a political gain

when he was reminded that, over and above the

duties of local citizenship, he owed a loyalty to the

higher unity of Greece. Most men found it hard to

remember this in a time when the selfishness of the

individual State, or citizen, was everywhere breaking

the strongest and most sacred ties of the old common

life. To keep constantly the idea of Greece before the

minds of men who would afterwards have power at

various points of Greece—and the pupils of Isokrates

came from all cities—was a good service in itself, apart

from the worth of any given doctrines, and indepen-

dently of the mental enlargement which it implies.

2. Elevation The second distinctive mark of Isokrates is gene-
of moral

^

°
tone- ral nobleness of moral tone. He did not attempt

to find a philosophical basis for morals : rather he

naively makes it his merit that, while theoretical

moralists set before men a conception of virtue
6 which no one else can recognise and about which

they themselves dispute/ the virtue which he teaches

is 'that which all men allow1 / But if he was not a

philosophical moralist, he had a genuine respect and

love for the best and highest things that he knew,

1 Antid. § 84.
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a genuine contempt and hatred for what he felt to

be mean and bad. He lived in times of which the

deadly disease in public and social life was a narrow,

dishonest and impudent selfishness ; the spirit which

animates his writings was in itself wholesome as a pro-

test against this corrupt and abject cynicism. Isokrates

has not passion ; but in his eloquence c one breathes a

large and pure air :' the fineness of his spirit has its

kindred weaknesses ; but, when it is truest to itself,

' it is marked by respect and love for all worthy senti-

ments ; by the habit of moderation, by a just dislike

for dishonest agitations ; by antipathy alike for the

brutal force of despots and for the brutal passions of

mobs ; bydistance from superstition; by faithful attach-

ment to what he called 'philosophy'—including under

that name the double benefit of the thought which illu-

mines and of the speech which charms and touches

—lastly, by the faculty of admiration,'—the finest

gift of his genius,—and by that lively feeling for

the great aspects of his country in which we can still

rejoice with him. And, however far Demosthenes

may outstrip him, yet Demosthenes may have heard

not without respect—perhaps not without envy

—

that serene eloquence, free from all precipitation and

all rashness, which selects its thoughts as well as its

words, which has never to lend itself to offensive

sentiments, which never degrades itself or those who

listen to it, which is nourished only on generous

ideas, and which thus reflects the human spirit

always on its nobler side1 .'

1 Cartelier, Le Discours d'lso- p. lxii. The Introductory Essay

crate sur lui-meme (the Antidosis) from which I quote is throughout
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s. Thorough- Thirdly, Isokrates is distinguished by his method
7iess of Me- * ' o «/

of teaching. Aristotle notices the system followed

by the ordinary sophists. It consisted in making

their pupils commit to memory, first speeches, then

dialogues. This method, Aristotle observes, was

quick, but inartistic and barren of results ; and was

very much as if a shoemaker, instead of making his

apprentices acquainted with the processes of the art,

should content himself with showing them several

pairs of shoes1
. Granting that this account of their

procedure may be partly unfair to average sophists,

it still seems clear that Isokrates stood alone in the

stress which he laid, and the critical pains which he

bestowed, on work done by his pupils themselves.

First came technical expositions ; then the learner

was required to apply abstract rules in actual com-

position, and his essay was carefully revised by the

master2
. Isokrates recognised fully the use of ex-

ample ; but while for most other teachers the setting

of finished patterns before their school was almost

everything, Isokrates seems to have regarded these

patterns chiefly as counsels of perfection for advanced

and gifted pupils3
; the real essence of his method

consisted in developing the learner's own faculty

through the learner's own efforts4 . He lays great

a subtle and sympathetic appreci- s gee Adv. Sophist. § 18.

ation of Isokrates—especially on 4 j{nti^ § 188# This fact ig

the moral side; and suggests how expressed by the tradition, pre-

much has been lost to French served in the Plutarchic life and
literature with the scholar from by Photios cod. 260, that Isokrates

whose pen it came. taught not merely by ^i6o8os—
1 Arist. 7T€p\ o-o(f)i(TT. iXeyxcop i.e. technical precept—but also by

xxxiv. 7. acrKrja-Ls—practice under the eye of
2 Antid.§§ 183 f. : cp. Epist. vi. § 8. the master.
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stress upon industry ; lie seems to have regarded a

feeling for the pleasures of hard work as one criterion

of a noble spirit1
; and in his ninety-seventh year,

when he was suffering from illness, he prides himself

on being still able to work hard 2
. His course of

teaching, besides being so much more thorough, seems

to have been of longer duration than the ordinary

;

his pupils stayed with him from three to four years3
.

It results from his whole conception of his art, 4. Desire of
L Permanent

and it is implied in his method of teaching, ihat EesulL

Isokrates aimed at the production of work which

should have a lasting value. This is a fourth charac-

teristic which distinguishes him strongly from the

mass of his profession, and, in a certain degree, even

from its better members. Since the end of the

fifth century b. c. a literature of political pamphlets

had been coming into existence ; writing was now

recognised as a mode of influencing public opinion

on the affairs of the day. Thrasymachos pleaded for

the Larisaeans, as Isokrates for the Plataeans, in a

rhetorical pamphlet ; in the same way Isokrates

attacked, and Alkidamas defended, the new Mes-

sene 4
. Now to Isokrates belongs the credit of

trying to raise the dignity and worth of this inter-

mittent journalism. He aimed at making his essays

on contemporary events something more than telling

1 Areopag. [yii] § 43. machos imkp Aapio-aloav, see Sauppe
2 Panath. § 267. Or. Alt. 11. p. 1<>2: on the Meo-o-rj-

3 Antid. § 87. Cf. § 200, where vlclkos of Alkidamas (which may be

he ridicules the popular notion that contrasted with the Archidamos

one year of such training ought to of Isokr.) ib. p. 154. Cp. Curtius

make a finished prjrcop. Hist. Gr. v. 173 (Ward).
4 On the lost speech of Thrasy-
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pamphlets ; he wished them to have a lasting value

both literary and political, answering to the con-

scientious labour and thought which had been spent

upon them. The ambition which he set steadily

before his school is not simply that of rising-

above the forensic eloquence which triumphs for a

day ; it is that of producing work whicli shall be

respected—he says it boldly

—

f

in all companies and

for all time 1/ To be thorough ; to aim at solid

results—this rule, meant first for writers, was not

less needed in that age for the future men of action ;

and in literature it had this special result, that

literary skill, seeking some enduring form in which

it might embody itself, was now applied with a

new zeal to history. Three pupils of Isokrates are

especially representative of this impulse. Androtion,

in his Atthis, treated the local traditions and an-

tiquities of Attica, and carried the history of Athens

at least to 394 B.C. Ephoros wrote a History of

Greece, in thirty books, from the Return of the

Herakleidae to the siege of Perinthos by Philip in

341 B.C. Theopompos was the author of a supple-

ment to Thucydides—relating, in twelve books, the

events from the battle of Kynossema to the battle

of Knidos (411—394 B.C.); and, in his Philippica,

a work in no less than fifty-eight books, made Philip

of Macedon the central figure of what seems to have

been in fact a History of Civilization, arranged as

a great picture of the contemporary world 2
. It

1 Antid% § 40. and Theopompos), pp. 391 f. (for

2 Miiller, Hist. Gr. Lit. c. xliii. Androtion) : Curtius, Hist. Gr. v.

Vol. ii. pp. 374—381 (for Ephoros pp. 176 f. (Ward).
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was a benefit to an age intellectually poor in all

but speculative interests to have turned literary-

energy towards something more substantial than the

study of form. This was done by the historical

school of which Isokrates became the indirect

founder, and which shows, in one special manifes-

tation, a general bent of his teaching.

These, then, are four chief things by which Iso- summary.

krates is distinguished from contemporary teachers

of political rhetoric ;—breadth of view ; nobleness

of moral tone
;

practical thoroughness of method

;

encouragement of solid work.

The relation of Isokrates to the Sokratics is in

fact rather a biographical question than one which 2™f*
concerns the examination of his art. His so-called

Sokratlcs -

' philosophy ' had no point of true contact with the

Sokratic schools except his personal obligation to

Sokrates. But, in so far as there was a real or an

apparent antagonism between them, some attempt

to estimate this may help to make the exact position

of Isokrates clearer.

Sokrates held that it is of the essence of true

philosophy to have a direct bearing on civic life, n™ relation
r l J o to Sokrates.

When Isokrates turns away from physical specula-

tion and from all abstract study, considered as an

end, he is so far Sokratic 1
. But his master is the

Xenophontic, not the Platonic Sokrates. He has

taken the doctrine in too literal and too narrow a

sense ; he has not seen that the theoretic is the way

to the best practical life. On the other hand he is

versed in the maxims of just such a homely moral

1 Compare Antid. §§ 263—265, with Xcn. Mem. iv. vii. 3 and 7.

II. 4
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philosophy as Xenophon ascribes to Sokrates. Many
parallelisms might be pointed out between the Me-

morabilia and (for instance) the Letter to Demonihos 1
.

Though the ideal tendency of Isokrates distin-

guishes him from Xenophon almost as decidedly

as his unscientific habit distinguishes him from

Plato, yet, in all that they owe to their eom^

mon teacher, Xenophon and Isokrates are strongly

alike.

supposed At whatever time the Phaedros was written,
references

°Lokrltet°
whether when Isokrates was really a young man, or,

as Cicero thinks 2
, when he was of maturer age, there

can hardly be a question that it is no sarcastic

prophecy after the event 3
. When Plato wrote, he

really hoped that Isokrates might choose what was

in his opinion the noblest career. In the Gorgias

there is a parody which need not be treated as

passing the bounds of a friendly irony ; Isokrates

had said in his speech Against the Sophists that to

be a good speaker requires i a manly and imaginative

spirit ;' Sokrates is made to say in the Gorgias that

rhetoric is the affair of
c a manful and conjectural

spirit 4 .' A passage in the Euihydemos is stronger

and more significant. Kriton reports to Sokrates the

remarks made upon Sokrates and the philosophers

by a critic who is not named, but who is described.

The chief traits of this critic are, (1) that he iden-

1 Compare Ad Dem. [Or. i] s SeeSpengel,Isokr.undPZaton

§ 24 with Xen. Mem. n. vi. 6 : Ad pp. 19, 39.

D. § 26 with Mem. in. ix. 8 : Ad 4 Adv. Soph. § 17, yjrvxfjs dvdpiK?js

D. § 34 with Mem. in. ix. 14: Ad koI Sogao-TLKfjs: Plat. Gorg. p. 463

D. § 40 with Mem. I. ii. 15. ^vx^s CTTOxaaTiKrjs kcu dvdpeias.

2 Or. § 41.
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tifies Dialectic with Eristic
; (2) that he has a

rhythmical and antithetical style, of which Kriton

gives a specimen
; (3) that he lives a life withdrawn

from action ; and (4) that he dwells ' on the border-

land between Philosophy and Statesmanship/ So-

krates is not harsh to this critic ; we ought not to

be irritated, he says, by claims of this kind ; rather

' we ought to esteem every man who says anything

holding of practical wisdom, and goes with manly

perseverance through his work 1.'

In the discourse Against the Sophists it seems supposed

doubtful whether there is any special reference to of is,

Plato, who at that time,—about 391 B.C.,—was

perhaps not yet conspicuous ; but the teachers of

absolute knowledge (eVioTTy/x^) for pay must at any

rate be some of the minor Sokratics 2
. In the He-

lenae Encomium, however (370 B.C.), the allusion to

Plato is distinct. He is brought in between Antis-

thenes and Eukleides,—being indicated as teaching

that Valour, Wisdom and Justice form the subject-

matter of one science3
. In the Panathenaihos (§ 118)

there is what seems a controversial reference to

Plato's maxim in the Gorgias and the Republic,

that it is better to be wronged than to wrong.

'The Laws and Polities written by the Sophists'

which are slightly mentioned in the Philippos (§ 2)

may possibly be meant for Plato's works ; though

1 Plat, Euthyd. pp. 304—6. The 2 Adv. Soph. §§ 3, 4 : Thompson
passage is discussed by Dr Thomp- (1. a), p. 177, note 9.

son (Ptedr. Append, n, pp. 179— 3 Helen. Enc. § 1. Antisthenes

182); who, with Spengel (Isokr. and the Cynics are indicated by

und PL pp. 36, 7), recognises the their paradoxes, Eukleides and the

allusion to Isokrates. Megarics by their eristic.

4—2
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isokmtio this seems less certain. Lastly, in several passages
preference / # ... . .

t{xn^°-
n °f Isokrates the attainment of judicious ' opinion/

relation to as distinguished from ' knowledge,' is declared to be
thePla- °

# ....
thesis?

nti" ^e en(l °f education. It is worth while to inquire

how far these remarks strictly apply to the Platonic

antithesis. In the discourse Against the Sophists

(§ 1 6) Isokrates says :

—

f When people see that those

who merely opine agree better and succeed oftener

than those who profess to hioiv, they naturally

despise them/ In the Helenae Encomium § 5 :

—

' It is much better to form probable opinions about

useful things than to have an exact knowledge of

useless things.' The Speech On the Antidosis § 271

:

—c Since it is impossible for human nature to acquire

any science by which we should know what to do or

say, in the next resort I deem those wise who, as a

rule, can hit what is best by their opinions ; and

I call those men philosophers who give themselves

to studies by which they will soonest acquire prac-

tical wisdom.'

In no one of these passages, nor elsewhere, does

Isokrates deny a possible science of absolute truth

;

rather he implicitly recognises it. His contention

is that this knowledge, supposing it attained, is

worth less than judicious, though inexact, opinion

on the affairs of practical life. That ' knowledge ' or

' science ' of which he does deny the possibility is a

science of the contingencies which may arise in prac-

tical life. These cannot certainly be foreknown ; the

words or deeds which a future crisis may demand

can never be more than matter of guesswork.

The supposed allusions of Plato to Isokrates
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prove nothing more than his regret—sometimes ex-^S7~
pressed with sarcasm—that ability and industryK?r J J Plato and

should have been lost to the search for knowledge. Urates.

The references of Isokrates to Plato show vanity

and petulance ; but no more than those on the

other side do they justify the hypothesis of a serious

feud. An inner friendship or harmony was impos-

sible between the two men. But Plato seems to

have regarded Isokrates with a sometimes pitying

good will ; and Isokrates, when not temporarily out

of humour with Plato, was probably willing to visit

him in the country, and to talk—as an impartial

Peripatetic is said to have described—'concerning

poets 1/

1 "The philosopher [Plato] was by Dr Thompson 1. c. p. 178). I

a friend of Isokrates ; and Praxi- assume that Praxiphanes had par-

phanes has written a dialogue in doned to old age the designation

which they are represented as of Aristotle's philosophy as rrjv

conversing wcpl 7rotr]rSv in Plato's 7rep\ ras epidas (Isokr. Epist. v.

country-house where Isokrates was § 3)—if the Dialogue On Poets

a guest :

" Diog. Laert. in. # (quoted had not been written before.

%
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CHAPTER XIV.

ISOKBA TES.

STYLE.

It has been seen that the end which Isokrates set

before himself in all his work was practical, and

practical in a high way. His teaching aimed at

forming good citizens, not only of Athens, but of

Greece. His writings aimed at showing how literary

skill might be applied to the treatment of really

isokrates political subjects. But, except during those few
less an r J \ \

&
orator years of his earlier life in which he wrote for the

law-courts, he had nothing to do with practical

oratory. Want of nerve and of voice hindered him

from coming forward in the ekklesia. With the

exception of the six forensic speeches, all his extant

compositions were meant to be read, not to be

spoken. Considered in regard to subject-matter,

he is a publicist. Considered in regard to form, he

is a stylist. And his distinction as a stylist is this,

timn an ar- that he was the first Greek who gave a really artistic
tistinrhe-

#

° J

toricai finish to literary rhetorical prose.

Isokrates began the career of his choice—when

the labours not of his choice were over—about

prose.
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392 B.C. Rhetoric was then represented at Athens Rhetoric
1 at Athens

chiefly by two classes of men. First, there were £*?** 390

the writers of speeches for the law-courts. Lysias,^^^f
then at the height of his fame, was the most

cotir s '

eminent of these, and had already set before his

brethren a new standard of excellence ; though it

is not likely that, so early as 390 B.C., the 'plain

style ' had made much way. Secondly, there were The teach-
J

#

J
\ ers ofEhe-

teachers of rhetoric who professed to impart a me- toriG-

thod of deliberative or forensic speaking, but who in

the exercises which they wrote as models, seem to

have preferred subjects of an epideictic character

taken from mythology. Extant examples are the

Speech of Odysseus against Palamedes, the Defence

of Palamedes, the Controversy between Ajax and

Odysseus for the arms of Achilles1
. It was in a

half-disdainful rivalry with such efforts that Iso-

krates wrote his Busiris and his Encomium ofDistinctive
J aim of Iso-

Helen. But the real ambition of Isokrates was to krates-

raise the Art of Rhetoric above such themes as were

supplied either by the law-courts or by the myths.

He held that the subject-matter of Rhetoric was to

be found neither in the petty concerns of to-day nor

in a far-off age of heroes, but in the largest practical

interests of Greek citizenship. He held, further

—

and here he was completing the theory of Gorgias

—

that not only may prose be artistic, but that the

1 For the 'Obvo-aevs Kara Ilaka- second to Gorgias; the third to

fir/dovs TrpobocrLas, see Sauppe Or. Antisthenes. H. E. Foss in his

Alt. II. 156 ; for the virep Uaka^dovs Gorgias (pp. 81 f. ; 78 f.; 94 f.) has

cLTTokoyLa, ib. 132: for the A'las— shown each to be the work of a

'Odvo-aevs, ib. 167. The first used later writer,

to be ascribed to Alkidamas; the
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utterance of Rhetoric may be, ought to be, a work

of art as complete and as substantive as the utter-

ance of Poetry ; that it has its own ascertainable

laws of rhythm and of harmony ; and that the

artist who, having mastered these laws, addresses

himself to the treatment of a great subject, has with

him a power, beside and beyond the strength of his

cause or of his genius—a power coming to him, as to

the poet, through his art, and springing from an

essential music latent in language which his art has

shown him how to bring upon the ear.

It has been said in a former chapter1 that Diony-

sios distinguishes three principal ' harmonies' or

modes of composition, whether in verse or in prose,

—the ' austere,' the c smooth ' and the ' middle ;'

Antiphon being his oratorical representative of the

monysios ' austere/ Isokrates of the 'smooth/ Demosthenes
on the

harmony. °f the ' middle.' The e smooth ' (or ' florid ') harmony

is thus described :

—

' It does not seek that each separate word should

be conspicuously seen, as if set on a broad, firm

pedestal; or that the pauses between the words

should be long. The slow, steadfast manner is not

at all to its mind. Rather it likes movement and

impetus of language ; it wishes word to come on

word as wave rides wave, each lending buoyancy

to each, like flowing waters that never are still.

It requires, that all the parts of the context should

be taken together and find their power in their

whole effect. This result is wrought by a nicety

of joining which leaves no pause that can be felt

1 Vol. i. p. 21.
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between word and word. In this, the style is like

a web of fine warp, or a painting of which the

lights melt into the shadows. Then it wishes that

all its words should be musical, smooth, delicate, as

with the bloom of a fair young face. It may be

said to be at feud with rough syllables and all

clashing sounds ; and to be wary of everything rash

and venturesome.

' Nor is it only between word and word that it

seeks this apt juncture and coherence. It desires

that clause should be closely knitted to clause ; that

every sentence should be rounded to a period ; that

each segment of a period should be neither shorter

nor longer than the just mean ; and that the whole

period should be within the compass of one full

breath. A sentence not periodic, a period not

jointed into members, or a member not symmetrical

with the rest, are thoroughly foreign to its work-

manship. The rhythms which it employs are not

the longest but the middle or the shorter. It

wishes the last words of a period to be rhythmical

and firmly set, as on a base squared by line and

rule ;—thus reversing, in the structure of these final

clauses, its practice in the ordinary harmonies of

words. Ordinarily it makes word slide into word.

But it would have the closing words of a period to

stand clear, and be seen, as it were, from every side.

The figures which it uses are not those which have

an antique air, or which are notable for majesty

or impressiveness or ruggedness; but rather the

luxuriant and voluptuous, in which the elements

of illusion and stage-glitter are strong. To speak
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generally—this ' smooth J

or ' florid ' style is in essen-

tials the opposite of the austere1 .'

This description may serve at the outset to
tatives of L J

this style k^ ^he broadest characteristics of Isokrates as

contrasted with the elder school represented by An-

in poetry, tiphon. The typical poets of the 'smooth' style,

according to Dionysios, are, in epos, Hesiod ; of

lyrists, Sappho, Anakreon, Simonides ; among trage-

in prose, dians, Euripides only. When Dionysios comes to

name a representive historian, he is at a loss ; no

one, he says, is strictly apposite ; but Ephoros and

Theopompos are so 'more than most/ This illus-

trates the degree in which the style of Isokrates

was distinctive. The only prose-writers in the

' smooth harmony ' whom Dionysios finds to mention

are Isokrates and two pupils of Isokrates.

Diction of In applying more closely to Isokrates the general
Isokrates.

. .

J
. tip •

i - -.

description just quoted, the first point to be noticed

is his choice of words. His diction is tempered of

two opposite elements. It is a compromise between

the 'elaborate' diction represented by Thucydides

and the ' plain ' diction represented by Lysias2
. But

it is infinitely more Lysian than Thucydidean.

its Purity. Of its Lysian qualities, the first is purity ; an

excellence already3 explained as including two ideas

—avoidance of obsolete, or novel or too poetical

words4
,—and correctness of idiom. In this Isokrates

1 Dionys. de comp. Verb. c. 23. general than evVpoo-jfyopo?,' affable')

2 id. Demosth. c. 4. Ad Demon, [i] § 20: repOpeia
3 Vol. i. p. 168. ('jugglery'), Helen. Enc. [x] § 4:
4 As exceptions, note the words (pdorj, Aeginet. [xix] §11: rvp(3rj

ovpavofirjKrjs, Antid. [xv] § 134: cf)i- Antid. § 130: i7riKi]p(os, Bus. [xi]

XoTTpoariyopos ('courteous'—more § 49: ivbcXex^arraros, Antid. § 156:
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was the nearest rival, though not the equal, of

Lysias1
. Next, though the general effect of Iso- its simpu-

krates is ornate and the general effect of Lysias

is plain, yet the Lysian simplicity belongs in a

certain sense to the language of Isokrates. His

composition abounds in figures—to be noticed pre-

sently ; but his diction generally avoids tropes* ; that

is, it uses the individual word in the normal sense.

Yet here again there is a difference. Lysias prefers

common words ; Isokrates, though he can distinguish

occasions, has a general bent towards grandeur3
.

There is far less of this in the six forensic speeches

than elsewhere ;
yet even here there is something4

.

But choice of words was of comparatively small compost-
x J tion of Iso-

importance in determining the style of Isokrates, krate8m

between whom and the elder ' austere ' school the

Karaa-KeXeTevdela-av, Ant. § 268: but are against purity; hence Isokr.,

diao-KCLpKJiao-Oai, Areop. § 12. Also who thought most about beauty,

the metaphorical use of eikareveiv made least use of tropes.

{Pan. § 131), i£oK€L\as, Ant. § 268 3 aefivoXoyia (Dionys. Isokr. c.

and Ep. n. § 13. (Sandys, AdDem. 20), a-e/jivorrjs noinTLKj] {ib. 2), KaXkc-

and Panegr. pp. xi, xxxiv. \oyia (Dem. c. 4).

Aristotle instances eVX^o-ai/ {Pan. 4 Speaking of the forensic work

§ 96) and c^/xr/ {ib. § 186) as poeti- of Isokr. generally, Dionys. remarks

cal words legitimately used in a that here he comes near to the

climax: Rh.iii.7. manner of Lysias {Isocr. c. 18).

1 Dionys. de Isokr. c. 2 : Lys. Then examining the Trapez. [xvn]

c. 2 : Dem. c. 4. §§ 1—14 in detail, he points out

2 id. Bern. c. 18—where Dionys. that the manner is oXcp rco yivzi

is criticising a passage from the distinct from that of I.'s delibera-

De Pace (§§ 41—50) taken as show- tive or epideictic speeches
;

yet

ing Isokr. at his best—and notices that it is Isokratic still—it bears

the avoidance of TpoTriKaucaTao-Kevai the predominant stamp of art (c.

as even excessive. Hermogenes 20).—Perhaps Or. xviii (Against

{rrepl ISe&v d c. 12, Speng. Rh. G. Kallimachos) and xix (Aeginetikos)

ii. 33) observes that the first con- are the best examples of I.'s plain

dition of beauty in expression is manner.

purity ; now tropes give vividness,
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essential point of contrast was just this, that tliey

relied much on words, while he relied almost wholly

on composition. It was Isokrates who developed,

though he did not originate, the idea of a literary

Prose- prose-rhythm. The Greek theory distinguished a

music proper to the continuous (owe^s) exertion

of the voice in prose-declamation from the music of

its exertion at intervals (Stacrr^/xara) in singing 1
.

As singing can scarcely charm the ear or make claim

to beauty until it has brought itself under definite

laws, partly of rhythm, partly of harmony, so ora-

torical prose cannot give artistic pleasure until it

has become, in its proper measure, rhythmical.

This implies the bringing out of that musical element

which is inherent in all language ; and the technical

Rhetoric early began to take account of the prose-

rhythm into which this element must be wrought.

Thus Aristotle 2 discusses the relative merits for

rhetorical prose of the dactyl—which is too epic for

ordinary use—the iambus, which is too common to

give any distinctive effect—the trochee, which is

too light—and the paeon, which he thinks on the

whole the most serviceable,—the ' first* paeon

(-kjuv) for the beginning of the period, the ' fourth
'

(yw-) for the end. Poetry has its strict corre-

spondence of rhythms and its precision of metres.

Prose has its irregular rhythms and its wandering

melody in the fall of syllables—rhythms and metres

1 Volkmann, Die Rhetorik der destroys the rhetorical illusion,

Griechen und Romer (1872), p. but rhythm desirable—simply, he

430. thinks, as the period is—because
2 Rhet.ui.S—where he observes 'all men like to see to the end.'

that metre in prose is amBavov, i.e. Cf. Volkm. p. 447.
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not bound by any rigid framework, yet reducible

to certain general laws which the attentive ear

can discover, and which the skilful speaker can

apply in ever-varying combinations 1
. Now the

mistake of Gorgias had consisted in trying to bring

the essentially free rhythms and metres of prose

too near to the strict rhythms and metres of verse.

Thrasymachos of Chalkedon was probably more ju-

dicious 2
. But Isokrates was the earliest great artist

in the rhythm proper to prose 3
,—so distinctly so,

that Cicero more than once calls him its discoverer 4
.

Great artist as he was, however, he was only a

developer, not a perfecter ; and the chief reason

why he fell short of the highest excellence seems to

have been this, that he sought too constantly to base

his rhythms on a certain type of composite period.

With Antiphon 5
, as we saw, the structure of TWPen.

w i
odic style

a period was still a matter of effort—admitting, too,

of little variety : in Lysias 6 the power of forming

terse, compact periods is nearly perfect, and is com-

1 Dionys. Bern. cc. 49, 50. Prose yap' a\\a fitfiixOco ttclvtI pvSpcp,

is to be evpvOfjLos and cvperpos— paXiara lap.ftiK<o rj rpoxaiK<p. Aris-

not like Poetry, eppvdfxos and e/x/xe- totle would have considered this

rpos, bound. Quintilian (ix. iv. 45) recommendation of the iambus or

distinguishes the metre (dimensio trochee as retrograde—Thrasyma-

quaedam) of verse from the rhythm chos having brought in the paeon.

(numerl) of prose: and so Cic. has In Adv. Soph, (xni) § 16 Isokr.

numerus = pvBuas, Or. §67. speaks of the study needed in order
2 The artistic use of the paeon in €vpv6jj,cos *eu povo-iiccas elneiv.

prose is dated by Aristotle from 4 'Isokr. was the first to see that

Thrasymachos (Rh. m. 8). Cp. in prose too a certain measure and

Curtius, Hist. Gr.Y. 168 (Ward), rhythm (modum et numerum) must
3 For the precept of Isokr. in his be observed': Brut. § 32. In Orat.

own words, see the fragment of his § 175 he quotes Thrasymachos

rexvl m Sauppe ii. 225:—oXws Se himself to the same effect.

6 Xoyo? pi7} \6yos eorrco (mm?prose), 5 Vol. i. p. 34.

tjrjpov yap' (jltj^e e/x/xerpos'' Karacfaaves 6 lb. p. 166.
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how deve- bined with skill in avoiding monotony ; with Iso-
loped by

t .

isolates, krates, the periodic style passes into an altogether

new phase. The distinctive mark of the new Iso-

kratic period is a certain luxuriant amplitude. In-

stead of aiming at the vigorous compression fittest

for real contests, it rejoices in rich diffuseness—it

unrolls itself like a clear river, luring the hearer on

from bend to bend through the soft beauties of its

winding course 1
. Three kinds of period are distin-

guished by Demetrios : the Rhetorical, terse and

round ;—the Conversational, slack and simple ;—the

Historical, intermediate between these two 2
. Lysias,

as has been noticed, uses what may be called a ' his-

torical' period in one special part of his work—in

narrative parts of his public speeches. Isokrates, as a

rule, uses everywhere the historical rather than the

rhetorical period 3—giving to it, however, a certain

long and stately flow which is his own. The great

fault of his management is monotony. Lysias knew

at least how to brace or relax his framework ; Demo-

sthenes was a master of structural contrasts ; but,

in all the speeches of Isokrates, except the forensic,

one long and finished period follows another with

little variety or relief. He must always round his

sentence 4
. Not only the form but the matter often

1 This is the image used by by the opening of T)Qm.adv.Lept.;

Dionysios {Dem. c. 4) to describe the Conversational, by the opening

the v7raycoyiKrj 7T€pLoSos, the mean- of Plat. Rep. ; the Historical, by

dering period, of Isokrates. Cf. the opening of Xen. Andb.

de Isocr. c. 12, to kvkKlov twv irepi-
3 Dionys. Dem. c. 18 notices the

odcop. period of Isokr. as being rather
2 Demetr. 7rep\ SppTjvsias § 19. 'like that of the historians

;

than

(Speng. Rh. Gr. in. 265.) He ivaywvios fit for real contests,

illustrates the Rhetorical Period 4 Dionys. decomp. Verb.c. 19 ob-
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suffers for this artificial uniformity. A thought has

sometimes to be diffusely, and therefore weakly,

expressed, in order to afford a symmetry of clauses 1
.

But although there is this grave fault in his

handling of the periodic style, it must not be for-

gotten that Isokrates gave a really important de-^

velopment to the idea of the period itself. Hitherto

it had been too cramped : he was the first to give it

a large and free expansion. He was the first, too,

who showed how the ampler period might be worked

up through the series of clauses and members to an

artistic climax 2
.

Next to this general characteristic, luxuriance, ms use of

# t
Figures.

the special marks of the periodic style in Isokrates

depend on his use of figures. In order to see just

what Isokrates does here, it will be a help to keep

in mind the strict distinction between a ' trope ' and 'Trope*
L and ' M*

a ' figure ' (whether of language or of thought). A 0Wre-'

trope is the use of a particular word in other than

its normal sense—as
c
fire ' for ' zeal

?

(metaphor) or

' steel' for 'sword' (synekdoche)—to take two of

the commonest tropes. A ' figure' is an affair of

whole clauses or sentences 8
. The 'figure of lan-

serves that the best style is some- ding, as Dionys. says (de Isocr. c. 3),

times more, sometimes less, peri- The critic illustrates this minutely

odic: but that Isokr. did not under- in his analysis of De Pace § 42

stand such variety: cf. his Kplo-is (Bern. c. 19). ' These drooping

t(dv dpxalcov, c. 5. This wholly folds might have been pinned up

periodic style (with no alloy of more neatly'

—

ravra K€K.6k7r<Dix£va

elpofieprj) is essentially epideiktic: o-fyiy^ai fiSXKop ivfjv.

cp. Cic. Or. § 207, Volkmann, p.
2 Cp. Muller, Hist. Gr. Lit. c.

435. xxxvi. (Donalds, n. 154—5.)

1 The invariable desire for a 3 See Volkmann, Die Rhet. der

period and a rhythm drives Isokr. Gr. und Romer, pp. 392 f. Cp.

to use 7rapa7rkr)pc0naTa Xetjecov, pad- Quint. IX. 1 § 4.
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guage ' is a combination of words (each of which may-

be used in its normal sense) for the artificial ex-

pression of an idea—as antithesis. The 'figure of

thought ' depends on no special combination of

words, but on an assumed attitude of the speaker's

mind—as irony. Now Isokrates rarely uses ' tropes
'

—indeed, his avoidance of them was expressly

noticed as a cause of tameness in his diction 1
; nor

—

with one exception to be noted presently—does he

often use 'figures of thought.' But he uses abun-

dantly certain ' figures of language.' It was Gorgias

Figures of who first brought a throng of the 'figures of lan-
Language.

. #

guage ' into Greek Rhetoric 2
. In so far as Isokrates

saw more clearly than Gorgias where the line falls

between prose-rhythm and verse-rhythm, Isokrates

moderated the Gorgian use of these figures. On the

other hand he established some of them as the dis-

tinctive ornaments of the 'florid' Rhetoric by

developing them artistically within certain limits.

The specially Isokratic figures of language are those

which depend on a parallelism. These are chiefly

three 3
. (1) A parallelism in sense—Antithesis

:

which may arise either (i) from two words of

opposite sense used in the expression of a single

idea
—

'let the rich give to the poor:' or (ii) from

1 Dionys. Dem. c. 18: Hermog. is meant to be wrought by the com-

7r€pi lb. a , c. 12 (referred to above), bination. Volkmann (who refers

2 Dionys. Time. c. 24. Quintilian the distinction between o-xwara

(ix. 3 § 2) subdivides the 'figures Xeijecos and biavoias not to Caecilius

of language' as (1) grammatical

—

of Calacte, but back to Theophra-

mere peculiarities of pathology or stos, p. 392) analyses both kinds

syntax, with no rhetorical purpose in detail, pp. 396—430.

—e.g. the schema Pindaricum: (2)
3 Cp. Sandys Ad Dem. and

rhetorical—where a certain effect Panegyr. p. xiv.
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the contrast of two ideas without contrast of words :

'he did them good, but they took away his good

name
;

?

or (iii) from the contrast both of ideas and

of words—'he did them good but they did him

evil/ (2) A parallelism in form and size merely

between two or more clauses or sentences—Parisosis.

(3) A parallelism of sound—Paromoiosis : when the

latter of two clauses gives to the ear an echo of the

former, either in its opening or at its close or

throughout 1
.

The idea of all these three (

figures ' is the same

—

that idea of mechanical balance in which the craving

for symmetry is apt to take refuge when it is not

guided by a really flexible instinct or by a spiritual

sense of fitness and measure. No one can read Iso-

krates without feeling with what a leaden weight this

elaborately wrought ornament lies on much of his

w^ork, often chilling the thought and almost crushing

out its life
2

. But a distinction must be noticed

1 Hermogenes has an excellent the direct 7raponoi<ocris by shifting

remark (jrepl 18. a c. 12, Sp. Eh. Gr. one of the two words which would

ir. 331) on the use of these two have jingled,

last figures

—

irapio-wo-is and irapo- 2 Gellius (N. A. xviii. 8) quotes

jjLolcoo-is—by Isokr. and Demos- some lines from Lucilius in which

thenes respectively. Demosth. has the satirist ridicules those Haste-

rarely a direct and absolute sym- less persons' (apirocali) who wish

metry or consonance of clauses

—

to seem Isokratic, and who accord-

Hermog. says he remembers only ingly overload their sentences with

one instance, InAndrot. § 1. Else- ofioioreXevra, irapio-a and the like,

where Demosth. disguises the na- Dionysios, greatly as he admires

piVoxris- either by 'cutting it in two' Isokr., repeatedly blames his 'pu-

—inserting a clause (cVc^oXiJ) be- erile' or 'vulgar' use of the Gorgian

tween the two balanced clauses

—

figures. He instances Panegyr.

or by taking care that the clauses §§ 71—81 (Delsocr. c. 14): Trapez,

equal in length shall not be sym- §§ 9, 11 (especially

—

ib. c. 20): De
metrical in structure -.whilehe avoids Pace, §§ 41—50 (Dem. c. 20).

IT. • 5
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jBarUer between his earlier and Lis later manner. The
and later

ISatef practical life of Athens had a gradual reflex action

on that Sicilian Rhetoric which had been drawn into

its sphere; and this was felt even by Isokrates 1
.

In the Philippos and still more plainly in the Pana-

thenaikos he intimates that he had outlived much

Thought: of his early taste for the c
figures of language.' As

for those vivid reflections of the speaker's own mood

which are called the 'figures of thought/ they be-

longed, generally, to a later and more animated

school 2
; the large use of them by Andokides being

precisely one of those points which show how little

his natural faculty had been tamed to the technical

Rhetoric of his day. Least of all were the figures of

thought congenial to the smooth and tranquil

manner of Isokrates. There is perhaps but one

exception ; he is fond of the rhetorical question in

concluding an argument 3
.

iTuZful Before we leave the technical traits of his com-

position, one striking trait remains to be noticed

as the special cause of his ' smoothness/ This is the

Nothing, he says, more *paralyses Volkmann, pp. 416 f. The great

his force,' nothing more averts the master of the 'figures of thought*

ear, than these frigid figures. was Demosthenes: Cic. Oral. § 136.

1 This is well marked in two 3 For examples of this epoorrjo-is,

passages: (1) Philip. (v)§ 27,—346 see Panegyr. (iv) §§ 121, 183: De
B.C.; (2) Panath. § 2,—-342 b.c— Pace (viii) §§ 11, 100, 105, 113:

where he says that he has quite Panath. (xii) §§ 121 f. Volkmann

given up attempting ' antitheses (p. 424) notices an instance of the

and parisoses and those other figure called dvrtypao-is or 7rapa\et-

figures which compel applause.' -^/is—when the speaker says that

Quintilian expressly recognises the he will not mention a thing, but

two phases: ix. 3 § 74. Cp. Rau- does—,joined with hyperbole, in

chenstein Introd. p. 12. De Pace §§ 56, 81.

2 See above, Vol i. p. 99: cp.
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studious, the even pedantic care with which he avoids

allowing a vowel at the end of a word to be followed

by a vowel at the beginning of the next 1
. Dionysios

says that he had gone through the whole of the

Areopagitikos without finding one instance of such a

collision 2
. The artificialism soon makes itself felt

;

and, as one critic justly says, a possible music of

clashing sounds is lost 3
. In this, as in greater

things, Demosthenes knew how to hit the mean 4
.

Passing from the province of Expression to the Treatment

„ . ,
of Subject-

treatment of matter with its two departments ot maUer-

Invention and Arrangement, we find that here also

Isokrates has his distinctive merits. As regards

Invention—the art of discovering the available re- invention.

sources of a theme—Dionysios pronounces Isokrates

equal to Lysias 5
;
Quintilian praises not merely his

facility but his effort to bring out the higher aspects

1 For his own precept, see the Quintilian (ix. 4 § 35) and Hermo-
frag. of his ri^yr\ (Sauppe n. 225)— genes frcpl Id. a c. 12) agree with
i vowels must not come together* Demetrios in thinking the solici-

(Set ra (fxavrievTa fifj <n///.7nVreiz>), tude of Isokrates in this matter
1
for the effect is lame/ x°>^v yap excessive: while Plutarch, with a

to roiovSe. Benseler, in his work somewhat frigid sarcasm, asks how
Be Hiatu in Oratoribus Atticis Isokrates, 6 (jyoftovfievos (jxovrjev

et Historicis Graecis, has applied (fxcvqevn o-vyKpova-ai— could help

this test to the whole extant text shrinking from the Macedonian

of Isokrates (Bk. i. Ch. 1). phalanx? {Deglor.Athen. c. 8, Mor.
2 Be Comp. Verb. c. 23 (where he p. 350 e.) On the other hand,

analyses §§ 1—5). Benseler ex- Longinus praises him for avoiding

amines this statement (pp. 7—9). harsh collocations ' which make the

Among the more striking instances texture of the speech rougher and

of hiatus in our text of the Areo- do not slide into the ear, but

pagitikos are v/jlcls ye wovro, § 57

:

offend it, while they also arrest the

—(Sore ovre, § 80. speaker's breath' (Ehet. § 9, p. 560
3 Demetrios nepl ipixrjveias § 68

:

in Speng. Rh. Gr. i. 306).

who adds, in § 72, that such clashing, 4 See Schafer, Bemosth. Vol. in.

o-vyKpovo-is, suits the p,€yako7rp€Trrjs p. 317 note 2.

xapaKTrjp. Dionysios {Bern. c. 4),
5 Be Isocr. c. 4.

5—2
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of his subject 1
. In analysing the epideictic branch

of Rhetoric, Aristotle notices one device as specially

frequent in Isokrates—the use of the topic of com-

parison for the purpose of magnifying or extolling 2

(au^cris). The Philippos will supply an instance ;
—

in order to show that Philip of Macedon could

easily conquer Asia, Isokrates points out that harder

things were done with smaller means by Alkibiades,

Konon, Dionysios and the younger Cyrus 3
. The

author of the Essay on Sublimity blames Isokrates

—

and rightly—for a too constant and ostentatious effort

to heighten rhetorically the greatness of his theme 4
.

This effort is akin to the essentially epideictic

spirit of all his work, the spirit which is always

tending to transform advice, as in the Panegyrikos

and PMlippos, or apology, as in the Antidosis and

De Bigis, into encomium 5
.

mZT°
e' ^n Arrangement Isokrates is very clever. He is

generally said to have invented the fourfold di-

vision of the speech—used, however, before him by

Lysias—with proem, narrative, proof, epilogue 6
; but

his distinctive skill lay in the management of a more

complex system. According to Dionysios, the

arrangement of Isokrates excels that of Lysias in

1 x. 1 § 79, in inventionc facilis, improbable by the general sense,

honesti studiosus. by the testimony of Dionys. Isocr.

2 Arist. Rh. i. 9.
f
If one has no 18, and by the contemptuous word

positive merits to urge, one should biKokoytlv).

give the man relative merit by com- 3 Philip, [v] §§ 58—67.

paring him with others

—

as Iso- 4 irepl yyj/ovs in Speng. Rh. Gr.

krates used to do, owing to his fa- I. p. 287.

miliarity with suit-pleadiyig'' (bta 5 See Dionys. Rhet. c. 9 § 12 :

ttjv a-wr)6eiav rov biKokoytiv—where Volkmann p. 83.

Spengel's dawrjOeiav is surely made ° Vol. i. p. ISO note.
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two main points—in fineness of subdivision and in

variety,—this variety arising either from new com-

binations within the subject itself or from the

introduction of episodes not strictly proper to it
1

.

The use of the latter is illustrated by a remark of

Aristotle in regard to the opening of an epideictic

speech. Here, he suggests, the speaker may take a

hint from the flute-player. The flute-player preludes

with anything that he can play effectively, and

then knits this on to the keynote of his theme. So

it is, says Aristotle, in the proem to the ' Helen ' of

Isokrates ; the Eristics have nothing to do with

Helen. 'And here, even if the speaker pass into a

foreign region (eVro7uo-7?), it is better than that the

speech should be monotonous/ The ' episode' on

Agamemnon in the Panathenaihos (§§ 74—87) is a

good instance.

One uniform type of structure may be recog-

nised in all the best discourses, of Isokrates. There

is a leading idea—generally some large proposition

about the affairs of Athens or of Greece—which

is worked out on the principle of antithesis. Every

contrast which it can yield is developed : but

through all divisions and subdivisions the dominant

idea is kept before the mind; and, at the close, the

simplicity of the original proposition emerges from

these intricate, yet never confused, antitheses in the

simplicity of the conclusion. Take, for instance, the

Panegyrikos. The leading idea is—A Greek war

1 De Isocr. c. 4 ISlais nera(3o\ais mium is, of course, Helen. But
—pivots eVeto-oSi'ots:. Isokr. preludes with an attack on

Arist. Eh. in. 14. The keynote the Eristics (§§ 1—13.1).

(iMa-ijJLov) of the Helenae Enco-
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with Persia. * Greece ' is dealt with in Part I.
,

' Persia,

'

in Part II. In Part I. Athens is contrasted with

Sparta; the services of Athens to Greece are analysed

as (1) civil, (2) military—and here, as in wars

between Greeks or in wars between Greek and bar-

barian. Part II. shows that (1) Persia is open to

attack while (2) Greece has every motive for at-

tacking. Then the conclusion :—A Greek war with

Persia is both just and expedient. It is this power

of dealing luminously with a large array of facts

grouped round a central idea which Hermogenes

praises as the 'distinctness' of Isokrates 1
. Like his

moral bent towards subjects of practical moment and

towards permanence of literary result, this faculty

of arrangement set an example useful beyond the

sphere of Rhetoric. It helped to show the historian

how large masses of material might be wrought

into a form at once clear and interesting 2
.

iZnparfd But the merits of Isokrates whether on the

Practical verbal or the real side are not those which are best
Orator.

fitted to succeed m a law-court or in an assembly.

It is true that, as Hermogenes 3 says, he has in a

very high degree that purity of diction and that

distinctness of method which are at least two virtues

of civil eloquence: it is true that, as Dionysios 4 says,

lessons may be learned from him in everything that

goes to form the complete ( faculty of citizenship/

Yet his practical rhetoric is not oratory. It is for

1 evKpiveia: 7T€p\ tSewv a c. 4, Sp. 4 He Isocr. c. 4—where ndkiTiKrj

Rh. Gr. ii. 283. SiW/u? denotes the complete fa-

2 Curtius Hist. Gr. v. p. 175 culty of being a citizen as distin-

(Ward). guished from the power of civil

3 jrcpi Id. ft' c. 11, Sp. II. 412. rhetoric.
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the palaestra, not for the battle-field1 . It has not

the stamp of vigorous nature. The great speaker in

real contests holds his own argument, and can seize

that of his adversary, with an iron grasp ; he is impas-

sioned and can kindle passion, he can animate the

embodiment of his thought with a living soul which

seems to come to it, through him, from a present and

inspiring power ; the artist of the school—and it is

as such that Isokrates most often appears—suffers *

neither keenness of controversy, nor feeling, nor

even what perhaps is most divine in the idea which

he is enforcing, to agitate him as he marshals the

slow and stately pageant of an eloquence which

moves with always the same cold brilliancy. One

who had tried the experiment of declaiming the dis-

courses of Isokrates says that he had found that

they would not bear delivery with raised tones, or

passion, or gesture : Isokrates, he says, has dropped

his voice to the key in which a slave reads aloud to

his master 2
. The disappointed reciter is too severe

;

but that such compositions should be better suited

for reading than for declaiming is natural ; and it is

worthy of notice that when Isokrates himself com-

plains of his speeches being marred by bad reading,

the two points of which he deprecates the neglect

are both consistent with a subdued manner—namely,

attention to the ethos (general moral tone)—and

attention to the cadences of the rhythm 1
. Dionysios

has been at pains to contrast a passage of the De
1 Quint, x. 1 § 79. of one who reads him /xrjbip^dos
2 dvayvcoo-Tov iraidos (fxoviju, Hie- €V(rr)fxaLv6fjL€Pos: in Panath. [xil]

ronymos ap. Dionys. Isocr. c. 13. § 17 of those who read him Stat-

in Phil, [v] § 26 he complains povvrts ovk op #g5?, k. t. X.
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Pace (§§ 41—50) with a passage of the Third Olyn-

thiac (§§ 23—32)—the contrast coming to this, that

the former is a display of graces and the latter a

stirring summons to action 1
. But the fact is that

it is unmeaning to compare Isokrates and Demos-

thenes at all. While practical oratory was parting

more and more distinctly into two branches—the

pure Deliberative, best represented probably by Kal-

listratos, the Forensic, by Isaeos, branches of which

the excellences were for once to meet in Demos-

insreai thenes—Isokrates was occupied apart from both in
province. x x

developing a literary rhetoric, important, certainly,

in its influence on the practical oratory of a later

influence day, but of contemporary significance in the way
of his work " l J o J

of style chiefly for that Rhetorical school of history

in which Ephoros and Theopompos are the earliest

great names. Chiefly—yet not solely. In so far

as merely liteuary lessons have to be learned by a

great speaker, Demosthenes learned much from Iso-

krates : but the spirit of Demosthenes was not to

be bound to any rigid outward law of euphony 2
.

In the epideictic- kind we can see from the Funeral

Oration of Hypereides just the two points of contact

between Hypereides and Isokrates—the large free-

dom of development,, and the tone, sincere in all

its rhetorical elevation, of a moralist speaking the

language of panegyric 3
. But the best representa-

1 Dionys. Bern. cc. 17—22. p. lxxviii)—who observes that the
2 Cp. Curtius, Hist. Gr. v. p. younger contemporaries of Isokr.,

228 (Ward). generally, must have owed to him
3 The Isokraticelementin Hyper- in no small degree their greater

eides is well estimated by Cartelier abundance of development and

(Le Discours d'L sur lui-meme richness of phrase (p. lxxvi).
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tive of Isokrates in his influence on the develop- its later
1 influence.

ment of oratory is Cicero. Cicero was intellectually Ctcero '

stronger than Isokrates ; he had the power for real

contests—living force and passion ; and the greater

width of his mental horizon was not due simply to

the age in which he lived. But as a stylist he is

inferior to Isokrates. The idea which Cicero got

from Isokrates was that of number 1
. To this Cicero

added special Isokratic graces with more than the

richness but with less than the elegance of the

Greek master. Seldom, perhaps, has an unconscious

criticism on self told the truth more neatly than

does the phrase of Cicero when he speaks of having

used ' all the fragrant essences of Isokrates and all

the little stores of his disciples 2
.' The brilliancy of

Isokrates had come to Cicero through the school of

Rhodes 3
.

1 See especially Be Orat. m. 44,

§ 173. The sweetness which he

elsewhere praises {Be Orat. in. 8,

§ 28) as distinguishing this 'father

of eloquence' (ib. n. 3, § 10) means

chiefly that same smooth, harmoni-

ous rhythm. So Quint, x. 1 § 108

says that Cicero had ' artistically

reproduced (effinxisse) the force of

Demosthenes, the wealth of Plato,

the charm of Isokrates/

2 Ad Att. n. 1, toturn Isocratis

fjLvpodrJKiov atque omnes eius disci-

pidorum arculas.
3 In concluding this review of

Isokr. under the technical aspects

of his style, it may be worth while

to quote, for those who care to look

at it, the criticism of Hermogenes

(ircpi Id. ft c. 11, Sp. Rh. Gr. ii.

412)—a masterpiece (as usual with

him) of compression, in which al-

most every word is pregnant—or

rather overloaded—with technical

meaning. I have tried to make this

version do the work of a glossary :

—

'As regards purity of language

and perspicuity of arrangement

—

those characteristics which make
a speech luminous— Isokrates is

the greatest master of civil elo-

quence ; but want of moral charm

and of a natural simplicity lessen

his power of persuading. In finish

however, and in ornament, he ex-

cels; nor is he less distinguished

by elevation, save that his vehe-

mence and his asperity—if indeed

he can be said ever to employ

these—are deprived of nervous

force by his elegance. In words

he is not very diffuse; but in de-
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influence It was inevitable that wlien such, a manner as
of Isokrates™
rfel that of Isokrates was developed and became widely

popular it should have a certain reflex action on the

language ; and the nature of this action was deter-

mined by the fact that Isokrates had the Greek

impulses in art without the sureness or fineness

of the best Greek instinct. The invariable desire

of rounding periods led to periphrasis, the craving

for antitheses to a bold use of synonyms. Hence

came a certain loss of that strict yet always graceful

precision which had marked the best Attic, when

the accurate expression of a clearly defined thought

was the first thing, and the light which played over

the words came through the eyes of the thought.

That language which had been as a perfect human

body to a vivid soul began in these later days to

be more like a dress fitting loosely to a form still

fair and stately ; a dress which Oriental taste

gradually changed into a flowing robe, with always

ampler folds and heavier embroideries as there

veloping a thought he amplifies to opening of the Fourth Speech

the uttermost. Of fiery earnest- Against Philip' [our First Philip-

ness he has not a trace. Further _pic]*with the opening of the Archi-

—though the criticism may seem damos. Thepropositionisthesame

harsh—he is characterised by a eer- in both places—viz. that young men
tain languorand slackness, as well as ought to be heard even though

by a pervading elderly sententious- they rise before their elders—but

ness. Just because he is naturally Isokrates has made it a distinct

poor in spontaneous impulse he is thesis, and has demonstrated it at

over-industrious in artifice, as if full length ; while Demosthenes has

bent on the display of ingenuity

—

been content to support it by a

often for no practical purpose, single observation. At the same
This may be seen from cases of time the power of exposition pos-

contrast between the treatment of scssed by Isokrates is by no means

an argument by Isokrates and by slight.'

Demosthenes. Compare (e.g.) the
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was less and less of natural vigour or comeliness

beneath.

I
Yet, if Isokrates does not give the intimate Attic

charm, it must not be forgotten that a Greek could

still distinguish him from Lysias by saying that

Lysias was to Kalamis and Kallimachos what Isokrates

was to Praxiteles and Pheidias 1
: his beauty and his

majesty are genuinely Greek; and, until the sense

of these is wholly lost, Isokrates must always take

rank as one of the great masters of expression. The

growing divergence of the modern ideal from his has

already, perhaps, narrowed the modern faculty of

appreciating him; but most readers can still admire

his power of feeling, and of honouring, what is ad-

mirable. A French scholar has observed that, in re- Modem
7 analogue

gard to expression, the grave oratory of the preacher {mtry-

alone preserves for the modern world an image of p«^*-

that in which Isokrates excelled ; and has at the

same time rendered to Isokrates a tribute as high,

perhaps, as the modern world could offer, in bringing

proof that Isokrates had some share in forming what-

ever owed its virtue to form in the eloquence of

Bossuet 2

^
Isokrates cannot be represented by extracts; the

structure and the total effect are especially important

for him just because he is specially an artist. But

three passages may be taken as showing the bent

rather than the compass of his art,—the contrast, in

1 Dionys. Isocr. c. 3. three Greeks to whom Bossuet
3 Cartelier, Le Discours cTL sur acknowledges a debt in the matter

lui-meme p. lxxxvi. Plato, De- of style.

mosthenes and Isokrates are the
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the Areopagitikos, between the social lives of the old

and of the new democracy ; the eulogy, in the

Panegyrikos, of the first Athenian empire ; and the

passage on beauty in the Helen,

In the Areopagitikos he is contrasting the social

Athens of 500 B.C. with that of 355 B.C.:

—

Areop. [vn] ' Under the supervision of that Council, the city
§§ 51—54. . . . ,

was not distracted with law-suits and grievances and

taxes and penury and wars; people lived on good

terms with their neighbours and peaceably with all

men. Athenians were the trust of Greece and the

terror of barbarians ; they had saved their country,

and had so punished the enemy that he was glad

enough to be let alone. And so, thanks to this, they

lived in such security that the houses and establish-

ments in the country were handsomer and richer than

those within the wall,—many citizens never coming to

town even for the festivals, but preferring their own

snug homes to a share in the bounty of the State.

The public spectacles, for which they might have

come, were managed sensibly, and not with an inso-

lent profusion. People did not measure happiness

by shows, or by rivalries in the equipment of a

chorus, or by the like forms of pretentiousness, but

by soberness of life, by everyday comfort, by the

absence of destitution among citizens. These are

the tests of a real prosperity as distinguished from

a policy of low makeshifts. Is there any sane man
who can help being stung by what goes on now-

a-days— when he sees numbers of citizens ac-

tually drawing lots for daily bread before the law-

courts, yet condescending to feed any Greeks who
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will row their ships for them,—coming on the stage

in golden apparel, and passing the winter in garments

of which the less said the better—with the rest of

those economical contrasts which redound to the

infamy of Athens ?

'

In the Panegyrihos the first Athenian empire is

used as an argument for making Athens equal leader

with Sparta in a war against Asia. An implied con-

trast with the Spartan influence from 405 to 380

B. c. runs through the whole :

—

c
All, I think, would expect that State to be Panegyr.

.

r [iy] §§103—

the best president of Greece under whose former 106,

rule those who accepted it were, as a fact, happiest.

Now it will be found that under our leadership

private households throve best and cities, too, be-

came greatest. We were not jealous of the growing

States ; we did not sow the seeds of strife by setting

up in them a government adverse to their own, in

order that they might be divided by faction and

that both factions might pay court to us ; rather,

holding the concord of our allies to be a common

good, we governed all the cities by the same laws,

debating their affairs in the federal spirit, not in a

spirit of absolutism; watching over the interests of

the whole league, but leaving every member of it

free,—helping the commons and warring against des-

potisms,—thinking it a shame that the many should

be under the few, that men worse than their fellows

in nothing but fortune should be scouted for office,

aye, and that, when Greece is the mother of us all,

some Greeks should be tyrants while others are

barely residents on sufferance, and that a franchise
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bestowed by nature should be cancelled by law.

Finding these vices, and more than these, in Oli-

garchy, we gave to our allies the same form of

government under which we lived ourselves—one

which I see no need to praise at much length when

it can be described so shortly. Under that govern-

ment the allies lived for seventy years unvexed

by tyrants, independent of barbarians, at unity

among themselves, at peace with all the world.'

In the Helen it is interesting to mark both

the likeness and the deep unlikeness to a Platonic

strain :

—

Helen. En~ c They had reason for their choice, and I for the
com. [xi] ^

§§ 54-58. greatness of these praises ; for she was gifted above

all others with Beauty, the first of all things in

majesty and honour and divineness. It is easy to

see its power ; there are many things which have

no share of Courage, or Wisdom, or Justice which yet

will be found honoured above things which have

each of these ; but nothing which is devoid of Beauty

is prized ; all things are scorned which have not

been given their part of that attribute ; the admi-

ration for Virtue itself comes to this, that of all

manifestations of life Virtue is the most beautiful.

The supremacy of Beauty over all other things can

be seen from our own dispositions towards it and

them. Other things we seek merely to attain, as we
may have need of them ; we have no further affection

of the mind about them ; but beautiful things inspire

us with love—love, which is as much stronger than

wish as its object is better. We are jealous of those

who excel in ability or anything else, unless they
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conciliate us by daily benefits and constrain us to

feel kindly towards them : but the beautiful inspire

us with goodwill at first sight ; to them alone, as

to the gods, we are never tired of doing homage,

delighting to be their slaves rather than to be rulers

of others, and feeling more gratitude to those of

them who set us many tasks than to those who lay

no commands upon us. We reproach the subjects

of any other despotism with the name of flatterers

;

but we see only a clear-eyed and noble zeal in the

lieges of Beauty. Care for that gift is to us so per-

fectly a religion that we hold the profaners of it in

themselves more dishonoured than sinners against

others, but honour for all time, and as benefactors

to the State, those who have guarded the glory of

their own youth in the chasteness of an inviolable

shrine.'
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CHAPTER XV

ISOKRATES.

WORKS.

PRINCIPLE OF CLASSIFICATION.—SCHOLASTIC WRITINGS.

Twenty-one Speeches or Discourses, and nine Letters,

are extant under the name of Isokrates. All these

are probably genuine 1
. Nor is any lost work, except

the 'Art of Rhetoric/ known from a definite citation 2
.

Suidas speaks of thirty-two discourses 3
. In the

Plutarchic Life, the number given is sixty,— of

which only twenty-eight were allowed as genuine

by Caecilius and only twenty-five by Dionysios 4
.

1 As to the questions raised in loniate. (3) From Arist. Rh. ir.

the cases of Or. xvn, xvm, xxi, 19 it has been quite needlessly as-

see below. sumed—as by Benseler de Hiatu
2 These, indeed, have been sup- p. 56—that there was a \6yos 7rp6s

posed to be lost :—(1) An emrdcjiios ~&v8wov distinct from the extant

YpvWov [Gryllos, Xenophon's son] rrpbs ~Ev6vvow [Or. xxi]. But see

was written, according to Hermip- Sauppe O. A. n. 227. (4) From
pos ap. Diog. L. n. 55, by Isokra- the Philippos [Or. iv] § 81, Wolf,

tes; but this probably refers to 1. c, assumes a lost 'oratio ad Dio-

Isokrates of Apollonia : see Sauppe nysium.' But the allusion—even

O. A. ii. 227. The same explana- if it does not refer to the first of

tion applies to the case of (2) a the extant epistles—evidently does

MavcrcoXov iyKa/jnov ascribed to our not warrant any definite inference.

Isokrates in the Plutarchic Life, As regards the 'Art of Rhetoric,'

which Jerome Wolf follows (p. 684, see below.

ed. of 1570). Suidas expressly 3
s.v. 'lo-oKpdrrjs.

ascribes this iyKWfuov to the Apol- 4 [Plut.] vit. Isocr. § 20.
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Photios knew only twenty-one 1
. Dionysios, the

strictest, may be taken as also the best canon. If

it may be assumed that his collection included ours,

we have all but four of those compositions which

he thought genuine.

The text of our collection is tolerably perfect. Text.

The only gaps of any importance are at the end of

Oration xiii (Against the Sophists) ; at the beginning

of Oration xvi (' De Bigis ') ; and probably at the

end of Letters i, vi and ix 2
.

The writings of Isokrates are arranged differently Jerome

in different MSS. 3 The order followed in most c
J
asslfbGC

tion.

modern editions is not that of any one manuscript,

but that which was adopted, for the sake of con-

venience, by Jerome Wolf4
. His arrangement aims

at a fourfold distribution :

—

1. Hortatory.

I. To Demonikos.

II. ToNikokles.

III. Nikokles.

2. Deliberative.

IV. Panegyrikos.

V. Philippos.

VI. Arcliidamos.

1 Phot. cod. 159, ovt(o pev KOI TO-

orovrovs eyvcopev 'laoKparovs \6yovs,

eva kcu eiKoviv ovras. In 260,

—

<j)€povTai Se avrov rov apiOphv f-

(60), &c.—The statement is simply

a transcription from the Plutarchic

Life.

54 In the case of each of the three

Letters, another explanation is

possible—that they are merely pre-

faces, 7tpoireinrTLKa, to essays or

II.

VII. Areopagitikos.

VIII. On the Peace.

3. Epideictic.

IX. Evagoras.

X. Encomium of Helen.

XI. Busiris.

XII. Panathenaikos.

XIII. Against the Sophists.

pamphlets sent along with them

or after them.
3 A table showing the arrange-

ment in the Urbino MS., and in

six other manuscripts, is given by

Baiter and Sauppe Or. AtL Vol. r,

preface to the Text of Isokrates,

p. iv.

4 For Wolf's own account of this

classification, see p. 684 of his edi-

tion of 1570.
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4. Forensic.

XIV. Plataikos
1

.

XV. Antidosis.

XVI. Against Alkibiacles

{irepl rov ^evyovs).

XVII. Trapezitikos.

XVIII. Against Kallimachos.

XIX. Aeginetikos.

XX. Against Lochites.

XXI. Against Euthynus 2
.

Objections
to it.

Another
classifica-
tion.

The principle of this classification seems hardly

the best. 'Deliberative' has to be strained in

various directions in order to include the Panegy-

rikos, the Philippos, the Areopagitikos. ' Epideictic
9

applies ill to the essay Against the Sophists. The

Antidosis, though thrown for literary purposes into

the form of a defence in court, cannot properly be

called 'forensic.'

Setting the six real Forensic Speeches apart, the

other writings of Isokrates ought to be classified, not

according to accident of form, but by subject-matter.

They may be considered as I. Scholastic, n. Political

The whole list will then stand thus :

—

1 The Plataikos is an appeal to

the Athenian ekklesia. Wolf gives

its forensic vehemence of tone as

his reason—a strange reason—for

classing it as forensic.

2 With this classification accord-

ing to form, it is worth while to

compare that of Photios (cod. 159)

:

—I. (tv/jl(3ov\€vti.icoi: To Demoni-

kos, To Nikokles, Nikokles, On
the Peace, Panegyrikos, Areopa-

gitikos, Plataikos, Archidamos,

Philippos. II. iyKtoyaa: Busiris,

Helen, Evagoras, Panathenaikos.

III. diKauLKol: Antidosis (biKaviKos

tis elvai &>Kei), and then the real

Porensic Speeches, omitting, no

doubt by an oversight, the nepl

rov (evyovs,—which is wanted to

make up the 21. The Kara r&v

<to4>l(ttcov is characterized merely

.

as Karrjyopla rcov avrnrokiTevoiievcov

avrco cro(j)icrT(DV.

A stricter classification according

toform would be :— I. Deliberative

:

Philippos, Archidamos, Plataikos,

Areopagitikos, On the Peace: II.

Forensic: Or. xvi—xxi: III. Epi-

deictic: Evagoras, Panegyrikos,

Panathenaikos, Busiris, Helen,

Against the Sophists, Antidosis:

IV. Hortatory: To Demon ikos,

To Nikokles, Nikokles.
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A. Scholastic Whitings.

i. Hortatory Letters or Essays.

1. To Demonikos. [Or. i.]

2. To Nikokles. [Or. il]

3. Nikokles. [Or. in.]

n. Displays.

1. Busiris. [Or. xi.]

2. Encomium on Helen. [Or. x.]

3. Evagoras. [Or. ix.]

4. Panathenaikos. [Or. xii.]

in. Essays on Education.

1. Against the Sophists. [Or. xin.]

2. Antidosis. [Or. xv.]

B. Political Writings.

i. On the relations of Greece with Persia.

1. Panegyrikos. [Or. iv.]

2. Philippos. [Or. v.]

ii. On the internal affairs of Greece.

L Plataikos. [Or. xiv.]

2. On the Peace. [Or. viil]

3. Archidamos. [Or. vi.]

4. Areopagitikos. [Or. vn.] 1

1 Benseler (German Translation Demonikos. V. Writings against

of Isokrates, vol. i, Life p. 16) thus the Sophists : Against the Sophists,

arranges the speeches according to Busiris, Helen. VI. An Apology

subject-matter: —I. Relating to for his Life: Antidosis. VII.

War with Persia: Panegyrikos, Forensic Speeches soon after the

Philippos. II. Relating to internal time of the Thirty: Against Kal-

feuds of Greece : Plataikos, Archi- limachos,Against Lochites,Against

damos, On the Peace. III. Con- Enthynus. VIIL Three other

cerning Athens and her Constitu- Forensic Speeches:

—

Aeginetikos,

tion: Areopagitikos, Panathenai- On the Yoke of Horses, Tra-

kos. IV. Cyprian Discourses: Eva- peziUkos.

goras, To Nikokles, Nikokles, To

6—2
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C. Forensic Speeches.

i. Action for Assault (Slktj ai/a'as).

Against Lochites. [Or. xx.]

ir. Claim to an Inheritance (eVtSt/cacrta).

Aeginetikos. [Or. xix.]

in. Action to recover a Deposit (Slkt) irapa-

KaTa07]K7]$).

1. Against Euthynus. [Or. xxl]

2. Trapezitikos. [Or. xvii..]

iv. Action for Damage (81/07 fi\df3r)<;).

On the Yoke of Horses. [Or. xvi.]

v. Special Plea {irapaypajyrj).

Against Kallimachos. [Or. xviii.]

D

.

Letters.—Fragments .

Scholastic Works.

1. 1. to I. Hortatory Letters or Essays.
Demonikos,

1 . To Demonikos [Or. 1.]—The person to whom
this Letter of Advice is addressed is known only

from the Letter itself. Demonikos lived in a monar-

chical State (§ 36), which may have been Cyprus 1
.

He was still a youth (§ 44) ; rich, and of distin-

guished (§ 49), though not of royal (§ 36), birth 2
.

His father, Hipponikos, lately dead (§ 2), must have

been in some way a well-known man (§ 11).

1 The author of the Greek argu- 2 Referring to § 36, Mr Sandys

ment says:

—

'Ittttovikos tls, cos ^i (Ad. Dem. and Panegyr. p. xxxi.)

o 7toXl-9 A.070S, KvnpLos /xei/ rjv too observes that it disproves the

yeWt, 'lfTOKparovs Se <j)i\os rov cro- statement of Tzeztes that Demoni-

<pLarov. The \6yos was founded kos was son of Evagoras king of

probably on the fact that three Cyprus ; and the statement of Por-

other treatises of Isokrates were phyrogenitus that Demonikos him-

connected with Cypru?. self ruled the island.
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The date at which, the Letter was written cannot Date.

be determined; but it may be assigned conjecturally

to about the same time as the two other Hortatory

Discourses—the Letter to NikoMes and the Niho-

kles 1—37A—37 2 B.C.

The Letter consists of three parts : I. Intro- Analyst*.

duction, §§1—12: II. Precepts, §§13—43: III.

Epilogue, §§ 44-—52.

I. There is no greater difference between good and bad

men (awovSacoc—(f>av\ot) than in the durability of their

friendships. Isokrates wishes to testify his friendship to

Demonikos, and his regard for the young man's late father

Hipponikos (§§ 1—2). He does not intend this letter to be

a mere stimulus to intellectual exertion (Trapd/cX^ais) but an

exhortation to moral excellence (irapaivecris §§ 4, 5).

II. The following are the principal heads under which

the precepts in §§ 13—43 may be brought :

—

1. Duty towards the gods ; § 13.

2. Duty towards men; prescribed generally as the

obligation to be just (§§ 38, 39) and true (§§ 22, 23) ; and

specially in three chief relations, (a) as towards the State,

§§ 16, 37: cf. § 36: (b) as towards parents, § 14: (c) as

towards friends, §§ 24—27, 33 : cf. § 30.

3. Duty of regulating personal character, in respect

(a) to the use of wealth, §§ 27, 28, and of pleasures, §§ 17, 32 :

1 I have given my reasons above vwetbrjo-us (§ 16). Now the form

(Life of Isokr.) for believing that dapcralevs, though Ionic, is, as

his stay at Chios was from the au- Mr Sandys observes, early Attic

tunm of 404 to the autumn of too; and in Antid. § 121, two
403 b. c. Mr Sandys, inclining to good MSS. (Urb. and Vat.) read

Sauppe's view that Isokrates was Oapo-rjoovo-i (Introd. xxxiv). If,

at Chios from 393 to about 388 again, eiSrjcro) is more Ionic than

b. c, ascribes to the local Ionic in- Attic, it is at any rate used by

fluence (cf. Herod, i. 142) certain Aristotle (Magn. Mor. i. i. 3, 18.

forms which occur in the Ad De- Sandys, note to § 16).

monicum: viz. SapaaXecos (§ 7),
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(b) to the exercise of body and mind, § 40 ; and particularly

to the acquisition of knowledge, §§ 18, 19
;

(c) to demeanour

in society, §§ 15, 41, 42, 31.

III. Many of the rules just given will not suit the

present age of Demonikos ; but by and by he will need them,

and this letter will then serve him as a storehouse [ra/Melov) of

advice (§ 44). The reward of Herakles, and the doom of

Tantalos, are warnings to strive after real nobleness (rfc

/ca\o/caya8ia$) ; and, in so striving, Ave must seek help from

every quarter. ' For hardly, by this care, may we master

the failings of our nature '

(§§ 51— 52).

The authenticity of a treatise remarkably charac-

teristic of its author has, with singular perversity,

been questioned both in ancient and in modern

times. 'Feebleness of diction' 1
is the trait which

the writer of the Greek argument mentions as

having been found suspicious in this and like

compositions of Isokrates. Alleged peculiarities or

solecisms in language, dialect or grammar,—the

occurrence, in a few instances, of hiatus,—and de-

fective arrangement of subject-matter, are the tokens

of spuriousness which the most recent and most

careful sceptic 2 has discovered, it is needless, here,

to examine these objections in detail. It is enough

to say that, even if they could all be proved, they

would be decisively outweighed by the thoroughly

Isokratic stamp of the treatise as a whole, in Ian-

1
e-yprrvj/^ 7toX\oijs- \6yovs, dv clvlv 2 Dr G. E. Benscler, in the pre-

ai 7rapaive(TeiS', el Kai rives rj(3ov\rj- face to his edition of Isokrates,

Srjcrav avras p) ehai avrov bia to Leipsic, 1851. His objections, and

dvdevesrrjs (frpacreods. Auct. Argum. those of earlier critics, are exa-

ad init. As Mr Sandys shows, in mined, and (in my judgment) dis-

his first note on the Argument, posed of, by Mr Sandys, in his

its date cannot be earlier than the Introduction to the Speech, pp.

fourth century a. d. xxxii—xxxviii.
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guage, in structure, in spirit. As to external tes-

timony, Dionysios 1 and Hermogenes 2 are affirmative

witnesses; in Harpokration 3 two passages cancel each

other.

The distinguishing mark of the Ad Demonicum, its general° ° stamp.

viewed as a treatise on morals, is a combination

of loftiness and meanness. It is the man of the

world who assumes the part of the preacher. Where

he gives, in a simple form, the maxims of a some-

what vulgar prudence, he is excellent ; it is when

he strives to connect them with doctrine that he

fails. The morality of the Ad Demonicum is pro-

bably at least on a level with the average practical

morality of Greece ; on the other hand, the higher

sentiment which it contains is not affected ; but

the absence of harmony between them is Isokratic.

2. To Nikohles. fOr. n.l—Nikokles, to whom 1 2. To
. .

Nikokles.

the Second and Ninth Discourses are addressed

and for whom the Third was written, succeeded his

father Evagoras as king of the Cyprian Salamis in

374 B.c.

It was probably soon after the accession of Date.

Nikokles that Isokrates addressed this speech to

him. The opening words have a formality which

suggests that the writer is either wholly or almost

a stranger ; and the tone of the Letter generally

implies that Nikokles was young both in years and

in office. The intercourse thus opened appears to

1 Dionys. Ars Rhet. v. 1. where, s. v. Kapa.Kkr)<ji<s, quoting
2 Hermog. nepl pedohov deiporr]- gome words from § 5, he adds,

ros 25. 'laroKparrjs Tiapaiveazcnv,—where ill

3 Harpokration, s. vv. iiraKrhs the absence of definition, wre

opKos, gives the Ad Demonicum must understand the Athenian.

to Isokrates of Apollonia. Else-
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have become intimate ; and it is possible that Niko-

kles may have been among the pupils of Isokrates 1
.

Analysis.
( The usual offerings to a king, Nikokles, are garments, or

gold, or bronze, things in which he is richer than the givers :

I offer you advice. Private men are schooled by the struggle

of life, by the laws, by the poets : kings have little schooling.

Hence those frequent disasters which, even in vulgar eyes,

balance the pleasures of a royal lot. People fancy that the

office of a king, like that of a priest, may be assumed

without any special preparation
2
. In particular crises, you

will have the counsel of others : my counsels shall be

general (§§ 1-8).
_

'First—What is the function of a king? To stay the

troubles, to guard the welfare, to raise the greatness of his

realm (§ 9).

' In order to perform this task well, you ought, in the

first place, to be intelligent. By converse with the ablest

men, and by reading, you must make yourself capable of

deciding small ejuestions, and of grappling with great
3

(§§

10—14).
' Next, you must be the friend of mankind and of your

realm (§ 15). Keep the people alike from doing, and

from suffering, outrage (§ ] 6j. Let your laws be not only

just and consistent, but framed for the settlement, rather

than for the raising, of issues (§ 17). Rule the State like

your own house, generously but carefully (§ 19). Let your

word be held surer than other men's oaths. Honour less those

strangers who bring gifts than those who deserve to receive

them (§ 22). Be royal, not in severity, but by the recognised

supremacy of your wisdom : warlike in knowledge and pre-

paration, peaceful in abstinence from aggression (§ 24).

Chouse your associates with care, knowiug that the many

1 Cp. Antid. [XV.] § 30, ov yap pcocrvvyji;, ttcivtos dvSpos alvai vo/ii-

povev lijLOiras (jyrjcri pov yeyevijaBui £ovcriv.

Hadr)Tcis,dWa kcu prjropas Kid arpa-
'

s
§ 13. TrapacrKeva^e treavTov rdv

rr\yuvs kcu fiaaiXc-as Ka\ rvpav- peu iXarrovcov KptTrjv, tcdv be pet£o-

vovs. viov dycoviarr'jv.

2
§ 6. rijv ficKTiketavi coenrep ie-
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will judge you by them (§ 27). Deem it the most kingly

thing of all to be subject to none of your own desires (§ 29)-

Take it as a sign that you are reigning well if you see

your subjects growing richer and better (§ SI). Let your

dress be splendid and your life hardy (§ 32): be witty,

and be dignified (§ 34). Observe the fates of kings and of

private persons ; and divine the future from the past (§ 35).

Let safety for the State and for yourself be your first object

:

but, if you are forced into danger, choose a noble death

before a life of dishonour. In all things remember your

royal office, and be mindful to do nothing unworthy of it

(§§ 36, 37). Since your body must die, seek to make the

memory of your spirit immortal (§ 37). If you emulate a

man's fame, copy his actions (§ 38). Think those wise who
can speak well on great questions, not those who can refine

on trifles ;—and those whose prosperity shows their prudence,

or whose resignation proves their philosophy (§ 39).

' Practical advice must not aim at being novel, and can

hardly hope to be amusing (§§ 54

—

5Q). Hesiod, Theognis,

Phokylides are praised—and neglected : Homer and the

dramatists are the poets of the people (§§ 40—49). You,

Nikokles, are a king, and ought to think first of what is

useful. A good adviser is the most royal of possessions

(§§ 40—53). Encourage others to bring you gifts like mine

;

gifts which, instead of wearing out in use, become more

valuable the more they are used' (§ 54).

Isokrates wrote for the cultivated. His idea oicinimmade
.

for the

an expedition to Asia needed the help of the power- fu
ik^es

ful. On both grounds it was natural that lie should Anttdosis

cultivate friendly relations with Hellenic kings and

tyrants,—with Nikokles of Salamis and Timotheos

of Herakleia no less than with Dionysios of Syra-

cuse and Philip of Macedon. In the Antidosis,

(where he is answering the imputation of being too

much a friend to monarchy,) he quotes the speech

which many years ai>'o he had addressed to Nikokles.
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He claims to have spoken in it ' freely and worthily

of the city'; to have upheld the cause of the people
;

to have ' reproved monarchy
?

by observing how

ill monarchs are usually trained for their duties.

The claim is somewhat exaggerated. On the other

hand, Isokrates might fairly have taken credit for

setting before Nikokles a standard, higher than

the common, of the king's duty to the subject. His

ideal monarchy is absolute, but it is intelligently and

honestly paternal,

i.s. mho- 3. Nikokles or The Cyprians. [Or. in.]—In the
kits.

last Discourse Isokrates had traced for Nikokles

the duty of a king : m this it is Nikokles who sets

forth the duty of subjects (§ 11). The piece was

no doubt written to order ; Nikokles perhaps think-

ing that the perception of a king's obligations

which the former work may have quickened in some

Salaminians might be usefully complemented by a

Date. sense of their own. Since the prince can appeal

to his people's past experience of him as a ruler

(§ 63), the date can hardly be earlier than 372 ; on

the other hand it cannot be later than 355 ; and may
probably be placed between 372 and 365.

Analysis. I- ' Some people are hostile to all discussion on the

ground that selfish gain, not virtue, is its aim. Why do not

those who blame the endeavour to reason well blame also

the desire to act rightly ? Action, not debate, is the chief

instrument of selfishness. It is the faculty of persuading

which has civilized life.

'For a king, the first questions are of the relations be-

tween rulers and ruled. Isokrates has traced the duty of a
king; I will now attempt to trace the duty of subjects

(§ 11). But first I will try to show (1) that monarchy is the
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best form of government ; and (2) that I am entitled, histo-

rically and personally, to be your king (§§ 1—13).

II.
i A Monarchy, as compared with a limited or with a

pure Republic, has these advantages:—1. It discriminates

the different degrees of merit. Equality is the principle of

republics. A Monarchy gives the first place to the best

man, the second to the second-best, and so on (§§ 14, 15).

— 2. It has, more than other forms of government, an in-

sight into the natures and actions of men ; merit, wherever

it exists, is therefore sure of recognition.—3. It is the

mildest of governments ; since it is easier to propitiate one

man than many (§ 16).—4. Its ministers, being not annual but

permanent, learn and discharge their duties more thoroughly

and composedly (§§ 17, 18).—5. It is prompt in action. A
popular assembly consists of men who are immersed in

private affairs, and who meet only to wrangle : in a cabinet

there are fewer distractions and delays (§ 19).—6. It has no

jealousies. In a Republic there are always at least two

parties, each of which hopes that the other will mismanage

the country as grossly as possible. A monarch, having no

rivals, has no spite (§ 20).—7. It has a more direct interest

in good government. Republicans regard themselves as

stewards, a monarch regards himself as the owner, of the

State (§ 21).—8. It is more effective in war. Secret pre-

paration, striking display, versatile intrigue, are easier for it

than for other governments (§ 22).

'Experience shows that these advantages are not imagi-

nary. In Persia, devotion to Monarchy has been rewarded

with unequalled greatness. In Sicily, the absolutism of

Dionysios has not only delivered an enslaved country, but

has made it the first in Greece. Carthage and Sparta, oli-

garchies at home, become monarchies in the field. Athens,

the most anti-monarchical of States, has generally failed

when she sent out a committee of generals, and succeeded

when she gave the command to one. Lastly—Is not Zeus

monarch of the gods ? Whether the gods really live under

that form of government or not, the fact of men ascribing it

to them proves at least a human sense that it is the best

(§§2 -'-26).
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' Having shown the advantages of Monarchy, I will show

more briefly that I am entitled to be your monarch. First,

historically. Teukros, the founder of our house, brought

hither the forefathers of the present Cyprians. His

throne, lost for a time by his descendants, was regained

by my father Evagoras, who put down Phoenician rule at

Salamis and restored it to its original kings (§§ 27, 28).

Next, personally. At my accession, I found the treasury

empty, the State disturbed, Cyprus on bad terms with the

rest of Greece and with Persia : and I met all these diffi-

culties without wronging any man (§§ 29—35). Nor have

youth (§ 45) and opportunity ever drawn me into licence

(§5 36—46).

III. 'As the lawful holder, then, of a beneficent power,

I may advise with a right to be heard.—Let each man do

his appointed task carefully and fairly (§ 48).—Do not make

haste to be rich (§ 50).—Murmur not at one of my com-

mands, knowing that those who serve me best will best

serve their own fortunes.—Let everyone be sure that nothing

of which his own conscience is aware will escape me (§51).

—

Form no clubs, hold no meetings, without my knowledge

(§ 54).—Guard the present constitution, and desire no sort

of change (§ 55).—Be humble to me, and magnificent in the

service of the State (§ 56).— Consider that the greatest and

surest wealth which you can leave to your children is my
favour (§ 58).—Be not jealous, but emulous, of my coun-

sellors (§ 60).—Think my words, laws—and keep them.

—

In short, be to your king what you wish your subordinates

to be to you (§62).
' If you follow this course, while I do not change mine,

your prosperity and my power will grow together. Such a

hope might well encourage to any toils. But you need not

toil at all. You need only to be just and loyal' (§§ 63—64).

Perhaps the most interesting part of this Dis-

course is that in which the writer, putting himself

at the king's point of view, offers a popular plea for

Monarchy as against Republic. Here Isokrates is
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essentially the professional rhetor—it being distinc-

tive of Rhetoric as an art that, like its counterpart

Dialectic, it is equally ready to argue either side of

a question 1
. Isokrates has given us the other side in

the Panathenaikos and the Areopagitikos, where he

interprets his own ideal—a democracy tempered by

a censorship.

II. Displays.

1. Busiris [Or. xi.]—The Busiris and the n j. mi-

Encomium on Helen [Or. x.] are slight essays by

Isokrates in a province which was not his own. De-

clamations on subjects taken from epos or from the

myths had always a prominent place among the ' dis-

plays ' of ordinary Sophists. Such, for instance, are

the Encomium on Helen and the Defence ofPalamedes

ascribed to Gorgias ; the speech of Odysseus Against

Palamedes ascribed to Alkidamas ; the speeches of

Ajax and Odysseus, in the contest for the arms,

ascribed to Antisthenes 2
. The bent of Isokrates, as purpose of

he himself tells us 3
, was not towards this kind of ~™e™lv.
7 illustrative.

composition. He was not, indeed, hostile to it, any

more than he was hostile to criticism of the poets

and other branches of literary work which employed

the Sophists 4
. The encomia which he depreciates in

Or. x. § 12 are encomia on bumble-bees and salt ; on

the other hand he expressly commends the choice of

such a subject as Helen (§ 14);- and if he speaks of

1 rdvavTia o-vWoyi&rai, Ar.JRhet. §§ 19* ff. he shows how much he

i. 1. had been nettled by the charge of
2 See above, p. 55, note 1. depreciating all kinds of literary

3 Panath. § 1. work except his own.
4

Cf. Antid. § 45. In Panath.
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Busiris as a poor theme (Or. xi. § 22) he clearly

means only that it is one which baffles the pane-

gyrist. Yet it is important to note that he comes upon

this field of ' display ' not as a candidate for distinc-

tion but merely as a critic. The Busiris and the

Encomium on Helen are alike criticisms, in which he

first reviews the work of others, and then shows,

for the sake of vindicating his right to criticise, how

he would have done the work himself.

Poiykrates. The Busiris is addressed to Poiykrates^ who has

lately been driven by need to become a professed

rhetorician. Isokrates has never seen him ; but,

sympathising with his misfortunes, wishes to help

him with advice. Pausanias says that Jason of

Pherae preferred Gorgias to Poiykrates, although

the school of Poiykrates had then gained no small

repute at Athens 1
. Gorgias died about 380 B.C.

At some time, then, before 380 Poiykrates had

made a name at Athens. But the Busiris speaks

of him as a beginner ; and it is known from

ins 'Accu- Diogenes Laertius that the c Accusation of Sokrates
'

nation of
sokrates.' mentioned in § 4 contained an allusion to the re-

building of the Long Walls by Konon,— i. e. was

written later than 393 b. c.
2 All the conditions will

be satisfied if we suppose that Poiykrates published

his
' Accusation of Sokrates' in 393 or 392, and

1 Paus. vi. 17, 9, 'Ido-av iv Geo-- 2 Piog. Laert. n. 5. 39, Qaftcoplvos

(raXta Tvpavvrjcras, JIoXvKparovs ov $e cjyrjo-tv iv rco 7r/)ooro) r<ov dirojJLvq-

ra 'id\ara iveyKafievov btdao-KaXeiov (JLOvev/JLarcov fir) elvai aXrjdrj rbvXoyov

rov 'AdrjvrjcrLj tovtov rov dvdpbs ini- rov JJo\v<pdrovs Kara *2(DKpdrovs'

7rpocrd€V Yopylav 6 'idcrcdv iTroiijcraro. iv avrco yap, <j)r)(Ti, p,vr)}xov€V€i rwv

Here rvpavvr)o~as can hardly refer vtto Kovcovos reix&v dvacrraQevrav,

to the rayeia, for Jason was not a yeyovev ereaiv e£ rrjs rov 2(OKpd-

tagos till about 374 b. c. : cf. Cur- rovs reXcvrrjs varcpov.

tius iv. 445.
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the ' Defence of Busiris ' soon after ; that he had

become a teacher of repute at Athens about 388

B. c. ; and that Isokrates wrote the Busiris soon

after the appearance of the ' Defence
? which it criti-

cises,—perhaps in 391 or 390. At this time, Poly- Date of the

krates was teaching at Cyprus 1
; he and Isokrates

—as the essay tells us—had never met.

Polykrates evidently held a respectable rank

among the rhetoricians of his time. He is mentioned

by Dionysios in company with Antiphon, Thrasy-

machos of Chalkedon, Kritias, Theodores of Byzan-

tium, Anaximenes, Zoilos and Isaeos 2
. He was,

however, no favourite of Dionysios, who describes

him as ' empty in practical oratory, frigid and vulgar

in the rhetoric of display, and devoid of grace in

the subjects which demand it
3
/ He wrote for the

law-courts ; and the ' Accusation of Sokrates ' itself

was supposed by some to have been actually spoken

at the trial 4
. But ' display ' was probably his chosen

1
ypacfaei npbs UoXvKparr] tlvo. 6ivd, as opposed to ra iiriheiKTiKci)

ao^iarrju, 'AOrjvcuov fiev rw yeVci, Dionysios seems to mean the treat-

(To(f)i(TT€vovTa de vvv iv Kvnpco, ment of practical questions either

Others—who believe that in 391 in Forensic or in Deliberative

Isokrates was at Chios—suggest, speaking. Demetrios, 7rep\ ipp.

though without sufficient ground, § 120 (in Walz, Rhet. ix. 54), makes

that the auctor argum. has in- the want of earnestness the great

vented this statement to account defect of Polykrates. eVcnfe yap,

for Isok. and Polyk. being stran- ovk. ianrovdafc, kcu avrbs rrjs ypa<j)rjs

gers (Spengel 2vv. Te^- P- 75). 6 oy<os naiyviov eo-Ti—a passage
2 With Antiphon, Thiasymachos, which Spengel ingeniously com-

Kritias and Zoilos, Isae. c. 20

:

pares with the 'EAeV^y pep iyKco-

with Antiphon, Theodoros, Isaeos, piov ipbv be iralyviov of [Gorg.]

Zoilos and Anaximenes, Dem. c. 8. Helen. Enc. § 21, in support of his

3 Isae. c. 20: Kevbs pev iv rols view that Polykrates wrote that

d\r)divoh, y^vxpo? $e kol (fiopriKos iv piece ; but the point is not a very

Tois iTrihtiKTiK.ol's, a\apis fie iv rots1 strong one.

XupicvTia-fjiov Sco/xei/ms. By ra ciXtj-
4 Diog, Lacrt. II. 5, 3.9 notices
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branch. His ingenuity appears from the circum-

stance that he composed an encomium upon mice 1
,

and his versatility from the fact that he praised both

Agamemnon 2 and Klytaemnestra 3
.

Fancied No weight can be given to the suggestion made
motive of

^ & feO

fhe piece, by ^q author of the Argument that the real mean-

ing of Isokrates was to attack Polykrates for the

'Accusation of Sokrates', and that, deterred by the

temper of Athens from doing this openly, he did it

under pretext of a criticism upon the ' Defence of

Busiris.' There is no trace in the piece of any such

covert intention; the vindication of Sokrates, so far as

it goes, is perfectly frank; and this very frankness

defines its place as a secondary topic.

Analysis. ' Your worth, Polykrates, and the change in your way of

life are known to me by report. I have read some of your

writings, and would gladly discuss freely with you the whole

theory of those studies to which you have given yourself.

General precepts, however, shall be reserved until we know
each other. In the meantime I send you some special

criticisms. Wishing you well, I do not shrink from the risk

of giving offence.

' You put trust in your Defence of Busiris and your

Accusation of Sokrates, As to Busiris, you have made his

case worse than ever; others accuse him of having immolated

strangers
;
you, of having eaten them. As to Sokrates, your

'Accusation' glorifies him; you make him the teacher of

Alkibiades,—who is not known to have been his disciple, but

who certainly was a remarkable man. Could the dead hear

this tradition, but contradicts it on Polykrates is described as Kai ao-

the authority of Favorinus : see ^lo-ttjs ko.\ \oyoypdqbos.

p. 94, n. 2. Cf. Quint, n. 17,4 (Poly 1 Arist. Rhet. n. 24.

crates) composuisse orationem, 2 Denietr. nepl cpp. § 120, in

quae est habita contra Socratcn, Walz's Rhet. ix. p. 54.

dicitur. By the attctor ar/jtrm, s Quint, it. 17, 4.
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you, you would have the thanks of the philosopher and the

hatred of the king. Such, too, is your disregard of con-

sistency that you have described Busiris as emulating the

fame of Aeolos and Orpheus, who lived long after him ; and

who, moreover, were utterly unlike him. I will try to show

you briefly how the subject ought to have been handled

(§§ 1-9).

'The father of Busiris was Poseidon; his mother, .Libya,

daughter of Epaphos the son of Zeus, and earliest queen of

the land which bears her name. Not content with his

mother's realm, Busiris, after wide conquests, founded a

monarchy in Egypt. He saw that that country had the best

climate in the world, was the most fertile, and had in the

Nile a perpetual barrier against invasion. For other lands,

the steward of rains and droughts is Zeus ; for Egypt, the

Nile. That river is at once their protector and their

nourisher, giving them the wealth of a continent with the

security of an island (§§ 10—14).

' Having got a good country, Busiris next sought to give civUisation

it a good government. He divided the population into

priests,—craftsmen of various sorts,—and soldiers. In his

theory of a really good economy, each kind of work ought to

have its permanent workmen. Sparta has taken one hint

from this system. She has made her citizens a military caste.

But her defect is that she is purely military. Egypt pro-

vides at the same time for the protection, and for the prose-

cution, of industry (§§15—20).

'Nor was mental culture neglected. The priests, having

wealth and leisure, developed a science of medicine,—to

which it is due that the Egyptians have the best health and

the longest lives. Other sciences were cultivated also;

and while the elder men were busied with great affairs,

the younger studied astrology, logic, geometry.

' But it is for their reverent worship of the gods that the

Egyptians are most admirable. Exaggeration is harmful in

most things ; but it is good for human life that men should

have an even exaggerated idea of the gods' power to

reward or punish. To the Egyptian mind this power is so

awful that oaths taken in Egyptian temples have a greater

ii. 7
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sanctity than elsewhere. The Egyptians believe that retri-

bution will follow sin, not bye-and-bye, but instantly. Their

priests enjoin upon them a multitude of observances, meant

both to strengthen the habit of obedience and to test, by

visible proof, their reverence for things unseen.
1 The philosophy of Egypt, and the spirit of its scrupulous

ritual, were first brought into Hellas by Pythagoras; who

felt sure that, if not requited by the gods, he would at least

be esteemed by men. And to this day the silence of his

disciples is more admired than the eloquence of others

(§§ 21-29).
' You will perhaps say that I have praised the laws, the

piety, the thought of Egypt without proving that these are

due to Busiris. It would ill become you to reproach me as

illogical
;
you have yourself said that it was Busiris who dis-

tributed the Nile by its seven channels through the land,

and who, at the same time, slew strangers on his altars
;

thus ascribing to him at once the fury of a beast and the

faculty of a god. But my account is not merely as reasonable

as yours ; it has intrinsic probability. The benefits which it

imputes to Busiris have not been shown to be due to any

one else ; and who is more likely to have wrought them than

the son of Poseidon and of Libya,—the most powerful man
of his time ? The falseness of the charges laid against him
is seen in this, that they represent him as having been slain

chronology by Herakles. Herakles lived four generations
1

after Per-
Heroes. seus. Busiris lived two centuries before Perseus (§§ 30—37).

' But you have had no care for truth—you have followed

the blasphemies of the poets, who love to represent the

gods as more vicious than men. These blasphemers have

often suffered, though less than they deserved; some have

become wandering beggars, some blind, some exiles, some
foes, of their own kindred : Orpheus, the worst of them, wras

torn to pieces. Now it is my faith that not the gods only,

but their children, are without spot of vice. If the gods

have not the wish to make their own sons good, they are

1
i.e. about 130 years: cf. Herod, n. 142, ycv€a\...Tpc'is avbpav eWov

erea icrri.
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worse disposed than men ; if they have not the power, they

are less able than sophists (§§ 38—43).
c Much more might be said ; but my object is to give

hints, not to make a display. You have defended Busiris

from the charges against him by admitting them, but arguing

that they might be brought against others. How would you

yourself like to be defended in this fashion ? Or if any of

your own friends had acted like Busiris, would you praise

him ? You will say, perhaps, that you wished merely to set

an example of defending difficult causes. But a defence of

this kind is futile, and tends also to bring philosophy

into disrepute. In future you must choose better subjects,

or treat those which you do choose more judiciously. Do
not resent the advice of a stranger who has not even the

privilege of age ; it is not age or intimacy, it is knowledge

and goodwill which give the right to advise in such matters

'

(§§ 44-50).

The subject of the Busiris—so well-worn by Remarks.:

logographers 1 and poets—is treated by Isokrates

in a very simple manner. He praises the customs,

religious and political, of Egypt; and then remarks

that Busiris is as likely as another to have been

the founder of these. The crimes imputed to the

inhospitable king lie rejects as blasphemies. But

if, as an encomium, the piece has not even the

merit of ingenuity, it has a real interest of another

kind. It illustrates very strikingly the attitude of

Isokrates towards the myths generally. He complains

that Busiris has been represented as contemporary

with Aeolos and Orpheus; whereas the fathers of

1 See §§ 37, 38

—

\oyoiroiav~not- \oyoyp6xfroi before the latter word

rjTcov. By \oyo7TOLoi here, as in got its forensic meaning. So Herod.

Philipp. § 109 (ovre T&v 7roir}Ta)v v. 125 calls Hekataeos Xoyonotos

ovre t&v \oyo7TOicjv), &c, are meant Cf. Yerg. -Geo. in. 5.

the chroniclers who were called

7—2
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the two latter were not born in the time of the

former (§ 8). How, he asks, can Busiris have been

slain by Herakles, who lived four generations after

Perseus, while Busiris lived more than 200 years be-

fore Perseus? (§ 37.) He rejects the current legends

about Busiris because they shock his religious in-

stinct : not only the gods but the children of the

gods must be deemed sinless (§ 41). Thus, like He-

rodotos, Isokrates accepts the myths as a whole 1
9
—

distinguishing in history a human and a superhuman

race, and regarding the latter as not less real than

the former; on the other hand, he applies to the

myths not, like Herodotos, a strict historical criti-

cism, but only certain general notions of the be-

coming.

ii. 2. En- 2. Encomium on Helen. [Or. x.l—In S 14

Isokrates praises
c the writer on Helen ' for his

choice of a subject, but finds one fault with his

work—viz. that it is less an encomium than an

apology. He then says that he will endeavour to

show this writer how the subject ought to have

been treated ; and that he will avoid topics already

handled by others.

TheEnco- It is probable, if not certain, that the allusion

comtum on

mium as-
cribed to here is to the Encomium on Helen extant under
Gorgms.

the name of Gorgias. The criticism of Isokrates

exactly applies to this composition, which is, in fact,

a defence,—with the apologetic character indeed

1 For example, he treats as his- vine origin of Aeakos ;—the battle

torical the list of kings from Ke- of Peleus with the Centaurs and

krops to Theseus, Panath. §§ 12 ff.; his marriage with Thetis, Evag.

the adventures of Herakles,^rcAid. 14— 16, &c.

§ 18, cf. Philipp. $111; the di-
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strongly marked 1
. Further, the Isokratic enco-

mium keeps clear of the ground traversed in the

encomium ascribed to Gorgias. The chief topics of

Isokrates are (1) Theseus, who loved Helen : §§ 18

—

38 : (2) the preciousness of Helen shown by the

choice of Paris and by the expedition against Troy

:

§§ 39—53 : (3) the power of Beauty generally

:

§§ 54—60: (4) the divinity of Helen: §§ 61—66.

The other writer, after some introductory remarks

(5) devotes the rest of his composition to the various

theories by which Helen's desertion of her home can

be explained. She may have been taken to Troy

(1) by divine agency : (2) by violence : (3) by per-

suasion : (4) by love : and, on any of these suppo-

sitions, says the writer, is excusable : §§ 6—20.

Thus the work attributed to Gorgias answers both

conditions of the case. It is called an encomium,

while it is really an apology ; and its special topics

are not the topics of Isokrates.

But was Gorgias indeed the author? After
fts^uthov-

censuring Gorgias by name in § 3, it would have
shlp '

been strange if Isokrates had praised him in § 14

without naming him. Besides, the language of § 3

implies that Gorgias is dead; the language of § 14

implies that the unnamed writer is alive. Nor does

the so-called encomium bear any distinctive marks

of the style of Gorgias. Spengel 2 would ascribe it

to Polykrates. But then if Polykrates had been

1 See, for example, § 2 of the the conclusion (§ 21) he says

—

[Topylov] '~E\€vr]s iyKoojJUov (printed dcfyelXov tg> Xoyo) dvcrKkeiav yvvai-

in Sauppe's Orat. Att. n. 132), kos, k.tX.

where the writer declares at the 2 Spengel, o-vvaycoyrj rexvuv, pp.

outset that his object is i\ey^ai 74, 75.

tovs /xefx0ojueVous 'EXeVrjv. And at
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the author, Isokrates either would have addressed

him, as in the Busiris, or would at least have named

him. The author of the Argument rejects the no-

tion that Polykrates is meant ; remarking that,

instead of Isokrates attacking Polykrates, it was

Polykrates who attacked Isokrates for this work:

and concludes that the allusion is probably to

Zen^mf^ Anaximenes of Lampsakos ;
' a speech by whom is

author?
extant which is rather a defence of Helen than an

encomium 1
.' It appears not improbable that Anaxi-

menes may have been the real author of the work

ascribed to Gorgias ; and that it is Anaximenes of

whom Isokrates speaks. But on this point we must

be content with conjecture 2
.

Date. Two indications help to fix the time at which

Isokrates wrote. 1. From § 3 it may be inferred

that Gorgias was dead 3
; and Gorgias died about

380 B.C. 2. In § 1 there is an allusion to the three

1 See this uVo^eortfin Eenseler's meant, he does not say that there

edition of Isokrates, vol. i. p. lx. is any work by Gorgias to which
2 Blass (Att. Bereds. p. 66) a reference can be supposed 1 If

thinks it unlikely that Anaximenes he had known of any Encomium
is the writer meant by Isokrates. by Gorgias corresponding to the

The author of the Argument no- description of Isokrates, he would

tices also tlie view that Gorgias is surely have mentioned it, as he

the writer alluded to. This, Blass mentions the Encomium by Anaxi-

thinks, shows that an Encomium menes. I am strongly inclined to

of the kind described was then ex- believe that the speech extant

tant under the name of Gorgias

;

under the name of Gorgias was

and this, he argues, can hardly be known to the writer of the Greek

other than the Enconiium which Argument only as the work of

we possess. But, then, is it not Anaximenes.

singular that, while the author of 3 Spengel, crw.rex^P-74. Among
the Argument mentions the fact of ' Protagoras and the so2>ldsls of

such a work by Anaximenes exist- that day'' Gorgias is mentioned as

ing, and cites this fact in support he ' who presumed to say,' &c.

:

of the theory that Anaximenes is § 3.
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chief Sokratic sects—the Cynics, the Academy, the

Megarics. These sects must have already been ma-

ture. The language implies further that Antis-

thenes, founder of the Cynics—who died in 376 B.C.

—is still alive. The Encomium may probably be

put about 370 B.C. 1

i There are persons who pride themselves on being able Anaiysu

to treat tolerably some paradoxical thesis ;—as that one

cannot lie ; that courage, wisdom, justice, are the same thing

—namely, knowledge ; that nothing exists ; that the same

things are at once possible and impossible. This style of

discussion has not even the charm of novelty. Who does not

know the paradoxes of Protagoras and Gorgias, of Zenon and

Melissos? The experts in this jugglery would do better if

they took subjects which had some bearing on practical life.

But in fact their only aim is to get money from young men,

whom these subtleties amuse. The pupils have an excuse
;

the teachers have none. Some of the impostors go so far as

to maintain that beggars and exiles are more enviable than

other men. Preference for such themes is a sure sign of

weakness. If a man wishes to prove himself a good athlete,

he does not go to a palaestra which he will have all to him-

self. A panegyrist of bees or of salt
2 has no difficulty in

appearing equal to his subject. But it is harder to rise to

the height of a great argument. On this ground I give all

1 Thompson, Phaedr., Appen- can serve no purpose but that of

dix ii. p. 175. The references are giving trouble to their pupils'

—

thus marked:

—

(I) Cynics. 'Those the Eristic.

who have grown grey,—where the 2 Cf. Plat. Symp. 177 b, dAV

tense, KaTayeyrjpaKacnv, suggests eyaye rj$r) rivl ivervxov j3i/3\ta> dv-

that Antisthenes was alive

—

c
in §p6s o-oc^ou iv « ivrjo-av aXes eVai-

asserting that it is impossible to vov Qav^da-iov exovres npos w-

lie/ &c.—alluding to the Cynic cpeXeiav' kcu aXka roiavra avxva

paradoxes. (2) Academy. ' Those i'Sou av eyjceKco/xiaor/xeya. Besides

who hold that Valour, Wisdom, his encomium on mice (Ar. Rhet.

Justice are the same thing,' &c. n. 24) Polykrates wrote in praise

(3) Megarics.' Those who pass their of x^rPaL and yjsr)4>oi (Menander

time in disputes (eptSas) which rhetor, p. 611 Aid.).
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praise to the writer on Helen—for celebrating one who

was brilliant beyond compare in birth, beauty and fame.

One point, however, has escaped him—that, while he professes

to have written an encomium, he has, in fact, offered a defence.

And—lest I seem to be doing what is so easy—blaming the

work of others without showing my own—I will myself

attempt to speak of Helen, omitting all that has been said

by others (§§ 1—15).

' Of all the children whom Zeus begat, the dearest to him

were those of whom Alkmene and Leda were the mothers.

Herakles and Helen were both destined by him to deathless

life in heaven and deathless fame on earth ; but to Herakles

he gave strength—to Helen, that beauty which vanquishes

the strong (§§ 16—17).

'Her first lover was Theseus, called the son of Aegeus,

but in truth the son of Poseidon. He fell in love with

her when she was yet a young girl ; and when Tyndareus

rejected his suit, bore her away from Lacedaemon toAphidna

in Attica.

Theseus. ' Now the man who thus loved her stands alone in com-

pleteness of merit, having not some great qualities, but all.

Contemporary with Herakles, he rivalled him. Both were

athletes in the cause of human life ; but with a difference *

—

the exploits of Herakles redounded more to his own glory

—

those of Theseus, to the good of others. Many deeds prove his

courage and his reverence for the gods. His wisdom and

moderation were proved by this,—that he was the first who
joined Monarchy to Political Equality; gathered scattered

villages into one town ; and opened to all its citizens a free

career, making their goodwill his bodyguard 1

(§§ 18—38).

'When Theseus descended with Peirithoos to Hades,

Helen returned to Sparta. The oath taken by her suitors

—

that he who won her should, if robbed of her, be helped by
the rest—showed their foresight of the strife which she must
cause. That foresight proved true, though the private hope

Paris. of each was baffled. Alexander, son of Priam, was chosen

umpire of beauty by the goddesses. Hera offered him the

1
§ 37. For the Isokratic view of Theseus, cf. note on Panathen. § 126.
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sovereignty of Asia,—Athene, victory in war,—Aphrodite,

the hand of Helen. He could not tell which goddess was

fairest ; but he knew which offered the best gift. He chose

Helen ; desiring not her beauty alone, but to be allied with

Zeus. Have those who, looking to the sequel, blamed his

choice, a judgment better than that to which gods deferred?

Or do they blame him for electing to live with her for whom
demigods were content to die ? (§§ 39—48).

'And who would have scorned wedlock with her for whose The war of
Troy.

sake all the Hellenes went to war as if Hellas had been

ravaged? They regarded the issue as lying, not between

Alexander and Menelaos, but between Europe and Asia.

The land which held Helen must be most blest. As thought

men, so thought the gods. Zeus sent his son Sarpedon, Eos

sent her Memnon, Poseidon sent Kyknos, Thetis sent Achilles,

to a fate which they foreknew, but which, they deemed, could

not be more glorious (§§ 40—53).

' And naturally : for Helen was endowed beyond compare The power

with beauty—the most august, the most honoured, the most
°f eauty

divine of all things ; the quality for which, if absent, nothing

can make up ; which, where it is present, wins goodwill at

first sight ; which makes service sweet and untiring, which

makes tasks seem favours ; beauty, the profanation of which

by those who possess it we deem a crime more shameful than

any wrong which they can do to others, while we honour for

all their days those who guard it sacred as a shrine

(§§ 54-58).

'Before beauty Zeus himself is humble—approaching it and of

by craft often, never with violence ; it is beauty which has

raised most mortals to v the gods (§§ 59—60).

'Helens power was proportionate to her supremacy in

this gift. She became not only immortal but omnipotent.

When her brothers were already the prisoners of Death, she

lifted them to heaven ; and in token of the change, set in

the sky that star to which storm-tost sailors pray. To
Menelaos, too, she gave deliverance from earthly troubles,

and a place in heaven at her side ; and at this day, at

Therapnae in Lacedaemon, Helen and Menelaos are worship-

ped, not as blessed spirits only, but as gods. When Stesi-
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choros blasphemed her, she struck him blind ; and when he

recanted, gave him back his sight. Some of the Homeridae

say, too, that it was Helen who stood by Homer in the night,

and bade him sing the War of Troy. Seeing then that

she can punish and can reward, let rich men honour her with

gifts, wise men with praise (§§ 61— 66).

'More than has been said remains untold. Besides the

arts, the ideas, the other gains which Greece owes to her and

to the Trojan War, it owes its very freedom from the bar-

barian. Before that time, Greece was a refuge for unlucky

foreigners—for Danaos, for Kadmos, for Pelops, for the

Karians who settled in the islands. After the war, our race

grew strong enough to conquer towns and territory from the

alien. If others choose to work out this theme, they will

find no lack of matter for past praise of Helen ' (§§ 67—69).

The Encomium on Helen is, as a composition,

greatly superior to the Busiris. The effort to adorn

an ungrateful theme renders the Busiris constrained

and somewhat frigid ; here, there is more freedom

and more glow. But the principle of the two pieces

is the same. Isokrates conceived that dignity and

gravity might be added to encomia of the con-

ventional type by connecting with mythical sub-

ject-matter some topic of practical interest, political

or moral ; and he was willing to allow to such

topic a greater prominence than its bearing on the

special subject could warrant. This purpose is served

in the Busiris by the discourse on the institutions

of Egypt ; in the Helen by the devotion of a large

space to the reforms of Theseus.

ii. 3. The 3. Evagoras TOr. ix.l—On the occasion of a festi-
Evagoras.

.

val held by Nikokles in memory of his father Evagoras,

Isokrates sends this encomium as his tribute. The
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words in § 78

—

(itoW&kis croc Sta/ceXeuo/xai irepl rcov

avrcov)—have been taken as indicating the Letter

To Nikokles
t
and as showing, therefore, that the Eva-

goras is later than that work 1
. The scholiast further

remarks that, though the speech is an epitaphios, it

lacks two regular elements of such a composition

—

the lament (to dpyjvrjTLKov) at the beginning and the

consolation (to rrapafjivd^TiKop) at the end ; a fact

for which he accounts on the supposition that

many years had elapsed since the death of Evago-

ras 2
. Neither this inference nor that drawn from

§ 78 appears safe. Another, perhaps of greater

weight, may however be derived from another cir-

cumstance. The death of Evagoras was violent.

He was assassinated in 374 B.C. by Thrasydaeos,

a eunuch whose master, one Nikokreon, had just

fled from Salamis on the detection of a plot

against the king's life
3

. Now, §§ 70—72 of this

speech are so worded as to imply, without saying,

that Evagoras had closed a prosperous life by a

happy death 4
. If Isokrates had been writing while

the memory of the king's death was fresh, could he

have written thus ? The Letter To Nikokles may,

as we saw, be placed in 374 or 373, the Nikokles

between 372 and 365. The Evagoras is probably as

late as 365 ;
possibly later 5

.

1 The scholiast who wrote the 4
§ 71, KaXXio-Ta KTrjo-d/jievos rrju

argument to Or. 9 takes this view fiacrCkciav iv ravrrj diereXecre rbv

(Sauppe, O. A. n. p. 8): and so J)r [3lov...too-ovtov <f efilcQ xpo^op coo-re

O. Schneider, Isocr. Ausgewdhlte \ir]Te rov yrjpcos afjcoipos yeveaOat

Reden, Part I. p. 31. pr\re rcov vocroov /xerao-^etv rcov dta

2 See the scholium On Or. 9. § 1 ravrrjv rr)V r\kiKiav yiyvofievcDV.

(Sauppe, 0. A. n. p. 9).
5 The Evagoras cannot, of

3 Cf. Grote, c. 76, vol. x. p. 32. course, be later than 353, since in
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The speech is arranged as follows :—I. Proem,

§§ 1—11. II. Evagoras : (1) his lineage and his

acquisition of the throne, §§ 12—40 : (2) his character,

and his domestic reforms, §§ 41—50 : (3) his wars,

§§ 51—64 : (4) general retrospect of his career, §§ 65

—72. III. Hortatory conclusion, §§ 73—81.

Analysis. j # 'Seeing you, Nikokles, bringing costly offerings to

the tomb of your father,—honouring his obsequies with

contests of athletes and of poets, with chariot-races and

trireme-races,—I, too, wish to bring my tribute. If the soul

of Evagoras is aware of what is done on earth, I believe

that nothing could be more grateful to him than the com-

memoration of his virtues and his trials. The splendour

of shows, the rivalry of self-glorifying poets, does not

supply this; plain prose, then, shall attempt it. If it were

the fashion to extol contemporary, instead of ancient heroes,

a double gain would accrue ; the panegyrist would be forced

to respect truth, and his hearers would be encouraged to

effort by the hope of praise. Envy hinders this. But the

custom prescribed by envy must be broken through ; without

innovation there can be no improvement. The task is hard,

since prose does not command the graces of poetry
;
yet it

shall be tried whether merit cannot be praised without the

help of metre 1
(§§1—11).

II. 'The descent of Evagoras, well-known though it

be, must be mentioned. The house of the Aeakidae, the

353—which may be assumed as x § 11. Isokrates appears to

the date of the Antidosis—Niko- mean that the iyKCd^ia recited at

klesis no longer alive: Antid.% 67. banquets, in honour of living vic-

We get no help, then, from § 8, in tors at the games, &c, or at fune-

which this speech is said to be the ral festivals in honour of the dead,

first encomium of the kind ever had hitherto always been in verse,

written in prose. This only shows Prose encomia on mythical or

the speech to be earlier than 351 other subjects had, of course, long

jb. c. (Schafer : Clinton, 352), in been in vogue as exercises with

which year Artemisia proposed a the Sophists,—such as the Helenae

contest of prose iyK(o^ia in honour encomium and the Busiris of

of Mausolos (above, p. 11). Isokrates himself.
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noblest in Greece, was founded by a son of Zeus, Aeakos,

to whom stands the temple in Aegina—a memorial of that

intercession with his father by which he once delivered

Greece from a sore drought (§ 18). From Aeakos sprang

Peleus and Telamon ; from Peleus, Achilles ; from Telamon,

Aias and Teukros. Teukros, after the taking of Troy,

founded in Cyprus the town of Salamis and the present

dynasty (§§ 12-18).
1 That dynasty has not, however, reigned uninterruptedly. Sow

A Phoenician exile came of old to Cyprus ; won the trust won the
J x

.
throne.

of the king; ousted him, and took his throne 1
. The

usurper's descendants still ruled when Evagoras was born.

Distinguished in youth by beauty, strength, temperance,

in early manhood by courage, wisdom, justice, Evagoras

gave uneasiness, but not alarm, to the reigning house.

He seemed too brilliant for a private lot, and yet too honest

to snatch a royal one. Fortune fulfilled both auguries. It

gave him a crown without driving him to a crime. One

of the powerful nobles
2 formed a conspiracy against the

114);—the appearance in whose

family of the Phoenician name
Siromos (Hiram) may perhaps be

1
§ 19. Kara fiev apxas ot

yeyovores dnb TevKpov tt)v j3a(7t-

\elav eixov' XP° VC? ^ v arepop

d(f)iK.6}i€vos €K <boiviKr]s avr}p (fyvyas,

k.t.X. When Evagoras was born,

the descendants (ckjovoi) of this

man were ruling : § 21.

Isokrates conceived the Phoe-

nician usurper as having seized

the throne at some time—he did

not know at precisely what time

—

long after the first establishment

of the Teukrid dynasty ; but also

long before the birth of Evagoras.

A succession of Phoenician kings

had reigned over Salamis in the

mean time. This is intimated not

only in §§ 19—21, but also in § 47,

where Salamis is described as hav-

ing been barbarised 8ia tt)v <&oivi-

kcov apxqv.

At the time of the Ionian re-

volt (500 B.C.) Salamiswasgoverned

by Greek princes (Her. v. 104

—

accounted for, as Professor Raw-
linson suggests, by intermarriage.

Mr Grote would place the dispos-

session of the Greek dynasty by

the Phoenician usurper about 450

B.c. (c. 76: vol. x. p. 21). This

seems very probable. But to my
mind the words of Isokrates con-

vey the notion that he, at any

rate, imagined the Phoenician

usurpation to have taken place

much earlier.

2
§ 32. €is yap tcov hvvacrTtv-

ovTcav iinfSov\cv<ras rov re rvpav-

VOV a7T€KT€LV€, K.T.X. By OL bvVCL-

(TTevovres here Isokrates seems to

mean the great men of Salamis.

The slayer of the Phoenician usur-

per was Abdemon—a Citian, ac-

cording to Theopompos (frag. Ill):

a Tyrian, according to Diodoros
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despot, and slew him ; and sought at the same time to lay

hands upon Evagoras, who fled to Soli in Cilicia. He
there rallied round him a band of fifty men; landed with

them in Cyprus ; and, forcing his way the same night into

Salamis, attacked the palace. The mass of the inhabitants

standing neutral, he succeeded in taking it ; expelled the

usurpers; and restored the sceptre to his own house 1

(§§ 19-32).
f

If I were to say no more, the surpassing merit of Eva-

goras would have been sufficiently proved. No hero of

legend or of history ever won kingly power in a manner so

brilliant. Take the most famous instance of all—that of

the elder Cyrus, who transferred the empire from the Medes

to the Persians. Cyrus conquered by his army; Evagoras

by his own courage : Cyrus slew his mother's father ; Eva-

goras incurred no guilt' (§§ S3—40).

' His use of power was worthy of the manner in which

he had gained it. Gifted with great and ready talents,

he was at the same time minutely and incessantly diligent.

He attended personally to all affairs ; knew every citizen ;

did nothing on hearsay. The love of the gods for him,

and his own love of men, were so apparent in his government

that strangers visiting Cyprus envied the subjects no less

than the king. Enemies found him resistless, friends pliant

;

he was dignified, but never harsh ; consistent in deeds as

in words ; versatile in taking from every form of constitution

its best part ; at once a friend of the people, a large-minded

statesman, and a far-seeing general (§§ 41—46).'

(xiv. 98). Movers, thinks that he 41 1 B.C., and to have found Evagoras

may have been a native of Citium reigning at Salamis : [Lys.] in

who had migrated from Salamis Andoc. § 28. Mr Grote concludes

to Tyre (Grote, x. p. 22, note 1). that Evagorasbegan to reign 'about
1 The date of the restoration of 411 or 410 B.C.' (411 B.C. is proba-

the Teukrid dynasty by Evagoras bly the latest year we can take)—

cannot be exactly determined. At justly observing that ' he must have

his death in 374 b. c. he was ov yf\- been a prince not merely esta-

pcos ajAoipos (§ 71). Andokides is blished, but powerful, when he

said to have visited Cyprus just ventured to harbour Konon in 405

after the fall of the Four Hundred, b. c, after the battle of Aegospo-

which took place in the autumn of tami.' (vol. x. p. 25).
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'The history of his reign will be found to justify these j^rms'in

praises. He found the State barbarised by the Phoenicians ;
°^TUS -

ignorant of arts, without commerce, without even a harbour;

at enmity with all Hellas 1
. He not only repaired these

evils, but acquired territory, built forts, created a fleet,

and thus put his city on a par with any in Greece. His

civilising influence reached even the barbarian countries

adjacent to Cyprus. That island itself became a resort of

distinguished settlers from the rest of Greece 2
(§§ 47—50).

'Foremost among these was Konon. The friendship, His friend-

i i • i
•

i • i t • shiP with
closer than kinship, which at once sprang up between him Konon.

and Evagoras was strengthened by the bond of a common
sympathy for humiliated Athens. That Persia made the

war against Sparta a maritime and not a land war, was

due to the joint council of Konon and of Evagoras. They
saw that a victory on the Asiatic continent could benefit

only the Asiatic Greeks; but that a victory at sea must

benefit all Hellas. And so it proved. The battle of Knidos

was fought, and the bondsmen of Sparta were freed. Statues

of Konon and Evagoras, placed side by side near the statue

of Zeus the Deliverer, commemorated the gratitude of

Athens (§§ 51—57).

'Meanwhile Artaxerxes had viewed uneasily the genius msivar

and the fortune of Evagoras ; and he now seized a pretext 7ia.

for hostilities. Though utterly without material resources,

Evagoras, by his own ability and that of his son Pnytagoras,

triumphed more marvellously than before. He reduced

almost the whole of Cyprus; ravaged Phoenicia; stormed

1
§ 47. The disposition of Phoe- 2 The years 413—405 were years

nicians in Cyprus towards Hellenic of great distress for Athens; and,

visitors at this period is strikingly after 405, cases of banishment and
illustrated, as Mr Grote observes confiscation were numerous in

(x. p. 22 n.) by [Lys.] in Andoc. every city where there was a Spar-

§ 26 : fiera 8e ravra eiikevcrev tan dekarchy. Thus the early

QApboKidrjs) cos top KirteW (3ao~i- years of the reign of Evagoras co-

Xea, Kal 7rpobibovs \rj(j)6els viv av- incided with a period when such a

rod ibedq, Kal ov \lovov Oavarov €<po- refuge as Salamis was likely to at-

iSelro dXka to. kclO' rjpepav ciIkl- tract the greatest number of set-

o-fiara, olo/ievos ra aKpcorij pia tiers. See Grote, X. p. 26.

£(DVTOS dTT0TflT]Sj]0~€O-6aL.
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Tyre; threw Kilikia into revolt; filled Persia with mourning

and with loathing of the war, until, against all precedent,

the Great King made peace before the rebels were in his

hands 1
. In a war of less than three years, Persia had

stripped Sparta of Empire; after a war of ten years
2
,

Persia was compelled to leave Evagoras in full possession

of his kingdom (§§ 57—64).

'Legend celebrates the conquest, by united Hellas, of

the town of Troy; but must not that achievement yield

to the defeat, by the single city of Salamis, of all Asia ? Or

where in history is the man who, after winning a throne

and civilising a kingdom, won victories which changed the

destinies of a race ? It is hard to decide whether Evagoras

is most admirable for his warfare against Sparta, for his

warfare against Persia, for his acquisition, or for his exercise

of power.

'If the gods ever bestowed immortality in reward for

virtue, surely it may be deemed that they have given it

to Evagoras. During his lifetime, their favour graced him

with all gifts of mind and body, with unchanging prosperity,

with fame, with years, with noble children (§§ 65—72).

'Failing powers have not suffered me to praise Evagoras

aright
;
yet a slight tribute, at least, has been offered ; and

the portrait of a man's character is a better memorial than

an image of his body. For you, Nikokles, and for your

children, that character should be a spur to excellence.

Most men have to take example from strangers; you need

not go beyond your own family. I did not forget that you

have begun your course well; I exhort you only as by-

1
§ 64. 396—394 b. c. Isokrates This is, of course, a rhetorical

considers the war between Persia exaggeration ; for though it is true

and Sparta as having virtually be- that the maritime power of Spar-

gun in 396 B.C.—in which year Age- ta was crushed at Knidos, the

silaos took the command in Asia, Spartan dpxn in Hellas lasted till

and Konon took the chief com- Leuktra. The three years' war
mand of the Persian fleet. He spoken of here is called 6 TroXe/ios

considers that Persia took away 6 irept
(

P68ov in Panegyr. § 142.

the empire (a$eiAero rrjv dpxrjv) of 2
§ 64. Probably 385—376 B.C.

Sparta by the victory of Knidos in The date of the war is discussed

394. in a note on Panegyr. § 134.
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standers cheer a runner who is winning. Persevere, and you

will prove worthy of yourself (§§ 73—81).

The Evagoras is professedly an encomium ; but

the praise which, it awards does not, on the whole,

appear to be exaggerated. The chief facts known

about Evagoras speak for themselves ; they show

him to have been a man of unusually strong charac-

ter, and of great abilities both military and political.

A memoir of him is valuable not only on this account,

but also on account of the peculiar position in which

he was placed. Cyprus was divided between Phoeni-

cian settlements, such as Citium and Paphos, and

later Greek settlements, such as Salamis and Soli.

But the bulk of the population was, till long after

the time of Evagoras, Phoenician 1
; and continual

contact with the non-hellenic East must always have

tended to depress the Greek element in Cyprus.

Evagoras was the champion of Hellenism against The° x ° Cyprian

barbarism at this out-post ; first, as restorer of that fSSS
™

Greek civilisation which the Phoenician and Tyrian

masters of Salamis had effaced ; afterwards, as anta-

gonist of Persia in a War of Independence. Perhaps

the most striking passage in the memoir is that

which describes how commerce, arts, letters, humane

intercourse with the outer world, having become

extinct under the rule of the barbarian, speedily

sprang into a new life under the rule of the Hellene 2
.

4. PanathenaiJcos [Or. xn.l— Isokrates began iv.4. p««-

the Panathenaikos when he was 94 years of age (§ 3)—i. e. in 342 B.C. A celebration of the Great Pan-

1 See Professor Rawlinson's note (8) on Herod, v. 104.
2
§§ 47-50.

ii. 8
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athenaea—mentioned in § 17— fell in Hekatombaeon

(July—August) of that year, the third of Olympiad

cix. 3. It was probably the original intention of

Isokrates that his speech should be published at

this festival, as the Panegyrikos was probably pub-

lished at Olympia : thus in § 135 he defends

himself against the charge of discussing subjects

unsuited to a great festal gathering. But this de-

sign, if he entertained it, was frustrated. He had

written about half the discourse when he fell ill

(§ 267); but at last it was completed and published

Date. when he was ninety-seven ^years old (§ 270), i.e. in

339. It is thus the latest of his works 1
.

Analysis. The Panathenaikos falls into three parts. I. §§ 1

—34 : Introduction. Of these sections only §§
1—

4

are properly introductory. The rest—§§ 5—34—form

a parenthetical defence of his 'philosophy' generally,

in reply to an attack make upon him by some
' vulgar ' (ayeXcuoi) sophists ' a little before the Great

Panathenaea' (§ 17).—II. §§35—198. The praises

of Athens.—III. §§ 199—265. A supplement, in

which the author notices certain criticisms upon his

work, and relates the circumstances under which it

was composed.

I. ' In my younger days I used to write, not on legends

or remote history, nor in forensic causes, but on practi-

cal interests of Athens and Hellas—bringing to bear upon
these all the resources of rhetoric. Such subjects and such

a style do not now become my ninety-four years ; rather it

becomes me to speak as all men are apt to think that they

could if they would, but as none can without toil.

1 The rjBrj direiprjicm of § 268 prjKas of the Third Letter (§ 4)—
tallies with the Travrlmaviv o.7T€L- written in 338.
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' I shall speak of the deeds of Athens and the goodness a personal
x vindication.

of our ancestors. But first I must touch upon a personal

matter. All my days I have been misrepresented by obscure

and worthless sophists, and misjudged by those who knew

me but from hearsay. Health, wealth, a certain repute

among the educated have been mine ; and yet, in old age,

I am discontented. Nature denied me force for action,

and gave me but imperfect talents for speech. Strength

of voice and firm nerves were denied to me ; and at Athens

it is more discreditable to lack these than to owe money
to the treasury. Not daunted, however, I took refuge in

a literary life ; and hoped, as the counsellor of Hellenic

unity and of war against Asia, to gain more esteem than

the speakers who rail against each other in the ekklesia.

This hope has failed ; I have been praised,—and slighted.

It is not strange, indeed, that the public should treat me
thus, when the professional sophists, who make their living by

plagiarising from me, are my worst enemies. Their slanders

never annoyed me until, a few clays before the Panathenaea,

I learned that a group of them, talking in the Lykeion about

Hesiod, Homer and other poets, had spoken of me as scorn-

ing all such subjects,—as ignoring all fields of thought, all

lines of culture, except my own. I thought that I was safe

from a charge of this kind ; but I find that I did not over-

rate the spite which has baulked me of due recognition.

Instead of retorting upon the slanderers, or arguing with

those whom they influence, I will state in a few words what

my notion of culture is. Geometry, astrology, eristic dia-

logues are good for the young, if only as employing them

;

but they do not make practical men. By an educated man
I understand one who can deal with ail that comes upon

him day by day ; who is honest and mannerly in society

;

who rules his desires ; who is not spoiled by good fortune.

So much for culture : my views about the poets shall be

set forth at some other time. I have already passed the

limits of a preface (§§ 1—34).

II. 'The beneficence of Athens to Hellas has often

ere now been praised by me incidentally ; but it has never

been, as now, my special theme. I am moved to choose

ft—9,
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Athens
contrasted
with
Sparta.

Services to
Civiliza-
tion.

Services
against
Persia.

that subject at once by the intemperate censure and by

the feeble, or else extravagant, praise bestowed upon our

city ; also by my own advanced age, which will make failure

pardonable and success more creditable (§§ 35—38).

'As purple or gold is most brilliant when it has a foil,

Athens will be best estimated if we place beside her another

great city—Sparta (§§ 39—41).
' The comparison may begin from the Dorian conquest of

the Peloponnesos. Now our ancestors will be found to have

cherished loyally the traditions of the Trojan Avar—concord

with Hellas, and enmity against the barbarian. When the

Kyklades, about which there had been disputes in the time

of Minos, were at last seized, by the Karians, Athens restored

them to the Hellenes 1
. She founded cities on either conti-

nent, drove the barbarians from the Asiatic seaboard, and

taught the Greek communities how to live. Sparta, mean-

while, careless of agriculture and of all civilising arts, was

concentrated upon one selfish object—the conquest of the

Peloponnesos ; all of wThich, save Argos, fell under her power.

Thus, so far, Athens had been a friend to Hellas; Sparta,

only to herself (§§ 42—48).

'When, later, Xerxes invaded Greece, Sparta, the ruler

of the Peloponnesos, sent but ten triremes to Salamis

—

Athens sent more than all the other states together. Sparta

was represented by Eurybiades, who all but ruined Hellas

;

Athens, by Themistokles, who saved it (§§ 49— 52).

1
§ 43. The relations of the Ka-

rians to Minos are thus described

by Herodotus (l. 171):

—

to yap

naXaibv eovres M/z>&> re KarrjKooi ko\

Ka\e6p.evoi Aekeyes elxov ras vrjcrovs,

(fropov fiev ovbeva v7rore\eovres, ocrov

teal eyco bvvaros etpi fxaKporarov

e)£iKeo~0ai aKorj' ol be, ok(os Mlpcos

deoiro, e7r\r)povv ol ras veas. See,

as an excellent commentary on

Herodotos, Curt. Hist. Gr. bk. i.

c. iii. vol. i. pp. 71 ff. tr. Ward.

Of. Clinton F. II. I. p. 39: 'It

seems, however, that at the death

of Minos the Karians retained, or

at least recovered, possession of

the Kyklades ; and that they were

not finally expelled till the time of

the Ionian colonies; for Isocrates

and Plutarch [de exil. p. 603 b]

describe them as possessing the

Kyklades after the return of the

Heraklidae into Peloponnesos, and

ascribe their expulsion to the Athe-

nians.' Clinton thinks that the

words of Isokr. in this passage re-

fer ' to the Ionic migration, when
the colonists seized upon the Ky-

klades': ib. p. 39, note g.
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'Each of the two cities was in turn empress of the sea, The two

and thereby of the greater part of Hellas. Athens used that

power to give to her allies the same form of government

which she had herself found best ; Sparta used it to impose

upon her subjects an unheard-of form of tyranny—the de-

karchies, which led to such enormous evils. We held our

empire 65 years ; when attacked by Greece and Persia

combined, we resisted ten years, and afterwards reestablished

our power in less time than it had cost to overthrow it. The

Spartans kept their empire barely ten years; lost it by a

single battle ; and have never recovered it. In treating with

the Persian king, we forbade him to come west of Halys

or Phaselis
1

; the Spartans made him master of Hellas

(§§53-61).
' Those who reluctantly admit the positive merits of Thefaults

Athens will perhaps attempt to qualify them by citing her compared
xn , i i a n i ! /. t i -i

wlth tlwse
crimes, i do not say that Athens has been faultless ; but qf Sparta.

only that, where she has sinned, Sparta has sinned more.

We are accused of having forced our allies to bring their

causes to our tribunals. Is not the number of those sum-

moned before our courts smaller than the number of those

whom Sparta put to death without trial ? We are accused

of having taxed our allies. But they paid tribute of their

own choice, for their own defence, out of property which

we had preserved to them ; and, in return, were brought by

us out of their forlorn condition to a prosperity as great as

that of the Peloponnesians who paid no impost. We are

accused of cruelties to Melos, Skione, Torone. If Athens has

sometimes been guilty in this respect, the sufferers were

petty islands or towns; while the cities which Spartan ambi-

tion has made desolate are the greatest in the Peloponnesos,

—Messene, which sent Nestor to Troy,—Argos, which sent

Agamemnon (§§ 62—73).

' (Can I pass by Agamemnon without a word of special (mgres-

praise, feeling for him, as I do, the sympathy of one who,
S

memnon.)'

like him, has missed his due fame ? What element of

greatness did Agamemnon lack? The only man who ever

§ 59. See Panegyr. § 115 note: Areop. § 80 note.
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was leader of all Hellas, he led it against Asia, with kings

for his subalterns ; fought, not for his own gain, but for

the safety of Greece, against such foreign adventurers as

Pelops, Danaos, Kadmos ; and, after keeping his army to-

gether for ten years by his own ability, took Troy, and

quelled the insolence of the barbarians.) §§ 74—87.

' I was saying that the victims of our severity have been

insignificant; those of Sparta's illustrious, and, moreover, her

own allies against Troy ; the Messenians, namely, whom she

drove from their country ; and the Argives, with whom she

is still at war. Plataea, the only city of Boeotia loyal to

Hellas in the Persian war, was soon after taken by Sparta,

and most of its citizens were put to death, in order to please

Thebes. Athens, on the other hand, gave an asylum at

Naupaktos to the Messenians, and bestowed her franchise

upon the surviving Plataeans (§§ 88—94).—Both Athens

and Sparta are accused of having reduced those cities, of

whose liberty they professed themselves champions, to vas-

salage. Now in the early history of Athens there is no

instance of her having aimed at ruling a single other city

;

whereas the policy of Sparta in the Peloponnesos has been

from the first aggressive. Down to the time of our disaster

at the Hellespont, we had never caused in any city the

factions, the bloodshed, the revolution which, under Sparta,

became rife everywhere. It was only when the Lacedaemo-

nian power, after having become the first in Greece, began

to decline, that two or three of our generals were guilty

of imitating in a few cases a policy of which Sparta had set

the earliest example.

' Lastly, there is an offence against Hellas which Sparta

has committed, but Athens, never. When most closely

pressed by her neighbours, Athens has never forgotten the

enmity which all Greeks ought to feel against the barbarian.

Sparta used the alliance of the great king to advance her

own power in Hellas ; and rewarded him by supporting the

rebel Cyrus with the forces led by Klearchos. Then, when
Persia had defeated the Spartans at Knidos, they conciliated

her by giving up the Asiatic Greeks (§§ 95—107).

'Discreet admirers of Sparta will admit the truth of
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these criticisms. But those who cannot allow any fault

in her will perhaps try to shift the ground of comparison to

the relative merits of the Spartan and Athenian Constitu-

tions. They will contrast the temperance and discipline

which prevail there with the licence common among us.

6

1 hope to show the superiority of the Athenian Constitu- Athenian
. . / . . Constitu-

tion—not, indeed, in its present form, but in the form which turn.

it had under our ancestors ; and which they abandoned, not

because they were dissatisfied with it, but from necessity.

A land-empire is maintained by moderation and strict

discipline ; a maritime empire requires nautical skill, hands

to row the ships, and a certain reckless, piratical spirit. It

was plain that in becoming naval, Athens must lose her old

decorum and her hold upon the affection of the allies

;

but even this was better than submitting to the rule of

Sparta.

'The history of our ancestors' polity must be traced from

a time wdien as yet Oligarchy and Democracy were not

;

when barbarians and Greeks alike lived under Monarchies.

If the savage heroes of other cities have claimed mention,

much more do those of Athens deserve it. The horrors of

which, in those days, Thebes and Argos were full, have

supplied endless material for tragic poets ; Athens, mean-

while, had already a noble civilisation. The favour of the

gods was shown by this rare blessing—that from Ericthonios

to Theseus the line of hereditary kings was unbroken 1
.

1
§ 126. As Mr Clinton observes that, on the death of Theseus, a

(F. II. vol i. c. 2, p. 61), Isokrates Democracy was established. And
considers Ericthonius properly as such an interpretation is in per-

the first of the Attic kings. And feet harmony with Helen. Encom.

it is probable, though not certain, § 36

—

cdo-6' 6 pev (Theseus) rbv 8fj-

that he regarded Theseus as the p,ov KaOlcrrrj Kvpiov rfjs TroXtrelas, ol

last. See § 130: 7repl fitv ovv rrjs §e fiovov avrov apx^tv rj^lovv, 7)701;-

Qrjcrecos dperrjs vvv fiev cos oiov r r\v /jlcvol Triarorepav kol Koivorepav eivai

dvepLvr](TCLyLev...Tr€p\ De rcov TvapaXa- rr}v ckcluov povapylav rrjs avrcov

fiovTcov rr]v tt]s TToXtoos bioiKrjCTLv r)v drjp.oKparl.as. It was not monarchy,

cKelvos 7rcipedcoK6i> ovk e'xcov rlvas but his monarchy, which they pre-

€7raivovs elircov d^lovs av drjv elprj- ferred : on his death, then, they

kws KarearricravTO yap drjpoicpa- WOllld have the democracy.

tUw. This would naturally mean
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Elsewhere I have spoken at length of Theseus, or this

would have been a fitting time to celebrate him. It was his

Theseus, glory that he chose work before the mere pleasures of a

kingly lot ; and that he shared the government of the city

with the people. His successors established a Democracy

tempered with Aristocracy. Some regard Aristocracy, like

Timocracy, as a distinct type of polity
1

. I recognise but three

distinct types—Oligarchy, Democracy, Monarchy. The prin-

ciple which selects the best men for office is applicable to

any one of these ; and, in all alike, insures prosperity. At

present we have to consider the application of this principle

to Democracy only. If the subject seem to some too grave

lor such an occasion as this, it will at least interest those

whom I most wish to please ; though I doubt my own power

of doing justice to it.

TTwOid 'The excellence of the old Democracy was due to the
Democracy. J

moral discipline to which the people had been subject under

the monarchy. They did not forget the lessons learned then

;

they chose for leaders men friendly to the new system, but

characterised by the old virtues of justice and sobriety.

Under the presidency of such men, they soon got a tho-

roughly good code of laws,—compact, fair, useful, and con-

sistent. Officials were chosen by the denies and tribes, and

looked upon office as a task, trotiblesome, indeed, but honour-

able. The punctual discharge of this task was followed by

moderate praise and designation to some fresh labour ; the

slightest failure in it was infamy and ruin. Office, therefore,

1
§ 131. Isokratcs denies that (a) dpurroKparia, the good term,

dpLcrroKparia and rj diro tcdv Tiprjpd- (b) oXiyapxicij the bad : 3. DeillO-

T(ov 7ro\iT€ia are to be reckoned iv cracy: of which the good sort and

rats 7ro\LT6LaLs. See, on the other the bad are called by the same

hand, Plato Polit. § 291 d, where name. In Aristotle (Politicsin.xi.—
the three types of government (as viii) wTe have three normal (dpBat)

popularly conceived) are said to types— 1. povapxla, 2. dpio-roicpa-

be:— 1. Monarchy, subdivided into Wa, 3. iroXireia (Republic): and
(a) ftao-ikcia, constitutional monar- three corresponding perversions

chy, (b) Tvpavvis, unconstitutional

:

(jrapeKfiacreis)— 1. rvpavvis : 2. o'Xt-

2. ' The rule of the few/ fj rwv yapx^a : 3. d^pLOKparta.

dXiyuv dwao-Teidj subdivided into
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was rather shunned than courted in those days; and the

people were content with a constitution which, while ex-

empting them from services, gave them sovereign power over

their servants. The proof of this contentment is the fact

that the constitution remained unchanged for not fewer than

1000 years,—from its origin to the time of Solon and of

Peisistratos
1

. The latter used his demagogic power to make
himself a despot. If it is objected that I speak too positively

of a remote past, I reply that this is at least a generally

credited account (§§ 108—150).
f The principles of the old polity have been stated ; it re- Mutual

mains to speak of its results. But a possible objection must Lessons.

first be met. It will, perhaps, be said that both the civil and

the military institutions of Athens in the earliest times were

borrowed from Lykurgos. The resemblance may be allowed.

But it was Sparta that borrowed from us the idea of a

Democracy tempered with Aristocracy, and of elective, instead

of sortitive, offices. The Areiopagos, again, was the model of

the Gerousia (§§ 151—154).

' As regards military science, too, it can be shown that Military

. . .
Science.

the Spartans did not practise it earlier, or use it better, than

we did. First, however,—in order to appreciate the manner

in which our ancestors used their military skill,—it is neces-

sary to remember how both Athens and Sparta dealt with

Hellas after the Persian wars. They made peace with Persia,

and attacked each other. Argos and Thebes followed their

example ; and to this day Persia is arbiter of Hellas

(§§ 155-160).

1
§ 148 ovk iXdrroi xiA/coy €T(ov. ed by the commoner tradition to

The Constitution spoken of here Kodros, and about 400 earlier than

must be that ^juoKparm just men- that assigned to Theseus, whom
tioned (§ 147)

—

drj/jLOKparla dpLcrro- (as was remarked above) Isokrates

Kparla xp(Ofievr] (§ 131)—which sue- seems to have regarded as the last

ceeded the Monarchy. There would king. (In the Encom. Helen.

be no point in the passage if in Isokr. himself makes Theseus a

avrrj rj TroXtreLa he meant to in- lover of Helen.) But, in the

elude the Monarchy. We are vagueness of the legends about

driven, then, to infer that the Iso- early Attica, a writer—especially a
kratean date for the close of the rhetorical writer—was at liberty

Monarchy is 1560 B.C.—some 500 to take almost any round number
years earlier than the date assign- that suited his purpose.
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' The rulers of Athens before the Persian war had no aim

but the national well-being. They mediated between cities

which were at variance ; drove the barbarian from the

islands and coasts which he had seized ; and thus gave

the Greeks wealth and security (§§ 161— 167). Their

military repute may be judged still better from their inter-

ference on behalf of Adrastos, when the Thebans, alarmed

at their approach, consented to bury the Argive dead

(§§ 168—171). (In the Panegyrikos 1
the Athenians were

spoken of as having prevailed by force ; but the more exact

account given here proves no less the fame of their arms

(§§ 172-174.)

ffAU™
ars

' further, compare the early wars of Sparta with those of

a
g

d<£ Athens. Immediately after the Dorian conquest, the aristo-

cratic party became predominant in Lacedaemon ; and, instead

of allowing the people to share the franchise, fixed them to

dwell as vassals in outlying villages, subject not only to

the burdens of war, but to outrage and death at the caprice

of the civic body. The victories of our Athenian ancestors

were not of this shameful kind, but were won in three

different periods of war against aliens. One period was that of

the struggle with Xerxes ; another, that of the war for the

possession of the Asiatic colonies,—in which no Dorian took

part. In the third (the earliest) period, Thracians, Scythians,,

and Eurystheus with his Peloponnesians, w^ere in turn de-

feated ; and, later, the troops of Dareios were routed at

Marathon. Victorious so often, our fathers were yet true

to their old, steadfast character; for they knew that the

highest soldiership is impossible to immorality (175—198).

Epilogue. HI- ' Here, at its climax, this discourse would naturally

have ended. I will explain how I have been forced to

prolong it.

'It had been written thus far, and I was revising it with

three or four of my young pupils. We thought that nothing

but a conclusion was wanted ; but it occurred to me to ask

a friend of oligarchical sympathies, and devoted to Sparta, if

he could point out any misstatement which we had over-
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looked. He came ; heard, and praised, the greater part of Conversa-
• i -i t Ti i i

... tion with a
the essay; but evidently disliked the criticisms upon the friendly

Spartans. ' If Hellas owes them nothing else,' he said, ' it

should be grateful to them for this—that they discovered

the noblest rules of conduct, which they observe themselves

and have taught to others.'
—'All would allow/ I replied,

'that piety, justice, prudence, are the best rules of conduct.

The Spartans have been settled no more than 700 years in

the Peloponnesos. If, then, these rules were first observed

at Sparta, were they unknown to Herakles and Theseus, to

Minos, Bhadamanthos, Aeakos ? Again, discoverers are usually

men of more than average intelligence and knowledge ; but

the Spartans are ignorant of the rudiments of letters. And
as for their morality, they train their youth to rob the sur-

rounding country
;
punishing them if they are found out,

and promoting them if they are not.' ' By rules of conduct,'

he answered, ' I did not mean piety, justice, prudence. I

meant a manly, warlike training, and loyalty to one common
purpose.' 'None are so blaineable,' I said, 'as those who put

good things to a bad use. The Spartans employ their

warlike science to harass, and their unanimity to divide, the

other Greeks' (§§ 199—228).

'My opponent was silenced, and went away a wiser man,

inasmuch as he had learned the lesson recommended at

Delphi. He had learned to know himself—and Lacedaemon.

I had my essay written out immediately. But three or four

days later new misgivings assailed me. It seemed to me New mis-

that I had been too supercilious and too bitter in my expres-

sions about Sparta. At last I called a council of friends to

decide whether the composition should be burnt or published.

It was read to them, and well received. The rest were talk- Tiw critic
as a com-

ing it over among themselves, when my original adviser, the forter.

partisan of Sparta, addressed me. 'I suspect,' he said, 'that

you are not really uneasy about the manner in which you

have spoken of the Lacedaemonians, and that you have

brought us here only to try us. Your first idea was to extol

Athens by comparing it advantageously with Sparta. Then,

conscious that you had always been a panegyrist of Sparta,

you became afraid of seeming inconsistent. Accordingly, you
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gave the semblance of censure to what was really praise.

You have reproached the Spartans as arrogant, warlike,

grasping. Now arrogance is allied to a lofty spirit. It is a

warlike, not a peaceful temper which enlarges and guards

possessions. Covetousness on a petty scale is, indeed, un-

popular, and so defeats its own ends ; but the covetousness

of nations and despots has results which all the world ad-

mires. I am no enemy to the fame of your performance in

thus pointing out its covert meaning. The hint will assist

intelligent Spartans to perceive that, in accusing their city

of having conquered all its great neighbours, you have

glorified it ; and that, in dwelling upon the faction and

bloodshed among its dependents, you have implied the

exemption of Sparta from such evils. You are to be con-

gratulated upon the fame which you must win for hav-

ing made both Athens and Sparta appear admirable ;

—

Athens, to the many; Sparta, to the thoughtful. Do not

burn your essay, but publish it, adding the discussion to

which it has given rise; and so prove that you are as

superior to the ordinary writers for the festivals as Homer
to the poets who have copied him.'

' These remarks were applauded enthusiastically ; and all

urged me to take the counsel. I thanked my able adviser
;

but did not tell him how far he had hit, or missed, my real

mind (§§ 229—265).

Conditions ' My work is finished ; a word in conclusion as to the

which the) circumstances under which it was done. It was begun in
W(>rJc was
written. the 94th year of my age, and was half-completed, when

I was seized with the disorder against which I have been

struggling for three years. For a long time I did not allow

it to stop my labours ; but had at last given in, when friends

pressed me not to leave this speech unfinished. I did as

they wished, though in my 97th year, and in a . state in

which few could bear to be listeners, much less writers.

This is not said to win indulgence, but simply in order to

make the facts known. An acknowledgment is due to

those who value instructive and artistic essays above mere

displays ; and a warning to those who judge rashly what they

do not understand
5

(§§ 266—272).
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Isokrates prefaces the Panathenaikos with the Remarks.

remark that both in respect to subject-matter and

in respect to style it belongs to a different class

from those works which employed his best years.

Those works dealt with contemporary politics ; this

is purely historical : those displayed all the resources

of an elaborate rhetoric ; this is in a plain, though

finished, style. He fears that the Panathenaikos will

seem somewhat languid

—

fiakaKcoTepo^—if compared

with its brilliant predecessors : it must be judged,

he says, in view of its own special scope.

There is one comparison, however, which c&n. The Pan-
athenaikos

hardly be avoided on this plea. The chief topics l^^lf
of the Panathenaikos are embraced in the first half koS

negyri"

of the Panegyrikos. These are :— 1. The early ser-

vices of Athens to Hellas in founding colonies, and

in repelling the barbarians : Panath. §§ 42—48 :

Panegyr. §§ 34—37. 2. The early wars of Athens :

Panath. % 175—198 : Panegyr. §§ 51—70. 3. Athens

in the Persian wars: Panath. §§ 49—52 and 189:

Panegyr. §§ 71—74, 85—98. 4. The maritime em-

pire of Athens : Panath. §§ 53—61 : Panegyr. § 104,

&c. 5. The misdeeds in Hellas of Athens and of

Sparta respectively: Panath. §§ 62—107 : Panegyr.

§§ 100—132. Now, it is not merely in rhetorical

brilliancy, it is in point and definiteness of thought,

in vigour, in clearness of arrangement, that the

Panegyrikos is so greatly superior to the Panathe-

naikos. The Panegyrikos is the earliest of its

author's longer compositions, and the best ; the

Panathenaikos is the latest, and must be pronounced

the weakest. The symptoms of the condition in which
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the writer then was— ' exhausted both by sickness

and by old age' (§ 268)—are indeed evident in many

places. They appear in the diffuse yet incom-

plete reply to his detractors inserted at the begin-

ning ; in the long digression on Agamemnon, closed

by the avowal that he knows not whither he

is 'drifting' (§ 88); in the disorder especially of

§§ 155—198 ; and in the rambling supplement

§§ 199—265. This last raises a curious point.

Isokrates evidently felt that his vehement censures

of Sparta in the Panathenaihos were inconsistent

with much in the general tone of his other writings

(§239). But how far did he seriously mean to hint,

as his own, the view which he makes his critic

suggest—that these censures were, in their esoteric

meaning, praise ; since arrogance, aggressiveness,

rapacity often win prizes which command [vulgar]

admiration? In § 265 he declines to say how far

the critic's suggestion had hit or missed his mind.

If the critic was in any measure right, then the

ingenuity of Isokrates had, indeed, declined.

isokrates The Panathenaikos contains, as has been seen,
on Early
Athens, little that is not said better in the Panegyrihos ; but

it has at least one passage of distinctive interest.

In §§ 108—154 Isokrates sketches his theory of

the early Constitutional History of Athens. The

characteristic feature of this theory is that it ignores

any Oligarchical period, properly so called, between

the Monarchy and the Democracy. The Monarchy

is immediately succeeded by a Democracy ; a De-

mocracy tempered, indeed, by the principle of pre-

ferring the 'best men'

—

BrjiioKpaTta apio-TOKparia
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^\Liy\hivy] (§ 153). The term 'oligarchic/ as applied

to the statesmen of this period, was a mere calumny

of Peisistratos (§ 143). The elasticity of meaning

which Isokrates gave to
' democracy' may be illus-

trated from Areopag. § 61, where he says that the

Lacedaemonians are best governed because they are

most democratic. It is noticeable, however, that

in the Areopagitikos he datea that elder Democracy

which he holds up to imitation, only from Solon

—

6 SrjfjLOTiKcoraTos (§ 16); perhaps because that pre-

Solonian democracy which he here extols appeared

to him a practically unattainable ideal.

III. Essays on Education.

1. Against the Sophists [Or. xui.l—As Isokrates m. i. a-
J. l- _i gainst the

himself tells us, this discourse was written at the s°vhists-

beginning of his professional life
1

; and it may pro-

bably be assigned to the year 391 or 390 B. c.
2
Bate.

The speech would thus have the character of a

manifesto in which, at the outset of his career, the

1 or T]pxoMv T^pt rai)T7]v clvat opiXelv rots av6patrois. Cf.

tt)V itpayparelav: Antld. § 193. He Kara (ro(f)icrT. §17, ravra St 7roXkr)s

Wrote it a.Kpd(o)p (opposed to ttclvo- en-ipeXelas dcitrdai mi yjrvx^s av-

pevos rrjs (j)iXocro(j)ias), lb. § 195. SpiKrjs Kai ho^aaTtKrjs epyov elvai.

2 Sauppe would place it in, or It can scarcely be doubted that

about, 388 B.C. But a passage Plato's crroxacmKos is a sarcasm

in the Gorgias has been taken, upon do^ao-rotos as used by Iso-

and no doubt rightly, as al- krates. Now, the composition

hiding to a phrase in the Kara of the Gorgias is probably to

o-o^mttusv. Gorg. p. 463 a, doKel be placed in the interval between

Toivvv poi (77 prjTopiKr)) co Topyia, 395 and 389. The Kara aocjiurTCQV,

elvai ti eiTLTTJdevpa rexviKov pev ov, then, is probably earlier than

ytrvxrjs Se crroxaar lktj s Ka\ av- 389. Sanneg (de Schol. Isokr. p. 7)

dpeias kclI fyvaet deivrjs irpoa- puts it in 01. 96 (396—393 B.C.).
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teacher protests against the system adopted by other

members of his profession, and declares the principles

by which he himself intends to be guided. In its

extant form the discourse is plainly imperfect. It

breaks off at the point where Isokrates is passing

—

as he passes in the introductions to the Busiris and

the Encomium on Helen—from destructive criticism

to positive illustration 1
.

Analysis. c
If those who undertake to instruct others would only

tell the truth, instead of promising more than they can per-

form, they would not have been in such ill-repute with the

non-professional world. As it is, their reckless boasting has

brought discredit upon literary studies generally.

Teachers of < First, the professors of Eristic Discussion are to blame.
'Eristic'

.

They assert that their pupils will know how to act under all

circumstances, and will, through this knowledge, be happy
;

thus claiming a prescience which Homer, wisest of poets,

denies to the gods,—for he represents them debating. And
this precious secret of happiness is sold by its proprietors for

three or four minae. Most absurd of all, they do not appear

to believe that the persons whom their course of teaching

is to inspire with virtue and moderation will be ordinarily

honest at the end of it. They take securities from their

pupils for the payment of fees. Is it not natural that plain

men should look upon such teaching as an imposture?

(§§ 1-8.)
Teachers of 'Next, the teachers of Forensic and Deliberative speakin^ 2

Rhetoric. 1 o
are to blame. They say that the art of speaking well on all

occasions can be taught as certainly as the alphabet. Would

1 Busir. [Or. xi.] § 9: Helenas criticizing others while unable to

Encom. [Or. x.] § 15. In both do better myself ),' The lost part of

these places the transition is mark- the Kara 0-0$. contained that expo-

ed by the very same phrase which sition of the author's own princi-

in the Kara (to<J)1(tt<dv introduces the pies to which these words led up.

concluding sentence of § 22 :

—

tva 2
§ 9 ttoXltlkoI Xoyoi. See below,

fie firj (Wa 'but lest I seem (to be p. 131, n. 4.
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that it were so ! As it is not so, such idle talk ought to be

stopped. All literary men suffer by the prejudice which it

excites. It is surprising that teachers can succeed who

assume an analogy between an art depending on fixed rules

and the exercise of a creative faculty. The letters of the

alphabet are the same for every one. The conditions of a

good speech are not precisely the same for any two persons.

A speech, to be good, must be worthy of the subject, suitable

to the occasion and to the speaker, and in some measure

original. All would allow that the art of speaking has often

been mastered, both in theory and practice, without profes-

sional aid. Talent and experience are the two requisites for

success. Instruction can polish, but cannot make, oratorical

power. It is not difficult to learn the elements (iSewv)
1 out

of which all speeches must be composed. But to combine

and temper these elements rightly, and to give to the result-

ing whole a proper colouring, requires a vigour, an imagina-

tive force, which cannot be communicated ; although, where

these exist, they will be developed under a teacher who
himself possesses them. (§§ 9—18).

'The pretentious school of sophists which has lately

sprung up, however nourishing now, will, I feel sure, be at

last reduced to admitting this. As for the sophists before

our time who wrote the so-called Arts of Rhetoric, they, too,

had their faults. They undertook to teach the mode of con-

ducting law-suits—thus confining their subject to its most writers of

odious branch, and falling below the Eristics, who at least
Arts%

professed to aim at virtue, whereas these avowed themselves

teachers of rapacity. Now the study of practical rhetoric,

though insufficient to form a good speaker, might at least

have been used to inculcate fairness in argument. Justice

cannot be taught; but a spirit of justice may be encouraged

and developed by lessons in Deliberative speaking.

' That I may not seem to be complaining of what

others undertake to do, and myself, at the same time, under-

taking what is impossible, I will give the reasons which

1 For this use of Idea, see above, p. 39, note 4
II. 9
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Definition
of the
censures.

(1) The
4

-Eristics*

have led me to this view' (§§ 19— 22: Conclusion

wanting).

Isokrates was, and called himself, a sophist 1
,

that is, a professional teacher of philosophy and

rhetoric ; though he distinguished himself from the

dyekcuoi cto^icttcu, the common herd of the profes-

sion. Who, then, are those sophists whom in this

speech he condemns ; and what was the extent of

his disagreement from them ?

Three classes of teachers are censured. (1) The

Eristics,

—

ol irepl rocs epiSa? Ziarpifiovres (§ 2). Their

chief characteristic, as described by Isokrates, is

that they profess to impart, for a small fee, absolute

knowledge (iincrTrjiJLr), § 3), which will enable its

rary, and in particular rhetorical,

instruction for pay. The whole of

§§ 167—269 of the Antidom—his
Apology for his life—is devoted to

answering rj kolvtj 7rep\ rail/ <TO(j)icr-

t&v SlciPoXti (§ 168). In § 157 he

says— referring to exaggerated

reports about his own wealth

—

that it is a mistake to suppose

that a sophist's business is as lu-

crative as an actor's. And in re-

futing the charge, laid against him-

self and others, of corrupting the

youth, he says, with evident allu-

sion to the distinction attained by

many of his own pupils—' It is

a sophisms noblest and greatest

reward if some of his pupils prove

themselves men of high character,

sensible men, men respected by

their fellow-citizens'—o-o^io-n} /xto--

6cs kolXXlcttos icrrc Kal pLeyicrros,

rjv tcdv fjLadrjrSi/ rives KaXol nayaBoi

kcu (fipovifxot, yevoavrai Kal irapa

to?? 7roXiraTs evdoKi^ovvrcs {Antid*

§ 220).

1 It is true that Isokrates often

speaks with contempt of ' soph-

ists'; but these are 'vulgar' soph-

ists (dyeXaloL cro(f)i(TTai, PanatJu

§ 18) :
' obscure and worthless

sophists' (oro(f)io-Ta\ dfioKifAoi Kal

TTov-qpol, ib. § 5); or persons who
claimed the honourable name of

sophist without having any real

title to it

—

rovs dfi(f)Lo-(3r]Tovvras

tov (ppovelp Kal (j)d(TK0VTas elvat

ao(j}L(Trds, Helen. Encom. § 9 : so

TU>V (f)a<TK.6l>TG>V civdl (TO(f)l(rT(DV

ciXXo &e ri rrparrovrcoVy Afltid.

§ 215 : and tcov 7rpoo-7roiou/xeVa)j/

tivai cro(pL(TT(ov, ib. § 221.

It is in reference to these vul-

gar, these sham sophists, that Iso-

krates describes himself as dvofiolons

fcoi/ra teal rots (To^uo-rcus kcu toIs

ifticQTaiS) Antid. § 148.

On the other hand, he distinctly

calls himself a arofyio-Trjs in the

general sense of that term, as de-

scribing a man who followed a

certain profession; who gave lite-
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possessor to act rightly under all circumstances
;

virtue being included in the knowledge so taught

(§6). In this description, the sarcasm upon know-

ledge, and the preference given to intelligent

opinion (§ 8), would seem to reflect upon the

Sokratics
; just as elsewhere Isokrates speaks of

' Eristic dialogues ' with apparent reference to the

Platonic dialogues 1—ignoring that distinction be-

tween Dialectic and Eristic on which Plato insists

in the Philebos and the Euthydemos 2
. It may be

questioned whether here Isokrates means Plato,

as he certainly does in a later work, the Encomium

on Helen ; but at least there must be a reference to

the minor Sokratics, and especially to Eukleides 3
.

(2) The second class of teachers blamed by (2) The

Isokrates are the professors of ' Political Discourse ,
Rhetoric.

that is, of Practical Rhetoric, Deliberative and Fo-

rensic 4
. Now it was the professed aim of Isokrates,

1 rovs dia\6yovs rovs epio-rucovs 3 Thompson I.e. p. 177 ; Spengel,

KcikovfAevovs ols ol fief vecorepoi /xaX- Isokrates und Platan, p. 15. On
\ov xa

'

lP0V0
~
l T°v Seovros, T&v be the other hand, Mr H. Sidgwick

7rp€o-fivT€pcDv ovbeis ecrrip oaris av {Journal of Philology, vol. IV.

aveKTovs avrovs elvai (prjo-eiev : Pa- no. 8, p. 292, 'The Sophists',)

nath. § 29. This is undoubtedly thinks that the Platonists are in-

an allusion to the popularity of the eluded.

Platonic (and, generally, of the So- 4 This was the proper sense of

kratic) dialogues, as Dr Thompson 7to\lti.kos \6yos : see Vol. i. p. 90.

points out (Appendix n, Phaedr. But Isokrates considered as noXt-

Append. n. p. 176). tlkol \6yoi only those discourses

2 See, e.g., Phileb. p. 17 a: Eu- (whether, in form, Deliberative or

thyd. p. 278 e, and ad fin. Cf. not) which treated what he called

Arist. 7T€p\ <ro<j). eXeyx- c 11, ol p.ev political subjects (above p. 41).

ovv rrjs vlktjs avrrjs x^P LV T0L ~ He regards Forensic speeches as

ovtol (i.e. unsound reasoners) ipi- merely sham 7to\ltlkol: cf. §20. &c.

ottikoI av6poa7TOL kol (frikepibes — IksIvoi ff eVi rovs 7To\ltlkovs

boKovo~iv eivaC ol be bo^rjs x^P LV Xoyovs 7rapaKa\ovvres no\v-

rrjs els xpi)\LaTivp.ov, o~o(£>io-- 7rpayfjLoavvr)s kol irXeove^ias vne-

tikoL o~Tr}(Tav dibdaKaXoi eivau

9—2
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no less than of Protagoras 1
, to impart a practical

training for tlie active duties of a citizen. The clue

to the meaning of the censure pronounced here is to

be found in that passage of the Antidosis where

Isokrates defines the scope of his 'philosophy' 2
. He

there says that three things go to form a first-rate

public speaker—nature, discipline, experience. Of

these, natural aptitude is by far the most important
;

experience ranks next ; instruction, 7raiSeia, is of

least moment ; for without one, at least, of the other

qualifications it can do little. At the same time all

persons, whatever their capacity, who have been

properly taught, will bear the stamp of a uniform

scientific method 3
. What, then, he means to censure

in the professors of whom he speaks here is not their

pretension to a scientific method of teaching Practical

Rhetoric ; it is the unlimited efficacy which they

claimed for instruction, independently of nature or

experience. They promised unconditionally to make

anyone a good speaker : this promise Isokrates

denounces as imposture (aka^oveta § 10).

(8) writers (3) Besides these two classes—the Eristics and
of i

A.rts
*

the teachers of Political Discourse, who are described

as of recent growth 3—a third class of sophists is

condemned by Isokrates. This consists of 'those

who lived before our time and wrote the so-called

Arts of Rhetoric.' Here, again, the limits of the

censure must be noted. Isokrates himself probably

1 Cf. Plat. Protag. 318 e: where irpaTTeiv.

Protagoras undertakes to teach 2 Antid. §§ 186—191

evftovkla Trepi tg)V olxeicov, and 3 Antid. § 205,

power ret ttJs ttoXccos Kal Aeyeiv /cat
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wrote an ' Art;' at any rate, some of his extant pre-

cepts on rhetorical composition might certainly

have had a place in such a treatise. It is not the

attempt to reduce the theory of Rhetoric to a

system which he is condemning here. He is com-

plaining that the earlier writers of Arts devoted

themselves entirely to the least noble branch, the

Forensic. They professed to teach men ' political

discourse '; but really ' they undertook to be teachers

of meddlesomeness and greed' (§ 20), whereas the

Eristics at any rate aim at imparting virtue. The

writers on Rhetoric primarily meant are, no doubt,

Korax and Tisias—perhaps also Antiphon. Such

treatises as those of Gorgias, Thrasymachos of

Chalkedon, and Polos, however unsatisfactory in

other respects they might seem to Isokrates, were

probably less liable to the particular censure passed

here. It may be presumed that they dealt, not

with Forensic Rhetoric exclusively, but with Rhe-

toric in all its branches, especially the Epideictic.

The complaint of Isokrates is in one aspect per-

fectly just. It is repeated by Aristotle ; who

remarks that the earlier writers of Arts almost

confined themselves to Forensic Rhetoric just be-

cause they had not a really scientific method, and

therefore preferred that field in which chicanery

(to KaKovpyov) had the freeest scope 1
.

The Speech Against the Sophists ought to he Beiatimof

read along with the Speech On the Antidosis, written course with

some thirty-five years later, when his career was**051*'*

drawing to a close. Taken together, they express

1 Arist. Rhct. i. 1, § 10.
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his whole educational and literary creed. There is

a thorough harmony between the principles of the

two essays ; but there is likewise a difference be-

tween their points of view. In the earlier discourse,

Isokrates is concerned solely in distinguishing him-

self from false brethren. In the later, he is not only

defending himself, but vindicating the entire pro-

fession to which he belonged, from the criticism of

laymen,

in. 2. on 2. On the Antidosis [Or. xv.] The discourse
the Anti'

was written when Isokrates had completed his 82nd

year (§ 9), i.e. later than midsummer 1
, 354 B.C.;

and alludes to the fine imposed upon Timotheos

(§ 129), who was now dead (§ 101). Timotheos was

brought to trial about midsummer, 354, and died

at Chalkis later in the same year. This speech may
Date. probably, then, be placed in the first half of 353

B. c. The latest work of Isokrates quoted in it

is the Speech On the Peace (§ 66), which belongs

probably to the earlier half of 355 B. c. Isokrates

had lately been called upon to undertake the

trierarchy, or to make exchange of properties {anti-

dosis) with his challenger. The case had come to a

trial; the trierarchy had been imposed upon Iso-

krates, and he had discharged it (§ 5). Vexed,

however, by the general prejudice against his pur-

suits to which he felt that the verdict had been

due, he determined to publish an Apologia—

a

Form of tie discourse
c which should be an image of his mind

discourse.
t m

°

and life ' (§ 7). This he throws into the form of a

speech made in court against one Lysimachos (§ 14),

1 Cf. Clinton, Fast. Hellen. s. ann. 436 & 354.
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who, by working on popular prejudice, is seeking

to cast the burden of the trierarchy upon him. Much
of the discourse is not, he allows, in the forensic

style (§ 10); yet, by the concluding allusion to a

verdict (§ 323), he aims, in a measure, at sustaining

the fiction to the end.

It is known that, in 355 B.C. 1
, Isokrates had The fiction

1 r»
• based on

really been challenged to an exchange of properties fact -

by one Megakleides ; and, being unable through ill-

ness to appear in court, had been represented by his

adopted son Aphareus, whose speech on the occasion

is quoted by Dionysios 2
. Now this is probably

the trial to which Isokrates refers as having been

decided against him. It must have taken place at

least a year before the date of this discourse, since it

is implied that the public service had now been dis-

charged (§ 5). Lysimachos is a fictitious person who

stands for the Megakleides of the real trial 3
.

i If this speech were an ordinary specimen of the Forensic Analysis.

or Epideictic class, it would need no preface. As it is of a

new kind, its origin must be explained. I had long known
that some of the sophists slandered my pursuits, and repre-

sented me as a writer of speeches for the law-courts. They
might as wT

ell have called Pheidias a doll-maker, Zeuxis or

1 The date is fixed by Dionys. Isokrates had had two lawsuits

De Dinarch. c. 13

—

irri rou a-rpa.Tr)- (aycoves) about the trierarchy
( Vitt.

yov TifMoSeov fcSj/ro?, Kara top xpovov x. Oratt.). Isokrates and his

rfjs fxera Mepe&Seas o-Tpar^yias— adopted son Aphareus were among
i.e. the last campaign of the Social the 1200 richest citizens (avpre-

War, in the spring of 355 B.C. Aas), and had thrice borne the
2 Dionys. De Dinarch. 13: De trierarchy as well as other leitur-

Isocr. 18. gies (§ 145). The Aphareus men-
3 See § 8, u S* vTroBeifx-qv o-vko- tioned as a past trierarch by Dem.

(fiavrrju nva. It was evidently {Agst. Euergos and Mnesippos

through taking Lysimachos to be § 31) is probably this one : Schafer,

a real person that the pseudo- Dem. in. Append, v. p. 197.

Plutarch was led into stating that
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Motive and
nature of
this piece.

A ppeal to

the Court.

Parrhasios a sign-painter. Believing that I had made it

clear that my subjects are not private disputes but the great-

est and highest questions, I supposed such idle calumnies to

be powerless. Now, however, at the age of 82, I have dis-

covered that they influence the general public. A person who

had been called upon to serve as trierarch challenged me to

exchange properties with him, or else to take the duty. A
lawsuit followed. The plaintiff dwelt upon the evil tendency

of my writings, upon my wealth and the number of my
pupils; and the court imposed the trierarchy upon me. The

expense I bore with equanimity ; but I wish to correct the

prejudices which led to such a verdict. This discourse is

meant as an image of my mind and life. It is cast into the

form of a defence in an imaginary trial. It contains some

things that might be said in a lawcourt ; some, unsuited

to such a place, but illustrative of my philosophy ; some,

which may profit young men anxious to learn ; some, taken

from my former writings and introduced here in harmony

with a special purpose. The resulting whole must not be

judged as representing any one class of speech, but as made

up of several distinct elements brought in with several distinct

aims. It ought to be read, not continuously, but part by part.

(§§1-13.)

'The worst knave is he who brings against another

charges to which he himself is liable. Lysimachos, delivering

a composeof speech, has dwelt most of all upon the insidious

skill of my compositions. Do not be swayed by calumny;

remember the oath taken yearly by judges that they will

hear impartially accuser and accused. Ere now Athens has

regretted a hasty verdict ; and it would be shameful that

Athenians, reputed in all else the most merciful of the

Greeks, should be rashly cruel in their own law-courts. No
one of you, the judges, can tell that he will not be the next

victim of Lysimachos. A good life is no protection from such

men ; they show their power upon the innocent in order to

be bribed by the guilty. Never till this day have I been

brought before judge or arbitrator ; now, if you will hear me,

I hope to prove my real character.—Read the indictment.

[Indictment] (§§ 14—29.)
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' Here, in the indictment, he charges me with corrupting isolates

the youth by teaching them to be tricky litigants. In his conversant,

speech, on the other hand, he represents me as the most

wonderful of men ;—as one among whose pupils have been

public speakers, generals, kings, despots. He thinks that I

shall be envied on the latter account, and detested on the

former. Dismiss prejudice, and decide upon the merits of

the case. That my literary skill has not been used for bad

purposes, appears from the fact that I have no enemies. If I

had, they would have profited by this trial to appear against

me. This skill itself, if it has been well used, is a claim to

esteem. The difference between me and a writer of law-

speeches will appear if you compare our modes of life. Men not with
Forensic

frequent the places from which they draw their subsistence. Rhetoric,

Those who subsist by your litigation almost live in the law-

courts. No one has ever seen me in a council-chamber, at

the archon's office, before judges, before arbitrators. Petti-

foggers thrive at home ; my prosperity has always been found

abroad. Is it probable that Nikokles of Cyprus, sovereign

judge among his people, should have rewarded me for aiding

him to become a pleader ? No mere writer of law-speeches

has ever had pupils ; I have had many. But it is not enough

to show that my line of work has not been this. I will

shew you what it has been. (§§ 30—44.)

'First, it must be remembered that there are as many
branches of prose as of poetry. Some prose-writers have

spent their lives in tracing the genealogies of the Heroes.

Others have been critics of the poets. Others have

compiled histories of wars. Others have woven discus-

sions into dialogues. My work has lain in yet another

field,—in the composition of discourses bearing upon the

politics of all Hellas, and fitted for recitation at Panhellenic but with

gatherings. Such discourses evidently stand nearer to poetry Politics.
l

than to forensic rhetoric. Their language is more imagina-

tive and more ornate ; there is greater amplitude, more

scope for originality, in the thoughts which they strive to

express. They are as popular as poems ; and the art of

writing them is much studied. Unlike forensic speeches,

*they deal with matters of universal interest; they have a
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A challenge.

(1) Quota^
tionfrom
the * Pane-

(2) Quota-
tionfrom
the Speech
* On the
Peace*

^'lasting value, independent of any special occasion. Besides,

he who is a master of these could succeed also in a law-court;

but not vice versa. At these I have worked ; and have got

by them a reputation better than law-courts could give.

(§§ 45-50.)

'I am ready to impose the severest terms upon myself.

Punish me, not merely if my writings are proved harmful,

but if they are not shown to be matchless. It is not neces-

sary here to argue on probabilities. My writings are them-

selves the facts in question. Samples of them shall be shown

to you, and you shall judge for yourselves. The discourse

from which the first sample shall be taken was written when
Sparta was at the head of Greece and Athens in a low estate.

It seeks to rouse Hellas against Persia ; and disputes the

claim of Sparta to sole leadership.—(Begin at the mark in

the margin, and read them the passage about the hegemony.)

[Here is read an Extract from the Panegyrikos, §§ 51—99.]

(§§ 51-59.)

'Is the writer of this a 'corrupter of young men/ or their

inciter to noble daring ? Does he deserve punishment ; or is

he to be thanked for having so praised Athens and your

ancestors that former writers on the same theme feel remorse,

and intending ones, despair? (§§ 60—61.)

' Some who, themselves unable to create, can only criticise,

will say that this is
igraceful* (they could not bring themselves

to say ' good
')

; but that praise of the past is less valuable

than censure of present mistakes. You shall hear, then, part

of another speech in which I assume this office of censor. Its

immediate subject is the peace with Chios, Rhodes and

Byzantium ; it goes on to show the drawbacks to a maritime

supremacy ; and ends by addressing to Athens exhortation,

censure and advice.—(Begin there, and read this extract to

them.) [Here is read an Extract from the Speech On the

Peace, §§ 25—56 : §§ 132 1
ff. to the end.] (§§ 62—66.)

'You have now heard parts of two discourses; a short

passage from a third shall be read, in order that you may see

1 After the words KaOearavai our text of the Be Pace,, but

7roXtretW in § 133 is introduced a which is a paraphrase of the open-

sentence which does not occur in ing words of § 136 of that speech.
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how the same tendency goes through all that I have written.

Here, addressing Nikokles of Cyprus, I did not aim at

regular composition, but merely strung together a number of

detached precepts upon government. It is not for their

literary merit, but simply as showing the spirit of my dealing

with princes as well as with private men, that they are quoted

here. One who so boldly advised a king to care for his

people, would surely be no less frank in the popular cause (3) Quota-

under a Democracy.—I begin by blaming the usual neglect of the ms
;

special preparation by a monarch ; and then urge Nikokles to Nikokles \

regard his office as a task calling for serious labour. [Here

is read an Extract from the Discourse To Nikokles, §§ 14

—

39.] (§§67-72.)
'This shall be the last of these long extracts ; but I reserve

the right of referring in detail to my own writings whenever

it can be useful. I offered just now to bear any penalty, not Comments.

merely if it could be shewn that my writings were harmful,

but unless it could be shewn that they were incomparable.

That boast has been justified. What attempt could be holier

or more righteous than the attempt to praise our ancestors

worthily of their exploits ; what theme nobler than his who

urges Hellenes to unite against barbarians ? Good laws are

allowed to be the greatest blessings to human life. Yet these

benefit only the individual city ; my discourses profit all

Hellas. It is easier to be a legislator than to be a competent

adviser of Athens and Hellas. The legislator, in an advanced

stage of civilisation, is often little more than a compiler; the

thoughts of an effective speaker must be his own. Teachers

of moral philosophy differ from each other and from the world

as to what is virtue ; the virtue which I inculcate is recognised

by all. Those theorists seek only to draw disciples to them-

selves ; my object is to impress a public duty upon Athens.

The alleged vices of my teaching are disproved by the

affection of my pupils ; who, at the end of three or four years,

have left me with regret. Lysimachos has accused me, with-

out a shadow of proof, of corrupting them ; but I will

refute him formally. (§§ 74—92.)

'You know my writings; you shall now hear who have His friends

P ?.,„ , .
have been

been my associates from childhood, and the evidence of mv good men.
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contemporaries shall prove the statement. Among my friends

in youth were Eunomos, Lysitheides, Kallippos ; afterwards

Onetor, Antikles, Philonides, Philomelos, Charmantides 1
. All

these were crowned with golden crowns for their services to

Athens. Whether you suppose me to have been their adviser

and teacher, or merely their companion, my character is

vindicated. If it is not, what would it have been if among

my intimates had been such a man as Lysimachos ? Some

will perhaps say that I am citing good men whom I barely

knew, but keeping out of sight the rascals who were my
pupils. I am ready to waive all credit for honourable friend-

ships, and to bear the full discredit of any which can be

shown to have been disreputable. (§§ 93—100.)

Timotheos. ' The general charge against me in the indictment—that

of corrupting my associates—has been sufficiently answered.

But special stress has been laid upon my friendship with

Timotheos ; and, since the interests which he long controlled

were so great, especial pains have been taken to slander him.

1, therefore, who am supposed to have been his adviser and

teacher, cannot be silent. If he is shown to have been a bad

man, let me share the blame. If he is proved to have been

incomparable as a general and as a citizen, let the honour be

his alone. Now, in the first place, no general ever took so

many and such important cities. Corcyra, important in re-

gard to the Peloponnesos,—Samos, for Ionia,— Sestos and

Krithote, for the Hellespont,—Potidaea, for Thrace,—were

taken by him with slender resources. He forced Lacedaemon

1 Eunomos is perhaps identical identical (as Sauppe thinks) with

with the Eunomos who command- the person against whom Demos-
ed an Athenian fleet in 388 B.C. thenes wrote Or. lii. 4. Onetor, the

(Xen. Hellen. v. i. §§ 5—9), and brother-in-law of Aphobos : Dem.
with the Eunomos mentioned by Oratt. xxx. & xxxi. 5. Antikles,

Lysias as sent on a mission to unknown. 6. Philonides^ unknown

:

Sicily (de ton. Arist. §§ 19 ff.) unless he is the ^i\a>vidrjs MeXt-

2. Lysitheides is named by Dem. revs against whom Lysias wrote

adv. Callipp. §14, as a friend of his speech in a trial Piaicov (Sauppe

Isokrates and Aphareus; and in Att. Oratt. u. 208), and whom the

Mid. § 157, along with Kallaes- comic poets ridiculed (Bergk Bell.

chros, as among the wealthiest Com. Att. pp. 400 ff.). 7, 8. Phi-
citizens. 3. Kallippos is perhaps lomelos, Chirmantides, unknown.
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into the present peace 1

, the most advantageous ever concluded

by Athens. In a word, he took 24 towns at a smaller outlay

than the single siege of Melos cost our fathers. These

exploits were achieved at a time when we were weak and our

enemies strong. By what qualities did Timotheos achieve

them ? He was not of the ordinary type of your generals,

—

neither of a robust frame, nor trained in the camps of

mercenaries. But he knew against whom, and with whose

aid, to make war ; how to form, and to use, a force suitable

for each attempt; how to bear privations, and to remedy

them ; how to win for Athens the trust and the love of

Greece. A general who, like Lysander, has one brilliant

success is less great than one who for years deals wisely with

ever-varying difficulties. Yet Timotheos was brought to

trial for treason ; and, although Iphikrates took the responsi-

bility for what had been done, Menestheus for what had been

spent, they were acquitted, while Timotheos was fined in an

unheard-of sum 2
. Ignorance, envy, excitement, go far to

explain this result ; but it must be owned that the character

of Timotheos contributed to it. He was no anti-democrat, why Timo-
theos wan

no misanthrope, not arrogant ; but his unbending loftiness of condemned.

mind made him liable to seem all this. Against my advice,

he refused to conciliate the speakers who sway the ekklesia

and those who direct the opinion of private circles. These

men made it their business to frame falsehoods about him

—

falsehoods which, had I space, I could bring you to see and

hate. But I must go back to my own case. (§§ 101—139.)

'I hardly know how to arrange the topics on which it

remains for me to speak
;
perhaps it will be best to take each

as it occurs. But here I am checked by the warning of & A friend's

friend,—which you shall hear. ' If you describe your blame-

less life,' he said, ' you will only provoke jealousy. That

you. should have so written as to deserve public gratitude,

1 § 109. ravT-qv avrovs rjvayKao-e perly be represented as the direct

(Twdeo-Oai rrju elprjvrjv—i.e. the result of them.

Peace of Kallias, 371 B.C. The a The sum was 100 talents—i.e.

victories of Timotheos had, by about £24,000: Deinarch. in De-

weakening Sparta, led up to this mosth. § 14.

peace; although it cannot pro-
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and that your intimates should have been men whom Athens

delighted to honour ; that, till now, you should have been a

stranger to lawsuits ; that, while seeking no public emolu-

ments, you should have enrolled yourself and your son among

the twelve hundred who pay the war-tax and bear the public

services; that you and he should thrice have discharged

the trierarchy, and performed the other services at a

greater cost than the laws enjoin; that you should receive

presents from abroad, and avoid all display at home—these

things will but irritate your judges.' When my friend said

this, it seemed to me that it would be strange if any reason-

able men could object to my bearing the city's burdens and

yet declining its rewards. I decline its rewards not from

arrogance, but from preference for a quiet life. It is not

because I am very rich that I take so large a share of its

Thewea7H burdens. No sophist has ever made a great fortune. Gorgias

exagger of Leontini, who passed much time in Thessaly when it was

the richest part of Greece—whose life was spent in seeking

wealth from city to city, and who had no family burdens

—

left only 1000 staters. The income of a sophist must not be

judged by that of a popular actor. Compare me, if you will,

with the most successful men in my own profession ; and you

will find that I have been at once a thrifty householder and

a liberal citizen. (§§ 140—158.) Things have changed at

Athens since I was a boy. Then wealth was not only digni-

fied but safe, and every one affected to be richer than he was.

The new Now it is more dangerous to be suspected of wealth than of
dangers of . ._ „ , , . ,

riches. the worst crime. When my fortune was wrecked in the

Peloponnesian war, and I resolved to repair it by teaching, I

hoped that success in my new profession would bring credit

and respect. It has brought, however, only envy and slander.

Lysimachos, who lives by the informer's trade, is accuser—I,

who have not preyed on you, but have prospered through the

gratitude of men whom I had saved, stand in danger. Our
P'ndarand ancestors made Pindar their public friend (proxenos), and

voted him 10,000 drachmas 1
because he bore witness that

1 About ,£400—not an illiberal sents the poet as having been

douceur, even if we adopt that heavily fined for this panegyric by

version of the story which repre- his fellow-countrymen, and the
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Athens is the stay of Hellas. It would be hard if I, who

have given her praise ampler and nobler than that, should not

be allowed even to end my days in peace. (§§ 159—166.)

' The indictment has now been answered. But from the

first I have foreseen that I should have to combat, not merely

the charges against myself, but the prejudice against these

studies generally. Reflection, however, assured me that among

you I should find fairness, and that the cause of Philosophy

could be satisfactorily defended. In the fact of the pre-

judice against it there is nothing strange. Athens is

large and populous. Public opinion here is irregular %?¥*? .© r Ir r o Opinion at

and vehement as a winter-torrent. It sweeps down all Athens -

men and all things that it chances to seize. This has

befallen my studies. But you must decide calmly.** :Ilemember

that it is not my case alone which is at issue, but the educa-

tion of our youth—upon which the future of Athens must

depend. If Philosophy is a bad thing, it should be absolutely

banished ; if it is a good thing, it should be encouraged, and

its detractors should be silenced. I wish that this accusa-

tion had been brought against me (if it was to be brought)

at a time when I could have pleaded the cause of philosophy

with the vigour of a younger man. However, I will try to

set before you, as well as I can/ its nature—its power—its

relation to other sciences—the benefits which it is able to

confer—and the degree in which I profess to impart them.

If the style of the defence is singular, pardon it to the

difficulty of the subject. (§§ 167—179.)
' What Gymnastic is for the body, Philosophy is for the Analogy of

• i -r / -i t i .-, i „ ,
Philosophy

mind. In the one as in the other, the pupil learns first the t0 Ĝ m -

. ,. , nastic.

technical rudiments, and then how to combine them. The
physical and the mental trainiiag will alike improve natural

powers. But the master of the palaestra cannot make a

great athlete, nor the teacher of Philosophy a great speaker.*

To make the latter, three things are needed—capacity,^

Athenians as merely reimbursing koI aolfofioi, pEAXaSo? epeto-/xa,

liim with 100 per cent, interest

—

k\civcu 'AQavaij bai^ovLov irrdkle-

dnrXfjv avra rr^v fafilap direboa-av, Bpov. {Frag. 46, ed. Donaldson,

[Aeschin.] Ep. iv. Pindar's words p. 346.)

were at re Xnrapai koI locrrecfiavoi
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training, and practice. Capacity—which includes intellect,

voice, and nerve—is the chief requisite. Practice, however,

can by itself make a good speaker. Training is by far the

least important of the three. It may be complete, and yet

may be rendered useless by the absence of a single quality

—

nerve. (§§ 180—192.)
Proof that 'Do not suppose that my claims are modest only when I

always address you, but larger when I speak to my pupils. In an
discounten- J ' o 1 o r 1

anced false essay published when I first began to teach, the excessive pre-
claims. J r & ; x

tensions of some teachers are expressly blamed.—This passage

will explain my view.

[Here is read an Extract from the Essay Against the

Sophists, §§ 14—18.]

You see, then, that at the outset as at the close of my career,

in safety as in danger, I have held this language.

' This, I well know, will not satisfy those against whose

prejudices I am contending. Much more must be said before

they can be converted or refuted. Their prejudice utters

itself in one of two assertions :—that the system of the

sophists is futile ; or that it is effectual, but immoral.

(§§ 193-198.)

The 'Those who say that it is futile try it by a standard

spstemis which they apply to none of those arts in which they believe.
eecua

'They demand that all its disciples shall become finished

speakers in a year. The success of the sophists is, in fact,

equal to that of any other class of teachers. Some of their

pupils become powerful debaters ; others become competent

teachers ; all become more accomplished members of society,

better critics, more prudent advisers. And what proves the

training to be scientific, is that all bear the stamp of a

common method. These who despise such culture assume

• that practice, which develops every other faculty, is useless

to the intellect ; that the human mind can educate the in-

stincts of horses and dogs, but cannot train itself ; that tame
lions and learned bears are possible, but not instructed men.

(§§ 199-214.)
and (2) not < Others maintain that Philosophy has an immoral ten-
immoral.

# .

dency, and hold it responsible for the faults of a few who per-

vert it. I am not going to defend all who say that they are
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sophists, but only those who say so truly. And first—What are ^*tt

7

* ™^'

the objects which tempt men to be dishonest ? I answer that f^j
1

/^.^
the object is always one of three things—pleasure, profit, or lw 'lest -

honour. Could it be pleasant, profitable, or honourable for

a sophist that his pupils should be known as rascals? It

may perhaps be replied that men do not always calculate
;

that a margin must be left for intemperate impulse. But,

even if a sophist indulged such impulses in himself, it could

be no more for his pleasure than for his interest to encourage

them in his pupil. Are the strangers who come from Sicily,

from the Euxine and other quarters to the rhetorical schools

of Athens brought hither by the desire to become knaves ?

Or, if that were their wish, could they not find teachers at

home ? But the whole tenor of their life among us proves

them honest men. Again, if power in discourse is in itself a

corrupting thing, all those who have possessed it, and not

some only, ought to have been tainted by it. Yet the best T}? hest1/0 J statesmen

statesmen of our generation and of the last were those who had h((/v
f
hee)l

& orators.

most studied oratory. To go back to old times, Solon, Kleis-

thenes, Themistokles, Perikles, were all distinguished orators :

Solon was even called one of the Seven Sophists. Perikles

studied under Anaxagoras of Klazomenae, and under Damon 1

,

who was the ablest Athenian of his time (§§ 215—236).

'But I can point out the places in which may be found Therea
}r 1 J corrupters

those who are really liable to the charges falsely brought a
s

re

CQ

ll

{limt
against the sophists. Bead the tablets, giving notice of law-

suits, which are published by the Thesmothetae, by the

Eleven, and by the Forty 2
. Among the names of wrongdoers

and of false accusers which figure there will be found those

1 Damon, the musician, is men- plished musician, and not merely

tioned as a master of his art in that, but in every respect a desir-

Cic. de Orat. in. xxxiii. § 132, and able companion for young men at

was said to have taught Perikles. their age.
;

(Plat. Per. c. 4). Plato's high esti- 2
§ 237 ol rerrapaicovra-—judges

mate of him appears from the who went circuit through the

Laches, p. 180 d, where Nikias Attic demes (hiKao-rai Kara b-qpovs),

says that Sokrates has lately re- deciding cases of al<la and fiiaioov

commended to him a teacher of and 8Uai in which not more than

music for his sons
—'Damon, a ton drachmas were at stake : Smith,

pupil of Agathokles—amuvtaccom- Did. Anit, s. v.

11. 10
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of Lysimachos and his friends,—not mine, nor that of any

member of our profession. Were we really corrupters of

youth, our accusers would have been the fathers and relatives

of those whom we corrupted,—not such men as Lysimachos,

whose interest it is that Athens should be demoralised. Just

now I spoke of the hostility which some educated men feel

towards our art. That hostility, I venture to hope, will have

been disarmed by these plain statements. But there is, I

think, a jealousy which is even more widely spread. It is

because all ambitious men wish to be able speakers, but are

too indolent to work for that end, that they dislike those who

are ready to go through the necessary toil. It is strange that,

while Athenians reproach the Thebans and others with

neglecting culture, they should revile their fellow-citizens for

seeking it ; that the goddess of Persuasion should be honoured

with yearly sacrifice, while those who wish to share her

power should be regarded as desiring something evil ; that

bodily training should be esteemed, while mental training—
to which Athens owes her place in Hellas—is slighted

(§§ 2S7-257).
(

If a man used his inherited wealth, his skill as a hoplite

or as an athlete, in doing harm to his fellow-citizens, he

would be punished, though the founders of his fortune, the

teachers of his skill, might be praised. The gods have given

us speech—the power which has civilised human life ; and

shall we not strive to make the best use of it ? (§§ 251—257.)

'Lysimachos and such as he are not the only enemies of

Rhetoric. It is attacked also by the professors of Eristic.

Instead of retorting their reproaches, I wish simply to aid

you in estimating their studies relatively to ours. Eristic

discussion, like Astrology or Geometry, seems to me not to

deserve the name of Philosophy, since it has no practical

bearing; but, rather, to be a good preparation for Philosophy.)

Schoolboys are trained to work and to think accurately by

grammar and literary study ; Philosophy forms a more manly

discipline of the same sort for young men. But no one should

allow his mind to be dried up by barren subtleties, or to drift

into such speculations as those with which the Ionic physi-

cists juggled (§§ 258—269).
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'Having said what Philosophy is not,. I must try to explain Philosophy

what (as 1 think) it is. My view is very simple. A wise man of conjee-

i i i /i f i i •
""^

is one who can make a good guess (knowledge being lm- what should
to & v

.
be done.

possible) as to what he ought to say and do. A philosopher,

a lover of wisdom, is one who spends his time in the pursuits

by which he may best gain such perception. And what are

these pursuits ? My answer will probably shock you ; but I

should be ashamed to betray the truth for the sake of peace

in the fraction of life remaining to me. Well, then, I hold J^ t̂ he

that there is no communicable science of Virtue or Justice ;
fought.

but that a man ambitious of speaking well, of persuading

others, and (in the true sense) of gain, will incidentally

become more virtuous and more just. Desirous of speaking But the

with applause, he will occupy himself with the noblest wUi°be
P eY

themes, and dwell upon the worthiest topics of these.

Desirous of persuading, he will strive to be just, since

nothing is so persuasive as a character which is felt to be

upright. Desirous of real gain, he will seek the approval

of the gods and the esteem of his fellow-citizens. It is only

by a perversion of language that the ' desire of gain ' has

been associated with knavery ; as ' wittiness' with buffoonery,

and 'philosophy' with the mystifications of the elder sophists.

This conception of philosophy as something unpractical—this

tendency to discourage all systematic training for affairs

—

has its result in the lives of our youth. Their occupations Young
J

. .

r
Athens.

are to cool wme m the Enneakrunos,—to drink in taverns,

—

to gamble,—to haunt the music-schools. The informers do

not molest those who foster these pursuits. They attack us,

who discourage them ; and say that youths who spend on

their education a tithe of what others spend on vice, are

being corrupted (§§ 270—290).

'Power of speaking, when simply natural, is admired; it
ffirfff^

is strange, then, that blame should be cast upon the attempt

to cultivate it. When acquired by labour, the faculty is

more likely to be used discreetly than when it is an accident

of genius. Athenians, of all men, ought not to despise

culture. It is cultivated intelligence which distinguishes distinctive

men from beasts, Hellenes from barbarians, Athenians from

Hellenes. Athens is regarded as the teacher of all who can

10—2
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speak or teach others to speak ; the greatest prizes, the best

schools, the most constant practice are supplied by her. For

her to disown the study of eloquence would be as if Sparta

laid disabilities on military education or the Thessalians on

skill in horsemanship. In athletic prowess, Athens has many

rivals ; in culture, none. Her intellectual culture is what

most commands the admiration of foreigners ; as the preval-

ence of informers is the one blot to which they can point.

You ought to punish those who bring disgrace upon you, and

honour those who do you credit. Miltiades, Themistokles,

Perikles, became great by the pursuits which these informers

vilify. Remembering this, strive to keep the lawcourts pure

for the citizens generally ; and honour the ablest and most

cultivated among them as the truest guardians of the de-

mocracy (§§ 291—309).
' The length of my defence has already passed due limits

;

but there are still a few words that I would say to you. It

is bitter to me to see the informer's trade prospering better

than the cause of education. Would our ancestors have

looked for this ? Solon, eldest of the Sophists, was put by

them at the head of the State ; against informers they ap-

pointed not one mode of procedure only but many,—indict-

ment before the Thesmothetae, impeachment before the

Senate, plaint to the Assembly. And informers are worse

now than they were then. Their audacity has grown with

the licence of those demagogues to whom our fathers en-

trusted the protection of the Athenian empire ; who, by

reproaching our most distinguished citizens as oligarchs and

partisans of Sparta, made them such,—who harassed, and so

estranged, our allies,—who brought Athens to the verge of

slavery. Time is failing me ; I must cease. Others conclude

by committing their cause to the mercy of their judges and

the entreaties of their friends
; / appeal to my past life.

The gods, who have protected it hitherto, will protect it now.

Your verdict, whatever it may be, will be for my good. Let

each of you give what sentence he will' (§§ 310—323).

The speech On the Antidosis falls into two main

divisions. In ^ 1— 166 Isokrates defends himself.
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In §§ 167—323 lie defends his Art—'the discipline

of discourse', rj twv Xojcdv 7ratSeca (§ 168). His own

practice, as described in, the first part, agrees with

his theory, as set forth in the second. What that

theory was—what Isokrates claimed, or did not

claim to do—and how he was distinguished from

his brother ' sophists '—it has been attempted to

explain in a former chapter 1
.

1 Ch. xiii. p. 36.
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CHAPTER XVI.

ISOKRATES.

WORK'S.

POLITICAL WRITINGS.

I. ON THE EELATIONS OF GEEECE WITH PEESIA.

1. Panegyrikos [Or. iv.]—The date of the speech

is determined by § 126. It is there said that the

Spartans are besieging Olynthos and Phlius. Olyn-

thos was besieged in 383 B.C., Phlius early in 380;

both fell towards the close of 373. The speech

cannot, then, have been published before 380 or

after 379. Now the year 380 B.C. was the first of

the hundredth Olympiad. The title Panegyrikos—
given to the speech by Isokrates himself—points

only to some great festival, and has been referred

by one critic 1 to the Greater Panathenaea. But,

taking the other circumstances into account, it seems

hardly doubtful that the Panegyrikos was published

Date. at the time of the Olympic festival in the autumn

of 380 B.C. 2

1 Preller, Dcmeter and Perse- nearest to 380 B.C. would there-

phone, p. 71 n.. who refers to § 62, fore have been those of 382 and

els tt}v x™Pav ravr-qv: but ravrrjv 378; and the Lesser Panathenaea

merely answers toe| qs—(that land, can scarcely be thought of.

from which). The Greater Pana- 2 An ingenious, but to my mind
thenaea fell in the third year of improbable view, has lately been

each Olympiad. The celebrations suggested by W. Engel (Kauchcn-
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The duty of Hellenic unity against the barbarian

had already been the theme of Gorgias and of Lysias

in speeches delivered at Olympia 1
. It is not likely

Mo(loCjf

that, like theirs, the oration of Isokrates was re- S. ica~

cited at the festival by its author. His want of

nerve and voice, and much in the contents of the

speech itself, would probably have deterred him
from such an attempt. The speech may, indeed,

have been recited for him ; but it is more likely that

it was first introduced to the Greek public by copies

circulated at* Olympia, and sent to cities in which

Isokrates had friends among the leading men 2
.

His appeal to Panhellenic patriotism was made state of

at a time when such patriotism was sorely needed.

By the Peace of Antalkidas in 387 B.C. Artaxerxes

II. had become master of the Asiatic Greeks, and

^ultimate arbiter in the affairs of western Hellas ; the

stein, Intfod. to Panegyr. p. 21). Now argument (1) from the
Engel thinks that the whole speech tone of §§ 125—132 appears to me
—except §§ 125—132— was writ- wholly untenable ; since in §§ 129
ten and published as early as —132 Isokrates expressly and ela-

385 b. c. He observes that (1) in borately apologises for whatever

§§ 125—132 the Spartans are spo- may seem harsh in the tone of

ken of with a bitterness which is §§ 125—128. As regards ar<m-

in contrast with the conciliatory ment (2), it is valid only if the

tone used towards them in the chronology of Diodoros is accepted.

rest of the oration : (2) in § 141 Clinton, F. H. vol. n. p. 279 (Ap-

tho defeat of Evagoras by the Per- pendix c. 12, on the Cyprian War),
sians (placed by Diod. in 386 b. c.) thinks that Diodoros is clearly

is alluded to ; but Isokrates seems wrong. He believes that the war
to know nothing of the capitulation began in 385 and ended in 376.

of Evagoras in 385 (ace. to Diodo- Grote, too, rejects the authority

ros xv. 4). Engel thinks that the of Diodoros, and places the war
war between Evagoras and Persia in 390—380 B.C. : c. 76, vol. x.

began in 394 b. c. It lasted 10 p. 30 n.

years, and ended in 385 b. c. (Diod. 1 See above, on the Olympiakos
xv. 9). The six years of § 141 arc of Lysias.

then, 391—385. 2 Sandys, Introd to Paneg. p. xli.
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Aegean, no longer protected by an Athenian fleet,

was infested by pirates ; the party strife which the

dekarchies had exasperated was everywhere filling

the smaller cities with bloodshed ; and Sparta, re-

gardless of the autonomy which the Peace had

guaranteed to every state, was using these troubles

for her own ends. In 385 the Spartans had de-

stroyed Mantineia ; in 383, besieged Olynthos ; in

382, seized the Kadmeia; in 380, besieged Phlius.

Analysis.
^he Panegyrikos falls into two main divisions.

In the first (§§ 1—132) Isokrates urges that Athens

and Sparta, laying aside their jealousies, should

assume the joint leadership of Greece. He argues

that, if Sparta at present holds the first place,

Athens has the better historical claim to it ; and

that, therefore, a compromise might well be made.

In the second part (§§ 133— 189) he shows the

direction in which the forces of Greece, once con-

solidated, ought to be turned— namely against

Persia.

I.
(

It is strange that the founders of the great Festivals

should have kept all their rewards for a physical prowess

which serves only the athlete himself, and should have as-

signed no honour to the mental toil from which flow benefits

to all. Content, however, with the hope of simple approba-

a summons ilon
>
I am here to °^er counsels of unity among Greeks and

to amty. war agamst the barbarian (§§ 1—3). If the theme is not

new, it admits of better treatment than it has received (§§ 4

— 5). The crisis is not yet past,—nor, therefore, the season

for advice (§§ 3—5) ; and it is of the essence of oratory that it

seeks to put familiar facts in a more impressive way (§§
7—10). There are some who dislike all elaborate speaking,

and who cannot distinguish between occasions for safe plain-

ness and for a loftier effort. I address myself to those who
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expect speakers on a great theme to rise above the common

level; and I crave no indulgence if I fail to do so (§§ 11—14).

' That the various cities of Greece should renounce their obstacle to
Greek

feuds and turn together against the barbarian, has often concord—
o o > Sparta.

been urged ; but the point from which such unity must

begin has been missed. Hellas is divided, for the most part,

between oligarchies dependent on Sparta and democracies

dependent on Athens. Before the lesser States can be in

harmony, the leaders must be reconciled, and must consent to

share the headship (ras fj^efiovla^ SteXiaBai, § 17). Sparta

is the obstacle. She fancies that she has an ancestral right

to sovereignty. If it can be shown that this right belongs

rather to Athens, Sparta will either yield something, or, if

she does not, will be clearly in the wrong (§§ 15—20).
1 Maritime Empire belongs of ridb.t to Athens, whether cmms ofloo > Athens to

the test be (a) naval efficiency, (6) antiquity, or (c) services Emv ire '

done to Greece. Her services have been of two kinds,

(1) civil, and (2) military (§§ 21—27).

(1.) 'The first things which human life needs came to Gifts of
... . Athena to

Hellas through Athens. Demeter, visiting Attica in her primitive... Greece.

search for Persephone, gave to its inhabitants two gifts,—the

corn-crop, and the rite of the Mysteries. Athens did not

keep these blessings to herself, but freely shared them with

all. If the tradition be questioned because it is lost in

antiquity, on the other hand this antiquity implies wide

acceptance. It is accredited by the fact that most Greek

cities pay to Athens a yearly tribute of first-fruits. It has

also an a priori likelihood. The earliest men, most needing,

were most likely to obtain, direct help from the gods ; and

the people of Attica are confessedly the oldest of races

(§§ 28-33).
' The next great boon which Athens bestowed on early Athens the

° J mot Iter of

Greece, was the enlargement of the area covered by

Greeks. Seeing the barbarians widely spread and the

Hellenes straitened for space, she provided the cities with

leaders under whom they conquered from the alien new
homes both in Europe and in Asia

;
peopled islands in every

sea ; and, in opening a career to colonists, saved the mother

country (§§ 34— 37).

Colonisa-
tion.
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Athens the < These primary benefits were followed by others. Athens
founder of

.

civil life. was no£ content with having given the Hellenes the neces-

saries of life ; she gave them civilisation. Hers were the

earliest laws, hers was the earliest Constitutional Polity.

With her originated the arts which minister to men's needs

or pleasures. The central emporium of Hellas, the Peiraeus,

was established by her. AH the advantages, all the charms

of those great gatherings at which Greeks of every city forget

their differences in a sense of common worship and of com-

The mon blood, are supplied in an unequalled measure by the

Festivals, festivals of Athens ; nay, she herself is for all visitors a per-

petual festival. Practical philosophy, the deviser and organ-

iser of all these things—rational eloquence, the permanent

distinction of high natures—are honoured by her as by no

other city. So pre-eminently is she the seat of national

culture that a man is not considered in the fullest sense a

Hellene merely because he is of Plellenic blood, unless, fur-

ther, he bears the stamp of the Athenian mind (§§ 38—50).

Athens the (2.) ' Such are the services which Athens has rendered
military ...
champion, to the civil life of Hellas. Her military services have been

equally great, both in wars between Greeks, and in wars of

Greek against barbarian.

0)of Op- 'In Greece she has always shown herself the unselfish
pressed
Greeks: champion of the oppressed. Thus she successfully aided

Adrastos against the Thebans and the He'rakleidae against

Eurystheus. The greatness of Sparta was founded by the

succour which Athens lent to the Heraldid invaders of the

Peloponnese—a recollection which ought to restrain Sparta

from injuring, or claiming to rule, Athens. Argos, Thebes,

Sparta, were in early times, as they are now, the foremost

cities of Hellas ; but Athens was greater than them all—the

avenger of Argos, the chastiser of Thebes, the patron of those

who founded Sparta (§§ 51—65).

$l°£s
' Against the barbarians Athens has waged more wars

than could fitly be told here : a few of the chief only shall be

named. In the infancy of Hellas, Attica was invaded by

the Thracians under Eumolpos, son of Poseidon, and, later,

by the Scythians leagued with the Amazons, daughters of

Ares. The Thracians were so crushed that they withdrew

against
barbarians.
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from their old seats on the Attic frontier to a more distant

abode. Of the Amazons, not one who came hither returned .

and those who had stayed behind were driven from their

realm on account of the disaster (§§ 66—70).

' Similar in spirit and in result were the wars against ^Persian
1 ° Wars.

Dareios and Xerxes. In these, Athens won a double victory
;

she drove back the apparently irresistible hordes of the

enemy, and took the prize for valour from allies whose

bravery it seemed impossible to surpass. Lacedaemon, in-

deed, did brilliant service ; the greater the glory for Athens

of having outshone such a rival. The Persian Wars claim

special mention here, illustrating, as they do at once the

heroism of our ancestors and the hostility of Greek to bar-

barian. The subject has been well-nigh exhausted by the

speakers of Funeral Orations 1

; but, as it relates to my pre-

sent purpose, I must not shrink from touching upon it

(§§ 71-74).

'Praise is due, first of all, to those earlier generations of Public

Athenian and Spartan statesmen who sowed the seed of the old.

valour which afterwards saved Hellas. They were character-

ised in all things by unselfish public spirit. They were

thrifty of the resources of the state ; they were sensitively

loyal to its honour and to its interest in their personal con-

duct and in their legislation. Political parties, political clubs

then vied only in benefits to the city. Thus were formed the

men who, surpassing the captors of Troy, vanquished Asia

;

men whose merit transcends all that has been said or sung of

them. Surely some god must have ordained that struggle in

order to bring into full light natures worthy of the demigods

of old (§§ 75—84).
' The rivalry between Athens and Sparta was never so

noble as in the Persian wars. When the army of Dareios

1 Cf. the note of Mr Sandys on the eWa<£ios commonly ascribed

Paneg. § 74, where he enumerates to Lysias: (o) the Menexenos of

the known early iniTctfiioi, viz. Plato : (6) the iiriTafyios ascribed

(1) that of Perikles in honour of to Demosthenes and purporting

those who fell at Samos in 440 B.C.: to have been spoken after Chae-

(2) the speech of Perikles in 431 B.C.: roneia: (7) the eWa^to? of 11y-

(3) the €7tltci<Pios of Gorgias : (4) pereides.
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invaded Greece, the Athenians, without waiting for the allies,

Marathon, met it at Marathon ; the Lacedaemonians, on hearing of the

peril, had no thought but to hasten to the rescue. "When,

later, Xerxes came with his host, marching over the Helles-

Thermo- pont and sailing through Athos, Sparta won glory at Ther-

Artemision. mopylae, Athens at Artemision. Then began the last period

of the war : and in this the Athenians distanced all competi-

tors. Scorning the overtures of an enemy who actually held

their city, and true to allies who had forsaken them, they

Saiamis. made ready to fight alone at Salamis. Shame brought the

Peloponnesians to their side ; but, of the Greek ships engaged,

Athens furnished more than all the other States together.

'If there is now to be an expedition against the bar-

barians, who ought to lead it? Who but the foremost

fighters, the most unselfish sufferers, in the former war ; the

founders, in ancient days, of cities to which, later, they became

saviours ? Would it not be hard if, having borne most evil,

we did not receive most honour ; if, having once been chosen

to lead, we should now be forced to follow ? (§§ 85—99.)

f Everyone must allow that, up to the close of the Persian

wars, Athens had deserved the supremacy. But it is objected

that, after her attainment of maritime empire, she did much
evil to Greece ; notably in the cases of Melos and of Skione \

Now, these were towns which had made war upon her ; they

were treated simply with a rigour usual in war. The true

Test of test of Imperial Athens is to be found in the condition of her

Athens. loyal subjects. These, during seventy years, enjoyed ex-

emption from tyrants, from barbarians, from the strife of

factions, from enmity in any quarter. The settlement of

Athenian citizens upon the lands of conquered rebels has

Thcideru- been quoted in evidence of her rapacity. But such settlements
chlae.

n
, p

were meant merely as defensive garrisons, not as outposts of

1
§ 100, rhv Mrfklav dvdpanoSi- and children sold as slaves. If

o-jiov kcu ruif ^KicopatcDu 6\e6pov. any real antithesis is meant be-

The fate of the Mclians in 416 b. c. tween avhp(mobiv}±6s and o\e6pos,

(Time. v. 84—116) and of the Skio- it must refer to the fact that the

neaiis in 423 b. c. (Time. v. 37) was very name of Skione was effaced.

the same;—the men of military The territory was given to the

age were put to death, the women Plataean refugees : Time. v. 32.

Chrrrftes

od'.nnst
Athens.
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aggression. If Athens is indeed so acquisitive, why has she

never seized Euboea ? (§§ 100—109.)
' Though we have oiven such proofs of moderation, wre imperial

° ° r Sparta.

are actually accused of selfishness and harshness by those

partisans of Sparta who supported the dekarchies in the

various cities ;—who inflicted on their own countries a fate

worse than that of Melos ;—who enslaved themselves to a

Helot 1

, and honoured the assassins of their fellow-citizens

more than their own parents ;—who brought such misery to

every hearth that no man had time to grieve for his neigh-

bour. These presume to criticise the tribunals of Imperial

Athens,—although they, in three months, put to death un-

tried a greater number of persons than Athens put on trial

during the whole period of her empire. A single decree

might have cancelled the 'severities' of our rule; the blood-

shed and lawlessness of theirs are irreparable (§§ 110—114).

'Sparta has, indeed, given nominal peace 2 and nominal Present
1 '

. . . condition

independence to the Greek cities. But the state of Hellas is o/g,

very different from what it was in the days of Athenian

ascendancy. Pirates on the sea, marauders on land render

life insecure. The 'independent' towns, if not desolate, are

subject to despots, to harmosts, or to Persia. Formerly, when

the Great King invaded our territory, Athens made him

tremble for his own : she even forbade him to launch a war-

ship west of Phaselis
3

. Now, he has landed troops in Laconia,

1 Lysander was a fioSoiv,—i.e. the negotiated a treaty—in 449 b. c.;

son of a Helot,brought up asfoster- c. xlix. vol. v. pp. 455—464. Curtius

brother of a Spartan, and after- thinks that the embassy of Kallias

wards freed : see Lidd. and Scott failed ; no treaty was formally con-

s. v. eluded; but the terms of the le-

2 § 115, the Peace of Antal- gendary treaty represent truly the

kidas. relative positions of Persia and
3

§ 118, eVl ra8e ^aariXibos. The Hellas at the time. (Hist. Gr.

so-called Peace of Kimon has vol. n. p. 412 tr. Ward.) Note

usually been placed in 450 B.C.: that (as Mr Sandys observes)

Clinton F. H. The tradition was the cessation of Persia from hosti-

founded on the fact of an Athenian lities is described in § 118 as a

embassy to Persia headed by Kal- simple result of Athenian victo-

lias : Her. vnr. 151. Grote and rics; in § 120, as the result of a

Curi'u^ take different views of this. definite convention. This well

Grote thinks that Kallias really illustrates the view of Thirlwall,
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The
Spartan
alliances.

Appeal to

Sparta.

The posi-

tion of
lJeraoa.

taken Cythera, ravaged the Peloponnesos. The treaty made

with Persia under our empire was a notable contrast to that

which has just been concluded. Sparta went to war for the

purpose of freeing the Greeks, and has ended by giving up a

large proportion of them to Persia. The Ionians are not

merely tributaries to the barbarian, they do not merely see his

garrisons in their citadels : they suffer worse bodily usage

than our bought slaves. Sparta is answerable for this. She

has become the ally of absolutism against constitutional free-

dom. She has devastated Mantineia, seized the Kadmeia,

besieged Olynthos and Phlius ; she is in league with Amyntas

of Macedon 1

, with Dionysios of Syracuse, and with the master

of Asia. Is it not monstrous that the city which claims to

lead the Hellenes should have formed against them a per-

petual alliance with the barbarians ?

' T have spoken harshly of Sparta ; but not as an enemy

who would denounce,—rather as a friend who would ad-

monish. Instead of making her neighbours helots to herself,

let her make the barbarians dependents of Greece. Instead

of crushing the Aegean islands with taxation, let her seek

wealth on the continent of Asia (§§ 115—132).

II. ' To lookers-on our conduct would seem madness.

While we quarrel among ourselves, the king of Persia profits

by our divisions. We suffer him to blockade one Greek

armament [that of Evagoras] in Cyprus 2

; while another—the

Curtius and others, that the belief

in a definite treaty grew out of the

vague boasts of orators who were

seeking a contrast to the treaty of

Antalkidas.
1

§ 126. Amyntas II. began to

reign in 394 b. c. In 393 the Illy-

rians invaded Macedonia. Amyn-

tas, compelled to evacuate Pella,

made over to the Olynthian Con-

federacy the towns and territory

on the Thermaic gulf, and with-

drew to Thessaly. In 383 he suc-

ceeded in recovering the greater

part of Ills kingdom. But the

Olynthians refused to restore that

part of it which he had given into

their keeping. Hereupon, in 383,

Amyntas sent envoys to Sparta

asking for help against Olynthos

(Diod. xv. 19). Envoys from Akan-
thos and Apollonia came on the

same errand about the same time

:

Xen. Ilellen. v. 2. 11. Throughout

the Olynthian war (383—379) Spar-

ta was actively aided by Amyntas

:

Diod. xv. 19—23.
2

§ 134. The war between Eva-

goras and Persia lasted ten years

(Isokr. Emg., Or. ix. § 64 : Diod.
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Ionian contingent with Teiribazos
1—fights his battles. If,

xv. 8, 9). In the course of it, Eva-

goras got together 200 triremes

and attacked the Persian fleet at

Citium, but was utterly defeated ;

was blockaded soon afterwards in

Salamis; and, after a brave resist-

ance, capitulated,

Diodoros assigns the war to 394

—385 (xv. 8, 9) ; the scafight to 3SG

(xv. 2, 3); the capitulation (lb. 8)

to 385. Isokrates alludes in § 141

to the seafight, and here (§ 134)

speaks of the blockade as existing.

He says, moreover, that the king

of Persia has now wasted six years

in the war; which naturally means,

and has always been taken to

mean, that it is six years since the

war began.

I. En gel reconciles Diodoros

with Isokrates by supposing that,

with the exception of §§ 125—132

which allude to 380 B.C., the Pane-

gyrikos was published in 385, just

before Evagoras capitulated. The
1
six years' of Isokrates are, then,

391—385, during which the war

was actively prosecuted,—394—39

1

having been years chiefly of pre-

paration. (See Ranch eiistein, In-

trod. to Panegyr. p. 21 and note

above.)

II. Clinton, holding the natu-

ral view that the entire Panegyr i-

kos was first published in 380, sets

aside the chronology of Diodoros.

He believes that the war began in

385, in which year Evagoras suf-

fered his defeat at sea, and ended

in 376. The 'six years' of Isokr.

are, then, 385—380. The blockade

of Salamis must have followed soon

upon the defeat; and w7e have,

then, to suppose a resistance of

some nine years on the part of

Evagoras, if, as Diodoros says, the

blockade was terminated only by

his surrender.

III. Grote also places the

Panegyrikos in 380. But he as-

signs the war to 390—380 or 379.

Xenophon (Hellen. iv. viii. 24) men-

tions that an Athenian fleet was

sent to the aid of Evagoras in

390 b. c. Grote relies on this

fact as showing that the war be-

tween Evagoras and Persia had

begun in 390. Clinton, on the

other hand, thinks that this Athe-

nian expedition, and a subsequent

one in 388, related to hostili-

ties which preceded formal wT
ar.

Grote does not define the ' six

years' of Isokr.; but suggests that

they may be taken either from

the Peace of Antalkidas (from

which, however, 380 wTas the

eighth year) or from the defeat of

Evagoras in 385.

It seems impossible—in the ab-

sence of better data—to arrive

at a certain or satisfactory con-

clusion. For my own part, I in-

cline to prefer, with Clinton, the

authority of Isokrates to that of

Diodoros ; to suppose that the

Athenian expeditions of 390 and

388 preceded any formal declara-

tion of war; that the actual war

began in 385 ; that the naval de-

feat of Evagoras also fell in 385,

and was soon followed by the

blockade; but that Evagoras held

out (whether able to take the sea

again or not) till 376.

1
§ 134. The Persian fleet (at

this time blockading Salamis) was

commanded by Gaos ; the Persian

land-forces by Orontes and the

satrap Teiribazos. AVith Teiriba-
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The real
weakness of
Persia,

Persian
repulses.

instead of disputing about the Kyklades 1

, we united in march-

ing on Asia, these very Ionians would be with us. As it is,

Artaxerxes holds such a position as no Persian king ever

reached before. He is king of all Asia and master of the

Asiatic Greeks (§§ 133—137).

'Some stand in awe of his strength. Were he indeed

strong that would be but another reason for attacking him

before he is stronger. But he is not strong. His importance

has been due to our dissensions. Even Chios e has ere now
made a difference by throwing itself into one or other of two

trembling scales. Egypt resisted for three years
3
, and finally

discomfited, the three best generals of the £reat kin£

—

Abrokomas, Tithraustes and Pharnabazos. Evagoras has

kept him at bay for six years. In the war around Rhodes 4

Artaxerxes allowed the whole fleet,—led by the ablest living

commander, Konon, and favoured by the sympathy of Sparta's

oppressed subjects—to be held in check 5
for three years by

zos served a contingent of Ionian is again alluded to in the Philip-

Greeks : ol [xera Teipifda^ov arpa-

T€v6/l€VOL, § 135.

1
§ 136. The particular dispute

—if any such is referred to—is

unknown. Isokrates perhaps means

merely that Athens and Sparta

contended for the hegemony, and

for that privilege of levying con-

tributions on the Aegaean islands

which belonged to the head of a

naval confederacy. Cf. § 132, xPl

tovs (j)vcrei kcu /jltj bict rv\r]v fxeya

(fipovovvras tolovtols epyots eVt^ei-

pelv jjtaWov rj prjcTLOJTas Sacr/xo-

\oye1v. Rauchenstein remarks:

'Das nahere iiber diesen Iladcr

ist nicht bekannt, aber Athcn

konnte den Verlust der Kykladen

in Folge des Friedens (§ 115) nicht

versclimerzen.'

2
§ 139. Alluding to the revolt

of Chios from Athens at a critical

time in 412 n. c. : Time. vin. 7.

3
§ 140. This revolt of Egypt is

not known from other sources; but

pos, § 101. As Mr Sandys observes,

it must at any rate have been over

before the active hostilities of

Persia against Evagoras began,

and may be placed about 392—390,

or 390—388.
4

§ 142. By 6 iroXe/jLos 6 rrepl

Foqop is meant the naval war which

the Persian fleet, under Konon
and Pharnabazos, waged with the

Lacedaemonian fleet under Pharax

and Peisandros, beginning nearly

at the same time as the first cam-

paign of Agcsilaos in Asia, and

ending with the battle of Knidos :

396—394 b. c.

5
§ 142. The Greek words an-

swering to 'held in check for three

years ' are rp la errj Tro\iopK.ov-

\xevov. But by TToXiopKOVfievov, as

Schneider on § 142 points out, is

meant not merely the literal block-

ade of Konon by Pharax in Kaunos

(Diod xlv. 83) in 395 ;—that, of

course, did not last three years;

—
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100 Lacedaemonian triremes. It was only the formation of

the league * of which Corinth was the centre which at last

drove him to fight—and conquer. I pass over the successes,

against Persia, of Derkyllidas, of Drakon, of Thimbron 2

, of

Agesilaos. Nor is the mettle of Persian troops better than

the quality of Persian generalship. This was well seen in

the case of the Greeks who accompanied Cyrus. After the

loss of their leader, surrounded by difficulties of every kind, The * Ten
J

. Thousand:
they effected their retreat as smoothly as if the Persian force

which sought to harass it had been a guard of honour.

Chastised when he invaded Europe—defeated on the sea-

boards of Asia—the Persian king has actually been mocked

under the walls of his own palaces
3
. (§§ 138—149.)

' This weakness naturally results from the political and Causes of
^ * Persian

social system of Persia. The country cannot have good weakness.

soldiers while the mass of the people is an unruly, nerveless,

slavish mob. It cannot have good generals while the men
of the upper classes are insolent and abject by turns,

with pampered bodies and craven spirits, grovelling before

their human master, and scorning the gods. The satraps

who come down to the coast of Asia do not belie their home

training. Faithless and arrogant to friends, they quail and

cringe before enemies. Thus they lavished gifts on the army

of Agesilaos, but maltreated the Greeks who helped them

against Cyprus. Konon, who led them to victory, was seized

that he might be put to death 4
: Themistokles, who defeated

them, was enriched. (§§ 150—154.)

but the fact that, during 396—394, in Asia in 400: Derkyllidas in

even after the revolt of Rhodes 399—397 : Agesilaos in 396—395.

from Sparta, Konon kept his fleet Derkyllidas having taken Atarneus

in harbours, avoiding engagements in Mysia in 398 placed Drakon

on the open sea, until just before there as harmost : Xen. Hellen.

Knidos. n. 11.

1 The alliance against Sparta of 3
§ 149. Cf. Xen. Anab. n. 4. 4.

Athens, Thebes, Argos, Euboea (in allusion to the victory at Ky-
and Corinth in 394 B.C., the first naxa) : eW<£^ei> rbv (3acri\ea eV

year of the Corinthian war :
' Co- rais Ovpais avrov Kai KarayeKaa-avrcs

rinth was the awebpiov of the allies dnrjXdofjiev.

(Xen. Hellen. iv. 4. 1. and Diod. 4 § 154 eVi Gavarco. Konon
xiv. 82)': Mr Sandys ad loc. was seized by order of Teiribazos

2
§ 144. Thimbron commanded in 390. How he actually perished

II. 11
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Greek * They merit our hatred ; and they are hateful also to our

jiarba- gods, whose shrines they have desecrated. The Ionians did well
rians. ° J

when they swore that every temple burnt by the Persians

should remain in ruins, a perpetual record of the impiety

which had destroyed it. Nor has Athens been less constant

in its enmity. The business of our Ekklesia and of our Senate

is always prefaced by an anathema upon any citizen who

shall make overtures to Persia. We delight most in those

legends which immortalise the disasters of Asia. Nay, we
find a special charm in the poetry of Homer, because it

embodies our hereditary loathing of the barbarians. (§§ 155

—159.)

Reasons ' We have every motive, then, for attacking Persia. The

on Persia, moment is favourable. Egypt and Cyprus * are in revolt

;

Phoenicia and Syria 2
are desolate ; Tyre has been stormed

;

the greater part of Cilicia is with us. The prince of Karia,

Hekatomnos
3
, has virtually, if not openly, rebelled. From

Knidos to Sinope the Greeks are impatient to rise. If we

delay, Rhodes, Samos and Chios may incline to the enemy

;

but, if we preoccupy them, Lydia, Phrygia and the up-country

generally will probably come into our power. Our fathers,

having allowed Persia to be beforehand with them and to

get Ionia, were forced to stand a death-struggle at home.

Let us take warning. Let us go in time to Asia. There is a

further reason for making war noiv. The present generation

has a claim to be indemnified for long sufferings and priva-

tions. There never was in Hellas a greater mass of individual

Suffering distress : though, indeed, the troubles of individuals seem
in Greece. . . , . . m . -,

almost trivial at a time when whole countries are aniicted

—

was never known. According to 3 § 162. Hekatomnos, Greek

Deinon, an historian of the 4th cen- prince of Karia, had been ap-

tury, quoted by Cornelius Nepos, pointed by Artaxerxes admiral of

Con. § 3, Konon escaped from the the Persian fleet at the beginning

Persians. of the war with Evagoras (Theo-
1

§ 161. See notes above on pomp./r^. Ill, ed. Muller, quot-

§§ 134, 140. ed by Mr Sandys on § 134); but
2

§ 161. Evagoras had ' ravaged had afterwards become disaffected,

Phoenicia, stormed Tyre, made and had secretly supplied Evagoras

Cilicia revolt from the king': with money (Diod. xiv. 98).

Isokr. Evag. (Or. ix.) § 62.
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as Italy
1
has been devastated and Sicily

2 enslaved by Diony-

sios. (§§ 160—169.)
' Since the leading statesmen of the various cities are

apathetic or timid, it is the more incumbent on men outside

the political sphere to press this grave question. Before we
can have firm peace, we must have common war against

Asia. Before we can shake off our poverty, we must cease

to prey upon each other, and must unite in gathering spoils

elsewhere.

' The Treaty of Antalkidas is no real obstacle. Its more peace, of

creditable articles—those guaranteeing the autonomy of the

Greek cities in Europe—have been violated already. Only

its shameful articles—those which surrender our allies to

Persia—have been observed. These must forthwith be an-

nulled : they were never compacts—they were dictates. The

negociators of the Treaty are much to blame. One of three

courses ought to have been taken by them. They ought to its terms
criticised.

have stipulated that each Greek State should hold (1)

simply its own original territory ; or (2) all that it had ever

acquired by conquest ; or (3) as much as it actually held at

the time of the treaty.—As it was, the terms of peace were

left to be settled arbitrarily by the Great King. As if he

were parcelling out the world between himself and Zeus, he

has taken one-half of it
3

; and this stands recorded in our public

temples. If, for Helen's sake, our fathers rallied against Troy, The inva-

ought not an insult to Hellas to kindle a war now—a war a theoria.

which will move forward, not liable to repulse, but with the

stately progress of a sacred embassy 4
% (§§ 170—182.)

1
§ 169. In 389—387 B.C. Diony- 3

§ 179. The meaning seems to

sios I. had reduced successively be :

—
' Zeus is absolute lord of the

Kaulon, Hipponium and Rhegium whole earth. But Artaxerxes

in Magna Graecia : Diod. xiv. claims to be absolute lord of half

106 ff. the earth, i. e. of the continent of
2

§ 169. Dionysios had surren- Asia. Europe—the other of the

dered some Sicilian towns—as Ak- &0W1 rJ7reipot—is all that he leaves

ragas, Himera, Selinos—to Car- for Zeus.'

thage ; and brought others—as 4 I have ventured to paraphrase

Naxos, Leontini, Messene—under the meaning of the image—so

his own power: see Diod. xm. deeply suggestive to a Greek

—

114. contained in the words dccopia

11—2
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Summary,

' From every point of view this is the right course. Those

who look to nothing but abstract justice cannot refuse to

punish our malignant foes. Those whom the sight of un-

merited prosperity provokes, indeed, yet leaves prudent, may
safely resent a grandeur almost superhuman which is, at the

same time, divorced from merit. Those who wish to consult

both justice and expediency see before them evil-doers who
are rich and helpless. The cities will gladly bear the burden

of the campaign ; and its fame will surpass that of the war

against Troy. (§§ 183—186.)
1 At the outset I had hopes of doing some justice to my

subject ; now, at the close, I feel how inadequately I have

a Ha shall handled it. Try, then, to imagine for yourselves what an

'wealth into achievement it would be to transfer to Europe the prosperity
nrope. ^ Asia. And let aspirants to oratorical distinction, instead

of engaging in petty rivalries, vie in the treatment of this

great theme. So shall they benefit themselves, and be re-

garded as benefactors by others.' (§§ 187—189.)

Fame of the

rikos. The Panegyrikos is the greatest work of Isokra-

tes. The renown which it enjoyed in antiquity is

attested by Dionysios l and Philostratos 2
; and the

tradition, found in several writers 3
, that it em-

ployed Isokrates for ten or more years, whether

literally true or not, at least shows that the

speech was recognised as a masterpiece of careful

work. It is, indeed, artistic in a double relation,

Merits of
in regard to expression and in regard to structure.

The expression has not only a finished and uniform

—

almost too uniform—brilliancy ; it has also in some

fiaXXov rj o-Tpare la TrpocreoiKcos (Or. v.) § 11, notices the prestige of

(§ 182). the Panegyrikos.
1 Dionys. de Isocr. c. 14 iv 3 Quint. Inst. x. 4 : Plut. Mor.

t<5 UavrjyvpLKcp, r<5 it e p i /3 or\ r co p. 350 e ('almost three Olympiads'):

x'oyo). '

l

[Plut.] Vitt.XOratL: Phot. Cod.
2 Philostr. Vit. Soph. 1. 17.—Iso- 260.

krates himself, in the Philippos

expression.
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places a wonderful felicity, a deep poetical sug-

gestiveness ; as when it is said that the expedition to

Asia will be less a march through an enemy's country

than such a solemn and secure procession as, at the

seasons of the great Festivals, goes forth from each

city to the welcoming shrine of the Delphian Apollo

or the Olympian Zeus (§ 182); and that Sparta,

instead of making Greeks helots to herself, ought to

make the barbarians dependents of Greece {irepioiKoi,

§ 131). It is, however, in the structure of the Merits of
*> / *

structure.

entire work that the highest power of the master

is seen. The central idea is simple :
—

' To give

counsel about war against the barbarian and unity

among Greeks' (§ 3). But in the development of

this idea a vast range of topics must be surveyed ;

—

the historical claims of Athens and of Sparta to

lead Greece ; the recent history and actual state of

Persia, with all the multitude of particulars which

group themselves round each of these large ques-

tions. As the speech goes on, the mass of facts

with which it has to deal is ever growing. Yet

so thorough is the writer's grasp that each thought

leads to the next without violence and without

confusion. As the circle of ideas gradually widens,

the central point is still kept clearly in view ; and

the details, even where most complex, are seen to

belong to an organic whole.

Foremost among its author's works in merits of Historical

execution, the Panegyrikos stands first also in the

interest of its subject-matter. Its value as a political '

pamphlet has been considered in a former chapter 1
;

1 Above, p. 20.
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and on this head, one remark only need be added

here. Isokrates emphatically claims (§§
15—17) to

be not only more philosophical, but more practical,

than previous speakers on the same subject ; allud-

ing, no doubt, to Gorgias and Lysias among the

rest. As regards Gorgias, this claim cannot now

be decided. As regards Lysias, it is questionable :

at least the large fragment of his Olympiakos offers

advice not less definite or less sensible than that in

the PanegyriJcos 1
* But whatever was, at the time,

the political worth of the Panegyrikos, its permanent

historical worth can hardly be overrated. To the

history of Greece it contributes a vivid picture of

the whole Hellenic world, and of the barbarian

world 2 in contact with Hellas, at a critical moment.

To the history of Athens it contributes a striking

sketch of the growth and influence in Greece of the

specially Athenian ideas, religious, political and

social 3
. For the personal history of Isokrates it is

of surpassing interest; it is the earliest 4 and most

complete 5 expression of the ruling thought of his

life ; the thought which he afterwards urged upon

Dionysios, upon Archidamos,—at last upon Philip.

s. 2. PM- 2. Philippos [Or. v.]—Philip had taken Amphi-

polis in 358 B.C. and Potidaea in 356. The hostilities

between him and Athens, carried on intermittently

1 See vol. i. p. 206. his conceptions in a new way

—

2 See esp. §§ 133—159. the Panegyrikos has beggared
3

§§ 28—50. him ; he can only say over again
4 See the PMlippos (Or. v.) what he has said there : 6 \6yos 6

§§ 128, 129. TravqyvpiKos, o tovs aXkovs...€v7ro-
5 In the Philippos, § 84, he pcorepovs noLrjcras, ifiol ttoXX^v cltto-

speaks of the difficulty of putting plav 7rapeo-xr}K.€v.
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from 356 1
, were closed in March, 346, by the so-

called Peace of Philokrates. Before that event Iso-

krates had been composing a letter to Philip 'On

Amphipolis/ urging peace on the ground that Am-
phipolis, the chief cause of the war, was not a

desirable possession either for Athens or for the

king of Macedon (§§ 1, 3).

This letter had not been sent when peace was

concluded (S 7). Isokrates now writes on another Motive of

and a larger subject. He sees in Philip, at length course-

reconciled to Athens, the man who can lead the

united Hellenes against Persia. Ever since the

failure of the Pcmegyrikos to bring about such an

expedition under the joint leadership of Athens and

Sparta, he had been looking for an individual power-

ful enough to execute his favourite plan (§§ 84, 128,

129). He had already applied to Dionysios I.—
probably about 368 B.C. (Ep. I. § 8)—and in 356 to

Archidamos III. (Ep. ix. § 16). This oration was

addressed to Philip soon after the peace (§§ 8, 56),

but before the conclusion of the Sacred War (§§ 54, Date.

74); that is, between March and July 2
, 346 B.C.

' Do not be surprised, Philip, if before entering upon the Analysis.

immediate subject of this address I say a few words upon

another. The war between Athens and you, which arose out

of your acquisition of Amphipolis, has just been closed by a

Peace (§ 7). Before this Peace was concluded, I was pre-

paring to write to you in reference to Amphipolis. It was

my purpose to show that it was not your interest to hold that

town, since, if you surrendered it to Athens, you would still

1 Cf. Grote, c. 86, vol. xi. p. 332.

2 Cf. Clinton, F. II sub ann. 346.
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be virtual master of it, and enjoy our goodwill besides ; nor

yet the interest of Athens to receive it from you, since she

would, in return, have been obliged to consult your designs

in that quarter—paying you the same kind of homage which

the elder Amadokos 1 formerly received for protecting our

colonists in the Chersonese. This argument for peace has

become unnecessary; but the desire that the Peace itself

should be permanent leads me to offer you counsel on another

subject. (§§ 1—9.) This subject is a noble one—too great,

perhaps, for my failing powers. I am going to urge you to

Philip must place yourself at the head of a united Hellas, and to make
against

66™ war upon the barbarian. (§§ 10—16.) Friends at first

dissuaded me from the presumptuous design of offering advice

to the statesman who has brought Thessaly to acquiesce in

obeying, instead of ruling, Macedonia—to the general who
has subdued the Magnetes, the Perrhaebi, the Paeonians, all

Illyria save the seaboard of the Adriatic ; and who has given

to Thrace what masters he pleased. But when my dissuaders

heard what I had to say, their opposition was changed

into encouragement. (§§ 17—23.) Advice on great and

pressing questions is more effective when it is given orally.

Mine will not have that advantage ; nor is it set off with

rhetorical ornament. It is a plain statement of facts ; but

these facts are so supremely important to you that I hope

for your attention. (§§ 24—29.)

His first ' I say, then, that you ought, as their common friend, to
duty.

1
§ 7. 'AjuciSoKos, or MrjdoKos, into friendship and alliance with

king of the Thracian Odrysae, is Athens :— vofiifav kcl\ rap vno

called here 6 7ra\ai6s to distin- Opaicy oUovo-as ttoXcls 'EWrjvidas

guish him from the Amadokos who cj>iXa>v optcov tovtcov naXXov irpove-

inherited, in 358 b. c, part of the X€LV av rots 'A0r}vaiois tov vovv.

dominions of Kotys, and who was Isokrates speaks here as if the ob-

perhaps his son : see 0. Schneid. ad ject of the favour shown to Ama-
loc. The elder Amadokos is first dokos had been rather to restrain

heard of in 405 B.C. : Diod. xm. him from interfering with the

105. Xen. Hellen. iv. 8 says that Athenian colonies in Thrace than

in 390 b.c. Thrasybulos, then com- to impress the Greeks in that

manding an Athenian fleet, recon- region with the influence of Athens

ciled Amadokos to Seuthes, ruler over the Thracian princes. Cf,

of Lower Thrace (im daXdrrr] op- Dem. in Aristocr. p. 623.

xovrajy and received both of them
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bring into amity the four great cities of Hellas—Argos,

Sparta, Thebes, Athens.
1 This obligation is laid upon you by your descent. Argos His here-

. . „ i mi i i i
ditary posv-

was the native city of your ancestors . Inebes honours above Uon.

other deities Herakles, the founder of your line. Sparta has

long been ruled by the Herakleidae : and Athens was their

friend at need. No quarrel should ever have divided these

cities from you or from each other. There have been faults on

all parts. But now you have a glorious opportunity of bene-

fiting them and yourself too,—when harassed by war, each of

them resembles rather a single combatant, following a blind,

vindictive impulse, than a State with a government and a

policy. (§§30-38.)
' The attempt which I propose to you can be shown to be

feasible :—and first, on general grounds. The difficulty which

would have been presented by the great predominance of any

one State, as of Athens and Sparta, has vanished ; changes of

fortune have placed all the cities of Greece upon one level.

Your position, on the other hand, is supreme. Experience it is possi-r
. . i • Mefor him

proves that no enmities are too bitter to be overcome, to reconcile
1

.
the Greeks.

Greece was reconciled to Xerxes ; Athens has been the ally

successively of Sparta and of Thebes. The interest of the

moment is, in fact, the sovereign controller of political com-

binations. (§§ 39—45.)

' The practicability of the attempt may be shown, further,

on particular grounds. It is favoured by the respective con-

ditions of the several States concerned.

' Sparta wishes for peace, because, deprived of her empire Sparta.

Leuktra, she is now harassed by her neighbours and by her

own serfs—distrusted and disliked throughout Hellas—and

in daily dread of the Thebans making up their quarrel with

the Phocians and turning upon her.

'Argos desires peace, because her distress resembles, but Argos.

1
§ 32. According to Herodotos pompos—made Karanos, also an

vin. 137—8, Perdikkas L, founder Argive and a Temenid, the founder

of the dynasty of Edessa, was an of the monarchy : see Grote, c. 25,

Argive of the house of Temenos. vol. iv. p. 21. Cf. Liv. 27. 30 Ma-
Another tradition—which cannot, cedonum reges ex ea civitate (Ar-

however, be traced above Theo- gis) oriundos se referunt.
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exceeds, that of Sparta. She, too, is constantly harassed by

her neighbours—with this difference, that they are stronger

than herself. And in the intervals of war she is a prey to

fierce democratic risings.

.

Thebes. ' Thebes wishes for peace, because, through abusing the

results of her great victory, she is now worse off than if it

had been a defeat. No sooner had she won Leuktra than

she began to interfere in the Peloponnese; enslaved Thessaly;

threatened Megara; encroached upon Athens; ravaged Eu-

boea ; sent a fleet to Byzantium. Lastly she has made war

upon Phokis,—a war which she thought to finish rapidly

and to pay for out of the treasures of Delphi ; but which, in

the event, has brought her to the brink of despair.

Athens. 'Athens is no longer yearning for peace ; she has had the

good sense to embrace it already. (§§ 46—56.)

The task is
c The possibility of reconciling Hellas may be seen from

these considerations. The ease, for you, of the attempt may
be judged from the cases of other men, who, though less

favoured by circumstances, have changed the destinies of

whole countries. Alkibiades, exiled from Athens and resolved

to force his way back, effected it by first throwing all Greece

into a tumult. Konon, disgraced through no fault of his own,

not only retrieved the disgrace by his own unaided energy,

but lived to restore the glory of Athens. Dionysios, an

ordinary Syracusan, made himself master of Sicily. The
elder Cyrus, whom, in his infancy, his mother left to perish

at the roadside, became sovereign of Asia. Shall not the

achievements of these men be equalled by one who is, from

the outset the descendant of Herakles, the king of Macedonia,

the lord of such great multitudes ? (§§ 57—67.)
6 The enterprise is one which may well rouse your ambi-

tion. What nobler position can be imagined than that of

president of Greece—acknowledged arbiter of her destinies ?

It is also an enterprise which would silence certain calumnies

What ill- now current against you. Some ill-disposed persons pretend
natured pit- i tit
people say that your avowed purpose of helping the Messenians merely

veils a scheme for subjugating the Peloponnesos, as a step to

subjugating all Greece. These slanders are heard gladly by
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three classes of people—by those who, like the slanderers,

secretly desire such an event ; by those who, themselves

indifferent to the public safety, are grateful to those who
affect to care for it ;—and by men who, admiring you, fancy

that imputations such as these are fitted to raise your im-

portance in the eyes of Greece ;—not seeing that a project,

which, if imputed to the king of Persia, would increase his

reputation for courage, would be infamy for a Greek—for a

Heraklid. Having a perfectly good conscience, you perhaps

think it beneath you to notice such calumniators. Still you

ought not to underrate the importance of being cordially

trusted by all Greece,—trusted as your own friends trust you,

or as Sparta trusts her Heraklid kings. (§§ 68—80.)

"The counsel which I offer to you—as I offered it to

Dionysios after he became master of Syracuse
1—does not

come from a General, from a public speaker, from a person

of influence in any way—but merely from one who lays claim

to common sense and to education. (§§ 81, 82.)

"Your duty towards Greece has been spoken of; it re- invasion erf

mains to speak of the expedition against Asia. The Pane-

gyrikos has left me little that is new to say upon this topic

—but I will attempt to trace its outlines with additional

clearness.

1 The first condition of a successful attack upon Persia is First con-

this—that you should have all the Greeks either as helpers success.

or at least as favouring spectators. It was here that Agesilaos

failed. He tried to do two things at once—to make war WhyAgcsi-

upon the Great King, and to restore his friends
2
to power in

1
§ 81, Trpbs Aiovvo-iov tt]v rvpav- seler and 0. Schneider read rbu

vlba KTr}cra[JLevov. Dionysios I. be- rrju rvpavvlda KTrjaafxevov. The

came master of Syracuse in 406 B.C.

:

meaning would then be :

—

' Diony-

but Isokrates certainly did not sios I., founder of the despotism,'

write to him till after 380 B.C.: cf. as opposed to Dionysios II. who
Philipp. §§ 128, 129 : Ep. i. § 8. succeeded him in 367.

The words rrjv rvpavviba Krr)<rap.€- 2
§ 87, rovs iraipovs—oligarchs

vov do not, however, imply that who had been driven by political

the application of Isokrates im- troubles from the towns of Asia

mediately followed the acquisition Minor : see Ep. ix. § 13.

of the tyrannis by Dionysios. Ben-
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their respective cities. The feuds engendered by the latter

purpose defeated the former. (§§ 83—88.)

'All would admit that the sympathy, active or passive, of

Hellas is a primary requisite. But most people, if they

wished to encourage you by example, would quote wars in

which Greece triumphed over Asia. I prefer to cite an

A prece- expedition in which we were considered to have been worsted

.—that which was led by the younger Cyrus and Klearchos.

The Greeks, victorious at Kynaxa, missed the rewards of

victory by the death of Cyrus. Yet, though they were

left forlorn and in danger by his loss, the Great King did

fnot dare to attack them openly. He resorted to treachery

in order to seize their leaders.—The example has been used

by me before
1

; but fact, not literary novelty, is important

here.

Compara- 'Next, consider how far more favourable circumstances

tagesof
*"

will be for you than they were for Cyrus. First, as regards

younger facility of raising troops. The Asiatic Greeks looked coldly
andPhilip. _ / ,..,.,. ,, , ., ,, t ii

on his expedition, thinking that its success would probably

aggravate the Spartan tyranny under which they groaned :

—

they will favour your expedition ; and the great multitudes of

homeless exiles and wranderers, ready to serve as mercenaries,

will make it easy to raise a large army. Secondly, as regards

the character of the former, and the actual, king of Persia.

Their re- The father
2
of the present king proved too strong both for

opponents. Athens and for Sparta ; the reigning king 3
is unable even to

hold the towns given up to him by the treaty of Antalkidas.

Position of Thirdly, as regards the position of Persia. Then, as now,
w

' Egypt was in revolt
4

; but then Egypt dreaded an attack of the

1 § 93. Cf. Panegyr. § 91. yet subdued, is uncertain. Schafer
2

§ 99. Artaxerxes II. (Mne- (Demosth. u. seine Zeit, vol. i.

mon), king of Persia, 405—359 B.C.

:

pp. 436 f.) thinks that Ochos made
Clinton, F. H. vol. n. Append, three expeditions against Egypt:

c. 18. (1) On the occasion noticed, but
3 Artaxerxes III. (Ochos): 359 without date, by Diod. xvi. 40.

—339 B.C. (2) In the winter of 351—350 B.C.,

4 As regards the earlier revolt when Nectanebos II. was assisted

mentioned here, see Panegyr. by Diophantos and Lamios: Diod.

§ 140 note. The chronology of the xvi. 48 : cf. Isokr. Ep. vin. § 8.

later revolt, spoken of here as not This would be the expedition, al-
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Great King
; now, the attack has been made—and has failed.

Cyprus, Phoenicia, Cilicia, were then 1
arsenals of the Persian

navy: now, Cyprus and Cilicia have revolted, Phoenicia is

desolate. Idrieus
2

, the wealthiest prince in Asia Minor, is

bitter against Persia. Not he alone, but some of the satraps

also will come over to you if you make heard throughout The true

Asia that word

—

Liberty—which in Hellas has been the spell Asia.
°r

before which our empire, and the Spartan empire, vanished.

(§§ 89-104.)
< If I went on to offer you advice as to the conduct of the

war, I might be reproached with want of military experience.

But as to the object of the war, and as regards the general These conn-

spirit of my counsels, I feel sure that the voices of your thespiru

ancestors, if they could be heard, would be with me. The ancestry*

voice of your father
3—for he was ever friendly to the cities

which I urge you to befriend. The voice of the founder 4
of

the Macedonian kingdom—for, while establishing his own

power securely, he abstained from every attempt to impose it

upon Greece ; and thus, alone of all Greeks, came safely

through the perils of monarchy. The voice of Herakles,

author of your line—for, after composing a distracted Hellas,

he made war upon Troy—after conquering it, he slew all the

kings of barbarian tribes
5 on the shore of either continent,

—

luded to here, in which Ochos was Clinton, F H. vol. n. Append.

ignominiously repulsed. (3) In c. 14.

340 b.c, when Egypt was recon- 3 § 106. Amyntas II., who be-

quered—Ochos again commanding gan to reign in 394 b.c. and died

in person. See Thirlwall, c. 48, in 370.

vol. vi. p. 187 n.: Clinton, F. H. 4
§ 106. Perdikkas I: see note

vol. ii. Append, c. 18. on § 32.

1 § 102. ' Then'— i.e. at the 6
§ 112, rovs pao-ikcas tG>v IQvvv

time of the earlier Egyptian revolt, Ta>v e<j) Uarepas ttjs rjireipov.—id-

which was probably earlier than v&v here can mean only Pappapav.

385 B.C. : see note on Panegyr. c Man hat also fur Europa nicht

§ i6l. mit Benseler auch an griechische

2 § 103. Idrieus, second son of Fiirsten, Neleus in Pylos, Hippo-

Hekatomnos, succeeded Artemisia, koon in Lacedamon, sondern nur

widow of his brother Mausolos, as an Barbaren wie an den Thraker-

dynast of Karia in 351 B.C., and fiirsten Diomedes (Apollodor 2, 5,

reigned till 344. On the chrono- 8) zu denken; fur Asien (und

logy of the princes of Karia, see Afrika) ist an Mygdon, die Hippo-
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and then set up the pillars which bear his name as memorials

of his victory over the barbai
!

ans, and as boundaries of the

Hellenic territory. If you cannot rival him in all things, you

can emulate the spirit of his dealing with Greece. You have

only to look to the examples in your own family to learn

> with whom, and against whom, an Heraklid should fight.

(§§ 105—115.)—You may think that I am saying too much

on 'gentleness' and 'kindliness.' Yet are not the kindly and

gentle gods called 'Olympian/ and honoured with shrines

and temples, while expiatory rites express our horror of an

omnipotence which is cruel? (§§ 116—118.)

'The popularity which a Persian war would command in

Jason of Greece may be estimated from the case of Jason of Pherae.

He rose to greatness through his profession—never fulfilled

—of an intention to attack Persia
1
. What will your reputa-

tion be, if you put such a scheme into act \

' Three different degrees of success—the lowest of which is

Results glorious—are possible. You may conquer the Persian empire.

Philip. Or you may detach from it the portion of Asia Minor west of

a line drawn from Cilicia to Sinope, and found, in this, new

cities for the homeless Greeks who now are roving mercen-

aries. Or, at the worst, you cannot fail to free from Persia

the existing Greek cities of Asia. We should be mad if,

instead of wasting our strength on quarrels at home, we did

not turn it upon our certain prey, the effeminate Asiatics.

(§§ 119—127.)
' It may be made a reproach to me that I call upon you,

Athens. and not upon my own city, to lead the enterprise. I have

already appealed to Athens ; but she gives less heed to me
than to the brawlers of the platform. The greater credit is

mine for constancy in asserting my principle, and for seeking

everywhere the agents who seem most cajnable of putting it

into practice. (§§ 128—131.)

lyte, Sarpedon (liber Alle Apollo- tention, see the conversation which

dor 4, 5, 9), Busiris (obwohl Is. Polydamas of Pharsalos reported

uber diesen 11, 36 seq. anders ur- at Sparta as having passed be-

theilt), Antaeus u. s. w. zu denken.' tween himself and Jason of Phe-

O. Schneid. ad § 112. rae : Xen. Hellen. vi. 1. 12.

1
§ 119. In regard to this in-
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'Shame should forbid us to see, unmoved, Asia more

prosperous than Europe,—the descendants of Cyrus more

prosperous than the descendants of Herakles. It is not power

or wealth—you have more than enough of both already—it

is glory that ought to be your motive. Hear, in this counsel

of mine—would that it were more complete!—the suggestion

of your forefathers,—of the heroes,—of the present oppor-

tunity. Do not believe that the despotism built up by a Asia can-
not resist

rude barbarian can defy a Greek champion of freedom. If, Greece.

in a single city, the man who combines statesmanship and

generalship is honoured, what honour will be yours, when the

field of your statesmanship is Hellas,—of your strategy, Asia?

No successor will surpass your fame
;
your have already out-

done all your predecessors.

1 Beneficence, not brilliancy, is the ultimate test of ex- Beneficence

ploits, not only for the olden time, but in our own. Tantalos, achieve-

Pelops, Eurystheus yield in popular repute to Herakles,

Theseus and the captors of Troy. Athens took her highest

glory, not from her empire or her wealth, but from Marathon

and Salamis : Sparta owed more renown to the defeat at

Thermopylae than to any of her victories. (§§ 132— 148.)

' If my words seem, in themselves, weak and poor, set it a message

down to old age ; but receive the thoughts which they have gods.

strived to utter as a message from the gods. The gods do

not benefit men directly, but through human agents. They

have prompted me to speak for them—they have chosen you

to act. Your triumphs hitherto have been given to prepare

you for this crowning effort. It is no disparagement, but the

best praise, to say that what you have already done falls short

of what you are worthy to do. (§§ 149—153.)

' This, then, is the sum :

—
" Be the benefactor of Greece ; summary,

the king (not the despot) of Macedonia; the governor, in a

free Hellenic spirit, of Asia."' (§§ 154, 155.)

Dionysios extols the Philippos as an appeal to Remarks.

a powerful man to use his power for the noblest

ends 1
. That generous earnestness which the Dis-

1 Dionys. de Isocr. c. 6.
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course certainly breathes is not for us, however, its

most striking feature 1
. The leading characteristic

of the whole is emphatic recognition of Philip as

the first of Hellenes and the natural champion

of Hellas 2
. It f

is an accident that his subjects

are aliens ; the Heraklid spirit is still as true in

him as it was in the Argive founder of his dy-

nasty. This was the sincere belief of Isokrates.

For Demosthenes, Philip was no Hellene who

chanced to rule barbarians ; he was in his own

person the representative barbarian 3—the head and

front of the antihellenic interest.

II. On the Internal Affairs of Greece.

ii.i..pza- 1. Plataikos ["Or. xiv.l—The revolution of 379

B. c. at Thebes had been a blow to Spartan influence

throughout Hellas, and especially in Boeotia. Age-

The nam silaos in 3/8 and 377, Kleombrotos in 378 and 376,
Revolution.

had invaded Boeotia without gaining any advantage.

By the end of 376 the oligarchies supported by

Sparta had been abolished in all the Boeotian towns

except Orchomenos 4
; and the Boeotian Confederacy,

with Thebes at its head, had been reconstituted.

piataea. After its destruction in 427 Plataea had been

non-existent till 386, when it was rebuilt by Sparta

as a stronghold against Thebes. Cut off from

Spartan support, Plataea had been brought, in 377

or 376, into the revived Boeotian Confederacy ; but,

1 See Thirlwall's remarks on § 31, directly calls Philip papfia-

§§73—80 of the Philippos : a 44: pos—with political, if not with

vol. v. p. 480. technical truth. Cf. Grote, c. 90,
2 Seeesp.§§ 32—38 : 76—80 : 108. vol. xr. p. 604.
8 Demosth. Philipp. m. p. 118, 4 Grote, c. 77, vol. x. p. 217, n. l.
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like Thespiae and Tanagra (§ 9), had joined it un-

willingly. The relief felt by most other towns at

riddance from the philo-Spartan oligarchies was more

than balanced, in the case of Thespiae, Tanagra and

Plataea, by hatred of Thebes. Diodoros 1 states that

the Plataeans secretly offered their town to Athens.

At any rate the alarm felt at Plataea was so great

that it was only on the days of public assemblies at

Thebes that the men ventured to go into the fields,

leaving their wives and children within the walls 2
.

On one of these days a Theban force under the occasion of
J this Speech.

Boeotarch Neokles surprised Plataea, in the latter

half of 373 B.C. 3
. The town was destroyed and

the territory was again annexed to Thebes. The

inhabitants, with such property as they could carry,

sought refuge, like their ancestors in 427, at

Athens. Their case was discussed there, not merely

in the ekklesia, but in the congress of the allies

(avv&piov § 21) ; Kallistratos being the foremost

advocate of Plataea, as Epameinondas of Thebes 4
. It

was not till 338, after Chaeroneia, that Plataea was

restored ; this time through the enmity of Philip,

as formerly through the enmity of Sparta, towards

Thebes 5
.

The speech of Isokrates is supposed to be spoken

by a Plataean before the ekklesia ; and there is

nothing in the matter or form of the speech itself

1 Diodor. xv. 46. whom I follow, takes the last half

2 Paus. ix. 1. 6. of 373: Grote (c. 77, vol. x. p. 21,0)

3 Pausanias (ix. 1. 8) defines the first half of 372. Clinton, F. II.

the time as the third year before 374 B.C.

Leuktra, when Asteios was Ar- 4 Diod. xv. 38 :
Grote c. 77,

chon (i. e. midsummer 373—mid- x. 221.

summer 372). Schafer (Dcm. i. 61),
5 Paus. ix. 1. 8.

II. 12
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to make it improbable that it was actually so de-

Date. livered 1
. The date is 373 b. c.

Analysis. < We know, Athenians, that it is your custom to help the

wronged and to remember those who have done you good.

object of the We have come, therefore, to be^ that you will not allow
Appeal.

. . „

Plataea to be devastated, in time of peace
2
, by Thebes. No

people have ever been more injured than we are ; no people

are more closely bound to you. We have to contend, not

only against the Thebans, but against those Athenian advo-

cates whose aid they have procured with our property. It

will be necessary for us, then, to speak at some length. To

describe our wrongs adequately would be difficult ; enough

that you know our town to have been razed and our lands

seized. We will try to expose the arguments by which the

Thebans hope to mislead you (§§ 1—7).

Pretexts of < It is sometimes their pretence that thev have thus dealt
Thebes: r "

(i) thatpia- with us because we refused to be enrolled as dependents of
taea rejected L

dependence: Thebes. Judge if this is a sufficient warranty for such usage,

or if it became Plataea to accept upon compulsion such a

dependence. Thespiae 3 and Tanagra also refused it ; but they

1 Cf. Grote, c. 77, x. 220. Plataikos was written, those States
2
§ 1. clprjvrjs ovcrrjs. This is un- were at peace. But the peace of

derstood by Grote (c. 77, vol. x. 374 was of very short duration;

p. 217 n.) as meaning simply that and, if the reference is to it, the

Plataea and Thebes were at peace Plataikos would appear to belong

—the autonomy of Plataea, sub- to the year 37f. Diodoros does,

ject to the Boeotian confederacy, indeed, place the surprise of Pla-

having been guaranteed by Thebes taea in that year (xv. 41, 46), and
when she reconstituted that con- Clinton agrees with him. On the

federacy in 377—376. Thirlwall, other hand, the clear and precise

on the other hand (vol. v. pp. specification of the year 37f by
70— 73), understands the peace Pausanias (ix. 1. 3—8) as that in

of 374 between Athens and Sparta, which Plataea was seized, can

to which, he thinks, Thebes was a scarcely be set aside. Schafer,

party, and under which the Spar- placing the Plataikos in the latter

tan garrisons had been withdrawn half of 373, thinks that the peace

from Boeotia. The words rjv 7rd- of 374 was still formally in force,

\iv yevrjTai TroXe/io^ (§ 43) must, as but that Athens was on the point of

the context shows, refer to a pros- resuming hostilities against Sparta;

pective war between Athens and cf. § 38 (Schaf, Demosth. i. p. 61 n.).

Sparta; and imply that, when the 3 § 9. The walls of Thespiae
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were not treated as Plataea has been treated ; they were not

destroyed, but simply compelled to obey. It is difficult to

see what is the claim of Thebes to such obedience. Historic-

ally speaking, Orchomenos is the head of Boeotia. Or if the

peace of Antalkidas is to be recognised, then all cities, great

or small, are independent (§§ 8—10).

'Perhaps, however, the Thebans will take a different (2) that piar

l mi i i i • i ch iaea was
ground. 1 hey may say that we were leagued with bparta leagued with

i ill i 1-1- n &Parta"
against them, and that they have acted in the interest of

their entire Confederacy. In any case the treaty ought to

have protected us. But, moreover, we were the allies of

Sparta perforce. A harmost and a garrison being in our town,

while our army was at Thespiae, we had no choice. Many
other Greek States are in the same plight. By allowing us to

be punished, you will alienate them (§§ 11—10).

'Remember that the war which you suddenly undertook, Athemmust
-.1 mi t m r ,., n

defend the

witn liiebes, against bparta, was not for liberty—you and your autonomy of

allies had liberty already—but for the independence of those

whose rights, conferred by the Peace of Antalkidas, were being

violated. Will you allow cities which you wished to vindicate

from slavery to Sparta to be destroyed by Thebes ? The

Thebans complain of the Lacedaemonian seizure of the Kad-

meia ; but they themselves raze the walls of their neighbours.

They were jealous of Oropos 1 having voluntarily given itself to

had been razed soon after the de- l
§ 20. In 412 B.C. Oropos had

struction of Plataea (Diod. xv. 46), been treacherously seized by the

but the inhabitants had not, like Boeotians (Thuc. vin. 60), and in

the Plata eans, been driven from 402 it was still in their power

their territory. Pausanias speaks (Diod. xiv. 17). But at some time

of the Thespians as retreating from between 402 and 374 Oropos had
their town to Keressos, a neigh- placed itself under the protection

bouring stronghold, after Leuktra of Athens. At the congress of 374

(ix. 14. 2). The prayer to the at Sparta—resulting in the brief

Athenians, which Xenophon puts peace between Sparta and Athens

into their mouth

—

firj ac^as ircpL- —Thebes probably laid claim to

i'Setv dnokiBas yevofievovs—is suffi- Oropos, but without success: cf.

ciently explained by the destruc- § 37 and see Schaf. Dem. i. 47.

tion of their walls—to which the In 366 Oropos was seized by a

tcqv /x€i/ to. Telx*} /carecr/ca^ao-i of party of exiles and placed in the

§ 35 may (as Mr Grote suggests) hands of the Thebans (Xen. //.

refer. Cf. Schaf. Bern, i. p. 62, vn. 4. 1). It was not until, in 338,

n. 1. Philip gave the town to the Athe-

12—2
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Athens
;
yet they themselves usurp territory by force (§§ 17

—20).

TheTheban ' They pretend that they have acted in the common in-

terest of their allies. But, before the act, Athens ought to

have been consulted. While the war lasted, Thebes spoke

much of the common cause ; now that she is secured by peace,

she thinks only of her own advantage (§§ 21—25).

T
l

heb™-
nd

' They cannot plead that there is danger lest, if we get

Totlrds
ds back our territory, we should go over to Lacedaemon. Plataea

trasteL
con' nas been twice besieged and twice taken 1 on account of its

loyalty to Athens. The Thebans, on the other hand, have

been repeatedly false to you. Having caused the Corinthian

war, and having been brought safely through it by you, on

the conclusion of peace they forsook your alliance for that of

Sparta ; while Chios, Mytilene and Byzantium remained

true. They were punished by the Spartan seizure of the

Kadmeia,—when they found a refuge at Athens. But no

sooner had they been restored to their city, than they made

new overtures to Sparta, which were frustrated only by the

severity of her terms. Yet these Thebans taunt others with

'Laconism/—they, who have been the slaves of Spartan

ambition. Did they ever fail to take part in an invasion of

Attica? Were they not your worst foes in the war of

Dekeleia? Did they not, finally, give their solitary vote
2
for the

enslavement of your population and the conversion of your

country into sheep-pastures like those of Krisa ? (§§ 26*—32).

No danger < It may be said that Boeotia is the bulwark of Attica
;

fromThebes.
.

and that, if you break off your friendship with the Thebans,

they will join Sparta. They will not be so mad. It would

be the ruin of the democratic party at Thebes,—watched, as

it is, at once by the oligarchical exiles and by the malcontents

in the Boeotian towns. Treat them as you did when they

mans that their possession of it rates. Not the Thebans alone, but

became secure: see Paus. i. 34. 1. the Corinthians and many others of
1 i.e. in 427 and in 373 B.C. the Peloponnesian allies, voted for

2 In the debate held at Sparta, the extermination of Athens. It

after Aegospotami, on the terms was by Sparta alone that Athens

which should be granted to Athens was saved.—Xen. Hellen. n. ii. 19
;

(405 B.C.). But Isokrates exagge- Grote, c. 65, vol. viii. p. 311.
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blustered about your acquisition of Oropos. When you ex-

cluded them from the peace 1

, they became humble ; and they

will become so now, if treated with like firmness (§§ 33—38).

' Even supposing, however, that they were likely to act ThePeaceof

differently, it does not become Athens to regard their friend- must be

, .

J
. . i • i i i -n, • upheld.

ship more than the treaty to which she has sworn. Experience

shows, moreover, the value in war of being able to appeal to

a just cause. It was thus that Sparta roused Hellas against

Athens ; it was thus that Athens reft the empire from Sparta.

Show your readiness to espouse the cause of right, and, in

any future war, all Hellas will be with you. If, on the con-

trary, you allow Thebes to break her oaths, who, hereafter,

will help you to make Sparta keep hers ? Would it not be

monstrous if you upheld the constant allies of Sparta against

those who, in a single instance, were forced to side with her ?

(§§ 39-45).
' Who could be found more wretched than we are ? Our Miseries of

city, our land, our fortunes have been taken from us in a taeamt.

single day. With whom shall we take refuge? If with

fellow-sufferers, we shall share their troubles ; if with happier

men, we shall be reminded of our own. Parents comfortless

in their old age—children threatened with slavery on account

of some paltry debt
2—wives separated from husbands, daugh-

ters from mothers—are the miseries which we mourn daily.

Have care for us ; we are near to you in friendship,—many
of us, in blood ; for, through the right of intermarriage given

to us, many of us are sons of Athenian mothers. Athens

helped Adrastos to get from the Thebans burial for his

dead ; let her help us to save those who yet live (§§ 46

—

55).

6 We ask you to give us back our land and town. Alone Appeal to

of all the Greeks, you owe us this charity. It is said that

when, in the Persian Wars, your fathers were driven from

their homes, our fathers, alone of all the dwellers outside the
1 § 37. The Thebans were ex- racy: Schaf. Dem. I. 47.

eluded from the peace of 374 b. c.
2

§ 48, paKpcav eveKa o-vfiftoXaicoi/

between Athens and Sparta—as af- dov\evovras. Isokrates has bor-

terwards from the general peace rowed this touch from Lysias

of 371—because they insisted on Against Eratosthenes (Or. xn.)

the formal recognition of Thebes § 98, puKp^v av evtKa o-vfi(3o\ai<ov

as head of the Panboeotic confede- edovXtvov.
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and to the

sacredness
of the

Plataean
land.

Remarks.

Peloponnesos, shared their perils. At least, if you do not

care for our lives, defend our land—in which are the trophies

of the victory won by Hellas from all Asia. Think of the

gods and heroes who hold the place ; think of your fathers,

and of the feeling which would be theirs, if they could know

that their graves were unvisited by offerings because the

traitors who fought against them had swept their comrades

from the soil. You used to make it the greatest reproach

against the Spartans that Plataea had been destroyed to

please Thebes ; do not let that reproach fall upon you. Much
must be left unsaid. But remember your oaths and the

treaty ; remember our friendship and their enmity ; and give

righteous judgment in our cause' (§§ 56

—

Qo).

The Flataihos shows great power of a certain

kind : it is a glowing denunciation of a cruelty
;

and the peroration especially has true and noble

pathos (§§ 56—62). But if the reasoning is ex-

amined it will appear that the pleas urged are

liable to some abatement ; and that, on grounds

of general policy, there was something to be said

for the Thebans. When the Plataean speaker ap-

peals to the peace of Antalkidas 1
, he forgets that

Plataea could derive no right from that treaty,

since Plataea did not exist when the treaty was

made 2
. And, though the character of the town

since 386 as a Spartan outpost may have been

imposed upon it by force 3
, it was still natural

that that character should make Plataea obnoxious

to the head of an anti-Spartan Confederacy. Thebes

might urge with plausibility that the measures taken

against Plataea, however severe, were necessary in

the interest of the allies 4
. This view—as we learn

1 §18.
8 Cf. Grote, c. 77, vol. x. p. 220.

3 §§ 11-16.
4 §§ 21—25.
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from the speech itself—was taken by several Athe-

nian debaters 1
; and it was the view which prevailed, The remit.

for no attempt was at this time made to restore

Plataea.

2. On the Peace [Or. viii.]. Like the Areo- l

p;Je

0nthe

pagitikos, this political pamphlet has the form of a

deliberative speech, purporting to be spoken in the

ekklesia (§§ 1, 15). But the fiction is not so well

kept up as in the case of the Areopagitikos, which

concludes with an appeal to the assembly. Here

the conclusion is more suitable to an essay than to a

speech in debate, as if the writer had forgotten the

supposition with which he set out (§145). In 357 B.C.

Chios, Kos, Rhodes and Byzantium revolted from

Athens. The Social War was concluded about mid-

summer, 355. by a treaty which declared the revolted

states to be independent, and no longer members of

the Athenian Confederacy. The Speech On the Peace Date.

was probably written while negotiations for peace were

pending, i. e. in the first half of 355 B. c.
2

. The am-

bassadors whose ' offers ' are spoken of in § 25 must

be envoys sent by the allies 3
. But the first over-

tures of peace had come from Athens, under pressure

of Persian threats ; and it is rather singular that no

allusion to Persian hostility occurs in the speech 4
.

1
§ 3. discussed had been actually set-

2 Clinton says 'before the con- tied. Schafer puts the speech in

elusion of the peace—perhaps in 355; so, too, Benseler (1S54).

the beginning of 355/ Thirlwall

—

Oncken (Isokrates und Atheti,

'while the negotiation with the Appendix) argues for 357 B.C.

—

allies wras pending, or soon after just after the attack of Chares on

the peace'; but, Isokrates would Chios.

hardly have delayed the publica- 3 Cf. Schaf. Dem. I. 169.

tion till the question which he 4 Thirl, v. p. 325, ch. 42,
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A nalysis.

Popularity
of the War-
Party.

A thens too

ready to

espouse
quarrels.

True basis
for peace—
the Treaty of
Antalkidas.

'It is the custom of everyone who addresses this assembly

to premise that the subject on which he is about to speak is

the greatest and the gravest that could be discussed. In this

instance, if in any, such a preface would be fitting. We are

here to consider the question of peace or war.

' You are wont to drive from the platform all speakers but

those whose advice meets your wishes ; for, though in private

life you hate flattery, you tolerate it in the counsels of the

State. On the present occasion the advocates of war are

naturally your favourites. They promise you the recovery of

wealth and power. The supporters of peace have no such

inducements to offer ; they can only represent that it is best

to remain quiet and not to seek dishonest gains. They

preach that most difficult of virtues,—contentment. I fear

for their success ; for I observe that some are as eager for

war as if it had been revealed to them by a god that we must

conquer. If, however, the future is not indeed so certain,

you ought not only to hear both, sides, but to hear with

especial attention that side to which your first inclinations do

not lean.

' The older among you ought to recollect, the younger

must have heard, that advocates of war have ere now brought

us into trouble,—but advocates of peace, never. Yet we are

always ready to plunge into war in anyone's quarrel, even

when we cannot promote our own advantage. The reason is

that, whereas in our private affairs we pick our advisers care-

fully, in public concerns we listen to* drunkards rather than

to sober men, to folly rather than to prudence.

' It is up-hill work to oppose your prejudices ; we have a

democracy, but freedom of speech is enjoyed only by the

most foolish members of this Assembly and by the comic poets

in the theatre. As, however, I am not here to court your

votes, I shall say what I think ; first, about the special

business which the presidents have brought before us; then,

about the affairs of Athens generally (§§ 1—15).

' I say, then, that we ought to make peace, not only with

Chios and Rhodes, and Byzantium but with all the world ;

—

that we ought to adopt, not any special treaty drawn up for

this occasion, but that broad treaty, arranged between Sparta
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and Persia, which guaranteed the independence of every

Hellenic city.

'It will be asked why, if Thebes is to keep Plataea and

Thespiae, Athens should needlessly resign what she holds.

I hope to show on general grounds that all unjust acquisition

is impolitic ; but I will first endeavour to show what would be

the results of this particular peace.

' Security—prosperity—the esteem of Greece :—should
jf^mefor

we be satisfied if we obtained these things ? "What more we Athens -

can desire, I know not. Well, all these things have been

taken from us by the war, and will be restored by the peace.

The war has given us peril—poverty—unpopularity. If we

renounced it, we could obtain by diplomacy all that we are

vainly fighting for. Philip 1 would not contest Amphipolis

with us ;—Kersobleptes
2 would not contest the Chersonese,

—

if they were once convinced that we were safe neighbours and

that our policy was not aggressive. They would even resign

to us something of their own, in order to have us as guarantors

of their own power. We could get a slice of Thrace large

enough for ourselves and for some of the distressed Greeks

too. Athenodoros 3
, a private man, and Kallistratos

4
, an exile,

1
§ 22. Philip had now been Ochos during the war (360 B.C.)

for two years (since 357 £. c.) in between the king and his satrap

actual possession of Amphipolis. Orontes, who was supported by an
2 lb. By a treaty concluded in Athenian force under Chares, Cha-

357 between Chares and Kerso- ridemos and Phokion. In that

bleptes, the Thracian Chersonese, contest for the throne of Thrace

with the exception of Kardia, was which ensued on the death of Ko-

formally recognised as belonging tys in 359, Berisades was supported

to Athens. But the treaty was by Athenodoros, as Kersobleptes

not at once fully executed,-—Sestos, by Charidemos, and Amadokos by

among other places, still remaining Simon and Bianor. The position

in the hands of Kersobleptes ; and of Athenodoros at that time (359

—

hence Isokrates can still, in 355, 357) would have been one of suffi-

speak of that prince as disputing cient influence to enable him to

the claim of Athens. See Schaf. become founder (oekist) of a new

Demosth. I. pp. 144, 380. town, though he was merely an
3

§ 24. Athenodoros of Imbros, Idicorrjs, i. e. neither a prince nor the

by birth an Athenian citizen (Dem. official representative of a city.

in Aristocr. § 12), had served with Schaf. Dem. i. pp. 137—144.

distinction as a captain of merce- 4 lb. Kallistratos of Aphidna,

naries in the army of Artaxerxes the orator, was condemned to
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nave planted towns there ; much more could we. And such

enterprises would become our rank in Hellas better than

wars waged by mercenary troops (§§ 16—24).

' This is enough to show that the offer of the envoys is

Aggressive advantageous. But I wTish you to go away, not merely

amare?
18

persuaded to accept this peace, but convinced that, uni-

versally, it is better to be quiet than to meddle. We
fancy that nothing can go well with us unless we hold the

sea with a large fleet and force the other cities to pay rates

to us and to send deputies to Athens. It would not be diffi-

cult to show that honesty is the best national policy;

and that a State which is tempted to become aggres-

sive is like an animal which a bait draws into a trap.

But, after proving this in theory, it is less easy to enforce it

in practice. Athens has long been corrupted by a class of

bribed impostors who presume to bid us imitate our ances-

tors. What ancestors ? Those who won Marathon, or those

The men of who brought on the disaster in Sicily? If the former, then
Marathon. ° J

the contrast between their policy and that recommended to

us is such as nothing but a sense of our desperate state could

give me the courage to bring before you. Those ancestors

fought for the Greeks against Asia. We bring Asiatic

death, and withdrew into exile, in in 355, before the end of the Social

361 B. c. It was in 360 (Schaf. War, and observes that there is

Dem. i. 120), that he induced the nothing in this passage to warrant

Thasians to recolonise the decayed the inference that ho was alive

town of Daton or Datos on the when it was written. But the per-

coast of Thrace, N.W. of Thasos. feet ycyovaonv (§ 24) surely implies

The excellence of the site, and its that Kallistratos, as well as Athe-

neighbourhood to the gold mines nodoros, still lived. The return of

of Pangaeos, gave rise to the pro- Kallistratos may perhaps be placed

verb Adros dya6a>v (Zenob. prov. in 354, the year after this speech,

Graec. Cent. 3. 11). The young when Aristophon and Chares

colony was destroyed four years brought Iphikrates, Menestheus

later, when, in 356, Philip founded and Timotheos to trial. Kalli-

Philippi in its near neighbourhood, stratos, sympathising strongly

Daton was probably on the site with the accused, would have

of Weapon's, the port of Philippi been tempted to come back to

(Scylax, p. 27 § 67). Schafer places Athens at any risk for the sake

the return of Kallistratos to Athens of standing by them at such a

(immediately followed by his death) time.
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mercenaries against Greece. They exposed their lives for the

safety of Hellas. "We will not risk ours even to gratify our

greed. Out of our penury, we pay mercenaries whose crimes

we screen, but who would join a higher bidder against

us. Not only when Athens was popular, but when she was

most hated, her citizens fought her battles themselves, al-

though the treasury was overflowing. Then, the aliens and

slaves rowed the triremes and the citizens fought. Now, citizens no

Athens is like Persia—an employer of hireling troops ; and,

in her fleet, the needy citizens are forced to row, while

foreigners carry arms. When we make a descent on a hostile

coast, the alien comes ashore with shield and spear,—the

citizen—with a cushion (§§ 25—48).

' Our prospects abroad, however, would not be hopeless if Home

it was well with our domestic affairs. But these are in a
a au8'

state which calls for indignation. We, wTho are so proud of Alien
t,7lt7*LLC[&7*8 •

being children of the soil, have lavished our franchise on aliens

with as little care for the purity of our blood as if we were

Triballi or Leukani. The penalty for bribing is death ; and

yet the largest bribers of the ekklesia become our generals, corruption.

We cherish the Constitution as the very life of the State
;

yet we reproach the advocates of peace with desiring an

oligarchy, and court war, though by war the democracy has

twice been overthrown. We are practised in debate and

administration
;
yet we do not know our own minds for a

day. We consider ourselves the most intelligent of the

Greeks—and listen to the most contemptible advisers, making

the worst citizens guardians of the city. Our ancestors judged

that the ablest counsellors made the best generals. Our coun- Thestates-°
. men are, no

sellors are not trusted to lead ; we send out as generals, with longer the

.

° generals.

plenary powers, our most incapable men (§§ 49—56).

' Some one to whom these remarks apply may be stung

into asking— ' How is it that, if our policy is so bad, we are

still on a level with any city in Greece?' 'Because,' I Thebes is

answer, ' our competitors are as weak as ourselves. We save Mhens.

the Thebans, and they save us. It would be worth the while

of either to provide pay for the ekklesiasts of the other. The

oftener either holds assemblies, the better for its rival.' If

some more thoughtful questioner, admitting that the evils
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exist, were to ask me what remedy I propose, I should be

more at a loss for an answer; not for a satisfactory answer,

but for one which would find favour with you (§§ 57—62).

The remedy ' True national prosperity depends on a religious respect

the Empire for the rights of one's neighbours. How is the character
of the sea.

& &

which respects those rights most readily to be produced

among us ? By the surrender of our maritime Empire. Bear

with me if I tell you that that empire is unjust, untenable,

unprofitable. Unjust, because one city cannot claim to rule

Hellas—a principle which we ourselves proclaimed in the

case of Sparta; untenable, because wealth failed to hold it,

and we are poor; unprofitable for both these reasons, and

for others of which I will speak, if you will hear me as the

admonisher, not denouncer, of Athens (§§ 63—73).

' Let us compare the period before, and the period after,

the city's acquisition of maritime empire. The difference

imperial, "between them is the difference between Aristeides, Themis-

tokles, Miltiades on the one hand, and Hyperbolos, Kleophon,

the demagogues of to-day, on the other. Athens had for-

merly commanded the admiration and the confidence of the

Greeks for whom, she had fought. Empire demoralised and

abased her ; her citizens dared not go outside their walls to

meet the enemy ; her fleet, maimed by all the scoundrels in

Greece, was its scourge ; nothing but the moderation of Sparta

The men of saved her from political annihilation. The men of Imperial
mpire. ^})ens j^^ rec]uceci the art of unpopularity to a science. In

the theatre, at the Dionysia, they used to display the balance

of the money levied on their allies,—bringing in, at the same

time, the children of those who had fallen in the war ; thus

reminding the allies of the extortion practised upon them,

and the other Greeks present of the misery wrought by

means of this plunder. It was the men of the empire who
formed designs against Sicily, Italy, Carthage, at a moment

what they when enemies held the suburbs 1
of Athens. Under their

brought

1
§ 85. Dekeleia—here called the spring of 413 B.C.; and the Si-

a irpoaa-relov of Athens—was 14 cilian disaster came in September

miles N. of it, and as many from of the same year. It is of this

the Boeotian frontier. It was oc- passage that Dionysios is probably

cupied by the Fcloponnesians in thinking when he speaks of Iso-

about.
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rule more disasters happened than in all the earlier or later

history of the city—disasters in Egypt *, at Cyprus 2

,
at

Daton 3
, in Sicily, in the Hellespont; until the public tombs

were filled with citizens and the public registers with aliens.

The happiest people is that by whom the old families are

cherished ; the best statesmen are those who deserve, but do

not grasp, power. Such was the Athens, such were the

Athenians of the time of the Persian Wars; and therefore they

did not lead the lives of pirates. Their successors, instead of

ruling for the good of their subjects, wished to tyrannise for

their own ; and they met with the fate of tyrants. No person

not reckless alike of the past and of the future could wish to

imitate them. The earlier and the later experiences of

Athens prove, in fact, two things ; that Attica produces good

men, and that empire spoils them (§§ 74—94).

' The effect of naval supremacy may be further seen in imperial
.

J J Sparta,

the case of Sparta. Her polity, unaltered and unshaken

krates as censuring, in the De
Pace, tovs npb rcov AeKeXeiKcov

yevoiievovs {de Isocr. c. 8). As to the

large schemes of conquest—em-

bracing Italy and Libya—enter-

tained at Athens in 415, see Cur-

tius Hist. Gr. bk. iv. c. iv. vol. in.

p. 303 tr. Ward.
1 § 86. Alluding to the destruc-

tion, in 455 B.C., of the Athenian

armament sent to aid Inaros.

2 lb. In 449 B.C. Kimon laid

siege to Citium in Cyprus. After

his death, his successor Anaxikrates

was compelled by famine to raise

the siege; but the fleet was soon

afterwards victorious near Salamis

(Time. i. 112). Either Isokrates

is here misrepresenting the unsuc-

cessful siege as the destruction

($ie(j)dapr](rav, § 86) of an Athenian

armament; or he may refer to the

earlier expedition in 460 b. c. of

the Athenians and their allies, with

200 ships, to Cyprus, which Thucy-

dides mentions (i. 104), but of

which he gives no particulars, ex-

cept that it was ultimately aban-

doned for the purpose of helping

Inaros in Egypt.
3

§ 86. iv Adrco be pvpiovs oir-

\iras avrcov kcu rcov (ryppd^cov cltvco-

\eo-av. As to the site of Daton

see note above. Herodotos men-

tions—but without closer defini-

tion of the time than that it was

after 378 b. c.—an incident to

which Isokrates is perhaps refer-

ring:— avrbv de "2(D(j)dp€a xpovcp

vcrrepov rovrcov Kare\a[3e avbpa

ayaOhv yevopevov 'Adrjvalcov crrpa-

rrjyeovra apa Aeaypco rco TXavKcovos

diroOavelv vtto 'Hbcovcov iv Adrco

7rep\ rcov peraXXcov rcov xpvcrecov

[xaxcopevov: ix. 75. But the pv-

piovs looks as if Isokrates was

thinking also of the destruction,

by the Thracians, of 10,000 Athen-

ians at Drabeskos near Ennea

Hodoi in 465 B.C.: Time. i. 11)0.
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through seven centuries *, was all but overthrown when she

became imperial. Her sins against Greece were thus far

worse than ours, that faction and bloodshed, entailing per-

iZoience- P^tual feuds, were rife in her subject cities. She was un-

grateful, also, to all her benefactors in turn—to Thebes, to

Chios, to Persia. She established despots in Italy and

Sicily; and in the Peloponnesos outraged Elis, Corinth,

Mantineia, Phlius, Argos. In fact she never ceased doing

ker/aii. violence until she had prepared for herself the calamity of

Leuktra,—which was not the beginning of her misfortunes but

the result of her folly. She was ruined by the arrogance of

Empire—Empire, which allures and betrays like a false mis-

tress. Ought not the traitress to be detested who has brought

both Athens and Sparta to misery? It is no marvel that,

Dangers of nevertheless, all woo Empire. No men know their own real
Empire.

%

' x

interests. We, by meddling, prepared the Spartan ascend-

ancy, and they, by insolence, brought about a reaction in our

favour. The demagogues led up to the Thirty Tyrants, and

these, in turn, made all of us ultra-democrats. The case is

the same in regard to monarchy. Absolute power is univer-

sally coveted, though all know that an absolute ruler has an

anxious life and usually a violent death. You admit this,

and are yet unwilling to apply the same reasoning to the

case of an Imperial State. You even allow that the despotism

of Thebes wrongs Boeotia ; but will not admit that your own

government injures your allies. If, then, you listen to me, you

will consider through what causes Athens and Sparta rose to

rule Hellas, and then came into peril of enslavement; through

what causes the Thessalians have lost their hereditary wealth,

wiijfMegara while the Megarians, placed among enemies and originally

poor, have become the richest of the Greeks. It is moderation

that has brought the blessing, intemperance that has brought

the curse,—a curse which sometimes tarries, which an in-

dividual sometimes eludes by death, but from which there

is no escape for the immortality of a State (§§ 95—120).

1 § 95. The beginning of the nesos. Cf. Isokr. Archid. § 12

'seven centuries' is taken from 86£av rjvol 7rp6yovoi...iv cnraKocricis

1104 B.C.—the legendary epoch of t'recri Krrjadfiei/oi KareXinov; and

the Dorian conquest of Pelopon- Partaihm. § 204.
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1

' Remembering this, you must not be led by demagogues The demar
° J

. .

J & ° gogues.

who, in their words and in their deeds, resemble those who

brought Athens to ruin. It was not such men as these who

made, and kept, the city great ; or who brought back from

exile the victims of the Peisistratidae or of the Thirty. While

Athens acquires a name for rapacity throughout Greece,

these men enrich themselves at our cost. Perikles, one of Perikles.

the earliest demagogues x
, at least did not nil his own purse,

though he left 8,000 talents in the akropolis. Now, we hear

nothing but the lamentations of those who are absolutely

starving, or of those who, though not destitute, are crushed

by public imposts. Unprincipled speakers and demagogues

are our worst enemies. They do not merely compromise our

national name ; it is their interest that each one of us should

be in actual want, and so at their mercy. They delight,

therefore, in impeachments, indictments, and all that ma-

chinery of calumny by which we can be brought to the

beggary which makes their wealth (§§ 121—131).

'To sum up—the conditions of restoring Athens to pros- ^r
.

eec07^
-L O ± dttlOTlS Of

perity are three :—that we should cease to assume that w^Me.

every informer is a true democrat, and every honourable man
an oligarch ;—that we should treat allies as friends, not as

slaves ;—that wre should value above all things the esteem

of Greece.

'If you do this—and if, at the same time, you show

yourselves warlike in preparation, but peaceful in the justice

of your policy—Greece will be tranquillised, seeing your

power ready to step in to the support of the injured. In any

event, however, Athens will gain reputation. If wars cease,

the credit will be ours. If they do not, we shall be the

recognised champions of the weak. The infirmities of age do

not suffer me to express all that I foresee as in store for us.

But, in one word, let us be the deliverers, not the despoilers

of Greece.

' The position among the Hellenes at which Athens ought

to aim is like that which the kings of Sparta held among the

1 § 126. IlepLKXrjs 6 rrpb twv toiov- athen. § 148, where Peisistratos

rcov brjfiaycoybs KciTacrTCis. Of. Pan- also is described as a drj^aycoyns.
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TheSpartan Lacedaemonians. These kings are not despots, but leaders
Kings. ° ill

who command a devoted loyalty; the Spartan who shrank

from dying for them would be more disgraced than if he cast

away his shield.

' Two things warn me to cease—the length of this speech,

and the number of my years. Let younger men strive, by

speaking and writing, to give an honest direction to the

politics of Greece. They may remember that, when Greece

prospers, her most thoughtful men prosper too' (§§ 132

—145).

Remarks. The Speech On the Peace excels in one respect

almost all the other compositions of Isokrates. The

elaborate evenness of his usual style is here broken

by a sincere indignation ; the disasters, moral and

material, brought on Athens by the war rouse him

to direct and vigorous utterance. Chares and Aris-

tophon, the leaders of the War Party, are the men

at whom his attack is specially levelled 1
. It is this

definite significance which gives their sting to his

invectives against the corrupt generals 2 and the

corrupt statesmen 8
.

Dionysios admires the Speech as an exhortation

to a just and upright policy 4
; Isokrates himself

quotes it in the A ntidos is
5 as an example of practical

advice on contemporary affairs. The tenor of the

advice is this :—Let Athens resign empire (apx7?)*

and be content with hegemony,—the headship of a

Confederacy of which all the members shall be free

—such a Confederacy as she presided over just

after the Persian Wars. Abstinence from aggression,

1 Cf. Schaf. Bern. i. p. 168. 3
§§ 121—131.

Arist. Rhet. in. 17. 4 Dionys. de Isocr. c. 8.

2
§§ 45-56. 5 Ant id. §§ 62 ff.
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and the manifestation of a just temper, of a reso-

lution to protect the weak against the strong, will

suffice to place and to keep Athens at the head of

such a league. Isokrates fails to remark that the

Athenian hegemony of 478, and the revived hege-

mony of 378, had passed into empire by the same

inevitable process. He has an ideal of a free con-

federacy which experience has not taught him to

be impossible ; and for the attainment of this ideal

he believes nothing to be needful but that Athens

should become and appear virtuous. In the Areo-

pagitikos he propounds a simple return to old con-

stitutional forms as the remedy for the internal dis-

orders of Athens ; in the speech he maintains that her onthe
Peace.

foreign policy may be amended and made triumphant

by a return to the spirit of Aristeides 1
. The counsel

is in itself good and noble, but is thoroughly un-

practical ; it estimates in a manner infinitely too

flattering what Athens was capable of doing and

what Hellas was ready to accept.

Archidamos |~Or. vi.T At the beginning of 366 n. s. Ar-L -1 ° °
chidamos.

B. c. Sparta, Athens, Corinth and the smaller states

dependent on Corinth, as Epidauros and Phlius, were

allied, and were at war with Thebes and her allies, of

whom the chief was Argos. But in that year the

treacherous attempt of Athens to seize Corinth gave

the Corinthians a sense of insecurity and a desire

for peace. They 2 accordingly sent envoys to Thebes,

asking on what terms peace would be granted to

the allies. The Thebans prescribed, as one con-

1 Cf. § 75. thor of the vnoBetris wrongly says

:

2 And not the Spartans, as the au- cf. Grote, c. 79, vol. x. p. 399 «.

ir. 13
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Date and
occasion.

dition of peace, the recognition of the independence

of Messene, the new state founded by Epameinondas

in 370 1
. A congress met at Sparta. The Spartans

refused to recognise the independence of Messene ;

and accordingly remained, with Athens, at war

against Thebes. The Corinthians, Epidaurians,

Phliasians, and probably some other small states 2
,

accepted the condition, and made peace on their

own account, B.C. 366 : see § 91.

The Archidamos is in the form of a deliberative

speech. It purports to be spoken, in 366 B.C., by

Archidamos in., son of the king Agesilaos, during a

debate 3 at Sparta on the Theban proposal. There

seems no reason to doubt that the speech was written

in 366 B.C., either just before or soon after the actual

decision of the question 4
. It may have been com-

1 Grote and Schafer place the

first invasion of Lakonia by Epa-

meinondas, and the commence-

ment of the new town of Messene,

at the close of 370 B.C.; Clinton,

at the beginning of 369 B.C. Xeno-

phon speaks of the restoration

as complete in 368 : Hellen. vn.

1. 27.

2 As Troezen and Hermione :

Grote, c. 79, x. p. 400.

3 It may be questioned whether

the scene of the debate was (1)

the Gerousia, or (2) the Assembly

of Spartan citizens above thirty,

(c^AAa, Plut. Lys. 35), or (3) that

more select assembly of citizens

—

probably limited to the opoioi.—
which is heard of as being con-

vened in special emergencies : Xen.

Hellen. in. 3. 18. But, except the

kings and the ephors, no citizen

under 60 years of age could be a

member of the Gerousia. On the

other hand it is certain that the

Public Assembly (jj iKKkrj,o-ia tup

AaKcdcunovLoov, Thuc. I. 87) was

sometimes the scene of a real de-

bate, (and not merely of passive

voting)—as of the debate in which

the Peloponnesian War was de-

cided upon: Thuc. I. 79—87. The
king Archidamos andjthe ephor

Stenelaidas are, indeed, the only

speakers named on that occasion

:

and probably a private citizen

could speak only by permission.

Archidamos, though a Heraklid

and next heir to the throne, apolo-

gises for presuming to speak : but

mainly on account of his youth:

§§ 1-2.
4 Referring to the opinion of

Xiebuhr that the Archidamos was
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posed in the first instance as an exercise 1
;
yet, as

discussing a question of contemporary politics from

the point of view which a large party at Sparta

must really have taken, it claims to be considered

as something more. Isokrates probably sent it to

Archidamos,—not, of course, for delivery, but as a

proof of sympathy with the Spartan policy 2
.

1 Perhaps some of you will be surprised that I, who have

always been loyal to the customs of Sparta, should, in spite

of my youth 3
, come forward to advise. Had my elders given

counsel worthy of Sparta, I should have been silent. As it

is, some of them have supported the demand of the enemy

;

others have but faintly opposed it. I must not, through

regard for what becomes me individually, allow the State to

pass a resolution which would dishonour it.

1 The royal house of Sparta is responsible for the conduct

of war ; surely it ought to have a voice in the debates on

written after the battle of Manti- been sent to Archidamos.—The

neia, Thirlwall says
—

' We must speaker's apology for the length of

however remember the speech his remarks (§§15, 16)maybenoticed
which Cleon made for Lysander, as an attempt to give the compo-

and that Xenophon (H. vn. 4. 9) sition something of a Spartan air.

gives us reason to believe that the But Spartan brevity was now no

spirit prevailing at Sparta was longer so severe as formerly: cf.

just that which breathes through Plut. Apophth. 16 (quoted by

the Archidamus': v. p. 178, c. 40. Thirlwall v. 179), where Epamei-
1 The Mecro-rjviaicos of Alkidamas nondas replies to a Spartan's in-

of Elaea (Ar. Rhet. i. 13. n. 23) vective—' At least the Thebans

may, as Spengel thinks (away, have taught you to make longer

T€xv> xxiv), have been composed in speeches.'

rivalry of the Archidamos. 3
§ 1. vearepos &v. Archida-

2 Spengel says of the Archida- mos is mentioned as a young man
mos (o-w. rexv. xxiv) 'non est ut in 378 B.C.: Xen. H.v. 4, §§25—33:

Philippus oratio Archidamo missa, and as commanding Spartan ar-

sed declamatio.' It is not easy to mies in 371 (H. vi. 4, §§ 17—26)

see why the fact of the speech and 367 (H. vn. 1, § 28). He may

being a declamation should ex- now have been about thirty-five

elude the hypothesis of its having years of age.

13—2
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The allies.

which war depends. The present crisis is the gravest in

The issue, which Sparta has ever been placed. The question is not

whether we shall rule others, but whether we shall obey the

dictates of an enemy. As a descendant of Herakles, as son

of a king of Sparta and heir of his dignity, I cannot look on

in silence while the country left to us by our ancestors is

made over to our slaves. Such a surrender would be for

Thebes a triumph greater than Leuktra ; a victory over that

which they failed to conquer when they broke our ranks—
the Spartan spirit (§§ 1—10).

' Our allies urge us to resign Messenia and to make

peace. Worse traitors than those who revolted from us for-

merly and ruined only themselves, these seek to rob us of

the glory which our ancestors were seven hundred years
1
in

winning. We have often fought for our allies ; they refuse

to fight for us, and threaten, if we hold out, to make peace

on their own account. Let them : a struggle without them

will bring us the more honour (§§ 11—14).

' I am no lover of words ; but it will be useful at this

moment to trace the historical claims of Sparta to Messene

(§§ 15-16).
' When Herakles had passed from earth to the gods, his

children were long vexed by Eurystheus; then, after their

enemy's death, they settled among the Dorians. Their de-

scendants in the third generation had occasion to consult

the oracle at Delphi. It told them nothing as to the special

object of their visit ; but bade them go to their fatherland.

Reflecting, they found that Argos belonged to them by here-

ditary right—since the offspring of Herakles were now the

only representatives of Perseus : Lacedaemon, by gift—for

Heracles had bestowed it upon Herakles who had restored

him from exile : Messene, by conquest—for Herakles, wronged

by Neleus and his sons, had slain them and taken their

town.

' Deeming that the oracle spoke of all these places, the

Herakleidae rallied your ancestors around them, promising

to divide the territory among their followers, but reserving

the royalty to themselves. It need not be told how they

1
§ 12. Cf. note on Be Pace, § 95.

Sparta's
title to
Messene.

Return of
the Hera-
kleidae.
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conquered the Peloponnesos and divided it into three chief

kingdoms. You have kept to this day the compact which

your ancestors made with mine. But the Dorian invaders

of Messenia had scarcely been settled in it when they slew

their own leader and founder, the Heraklid Kresphontes.

His sons fled to Sparta, imploring vengeance for their father,

and offering Messenia to us. Encouraged by an oracle, we
made war and conquered the country. Our right to it thus Sparta's 1

'

. .
i x f i

threefold

rests on tiie same grounds as our right to Lacedaemon ; that claim.

is,—on the gift of the Herakleidae ; on an oracle ; and on

conquest (§§ 17—25).
1 All titles to possession are made stronger by length of

occupancy. We acquired Messene before the Persians were

masters of Asia, and before some of the Greek cities had

been founded. Yet the Thebans, while recognising, in the The The-

case of Persia, aright less than two hundred years
1
old, deny,

in ours, a right of more than twice that age. Only the other

day 2 they devastated Thespiae and Plataea: after an interval

of four hundred years 3 they restore Messene—in each in-

stance breaking oaths and treaties. Were they only bring-

ing back genuine Messenians, it would be unjust ; but in

fact they are planting Helots on our frontier.

' Further, our claim to Messene has been indirectly al-

lowed by our enemies. We have had ere now to make

a humiliating peace ; but neither Persia nor Athens has ever

asked us for Messene. Our claim was also recognised by the

oracle at Delphi,—the most august in Greece. It advised Delphic

us to accept the offer of the sons of Kresphontes, and showed

us how to succeed in the war; but was silent to our enemies.

In brief—we received Messene from its former owners—esta-

blished our owrn right of conquest—drove out the impious

foe of the Heraklidae—and have had our title confirmed by

time, by the verdict of enemies, by the voice of the gods

(§§ 26-33).

1 § 27. Dating from the acces- s
§ 27. ' Three hundred' would

sion of Cyrus to the empire, 559 have been more accurate. The

b.c. Second Messenian War ended, and
2

§ 27. In 373 B.C.: cf. introd. the conquest of the country was

to the Plataikos. completed, in 668 b.c.
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f We are urged to make our decision on grounds of expe-

diency, not of abstract justice. This is wrong in principle,

and not easy in practice ; for what is expediency ? It is not

clear that, supposing we obeyed Thebes, we should obtain

a firm peace. Concessions of this kind always invite new

attacks (§§ 34—39).

Examples
' There are plenty of instances in which disasters as great

%omdis-
y as ours have been retrieved. Athens, to say nothing of her

aster
' perils in remote times, came safely through the Persian war,

and gained empire, because, when her position seemed des-

perate, she refused to listen to the dictates of the enemy.

Dionysios 1 was on the point of abandoning Syracuse to the

Carthaginians, when a friend reminded him that " royalty

is a good winding-sheet":—he remained, and triumphed.

Amyntas 2
of Macedon, defeated by his neighbours and tem-

porarily robbed of his whole realm, rallied, with a like result,

from a like despair. Thebes is great now because she had

patience to endure our attacks steadfastly. In short, good

government and military skill are the two things needful to

repair national misfortunes. No one will deny that in both

these things we stand unrivalled (§§ 40—48).

' Some advocate peace because war is a bad thing in

itself. But that depends on circumstances. Peace is for

the prosperous : war is certainly the best hope of the unfor-

tunate. Those who would be free must make peace, not

when the enemy bids them, but when they have become
stronger than, or equal to, him (§§ 49—51).

Spartans ' We ought not to be less spirited in defending ourselves
for Sparta. - , ° . _ .

r
. _

&
_^,

than we nave always been m succouring others. 1 ormerly,

if a single Lacedaemonian went to the aid of a city allied

with us, its deliverance was always ascribed to him. Peda-

ritos
3 saved Chios, Brasidas saved Amphipolis, Gylippos

1 §44. i.e. Dionysiusl. in 394 B.C.: nian governor: Thuc. vm. 28.

cf. Grote, c. 82, vol. x. p. 695. Soon afterwards the Athenians set
2

§ 46. See note on Panegyr. about fortifying Delphinion, a pro-

§ 126. montory on the east coast of the
3
§ 53. When Chios revolted island: ib. 38. Pedaritos having

from Athens in 412 b.c. Pedaritos refused to help Astyochos in

was posted there as Lacedaemo- supporting the revolt of Lesbos,
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saved Syracuse. What one Spartan could do for others,

shall not the whole Lacedaemonian people be able to do for

themselves ? Asia and Europe are full of the trophies of

our victories in the causes of others ; in the cause of Sparta

shall not one blow be struck ? We can afford to keep num-

bers of horses at a great cost ; and shall we make peace as

if we were beggars ? We have the name of being the most

laborious of the Hellenes ; and shall we accept the terms of

the enemy after one defeat
1

, one invasion
2—resigning so

quickly the country for which the Messenians themselves

stood a siege of twenty years 3
, and forgetting the dangers

by which our ancestors won it \ (§§ 52—57).

' Some, reckless of our honour, advise peace because Hopesfrom

Sparta is weak and Thebes strong. But we have at least

the strength of a good government, of temperate habits, of

a brave spirit. Nor shall we lack external aid. Athens,

though she is not with us in all things, will not see us de-

stroyed. Dionysios of Syracuse ; the king of Egypt ; the

various dynasts of Asia ; the richest and most distinguished

individuals in Hellas, whose political sympathies are with

us—will help. Nay, even the democrats of the Peloponnese

will soon begin to long once more for our protecting care, now

that they have tasted the fruits of anarchy (§§ 58—69).
1 Even, however, if we were utterly forsaken, I should be

ashamed to give up Messene, and to admit, either that our

Astyochos refused to support did, indeed, hold out in Chios for

Pedaritos at Chios. The Athenian a year ; but his command ended

fort was at length completed. Peda- disastrously.

ritos then sent an urgent message 1
§ 56. i.e. Leuktra, § 10.

to the Spartan fleet at Rhodes, 2
§ 56. At this time Epameinon-

representing that, unless help das had thrice invaded Peloponne-

came speedily, Chios must be lost, sos—in 370, 369, 367. But he had

In the mean time he made an at- invaded Lakonia only once, in 370.

tack on Delphinion with such The next invasion of Lakonia

forces as he had, but was defeated occurred shortly before Mantineia

and slain: Thuc. vm. 55. The in 362.

words of Isokrates

—

els Xiov eiV 3
§ 57. Referring to the siege

TrXevaas rrjv 7t6\lv SieVoxre— are of Ithome in the first Messenian

calculated, therefore, to convey an War, 743—723 B.c.

inaccurate impression. Pedaritos
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ancestral title to it was bad, or that we had relinquished

The last a right. Probably the tide will turn soon. But, if the worst

comes, we must send away our women and children and old

men to Sicily, Italy, Cyrene, Asia; we must quit Sparta;

seize some strong position ; and, from it, harass the enemy

by land and sea. No city in the Peloponnese would long be

able to bear what an army of desperadoes, unfettered by any

polity, and able to plant themselves where they pleased,

could inflict. Or if several towns combined, and brought

their ill-disciplined levies to meet us in our fastnesses, what

could serve us better \ The essence of Sparta's strength lies

in the resemblance of her civic system to an orderly and

Sparta a disciplined camp. If this resemblance becomes identity, what

can resist us 1 The Athenians, in the cause of Hellenic

freedom, once left their homes ; the Phokaeans removed to

Massalia rather than submit to the Persian king. It would

be strange if we did not choose to quit Sparta for a time

rather than to obey the dictates of our former subjects. But

our thoughts ought not to dwell on the possible necessity of

leaving Sparta,—they ought to anticipate our triumphant

return to it. I have not spoken of what must happen

;

rather of what ought to happen before we surrender Mes-

sene. No lasting peace could be gained by such a compro-

mise. If the Helots were once established at our side, end-

less annoyance and danger would be our portion (§§ 70—87).

' There could be no nobler cause in which to die than

the present, when the prestige, when the very existence of

Appeal to Sparta is threatened. Epidauros, Corinth, Phlius 1 may
reputation, .

without reproach prefer safety to honour ; Sparta cannot.

The reputation of the city ought to be as dear to each

Spartan as his own : he ought not to suffer it to desert the

post at which our fathers placed it. How could we ever

show our faces at Olympia 2
or at any Hellenic gathering, if

we were to find our own slaves outshining us there by

means of wealth taken from us ? Dipaea 3
, where a single

1
§ 91. See introductory re- Messenian theoria could have vi-

marks. sited Olympia since 723 B.C.

2
§ 95. As Mr Grote observes 3 § 99. According to Herod, ix.

(c 78, vol. x. p. 314, n. 2), no free 36 the five dySves in which Tisa-
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line of Spartans routed many myriads of Arcadians ; Thyrea,

where three hundred Spartans defeated all the Argives

;

Thermopylae, where a thousand Spartans held their ground

against the seventy myriads of Persia—ought to teach us self-

reliance now. Nothing is hopeless in war. It was by war,

not peace, that Athens and Thebes grew. And in this

struggle we should be stimulated by remembering that all

Hellas is watching us (§§ 88—106).

'The true view of this crisis may be shortly given. By summary.

staking our lives on this good cause we shall save them

;

cowardice would be not only base but fatal. Let us imagine

children and parents pleading with us—these, for Sparta's

future name ; those, for her past. No king of our house has

ever led you to defeat. Listen, then, as prudent men listen,

to the advice of those who in practice have been found trusty

guides' (§§107—111).

The Archidamos has a real historical interest: it Remarks.

may be taken as an expression, highly coloured but

in the main faithful, of the feeling excited in a ma-

jority of Spartans by the reestablishment of Messenia

at their side. The damage thus inflicted on Sparta

did not consist merely in the reanimation of a hostile

State which had long been in decay. It consisted in

the creation anew of a hostile State which for three

centuries had been dead; and in the subtraction, for

that purpose, from Sparta of what had been for three

centuries the fairest portion of her territory—of all

the country from the Neda to C. Akritas and from

the Western slopes of Taygetos to the sea 1
. Archi-

menos of Elis was victorious in Mantineans': 4. the third Messe-

company with the Spartans were

—

nian War, 464—355 : 5. Tanagra,

1. Plataea, 479 B.C.: 2. a battle at 457. From this it maybe inferred

Tegea against the Tegeatans and that the battle at Dipaea wasfought

Argives : 3. a battle at Dipaea

—

between 479 and 464 b.c.

a town of Maenalia in Arcadia

—

1
Cf. Grote, c. 78, vol. x.

' against all the Argives except the p. 313.
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damos denounces the allies who consented to such a

measure as worse enemies to Sparta than helots and

Messenians 1
. He proposes that, if need be, the

Spartans should send away the old and helpless

—

abandon Sparta—and pour themselves upon Messe-

nia as homeless and desperate invaders 2
. If the

matter-of-fact narrative of Xenophon 3 gives no hint

of any feeling so passionate as that which is expressed

by the second Tyrtaeos, it vouches at least for a

resolution no less firm ; a resolution which, four

years later, again decided Sparta against accepting a

peace 4
.

Areopagitikos [Or. vn.]—In this speech Isokrates

contrasts the Athenian democracy as it existed in

the middle of the 4th century B.C. with the demo-

cracy of Solon and of Kleisthenes (§ 16). He dwells

chiefly on two features of the elder democracy:

—

1. the preference of election (cupecrLs) to ballot (kXtj-

pojcns:) in the appointment of state officers, §§22 ff.;

2. the supervision of public morals exercised by the

Council of the Areiopagos: §§ 36—55. It is owing

to the prominence of the latter topic that the speech

Form. has been called 'ApeoTrayiTLKos. It is cast in a de-

liberative form. Isokrates supposes himself to have

given notice in writing to the prytanes of an inten-

tion to speak 'On the Safety of Athens' (nepl acoTTjptas

irpocrohov diroypdxpaa

6

'at, §§1,15); and to be now urging

1
§§ 11—14. aWcop o-vfifJiaxcov ener peyjrav rots

2
§§ 70—87. fxr) fiovXofievois <tvv eavrols

3 Xen. H. VII. 4, §§ 8—11. dicov- noXe jielv avairavaadQaC avrol

aavres Se ravra ol AaKedai/jLovLOL 8e e(pacrav, k.t.X.

rots re KopwOloLs awe ftovXevov 4 After Mantineia : Diod. xv. 89:

tt)v elprjvr)!/ 7roir)o-a(r6at kcl\ t<qv Plut. Ages. 35.
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in the ekklesia, as absolutely necessary to the welfare

of the city, the restoration of censorial power to the

Areiopagos (cf. § 84). Like the De Pace (Or. vm.),

this speech was not delivered, or meant for delivery,

in the assembly. The deliberative form was adopted

merely for the sake of giving greater life and im-

pressiveness to the pleading.

The date is to be inferred from five indications :— Date.

(1) There was now peace on the frontiers of Attica

(to irepl ttjv yupav), and a confident sense of security

at Athens, §§
1—3 : (2) The Athenians had ' lost all

the cities in Thrace', (§9): (3) had spent more than

1000 talents on mercenaries, ib. : (4) had got a bad

name in Hellas and incurred the enmity of Persia,

§10: (5) had been forced ' to save the friends of the

Thebans' and to lose their own allies, ib.

These notices point to one of two dates; to 346

B.C., in which peace was concluded between Athens

and Philip; or to 355, in which the Social War,

begun in 357, was closed by a peace between Athens

and her allies.

The year 346 best suits (2), since it was only in ArgumentsJ y J
for 346 B.C.

347 that Philip became master of Olynthos and its

confederate towns. On the other hand, a general

sense of security (1) could not be said to have existed

at Athens in 346. The war with Philip had been

thoroughly disheartening; and the deep dismay at

Athens when Philip occupied Phokis a few days 1

after the final ratification of the peace, has been

described by Demosthenes 2
. Further, if the speech

belonged to 346, we should have expected in §§ 6, 7

1 Dem. de F. L. § 125. 2 Id. de Cor. § 169.
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some mention of Olynthos, the latest and most strik-

ing instance of sudden disaster to a confident city;

and in §§ 8, 81 some mention of Macedonia as a

quarter from which danger was supposed to threaten

Athens; for, though Isokrates did not himself admit

any such danger, he could not ignore the large party

who in 346 apprehended it, and to whom he refers

when he writes in that very year to Philip: Or. v.

§§ 73—80.

Arguments The year 355 evidently fits (l), (2) and (4) of

the conditions mentioned above. Though the neces-

sity of recognising the autonomy of Chios, Kos,

Rhodes and Byzantium had been humiliating for

Athens, the number of smaller States which still

paid the syntaxis was large enough to inspire the

Athenians with pride and confidence, in the absence

of any danger so formidable as that which presently

began to threaten them from Macedonia. The

troops of Chares had been almost wholly mercenaries,

and it had been felt as a relief at Athens when Arta-

bazos helped to pay them. Artaxerxes III., incensed

by the aid given to his rebellious satrap, had sent

(probably in 355) an embassy to Athens, threatening

to help the Chians with 300 ships; and this threat

had hastened the peace1
. As regards (2), it must be

allowed that, if 355 is the true date, the dirdcras of

§ 9 is a rhetorical exaggeration. According to com-

mon usage, at eVl ©pa/c^s 7roXei5 mean not only the

towns of the Chalkidic peninsula, but often also the

Greek colonies all along the southern coasts of

Thrace 2
. Philip had not yet got Olynthos or the

1 Diod. xvi. 22. 2 Rauchenstein, Introd. to the Areopag, p. 107.
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32 towns of its confederacy. He had, however,

alienated the entire Olynthian confederacy from the

Athenian interest; and had taken, in 358—356, Am-
phipolis, Pydna and Potidaea. As to (5), the words

in § 10, tov9 [JLtv tojv ®7)f3ai(x)v c^lXou? coj^clv rjvayKa-

(TfievoL tovs S' rjiLerepovs avrcov aTroXcuXe/coreg, have

been explained in two different ways. Schafer 1 refers

them to the circumstance that during the Phokian

war the Messenians, Argives and Megalopolitans

had been threatened by Sparta, and on applying to

Sparta had received a qualified promise of support.

Rauchenstein 2 finds a better clue in the fact

that Chios, Rhodes and Byzantium had been, since

364, friendly with Thebes 3
. In allowing these im-

portant allies to be severed from her confederacy,

and in guaranteeing their autonomy, Athens was

therefore giving a deliverance to ' friends of the

Thebans." The sense thus put on aco^eiv is some-

what strange ; but, on the whole, the explanation

1 Schafer, Demosth. u. s. Zeit, it. But on this point no inference

vol i. p. 462 n. : Paus. iv. 28. 1, 2. can be drawn from the fact that
2 Introd. p 108: Diod. xv. 79. the Areopag. is not mentioned in

3 Peace was concluded about the Antidosis. In the Antidosis

midsummer 353 : Clinton, F. H. Isokrates quotes from several, but

Rauchenstein places the Areopa- by no means from all, of his im-

gitikos in 354, following Bohnecke, portant works; and, in such an

who assigns the embassy from Ar- apology for his life and teaching,

taxerxes III. to that year. But it can be easily understood why he

according to Diod. xvi. 22 the em- avoided reference to the Areopa-

bassy preceded and hastened the gitikos, which may have been

peace ; and the peace certainly be- represented as hostile to the

longs to 355. democracy— a calumny which

Clinton refers the Areopagitikos he himself anticipates, Areop.

to 353, the year (probably) of §§ 57, 70. Schafer, Dem. u. s. Z.

the Antidosis, which he thinks m.329, &ho ywts the A7*eopagitikos

must have been published before in 355.
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seems tenable. The latter half of 355 1
B.C. may be

taken as the date of the Areopagitikos.

'It will be asked why I come forward to speak on the

" safety" of Athens at a time when she has a fleet of more

than two hundred triremes
;

peace on her frontiers ; the

command of the sea ; numerous allies. It is, in truth, this

very persuasion of security which alarms me. The rise and

the fall, first of Athens, then of Sparta, prove that anxious

Dangers of watchfulness leads to success,—arrogance, to ruin. Our

present prosperity is hollow. We have lost the cities in

Thrace, spent great sums on mercenaries,—become unpopular

in Greece,—revived our enmity with Persia,—saved the

friends of Thebes and lost our own. Yet we have twice
2
held

a public thanksgiving ; and in the ekklesia we are taking

affairs as easily as if their position was absolutely satisfactory.

The reason of this apathy lies deep. The whole political

constitution of Athens is vitiated. When the victories, first

of Konon, then of Timotheos, had given Athens the control

of Hellas, she could not keep it for a moment. Her polity,

her very soul, is distempered ; and yet we do not attempt to

minister to its disease. Chatting in the workshops, wTe

admit that never under a democracy was there worse govern-

ment ; but in practice we are content to have it so. It is on

this account that I have given notice of an intention to speak

on the " safety" of Athens. Year by year her course becomes

more perilous ; and the only hope which I can see for her is

in a return to the old paths. I wish to put before you the

characteristics of that elder democracy which Solon founded

and which Kleisthenes reconstituted. You can then choose

between it and the present (§§ 1—19).

1 Oncken (p. 79) seems to refer refers to the victory gained by

the Areop. to 358 B.C. Chares over Adaeus, one of Phi-
2 One of these two occasions lip's generals, at Cypsela on the

was probably when Chares, aided Hebrus: but this was in 353 B.C.

by Artabazos, had defeated the (see Schaf.Z><?m. 1.399) and no one,

Persian army under Tithraustes in except Clinton, places the Areopa-

356 b.c. : see Grote, c. 86, vol xi. giticos later than 354 : Schneider

p. 324. What the other occasion himself (p. 71) places it
' soon after'

was is more doubtful. Schneider the end of the war in 355.
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f Under that democracy, licence was not confounded with

freedom. Political "equality" has been understood in two The old

senses—as meaning either that all are to share absolutely

alike, or that every man is to receive his due. Our ancestors

preferred that " equality" which does not efface the distinction

between merit and worthlessness. They did not take officials its

at random from the crowd, but picked the fittest for each

task 1
. They held, also, that appointment to office by lot was

less truly democratic than selection. In the one case, chance

prevails—in the other, the desire of choosing genuine friends

of popular government. This system satisfied the people

generally, because, in those days, everyone had his own
business to attend to. Office was not yet looked upon as an

easier source of income than private industry. The people

collectively reigned ; the rich men, who had leisure, served

it as a duty (§§ 20—27).
' Such was their political system. From it followed their its general

tone.

relations to the gods and to each other. Their zeal in the

services of religion was not spasmodic, but equable as the

blessings for which it expressed their gratitude—regular as

the sequence of seed-time and harvest. Their private inter-

course was embittered by no class-feeling ; the poor were

proud of the great houses, and the rich helped all the enter-

prises of the needy. In a word, it was safe to have money,

and easy to borrow it (§§ 28—35).

1 It is difficult to say how much other offices, lot was substituted

Isokrates meant by this vague as- for election about 478 b.c.—Iso-

sertion. He states that the public krates probably believed that, in

officials generally (oi ra>v irpayixa- the case of archons, alpea-is conti-

Toov iiTHTTaTovvTes) were selected nued to be the rule longer than

according to merit (npoKpiveiv). It it really did. It is possible,

is now pretty well ascertained:

—

again, that in his time Strategi

1. That, in the election of the nine were .sometimes appointed by
archons, Kleisthenes substituted ballot; and also that the pro-

the democratic ballot (Kkqpaxris) portion of inferior officials so ap-

for election (alpeo-is). 2. That pointed was larger than in former

at least the ten Strategi, and times.

the Tamias or Steward of the See Curtius, App. to bk. n. c. 2,

Public Treasury, were at all pe- vol. i. p. 478 tr. Ward: Rauchen-

riods, as a rule, alperoi, not Kkrjpa- stein Introd. to Areop. p. 112 :

toL 3. That, as regards most C. F. Herm. Antt. § 112. 7.
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TheAreio-
l

If it is inquired to what causes such results may be
pagos.

traced, the principal cause will be found to be this—that the

education of the citizen did not end with his boyhood. The

Court of the Areiopagos was the recognised guardian of public

decorum. Its influence at that time upon the whole com-

munity may be judged from its influence at this day upon its

own members. We see how the worst men, when raised to

it, cease to obey their own natures and become loyal to its

traditions. It was the principle of this Court that deterrent

laws, however strict, are useless without positive moral

guardian discipline ; that the happiness of citizens depends, not on

unwritten having the walls of their porticoes covered with laws, but on

having justice in their hearts. The Areiopagos aimed, not at

punishing merely, but at preventing crime. It was especially

watchful over young men. For the poorer youths, work was

found in agriculture and commerce ; for the richer, in

vigorous exercises of mind and body. This watch was

maintained over the daily life even of adults, and was aided

by the division of the town into wards, of the country into

demes. The Supreme Court knew well that two things

chiefly restrain crime
;
probability of detection and certainty

of punishment. Thus controlled, the young men of that

time did not spend their days in the haunts popular now;

nay, if they had to cross the marketplace, they did so with

downcast eyes. Disrespect to elders, dissipation, buffoonery,

were not then in fashion.

' 1 do not mean to be hard upon youthful follies. My
censure is meant for those statesmen who, a little before our

own time 1

, abolished the controlling power of the Areiopagos.

Sense of While that power lasted, Attica was so secure from invasion
security. x

and from faction that the houses in the country were hand-

somer than those within the walls ; many citizens never

came to town even for the festivals. The contrasts of a

thoroughly vulgar policy were not to be seen then. There

were no citizens casting lots for their daily bread 2
outside

.

l
§ 50. The law of Ephialtes is

2
§ 54: i.e. for employment

usually placed in 01. lxxx. 2, 459 as dikasts : cf. de Pac. (Or. vin.)

B.C.: by Curtius in 460 (Hist. Gr. § 130 rov? dno rav SiKaarriplayp

II. 381 trans.). £a>vras.
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the lawcourts, while they paid strangers liberally to fight

their battles : no choregi, blazing in golden robes, who were

doomed to shiver through the winter in rags. The Areiopa-

gos, while it had power, found employment for the poor and

restrained the excesses of the wealthy (§§ 36—55).

' Some who have heard this account of our ancestors' life,

while admiring it, have thought that my advice was unprac-

tical—long habit cannot be broken through,—and also

dangerous to myself. I shall be suspected, they say, of

desiring an oligarchy. Now if I were praising some new This i* no

scheme of government, and urging the appointment of a oligarchy.

special commission to carry it out, I might incur suspicion.

As it is, I have only been urging a- return to that old system

under which, as everyone knows, Athens was greatest. On
all other occasions, too, I have censured dynasty and sup-

ported democracy—not a reckless democracy, but one tem-

pered like that of Sparta, in which the principle of equality

is most truly expressed. If we go through the chief cities of

Hellas, a democratical, not an oligarchical, form of government

will be found to have been most frequently prosperous.

'Even our corrupt democracy would seem god-made by

the side of the government of the Thirty Tyrants. It was The Thirty

their doing that the walls of Athens were levelled ; that the

dockyards, which had cost 1,000 talents, were destroyed by

contract for three ; that 1,500 citizens were put to death

untried, and more than 5,000 banished. When the exiles

were restored, the ekklesia generously voted the payment of

a debt contracted by the adherents of the Thirty in making

war upon the Peiraeus ; Athens resumed, on the proposal of

Sparta herself, the empire of the sea, and, later, was be-

sought for help by the Power which, under the Thirty, had

constantly dictated to her. I say this to show, first, that I

am no friend of oligarchies : next, that even a bad democracy

is a less evil than an oligarchy.

'You may ask why, then, I am dissatisfied with this The present
J

. .
Democracy.

democracy, seeing that it has been productive of so much

good ? I answer that it is not enough to excel the Tyrants

;

we must strive to reach the standard of our ancestors. No
race ought to be better than the Athenians. As other

II. 14
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countries have their special products, Attica has her breed

of men ; we are of that breed, but at this moment we dis-

honour it. Enough of this : I return to my immediate subject

(§§56-77).
' If our general system of government remains unaltered,

all its particular phenomena must continue the same—our

conduct of war, our conduct of debate, the spirit of our

private life. If we go back to the old system we shall get

a contrast, the old results. Then the Greeks trusted us; then the

Persians launched no war-ship west of Phaselis ; moved no

camp beyond the Halys l
. The generals can tell you how the

Greeks hate us now ; the mind of the Persian king may be

seen in his letters. Then, the citizens were so educated as

to be a terror to invaders and to live comfortably with each

other ; now, not a man will fight but for pay, and there are

more citizens destitute than solvent. If we imitate our

ancestors we shall get rid of our own troubles and save

Hellas. Believing this, I have come forward to urge it

;

reflect, and vote as you think best for Athens' (§§ 78—84).

The purpose of the Areopagitikos involves a

contrast between old times and new ; it has therefore

a double interest, as a picture of the past and of the

present. As a picture of the older democracy it

supplements the Panegyrikos. The Panegyrihos

describes the external relations of Athens at the

time of her most splendid activity 2
; the Areopagi-

tikos portrays the inner life by which that activity

was created and nourished. As a picture of the new

1 Demosthenes de Fals. Legat. even the 'one day's course for a

§311 says that the conditions were horse' is probably more than the
—Itvttov ilzv bpofiov rjfxepas 7T€(rj truth. But the statement of Iso-

Hr) Karafialvtiv iiii rr)v Sakarrav krates—if, indeed, he recollected

fiaaiXea, ivrbs Se XeXiSoviatv (the where the Halys was—is a strange

Swallow Islands, opposite the fron- exaggeration. As to this legend-

tier of Lykia and Pamphylia, and ary treaty, see note on Panegyr.

S.W.E. of Cape Phaselis) kol Kva- § 115.

P€cov 7rXolco jua/cpw fir} ttXcIv. As 2 gee esp. Panegyr. §§ 51—99.

Mr Grote observes (c. 45, v. 456),
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democracy, this speech may be compared with

another spoken four 1 years later—with the First

Philippic of Demosthenes. The First Philippic sets

forth vividly the utter indifference of the Athenian

public to the foreign concerns of Athens, their half-

heartedness in all things, their habitual indolence

broken by spasmodic efforts which always came too

late : the Areopagitikos exposes in detail that civil

and domestic life of which such a foreign policy was

the counterpart. Demosthenes saw the true remedy

in a more earnest attention to the actual crisis.

Isokrates, who saw the inner decay but believed

in no urgent danger from without, found the remedy

in a simple return to old forms and manners2
.

The powers exercised by the Areiopagos before

the reforms of Ephialtes were of two kinds, definite

and indefinite. The definite powers were :—1. A
limited criminal jurisdiction : 2. the supreme direc-

tion of religious worship, especially of the cultus of

the Eumenides. The indefinite powers were :—1. A
general supervision of all magistrates and law-courts :

2. a general guardianship of the laws, with the right

of protest (though not of veto) when proposed new

laws conflicted with old : 3. a general control of the

education of the young : 4. a general censorship of

public morals : 5. competence to assume, in emergen-

cies of the State, a dictatorial authority 3
.

1 For I follow Schafer, Dem. u. school.

s. Zeit, ii. 66 ff., in placing the 3 Such as, e.g., it assumed in the

First Philippic in 351, and not, as year of Salamis. Niebuhr corn-

it is usually placed, in 352. pares this to the power conferred
2 Dionys. Isokr. 8 characterises on Roman consuls by the formula

the Areopag. as an exhortation to ' videant ne quid detrimenti, &c.'

euKorr/iuz—the decorum, of the old Vortrage ilb. alte Gesch. n. 29.

14—2
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The definite powers of the Areiopagos were never

at any time taken from it
1

. But Ephialtes abolished

almost 2 wholly the indefinite powers. It is for the

revival of these—especially of (3) and (4)—that Iso-

krates is anxious. While it possessed these, the

Areiopagos had been the strongest influence, though

mainly a negative influence, in the State ; it had

been able to impress a conservative character upon

the whole civic body 3
. Deprived of these, it was

merely a criminal court of narrow competence.

Its connection with what was most venerable in the

old religion, and the high standing of its individual

members, still secured to it, indeed, a large mea-

sure of respect. Isokrates speaks of the influences

which, even in his own day, changed bad men when

1 It has, indeed, been supposed

that the jurisdiction of the Areio-

pagos was temporarily taken away
by the Thirty Tyrants. It is in

this sense that Mr Grote (c. 46,

v. 498) understands Lys. de caede

Eratosth. § 32:—-« koI irdrpiov

eVrt Kal €<$>* vpcov a7ro§e'§orat

rov (f)6vov ras $Ikos butafciv—the

passage mainly relied on by those

who, like Meier, Boeckh and 0.

Muller, think that Ephialtes abo-

lished the criminal jurisdiction of

the Areiopagos. But there I think

with Hermann that the meaning

is simply :

—

' (that court) of which

it is the ancestral right, and to

which it has been assigned in your

own time also, to try causes of

homicide/ The antithesis is be-

tween TTCLTplOV and €<f)' Vflail/. O.TTO-

fo'Sorat means, not 'restored] but

'rendered, assigned as a province.1

The ideamighthave been expressed

thus—<a Kal narpiov icrri Kal i(j)*

vfiayv vrrapxci. The statement of

Demosthenes is precise and em-

phatic (in Aristocr. § 66):—tovto

fiovov to biKacTTTjpLOP ovxl rvpavvos

ovk oXiyapxla ov brjfjLOKparia ras

tyovims bUas acfreXecrBai tctoX-

p.7)K€V.

2 The Areiopagos retained the

power, shared by the Senate of

Five Hundred and by all magis-

trates, of inflicting small fines : cf.

Grote, c. 46, v. 498. And on at

least one occasion subsequent to

the reform of Ephialtes—namely

in 405 B.C., after Aegospotami

—

the Areiopagos is found acting in a

dictatorial capacity : Lys. in Era-

tosth. (Or. XII.) § 69, irpaTTOva-rjs

ttjs iv 'Ape/o) Traya) j3ovKtjs cco-

Tijpta.

3 Cf. Curtius, Hist Gr. bk. m
.,

c. il, vol. II., p. 378 tr. Ward.
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they became members of the college 1
. But politi-

cally the Areiopagos was now powerless. The plea

of Isokrates for a restoration of its strength is

strikingly illustrated by the protest of Aeschylos

against its enfeeblement. It is not on any well-

defined function, but rather on those prerogatives

which, being vague, were boundless, that orator and

poet alike insist :—

Here, on the Hill of Ares,

Once seat and camp of Amazons who came

In anger against Theseus, and defied

From their new ramparts his acropolis,

And poured blood unto Ares, where is now
The hill, the rock of Ares—in this place

Awe kin to dread shall hold the citizens

From sinning in the darkness or the light,

While their own voices do not change the laws.*****
This Court, majestic, incorruptible,

Instant in anger, over those who sleep

The sleepless watcher of my land I set
2
.

1
§ 38. It is at least credible schonsten Bedeutung, wie vor der

that democrats, on becoming mem- franzosischen Revolution der pa-

bers of an ancient and dignified riser Parlament eine Gravitat und

official body, grew more conserva- Unabhangigkeit hatte, die sich

tive. On the esprit de corps of alien Mitgliedern mittheilten und

the Areiopagos Niebuhr says :

—

das ganze Leben und Weise uber-

Der Areopag est ein merkwiir- gingen.' Vortrage lib. alte Gesch.

diges Beispiel von dem was man ii. p. 31.

esprit de corps nennt in seiner 2 Eum, 660 f£
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CHAPTER XVII.

ISO KRATES.

WORKS.

FOKENSIC SPEECHES.

The six forensic speeches extant under the name

of Isokrates belong to the first period of his literary

life, and cover about ten years 403—393 B.C. They

are all in private causes, and may be classed thus :

—

I. Action for Assault (Blkt) aiKiai). Against

Lochites. [Or. xx.]

II. Claim to an Inheritance (imhiKaaia).

Aeginetikos. [Or. xix.]

III. Action to Recover a Deposit (Slktj trapa-

KaTaOiJKTjs).

1. Against Euthynus. [Or. xxl]

2. Trapezitikos. [Or. xvii.]

IV. Action for Damage (81/07 fi^dfirjs). Concern-

ing the Team of Horses (irepl rov ^evyovs).

[Or. xvi.]

V. Special Plea (jrapaypa^rj). Against Kalli-

machos. [Or. xviii.]

\oihtie™* I- Action for Assault 1
(81*77 clIkiols).

1 It may be asked, 'What is alicias rather than a ypafyj) vfiptas V
there to show that this is a dUrf The language of the speech itself
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Against Lochites [Or. xx.]—The plaintiff,
€ a poor

man and one of the people' (§ 19), brings an action

against Lochites, a rich young citizen (§ 17), who has

struck him a blow. The penalty demanded by the

plaintiff is a heavy fine (§ 16).

Two points help to fix the date. (1) Lochites is Bate.

too young to have had any part in the doings of 405

B.C. (§ 11); (2) his insolence is compared to that

of the oligarchs ' who gave over our power to the

enemy and levelled the walls'
( § 11). This by no

means proves, but it rather suggests, that the re-

building of the walls by Konon had not begun; i.e.

that the speech is earlier than 393 B.C. It is put

by Sauppe in 394 B.C. 1

The fact of the assault (the prosecutor says) has already Anaiysh

been established by witnesses
2
. Now, bodily injury is the

most grievous kind of injury, and ought to be atoned for by

the heaviest punishment. The framers of the Athenian

laws have marked their sense of this by affording two special

facilities for prosecution in such cases. First, the prosecutor

is not required to deposit caution-money. Secondly, in cases

of outrage (yftpis), the right of prosecuting is not confined to

the person injured. Any citizen cognisant of the outrage can

lay an indictment before the Thesmothetae. Again, it is

is ambiguous. The offence com- 'videtur esse actio aiKias, quam
plained of is alluded to as vftpis cum graviori v (3peas studiose

in §§2, 7, 9, 16 : as cdida in §§ 5, confundit orator? The speech of

15. But on general grounds it Demosthenes against Konon (a

seems likely that a man placed case of alicia) shows just a like

as the speaker was would have attempt at deivcoo-Ls.

brought a dUrj aUlas, as being x Ap. Rauchenstein, Ausije-

easier to sustain, rather than the wdhl{e Reden des Isokrates, In-

more serious ypafyr) v (3peas. In § 5 trod. p. 4 note.

his mention of the contumelyseems 2 'Praecessit titulus MAPTU-
to be an afterthought—vnep rfjs RIAI,' Sauppe. But it does not

aUias—Ka\ rfjs drip las—fjK<o. I follow that the speech, as we have

agree with Dobrce, who says

—

it, is a fragment.
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in order to prevent personal violence that the penalty for

abusive language has been placed so high as 500 drachmas

(§§ 1—3). Outrages which were committed under the oli-

garchy are punished ; much more is punishment due to out-

rages committed under the democracy (§ 4). Lochites will

perhaps argue that the blow has proved harmless. But it is

not for the damage, it is for the insult that the plaintiff

claims satisfaction. Lochites acted in the spirit of that inso-

lence which has twice overthrown the democracy itself, and

of which every manifestation ought to be checked as dan-

gerous to the whole community (§§ 5—14). Rich men alone

are interested in the security of property. But rich and poor

alike are concerned in the repression of personal violence. If

the prosecutor is a poor man, it is not less the duty and the

interest of the judges to give him the protection of the law

(§§ 15-22).

Remarks.- The cleverness of this speech lies in the speaker's

identification of his own dignity ' as a man of the

people' (rod tt\kJ0ovs eh) with that of the judges—
men of the people too, exposed to the freaks of

young men who happen to have the temper of the

Thirty Tyrants. There is a good deal of rhetorical

skill in the passage which points out that this

insolence of Lochites is just the insolence which has

twice overthrown public freedom (§§
9—11). The

speech has one special characteristic in common with

that of Demosthenes against Konon. Each deals

with an action for assault (at/cta) ; but in each the

plaintiff constantly speaks of the outrage {vfipis)—
thus seeking to combine the forces of two distinct

forms of accusation 1
.

1 Cf. Demosth. Or. LIV. §§ 1, 11, (TK^ls iopr^pevr) bi yjv, av vfiplfav
etc. : esp. § 17 Bavpa^co yap eyorye tis e^cXeyx^rai Kal tvtttcdv, hiKrjv

€t TLS €OTl 7Tp6(f)a<TLS 7Tap' vp.LV T) OV d<S(T€l.
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II. Claim to an Inheritance (eViSi/cao-ia).

Aeginetikos [Or. xix].—Thrasylochos, a citizen of n. Aegine-

Siphnos, one of the Kyclades, had at his death left

his property to the speaker, whom he had previously

adopted as his son 1
. The speaker's right to the

inheritance is disputed by a daughter of the tes-

tator; and the speech is in answer to her claim (e7rt-

8t/cacr6a). The case is tried at Aegina, where the

speaker had settled {KaToiKicrapzvos, § 24) before his

death.

The date is uncertain. In §§ 18—20, there is s, Dat0a

reference to the seizure of Paros by some exiles from

that island and from Siphnos ; who afterwards took

Siphnos, and drove out the party to which the

speaker belonged. Now, from what the speaker says.

about his family in § 36, it is probable that he

belonged to the oligarchic party, and that the

successful exiles were democratic. A democratic

revolution would have had most chance of success

just after the sudden blow dealt to the power of

Sparta—the support, throughout Greece, of oligarchy

—by the defeat at Knidos in August, 394 B.C.

Probably, then, the speech may be put at the end

of 394 or early in 393 B.C. 2

1 This being lawful (in all Greek Select Speeches, p. 4) quotes Blass

States according to§ 50) when the as putting the speech in 394 B.C.,

testator had no legitimate son, but without mentioning his rea-

and wished to leave his property sons. Others put it in 402 or 401,

away from the next of kin, who according to Henn, de Isocrate

would otherwise succeed : see Isae- rhetore, Koln, 1861 : (perhaps re-

os de Meneclis hered. [Or. il] § ferring the troubles in Siphnos

13. and Paros to the effect of the
2 Rauchenstein (Introd. to his Restoration at Athens in 403 b. c).
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The relationship of the persons chiefly concerned

is shown by this stemma :

—

Thrasyllos (by first wife)—(by second wife).

r

J
r

-1" —
-r 1

Daughter Thrasylochos Sopolis Daughter

(the claimant (testator.) (who died before (wife of

against the Thrasylochos, speaker, § 0.)

speaker, §6.) §11.)

Analysts. The speaker is glad of the opportunity given him by this

trial of proving publicly how much better his right to the

inheritance is than that of the female claimant (§§ 1—4).

He then explains the relations between the family of Thra-

sylochos (the testator) and his own (§§ 5— 9). From boy-

hood he had been intimate with Thrasylochos, and had

nursed him in his last illness. His friend showed his gra-

titude by adopting the speaker as his son—the necessary

.legal preliminary to making him his heir, and securing him

against the claim of the next of kin. This proceeding is

shown to be in accordance with (1) the law of Aegina, in

which island Thrasylochos and the speaker were resident

when the will was made
; (2) with the law of Keos, valid also

in Siphnos, of which the parties were citizens
; (3) with the

law of the city to which the female claimant and her repre-

sentatives in this action belonged. [The name of this city is

nowhere stated] (§§ 10— 15.)

The speaker next contrasts his own conduct towards

Thrasylochos with that of the female claimant. In the first

place he had saved the very property now in question. Thra-

sylochos and his brother Sopolis, citizens of Siphnos, had,

for security, placed the greater part of their fortune in the

neighbouring island of Paros. Paros was suddenly seized by

a party of democratic exiles, Parians and Siphnians, led by

one Pasinos. At the risk of his life, the speaker sailed by

night to Paros, and carried the endangered property back

to Siphnos. Presently the democratic masters of Paros at-

tacked and took Siphnos itself. The speaker—whose family

belonged to the aristocracy of the island, and had even given

it kings—was among those who were forced to fly. He took
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with him, not only his own mother and sister, but Thrasy-

lochos, who was then in weak health. The speaker and his

family wished to remain at Melos. But Thrasylochos en-

treated them to accompany him to Troezen ; and, though

they knew the place to be unhealthy, they consented. The

speaker's sister and mother died soon after their arrival. He
afterwards nursed Thrasylochos through a long and distress-

ing illness in Aegina. During that illness the half-sister of

Thrasylochos, who now claims his property, never once

visited him; nor, on his death, did she attend his funeral

(§§ 16-33).

Her advocates do not question the genuineness of the

will, but complain of it as unreasonable and unjust. It is,

however, perfectly reasonable, since, by adopting the speaker

as his son, Thrasylochos provided against his family being

extinguished and his mother and sister left destitute. It

is also just ; for the speaker was in all respects best entitled

to the inheritance. The choice of him as heir would have

gratified Sopolis, the late brother, and Thrasyllos, the late

father, of the testator (§§ 34—46). The speaker claims a

verdict on the ground of his benefits to the deceased ; of the

will ; and of the law with which the will accords (§§ 47

—

51).

This is perhaps the best of the extant forensic Remarks.

speeches of Isokrates. It is almost free from the

artifieialism which injures more or less the effect of

all the rest. The passage in which the speaker gives

the proofs of his devotion to Thrasylochos (§§ 18—27)

is powerful because it is clear and plain. Nowhere

else does Isokrates come so near to the especial

excellences of Lysias 1
.

III. Action to Kecover a Deposit (napaKa-

raOrjKT]^ Slkt)).

1. Against Euthynus [Or. xxl]—Soon after the m. i.

establishment of the Thirty Tyrants, some personal Euthu" us

1
Cf. Vol. i. p. 173.
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enemies of Nikias the plaintiff threatened 1 to strike

his name off the list of citizens and to have him

enrolled for military service under Lysander. There-

upon Nikias mortgaged his house, sent his servants

out of Attica, deposited the sum of three talents

with the defendant Euthynus, and went to live in

the country. Presently, wishing to leave Attica, he

applied to Euthynus for his money. Euthynus

repaid two of the three talents, but disclaimed know-

ledge of the third. At the time, Nikias could only

complain to friends. He now brings against Euthy-

nus an action for withholding (dTTocrreprjcraL
2

§ 16)

the third part of the deposit. The speaker is a

friend of the plaintiff; the date is evidently just after

Date. the restoration of the democracy, 403 B.C. 3

Lysias wrote a speech, now lost, for Euthynus 4
.

Diogenes Laertius also mentions a speech, in answer

to that of Isokrates, by Antisthenes; which, if

genuine, was probably a mere exercise 5
.

Analysis. The speaker can show good reason for appearing as

advocate of the plaintiff. Nikias is his friend, an injured

man, and has no practice in speaking (§ 1). The facts of

the case are then stated (§§ 2—3).

1 As the tense expresses (§ 2)— p. 358) and Sauppe (0. A. n. 199)

i^rfkeicfrov—€fi/€ypa(j)oj/. agree in referring it to this law-
2 The technical word, apparently, suit.

Among his dhLK-q^draiV oj/6/xara,
6 Diog. Laert. VI. 15 irpbs tou

Pollux gives 7rapaKaTa07]KT]t/ airo- 'laroKpdrovs dfxdprvpoi/. Sauppe (O.

<rT€pr}crai (vi. 154). A. ii. 167) thinks that this speech,

3 Paulo post Thrasybuli et ex- or declamation, is directly alluded

ulum in patriam reditum: Sauppe to by Isokrates, Panegyr. § 188,

O. A. II. 199. tovs §€ tQ>v Xoycav dfj.(f)i<T(3r)Tovi>Tas

^ irposl^LKlav TT€p\irapaKaTaBr]K7)S, (xPv) npos fiev rr)V irapaKara-

cited by Clemens Alex. Strom. SrJKrjv kol nepl tQ>v dXXcov wv vvv

VI. p. 626.—Blass (AtL Bereds. (j)\vapovai naveaflciL ypdcfiovras.
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As no one, freeman or slave, was present when Nikias de-

posited or demanded the money, no witness can be brought.

The case for the plaintiff must rest solely on presumptive

evidence (reKfjuypia, § 4). Now, vexatious lawsuits are usu-

ally brought by needy and fluent men against wealthy men
who cannot speak. But, in this case, the defendant is poorer,

and a better speaker, than the plaintiff. Again, the tempta-

tion to dishonesty was stronger for Euthynus than for Ni-

kias ; since for the former the gain was certain, but the

claim of the latter might fail. The state of public affairs,

too, at the time made robbery easy and redress hopeless

(§§ 5-7).
_

Had Nikias wished to practise extortion, he would not have

chosen as victim his own first-cousin Euthynus, a man, too,

with little money but with many friends. Probably Euthynus

himself would not have chosen out his kinsman to wrong, if

the fact of the deposit had not made the opportunity too

tempting (§§ 8—10). The strongest presumption for the

defendant's guilt may be found in the time of the trans-

action. Under the Thirty, Euthynus was all-powerful. Ni-

kias, merely on account of his wealth, was exposed to danger.

Thus Timodemos extorted 30 minae from him by the simple

threat of arresting him. At such a time, it is more likely

that he should have been a victim than a slanderer (§§ 11

—

15). Euthynus will perhaps say that it is unlikely that he

should have repaid two talents and withheld the third. It

was just the foreseen plausibility of this argument which

emboldened him. Judicious frauds of this kind are common;
they ought not to be encouraged by the acquittal of Euthy-

nus. Besides, the same argument will serve Nikias. Why,
if he wished to extort money, should he not have claimed all

three talents ? No fraudulent motive can be assigned for his

demanding only one. But the motive of Euthynus in repay-

ing two is clear. It was notorious that Nikias had deposited

a sum of money with him ; but the amount of that sum was

unknown. He saw, therefore, that it would be safe for him
to steal a part of it, but unsafe to steal the whole (§§ 16

—

21).
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Remarks. Philostratos reckons this
c unattested l ' speech

one of the two best of Isokrates, praising it for a

temperate and compact power of expression 2
, as he

praises the Archidamos for brilliancy and spirit. The

choice may seem arbitrary ; but at least there is no

adequate ground for doubting the genuineness of the

speech against Euthynus. Benseler thinks it spurious

;

first and chiefly, because the examples of hiatus are

stronger and more frequent than he can conceive

Isokrates admitting ; then, on account of the short,

compact periods 3
. But surely the canons observed

by Isokrates in his mature style cannot be applied

so rigorously to early works, especially when these

are forensic. The composition of the Aeginetikos

offers a contrast as strong as possible to that (for

instance) of the Panegyrikos, and yet the authen-

ticity of the Aeginetikos is thoroughly well attested.

in. 2. Tra- 2. Trapezitikos [Or. xvii.l—A subiect of Satyros,
pezltikos. -/. i_ _i ^ j

king of Bosporos 4
, brings an action against the

1 Entitled in the MSS. npbs Ei5- 4 It was to this Satyros that the

Bvvow apapTvpos, and cited by Mantitheos of Lysias Or. xvi. (§ 4)

Philostratos simply as 6 dudprvpos. was sent by his father.—Pantica-
2 Phil. Fit. Soph, i. 17, 6 <? paeum (also called Bosporos) in

dpidprvpos Icrxvv ivheUwrai kckoKci- the Tauric Chersonese, on the W.
<T/jLevr)v irpbs pvdfiovs' vbr)p,a yap i< shore of the Kimmerian Bosporos,

vorjfjiaros es rrepiudovs 1(tokcc>Xovs was founded by Miletos about 550

reXevTa. b.c. It became the chief town of
3 Bens, de hiatu p. 56, Isocra- the kingdom of Bosporos; of which

tern contenderim ne potuisse qui- the territory stretched west, along

dem...tam foedos hiatus admittere the coast, about 50 miles to Theu-
[e.g. § 2, €7T€ibr} ol rpiaKovra—§ 4 dosia, another colony of Miletos;

dvayKt] €< reKfjLrjpicoT/—§ 11, dievorj0Tj and also included parts of the
dSiKelp].—Again :

' Tota brevium east coast of the strait. The first

sententiarum conformatio non dynasty of Bosporian kings, the

Isocratea est'. Benseler is an- Archaeanaktidae, began to reign

swered by Henn de Isocrate rhe- about 480 B.C. according to Clinton.

tore (Koln, ISfil) p. 10 f. Satyros I. reigned from 407 to 393
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banker Pasion, for the recovery of money alleged

to have been placed in Pasion's hands. The details

of the case are reserved for the analysis of the

speech itself.

Two points fix the date. (1) The Lacedae-i?^.

monian supremacy on the sea is spoken of as a

thing of the past (§36); that is, the time is after

the battle of Knidos, August 394 B.C. (2) Satyros

I. of Bosporos is alive (§ 57) : but he died at the

siege of Theudosia in 393 B.C. 1 The speech belongs,

then, to the end of 394 or early part of 393 B.C.

1 An action of this class is always difficult to maintain. Anaiysu

The business between a banker and his customer is trans-

acted without witnesses ; and the banker usually commands

money, friends, and credit (§§ 1—2). The facts of this

case are as follows. I came to Athens, partly for pleasure,

partly for business, having been sent out with two corn-

ships by my father, who is governor of a large district, under

Satyros, prince of Bosporos. I was introduced to Pasion

and opened an account with him. Meanwhile my father

had been arrested by Satyros on suspicion of treason. Some
men from the Euxine who were at Athens received the

orders of Satyros to take possession of all my property

and to send me home. In this difficulty I consulted Pasion

and decided to give up a small sum to the agents of Satyros,

but to deny the existence of the larger sums which I had

lying in Pasion's bank. To help the deception, Pasion was

to represent me, not only as having no balance, but as

owing money to himself and others. Having arranged

matters with the agents of Satyros, I prepared to set out

upon my homeward voyage, and applied to Pasion for my
money. He told me that he had not the means of re-

b.c. [See Clinton F. H. n., Ap- 1 Diod. xiv. 93. Rauchenstein,

pendix xiii., on the Kings of Bos- Introd.

poms.]
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funding it just then. I then sent to him my friends Philo-

melos and Menexenos ; and to them he repudiated the debt

altogether (§§ 3—10).
* Presently news came that my father was restored to

the favour of Satyros. Pasion, aware that there was now

no longer any reason why legal proceedings should not

be openly taken against him, hid his slave Kittos, who
knew the truth. When Menexenos demanded that Kittos

should be given up, Pasion retorted that we ourselves had

made away with him, after bribing him to give us money

from the bank. Presently, however, Kittos was found in

Athens by Menexenos, who then demanded that he should

be given up by Pasion for torture. Pasion at first asserted

that Kittos was a freeman. Subsequently, however, he

consented to submit him to the question : but, when we

met for that purpose, refused to allow torture to be applied

(§§ 11-16).
( Finding that his conduct was blamed by everyone, he

next sought a private interview with me. He pleaded

poverty as the cause which had forced him to deny the

debt. He then gave me a bond that he would accompany

me to the Euxine and there pay the money—thus avoiding

a scandal at Athens. The bond, which stipulated that, if

we could not come to an agreement, Satyros should arbi-

trate, was placed in the hands of Pyron of Pherae, a mer-

chant in the Euxine trade. In the event of an amicable

settlement, he was to burn it; otherwise, to place it in

the hands of Satyros (§§ 17—20).
' Meanwhile Menexenos had upon his own account

brought an action for libel against Pasion. Pasion was

now terrified lest Menexenos should get hold of our bond.

He implored my mediation, which I refused. Desperate, lie

bribed the slaves of Pyron, and found means of tampering

with the bond. He then became defiant, and refused to go

with me to the Euxine or to pay the money. .When the

bond was opened before witnesses, it was found to release

Pasion from all claims on my part (§§ 21—23).

* Pasion will rely much on this forged document. That

it is a forgery, is evident (1) from the terms of the docu-
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ment itself; (2) from the absence of motive on my part

for giving such a release
; (3) from my daring to come into

court now; (4) from Pasion's eagerness, before he had

tampered with the bond, to have it cancelled. Such frauds

are common. Last year, Pythodorus, a friend of Pasion,

opened the balloting-urn of the Senate, and changed the

names of those who had been nominated as judges in the

festal contests. (§§ 22—34.)
' Or perhaps Pasion will contend that I had no money at

all here. Among other things which disprove this is the

fact that he himself became security for me in seven talents

when a vessel upon which I had lent money was denounced

as being the property of a Delian, and was in danger, of

being put to death untried. In a word,—which is more pro-

bable—that, at a moment when I was helpless, I should

have brought a false charge against Pasion, or that he

should have been emboldened to defraud me ? (§§ 35—50.)

' Ultimately Pasion did not go himself to the Bosporos, but

sent Kittus as his agent. Satyros declined to give a judg-

ment, but took my part, and wrote in my behalf to Athens.

It is the clearest argument for my claim that Pasion de-

clined my challenge to have his slave tortured. Consider

the strength of my cause ; remember the benefits of Satyros

and his father [Spartakos I.] to Athens, for whose sake he has

often sent away empty the corn-ships of other States,—and

give just sentence in my favour.' (§§ 51—58.)

The Trapezitikos has a special interest as illus- Remarks.

trating the relations between Athens and the king-

dom of Bosporos,—relations which remained no less

friendly under the successors of Satyros I.
1 Benseler

1 Satyros I. was succeeded in Demosthenes, about 400,000 me-

393 by his son Leukon, who reign- dimni of corn (roughly, 600,000

ed till 353. Leukon received the bushels) came to Athens yearly

citizenship of Athens, and on his from the Bosporos (ib.). The Sa-

part granted exemption from the tyros mentioned by Deinarchos

tax on exports (^th, TpiaKoarrj) (Or. i. § 43) and called rvpawos, is

to Athenian corn-ships : Dem. in probably Satyros II., who did not

Lept. §§ 29 ff. In the time of come to the throne till 310 b.c,

II. 15
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believes this speech, like the last, to be spurious.

His ground is the frequency of hiatus 1
. The Trape-

zitikos is, however, cited by Dionysios, not merely

as genuine, but as the typical forensic work of Iso-

krates 2
; and is thrice named by Harpokration with-

out suspicion 3
. It has been further asked—Was

this a mere declamation 4
? There is nothing what-

ever to prove it ; and one point is against it.

Pasion, the banker, bore a high character at Athens 5
.

The writer of a declamation would not have selected

him as the object of an imaginary charge of fraud.

IV. Action for Damage (Slktj /JXa/fys).

iv. con- Concerning the Team of Horses (-prepl rod Uvyovs).
cerning the u «/ x

'
' ;

HoTsef. [Or. xvi.]—The speaker is the younger Alkibiades 6
.

Tisias, an Athenian citizen, alleges that the elder

but who at that time (324 B.C.) 5 Demosthenes praises Pasion,

may have shared the power of his (with whom his father had deal-

father Paerisades. ings, In Aphob, i. § 1 1,) even in the
1 Bens, de hiatu pp. 54 ff. speech For Phormio, where he is

2 De Isocr. ec. IS—20. In c. 19, attacking Apollodoros, Pasion's

Trapez. §§ 1—14 are quoted and son (Pro Phorm. §§ 43—48).

criticised. See above, p. 59.
6 In Lys. Or. xiv. (/car 'AXkl-

3
s.vv. SrjpoKowos, KapKLvos, crier]- (3id8ov A.) § 28, Francken alters

vlrrjs.—Blass, Att. Bereds. n. 211

—

avrrjs to avrov, making the Hippo-

214, affirms the genuineness. nikos mentioned there the brother
4 Both this and the speech A- of the younger Alkibiades ; and

gainst Euthynus are apparently thinks that it was for this Hippo -

thought to be declamations by nikos that Isokrates wrote the

Benseler (1. c.) who gives no rea- speech. He is led to this view by

sons. The same view is noticed, a fancied discrepancy between the

and rejected, in a good essay on age of the speaker in Lysias Or.

this speech (de Isocratis Orationi- xiv. and the speaker here. But

bus Forensibus Commentationis no son of Alkibiades named Hip-

JSpecimen i.) by Hermann Starke, ponikos is anywhere mentioned.

Berlin, 1845. (Comment. Lys. p. 107 f.)
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Alkibiades had robbed him of a team of four horses 1
,

and sues the son for their value.

The charge has a close likeness to another men- occasion.

tioned elsewhere. Alkibiades had entered seven

four-horse chariots at the Olympic festival 2
. One of

these chariots had originally belonged to the city of

Argos. Diomedes, an Athenian, had commissioned

Alkibiades to buy it for him from the Argives

;

Alkibiades had done so, and had then entered it as

his own. Plutarch identifies the case of Diomedes

with this case of Tisias 3
. From § 49 of our speech it

appears that the horses had won a victory for

Alkibiades at Olympia, and in § 1 he is said to have

bought them from Argos 4
.

Tisias could not charge Alkibiades the son with Format
° procedure.

complicity in a fraud committed before he was

born ; he must therefore have brought against him

simply an action for damage 5
. The damages were

1 Zivyos must mean quadrigae, (1) According to Diod. xm. 74,

as the race for two horses (awco- Alkibiades was joint-owner with

pis) at Olympia was first held in Diomedes, but left out the latter's

01. 93. 1, 408 B.C. : Diod. xm. 75. name in entering the chariot for

2 Of 01.91, 416 B.C., according the race. (2) According to [Andok.]

to Blass (Att. Bereds. n. 205) : of in Ale. § 26 Alkibiades took the

01. 90, 420 B.C., ace. to Grote (vn. horses from Diomedes by force—

76 «.) and Cox (Hist Gr. n. 293)

:

screened by his influence with

of 01. 89, 424 b.c , ace. to Thirlwall the Elean aywvbQerai. Hermann

(in. 316). I incline to 416 B.C. Starke, in his Commentary on this

3 Plut. Aleib. c. 12. After telling Speech and Or. xviil, p. 16, iden-

the story about Diomedes, he adds tifies the cases of Tisias and Dio-

—(fraiveTCLi be kclI Blkt} crvo-raora irepi medes.

tovtov, Kal \6yos 'lo-oKpdrei yeypa- 4 The substitution of 'Diomedes'

TTTai 7rep\ rod (evyovs vnep rod 'AX- for * Tisias' may have been due,

Kiftiadov 7raiS6s, iv w Tiaias io-riv, Blass suggests (Att. Ber. II. 205),

ov AiofjLrjdrjs 6 SiKacra/xe^o?. There to Ephoros (see above p. 48), from

are two other versions of the wrong whom Diodoros probably got it.

done by Alkibiades to Diomedes. 5
Cf. Demosth. 7rpbs Navo-ifiaxop

15—2
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laid at five talents (§46). The defendant says (26.)

that, if cast in the suit, he will be disfranchised.

This means that, as he was unable to pay, an action

of ejectment (i£ov\r)$) would be brought against

him : if cast in this, he would have to pay to the

Treasury a sum equal to the original damages ; and,

failing to do this, he would be disfranchised (art/xos)

as a state-debtor.

Date% In § 45 the speaker says that he was born just

before his father's banishment (in 415 B. c.) ; that is,

at the end of 416 or early in 415 b. c. The action

could not have been brought against him until he

was eighteen years old; i.e. until the end of 398 or

the beginning of 397 B.C. On the other hand,

not much time would have been lost in bringing it.

The date, then, is probably 397 B.C. 1
,—about two

years earlier than that of the Lysian speeches

' Against Alkibiades

'

2
.

The speech, as extant, appears to be mutilated at

the beginning,—the lost part having contained the

statement of the facts, followed by the citation of

evidence 3
. The speaker now passes to a general

defence of his father's life.

kcll Xevo7T€tdr]v [Or. xxxviii.]. Nau- in his Commentary on this Speech

simachos and Xenopeithes accused and the irpos KaXkifxaxov, p. 21.

their guardian of malversation in
2 Vol. 1. p. 256.

his trust. After his death, they 3 In the Urbino MS. of Iso-

brought an action against his sons, krates, according to Bekker, the

But this was not a dUrj imrpoTrrjs: words pv^o-Otis ijdrj in § 320 of Or.

it was simply a §Ur) pXafit]?. xv. are immediately followed by
1 The year 396 is assumed by the words rots Idiots dy&criv in § 3

Sauppe, ap. Rauchenstein, Introd. of Or. xvi., though there is no

to Select Speeches (p. 4); by Krii- mark of a lacuna. From this,

ger ad Clinton, F. H. sub anno Sauppe infers that a page or more
01. 96. 1. : and by Hermann Starke was wanting in the archetype
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The specific charge against him, the defendant says, has Analyst

now been disproved. It has been shown on the evidence of

the ambassadors from Argos, and of others acquainted with

the facts, that his father had bought the yoke of horses in

question from the city of Argos, and had not taken them by
force from Tisias the plaintiff. But, as usual, the defendant's

appearance in a private lawsuit has been made an oppor-

tunity for slandering his father's political career. No vindi-

cation of that conduct will be required by the older men
present. For the sake of the younger, however, the facts

shall be briefly stated. (§§ 1—4.)

Alkibiades was the victim of the men who concerted the

Revolution of the Four Hundred. Finding that he would

not come into their schemes, they brought against him the

two most odious charges which they could devise,—that of

profaning the Mysteries, and that of undermining the demo-

cracy. Their accusations broke down ; and he was appointed

commander of the expedition to Sicily. In his absence, they

again caballed against him. Sentenced to an unjust banish-

ment, he still respected the welfare of Athens. He went to

Argos and lived quietly there, until the persecution kept up

by his enemies at home at last drove him to Sparta. The

acts imputed to him—his having caused Dekeleia to be forti-

fied, having thrown the islands into revolt, having guided

the tactics of Sparta—admit either of denial or of justifica-

tion. Athenian citizens, who tasted the bitterness of banish-

ment under the Thirty, ought to sympathise with an exile

who was eager to return. Let them remember, too, what

Alkibiades was before his banishment—how, with 200 hop-

lites, lie gained for Athens the greatest cities of the Pelopon-

nesus,—and how he commanded in Sicily. Again, let them

remember what was the position of affairs at the moment

when they received him back. The democracy had fallen

;

the democratic army at Samos regarded the oligarchic rulers

of Athens as worse enemies than the Spartans ; and the

of our MSS. The title MAPTY- of the opening is, as Blas3 says

PIAI probably stood, he thinks, (AtL Ber.u. 206), decisive against

before what now remains of Or. the theory that the speech is a

XVI. (Or. AtL I. 291.) The style fcvrepokoyia.
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oligarchs were seeking help from the Spartan garrison at

Dekeleia. The Persian king was paying the Spartan fleet

;

and 90 Phoenician ships were at Aspendos. Then it was

that the generals sent for Alkibiades. Instead of disdaining

them, he came at their call, and restored the prosperity of

Athens at home and abroad. (§§ 5—22.)

It remains to speak of his private life—after a word as

to his descent. On the paternal side, he sprang from the

Eupatridae,—on the maternal, from the Alkmaeonidae—

a

famity, one of whose members, Alkmaeon, was the first winner

of a chariot-race at Olympia,—a family which was true to

the people throughout the forty years of the Peisistratid

tyranny, and which produced the leaders under whom the

tyrants were overthrown. Alkibiades, whose father fell at

Koroneia (great-grandson of him just named), became the

ward of Perikles. On reaching the age for military service,

he distinguished himself as one of 1000 picked hoplites

whom Phormio led into Thrace. He afterwards married the

daughter of Hipponikos,—whose hand was another prize

won by him from many competitors. About the same time

he conducted a sacred embassy to Olympia ; and scorning to

excel as a common athlete, sought a more splendid triumph

in the chariot race. He entered more and better teams

than the greatest State could have afforded ; and gained the

first, second, and third places. As regards his other public

services, they might have been less brilliantly performed,

and yet have formed the glory of other men : but to praise

him for them would be trivial. (§§ 23—35.)

His loyalty to the democracy was proved by his sufferings.

His banishment was the first preparation for the oligarchy of

the Four Hundred, and the first consequence of the oligarchy

of the Thirty. His interests were, indeed, closely bound up

with yours. The Tyrants knew this; and while they drove

others from Athens, drove Alkibiades from Hellas ; thinking

that it would be vain to level the walls, unless they removed

him who could restore them. Among those Tyrants was Cha-

rikles, brother-in-law of Tisias. Tisias himself was a senator

under the Thirty, and yet dares, in this instance, to violate

an amnesty which alone protects his own life. (§§ 36— 44.)
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The defendant appeals to the pity of the judges. He
has had experience enough of troubles. He was not four

years old when his father was banished,—his mother being

already dead—and was then in danger of his life. He was

still a boy when he was driven from Athens by the Thirty;

and at the restoration of the democracy, was prevented by

his enemies from benefiting by the grant of land made to

those whose property had been confiscated. The damages

are now laid at five talents. He is too poor to pay this,

and will therefore be disfranchised. The father's victory at

Olympia ought not to have for a result the son's disgrace,

—

a citizen who has ere now lost his privileges in the cause

of the people ought not again to lose them by the people's

vote. (§§ 45—49.)

Isokrates marks elsewhere his admiration for the Remarks.

genius of the elder Alkibiades 1
; and the praise

given to him here, one-sided though it is, was pro-

bably not due merely to the partiality of an advocate.

It has been suggested that so strong an eulogy of so

unpopular a man can hardly have been written for

delivery in court, and that the speech, as it stands,

must have been retouched 2
. Rather in this very

offence against forensic persuasion, and in the tho-

roughly epideictic character of the whole, we may

recognise the first, and not the second, thoughts of Iso-

krates. Lysias took some verbal hints from this speech

when (in 396 or 395) he wrote for the nephews of

Nikias 3
. It is interesting to contrast our speech with

that Against Alkibiades of the pseudo-Andokides 4
,

1 See Philippos [Or. v.] §§ 61, xvm. § 3 with Isokr. Or. xvi. § 21.

67 : Busiris [Or. xi.] § 5. In Lys. § 4 compared with Isokr.

2 Raiichenstein,£Wi^~£r. Mus. § 5, Lys. § 4 with Isokr. § 46, &c.,

(1862), p. 277 f., ap. Blass Att. Ber. the imitation is less close, but still

i. 490 and n. 207. manifest.
3 Compare especially Lys. Or. 4 Vol. i. p. 133.
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and with the two speeches of Lysias 1
. In all four

there is much wild misrepresentation ; but together

they are aids to estimating a man whom neither

enemies nor friends could describe with moderation.

V. Special Plea (irapaypa^rj).

v. Against Against Kollimachos [Or. xvni.]—Kallimachos had

chos. brought against the defendant an Action for Damage

(8lkt) fiXdfirjs). The defendant has entered a Special

Plea to show that the action is not maintainable.

The facts of the case are these. In 403 b. a,

during the short reiofn of the Ten who succeeded the

Thirty, Patrokles, the Archon Basileus, denounced

Kallimachos for having in his possession a sum of

money which was liable to confiscation, as being the

property of a man who had joined the exiles in the

Peiraeus. The Ten referred the case to the Senate,

and the Senate decided that the money should be

confiscated. On the restoration of the democracy,

Kallimachos brought an action (1) against Patrokles,

from whom he recovered ten minae
; (2) against one

Lysimachos, from whom he recovered two minae
; (3)

against the defendant. The defendant compromised

the case, paying two minae ; and this compromise

was sanctioned by the award of an arbitrator 2 chosen

1 Vol. r. p. 256. arbitrator's award to the terms
2 § 10 diairav eVi prjrols eVe- already settled between the par-

Tptyafiei' NiKOfiaxco BaTjjdev. It ties. This is the meaning of diai-

was first agreed between Kalli- ra eVi farois, 'Arbitration under

machos and the defendant that terms' Cf. Or. xvn. § 19, d 8e ^
the latter shonld pay two minae. ravra iroi-qcrtie (lIa(ricov), blairav

They then chose Nikomachos arbi- eVi farols eVerpe7re 2arupa>, i<j? <£

trator. He had no discretionary re KarayLyvwo-K€iv rjn'ioXC em-

power. His business was simply rov to. xp^ara.
to give the formal sanction of an
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by the parties. Such an award was a bar to further

litigation. Notwithstanding this, Kallimachos pre-

sently sued the defendant for 100 minae on the same

account. The defendant brought a witness to show

that the action was barred by the previous arbitra-

tion. Kallimachos was then bound to prove that the

witness was perjured. He did not attempt to do

this, but, favoured by the Archon, merely brought

his action afresh.

The defendant now avails himself of the new law Form.

of Archinos, passed soon after the Restoration of the

democracy. This provided that any person, against

whom an action was brought in violation of the

Amnesty, should be allowed to enter a Special Plea

(7rapaypa(f)rj) ; that such Plea should be heard before

the cause was tried ; and that the bringer of the

Plea should speak first
1

. If either party failed to

obtain ith of the votes on the Special Plea, he was

liable to the fine of the epobelia (<jth of the damages

originally laid2). As the original Action for Damage

would have been tried under the presidency of the

Thesmothetae, these would be presidents of the court

at the hearing of the Special Plea also.

1 It seems probable that the Paragraphe.)

7rapaypa<j)rj itself, as a form of pro- 2 Kallimachos is said to be

ceeding, came into existence with threatened with dri^ia (§ 35) in

the law of Archinos ; being at first the same sense as Alkibiades in

limited to alleged breaches of the Or. xvi. § 46 : i, e. if he could not

Amnesty, and afterwards extended pay the damages, he would incur

to other grounds of exception, a dUr) igovX-qs ; if cast in this, a

The older term for a special objec- fine to the treasury; and for non-

tion to the adversary's course of payment of the fine, registration

proceeding seems to have been as a public debtor, which implied

avTiypacj)}] or i£-cofio(ria. (See C. R. aTip.ia.

Kennedy in the Diet. Ant. s. v.
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Date. The Amnesty of 403 is recent (§ 29) ; on the

other hand, there has been time for examples of that

tendency to violate it which led to the measure of

Archinos (§ 2). Probably the speech may be referred

to the year 402 B.C. 1

Analysis. ' The Special Plea is a novelty, and its form must be

explained. The speaker then states the law of Archinos

He can show that Kallimachos has violated the Amnesty
;

that the charge is untrue in itself; and that the matter in

dispute had already been settled by arbitration. (§§ 1—4.)

A narrative of the facts follows. (§§ 5—12.)
6 Kallimachos intends/ the defendant goes on, i to deny

that any arbitration took place. It is not likely, he will

say, that he should have chosen as referee my friend Niko-

machos ; or that he should have taken two minae in pay-

ment for a hundred. But the terms of the reference left no

discretionary power to Nikomachos ; and it is not surprising

that a claimant who had no real case at all should have

been satisfied by two minae. Even, however, if there had

been no arbitration ; even if no witnesses could be brought

;

you could infer the truth from my past character. When
the oligarchy was strongest,—when injustice was easiest,—

I

never assailed the fortunes or life of any citizen, nor struck

any one off the civic list to place him upon the muster-roll

of Lysander. Is it likely that I should have dared to do so

when the oligarchy was tottering ? (§§ 11—18.)
c This is enough to show that the accusation is untrue.

It can also be shown that the action is illegal. The Am-
nesty, and the oaths which ratified it, shall be read to you.

1
§ 29 vttojvlov ydp" icmv e£ ov a time so soon after the troubles

...et? opKovs Ka\ awSriKas Karecfav- that Athens still lay at the mercy

yofieif, as el AaKedaijiovLOL roXficoev of Sparta. Blass (Att. Ber. II. 196)

Trapafiaiveiv, o-(j)6dp
>

tiv eKaaros takes 399 B.C.: Pfund and Benseler

vpav dyavaKTtjo-eie. Weissenborn, (ib.) 397; Sanneg,400; Rehdantz,

quoted by Hermann Starke (Com- 403—400; Kriiger (ap. Starke)

mentatio, p. 12, note 24), points 400.

out that the latter clause implies
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Kallimachos thinks to set aside the compact thus solemnly

sworn to. Yet when Philon of Koele was accused of malver-

sation upon an embassy, and had no defence to offer, that

compact protected him. And it deters your most influential

citizens, Thrasybulos and Anytos, from claiming great sums

of which they were robbed from those whom they know
to be answerable. Do not allow Kallimachos to break an

agreement which has been salutary to all Athens. Your

verdict will affect the credit of public compacts generally.

It is by these that civilized life is held together ; in these,

when we had been conquered by Sparta, we found refuge

;

and it would be ill for us if Sparta were to break her oaths.

But how can we be trusted abroad if we violate pledges

given among ourselves ? You try this cause under two

oaths—that which all judges take, and that which ratified

the public amnesty. (§§ 19—34.)

* Kallimachos will bewail his poverty and his peril ; he

will inveigh against the crimes of the oligarchy. The plea

of poverty is no defence for a slanderer who has brought

peril upon himself; the crimes of the oligarchy are irrele-

vant. (§§ 35—41.) Men will infer from your verdict whe-

ther the Amnesty is, or is not, to be observed. You your-

selves know that that Amnesty has brought us peace and

honour in exchange for an infamous civil war. (§§ 42—46.)

Shall it be broken by a man of such life as Kallimachos?

During the ten years of our war with Sparta, he kept away

from us. When the Thirty came to power, he returned

to Athens. When they were about to fall, he went to the

Peiraeus ; when the Spartan army had blockaded the exiles

there, he fled to Boeotia. You do not know him as I do.

Kratinos once had a lawsuit for a farm with the brother-in-

law of Kallimachos. A personal encounter took place ; and

the brother-in-law of Kallimachos swore that a female slave

of his had died of a blow received from Kratinos during the

fray. Kratinos allowed them to bring their action ; and, as

soon as Kallimachos had sworn that the woman was dead,

produced her alive. That such a man should accuse others

of falsehood is as if Phrynondas should say that his neigh-

bours are blackguards; or, Philurgos, the stealer of the
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Gorgon's head, should tax his neighbours with sacrilege.

(§§47-57.)
' But there will he other opportunities of denouncing

Kallimachos ; I wish now to recall one of my own merits.

When our fleet was lost at Aegospotami, I was one of the

few trierarchs who saved their ships ; and the only one who,

on returning to the Peiraeus, did not lay down his tri-

erarchy. In partnership with my brother, I continued to

serve, bringing corn to Athens in defiance of Lysander's pro-

hibition. For this you crowned us—at a time when crowns

were less common than they now are. Eemember the con-

trast between Kallimachos and me; remember the Amnesty;

and decide in the interests of justice and of Athens/

(§§ 58-68.)

Remarks. The genuineness of the speech has been doubted

by some modern critics ; one, at least, of whom is

inclined to ascribe it to Isaeos 1
. In uniform plain-

ness, indeed, it differs even more decidedly than the

Aeginetikos from the latter writings of Isokrates.

But this plainness accords with his own forensic

ideal as hinted in the Panathenaikos 2
; and, instead

of proving anything against the authenticity, rather

1 FulviusUrsinus(^>#i7m$cwm Kabovxos Harpokr. quotes 'lo-oicpa-

Graecis scriptoribus collatus, p. rrjs iv rfj npos KaAA. 7rapaypa<prj

230—quoted by Hermann Starke, without suspicion : and so the

Comment, p. 2) gives it to Isaeos Schol. to Ar. Nub. 1134.

on the ground of style. Spengel 2 In Panath. § 1 he describes

(avv. rexvav, p. ix.) seems inclined forensic speeches as rovs a7rXc5?

to agree with him

—

c
si modo haec Sokovvtcls clpfja-Bai kcu prjdepias

Isocratis est ; Ursino Fulvio Isaeus Kop\j/6rr]Tos perexovras. It is true

auctor videtur.' Dobree has that, there, he is describing the

merely

—

' Qu. an Isocratis' (Adv. styles which (he says) he had not

I. 281). Starke quotes Fabricius, cultivated. But, assuming that he

B'ibl. Gr. ii. p. 789, as pointing out did write some forensic speeches,

that these doubts probably arise then probably—when most care-

from the fact that in Harpokration ful—he would have given them the

s. v. 'PiVooi/, where the speech is characteristics which he recognises

quoted, 'lo-aios was a false reading as distinctive of their class,

for 'icroKpdrrjs. Under Sena Kai Se-
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tends to show that his manner cannot be inferred

from one period only of his work. The close-

ness and detail of technical argument, especially

in §§ 1—41, is certainly like Isaeos. But this was

made necessary by the complexity of the facts and

by the very nature of the paragraphs, turning, as it

did, upon the question of form.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ISOKRATES.

WORKS.

LETTEES. FRAGMENTS.

The nine 1 Letters of Isokrates may best be taken

in tlieir probable chronological order.

i. Letter i., 1. To Dionysios [Ep. i.]—This is the proem of

sios. a letter to Dionysios the Elder, tyrant of Syracuse

from 405 to 367 B.C., urging him to interfere, for

1 The letter beginning 7Tpo7ro/x7rot

Kai pafiftovxoi, k.t.X., which is print-

ed in the older editions, with the

heading AI0NY2I&I, as the Tenth

Letter of Isokrates, is not his.

It is by Theophylact Simocatta

(flor. 610—629 a.d.) in whose ex-

tant collection of 85 letters it

stands 79 th. By a strange mistake

it was added to the letters of Iso-

krates in the Basel edition of 1546

;

and, with a stranger negligence, it

was retained in every subsequent

edition until Baiter and Sauppe,

in their ratores Attici (1839

—

43), set the example of expelling it.

See their Preface to the text of

Isokrates, p. vi.—This is the sub-

stance of the Byzantine letter :

—

' Escorts, ushers, heralds, the ac-

quisition of a great throne are a

mist upon philosophy, a severance

from virtue. You have not changed

your nature with your fortune;

the shell which encases your spirit

is still fleshly ; why, then, are you

so puffed up with vainglory ? The
soaring flights of your fortune

have taken you out of your old

sphere of quiet thought— have

quelled your sober madness of

philosophy. Of old you were sub-

lime in your humility ; now you

are low and earthy in your high

estate. Resign, then, this false

prosperity ; desert the fortune

which will desert you ; for, if you

are beforehand with the heartless

goddess, you will not grieve when
the change comes on you sud-

denly.' (§§ 1—2.)
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the common good, in the affairs of Greece. The

fragment breaks off just as Isokrates is going to

explain the purpose for which he asks this inter-

ference. But the purpose, which could hardly have f^
e

£jfer
been doubtful, is expressly stated in the Philippos

(§ 8). Isoki-ates wished Dionysios to undertake the

work which he had already x pressed on Athens and

Sparta and which he afterwards pressed on Archida-

mos and on Philip—the leading of united Greece

against Persia.

Three points are helps towards fixing the date. Date.

(1) Isokrates is too old and infirm 2 for a voyage to

Sicily: § 1. (2) The Spartan supremacy is past; the

Carthaginians are in such a plight as to be thankful

if they can keep their own territory: § 8. (3)

Friendly relations exist between Dionysios and

Athens. Now the references in § 8 might be applied

to the latter part of 394 B.C.; in which year the

defeat at Knidos destroyed at least the naval supre-

macy of Sparta, and Dionysios imposed an humi-

liating peace upon Imilkon. But in 394 B.C.

Isokrates was only forty-two. And the good under-

standing between Dionysios and Athens was not

established before 369 B.C.
3 The time indicated is

1 In § 129 of the Philippos (346 with the hypothesis about the date

B. c.) Isokrates says that he had advanced below,

urged Athens to lead Greece be- 2
§ 1, 7rpoa7reipr)Ka—in which,

fore he had asked any other power as the context shows, the npo does

to do so. If this was taken lite- not mean 'before my natural time/

rally, it would show that the Letter but ' before the destined time for

to Dionysios is later than the Pa- the war against Persia.'

negyrikos ; i. e. than 380 b.c. Such 3 When Dionysios began to take

an indication could not safely be part with Athens and the Pelo-

used as an independent argument, ponnesian allies in the war against

But it may be noticed as agreeing Thebes. As to the Athenian flat-
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more probably 368 B.C. In that year Dionysios was

again at war with the Carthaginians, and was at

first, though not finally, successful 1
. This letter

may have been written at the time when the report

of his first successes had reached Athens. Three

years before, the Spartan empire had been finally

overthrown at Leuktra.

Analysis. 'Were I a younger man, I would not have written but

come to you. Written advice is at many disadvantages as

compared with oral. But I trust that these disadvantages

will be neutralised by your interest in the substance of my
letter. Some have pretended that you prefer flatterers to

advisers; but I do not believe that your pre-eminence in

counsel and in action could have been reached if you had

not been willing to gather the best thoughts of every mind.

(§§ 1—4.) Do not take this letter for a rhetorical com-

position. Had display been my object, I should have sought

my audience at some great festival. But my object is

practical; I want a certain thing done, and therefore ad-

dress the man who is able to do it. Purposing to give

counsel for the welfare of Hellas, to whom ought I to speak

but to the first of Hellenes? The time is opportune for

such counsel. While Sparta was at the head of Hellas, you

could not have interfered in our affairs without adding

rivalry"with Sparta to your actual struggle against Carthage.

Now Carthage has been humbled; and Athens is ready to

be your ally. (§§ 5—8.) Do not think it strange if one

teries of Dionysios at this time, excludes the supposition of the

see Schafer, Dem. u. seine Zeit, i. Letter being addressed to the

80. younger Dionysios:

—

ore pXv yap
1 Grote, ch. 83, vol. XI. p. 61.

—

XaKthaipovioi rrju dpxqv €?xov i
°v

Dobree (Adv. I. p. 283) thinks that pabiov r^v iirtpiKriBrivui croi rwv nepl

the Letter is written 'ad Diony- top tottov rbv -qperepov, ovhe tovtois

sium iuniorem, sub regni initia* ivavrla Trparreiv dpa kol Kapxn-

[i. e. 367 B.C.]. But in 367 the boviots 7ro\epeLv. Sparta lost

statement regarding Carthage the dpxrj four years before the

would have been much too strong, younger Dionysios came to the

Nor has Dobree observed that § 8 throne.
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who is neither statesman nor general presumes to speak in

the cause of Hellas, and to you. I can at least claim a

share of culture, and of that culture which concerns itself

with the greatest questions. But you shall at once judge

for yourself whether my advice is worth any thing../

(§§ 9-10.)

2. To the Children of Jason. [Ep. vi.]—Jason, 2

VI
Zet£r

the

tyrant of Pherae and tagos of Thessaly, was assas- /asm™

°

sinated in 01. 102. 3, 370 B.C. The facts known

about his successors may be summed up thus 1
:

—

370. On the death of Jason, his brothers Poly-

doros and Polyphron become joint tagoi. Polydoros

is soon afterwards murdered by Polyphron.

369. Alexander, son of Polydoros, murders

Polyphron and reigns in his stead,

35 9 2
. Alexander is murdered, at the instigation

of his wife Thebe (daughter of Jason), by her half-

brothers Tisiphonos, Peitholaos and Lykophron.

Thebe and Tisiphonos share the chief power.

358. Tisiphonos dies. Lykophron and Peitho-

laos presently avail themselves of the distraction

caused by the Phocian (or 'Sacred') War, 357 B.C.,

to establish a joint tyranny 3
.

352. Philip of Macedon deposes Lykophron and

frees Pherae from the tyranny.

This letter of Isokrates was written to Thebe

and her half-brothers, the children of Jason 4
, in

1 See esp. Diod. xv. 60, xvi. 14

:

ander of Pherae : also Schafer,

Xen. Hellen. vi. iv, 33. Dem. i. p. 133, note 2.

2 Diodoros (xvi. 14) puts the 3 See Schafer, Dem. i. p. 457.

death of Alexander in the year of
4 Plut. Pelop. c. 28, 677/377, 6v~

Agathokles, 35J B.C.; but see ydrrjp pev 'idaovos ova a yvvr]

Clinton, F. II. vol. it., sub anno Se
'

PCke^dvbpov.

359, and Appendix xv. on Alex-

II. 16
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359 B.C., soon after the death of Alexander. In

§§ 7—14 Isokrates counsels the persons whom he

addresses, and whom flatterers were ' spurring

on to despotism ' (ctI tt/v rvpavviSa irapo^vvov-

res, § 12), to think whether it is better to have

honour from willing or from unwilling citizens.

This is exactly illustrated by Diodoros, who says

of Thebe and her brothers

—

cAt first they had great

acceptance as despot-slayers ; but afterwards they

changed their minds,—made a bargain with hireling

troops, and set themselves up as despots; and after

putting out of the way many of those who wrought

against them, and equipping their power to a note-

worthy strength, seized the government 1 .' Isokrates

wrote before they had wholly c changed their minds.'

The Athenian embassy noticed in § 1 had doubtless

been prompted by the hope that the government of

Pherae was about to become more democratic 2
.

Analysis. ' One of our envoys has brought me word that you asked

1 Diod. XVI. 14. fiera top tov irarpos Qavarov
2 Through not observing the fact rols irata-iv, fj yovv t<d rerdprco tjjs

that Thebe and her brothers were avTrjs *0\vp7riddos tret, oircp &vp-

the children of Jason, some have (Salve i rw TpiaKocrrca i^rjKoo-rS iwd-

made the mistake of supposing ro> [he ought to have said, tg> rpia-

this Letter to have been writ- kocttco €/3§o/x^Kocrra)] rrpb Xpiarov

ten in 370 B.C.—eleven years be- (p. 310). Blass (Att. Ber. n. 272)

fore its real date. Thus Dobree does not notice that Thebe was
says (Adv. i. 284)—' Statim, ut daughter of Jason; and supposes

videtur, post Jasonis mortem, the Traides 'Idaovos to be distinct

Olymp. 102. 3. Ait Diodorus xv. 60 persons from Thebe and her bro-

successisse Jasoni fratrem Polydo- thers. In the interval between

rum; fortasse sub specie tutoris.' the murder of Alexander and the

In a modern Greek edition of setting up of the new tyranny,

Isokrates (vol. u. of the 'EWrj- these sons of Jason may (Blass

vikt) BifiXioOrjKr), Didot), the com- thinks) have been temporarily

mentator says

—

cIkos ovp ttjv im- strong, and Athens may thus have

(TTokrjv ravrrjv yeypd<j)6ai avrUa been led to send envoys to them.
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him privately whether I could be induced to take up my
abode with you. For the sake of my friendship with Jason

and Polyalkes I would gladly consent; but many things

hinder me. First, old age. It would ill become me to leave

Athens now, when, were I abroad, I ought to be hastening

back to die. Next, to say the truth, I fear Athens. Her
alliances, I see, are shortlived. Should her alliance with you

prove so, I, who live among you, would incur at least the

shame of siding with friends against friends. (§§ 1—3.)

' I will try, however, to discuss your affairs as I would

have done had I come to you. This letter is not meant for

rhetorical display : it is written because I see you in great

troubles. A man of my age is past writing well ; but the

very length of his experience qualifies him to advise.

(§§ ^—6.) I always teach my pupils that, in composing a

speech, the first thing needful is to define clearly the object

which they wish the speech to effect ; the next thing is to

adapt the means to that end. This principle does not apply

to the writing of speeches only ; it applies to all enterprises,

and to your case among the rest. You must reflect what

mode of life, what kind of repute, you desire ; whether you

are ambitious of honours to be given by, or extorted from,

your fellow-citizens ; and then you must shape accordingly

your daily conduct. To me the life of a private man seems

better than that of a king,—the honours of a republic

sweeter than those of a monarchy. I know that this view

will find many adversaries, especially among those who are

about you. They look only to the powers, the riches, the

pleasures of royalty, ignoring its troubles and its dangers.

Now this is just the feeling with which men dare crimes.

They know that there is peril ; but trust that they will

contrive to avoid it. I envy such easiness of temper ; but

should be ashamed if, in advising others, I failed to state

fairly both sides of the question. Expect, therefore, an im-

partial estimate. '...(§§ 7—14.)

3. To Archidamos TEp. ix.l—This Letter is 3. Letter
L r J

#
IX., To

addressed to Archidamos III., who succeeded his^f^"

father Agesilaos as one of the kings of Sparta in

16—2
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361 B.C., and died in 338. In his Sixth Oration

(366 B.C.) Isokrates supposes this same Archi-

damos giving heroic counsels to Sparta ; he now
urges him to become the leader of Greece against

Persia.

Bate. In § 4 there is a reference to c the battle in

the city:' i.e. the attempt of Epameinondas to sur-

prise Sparta in 362 B.C. 1 From § 16 it appears that

Isokrates was now eighty. If he was not more, the

Letter belongs to 356 B.C.

Either the Letter was meant merely to introduce

a discourse sent along with it
2
, or it is itself frag-

mentary. The latter supposition seems the more

likely 3
.

' I leave to others, Archidamos, the easy task of praising

you, your father, and your race. Those who choose that

theme have topics enough ready to their hand,—the splen-

dour of a descent from Herakles and Zeus ; the valour of the

Dorian colonies of the Peloponnesos ; the achievements of

Sparta under the Herakleidae, and the virtues taught by the

unchanging Spartan discipline ; the wisdom of your father

;

his conduct in times of disaster ; and lastly that battle at

Sparta in which you saved the state. But my purpose is

not to speak of your past exploits ; it is the more arduous

one of inciting you to enterprises of a new kind—enterprises

which will benefit not Sparta only but all the Hellenes.

(§§ 1-7.)
' It is strange that no powerful statesman or speaker has

1 See esp. Xen. Hellen. vn. v. tionis quam postea immutatam

§§ 9 f.—The achievement of Ar- .Philippoinscripsit':—Dobree, Adv.

chidamos on this occasion con- i. p. 285.

sisted in routing, with 100 hop- 3 Letters I., VI. and IX. are

lites, the troops of Epameinondas, fragments of just the same kind

—

who was trying to occupy some prefaces to what must have been

high ground near the town. long discourses, like the Philippos,
2 'Propempticon,ut videtur ora- rather than mere Letters.
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yet taken pity on the present miserable condition of Hellas. The state c

Every part of it is full of war, factions, massacres, woes

unnumbered. Most wretched of all are those Greeks on the

seaboard of Asia whom by the treaty we gave over, not

merely to the barbarians, but to those of our own race who
are barbarian in all save speech. These roving desperadoes,

under any chance leader, form armies larger and better than

those of the settled communities ; armies which do trifling

damage to Persia, but bring desolation to the Greek cities

which they visit. They slay, they banish, they plunder
;

children are outraged ; women, whom none but kinsmen had

ever seen even veiled, are stripped naked before all eyes.

(§§8-10.)
6 These miseries, now long continued, have as yet at-

tracted the indignation of no leading city in Greece ; nor of

any leading man, except your father. Agesilaos stood alone Agesiiaos.

in his life-long desire to free the Greeks and to turn their

arms against the barbarian. He failed only because he

sought to combine the war against Persia with the restora-

tion of his personal friends to their respective cities. He
thus excited factions which left men no leisure for the war.

The moral of his life is that the Greeks must be reconciled

among themselves before they are led against the Great

King. (§§11-14.)
* Some, perhaps, whose so-called ' philosophy ' has none

but petty aims, will call it madness in me to suppose that

Greece at large can be better or worse for any words of mine.

But, though eighty years old and worn out, I am arrogant

enough to believe that such counsels can come from no one

so well as from me, and that perchance they will bear fruit.

I believe that, if the other Greeks had to pick out the man
who could best advocate, and the man wdio could best exe-

cute, measures recognized as useful, the choice would fall on

none but you and me. My part is the smaller ; to say what

one thinks is not hard ; but you should be moved by you:

descent, by your place in Sparta, by your name in Greece, to

rise to the height of your new duty. Leave all else, and give

your mind to two things only—the deliverance of the Greeks

from their miserable feuds, and the crushing of barbarian
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insolence. That these things can be done,—that they are

expedient for you, for Sparta, and for the rest of Hellas,

—

it shall now be my task to explain/ (§§ 15—19.)

4. Letter 4. To Timotheos |~Ep. vii.1—Klearchos, a citizen of
VII., To . .

Herakleia on theEuxine,had been a pupil of Isokrates,

and also of Plato. He was recalled from Athens

to Herakleia by the nobles, who wished for his help

against the people. He changed sides, became a

demagogue, and then, in 364 B.C., tyrant 1
. His

reign was cruel 2
. He died in 353, leaving his brother

Satyros guardian of his two sons Timotheos and

Dionysios, and regent for the elder. Satyros seems

to have ruled at least for some years, and worse even

than Klearchos. But he was true to his nephews,

and in due time gave up the royal power into the

hands of Timotheos, who reigned from about 346

to 338. Timotheos then 'began to make the govern-

ment milder and more democratic; so that for his

deeds he was called no more tyrant, but benefactor

and saviour 3
.

? He afterwards shared the power

with his brother Dionysios, who succeeded him.

1 Diod. XV. 81. Justin (XVI. 4, 5) rvpavvov dW evepyerrjv avrov, ols

adds a plot between Klearchos and eirparre, ko.1 o-corrjpa ovop.a.^o-dai—
Mithridates of Pontus for the be- Memnonap. Phot. cod. 224. Mem-
trayal of Herakleia, which led non of Herakleia—whose date is

only to the betrayal and seizure of uncertain, but who cannot have

Mithridates by Klearchos. lived before the time of Augustus

—

2 Theopompos, in Bookxxxvni. wrote a history of Herakleia. Pho-

of his 'lo-Topiat, stated of Klearchos tios (cod. 224) gives an abstract of

cos (3ia[(os dvr}p€L 7roXkovs ko.1 as Books vi-—xvi. inclusive, from

rols TrXeio-TOLs itjldov Kcoveiov irielv : which most of the above facts are

Athen. in. p. 85 a. taken. According to Memnon,
3

7rapcika(3(A>v rr]v dpxhv ovrco rav- Klearchos had been a pupil of

rr]v eVl to irpaorepov kcu 8r]fioKpuTi- Isokrates for four years—and also

Kcorcpov pereppiWfjuCev, cos pr]Keri a hearer of Plato.
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The date of this Letter can be only approxi- Date.

mately fixed. Timotheos had now had time to

show himself a good ruler. The year 345 B.C. would

probably not be far wrong.

1 You have probably often heard of the old friendship Analysis.

between your family and me ; and I rejoice to learn that

you are ruling more nobly and more wisely than your father.

His failings will but redound to your praise. (§§ 1—2.)

Think by what means, with what aid, by what counsels you

may repair your city's misfortunes—encourage the citizens

to steady industry,—and make their lives and happiness

more secure. A foolish king harasses and pillages his sub-

jects. A wise one consults at once their happiness and his

own safety ; ruling so that none will plot against him, but

guarding his own life as if it were in danger from all. You
have no motive for incurring hatred in amassing wealth

;

your father has left you rich. (§§ 3—6.) If your objects

are more money and more power, seek advice elsewhere

;

but if you prefer honesty and a good name, attend to my
words and to worthy examples. Such an example is Kleom-

mis of Methymna, under whom the whole community lives

securely; who restores exiles and trusts the citizens with

arms,—fearing no evil, or content to suffer if his generous

confidence is belied. (§§ 7—9.)

' Autokrator, the bearer of this letter, is my friend ; our

pursuits are the same, and I have often been helped by his

skill. For these reasons I would have you use him well.

Do not marvel that I thus write to you, though I never

made any request of your father Klearchos. When he was

with us, all agreed about his kindliness; but after he got

power he was said to have changed. I was estranged from

him ; but your friendship would be prized by me. Fare-

well; if you want any thing from here, write.' (§§ 10—13.)

5. To the Rulers of Mytilene. TEp. vin.l—The 5. LetterJ J L -L J
VIII., To

democracy at Mytilene had lately been overthrown ^f^uZe.

by an oligarchy. But the victorious oligarchs were
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now showing their moderation by recalling many of

the democratic exiles. This letter prays the govern-

ment of Mytilene to receive back their fellow-citizen

Agenor 1
, a distinguished musician, with his father

and his brothers.

The revolt of the allies from Athens was followed,

at the close of the Social War (355 B.C.), by revo-

lutions in many of the cities. Oligarchies arose at

Corcyra, Chios, Kos, Rhodes, and in the cities of

Lesbos—Antissa, Methymna, and Mytilene 2
. We

know that, in 351 B.C., the government of Mytilene

was oligarchical 3
. And in § 8 of this Letter we

read that, 'if Konon and Timotheos were living, and

if Diophantos had come back from Asia/ they would

interest themselves for Agenor. Timotheos, son of

Konon, died in 354 b. c. And Diodoros names

'Diophantos the Athenian' and 'Lamios the Spartan'

as serving Nectanebis, king of Egypt, against Arta-

xerxes Ochos in a campaign which occupied the

winter of 350—351 B.C.
4 Now there can be little

doubt that it was by this struggle that Diophantos

was detained in the East. The date of this Letter

is probably 350 B.C.
5

1 Agenor and his school, the another is possible, against which

'Ayrjvopeioi, are mentioned among I have felt great difficulty in de-

the earlier musicians before Aris- ciding

—

347b.c. We know that the

toxenos : Blass, Att. Rer. n. 304. oligarchy at Mytilene was followed
2 Sclnifer, Dem. u. seine Zeit, (whether immediately or not) by

i. 427, 434. the tyranny of one Kammes ; but
3 Dem. Or. xv., vnep ttjs

c

PoStW that, in 347—6 b.c, the democracy

iXtvSeplas, (date 351 b.c.) § 16. was restored with Athenian help.
4 Diod. xvi. 48. Cf. Schiif. i. (Dem. Or. xl. npos Boudtov rrepl

437. 7rpoLKos, §§ 36 f. : Schaf. vol. in.,
5 350 b.c. is the date taken by Appendix, p. 224). Now: — 1.

Blass (AIL Ber. n. 303). But Isokrates certainly compares the
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' My grandsons, the sons of Aphareus, have asked me to Analysis.

write to you on behalf of Agenor, formerly their master

in music ; and to beg that, when you have restored some

other exiles, you will allow him, his father and his brothers,

to return to Mytilene. I objected that I, a stranger to

you, could not reasonably ask so great a favour; but at

length I yielded to their importunity. You have done

wisely in being reconciled to your fellow-citizens, and

in seeking, like Athens, to efface the memory of faction.

But, even if you had received back no other exiles, Agenor

and his family would deserve a pardon. Mytilene, a city

famous in the history of culture, ought not to keep in

banishment the man who excels all contemporaries in

his art. (§ 4.) Other cities give their franchise to men
distinguished in noble pursuits

;
you ought not to suffer your

own countryman to be a sojourner among strangers. Such

as he do more lasting honour to their city than successful

athletes. (§§ 3—6.)
* It will perhaps be said that this request is just, but that

I have no claim to make it. I have not, indeed, been a

statesman or public speaker ; but I have been the adviser of

the speakers truest to you and to our other allies ; and have

myself written more in defence of Greek liberty than all the

ranters of the platform put together. Were Konon and

Timotheos alive—had Diophantos returned from Asia—they

moderation of the prevalent party fell, the democracy may have been

at Mytilene to that of the Athenian restored unanimously. 2. The
democracy in 403 B.C., §3:2. Dio- letter is inscribed (as Blass has

phantos may not have come back observed) rois M. apxovo-t, not M.

from Egypt till 346 B.C.: for, while rw fyfup kcu rfj (3ov\j}. 3. In § 7

Diodoros and Clinton (F. H. n. Isokrates takes credit for having

App. 18) put the end of the always vindicated the iXevSepia

war in 350, Thirlwall (c. 48, vi. and avTovojAia of the Greeks,—in

187 n.) argues from Isokr. (Philipp. other words, as the context shows,

§ 101) that the Persian reeonquest the independence of the allies

of Egypt cannot havebeen achieved from Athens (cf. his Speech On the

before the latter part of 346. My Peace). This would point to 350

reasons for, on the whole, pre- rather than to 347, when, on the

ferring 350 are these :— 1. We do restoration of the democracy, My-

not know that, in 347, a party tilene came again into the Atke-

overthrew a party. When Kammes nian league.
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would support my request. Think, then, by whom and for

whom the favour is asked; and, if you can grant it, let

Agenor and his brothers understand that they owe it, in

some measure, to my mediation.' (§§ 7—10.)

|zf^ 6. To Philip. [Ep. li.]—In §§ 5—12 of this

±>hihP
. j^ter, Isokrates remonstrates with Philip for reck-

lessly exposing himself to personal danger; and, in

§ 12, says :—''I would give a great deal that I had

written this to you before the expedition ; since then,

if you had listened to me, you would not have

run so great a danger ; or, if you had not listened,

at least I should not have seemed to be repeating in

my advice what all the world has been persuaded of

by the event.
7

Philip was engaged in a Thracian War from 342

to 339 B.C. 1 War between Philip and Athens was

declared in 340 B.C. Now it is clear from the tone

of § 14 that, when this Letter was written, the hos-

tility between Philip and Athens was not yet open.

Further, in 342, Philip had given a new constitution

to Thessaly, appointing tetrarchs for the four chief

districts 2
. Isokrates alludes to this-—evidently as

recent (§. 20) ; and urges Philip to intervene, with

the same prudence, in the affairs of Athens ;

—

meaning that he should come forward as the re-

conciler of factions, and as the leader in one

great common purpose— an expedition against

Date. Asia. The date of the Letter is probably the end

of 342 B.C.
3

1 Schafer, n. 414 ff.
3 Dobree (Adv. i. p. 283) refers

2 Deni. Phil. in. § 26 : Schafer, the Letter to 339 B.C., when Philip

Dcm. u. seine Zeit, n. p. 402. was wounded in an encounter with
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' Men are more grateful for praise than for advice. But Analysis.

having undertaken once before to advise you as to what it

would best become you to do, I must not shrink, in a more

urgent crisis, from pronouncing upon what you have done.

You are universally condemned for courting danger with a

headlong rashness unbecoming a king. In the conduct of

war you ought to imitate republics. When they send forth

their armies, they are careful to keep safe at home those who
are responsible for the commonweal. If the Spartan kings

take the field, it is with a devoted body-guard of the most

distinguished citizens. The value of a king's life may be

judged from the cases of Xerxes and of Cyrus. Xerxes, when

his troops were beaten, guarded his own life, and lived to

restore the greatness of Persia ; Cyrus, by throwing away his

life, cancelled an actual victory, and brought upon his fol-

lowers the extremity of suffering. (§§ 1—8.)

' It is unworthy of you to aim at a reputation for mere

reckless courage. The special risks of a monarch are enough

without adding to them the risks of a soldier. Glory of

a higher kind is within your reach. Carry war against the

barbarians on your frontier no further than is necessary for

the safety of Macedonia ; and set the Greeks an example of

making war upon the Great King. I wish that this advice

had been given before your expedition ; for then it might

have averted your danger, or at least have proved my fore-

sight. (§§9-12.)
' Though this letter is already too long, a word must be

said in conclusion about Athens. If you blame Athens for

listening to those who slander you, do not listen to those who
slander her. The influence which worthless men have here

is only the influence that might be yours. I do not deny

that Athens has made some mistakes ; but I maintain that

no city in Hellas could be a more useful ally for you. Her

merely passive friendship would give you strength both in

Hellas and against the barbarian. You have been applauded

the Triballi, and reported dead. But §§ 14, 20 are, I now think, de-

In noticing the Letter at p. 20 of eisive against this. See Blass,

this volume, I assign it to 339. Att. Ber. n. 299.
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for your just and benevolent interference in the affairs of

the Thessalians, a high-spirited people torn by factions.

Confer the same benefits upon Athens. The Thessalians are

your neighbours in territory ; we, in power. It is nobler to

take gratitude, than cities, by storm. (§§ 13—21.) You
may believe me when I speak of Athens ; I have never

been her flatterer, but always her severest censor. The care-

less crowd suspect you and me alike
;
you, because you are

great; me, because I think. You can easily dispel that

prejudice; for me it is too late. This, then, is my advice;

—

give your kingdom and your prosperity into the keeping of

the goodwill of the Hellenes.' (§§ 13—23.)

7. Letter v., 7. To Alexander. [Ep. v.]—Alexander was with

<ier.

exa
'
u
his father 1 at the time when Isokrates wrote this

Letter, which was sent along with one addressed to

Philip—doubtless the Letter just analysed. Philip

was in Thrace or the Chersonese from May, 342, to

the latter part of 339 B.C. ; and, at some time after

his departure, appointed Alexander his regent in

Macedonia 2
. But, when this Letter was written,

that arrangement had not yet been made. Alexander,

a boy of fourteen, is busy with his studies ; and

Isokrates cannot refrain from a little thrust at the

young prince's new tutor. It was probably in this

very year (342) that Alexander began to receive the

lessons of Aristotle 3
.

1 The phrase in § l,7repi rov avrbv Philip's court inl Uvdoborov apxov-

ovra ere totyov iiceivca, seems to im- ros, 01. 109. 2, 34§ B.C., Diog. v. 10.

ply a foreign region. The danger Apollodoros adds 'AXegdvdpov Kev-

in which Philip's life had just been -mca/cW err} rjdij yeyoporos. Alex-

placed would account for Alexan- ander only completed his 14th

der having been summoned to him. year in July, 342 B.C. He can
2 Schafer, Dem. n. 416. but barely have entered on his

3 Apollodoros stated in his 15th year when Pythodotos ceased

XpovLKa that Aristotle came to to be archon.
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' As I am writing to your father, and you are with him, Analysis.

it would be strange if I did not greet you also, and show

that old age has still left me some sense. (§ 1.) All say that

you are kindly, fond of Athens, fond of learning,—and this

in a wise way. The Athenians with whom you live are not

uncultivated men, with low political views; but men pleasant

socially, and also able to give sound counsel. Your chosen

philosophy is not the eristic, which teaches subtlety in pri-

vate discussion ; but the practical philosophy which educates

a statesman in debate, in political action, in discerning right

and wrong. (§§ 2—4.) You do well to make this your

study ; and give promise of surpassing other men as far as

your father has surpassed all.' (§ 5.)

8. To Antipater. TEp. iv.l—This Letter was ^Latenv.

written after—probably soon after 1—the renewal of'
en

the war between Athens and Philip in 340 B.C.

Antipater had now been for at least seven years

prominent both as a soldier and as a diplomatist.

In 347 he seems to have held a command in the

Thracian war ; in 347 and 346 he was the chief

envoy from Macedonia to Athens 2
. At this time,

in 340 or 339, Antipater is living in Macedonia,

apparently as regent, or as chief minister of Alex-

ander, during Philip's absence in Thrace.

The Letter commends to Antipater one Diodotos

and his son, who wish to enter the service of Philip.

Nothing is known from other sources about this

Diodotos 3
. He seems to have been an Athenian who

1 The words in § 1

—

vvv ore no- 3 Sanneg, in his essay Be Schola

Xefiovfjiev npbs dWrjXovs, as op- Isocratea (Halle, 1867), notices

posed to rrjs dprjvrjs ovo-rjs—sug- Diodotos among the pupils of Iso-

gest that the declaration of war krates ; but has nothing to add to

was recent. the information furnished by this
2 Schiifer, Bern. n. p. 34. Letter. In the modem Greek
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had taken service, probably as a captain of mer-

cenaries, under more than one of the despots of Asia

Minor. c For speaking freely to these about their

own interests ' (§ 7) he had ' been stripped of his

privileges at home' ; in other words, he had been

deprived of the Athenian citizenship on the charge

of supporting an anti-Athenian policy abroad. Alone

of the nine Letters, this has the ease of a private

friendship : Isokrates had made the acquaintance of

Antipater at Athens.

Analysis. ' Even in time of peace, a letter from Athens to Mace-

donia runs risks; much more now, when we are at war. But

I was determined to write to you about Diodotos, and, since

I am too late to introduce him to you, at least to add my
testimony in his favour. Men of various countries have

been my pupils ; some with a special faculty for speaking

;

some with powers of thought and action ; some of small abi-

lity, but good men and pleasant companions. Diodotos has

a nature so happily tempered that in all these respects he is

perfect. (§§ 1—4.) You will find, too, that he is thoroughly

outspoken. Princes of a large mind honour such frankness
;

it is the feebler who fear it, thinking that it will drive them

into acting against their wishes, and not seeing that free

criticism is most likely to put them in the way of attaining

what they desire. No monarchy—nay, no republic—is likely

to last without advisers who dare to offend. Yet such ad-

visers are slighted,—as Diodotos has found to his cost. There

are some princes in Asia whom he has served both by counsel

and by perilous deeds ; through freedom of speech, however,

he has lost not only his dignities in his own country but

many hopes besides. He is inclined to distrust princes as a

edition of Isokrates quoted above the interpreter of Herakleitos

(p. 241 note) on Letter vi., the mentioned by Diogenes Laertios,

commentator suggests that this ix. 15.

Diodotos is possibly identical with
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voyager once unlucky fears the sea ; but he has done well in

going to you. He will benefit by your kindness
;
you, by his

loyalty and ability. (§§ 5—9.)
1 His son, too, is advised by me to take service under

your government. He is ambitious to do so; but feels like

an athlete eager for a crown which he dares not hope to win.

He is without experience ; and has defects of person which

he fears will be against him. In any case, whether he re-

sides in Macedonia or (as a neutral) at Athens, pray watch

over his safety and that of his father. Look upon them as a

trust committed to you by my old age—my fame (if that is

worth aught)—my friendship. Forgive the length of an old

man's letter ; I had but one aim,—to show goodwill for the

best of friends/ (§§ 10—13.)

9. To Philip. [Ep. in.]—The biographical a Letter

question raised by this Letter has been noticed in Ph^
a former chapter 1

. The Letter was written in

338 B.C., some time after Chaeroneia, when Isokrates

had completed his ninety-eighth year. It is thus

the latest of all his extant writings.

6
1 have already had some talk with Antipater about Analysis.

your interests and those of Athens. But I resolved to write

1 Ch. xil, p. 31. I have there his return from Athens : see §§ 1—2.

noticed the suggestion of E. Cur- Cf. Schafer, in. 25.

tius that, if Isokrates did indeed The tradition of a suicide

commit suicide, themotivemayhave prompted by patriotic despair

been despair at seeing that Athens must then be given up altogether,

was still resolved to resist. If we But the tradition of the suicide

hold, as I do, the genuineness of itself may be true. The real mo-

the Third Letter, this explanation tive may have been an access of

of the suicide is admissible only his disease : and Aphareus, or

on the supposition that the Letter some friend—availing himself <jf

was written before the conclusion the coincidence that Isokrates

of the peace between Athens and died on the day when those who

Philip. Now I confess I think the fell at Chaeroneia were buried

—

Third Letter was written after the may have invented the heroic

conclusion of the peace, and was motive. See Blass, Att. Ber. n.

taken to Philip by Antipater on 89 f., 300.
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to you, too, regarding the course which, as I think, you

ought to take after the peace. This letter will be to the

same purpose as my discourse, but much shorter. (§ 1.)

Formerly I urged you to bring about concord in Hellas by

reconciling the chief states, Athens, Sparta, Thebes, Argos.

Now, persuasion is no longer needed. The recent struggle

has proved them to have no will but yours, and to admit

that the war which they have been making upon each other

ought to be turned against Asia. They ask me whether the

idea of an expedition against the barbarians was originally

yours or mine; and when I say that, to the best of my
belief, it was yours, they entreat me to confirm you in it.

No deed, they say, could be nobler, better for Hellas, or

more timely. (§§ 2—3.) Had not my powers utterly failed,

I would have come to you and urged this in person. In one

thing it is good to be insatiable—in the desire of true

Philip's glory ; and your glory will be perfect only when you have

made the barbarians helots to the Greeks. To that result

it will be an easier step than it was from the first to the

present stage of your power. That result gained, nothing

will remain for you but to become a god. I thank old age

for this alone, that those youthful projects which I set forth

in the Panegyrikos and in the discourse sent to you are in

course of completion by your agency, and will, I hope, be

completed.' (§§ 4—6.)

Fragments.

The only lost work 1 of Isokrates known from

definite citations is his Art of Rhetoric. It has,

indeed, always been questioned whether he was the

author of the treatise once current under his name.

Quintilian, in quoting it for an opinion of Isokrates,

1 As to the YpvXKov eVtra^to? as to the supposed speech npos

(Diog. L. ir. 55), see above, p. SO ; EvBwov (Ar. Rh, n. 19) see below.
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adds—'if it is really his 1
'; and Photios hints a like

doubt 2
. Modern criticism3 is divided. Some infer

from extant notices, direct and indirect 4
, that

Isokrates really published a systematic ' Art.' The

direct notices are, with one exception, of slight

interest. They inform us that Isokrates defined

Rhetoric as 'the science of persuasion 5
/ insisted, in

reference to forensic speaking, on the importance of

taking up a strong position in that general statement

of a case (/caracrracris 6
) which precedes the detailed

narrative of facts, as well as on the need of com-

prehensiveness in the narrative (Sir/yrjo-Ls) itself 7
;

1 Quintil. Inst. it. 15 § 4.

2 Photios, cod. 260. yeypa(j)evai

8e avrov Ttxyr\v pr\ropiKr\v Xeyovxriv,

7)v Kal rjfxeli 'lcrfi€v rov dvftpbs ern-

ypa(f)ofA€vr}V ra> ovopari. ol be o~vv-

CKTKrjcrei fiaXkov rj rkyyr] yjpr\(ra<jQai

Kara rovs \6yovs rov avdpa (j)a<ri.

3 Spengel, orvvaycoyr) rexvav, pp.

154—172: Sauppe, O. A. 11. p. 224.

Sauppe denies all force to the ob-

jections of I. G. Pfund, de Isocratis

Vita et Scriptis, pp. 21 f., which

Bernhardy on Cic. Brut. p. 37 ap-

pears to think of weight.
4 The direct references to the

lost Texvr) are collected by Bense-

ler, Isocr. vol. n. p. 276. They

are the references noticed here.

Besides these, Sauppe has brought

together ten other instances in

which he believes that he has dis-

covered allusions to the treatise.

All, or most, of these are, how-

ever, doubtful. See Sauppe, O. A.

II. pp. 224 ff.

5 Sextus Empiricus, npos pa-

0rjfi. II. § 62, p. 301 F : "lo-oKparrjs

cj>r](ri p.rjdev oXXo €7Tirrj8€V€iv rovs

II.

prjropas rj iirio-rr) prjv 7T€lSovs.

Quintilian, indeed, states that Iso-

krates said, ' esse rhetoricen per-

suadendi opificem, id est neiOovs

hr}fxiovpyov
K

. Inst. ii. 15. § 4. But,

as Sauppe observes, Sextus is pro-

bably the more accurate. The de-

finition mentioned by Quintilian

is known to have been given by

Korax and Tisias (Spengel, away.

p. 34) and is ascribed by Sextus

himself to Xenokrates.
6 Max.Planudes, scholia on Her-

mogenes, wepl iSecoV £', in Walz
Rhet. Graec. V. 551. Kardcrrao~is

is here what Dionysios calls irpo-

Qeais:—that general setting forth

of the matter in hand which

usually comes (at least in the

speeches of Lysias) between the

exordium {irpooifxiov) and the de-

tailed narrative : (kcu eo-n fieOopcou

avrca i<arepas rtov tSecop cos rd 7ro\-

\a r] rrpodecris : Lys. C. 17.)

7 Syrianos, scholia on the ardo-r is

of Hermogenes, in Walz Rh. Gr.

iv. 302.

17
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and observed on the dislike of 'Atticists' to coining

new words 1
. The only citation more precise and

satisfactory than these is made byMaximusPlanudes2
.

'We learn/ he says, 'from the Art of Isokrates what

kind of diction is called pure ; for that writer has

been so attentive to purity of style as to give in his

own treatise such precepts as these upon the sub-

ject :
—'In composition 3

, vowels must not clash 4
,

for that has a lame effect ; nor is it well to begin

and end with the same syllable, as ei7rou<x<x o-acf)f} y

yXiKa Kakd, ev0a ®a\rjs ; or to put the same con-

junctions close together, making the latter answer

immediately to the former 5
. As to particular words,

use those which are figurative, but not harshly so ;

or which are noblest—least artificial—most familiar.

In short, your prose must not be prose,—that is

dry ; nor metrical,—for that betrays art ; but tem-

pered with all manner of rhythms, especially iambic

1 ol 'Attikkttcu 7ravre\(Ds airo- that Isokr. deprecates (irapaireLTai)

rpiirovcn tov ovofxaTOTroi^lv kol fxo- t&v (pcovrjevrcov tcls TrapaWrjXovs

vols Trpoo-TCLTTovcri Kexprjo-dai tols Oecreis, cos \vovo~as tcls dpfiovias tcZv

clprjfxevais Xe^etri kcli toIs rerayfie- f]X^v Kai TV V ^^Lorrjra tcov (pSoyycov

vols ovopacrLv, cos cfy-qcriv 'lo-oKparrjs : \vp.aivojxevas. The ' injury to the

Max. Planudes (ace. to the Par. smoothness of the sounds ' is what

ms.), Walz Rh. Gr. v. 498. It is meant by the lameness

—

uneven-

ly no rash assumption of Ben- ness—spoken of here.

seler's (Isocr. n. 276) that this 5 koX tovs crvvhecrfiovs tovs av-

remark must have occurred in tovs firj avveyyvs Ttdevai kol tov

the T€YVT]. €7r6/JL€VOV TCp YjyOV}X€VCO tvBvS dvTClTTO-

2 Walz Rh. Gr. v. p. 469. 8l$6vcli. For instance, if two con-

3 da be iv rfj \xev Xe£ei to. secutive sentences began with eWi

(pcovr)€VTa firj o-viiiriirreiv, k.t.X. yap, the second eW would be dv-

The words iv tjj p,ev Xegei are op- Tairodeciofievov, in regard to the

posed to 6v6[MaTL Be Xpw6ai, k.t.X., first,
—

' made to answer to it/

lower down. Ae|t? means here placed in the same position in the

the style of composition, as con- sentence. Such repetitions, the rule

trasted with ovopaTa, the diction. says, ought not to be made evOvs—
4 Pionysios ide Isocr. c. 2) says i. e. without a certain interval.
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or trochaic. In narrative, set the first incident, the

second, and the rest, in regular sequence. Do not

pass to a fresh point before you have done with

the first, or then come back from the end to the

beginning. Let your separate thoughts be severally

completed and rounded off/ These rough notes—for

they are no more—doubtless represent the substance

of precepts which Isokrates really gave at least

orally 1 to his pupils, whether their present form is,

or is not, that in which they were actually put forth

by him.

There is nothing to prove that any of the jjg^,.

numerous 2 apophthegms, ascribed to Isokrates were

taken from writings of his now lost 3
. Many of

these apophthegms are mere repartees in conversa-

tion; others are maxims of morality or prudence

which may, of course, have been found in books, but

which are in no instance quoted from any particular

book. The average quality of the sayings may be

1 Cf. Epist. vi. § 8 (Xeyciv) : Pa- however, be noticed. Arist. Rhet.

nathen. § 236. Cicero says, ' We n. 19 : ko! el rols x^P ^ *a * rj TT0(Tl

find no Art which is ascertained kol dcfrpoveorepois dwarov, km toU

(constet) to be by Isokrates himself, evavriois fiaWow cooTrep kol 'Io-o-

though we meet with many tech- Kparrjs e(j)rj beivbv elvai el 6 /zeV Ev-

nical writings by his disciples' [e.g. Svvos efiadev, avrbs de fxrj dwrjo-erat

Ephoros, Naukrates] : de Invent, evpelv. Benseler (de hiatu p. 56)

ii. 7. Aristotle, ap. Cic. Brut. § 48, thinks that this quotation is from

says that Isokrates, on giving up a lost speech of Isokrates npos

forensic work, betook himself EvOwov, and that our Or. xxi. npbs

whollyad artes componendas. Blass EvOvvow has been falsely attri-

thinks (Att. Ber. n. 98) we may butedtohim. But,asSauppe(0.^4.

understand this of collecting notes, n. 227) says, it is more natural

rules, &c., on the theory of Rhe- to suppose that the saying quoted

toric—not of writing a formal trea- by Aristotle referred to rhetorical

tise. skill generally, not to the argu-
2 Benseler has collected thirty- ments bearing on any special law-

seven : Isocr. vol. n. pp. 276 ff. suit.

3 One disputed instance must,

17—2
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judged from a few specimens. On being asked how

he, who was no public speaker, could teach others to

speak, he answered that a whetstone cannot cut, but

can fit iron to do so 1
.

—

'A father having said that

he never gave his son any companion but a slave,

—'Well then/ Isokrates answered, 'you will have

two slaves 2 .' 'If you have a fair body and an ill

mind, you have a good ship and a bad pilot 3/

—

' The root of learning is bitter, the fruit sweet 4 .'

—

On being asked in what the industrious differ from

the indolent, he said—'As the pious from the

impious—in good hopes 5.'

It would, of course, be idle to inquire what

proportion of these sayings is genuine. A master of

neat expression, who was at the same time singularly

sententious, could not fail to be credited with many

such yvw^ai as those with which the Ad Demonicum

abounds, and for which the Greek taste received a

new impulse from the Peripatetics 6
.

1 Plut. Mor. 838 e. merum apophthegmatnm) in tanti

2 [Plut.] Vitt. X. Oratt. nominis isocratei claritate et studii
3 Anton. Meliss. p. 65, quo Graeci inde a peripatetieorum
4 Hermog. i. 22. disciplina talia colligerent alacri-

6 Steph. Apophthegmat. p. 697. tate mirum est.
1

Sauppe, O. A.
6 ' Neque exstare (magnum mi- n. 227.
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CHAPTER XIX.

ISAEOS.

LIFE.

The silence which surrounds the life of Isaeos,

in contrast with the reputation of his work, has a

meaning of its own. Dionysios, in setting forth

those few and barren facts which the Augustan

age could discover to his search, unconsciously in-

dicates the chief cause of their scantiness. ' I can-

not tell/ he says, ' what were the politics of Isaeos,

—or whether he had any politics at all 1 .' Un-

like Antiphon or Andokides, unlike even Lysias or

Isokrates, Isaeos, so far as is known, had no definite

relation, literary or active, with the affairs of

Athens. Nothing could better illustrate the work-

ings of that deep change which was passing over the

life of Athens and of Greece. Half a century earlier,

a citizen with the like powers could not have failed

to find his place in the history of the city ; and

a resident who, like Lysias, did not possess the

citizenship, would at least have left some evidence

1 Dionys. Isae. C. 1, ovde ircpl rrjs ireiv e^co)* ovde dpxi v c* arpoftXero

irpoaipecrecds t&v 7ro\iT€V(iaT(DV (et- riva Trokireiav.
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of his interest in Athenian or Panhellenic affairs,

even if it had not been his fortune to impeach an

Eratosthenes or to address the Greeks at Olympia.

But, with the progressive divergence of Society from

the State, the separation of the man from the citizen

naturally expressed itself, not merely in apathy or

in organized frivolity, but also, and with a graver

meaning, in the clearer definition of all those

pursuits which could be called professional. 'Let

the ekklesia be the care of the statesmen—my
profession is to write for the courts';—this is what

the life of Isaeos, by the fact that it is almost

hidden, declares. That change has set in which is

to lead, without a break, from the old life of the

republics to a cosmopolitan Hellenism, and thence

to the modern world.

dateo/
le The date of his birth can only be guessed from

the dates of his works. Of those extant speeches

which can be placed chronologically, the earliest

(Or. v., On the Estate of Dikaeogenes) may be

assigned to 390 B.C.; the latest (Or. vii., On the

Estate of Apollodoros) to 353. In 366 his reputa-

tion was fully established. The conjecture which

places his birth about 420 B.C. is probably not

far wrong 1
. One account represents Isaeos as a

parentage. Chalkidian 2
, another as an Athenian 8

; and the

1 Hermann Weissenborn, in his that assumption, however—since

excellent article on Isaeos in Ersch at all events we have Or. x. in 384

and Gruber's Encylopaedia, sect. B.C.—420 must be near the mark,

n., part 38, pp. 286—310, takes 2 [Plut.] vit. Isae. and vit. De-

01. 90 (420—417 B.C.)— assuming mosth. : Demetrios ap. Suid. and

(rightly, I think) that Or. v. be- Harpokr. : Photios cod. 263.

longs to 390 B.C. Independently of 3 Suidas s.v. 'loraios : Hermippos
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theory which harmonises these statements by sup-

posing the family to have migrated from Chalkis to

Athens becomes something more than a mechanical

compromise when it is recollected that, in 411,

Euboea (except Oreos) revolted from Athens, and %J^
that at such a time, residents in Euboea whose

sympathies were Athenian might well have crossed

the Euripos 1
. About 509 b. c.

2
, after an Athenian

victory over the Chalkidians, the lands of the was isaeos

Chalkidian Hippobotae, or Knights, had been shared

among four thousand Athenian kleruchs 3
. If the

family of Isaeos was descended from one of these

settlers, the account which represents Isaeos as 'an

Athenian by descent' would be justified, and the

fact that the name Diagoras 4
, attributed to his

father, is not Athenian, would be explained. It

might, indeed, be argued that the case of Isaeos is

analogous to that of Deinarchos, who was certainly

a resident alien, and who yet was represented by

one account as an Athenian citizen 5
. But the cases

would be really parallel only if the foreign birthplace

(see above, p. 12) ap. Harpokr.

—

was the place where the remnant

Dionysios gives the preference to of the Athenian ships sought re-

this account : de Isae. c. 1 'Ad^vaios fuge. Athenian kleruchs had held

rjv to yevos- cos de erepoi ypcKfiovcri, Oreos since the reconquest of

XaXiudevs. The anonymous Twos Euboea by Perikles. Thuc. I. 14:

"lo-alov is taken almost wholly from Cox Hist. Gr. n. 494.

Dionysios, our earliest source, to
2 The exact date is uncertain

:

whom the PlutarchicLife also owes but see Cox i. pp. xiv. and 23&

much : but the Tevos says merely 3 Her. v. 77.

Kara fiev rivas 'AOrjvaios, Kara de 4 Anon. Biogr. For Aiayopas

nvas XaXKibevs. Meier (ap. Weissenborn I.e.) pro-

1 Schomann praef. vi. : Weis- posed 'lo-ayopas.

senborn I. c. Curtius approves : v.
5 [Plut.] Vit. Din. cos jiev nves,

172 (Ward.) For the revolt of iyxcopios, cos de tlo-l doKel, Koplv-

Euboea, see Thuc. viii. 95. Chalkis Bios*
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assigned to Deinarchos had been the seat of an

Athenian settlement. Nor can abstention from poli-

tical life be urged as disproving citizenship in the

case of one who had a distinct and an engrossing

occupation 1
.

ui
S

n
Educa~ In 400 B.C.—when Plato was twenty-nine years

old, Isokrates thirty-six, and Lysias fifty-nine (or,

according to the modern view of his birth-date,

forty-four at most 2
), Isaeos was probably about

twenty. That subtle and eager mind, destined to

a narrow field, may well have had its early place in

the most liberal converse that Athens could afford 3
.

But the only master to whom Isaeos is given as

pupil by a tradition at once definite and trustworthy

isokrates, is Isokrates. Their intercourse may be referred to

the years 393—390, when Isokrates was just begin-

ning to teach, or when Isaeos was about to enter on

1 Westermann and Weissenborn cod. 265, p. 1472 R, and (2) [Plufc.]

think that Isaeos was somehow a vit. Demosth., whence Photios gets

citizen. Schafer assumes the re- it.

verse, when he says {Dem. u. seine Now, I strongly suspect that

Zeit, i. 255) that to Isaeos ' as Photios has mis-construed the pas-

an alien, the public career was sage in the Plutarchic Life. It says

closed': and Blass favours the of Demosthenes:—axoXd^cov 'Io-o-

latter view (Att. Ber. II. 454). Kparet, as rives ecfyaaav, cos $e oi

2 Vol. I. p. 144. 7rXe1(rroi, 'loxaa> rep XaXjudel, os tfv

3 (rvveyevero be rois aplarois rcov 'laoKparovs fiaOrjrjjs, biayovri ev

(piXoaocpcov, Hermippos op. Dionys.
y

A0r]vais, {rfXcov QovKvbibrjv kcu nXa-

Jsae. 1. I should certainly hesi- rcova, op rives elirov irpo-qyov^evais

tate to infer—as Weissenborn and avrbv axoXacrai. Grammatically,

Meier do—that Isaeos had been a the clause (rjX&v, K.r.X., might, of

disciple of Sokrates. course, be connected with os tfv 7

Curtius says that Isaeos 'con- K.r.X.: Photios so took it; and

nected himself with Plato^ (v. 172, hence the error. Manifestly £rj-

Ward) and so Weissenborn. The Xav, &c, is meant to refer back

authorities for this (so far as they to Demosthenes. He is the 'stu-

are known to me) are (1) Phot. dent of Plato and Thucydide?.'
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his own career as a writer of speeches for the law-

courts. Both these facts—that the teachers manner

was not matured, and that the discipleship must

have been comparatively short—may help to explain

why Isaeos kept so few traces of Isokratic expres-

sion. As we shall see, however, the Isokratic influ-

ence on Isaeos may clearly be traced in another pro-

vince—in his handling of subject-matter 1
. Isokrates

asserts that, of all the numerous writers of speeches

for the courts, no one was ever honoured with pupils2
.

If Isaeos had been the pupil of Lysias, at least one ^as-

notable exception would have been established. It

is worth observing, however, that the best authority

speaks of Isaeos, not as the scholar, but as the

student of Lysias ; and this is undoubtedly the true

account 3
.

Isaeos, like Antiphon and Lysias-, was a profes- Forensic

sional writer of forensic speeches. But a comparative Isaeos~

1 The authorities for Isaeos \6yovs rots lv rois diKao-r-qpiois

having been the pupil of Isokrates ayamfo/ieVot?. tovtmv p.ev rolvw

are Hermippos (a strong witness) roaovr^v ovrav ovdels ircoTrore

in his book on the disciples of ISO- <fyavr](jeTai fiaOrjTcov rj^icofiepos.

krates (Harpokr. s. v. 'laalos, 3 Dionys. Isae. 2, xaPaKTVPa de

Dionys. Isae. 1): [Plut.] vit. De- Tbv Av<Tiov...i£rj\<D(Te (copied in the

mosth.,—in vit. Isaei the text is TeW 'laaiov) : c. 20, ^Xor^V. In

doubtful : and Suid. s. v. A?;/xoo-- [Plut.] vit. Isae. the ordinary read-

Oevrjs.—Schafer (i. 255) questions rng gives axoXdo-as Avaia, but

the tradition, noticing the dubious should perhaps be emended to

cos de rives (paat in [Plut.] vit. (rxoXdaas [jJ^ev 'io-o/cparet, ^Xcoaas

Isocr.—Benseler (p. 192), applying Be] Avaiav, as Schafer suggests

the hiatus-test, puts the disciple- {Dem. i. 256 n. : or axoXda-as ['Io-o-

ship only a little before 360, when Kpdrei, eoace fiaXicrTa] Ava-ia. From
Isaeos was past 50 : but, as we the pseudo-Plutarch Photios cod.

shall see below, that test breaks 263 took his Avaiov de eyevero /xa-

dowil. QrjTrjSi ov Kai jiaOrjrrjs e^/^/xartcre.

2 Antid. (Or. xv.) § 41 : Traynik^ See Blass, Att. Ber. n. 456.

dels elaiv oi irapavKevd^ovTes tovs
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survey of their work brings out one striking dif-

ference. Antiphon was occupied chiefly, Lysias

almost largely, with Public Causes. Isaeos was occupied
wholly in ° J L

Causes. almost exclusively 1 with Private Causes. These Pri-

vate Causes were, moreover, principally of the class

with which Demosthenes also was so much engaged,

and for which Isokrates reserves his principal con-

tempt,—claims to property or money between man

and man 2
. The Practical Rhetoric, at first busied

chiefly with the graver interests of the civic life, had

thus in the course of its development come to em-

brace the smaller interests so completely that it could

find in these a distinct and definite field. Among
the twelve extant Speeches of Isaeos— since the

fragment 'For Euphiletos* is now counted as the

twelfth—four are of uncertain time. The remain-

ing eight may conveniently be arranged in two

groups, as they precede or follow the central event

in the life of Isaeos—his connexion with Demo-

nrst group sthenes. The first group will comprise the Fifth

Oration, On the Estate of Dikaeogenes, 390 B.C. ; the

Tenth, On the Estate of Aristarchos, 377—371 B.C.;

the Eighth, On the Estate of Kiron, 375 B.C.; and

the Ninth, On the Estate of Astyphilos, 369 B.C.

second The second group will comprise the Sixth Oration,
group.

On the Estate of Philoktemon, 364—363 B.C.; the

Eleventh, On the Estate of Hagnias, 359 B.C. ; the

Second, On the Estate of Menekles, 354 B.C.; and

the Seventh, On the Estate of Apollodoros, 353 B.C.

1 See below, ch. xxt. ad init. crvfxpoXaicdv: mAntid. [xv.] § 3,

2 Isokr. Paneg. |Or. iv.] § 11, &c.

tovs dy<0vas rovs irepi t<dv idloov
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The First and Third Orations, On the Estates of

Kleonymos and Pyrrhos, may probably be referred

to the later period.

Demosthenes was born in 384, and came of age isaeos and
I)em°-

in 366. Before attaining his majority he had re- sthene8-

solved on the contest with the guardians who had

abused their trust. The two orations Against

Aphobos belong to 363 B.C.; the two orations

Against Onetor to 362. Now, in 366, Isaeos must

have been known for upwards of twenty years as

a successful writer of forensic speeches, and also

as a master of Attic law, especially in the depart-

ment of claims to property. No one could be better

fitted to arm Demosthenes for his first encounter.

There is no doubt whatever that Demosthenes had

recourse to the aid of Isaeos. Afterwards, when

that relative obscurity in which the critics left the

elder orator was hardly broken save by this stray

gleam from the glory of the younger, friendly bio-

graphers naturally welcomed everything that could

add brightness to the borrowed ray 1
. It is due quite

as much to Isaeos as to Demosthenes that we should

be on our guard against exaggerations. According

to one story, Demosthenes, on coming of age, took

Isaeos into his house, and studied with him for four

years 2
. He is further said to have paid Isaeos

10,000 drachms (about £400) on condition that the

1 Even Dionys. begins : "icraios fiovfAevos avrov rovs \6yovs : [Plut.]

8e, 6 ArjfioaOevov? Ka6rjyr](rdfi€vo£, vit. Dem. The same author re-

Kal $ia tovto fiaXiara yevope- presents these studies with Isaeos

vos 7T€pL(j)avrjs. as having begun while Demos-
2

^Icrcuov dvaXafiav els rr\v oiKtav thenes was yet a minor and living

Terpaerrj xpovov avrov 8l€7t6vt](tc, fiL- in his mother's house : and so
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teacher should withdraw from a school of Rhetoric

which he had opened, and should devote himself

wholly to his new pupil 1
. 'It was a close personal

relation/ writes a brilliant historian, 'into which

they entered, an intellectual armed alliance, in order

with their united strength to carry on the contest of

vengeance which Demosthenes, like the Heroes of

ancient mythology, undertook against the desolaters

of his paternal home 2 .' It would be agreeable thus

to conceive Isaeos,—as a Pylades divided by nothing

but, perhaps, thirty-six years from his young partner

in the chastisement of a triple Aegisthos, Plutarch,

however, says merely that Demosthenes—'employed

Isaeos as his master in Rhetoric, though Isokrates

was then teaching, either (as some say) because he

could not pay Isokrates the prescribed fee of ten

minae ; or because he preferred the style of Isaeos

for his purpose, as being vigorous and astute' (Spa-

o-rrjpiov koX iravovpyov) 3
. The school of Isaeos is no-

where else mentioned 4
, nor is the name of any other

pupil recorded.

Plutarch, viU Demosth. c. 5 : Li- against Aphobos (Dem. I. 257).

banios ml. Dem. p. 3 (Reiske)

:

2 Curtius v. 220 (Ward).

Suidas s. v. A^/jloo-B^s, &c. Scha- 3 Tint. vit.Dem. [notthepseudo-

fer (Dem. I. 257) would date the Plutarch in the lives of the X.

relation only from 366. It was Orators] c. 6.

only after attaining his majority 4 Plutarch, no doubt, mentions

and receiving the guardians' ac- rovs 'laoKpartis koL 'AvTicfxavras ko.1

count that Demosth. could have 'io-cuW among rovs £v rah o-xoXals

resolved on the law-suit. ra jMzipaiaa irpohihao-Kovras (de glor.
1 [Plut.] vit. Ism.: Phot. cod. Athen. p. 350 c): but this is vague;

263. Curtius adopts the tradition and need mean no more than that

(v. 221, Ward). Schafer suggests he knew an Art of Rhetoric (see

that it may have arisen from De- ch. xxi. ad init.) to be extant

mosthenes having made some pre- under the name of Isaeos.

sent to Isaeos on winning the cause
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The Sixth Oration, On the Estate of Philokte-

mon (364—363 b. a), falls in the midst of those years

(366—362) which the tradition supposes Isaeos to

have reserved for Demosthenes ; showing that, if

Isaeos had no other disciples, he had at least concur-

rent occupations. Then another version claims for

Isaeos the credit of having taught Demosthenes

gratis 1
. But the decisive argument is furnished by

the speeches Against Aphobos and Onetor. These

are not the compositions of one who had given him-

self wholly to the guidance of Isaeos, who was sitting

at the masters feet, who was working under the

master's eye. On the contrary, these earliest speeches

of Demosthenes have a stamp of their own as marked

as it is original. Some valuable hints Demosthenes

unquestionably got from Isaeos, and an attempt will

be made presently to show what these were. But

the limits of the influence forbid us to think that

the intercourse between Isaeos and Demosthenes as

teacher and learner can have been either very inti-

mate or of very long duration 2
.

The death of Isaeos is conjecturally placed about Bate of

350 B.C. In a general view of his career, we are irre- indimws.

sistibly struck with a resemblance and a contrast.

Antiphon and Isaeos are brothers in accomplishment,

in calling, in bent of genius, in subjection to the

general disfavour which recognized but survived

1 Suidas s. v. 'Icmtos: eVaiz/etrat onys. Isae. a 4 conjectures—who

...(osAr]fxo(TB€vr)sdiJLLar6l7rpoayay(ov. reproached Demosthenes with

Weissenborn (Ersch. and Gruber, having ' swallowed Isaeos bodily'

Encycl. n. xxxviii. 286) adopts (rov 'lo-alov o\ov (reo-lno-Tai) paid a

this account. bad compliment to the discern-

2 The enemy— Pytheas, as Di- ment of his audience.
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their success. Each was deeply versed, not only in

rhetoric, but in law; each, too, was eminent in a

branch—Antiphon in the law of homicide, Isaeos in

the law of property. Each used his art for his client,

not, indeed, without some attempt at persuasive

simplicity, but with a masterful force which rendered

the attempt little more than a tribute to usage.

Each had a sinister reputation ; Antiphon 'lay under

the suspicion of the people through a repute for

cleverness/ and never came before the people when

he could help it ; Isaeos, too, was deemed ' clever in

elaborating pleas for the worse part 1
/ and, with the

exception of the Greek Argument to his Oration

On the Estate of Nikostratos—and that Argument

is a worthless authority 2—there is no evidence that

he ever spoke in a law-court 3
. Each was the

object of a public satire which reflected this unpo-

pularity ; Antiphon figured in the Peisandros of

Plato Comicus, Isaeos in the Theseus 4 of Theopompos.

But, if thus far the personal analogy is close, there

is a strange divergence of fates beyond it. Antiphon

worked patiently, indeed, at his disliked and sus-

pected calling through long years of judicious abs-

1 Dionys. Isae. 4. the comedy was that Theseus,
2 See the note on it below, ch. expelled from Athens, goes to

xxi. Persia. We have two lines of a
3 Schomann praef. vi. (where mock-heroic speech

;
predicting

his ' fortasse' seems to leave the the wanderings of the hero, as

question as to Or. iv. open ; but those of Io are foretold by Pro-

see p. 269 of liis Commentary)

:

metheus :

—

Schiifer Dem. I. 254. Curtius ob- tf&is be Mi]ba>v yaiav, evBa Kapba-

serves that Demosthenes could (uov

learn little as to delivery from nkeiarcov 7roieirat kol irpaa^v

Isaeos, 'who himself never came afivpraKr],

forward in public ' (v. 226, Ward). Meineke, Frag. Com. p. 306.

4 [Plut] vit. Isae.—^ho idea of
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tention from every battle-field of the civic life. But

his climax was political ; the strife of parties was the

focus on which his disciplined powers were finally

concentrated ; and when the keen weapon which had

so often served others was at last bared in his own

hand, it was for no single combat, but for the en-

counter of oligarchy with democracy, for a struggle

which filled Athens with bitterness, as it drowned

his own life in blood. Isaeos, subtle and patient,

but not, like Antiphon, passionate also, was conge-

nially placed in days when an Athenian had ceased

to be primarily a citizen. The early application of

rhetorical art to politics—so natural, even so neces-

sary, yet so crude—had long given place to a con-

ception of the rhetorical province in which politics

made only one department. With this department

Isaeos recognised—probably with the indifference of

the time—that he had nothing to do ; the intel-

lectual ardour which he clearly had was of a kind

that his tasks at once satisfied and limited—making

it enough for him to live and die the laborious, suc-

cessful, rather unpopular master of Attic Law ; not

the first at Athens who had followed a calling, but

perhaps the earliest Athenian type of a professional

man.
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CHAPTER XX.

ISAEOS.

STYLE.

At the conclusion of his essay on Isaeos 1
, Diony-

sios explains the principle of selection which has

guided him in this and in the two other criticisms

which are properly its companions, the essays on

Lysias and Isokrates. He has chosen men who

are not merely interesting in themselves but who

have a certain typical significance. Lysias is the

representative of those who cultivate terse, closely-

reasoned discourse with a view to real contests,

deliberative or forensic ; and, having made a study

of Lysias, he has felt himself exempted from dis-

cussing in detail the austere Antiphon, the frigid,

inane and ungraceful Polykrates, the correct and

subtle Thrasymachos, who, though inventive and

forcible, is still a merely scholastic writer, the

artificial Kritias and Zoilos, to whom, in different

ways, the same general observation would apply.

Isokrates, again, stands for all who have succeeded

in the poetical, the elevated and stately manner

;

and, in like sort, absolves the critic from discussing

1 Dionys. Isae. c. 19.
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Gorgias, c who lapses from moderation and is every-

where childish'; Alkidamas, his pupil, who is

'somewhat coarse'; Theodoros of Byzantium, whose

technical inaccuracies are not adequately compensated

by ability, deliberative or forensic, and who, more-

over, is antiquated ; Anaximenes of Lampsakos, who

aims at completeness, who would fain stand four-

square to rivalries from every quarter, but who, in

every kind, is weak and devoid of persuasive charm;

or, lastly, those contemporary imitators of Isokrates,

in regard to expression, who are confessedly his

inferiors, such as Theodektes, Naukrates, Philistos,

Kephisodoros, Ephoros, Theopompos. But what or

whom does Isaeos represent except himself? Might

not he, if any man, he, an exclusively forensic

writer, and that in the ' plain' manner, he, the close

student and direct imitator of Lysias, have been

taken as characterised when Lysias had been

criticised ? This is the answer of Dionysios :

—

'As Distinction
J

of Isaeos, ac-

to the third—Isaeos—if anyone were to ask me why c

^nysio°s.

I added him (to Lysias and Isokrates), being, as he

is, an imitator of Lysias, I should assign this

reason ;—Because I think that the oratorical power

($€lv6tt]s) of Demosthenes—power which everyone

deems to have reached an incomparable perfection—
took its seeds and its beginningsfrom Isaeos 1 .'

The estimate

The significance of Isaeos, when looked at closely, %
e

atio
q
n.

a l~

1 Dionys. Isae. 20, on \loi bowl says that the composition of Isaeos,

rrjs Ar]fioo~6evovs Bclvottjtos, rjv in respect of the power, the im-

ovBeis eoriv off ov TeXeioTarrjv crna- pressiveness, of its embellishment

o5>v o'Lerai ycveaBai, to. cnrcpfiaTa (rrj beivorrjTi rrjs Karao-Kevrjs) Ms ill

kci\ ras dpxas ovtos 6 dvrjp truth a fountain (nrjyrj tis) of the

irapaa-x^v. Cp. ib. c. 3, where he faculty of Demosthenes/

II. 18
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will prove to be something more independent and

substantive than this judgment seems to make it.

But here, at least, are two cardinal points for an

attempt to estimate the place of Isaeos in the deve-

lopment of Attic oratory. We must endeavour to

determine, first, his relation to Lysias ; secondly, his

relation to Demosthenes.

isaeos com- A comparison of Isaeos with Lysias may begin
pared with -L J J <D

Lysias.
^n ^e pr0Y ince f expression, with its two depart-

ments of diction and composition, and thence pass

to the province of subject-matter.

mction. As regards diction, the resemblance is close.

Isaeos, emulous of that persuasive 'plainness' (d<£e-

Xeta) in which Lysias was so consummate an artist,

takes. the first step towards attaining it by imitating

Lysias in the correctness, the conciseness, the sim-

plicity of his language. When some errors of the

manuscripts have been amended 1
, few blemishes

remain discernible in the purity both of grammar

and of idiom with which Isaeos writes Attic 2
. The

1
I. § 1, fiorjBeiv re rco 7rarp\ rco E. rovrov, vlovs elvat yvqalovs—

iroirjcrapivco pe Kal ep,avrco, where rovabe. In XI. § 10, rjp,els fie, e'yco

we should probably read fiorjOelv rco Kal 2rpdrios Kal 'ETparoK.Xrjs—irapeor-

re : and so in viii, § 1, ovroi re rov K€va£ovro, the 1st pers. plur. is no

KXrjpov Xay^dvovcnv cos eyyvrdrco bold change.

ytvovs ovres, fj/xa? re vfipi(ovo-Lv. Priscian xvin. c. 25 says:

—

At-

Similarly, in i. §48, a false reading tici orav eX6rj de futuro dlciiut.

is KaX vvv [lev iftovXero rfjias, in- Isaeus etiam de 2>raeterito : orav

Stead of Ka\ vvv e(3. rfpas p.ev : in II. eXdrj. eicodet Trap* iicelvco KardyecrBai.

§ 26, fjiev avrco for avrco p,ev : in VI. Et ileriim : orav e'XSco, Trap' €K€lvco

§ 18, EvKTrjpcov p.ev yap ifiico err) Karrjybprjv. Antiquiores tamen ore

for'E. yap ifiico p,ev err], k.t.X.—In vi. eXBot de praeterito dicimt. These

§ 10, inciSr} fie 7rpo8iap,epapTvpriK.€v impossible solecisms must have

cos vlbv elvat yvqviov EvKrr/povos been mere blunders of the copyist

rovrov, Blass (Att. Ber. II. 469) for ore eXBoi, ore eXOoLfit.

would read for cos vlbv elvai yvr\o-iov 2 One or two instances of incor-
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true exceptions to his conciseness are equally rare 1
;

and, if anyone would see how remote is Isaeos from a

really inartistic diffuseness, he need only compare the

oration On the Estate of Hagnias with two speeches,

one of them concerning the same inheritance, which

have wrongly been ascribed to Demosthenes—the

speech Against Makartatos and the speech Against

Olympiodoros 2
. In the combination of brevity with

clearness, Isaeos stands, indeed, next to Lysias. In

the avoidance ofrare or poetical expressions, of tropes,

of novel compounds, or of phrases akin to comedy,

the nearest rival of Lysias is Isokrates ; but Isaeos

follows at no long interval 3
. Lastly, the diction of

rectness or inelegance may be no-

ticed. (1) VII. § 36, e'yco Toivvv €V

ye tg>v V7T itceivov doKtp,ao-6ev-

tcdv 7re7roLT]Ka: 'I have done one

at least of the things about which

he had satisfied himself—i. e.,

which he felt sure that I would do

[the speaker had been saying that

he had been approved by his ac-

tions, feBoKifiao-fAevos, to the tes-

tator, as likely to do public ser-

vices] : where we should have ex-

pected m<TT€v6eVT<QV. (2) viii. § 6,

\6ycov OLKofj Kal paprvpcov—objective

and subjective genitives harshly

joined. (3) I. § 41, hiaSrjKas...

ayj/ev^els dire(j)r)vaVy Kal ol pev rb

Trapairav ov ytvopevas, iviav d* ovk

dpdcos fitfiovXevpevcDV. (4) III. § 35,

ov ^aAeTrov yvcovai on (foaiverai

7repL(j)ava> j, K.rX.

1 The clumsy wordiness of a few

passages seems to come from the

wish of dcf>e\a.a : e.g. II. § 38, Bou-

\opai vplv kcll avrovs tovtovs pdp-

rvpas irapao~x*o~6at ) Kal ipol paprv-

povvras epyco kcu ov Xoy<y, if; cop

€7rpa^av avToij on iya> raXrjBrj Xeya),

cf. ib. § 18 : VII. § 14, 'AnoXkoSupay

yap rjv vlos, ov €K€ivos Kal tjo~K€L kol

di irnpeXeiag etX6I/> cocnrzp Kal npocr-

rjKov fjv. On the other hand,

Isaeos never repeats himself, as

Lysias sometimes does, through

the desire of parallelism.

2 XLIII. irpbs MaicdpTaTov: XLVIII.

Kara.
y

O\vp7rio$G>pov fi\d(3r)s. See

Schafer, Dem. u. seine Zeit, in.

Append. 5, 6, pp. 229—241 :

who thinks that they are by the

same hand. TheHagnias of Isaeos

and the Makartatos have to do

with the same inheritance. Isaeos

begins (xi. § 8) ' Hagnias, Eubu-

lides, Stratios (uncle of Hagnias),

and myself, are sons of cousins' :

—

the pseudo-Demosthenes goes

through the entire stemma of the

Buselidae (§§ 19—21). Cf. Blass,

II. 470.

3 A few exceptions may be no-

ticed:— 1. Rare or poetical expres-

18—2
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Isaeos, like that of Lysias, has vividness

—

ivapyeia—
aptitude for

c bringing under the senses what is nar-

rated' 1
. It is when we turn from diction to composi-

tion, from the choice of words to the way of putting

them together, that the marked unlikeness begins.

compost- Lysias, as we have seen, had exchanged the rigid

monotony of the old periodic writing for a manner

better suited to real contests, for a style more flexible

and more various, in which the periods are relieved

by sentences not periodic, and the proportion borne

by one element to the other is determined by the

scale of the subject. Lysias was, however, fond of

antithesis ; and the result is that, wThile his compo-

sition as a whole has variety, the structure of his

periods themselves is apt to be too stiff and uniform 2
.

Now Isaeos is exempt from this desire of formal

antithesis, and, as a consequence, from this rigidity.

His non-periodic passages have much of the old 'run-

ning' style ; the use of re in linking clause to clause

is archaic 3
; and the pursuit of free movement is occa-

sions: (T^crXtos (XL § 5), dvaii>€(T0(U a TrapaKarade fievos Vfjuv,
l depO-

(n. § 25), 6 ep^Aidov (n. § 45) : airo- sited in your memories' (xi § 32).

av\av(Y. § 30): XvpalveaOai (yi. 18). 3. Novel compounds : KaBnnrorpo-

—2. Tropes: Karacfrvyfj rrjs iprj- <J)t]kcis, KaTt&vyorpo^rjKas (v. § 43):

fiias kcu napayjrvxv r°v ftiov, said vTroirapooBcvv (vill. §38) : KarcmeiTai-

of Adoption (n. § 13) : fipafievrds Sepao-TrjKevai (x. § 25).—4. Phrases

in sense of Sucao-ras (ix. § 35) : akin to Comedy : eVl to. NtKoo-rpa-

fiapTvput,=fxvr]ii€'La dperrjs, Y. § 41: rov a^avres (IV. § 10) : ev rols Xi-

^oict/xao-ta in general sense of
i
test ', Bovpyelois KyXivftelTcti (vi. § 44):

"\ II. § 34, and SO /3d(ravos, IX. § 29 : V7ro7T€7rrc£)Kores rfj dvdpanrai^ of le-

irapavoias alpclv, to convict (the gacy-hunters (vi. § 29) : ovk eroX-

dead) of folly, lb. § 36 : Iva avrwv ^ijcre ypv£ai ("VIII. § 27).

€Kic6yjraLfiL Tavrrjv rrjv lepoarv- x Vol. I. p. 172.

Xiav, 'that I might radically frus-
2 Vol. i. pp. 166, 170.

trate this their sacrilege * (i.e. this 3 e.g. u. § 11, vi. § 7, vn. § 39,

attempt to rob the dead, vm. § 39) : vm. § 18.
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sionally carried even to an ungraceful negligence1
.

Yet, on the whole, the composition of Isaeos is mainly

distinguished from that of Lysias by the stamp of art. -"

The composition of Isaeos tends to keep the hearer's

mind at strain by a continual sense, not merely of ear-

nestness, but of trained and confident skill ; it cannot

be quite content to forego the advantage resigned

by Demosthenes and the great deliberative speakers

—of seeming comparatively artless; at the same

time, its own eager strength renders it profoundly

incapable of suppressing tones which are militant

and aggressive. It is important to see clearly the

general distinction between the two orators ;—that,

while Lysias is secure in a modest art of his own,

Isaeos is halting between this indirect art, in which

he is too sophisticated and morally not fine enough

really to excel, and the direct, masterly art of elo-

quence to which he has not perfectly attained. Good Proems of
1 l j Lysias and

illustrations are afforded by those 'proems/ or^^
com"

openings, of Lysian and Isaean speeches which

Dionysios has compared 2
. In the speech of Lysias

1 See, e.g., VII. § 5 : tovtols ov- ireXevrrjo-ep : IX. § 1, dbeXqbo? /jloi

criav 6 TTCiTrjp KareXnre noXXrjp, wcrre r\v o/xo/xrjrpto?, o> avdpcs,' A<ttikJ)l\o$,

kol XeirovpyeLp eKaarop d£-vOvcr6ai ov earcv o icXr)pos' cnrodrjfxrjcra,!; ovu

nap* Vfilv. ravrrjp eKelvoi rpeis jtxero tcop els MiTvXrjpr)p o-rpaTicorcoi/

ovres ivelp.avro npos dXXrjXovs. rov- ereXevTrjaev : X. § 3, 'Apiarapxos yap

to)P t5>v dvo TeXcvTrjo-dvTcav, k.t.X. tjv, co avhpes, ^VTraXXrjTLOS. ovros

VIII. § 7: kol €K€Lvr)V re €Tpe<j)€ e'Aa/3e ZevcuvtTov ^A^apvecos 6vya-

irapd Tjj yvvaiKi kol jjl€Tci rwv e£ ripa, k.t.X.

€K€lvt)s 7rcuScoi/, €K€ivo)v re en 2 The three pairs of proems

{(dvtcov. In the following places, which follow are given by Diony-

the extreme abruptness has the sios De Isaeo, cc. 5— 11, in this

air of an affectation: vi. § 3, $i- order:—(1) c. 5, Isaeos 'For Eu-

XoKTr/fJicov yap 6 Krj(juo-i€vs <f>!Xos mathes,' c. 6, Lysias ' For Phereni-

r)v XaLpeo-rparcp tovtoh' bovs fie to. kos' ; C. 7, comments. (2) C 8, Isae-

iaviov Ka\ vihv avruv 7roir]cra[i€vos os ' Defence of a Guardian,' Lysias
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* For Pherenikos 1
/ an Athenian citizen thus pre-

faces his defence of his Theban friend :

—

•\. Lynn, 'I think, judges, . I must first tell you of my
renikos: friendship with Pherenikos, lest some of you should

wonder why I, who have never been any man's

advocate before, am his now. His father Kephisodo-

tos was my friend, judges; and when we were

exiles at Thebes I stayed with him—I, and any other

Athenian who would ; and many were the good

offices, public and private, that we received from

him before we came home. Well, when he and his

son had the like fortune, and came to Athens

banished men, I thought that I owed them the

fullest recompense, and made them so thoroughly at

home in my house that no one coming in could have

told, unless he knew before, whether it belonged to

them or to me. Pherenikos knows as well as other

people, judges, that there are plenty of better

speakers than I, and better experts in affairs of this

kind ; but still he thinks that my close friendship is

the best thing he can trust to. So, when he appeals

to me and asks me to give him my honest help, I

think it would be a shame to let him be deprived,

if I can help it, of what Androkleides gave him.'

Now take the opening of a speech by Isaeos 2
.

i Against the sons of Hippokrates'; guage an adequate notion of the

c. 9, oomments. (3) c. 10, Isaeos nice distinction between the dif-

' Against the Demesmen,' Lysias ferent originals'; but this is

' Against Archebiades
'
; c. 11, com- too strong; and the ethical

ments. contrast in the specimens taken

Speaking of Lysias and Isaeos, by Dionysios lessens the diffi-

Sir W. Jones says in his Prefatory culty.

Discourse (xi.) that it is ' almost 1 Vol. i. p. 312.

impossible to convey in our Ian- 2 For a notice of these and the
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The speaker, Xenokles, is asserting the liberty of a

freedman named Eumathes whom the heirs of his

former master claimed as a slave :

—

'Once, indues, on a former occasion, I proved isacos/For
J ° 7 L Eumathes:

useful to Eumathes the defendant ; and, on this, I

shall be justified in aiding you, as best I can, to

rescue him. Allow me, however, to say a few

words to guard against any of you fancying that it

is in a petulant spirit, or in any mood of aggression,

that I have meddled with his concerns. When I was

trierarch in the archonship of Kephisodoros, and

tidings came to my kinsfolk that I had been killed

in the sea fight,—property of mine being then in the

hands of Eumathes,—he sent for my relations and

friends, produced the property which I had entrusted

to him, and restored the whole amount correctly and

honestly. When I returned in safety, I therefore

became still more intimate with him ; and, when he

proposed to establish a bank, I made him a farther

advance. When, subsequently, Dionysios claimed

him, I vindicated his freedom, knowing that he had

been made free in a lawcourt by Epigenes/

Lysias wrote a defence 1 for a guardian whom his

wards had accused of abusing the trust :

—

c
It is not enough, judges, for guardians to have ?^

L
%1

all the trouble they have from their office, but, for JXok

keeping their friends' properties together, they are

vexatiously accused by the orphans in many cases

;

and such is my case now. I was appointed trustee,

judges, of the estate of Hippokrates, I managed the

two following fragments of Isacos, 1 The speech ' Against the sons

see ch. xxi. adjinem. of Hippokrates,' vol. i. p. 31.3.

'twas,

gainst the
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property till the sons came of age, I handed over to

them the money which had been left in my keeping,

and now they bring a vexatious and unjust law-suit

against me/

Isaeos, too, wrote a defence for a guardian against

his ward :

—

isaeos, <De- ' I could have wished, judges, that the plaintiff's
fence of a

#

Guardian.'1 tendencies, where money is concerned, had not been

so discreditable as to engage him in designs on the

property of others and in law-suits such as the pre-

sent. With better reason still might I have wished

that my own nephew, the master of a patrimony

ample enough for the discharge of public services,

a patrimony of which you placed him in possession,

had looked after his own fortune instead of grasping

at mine. Thrift might have given him a better

name with all men; and a larger liberality would

have made him a better citizen for you. Now, how-

ever, as he has squandered, mortgaged, disgracefully

and miserably wrecked his own property, and trust-

ing to cabals and clap-trap, has assailed mine, there

is nothing for it, I suppose—however much one may
deplore such a character in a relation—but to meet

his charges or his irrelevant slanders with the most

energetic reply that I can address to you.'

Lysias supplied a defence 1 to a young Athenian

who had lately succeeded to his paternal estate, and

who was sued by one Archebiades for a debt alleged

to have been contracted by the defendant's father :

—

3. Lysias, 6 As soon as Archebiades brought this action
A'jainst CT

^rrtebia-
agains£ me

^
judges, I went to him, represented that

1 The speech ' Against Archebiades/ vol. i. p. 314.
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I was young, unskilled in such affairs, and not at

all desirous of entering a law-court. ' I appeal to

you, then/ I said, 'not to make capital out of my
inexperience, but to take my friends and your own

into council and explain to them how the debt arose.

If they think your story true, you shall have no

more trouble, you shall get your money and go your

way. You ought, however, to give the full and

complete story,—since the transaction was before my
time,—in order that we may learn any facts that

we do not know before we discuss your case, and so

determine, if possible, whether you are making a

dishonest attempt on my property, or are trying to

get back your own.' This was my challenge ;—but

he would never consent to have a meeting, or to talk

over his claims, or refer them to arbitration, until

you enacted the law concerning arbitrators/

Isaeos wrote a speech for a man who claimed from

his demesmen a farm which he had pledged to them;

the speaker is supposed to be young and untrained

(ISicjTrj^) ; and he begins thus :

—

' I should have wished, nidges, if possible, not isaeos,
' J o > 1 >

'Against

to be injured by any of my fellowcitizens—or, &t %?ejfi
eme8m

least, to have found adversaries with whom my con-

troversy would have caused me less disquietude.

But now I am in a very painful situation ; I am
wronged by the men of my own deme, whom I can

scarcely allow to rob me, yet with whom it is dis-

tressing to quarrel, seeing that our common rites

must be celebrated in their society. It is hard, of

course, to hold one's own against a multitude ; num-

bers are no small help to plausibility; nevertheless,
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as I felt confident in my case, though a host of trying

circumstances beset me, I resolved that I would not

shrink from the endeavour to obtain my rights by

your aid. I ask you, then, to be indulgent if,

youthful as I am, I have ventured to address a

court. It is through the fault of those who wrong

me that I am compelled to take a part so alien

from my character. But I will attempt to set the

case before you from the outset, and in the fewest

words/

These examples will illustrate what it is needful

to see clearly—that, in matter of expression, the

difference between Lysias and Isaeos is one, not of

diction, but of composition. They will always show

isaeoS
in k°w far, and in what sense, Isaeos sacrifices ethos

J to his more trenchant and metallic emphasis : it is

the portrayal of the ingenuous youth or the plain

man, the tStoir^?, that is damaged in point of art.

So far from its being true that ethos is wanting in

the speeches of Isaeos, there is perhaps only one of

them—the third—in which it is not an effective

element ; and, in the third speech, the reason of its

absence is simple—there is no room for it : all is

argument. In the moral persuasion of vigorous

insistance, of reasoned remonstrance, or of just in-

dignation, Isaeos is at least equal to Lysias. It is

in the attraction of a guileless and gracious simplicity ^

that he is inferior. Where Lysias would have said,

It is shameful, Isaeos says, It is absurd 1
.

1
VI. § 1, deojievcov TovTutv kol cltottov drj d eKdva fxev vni^vov,

(Tvve^lTTkevcra kol crvvedvo-rvx^o-a vvv hk ov Treipcoiirjv uvvzvndv.

kol ia\(DfA€V els tovs noXeniovs.
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Mention must be made once more of the techni-^^o/
Figures.

cal distinction between 'figures of language' and

'figures of thought'. A 'figure of language' is a

combination of words for the artificial expression of

an idea—as by antithesis. The object of such a

figure is rhetorical ornament ; and, if the form of

expression is changed, the figure of language is

destroyed 1
. .A 'figure of thought' consists in the

suggestion of an idea which is itself artificial, having

for its object, not ornament, but ethos or pathos

—

moral persuasion or the excitement of emotion 2
. If

the speaker prefaces a statement by asking the

question which he is himself about to answer : if he

feigns perplexity for the sake of giving the greater

effect to his own solution : if, instead of relating

what other persons have said, he introduces those

persons as speaking with their own mouths : if he

imagines his adversaries as raising an objection which

he goes on to refute—these and the like devices are

' figures of thought'. Unlike the figures of language,

these figures of thought are independent of any

form of words ; the form of words may be changed

without affecting them. Their general tendency

1 This is even the criterion this instance :—the sentence, a\X
taken by the rhetor Alexander rj rovrovs fMerarrefiTrreov rj aXXrjv

Numenios (jfor. Circ. 120 A.D. under p,rj eXdrro) vrpanav iTrnrcinrreov,

Hadrian) in his treatise nepl rcov the ' figure of language' (parono-

rrjs dtavolas kol rrjs \egeas o-xw**- niasia) would be destroyed by the

rcov, c. 1 (Rhet. Graec. vol. in. mere change of iTnTre^irriov into

p. 10, Spengel) :

—

to fieu rrjs Xe£ea>? diroorrdXreov.

KivrjQeio-rjs rrjs crvcrxova-rjs to o-xwa
2 Volkmann, die ' Rhet. der

dir6XhvTcu..,Tov 8e Tfjsdiavoiaso-xi]- Griech. u. Rom., pp. 395, 416.

fiaTos, Kav ra opS/iaTa klvtj tis, For his whole analysis of the fig-

kolv {repots ovofiaaiv igcveyKy rts, ures ill both kinds, pp. 396—430.

to avro (TxrjfAa pevei. He gives
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is to give animation. The elder school of Attic

oratory was too grave and too stately to admit

this animation ; Antiphon, who uses the figures

of language sparingly, uses the figures of thought

hardly ever 1
. That Andokides uses the figures

of thought so much, is a strong mark of his

comparative modernism and of his detachment from

the art of his day 2
. Lysias, the founder of a style

free from the old rigour, had a reason of his own for

still using the figures of thought with moderation,

—

namely, because they are too suggestive of thrust

and parry, and, though they may serve ethos, tend to

mar the special ethos at which he chiefly aimed, since

they present the speaker too much as a combatant.

Isaeos, while still desirous of a persuasive plainness,

is also bent on exerting the essential vigour of his

art. He has no longer, then, the same motive as

Lysias for declining aids to vivacity or even vehe-

mence ; and accordingly—while he usually avoids

the figures of language 3—he uses the figures of

^thought 4 with a freedom which brings him decidedly

1 Vol. I. p. 29.
2

ib. p. 99. tcov crvyyevaiv; norcpa tov vlov tov

3 Such 'figures of language' as tovtov ; aXX' ovk av clvtg) e'Scoicev,

occur are chiefly—Antithesis, as k.t.X. ('hypophora'—suggested ob-

i. § 15, x. § 1,—with parison, v. § 39, jection which the speaker solves)

;

—with parison and paromoion, —so v. § 45, yii. § 33, xi. 25.—v.

V. § 44; cf. VII. § 44: anaphora 13, TzdQti Mevtgevov, tov virep rjpav

(dcfielXeTo de rrjv Atj/jlokXcovs ye- re <a\ virep avrov Trparrovra, a eyco

vofjievrjv yvvaiKa, d(J)etXfro 8e kol alcrxwojAtvos avayKa&fiai bia rrjv

tt]v Kr](j)Lcrob6rov p.rfrepa) V. § 9, VI. ckclvov 7rovrjpLav Xeyeiv,—rl TTOtr)-

§ 43, XL §9: asyndeton [unlike <rai (rhetorical question, epcor-qais)

;

Lysias] vi. § 62, vn. § 41, xi. § 41 : so vi. §§ 36, 63.—vi. § 53, ttcos civ

polysyndeton, VIT. § 42. tls irepi^avio-repov e^eXeyxOeirj tcl

4
e.g. II. 21. tfbecos (f av /xot SokgS i^euSr? p€fjLaprvprjK(^s rj et tls avrov

tovtov 7rv6ecr6ai tov cpacrKovros ev tpoiro' 'AvdpoKXeis, ttcds olcrQa, k.t.X.

cppovdv, rlva 7roLijaacrdai ix91 v wo (prosopopoila) : SO VIII. § 24.
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nearer than any of his predecessors to the practice

of their greatest master 1
, Demosthenes. When

Photios says that Isaeos ' set the example of using

figures ', Trpcoros <Tyj}\L<xTiC£w yjp^aro—a statement

strange at first sight in reference to one who came

after Isokrates—this, it can hardly be doubted, is

the meaning 2
.

It remains to notice one minor trait of the Isaean matus.

composition which is not without historical interest.

Isokrates, as we saw, studiously shuns allowing a

vowel at the end of one word to be followed by a s

vowel at the beginning of the next 3
. The fashion

thus set seems gradually to have found a modified

1 Cic. Orator xxxix. § 136, Sed
sententiarum ornamenta [ra rfjs

diavola? o-xypara] maiora sunt;

quibus quia Demosthenesfrequen-

tissime utitur, sunt qui putent

idcirco eius eloquentiam maxime
esse laudabilem. Et vera nullus

fere ab eo locus sine quad-am con-

formation sententiae dicitur, &c.
2 Phot. cod. 263. After observ-

ing that it is hard to discern the

work of Isaeos from that of Ly-

sias, 7r\r)v Kara ye tovs (T^rjfJLaTLcr-

fiovs, Photios adds

—

Kai yap 7rpa>ros

'Icraios (rx^^TL^eLV rjptjaTO kol rpe-

7T61V €7TL TO 7ro\lTlKOV TYjV hlCLVOiaV.

Spengel ((rvvaycoyrj re^iw, p. 181)

explains the o-xrjfiaTifciv by that

variety and subtlety in the distri-

bution and arrangement of all the

elements (including figures) of the

speech on which Dionysios dwells

(de Isae. c. 3), and which will be no-

ticed presently. But this explana-

tion, though ingenious, is strained.

Photios rather means that Isaeos

was the first who really used the

o-xwora of civil oratory—the 0-^7-

fiara diavoias. This is exactly con-

firmed by the striking remark that

Isaeos was the first who turned his

mind iiii rb ito\ltlk6v. Blass (Att,

Ber. 11. 465) seems to render the

wTords of Photios :

—

( He was the

first to give his thought an artistic

form {crxqp'CLTL^Lv hidvoiav) and to

dress it in tropes (rpeneiv), :

—

quoting, for rpeVetv, Phot. cod. 259

(of Antiphon), firj Kexpr}<r6ai rbu

prjropa rols Kara, hiavoiav crx^acnv,

dXka KarevSv avrcp Kal d-irXdo-Tovs

Tas vor/creis eKtfiepeorOai, rpo7rr)v de

kol ivdWa^LV ovre (rjTfjo-ai rbv dvbpa.

k.tX. But surely o-xn^arL^etv does

not govern hidvoiav,—it is used ab-

solutely ; and rplireiv means simply

'to turn'.—As Blass notices, 7roAt-

TiKos [add dyawiaTiKos] Aoyos is

opposed by Aristeides to dcj)e\rjs,

a7r\ovs : Ars. Rh. 1. 1. Speng. Rh.
Gr. 11.

3 Supra p. 66.
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acceptance in contemporary or later prose. In the

earliest speech of Isaeos—the fifth—there is no trace

of it : and in seven others (n., in., iv., vi., ix., x.,

xil) there is very little. On the other hand, the

avoidance of hiatus is marked in viii. (375 B.C.),

XI. (359 B.C.), vii. (353 B.C.), and L, as well as in

two of the longer fragments 1
; though it is nowhere

so systematic as with Isokrates 8
.

ojsu^ea-
That divergence of Isaeos from Lysias which thus

matter.
^rideiis at each step from the starting point of a

/ common diction is found complete when we turn

from the formal to the real side of his work. It is

in the treatment of subject-matter that the distinc-

tive art of Isaeos is fully manifested. Lysias adheres

strictly to the simple fourfold partition—proem,

'narrative, proof, epilogue. Sometimes a narrative,

properly so-called, may not be needed ; sometimes

the narrative may be in itself the proof; but, where

the four parts are present, Lysias keeps them dis-

varietyof tinct and in their proper order 3
. Isaeos shows the

Arrange- l 1

most daring and dexterous ingenuity, the most con-

summate generalship, in every novel adjustment or

interfusion of these elements that can help the case

in hand ; his forces are moved with a rapidity and

combined with an original skill which swiftly throws

the stress of the assault precisely on the enemy's

weakest point and assails it with blow upon blow.

1 Those of the Speech 'Against as careful as any in the avoidance

the Demesmen', and of the 'De- of hiatus; yet, even there, in § 3

fence of a Guardian against his we read

—

el n r^iiv r) tS irarp\

Wards'— 1 and 2 of the Frag- iyKokcl t<5 vfierepco, aVeKpiWro.

ments noticed in Ch. xxi. 3 Vol. i. pp. 179 f.

2 Oration I. is, on the whole,

merit.
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j
Everything varies with the occasion ; nothing is ma-

naged by rule, yet all is done with art—art of

which the artist is not the servant but the master 1
.

Sometimes there is an ordinary proem, much in Proem.

the manner of Lysias, explaining the friendship of

the speaker for the litigant 2 or seeking to prepossess

the court against the adversary 3
. Sometimes there

is no proem, properly so called. Thus the third and

ninth speeches open at once with the briefest pos-

sible statement of the case,—followed, in ix., by

a sketch of what the speaker will go on to prove

(np66ecris, § 1),—in in., by a preliminary argument

(irpoKaTao-Kevyj, §§ 1—6). The same sort of preli-

minary argument forms the opening of Or. v.,

§§
1—4 ; and immediately follows the recitation of

laws which introduces Or. xi. 4 This bold abrupt-

ness is characteristic of Isaeos. The genuine forensic

speeches of Demosthenes show not a single instance

in which he ventured to dispense with a proem.

The narrative is sometimes short 5
, and followed Narrate

by a separate argument ; more often it is a long and

elaborate statement divided into sections, of which

the proofs—from witnesses, from documents or from /

laws—are given, not collectively at the end, but

1 The general characteristics of
3

e.g. Or. i. (Kleonymos) §§ 2

—

Isaeos, as compared with Lysias, 7 : Or. vm. (Kiron) §§ 1—5.

in regard to treatment of subject- 4
See, too, the fragment ' Against

matter, are briefly noticed by Dio- Aristogeiton and Archippos', ch.

nysios De Isae. C 3 : the special xxi. ad Jin.

characteristics, in regard to (1)
5

e.g. Or. x. (Aristarchos) §§ 4

—

narrative, (2) proof, in cc. 14—18. 6. So it was (Dionys. Isae. 14) in
2 e.g. Or. iv. (Nikostratos) § 1; the lost speeches Against Medon

very brief: Or. vi. (Philoktemon) and Against Hagnotheos, and in

§§ 1—2 : and the fragment For that speech Against the Demes-
Eumathcs. men of which the proem remains.
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section by section1
. The sixth speech, On the Estate

of Philoktemon, is a good example. Here the adver-

saries (1) denied that the testator had adopted a son,

(2) asserted that he had sons of his body ; and there

is a corresponding division of the narrative into two

distinct parts (§§
5—7, §§ 18—42), with the proofs

subjoined. Will- cases would often, of course, in-

volve such a long and intricate narrative ; it

would be difficult or impossible for the judges to

follow the chapters of an argument detached from

the corresponding chapters of facts ; but Isaeos, in

obeying a necessity, made it a virtue, and carried

to a high perfection the combination of luminous

recital with perspicuous reasoning. ' Reading the

narratives of Lysias,' says Dionysios, 'one would

suppose that nothing was said artificially or in-

sidiously, but everything in accordance with the

dictates of nature and of truth,—forgetting that

the imitation of nature was the chief task of his

art. The narratives of Isaeos are apt to give the

J opposite sensation, and to make one fancy that no-

thing is spontaneous or unpremeditated, even when

things are related as, in fact, they happened. All

seems the result of artifice ; all seems contrived to

deceive, or to secure some sort of underhand advan-

tage. Lysias will be believed even when he lies
;

Isaeos will not be heard without suspicion even

when he tells the truth 2
.' Dionysios greatly over-

1
e.g. Or. in. (Pyrrhos) §§ 1—5G

:

Against Eukleides, and in that

Or. v. (Dikaeogenes) §§ 5—24 : Or. speech For Euphiletos of which a

vn. (Apollodoros) §§ 5—28. So it large fragment remains,

was (Dionys. Isae. 14) in the lost 2 Dionys. Isae. 4.

speeches Against Hermon, and
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colours the contrast,—as he sometimes does through

that solicitude for 'the meanest capacity' which

belongs to his eager and genial interpretation ; but

the main point is clear—the consummate and vic-

torious art which he finds in the narrative of Isaeos.

Now here we may almost certainly recognise a prac-

tical lesson which Isaeos owed to Isokrates—whose

teaching in the matter of expression had influenced

him so little. The Aeginetikos is perhaps the ear-

liest example of narrative interwoven with proof

in the manner which Isaeos perfected 1
.

In regard to proof, whether massed or sectional, proof.

the characteristic difference between Isaeos and Lysias

is fairly represented by the remark of the same

critic, that Lysias uses enthymeme, Isaeos uses also

epicJieireme 2
. By enthymeme, Aristotle meant a Enthymeme

rhetorical syllogism : that is, a syllogism drawn, not cheireme -

from the premisses (apyai) proper to any particular

science—such, for instance, as medicine—but from

propositions relating to contingent things in the

sphere of human action 3
, which are the common

property of all discussion; propositions which he

classifies as general (ei/coVa) and particular (crTj/xeta)

;

and accordingly defines an enthymeme as ^a syllo-

1 Cf. Dionys. De Isocr. c. 4

:

3 See Arist. Eh. i. 1—3. Rhe-

vol. i. p. 180. In the Aeginet. toric, like Dialectic, deals with ra

(vol. vi. p. 218) we have—(1) nar- iv^xo^va aXXcws- %x*LV- But, while

rative, §§ 5—9 : proof, §§ 10—15 : Dialectic deals with all such things,

(2) narrative, §§ 16—33 : proof, Rhetoric deals only with a certain

§§ 34—46. class of them, viz. ra (3ov\€i>€(r6ai

2 Dionys. Isae. 16, iv be rots tlcodora, ra irparro^eva, things of

aTTofciKriKois biaWarreiv av 86%€iev which men can influence the

'io-ato? Avatov roj fx^ Kar evQvfjLrjfjLci course : in short, ra eVSe^o/xei/a

ri \eyztv dWa kcu Kar iinxeipr\iia. aWcos e'xtiv, i(j> r\pAV ovra.

II. 19
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gism from probabilities and signs 1/ A misappre-

hension of Aristotle's meaning had, as early as the

first century B.C., led to the conception of the

enthymeme as not merely a syllogism of a particular

subject-matter, but also as a syllogism of ivhich one

premiss is suppressed 2
. The term epicheireme was

then brought in to denote a rhetorical syllogism

which is stated in full—an ' essay' to deal thoroughly

with the issue at stake 3
. Dionysios means, then,

that Lysias is content with a sketching style of

proof, a proof which is not formally complete, where-

* as Isaeos, aiming at a precise development, goes

through every step of his argument. In other phrases

1 Arist. An. Pr. n. 27, vvWoyi-

(TfJLOS i£ ClICOTCDV KCU (TT}ll€LCCV.

2 Quint, v. 10 § 3 : this is what

Juvenal means, Sat. vi. 449, by

curtum enthymema. That the sup-

pression of one premiss was not

essential to Aristotle's conception

of the Enthymeme, has been shown

unanswerably by Sir W. Hamilton,

Lectures on Logic, xx. vol. in.

pp. 386 f. He observes: 1. That

Aristotle, who regards the syllo-

gism, not in relation to expression,

but as an exclusively mental pro-

cess {An. Post. 1. 10 § 7), would not

have distinguished a class of syl-

logisms by a verbal accident : 2.

That, having defined the enthy-

meme as a syllogism of a peculiar

matter {An. Pr. it. 27), he cannot

have defined it by another dif-

ference (the suppression of a pre-

miss) which has no analogy to the

former. I would add : 3. That in

Arist. Rh. i. 2, wThere the enthy-

meme is said to consist e£ dXiyuv

T€ Kai noWaKLs ZXclttovcdv n e£

(hv 6 7rp<dTos crvWoyto-fAos, the

TroWaias can be explained on no

other view. As to the interpola-

tion dreXris in An. Pr. ii. 27, see

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions on

Philosophy, pp. 153 f.

3 On the epicheireme, see Volk-

mann, die Rhetorik der Griechen

und Romer (1872), pp. 153 f—Sir

W. Jones {Prefatory Discourse,

p. x) describes it with substantial

correctness as ' that oratorical syl-

logism where the premises are

respectively proved by argument

before the speaker drawTs his con-

clusion :' but it was enough to

constitute the epicheireme that the

premisses should be stated. See

Quint, v. 10 § 5, Propria eius ap-

pellatio et maxima in usu est posita

certa quaedam sententiae compre-

hensio, quae ex tribus minimum
partibus constat. Cicero rendered

it by ratiocinatio, which Quin-

tilian likes better than ratio or

aggressio : he himself keeps epi-

chirema.
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of Dionysios himself, Lysias proves e
briefly' and

'generally/—Isaeos, 'at length/ and 'accurately'

(Sie^oSiKws

—

oik/h/Jo)?
1
). The difference between epi- Example

cheireme and enthyrneme is well exemplified in the

seventh speech. The question is whether Apollo-

doros, the testator, had really adopted the speaker.

The speaker first proves the adoption by direct testi-

mony, and then says that he will bring, further,

some indirect testimony. At this stage, Lysias

would probably have been content with an enthy-

rneme to the following effect :
—

' Thrasybulos, the

nephew of the female claimant, has made no claim,

though his right is better than hers.' Isaeos, how-

ever, will be satisfied with nothing less than a syste-

matic and rigorous demonstration. Eupolis had two

daughters,—the claimant, and another, who has left

a son. Now there is, indeed, a law which gives

brother and sister equal claim to the estate of a

brother. But, where the kinship is less near, men
precede women. Hence, if the adoption is invalid,

this daughter of Eupolis has no claim, while her

nephew, Thrasybulos, has a right to all. But Thra-

sybulos has raised no claim. Presumably, therefore,

he recognises the adoption as valid 2
. Isaeos, as Sir

William Jones well says, lays close siege to the

understandings of the jury. His reasonings, gene-

rally based on positive law, are constraining even

when they are not persuasive. Often, again, an

1 Dionys. Isae. 16. The neces- (of Hypereides as compared with

sary amplitude of epicheirematic, Lysias)

—

ttmttovtcli 8 ov kclt iv-

as compared with enthymematic, 6ufj,7][xa \xbvov dXXa kol /car eW^ei-

proof, is well expressed by the prjfia 7r\arvvu>v.

phrase of Dionys. Dinarch, c. 6 2 Or. vn. §§ IS—21.

19—2
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argument is founded on the feeling or conduct of the

testator towards the speaker and the adversary

respectively 1
: on the conduct of the adversary, as

being inconsistent with his assumption 2
: on the

services rendered by the speaker's client to the

deceased 3 or to the State 4
: on the demerits of the

adversary as regards general character 5
, on his

omission to perform public services 6
, or on his anxi-

ety to obtain the estate while he is content that

the testator's house should be left desolate 7
. The

example which the Greek critic selects is, for us, the

only considerable specimen of the orator's work in a

cause not testamentary 8
. Euphiletos had been struck

off the list of his deme on the ground that he was

not a trueborn citizen, and has appealed to a jury ;

—

isaeos/For 'You have now heard, judges, not only our

evidence but the testimony of all the kinsfolk that

Euphiletos the plaintiff is our brother. Consider,

first, what motive our father could have had for telling

an untruth, or for adopting this man if he had not

been his son. You will find that all who act thus

1 e.g. Or. i. (Kleonymos) §§ 30— lodoros) § 41 : Or. viii. (Kiron)

33 : Or. in. (Pyrrhos) § 75 : Or. §§ 35, 40 f.

vii. (Apollodoros) § 8 : Or. viii.
5

e.g. Or. n. (Menekles) § 37,

(Kiron) § 18 : Or. ix. (Astyphilos) Or. iv. (Nikostratos) § 28, Or. vi.

§§ 16 f., 31. (Philoktemon) passim.
2 e.g. Or. I. (Kleonymos) § 22

:

6 e.g. Or. v. (Dikaeogenes) §§

Or. ii. (Menekles) § 39: Or. vi. 35 f., 43: Or. vn. (Apollodoros)

(Philoktemon) § 46 : Or.vin. (Kiron) § 39.

§§ 21 f. 7 e.g t or. ii. (Menekles) §§ 26,
3 To the deceased: e.g. Or. ii. 37: Or. vn. (Apollodoros) §§ 31 f.,

(Menekles) §§ 18, 36: Or. vn. 44.

(Apollodoros) § 37 : Or. ix. (Asty- 8 On the fragment For Euphi-
philos) § 27. letos—now ranked as Or. xil—see

4 To the State : e.g. Or. vi. (Phi- ch. xxi.

loktemon) § 60 : Or. vn. (Apol-
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are constrained either by the want of trueborn sons

or by poverty, hoping for benefits from the per-

sons who by their means have become Athenians.

Neither condition applies to our father. He has,

in us, two legitimate sons, so that childlessness could

not have prompted the adoption. Nor, again, did

he look to Euphiletos for maintenance or wealth ;

he has substance enough ; further, it has been de-

posed before you that he maintained the plaintiff

from infancy, educated him, enrolled him in his clan

—and these are no light expenses. Our father, then,

was not likely, judges, to attempt anything so

unjust when it could do him no good. Nor, again,

will I be suspected of such madness as bearing false

witness for the plaintiff in order to have my patri-

mony divided among a larger number. Hereafter,

of course, I could not for a moment dispute the

relationship ; no one of you would endure the sound

of my voice, if I, who now, standing in peril of the

law, testify that he is our brother, should be found

contradicting that statement. The probability is,

judges, that true testimony has been borne, not only

by us, but by the other kinsmen too. Reflect, in

the first place, that the husbands of our sisters

would never have perjured themselves in the cause

of the plaintiff: his mother was the stepmother of

our sisters, and somehow stepmothers and the

daughters of a former marriage are wont to disagree

:

so that, if the plaintiff had been our stepmother's

son by another than our father, our sisters, judges,

would never have allowed their husbands to be

witnesses. Again :—our maternal uncle, being, of
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course, no relation of the plaintiff, would not have

gratified the plaintiff's mother by making a false

deposition fraught with the manifest injury to us

involved in our adoption of a stranger as our brother.

Further, judges, how could any of you impute per-

jury to Demaratos, who stands there, or to Hege-

sippos, or Nikostratos—men whose whole lives will

show a stainless record, and who, being our intimate

friends and knowing us all, have severally testified

their kinship with Euphiletos ?

4 1 should be glad, then, to learn from the most

respected of our adversaries whether he could es-

tablish his Athenian citizenship by any other proofs

than those which we have brought for Euphiletos.

For my part, I do not think he could do more than

show that both his parents are Athenians, and

adduce the testimony of his relatives to the truth of

that assertion. Then again, judges, supposing our

adversaries were in peril, they would expect you to

believe their friends rather than their accusers ; as

it is, though we have all that testimony on our side,

shall they require you to put faith in their own story

rather than in Euphiletos, in me and my brother, in

our clansmen, in our entire family ? Moreover, the

adversaries are acting from private enmity, without

personal risk to one of their number ; we, who give

our evidence, stand, one and all, within the peril of

the law.

'In addition to these testimonies, judges, the

mother of Euphiletos, whom the adversaries allow to

be an Athenian, was willing to take an oath before

the arbitrator at the Delphinion that she and our
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father are the parents of Euphiletos ; and who

should know better? Then our father, judges, who

ought to be the next best authority, was and is

willing to swear that Euphiletos is his son by his

wedded Athenian wife. If this is not enough,

judges, I was thirteen years old, as I said before,

when Euphiletos was born, and I am ready to swear

that Euphiletos is the son of my father. Justly

then, judges, might you deem our oaths more trust-

worthy than the adversaries' assertions ; we are will-

ing to make oath on a matter of which we have

accurate knowledge, while they retail hearsay from

the plaintiff's ill-wishers, or inventions of their own.

We, moreover, bring our kinsmen as witnesses before

you as before the arbitrators,—witnesses who have a

claim to be believed; while, since Euphiletos brought

his first suit against the corporation and its demarch

now deceased, the adversaries have failed to find any

evidence that he is not my father's son, though the

case was before the arbitrator for two years. To the

conductors of the arbitration these facts afforded the

strongest presumption of falsehood, and both of them

decided against the adversaries.—(Read the evidence

of the former award.)—You have heard that the

former arbitration went against them. I claim,

judges, that just as the adversaries would have

urged an award favourable to themselves in evidence

of Euphiletos not being the son of Hegesippos, so

the opposite result should now be testimony to the

truth of our story, since they were adjudged guilty

of having erased the name of Euphiletos, an Athenian

citizen, after it had been duly registered. That,
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then, Euphiletos is our brother and your citizen, and

that he has been subjected by the conspirators in his

deme to injurious and outrageous treatment, suffi-

cient proof, judges, has, I think, been laid before you.'

iteration in A striking trait of Isaeos in the province of argu-
argument. ...

iinent is iteration ; and the preference of emphasis to

form which this implies is worth notice as suggesting

how the practical view of oratory was beginning to

prevail over the artistic. Sometimes the repetition

is verbal—an indignant question or phrase occurs

again and again, where Isokrates would have ab-

stained from using it twice 1
. More often, it is an

argument or a statement which the speaker aims at

impressing on the hearers by urging it in a series of

different forms and connexions 2
. Or even a docu-

ment, cited at the outset, is read a second time, as if

to make the jury realise more vividly that a circle of

proof has been completed 3
.

Epilogue. The epilogue in Isaeos is usually a brief recapitu-

lation, often concluding with an appeal in which the

judges are urged to remember their duty to the

dead 4
, whose house must not be left without some

one who can make offerings at the grave : or there is

a prayer for indulgence 5 on account of inexperience,

—

though this is sometimes, and more naturally, placed

1 See (e.g.) Or. in. (Pyrrhos) (1) to Nikodemos, (2) to Endios,

§§ 37, 39 : and §§ 45, 49, 51. (3) to the uncles of Pyrrhos :

2 Thus in Or. in.—the longest of §§ 45—80.

all, and for this very reason, since 3 Thus the argument, §§ 1

—

4
}

there is no narrative proper—the in Or. v. begins and ends with the

argument that, if Phil£ had been reading of the avrcofioo-ia.

the true-born daughter of Pyrrhos, 4 e.g. Or. n. (Menekles) § 47:

her relations would have acted Or. ix. (Astyphilos) § 36.

differently, is drawn out in regard 5 e.g. Or. ix. § 35.
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.in the introduction 1
. The third speech ends no less

abruptly than it opens—by the speaker calling on

the clerk of the court to read a deposition ; the

eighth has the lik& ending, with this further pecu-

liarity, that the testimony called is to a fact stated

in the epilogue. A remark which applies to all

the work of Isaeos applies especially to the epilogue

;

Isaeos represents the emotions more generically 2

than Lysias,—that is,, with less attention to a special
^

or personal propriety.

Dionysios sums up the relation of Isaeos to isaeos and

^

J x Lysias com-

Lysias in one of those illustrations which he loves fSl/o/

to draw from painting or sculpture. ' There are
pam mg'

some old pictures, simply wrought as to colouring,

with, no variety of tints, but accurate in drawing,

and thereby delightful; while- the later paintings

are inferior in drawing, but more elaborate, with

variety of light and shade, and derive their effect-

iveness from the multitude of their hues 8.' Ly-

sias is compared with such correct and conscien-

tious draughtsmen as Polygnotos and Aglaophon;

Isaeos with such subtle chiaroscurists or colourists

as Zeuxis and Parrhasios 4
. The estimate agrees

1 e.g. Or. x. (Aristarchos) § 1. elsewhere puts it (§ 3*7) : and so
2 Dionys. Isae. 16, rd irdOr} Troieiv yevLKcoraroi xfiPaKTlfy€Sy *&• Ernesti

yeviKo>T€pov. It is easy and tempt- {Lex. Tech.) is mistaken in ren-

ing to conjecture yewiKcorepov, dering yevacrjv dpnovlav by 'charac-

' with more spirit.' But the true terem orationis-naturalem.'

meaning of yeviKwrepov is shown 3 Dionys. Isae. 4.

by another passage in Dionysios 4 See Overbeck, Die Antiken
—de Demosth. c. 39, where r\ ye- Schriftquellen zur Geschichte der

vlkyj dpfiovia is a manner of com- Bildenden Kunste oei den Grie-

position which does not stoop to chen (1868), esp. pp. 67, 110, 204.

petty neatnesses,—/x?) t6 Ko^bv Cf. Quint, xn. 10 §§ 1— 6.—Can it

d\\a to o-efjLvbv imTrjdcvovcra, as he be that, when Dionysios used this
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substantially with the judgment of Hermogenes 1
,—

.

Hermogenes delivered in his own technical dialect :

—

' In Isaeos,

besides the other things which constitute Political

Oratory in the proper sense 2
(i.e. Forensic and De-

liberative speaking), the element offiery earnestness*

is large,—bringing him near, indeed, to the noblest

type of civil eloquence. His finish, again, is con-

summate beyond the measure of Lysias. Complete,

too, is his skill in amplifying, and in the other con-

stituents of grandeur 4
', especially in a certain striking

vigour; so that, in these respects, though he is not a

little inferior to Demosthenes, he is far superior to

illustration, he had in his mind

that place of the Poetics (i. 6)

where Aristotle speaks of poets

related to each other as Zeuxis

to Polygnotos

—

6 pth yap UoXv-

yucoros ayaSos r]Soypd(j)os, r\ be

Zev^ibos ypafyr) ovbev e^ei tj6os

—a comparison which so exactly

and curiously suits the re-

lationship between Lysias and

Isaeos ?

1 Hermog. nepl Ibe&v B. c. 11

(Spengel Rh. Gr. n. 411).
'2 anXcos : as opposed to the sense

in which it includes the Tiavqyvpi-

kos Xoyos : vol. I. p. 90.

3 As to ' fiery earnestness ' (yop-

yoTrjs), ' finish ' (eVi/xeXem) and

'amplification' (7repi/3oA^), in the

language of Hermogenes, see vol.

1. p. 91 f.

4 ' Grandeur ' (peyedos, for which

d^ioofia or oyKos is sometimes a

synonym) denotes, for Hermo-

genes, one of those seven cardinal

excellences of oratory which he

finds in Demosthenes, his canon

of eloquence: irepi lb. A. 1. This

peytdos is, iii its turn, composed of

six specific qualities (Idem): and

all of these, says Hermogenes,

Isaeos has. They are:— 1. o-e/i-

v6rr]s, majesty. 2. The power of
( amplifying (irepipoXrj) just men-

tioned ;—by which Hermog. means

sometimes generalisation, some-

times development of an idea.

3. ' Vigour/ — aKprj, — a quality

which springs, as a rule, from the

union of the two next (see nepl lb.

A. 10). aKpaios \6yos is a robust,

sinewy eloquence, which presses

the adversary hard. 4. Tpaxvrrjs,

asperity: 5. Xafnrpur^s, brilliancy:

6. arcfrobpoTr)?, vehemence.. [On the

distinction between 4 and 6 see

irepl lb. A. 7 : rpaxvrr]s is properly

said of rebuking superiors

—

e.g.

judges or ekklesiasts : a<j)obp<jTr]s,

of rebuking (real or assumed) in-

feriors, e.g. duTibiKOL, or those

whom the hearers like to hear

censured : it is crcpobpoTrjs when

Demosth. assails Philip.]

Of these, 2 and 3 are named
in the text : but we must bear in

mind that the other four are un-

derstood.
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Lysias. That power which, is shown in method is

considerable in Isaeos,—but less than in Lysias.'

The last remark might seem disputable ; for, as

Dionysios truly says 1
, Isaeos greatly excels Lysias

in arrangement (olkovoixlo) : by ' method/ however,

Hermogenes means the faculty of seizing
c the proper

moment 2 ' for each oratorical artifice; and his esti-

mate, therefore, amounts to this—that Isaeos, com-

pared with Lysias, is superior in poiver, but inferior*/

in tact. The result, obtained by too rigid and me-

chanical a process, is incomplete ; but it is interest-

ing for its careful and respectful estimate of an

orator whom (with the great exception of Dionysios)

the criticism of the Roman age neglected 3
; and it is

not, so far as it goes, incorrect.

In diction, Isaeos has, then, like Lysias, purity,

Lykurgos was not highly esteemed

by the Augustan or later critics;

he is avtjrjTiKos and are/jLvos, says

Dionysios, but not ' elegant or

pleasing' (darelos—^Suy), vet. scrip.

cens. 3. As to Aristogiton, the

adversary of Demosthenes (see

[Dem.] Orr. xxv. xxvi. and Dei-

narchos Or. il), he was of small

repute every way. Maximus Pla-

nudes speaks of that sycophantic

Oratory, 77 avKo^avTLKTj^rjs ijyrjcravTo

'ApuTToyeLTow kcu 'Hy^ficdv (Prolog,

in Walz Rh, Gr. v. 214) : and he is

mentioned, with Phrynon and Phi-

lokrates, among the adoga Tvpoo-u-

ira by the scholiast on Hermog.,

ib. iv. 90. The truth is that Quint,

made no careful study of the Greek
orators, except Isokrates, De-

mosthenes, and (in a measure)

Lysias : but this treatment of

Isaeos is especially remarkable.

Isaeos and
Lysias—
Summary.

1 Isae. 14.

2 Katpoy 1810s : Hermog. 7repl

fieOodov heiv6rr]Tos c. 1 : above,

vol. i. 91.

3
' After all, one cannot help

wondering, that, although Diony-

sius lived in the very age of Cicero,

and was copied almost too closely

by Quintilian, yet the name of

Isaeus is not so much as mentioned

in the rhetorical pieces of the two

Romans ?

(Sir W. Jones, Pre/. Dis-

course, p. vi).

Cicero, it is true, never men-

tions Isaeos. Quintilian, however,

does once mention him—and then

in not very select company. Speak-

ing of the ' Attici/ he says (xn. 10

§ 22), * Transeo plurimos, Lycur-

gum, Aristogitona, et his priores

Isaeum, Antiphontem : quos, ut

homines, inter so similes, differen-

tes dixeris specie.' The style of
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conciseness, clearness, simplicity and vividness ; in

composition, while still aiming at ' plainness/ he uses,

on the whole, a more open and more vigorous art,

and has, if not less ethical power, less of ethical

charm ; he abstains, like Lysias, from the more ela-

borate figures of language, but uses far more largely

the figures of thought : in regard to subject-matter,

his arrangement is not, like that of Lysias, uniform,

but varies with each case, and is .especially marked

by the frequent interfusion of proof with narrative,

and by the completeness with which the proof is

worked out.

Demo-
and ^0W ^ us ask what is the meaning of that

statement—so brief, so general, yet so strikingly

emphatic—in which Dionysios embodies his reason

for regarding the work of Isaeos, not as a mere result

of Lysias, but as possessing a substantive and perma-

nent interest. In what sense is it true that the

oratorical power of Demosthenes took its
6 seeds and

beginnings
?

from Isaeos ? The first point to observe

is that, besides such special limitations of this state-

ment as Dionysios himself elsewhere furnishes, there

is a general qualification which from the outset we
criticism of must supply for ourselves. Like other ancient critics
Dionysios—

.

TSerV.
a

less excellent in detail than he, Dionysios tends to test

the criticism of oratory too much on literary grounds.

To one who reads Lysias, Isaeos and Demosthenes

successively, it must be manifest that, in certain

important respects of literary development, Isaeos

stands between the other two. This was the sense

to which Dionysios^—reading the orators, three cen-

turies after they spoke, as literature—has given ex-
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pression in a phrase of which the emphasis is exag-

gerated by the vagueness ; but of which it need not,

perhaps, be very difficult to define the proper bearing.

Isaeos was, through life, a professional writer of careers of
x

#
Isaeos and

speeches for the lawcourts, and this, so far as appears, f^™;^

almost exclusively in private causes. Demosthenes,

after the lawsuit with his guardians, sought to repair

the fortunes which they had brought low by working

in the calling which such men as Antiphon, Lysias

and Isaeos had followed before him. A host of pri-

vate speeches, not his, are given to him in the col-

lection of Kallimachos. But, to take those only of

which the genuineness is tolerably certain, we have

proof that he wrote for private causes from 361 to Demo-
•»

A . ATi sthenes en~

345 B.C. After the two speeches Against Aphobos
r̂ffatf

in 363 and the two Against Onetor in 362, we have,

probably in 361, the speech Against Spudias (xli.)

and the speech Against Kallikles (lv.) ; in 356

(probably) the speech Against Konon (liv.) ; in 352,

the speech For Phormio (xxxvi.) ; in 350, the speech

Against Boeotos concerning the Name (xxxix,) ; in

345, the speech Against Pantaenetos (xxxvu.), and

probably the speech Against Nausimachos (xxxviii.) 1
.

But, meanwhile, he had another occupation, a higher,

1 On the Private Speeches of De- as advocate:— ifiol o-vix^i^Keu,

mosthenes, cf. Schafer I. 311—315, arf> ov 7rep\ t£v kolv&v Xeyeiz/ ijp£a-

and the Appendices to vol. III. prjv, fJLrjde npos ev irpay^a Ibiov irpoo--

Biass would seem to leave the ekrjkvOivai. Mr G. A. Simcox, in

question of genuineness open as to the able Life of Demosthenes pre-

the 7rpbs ^novhlav and the irpos fixed to
( Demosthenes and Aes-

KaXkiKkea : Att. Ber. n. 465. In chines On the Crown,' takes this to

the 7rapaypacj)rj irpos ZrfvoBefjLiv, be a clue given us by Demosthenes
Demon, the speaker, quotes his himself. In that case, it would
cousin Demosthenes as thus ex- follow that Demosthenes had writ-

cusing himself for not appearing ten for no private cause after
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and one which, for him, made a stepping-stone to

the highest. During the years 355—350 B.C. he

in Public was concerned with four public causes—Against
Cannes:

t > m

Androtion, Against Leptines, Against Timokrates,

Against Aristokrates,—the object in each case being

to obtain the repeal of a new decree or law which

had been carried by corrupt influences and which

was dangerous to the public interests. Each of

these four speeches is at once an interpretation of

positive right and a vindication of political morality

-—a protest against the civic apathy which was

suffering the resources of the State to be crippled,

its powers to be abused for personal ends, its safe-

guards against foreign foes to be broken down.

in Pontics. The same five years saw Demosthenes enter on that

direct participation in public life for which this con-

cernment with public causes formed a preparation

;

his speech On the Navy Boards was delivered in 354,

the First Philippic in 351. Thus, while continu-

ing to exercise the profession of Isaeos, Demosthe-

nes had already passed through a second phase of

activity, and had even made trial of that crowning

sphere in which the great work of his life was to be

Resulting done. Almost from the first, therefore, Demosthenes
difference.

exerted his force under more liberal conditions than

those prescribed by the narrow scope of the writer

for private causes ; almost from the first his natural

intensity was free to ally itself with the oratorical

354. But Schafer has shown, I think 336 B.C. Whether the author was

(Dem. u. seine Zeit, in. App. vir. Demon himself—as Schafer thinks

pp. 296 f.), that the npos Zr\vo6t\Liv —or not, the statement about

is certainly not by Demosthenes

:

Demosthenes loses much of its

and that it must be later than authority.
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bent of the age, and, instead of refining on the art

which hides itself, to wield the art which triumphs

and commands. A comparison of the two orators

cannot reach far ; but, within its limits, it will serve

to warn us against doing wrong to either.

As regards composition, the likeness consists in gj^f
s °-f

adaptation to real contests by the blending of terse,
s

imZ!-%n
p r»

Corny osi-

vigorous, and not too formal periods with passages of tion:

more lax and fluent ease 1
; in vividness of present-

ment 2
; and in that dramatic vivacity which is given

by rhetorical question, by irony, and, in general, by

the ' figures of thought 3 .' As regards treatment of in Treat-

subject-matter, Demosthenes has borrowed the YeY- ject ' matter:

satile arrangement of Isaeos ; he shifts or interweaves

the divisions according to the case ; though his more

temperate art nowhere copies his master in discarding

the proem. That, however, in which the discipleship

of Demosthenes to Isaeos is most surely and most

strikingly seen is in his development and elaboration ew°°jany of

of systematic proof— depending sometimes on a

chain of arguments, sometimes on a single proposi-

tion illustrated and confirmed from several points of

view, but always enforced by keen logic and apt

law 4
. Closely connected with this is the most dis-

tinctive single trait which the younger man took

1 See, e.g., Dem. Or. xxxvi.,For 3 See above, p. 285.

Phormio. The ease of Isaeos some- 4 Theon celebrates the legal

times tends to be slipshod ; that learning of Demosthenes, referring

of Demosthenes, never. to him as an exemplar of argument
2 Cf. Plut. At;/aoct<9€i/ou9 Kal for the abrogation (dvao-Kevrj) of

KiKep. crvyKpio-Ls, c. 1: Ar]fjLoa6evr)s laws

—

e. g. in the Speeches Against

. . .u7rep/3aXXo/xevos eVapyeia pzv Kal Timokrates, Aristokrates and Lep-

deivorrjTi rovs eVt tcdv dycovav Kal tines (Trpoyvfiv. II. p. 166, Sp. Rh.

Tcoy SiKcSy <rvve£€Ta£on€vovs. Gr. ii. 69) : again in i. 150 (ib. p.
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from the elder, and which is the more noticeable

because it is perhaps the chief Isaean lesson which

Demosthenes was able to carry from the Forensic

field into the Deliberative : what in Greek would be

called to tvayuviov, and in English might be para-

phrased as ' the art of grappling.'

Tirlppiin
I* was ^e secret of waging an oratorical con-

test, not, in the more stately manner of an elder

school, as from contrary stages, but at close quar-

ters, with the grip as of wrestlers, with the in-

stance of pleaders who urge their case, point by

point, on critics as exact as themselves, with the

intensity of a prosecutor or prisoner, a plaintiff or

defendant, who knows that the imminent award will

be given by men whom the habit of listening to acute

discussion has led to set their standard high, for

whom the detection of sophistry has become a pas-

time and its punishment a luxury, and whose atten-

tion can be fixed only by a demonstration that the

speaker is in earnest. Since the time when Kleon 1

described that keen and brilliant fencing in the ek-

klesia at which the majority of the citizens delighted

to assist as at a spectacle, the fitness for such en-

counter had been becoming more and more important

to deliberative oratory : but its peculiar sphere was

forensic, and in that sphere Isaeos was its earliest

master. As an example of the ' agonistic' quality

of Isaeos—the new manner of strenuous and cogent

assault—take this passage, in which the speaker is

61) he adds to these the De Corona tlo-iv, iv oh 7rep\ voyiov r) yj/^io-fxa'

and Androtion as proofs that ol tos afK/uoffyren-at.

KaWio-Toi rap AijfJiocrdevLKcov \6ycov 1 Vol. I. p. 39.
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pressing home his argument 1
:

—" What, in the name Example

of heaven, are the guarantees of credibility for state-

ments ? Are they not witnesses ? And what are the

guarantees of credibility for a witness ? Are they

not tortures ? Yes : and on what ground are the

adversaries to be disbelieved ? Is it not because

they shrink from our tests ? Assuredly. You see,

then, that I am urging this inquiry and bringing

it to the touch of proof; the plaintiff is shifting

them to a basis of slanders and hearsays—precisely

the course that would be taken by a grasping ad-

venturer. If he meant honestly, and was not trying

to delude your judgments, obviously this was not

the way for him to set to work : he ought to have

given us figures and brought witnesses : he ought to

have gone through each several item in the account,

examining me thus

—

' How many payments of war-

tax do your books show V— c So many.'

—

( What sum

was paid on each occasion ? '
—

' This.'

—

' In accordance

with what decrees ? '
—

' With these.'
—'Who received

the money ? '

—

c Persons who are here to certify it.'

—

He ought to have examined the decrees, the amounts

imposed, the amounts paid, the persons who collected

them, and then, if all was satisfactory, he ought

to have accepted my statement ; or, if it was not, he

ought now to have brought witnesses regarding any

false item in the outlay which I charged to my wards'

account." It is the same kind of close and vehement

insistance that gives their stamp to such passages as Example
° i a. o from Demo*

this in the Third Olynthiac 2
:

c What—do you**" 1"-

1 Dionys. Isae. 12. The extract in c. 8 : see ch. xxi.

is from that same ' Defence of a 2 Dem. Olynth. in. §§ 34—35.

Guardian' from which he quotes

II. 20
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mean a paid army ?
' I shall be asked. Yes—and

the same arrangement forthwith for all, Athenians,

that each, getting his dividend from the State, may
be what the State requires. Is peace possible ?

Then you are better at home, removed from the

temptation to act dishonourably under the stress

of want. Is there such a crisis as the present ?

Better to accept such allowances as I have described,

and to be a soldier, as you ought, in your country's

cause. Is any one of you beyond the military age ?

What he now gets by an anomaly, and without

doing any good, let him receive under a regular

system in return for supervising and managing

necessary affairs. In a word—without taking away

anything or adding anything, but simply by abo-

lishing anomalies, I bring the city into order, I

establish a uniform system of remuneration for ser-

vice in the army, for service on juries, for general

usefulness in accordance with the age of each citizen

and the demands of each occasion.' It is a peculiarity

Agonistic of Isaeos that he loves to make the epilogue, not an
Epilogue

t .

appeal to feeling or to character, but the occasion for

grappling with the adversary in a strict and final

argument ; there could scarcely be a better example

of to Ivaycwiov than this ending of the speech On
the Estate of Philoktemon

:

—
'I ask you, then, judges,—in order that you may

not be deceived,—to take note of the affidavit on

which you have to give the verdict. Insist that

his defence, like our plaint, shall be relevant to

that affidavit. He has stated that Philoktemon did

not give or bequeath the estate to Chaerestratos
;

in Isaeos-

Or. vi.
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this has been proved to be a falsehood : he gave and

bequeathed it, and those who were present are the

witnesses. What more ? He says that Philokte-

mon died childless. Now, in what sense was he

' childless ' who had left his nephew as his adopted

son and heir, an heir to whom the law allows the

succession just as to the issue of the body ? The

provision in the law is express—that if a son is born

to a man who has already adopted a son, both sons

shall share alike in the inheritance. Let the de-

fendant prove then, as anyone of you would prove,

that his clients are legitimate. Legitimacy is not

demonstrated by stating the mother's name, but by

a proof that the statement is true, supported by the

evidence of the kinsfolk, of those who knew the

woman to be Euktemon's wife, of the demesmen and

of the clansmen, to these points:—whether they

have heard, or are aware, that Euktemon ever

discharged a public service on account of his wife's

property: where, or among what tombs, she is

buried ; who saw Euktemon performing the rites at

her grave ; whither her sons still repair with offer-

ings and libations for the dead ; and what citizen or

what servant of Euktemon has seen it. These

things together will give us—not abusive language,

but—a logical test. If you keep him to this, if you

bid him give his proof in conformity with his affida-

vit, your verdict will be religious and lawful, and

these men will get their rights/ The First and Epilogues of

01 i o) i a • r\ •
the Speeches

Second Speeches Against Onetor were written just %£%f
at the time when the influence of Isaeos on Demos-

thenes was probably most direct and mature. They

20—2
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have no mark more specially Isaean than this, that

both conclude, not, like the two earlier speeches

Against Aphobos, with a peroration of the more

ordinary type, but with a keen argument swiftly

thrust home 1
.

Demosthenes Isaeos influenced Demosthenes directly and de-
essentially d

manifold, cisively in the forensic province, and, through this,

in the deliberative also. But Demosthenes him-

self is manifold ; it is his very distinction that he

is of no one character, the exclusive disciple of

no one master 2
; he excels the elder 'lofty' school

in clearness, the 'plain' school in nerve, in gra-

vity, in penetrating and pungent force, the c middle

'

school in variety, in symmetry, in felicity, in pa-

thos,—above all, in true propriety and in effec-

tual strength 8
; taught by nature and practice, he

saw that the crowrds who flow together to fes-

tivals or schools demand another style than the

audiences in a law-court or in the ekklesia ; that,

for the former, there is need of glitter and of

entrancement ; for the latter, of exposition and

help ; that too much pedantry is as little suited

to epideictic speaking, as a style too diffuse or

too florid to practical oratory 4
. Sometimes, accord-

1 Upos *Ovr}Topa A (Or. XXX.) 2 evos p.ev ov$evbs...oijT€ ^apaK-

§§37—39: and B, §§ 10—14.—The rrjpos ovr dv8po? (rjk<orr)v,...i£ d-

comparison in Dionys. Demosth. ndvrcov Se ra Kparicrra eKAe^a/xej/ov :

cc. 17—22 between Isokrates De Dionys. Demosth. 33.

Pace §§ 41—50 (355 B.C.) and the 3 ib. 34.

Third Olynthiac §§ 23—32 (348 4
ib. 44. The word which I re-

b.c.) exhibits in its perfection that present by * glitter' is avarr),—

a

which Demosthenes derived from term used here like to dirarr)\6v

Isaeos,—heightened in effect by in c. 45, merely of theatrical effect,

the strongest contemporary con- In c. 45, again, Forensic Oratory

trast that could have been found. is said to require rjdovjj—x"P ls—
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ingly, lie has slowly-moving and spacious periods
;

sometimes his periods are close and compact ; some-

times he stings, sometimes he soothes, the mind of

the listener, sometimes he appeals to ethos, some-

times to passion 1
; in Deliberative Speeches, he

makes most use of the c stately harmonies
;

' in Fo-

rensic, of the * smooth ;
' yet, here again, in differing

measures according as it is a public or a private

cause, and with this further discrimination, that

simplicity and grace predominate in proem and nar-

rative, dignity and more austere power in proof and

epilogue 3
. Even in that single field of private various

x ° o ± colouring of

causes which Isaeos and Demosthenes share, Demos- j^LSSf

*

thenes proves the compass of his resources. The logi-

cal fineness of the two speeches Against Onetor, the

moral dignity of the defence For Phormio, the vivid

delineations of character in the speeches Against

Pantaenetos and Konon, could have met in no other

man of the age.

Relatively to the history of Attic Oratory, it is, piaee of
J

m

J J
Isaeos in

for us, the unique interest of Isaeos that he repre- omtory-

sents the final period of transition. His profession

was to write speeches which others were to speak in

the law-courts, and this almost wholly in private

causes. He takes account, therefore, of the pattern

first made clear by Lysias ; he tries somewhat to

make it seem as if the private person his client, and

not an expert, were speaking ; he aims at plainness, 4S«

dndrT], where the last means artful yo^reias Ka\ aTrdrrjs about Isaeos

:

^vXayoiyla. It is very important de Isae. 4.—' Florid' is to Xiyal-

to discriminate both these more veiv—exactly what we mean by an
innocent senses from that in which operatic style,

there is said to have "been do£a J
ib. 43. 2

ib. 45,
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a^ekeia. But, since the time of Lysias, the expert's

art itself has been growing more complete, more con-

fident, more irrepressible. By the side of the Lysian

' plainness
}

there has arisen, in its full strength,

and Swottis. technical mastery, Setvorr]^,—no longer haughty, dis-

trustful, self-secluding, as in the days of Antiphon,

but now each day more frankly and fearlessly

triumphant. If Isaeos had been an artist of genius,

he would have made his choice, even if he had not

widened his scope, and probably would have has-

tened by one generation the maturity of civil elo-

quence. But, confined almost wholly to private

causes, he did not dare altogether to forsake the

Lysian simplicity for which he had no real gift, or

decisively to assume that open, energetic art towards

which his inborn strength drew him. He hesitated :

His mean- and he remains, therefore, an able compromise—the
ing, L

first advocate who was at once morally persuasive

and logically powerful, without either entrancing

by the grace of his ethical charm or constraining

B
l

emo
dy t0 ^ ^he imperious brilliancy of his art ; one from

sthenes, w;hom Demosthenes learned the best technical lessons

that Antiphon or Thucydides could teach, in a

form, at once strict and animated, serviceable under

conditions which they had not known ; a contri-

butor, by these means, to the success of Demosthenes

both in the forensic and in other fields, but no more

the author of his victories than he is the kindler of

sdf.

in Mm~ ^S enthusiasm : yet, for the modern world, not the

less, but the more, a man who speaks with his own

voice and stands for his own work—the earliest

master of forensic controversy.
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CHAPTER XXL

ISAEOS.

WORKS.

SrxTY-FOUR speeches bearing the name of Isaeos—of

which fifty were allowed as genuine—and an Art of

Rhetoric, are mentioned by the writer of the Plu-

tarchic Life 1
. At least the accredited fifty ap-

pear to have been extant in the middle of the

ninth century 2
. Eleven 3

, with large part of a

1 [Plut.] Vit. Isaei, Kara\eAoi7re

$e \6yovs i^rjKovTa reoraapas, <ov

elcri yvrja-Loi 7T€VTT]K.ovTa, koI I8ia$

rexvas. This is the only definite

mention of the Art of Rhetoric

:

though Dionysios ad Ammaeum
i. 2 speaks generally of ' Theodek-

tes, Philiskos, Isaeos,Keiphiso&OYos,

Hypereides, Lykurgos, Aeschines/

as being irapayyikixaraiv rtyyiK&v

o-vyypacfreis as well as speakers.

Blass (Att. Ber. n. 458) suggests

that it may have been a collection

of commonplaces.
2 The words of Photios (cod.

263) are : avsyvcoo-Brjo-av 'laaiov

§ia<j)opoi Xoyoij ovtoc Se, aTrAco?

(lttgIv, ds d' Kai $• (64) vvvapid-

fXOVVTai. TOVTOdV 0€ OL TO yVTJ(TLOV

fjLapTvp7)devT€? v (50) KaTaXeiirovTat

jiopov. Both the ctTrXcos tlne'lv and

the (TwapiOyLovvTCLi as opposed to

KaraX^LTTovrai seem clearly to im-

ply that 64 were not then (circ.

850 a.d.) extant. The last sen-

tence may obviously be rendered

in two ways:—(1) 'Of this num-

ber, those which, being attested

as genuine
;
are extant are only 50';

—implying that others not so at-

tested were extant. (2) ' Of this

number, only those 50 which have

been attested as genuine are ex-

tant/ I prefer the latter version.

3 The Second Oration (' On the

Estate of Menekles') was first dis-
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Speeches of
lsaeos
wholly
forensic

twelfth 1
, have come down to us ; forty-two more

—

of which three were suspected by Harpokration—are

known from their titles; and we have thus a record

of fifty-four imputed, or fifty-one unquestioned,

works 2
.

So far as can now be judged, the orations of lsaeos

were exclusively forensic
3

. It is a striking fact that

covered in the Lauren tian Library

in 1785, and was first edited by

Robert Tyrwhitt in that year.

In the MSS. known before that

date all was wanting from the

words rj €K€ivcp in Or. i. § 22 to

aXX* eTreibr) to 7rpay(jLa els vfias

a(jnK.Tai in Or. ii. § 47. These con-

cluding words of Or. n. had, as

Tyrwhitt notices (p. 21), been

wrongly tacked on to the imper-

fect first part of Or. i. In the

Translation of lsaeos by Sir Wil-

liam Jones (1779) we find this

arrangement followed. The last

paragraph of Or. i. in his Trans-

lation ['To conclude; since this

cause...conformably to the laws']

is a version of a\X iireLhi)...^rJ]^i-

arao-de, the concluding words, in

reality, of Or. n.,—which oration

was then, of course, unknown to

him. In Or. i. all from p,r) notr}-

cravTes in § 22 to the end was first

found by Mai in the Ambrosian

Library at Milan and published by

him in 1815.

1 The large fragment of the

vnep EvcfriXrfrov preserved by ftio-

nysios (de Isae. 17) is printed as

Or. xii. by recent editors, as by

Baiter and Sauppe in their Ora-

tores Attici, and by Scheibe in his

edition of lsaeos (Teubner, 1860).
2 For the titles and probable

subjects of the lost speeches see

Sauppe's digest of the Fragments

of lsaeos, Or. Att. n. pp. 228

—

244. It will be seen that Sauppe

reckons 44 lost speeches. He sup-

poses a lost speech kclt 'Apto-ro-

Kkeovs, his No. iv., which Blass,

rightly, I think, identifies with

the Kara SrparoKXe'ous (XL. ill

Sauppe). Further, Sauppe reck-

ons the vnep Ev<f>Lkr)Tov—already

printed in his Vol. i. with the Ora-

tions—among the Fragments also,

as No. xvii. Omitting, then, No. iv.

and No. xvii., we get a total of 42.

Blass reckons 43 lost speeches

(Att. Ber. n. 459 ff.). But I agree

with Sauppe in thinking that the

TTpos
'

AvftoKiSrjv a.7rocrra(TLOv (No. 30

in Blass) was the work of Lysias,

to whom Harpokration twice as-

signs it, and that the ascription of

it to lsaeos by Pollux wTas a care-

lessness or at least a mistake : see

Sauppe Or. Att. n. 174.

The three lost speeches to which

Harpokration adds ei yvrjo-ios are:

L Kara 2rpaTOK\eous \_S. V. vixtpr)-

/xepoi, if indeed, as seems probable,

Kar 'ApHTToicXeovs there is a false

reading for Kara ^rparoicXeovs : the

latter, it must be owned, is men-

tioned by Harpokr. without sus-

picion S.V. odveios]: 2. Kara Meya-

pecov: 3. 7rpbs EvKktidrjv rbv 2a)-

KpariKov.

3 The titles of the lost speeches
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only three of them appear to have dealt with Public and almost
J L L wholly Pri-

Causes *. All the rest were concerned with Private vate -

Causes. These may be classified as bearing on (1) Their sub-

cases of claim to an inheritance
; (2) cases of claim

to the hand of a heiress
; (3) cases of claim to pro-

perty
; (4) cases of claim to the ownership of a

slave
; (5) an action brought against a surety whose

principal had made default ; (6) a special plea

;

(7) appeals from one jurisdiction to another 2
.

In the ancient collection of an orator's works, the Principal
class—the

largest or the most distinctive class of his speeches *Aw i«*

stood first. For Antiphon, this class consisted of

the speeches in cases of homicide, the (J)ovlkol; and

these alone have been preserved,—the last of them

(Or. vi. 'On the Choreutes
,

) being apparently de-

fective at the end, where the manuscript broke oiP.

For Isaeos, this class comprised the speeches in will-

cases, the kXtjplkol: and so, here too, these alone

have been saved, with a like defect at the end of the

speech (xi.) On the Estate of Hagnias 4
.

confirm the statement of Diony- dovla faBlvrav (xxvn.): 3. nepl

sios (Isae. 2)

—

yevovs \6ycov ivos tcdu a7ro^)acrea)V (ii.). [Possibly the

do-KrjTrjs iyevero, tov §ikclvlk.ov. Yet dnotfiao-eis or reports made by the

one conceivable exception should Areiopagos to the ekklesia : see

be noticed—the speech thrice cited Deinarchos Or. i. §§ 53 ff.] The

by Harpokration (s. vv. 'AXx/ras, doubt as to the authenticity of the

'EmKparris, 7re7r\os) under the title Kara MeyapeW has already been

7T6pi rwv iu McKedovla prjOevrcov. noticed.

But this too was probably forensic 2
^1) kXtjplkol: (2) iiriKk-qpiKoi;

—being concerned with a Trapa- (3) diaducacrias [properly a general

TTpecrfieLas ypa^rj, possibly arising term, including will-cases] : (4)

out of the negotiations regarding duoo-rao-Lov : (5) iyyvrjs : (6) dvToo-

Amphipolis in 358 B.C.: cf. Sauppe fiooria [as = irapaypafyr}] : (7) efao-is.

II. 238. 3 Vol. I. p. 64.

1
1. Kara Aioickeovs vfipccos (viii.

4 That Or. xi. is imperfect seems

in Sauppe) : 2. irepl twv iv Ma^e- certain from § 44 of that speech.
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TheK\mKoc In these extant speeches the connexion with the
classified

m ...-,-,
form

al will-case is sometimes direct, sometimes indirect. From

the literary point of view, they belong to one class, the

Testamentary. From the Attic legal point of view,

they require to be further classified thus :

—

I. Trials of Claim to an Inheritance (StaSt-

Kacriai1
).

1. On the Estate of Kleonymos. [Or. I.]

2. On the Estate of Nikostratos. [Or. iv.]

3. On the Estate of Apollodoros. [Or. vn.]

4. On the Estate of Kiron. [Or. viii.]

5. On the Estate of Astyphilos. [Or. ix.]

6. On the Estate of Aristarchos. [Or. x.]

II. Actionsfor False Witness {hi«ai xfjevSo/jbaprv-

picov).

1. On the Estate of Menekles. [Or. il]

2. On the Estate of Pyrrhos. [Or. in.]

3. On the Estate of Philoktemon. [Or. vi.]

III. Action to compel the discharge of a

Suretyship (iyyvrjs Slktj).

On the Estate of Dikaeogenes. [Or. v.]

IV. Indictment of a Guardian for maltreatment

of a Ward (elcrayyeXia KaKcoaecos opfyavov).

On the Estate of Hagnias. [Or. xi.]

V. Appeal (e<£ecm) from Arbitration to a

Dikastery.

For Euphiletos. [Or. xn.]

peculiar The speeches of Isaeos are the oldest documents
interest -1-

in the world which illustrate with minuteness of
interest

of these

1 Such a claim was iTridiKao-la a-lav): the trial of claims, Sm5t-

(Or. XI. § 15, tt)v ifjLTju iiridiKa- Kama.
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detail the workings of a Testamentary Law \ It has

been shown beyond reasonable doubt that the idea

of a man's legal existence being prolonged in his heir,

or in a group of co-heirs, sprang from the attribu-

tion to the individual of that perpetuity which is

the characteristic of the family 2
. The idea of con- origin of

tinuing the family is that in which the testament

begins. Now, in primitive societies, religious rites

are the symbols and warrants of the family's con-

tinuity. The father of the Indo-European house was

its priest as well as its master : the sacrifices which,

in life, he offered at the hearth could, after his

death, be offered only by the son in whom his

personality survived 3
. These sacrifices were at

once the most solemn obligations of his successor

and the most sacred pledges of an inviolable succes-

sion. What, then, was to happen if there was no

heir duly qualified by nearness in blood ? To meet The Faculty

this case, primitive society invented Adoption, that

is, the authorized fiction of kinship. The faculty

of adoption was the germ of testamentary power.

But there is no proof that any ancient society, ex-

cept the Roman, got beyond the faculty of adoption

to a true power of testation. The Athenian Will

was only an inchoate Testament. Permission to

execute a will was first given to Athenian citizens

by the laws of Solon 4
. But it was expressly restricted

1 It is scarcely necessary to ex- 2 Maine's Ancient Law, ch. vi.

cept, with Sir W. Jones ifiommen- on i The Early History of Testa-

tor?/, p. 165), the Aeginetikos of mentary Succession.'

Isokrates (Or. xix. 394-3 b.c.)— 3 See Cox's Hist, of Greece^

which throws no light on legal Vol. i. pp. 14 ff.

points.
4 Grote

?
c. xi. vol. in. 186.

Athenian
laio of sue-
cession.
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to those citizens who had no direct male descend-

ants. Those illustrations of Athenian testamentary

succession which are supplied by the speeches of Isaeos

have one general characteristic ofstriking interest, and

it is in this, more than in the light which they throw

on Attic details, that their great and lasting value

The mndoo resides. The Hindoo system of succession shows
system. J

the primitive religious element completely predomi-

nant. When the childless Hindoo adopts a child,

it is with a view to 'the funeral cake, the water,

The Roman, and the solemn sacrifice
1
.' The Roman testamentary

law of Cicero's time, on the other hand, has broken

free of religion; the sacra have passed under the

separate jurisdiction of the Pontifical College; the

obligation imposed by the Civil Law has become in-

Beiation of dependent of the theological sanction 2
. The Athenian

the Athenian L °

inform: system belongs essentially to the same stage as the

Hindoo system. It has not, like the Roman law of

Cicero's time, passed that point of development at

inspirit, which testation proper begins. But, in spirit, the

Athenian system, may be regarded as intermediate

between the Hindoo and the Roman. The Athenian

exercise of adoptive power retains, indeed, as its

nominal first principle, the religious continuity of

the family.
( Succour him who is with the dead,'

cries the speaker to the jurors,—'do not allow him

—

1 Maine, I. c. p. 192. dilates adiri, ut essent qui sacra
2 Gaius ii. § 57, in speaking facerent : quorum Mis tempo-

of the case where Roman law ribus summa observatio fuit : et

allowed possession to be taken of ut creditores haberent a quo
a vacant inheritance by the usu- suum consequerentur— showing
captive title called pro herede, how far back in the past the old

suggests this explanation

—

quod religious feelirg was to him.

valuerunt veteres maturius here-
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I beseech you by the gods and the immortal spirits—
to be treated with, contumely by these men:'

' think,' he exclaims, 'for what you will become

responsible if you are persuaded by Kleon to give a

different verdict:—first of all, you will send the

worst enemies of Astyphilos to celebrate the rites

at his grave.' It would be an utter mistake to sup-

pose that these pathetic or stately commonplaces are

altogether hollow. The sentiment is real enough.

But, at the same time, there is a difference between

the Hindoo and the Athenian feeling. The Hindoo

adopts a son primarily in order that his departed

spirit may enjoy higher spiritual benefits than it

could enjoy if the offerings at the grave were made

by a relative less near than a son 1
. The Athenian

of the days of Isaeos adopted a son primarily

because he wished to leave his property to a person

who would not otherwise get it. For the Hindoo,

that religious motive in which adoption originated

is still foremost. For the Athenian of the days of

Isaeos, the faculty of adoption, though necessarily

associated with religion, is chiefly significant in its

civil aspect, as a limited form of testamentary

power.

The following are the chief rules which, at Athenian
° rules of

Athens, governed succession and bequest :

—

inheritance.

1 Isae. Or. n. § 47 : ix. § 36. rites, delivers the father from

See the Tagore Law Lectures torment, has been partly lost

for 1S70, by Mr Herbert Cowell, sight of; but it is still held that

(formerly Tagore Law Professor,) the son can thus admit the father

Lect. ix., On the Rite of Adop- to some particular heaven which

Hon, pp. 208 f. The original idea, no other sacrificer could open to

that the son, by performing funeral him.
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I. When a citizen died leaving sons, they shared

the inheritance equally, the eldest having priority of

choice.

II. Failing sons and sons' issue, daughters and

daughters' issue succeeded 1
.

III. But a daughter was never, in our

sense, an heiress. She was, strictly, a person who

went with the estate {hriKkqpoi). The heir, properly

speaking, was either (l) her nearest kinsman, who

was bound to marry her; or (2) that person to whom
her father had devised the property on condition of

marrying her.

IV. Failing lineal descendants, the succession

passed to collateral kinsfolk on the paternal side, as

far down as to children of first-cousins 2
, with a pre-

ference to males. Failing these, it passed to the

maternal side, with the like limit and preference. It

then returned to the paternal side.

V. A man could not disinherit his son. Nor

could he separate his estate from his daughter,

though he could select the person whom she was to

marry.

VI. A childless man might, either during his

life or by testament, adopt any Athenian citizen as

his son and heir.

1 Cf. Ar. Av. 1651—1666. iraLbw. meaning that A, B's son,
2 It has sometimes been held is in the succession to C, if B

(as by Sir W. Jones in his Com- and C were avetyioi, first-cou-

mentary, p. 191) that second- sins. But the quibbling speaker

cousins were in the succession, there makes it mean that A is

Now the law, as quoted with in the succession, not only to

perhaps intentional ambiguity in C, but to C's son. Hence the

Or. xi. § 2, said pexpi dveyjsL&u fallacy.
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VII. Mothers 1 certainly, fathers 2 probably,

could not inherit from their children. But an in-

heritance could ascend collaterally; e.g. an uncle

could inherit, or could marry the daughter with

whom the estate went.

I. Trials of Claim to an Inheritance

(SiaSiKacrtcu).

1. On the Estate of Kleonymos. [Or. I.]

STEMMA.

Polyarchos O O O
,

L_
| | J

Kleonymos A + O—Deinias Pherenikos Poseidippos Diokles

f
|

Guardian of
v

v
J

,

A
> Claimants Defendants

o_ o
Claimants,

of whom the elder speaks

Polyarchos left two children, Kleonymos, and^^/*
the mother of the claimants. On the death of their

father the claimants became the wards of their

paternal uncle Deinias 3
. They were heirs-at-law of

their maternal uncle Kleonymos (§ 4). But Kle-

onymos, having quarrelled with Deinias, resolved

to spite him by disinheriting his wards. He there-

fore made a will in favour of some remoter kins-

1 Of the relationship between 2 Cf. C. R. Kennedy in the Diet.

mother and son it is said expressly Ant. s. v. Ueres, p. 595 a.

(Or. xi. § 17)—o avyyevecTTarop 3 From § 9, it is clear that Dei-

fiev r\v rfj cfrvo-eL navrcov, iv be rals nias was not the brother of Kleo-

dyxKTTtiais (degrees recognised nymos. In § 4 it is expressly said

by the law) oiiokoyov^v^s ovic that Kleonymos was the son of

ea-riv. Polyarchos.
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men,—Poseidippos (§ 4), Diokles (§ 14), Pherenikos

and his brothers (§ 45)
1

. After the death of Deinias,

however, Kleonymos relented. He took charge of

his nephews ; and in his last illness resolved to

cancel his will. With this purpose he sent for the

magistrate (o dcrrvvo/io^ § 15); but he died before

he had seen him.

The claimants contend that the will had been

virtually cancelled, and claim as next of kin (Kara

rrjv ayyicndav, § 6). The defendants rely on the

will (/card hia6r\K7)v a/jcc^icr/^ToCcru', § 41). The

eldest claimant is the speaker.

Date. Benseler places the speech below 360 B.C., and

indeed regards it as one of the latest, because hiatus

is avoided with a care, foreign, he thinks, to the

earlier manner of Isaeos 2
. In the case of Or. vin., at

least, as we shall see, this test hardly holds good.

This, however, is a much stronger instance, and the

speech may safely be referred to the years 360—353.

Analysis. ' Kleonymos had intended us to be his heirs : now we are

in court with not only his legacy but our whole fortune at

stake. The friends of the defendants recognise our right

to at least a share of the legacy ; but the defendants them-

selves, so far from admitting this, seek to deprive us of our

very patrimony, on account of alleged debts to Kleonymos

(§§ 1— 5). We shrink from appearing against kinsmen; the

defendants have no such feeling ; they have mustered all

their forces as against enemies (§§ 6— 8).

1 Scheibe seems right in assum- has included among the defendants

ing that Diokles and Poseidippos Simon, named as a friend of Dei-

are not brothers of Pherenikos. nias in § 31,—where auVa> = 3>epe-

It is by an oversight that the vlkco.

author of the Greek Argument 2 Bens. De hiatu, p. 192.
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[Then comes a narrative of the facts, §§ 9—14, supported

by witnesses, §§ 15—16.]
i
It is pretended that Kleonymos sent for the magistrate

not to cancel but to confirm his will. If, being then on the

best terms with us, his nephews, he wished' to clinch the

wrong which, in a fit of anger, he had once meant to do us,

he was mad, and his will ought to be set aside. But that

this was not his purpose,—that he meant, not to revise, but

to revoke his will,—was shown by the unwillingness of Pos-

eidippos and Diokles to admit the magistrate (§§ 17—24).

Besides, a mere correction or addition might have been made
on a new tablet ; by sending for the original document Kleo-

nymos showed that. he desired some substantial alteration

(24—26). Not only on grounds of kinship but also on

grounds of friendship Kleonymos was more likely to have

left his property to us than to the defendants (§§ 27—38).

There is always a presumption for claimants by blood as

against claimants by will (§§ 41—43). Again, take the test

of reciprocal obligation: if Kleonymos had died leaving

daughters unprovided for, we, not the defendants, would

have been liable to provide for them (§§ 39, 40). Or, if

the defendants and we had alike died without issue, Kleo-

nymos would have been heir, not to them, but to us (§§ 44

—

47). Either the testator was of unsound mind, or we are the

heirs' (§§48— 51).

2. On the Estate of Nikostratos [Or. iv.]

STEMMA.

O
1

i

?hrasymachos

|

Thrasippos
1

Nikostratos. Hagnon Hagnotheos

Defendants, for whom a friend
perorates, against one Chariades.

Nikostratos, an Athenian citizen, had died abroad, x . % omhe

after an absence from Athens of eleven years (§ 8), Nikostratos,

during part of which he seems to have been doing

ii. 21
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military service (§§ 18—26.) His first cousins, Hag-

non and Hagnotlieos, claimed his property as next of

kin (Kara yivos). Their claim is disputed by one

Chariades, who says that it is his under an express

bequest (/cam hocriv). Chariades had been absent

from Athens for seventeen years before the death of

Nikostratos (§ 29), and professed to have been inti-

mate with him abroad.

In this speech, a friend (§ 7) of Hagnon and

Hagnotheos recapitulates the points of their case.

Hagnon (or, as he and his brother were boys,

veavicTKoi § 26, some one for them) had, probably,

already spoken. That this speech is the second

(eViXoyos) for the defence is clear from the fact that

no witnesses are called. There is no ground for sup-

posing, with the author of the Argument, that the

speaker was Isaeos 1
. The date is uncertain.

Analysis.
l Witnesses cannot be brought, nor false statements easily

refuted, in regard to transactions abroad. But the case of

Hagnon and his brother can be proved, from what has

occurred at Athens. First,—Chariades calls Nikostratos the

son of Smikros. Hagnon and his brother claim the property

of Nikostratos, son of Thrasymachos. But for this discre-

pancy, the judges would have had to ask merely, Did or did

not Nikostratos leave a will ? Clearly Chariades wanted to

1 'lo-aios ovv 6 wrap, says the ' friends':—Hagnon and Hagno-

author of the Argument—and the theos are my iiriTr)beioi, the speaker

ovv is very characteristic of his says, ' as their father was before

airy assumptions

—

a>s o-vyyevrjs them. y Schomann (p. 269) remarks

a>v t&v 7rep\ rhv "Kyvcova, \eyei aw- that the author's authority may
qyopajv avTols. He has taken his have been Didymos, whose com-

avyyeurjs simply from § 1, where mentaries on Isaeos are mentioned

the word imrydcioi may, of course, by Harpokr. s.v. ya^Xia—a flat-

mean 'relations/ as it does in § 18, tering supposition, I fear,

but seems rather to mean merely
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perplex an issue, otherwise simple, by raising a question of

identity (§§ 1-6).
' Six other persons besides Chariades have put forward,

and withdrawn, claims to the inheritance \ Chariades him-

self in the first instance claimed it on the ground of kinship.

Then, shifting his ground, he claimed it under a will (§§ 7

—

10). Such claimants, when defeated, ought to be fined, not

merely in proportion to their assessed property {Kara to

Te\o9), but in the whole amount of the estate claimed. A
claim under a will which sets aside the natural succession

requires scrutiny. Witnesses can prove only the fact of a

will, not the identity of one will w7ith another. Then the

law requires that the testator should have been of sound

mind.

' Universally the presumption is strong in favour of

claimants by kinship as against claimants under a will [Kara

Soaiv, §§ 11—18). In this case Chariades was not on such

terms with Nikostratos as make the bequest probable. Cha-

riades was not the messmate {gvggltos;) of Nikostratos. He

1 The passage in § 7 still of-

fers an exercise to the ingenuity

of critics. No sooner was the

large property of the deceased

Mkostratos sent home, than every-

one shaved his head,—all Athens

went into mourning for its relative.

rh yap ovk dneKeLpaTo, eVeiS/) rco

$vo TakavroD c^clkis rjXOerov, The

e^aKi? is the puzzle. I. Reiske

would understand eh Kplanv with

TJXOerov: 'when the two talents

came six times into dispute''', but

(1) the grief would have been coun-

terfeited before the contest : and

(2) the ellipse of eh Kpio~iv is ut-

terly impossible. II. Schomann

SUggeStS, €7T€ldf) TCO dlJO TakaVTG)

€^€K€l<j6ov— i. e.
(
as soon as the

two talents were announced for

competition*— iicKclo-Qai referring

to notice given by the magistrates

that claimants of the estate should

come forward. III. Valcknar, e£

"AKrjs—which Scheibe, adopting his

emendation, properly writes eg

*Aktjs. The Phoenician town 'AktJ

is mentioned by Harpokration.

The emendation is one of those

which, when confirmed by the evi-

dence of facts, are certain, but

which, in the absence of such evi-

dence, are only brilliant.

May not i^ams be simply a mar-

ginal gloss by some one who,

having counted up the claimants

(other than Chariades) enume-

rated in §§ 8, 9, found that their

number was six? The annotator

may either, like Reiske, have taken

rjXBerov to mean 'were contested'

and have meant his note for that

word; or he may have mentally

supplied his verb.

21—2
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was not even in the same company (mf*?) with him. He
did not pay him the last offices (§§ 18—20). The property

of persons dying abroad has often been claimed by strangers.

On grounds both general and particular the probabilities are

in favour of the defendants.

' Certain supporters of Chariades pretend that they are

themselves the next of kin to Nikostratos. In that case

it is their interest to claim the estate on their own ac-

count. If defeated they will be able to try again : whereas,

if Chariades once obtains the estate under an alleged will,

no claim founded on kinship can afterwards be entertained

(§§ 21-26).
' Lastly :—contrast the antecedents of the parties to the

cause. Thrasippos, father of the defendants, was a patriotic

citizen, and his sons have always borne a good name. Chari-

ades—who has been absent from Athens for 17 years—has

been imprisoned for theft and indicted as a malefactor. Let

the judges decide as the evidence and their oaths enjoin*

(§§ 27-31).

3. On the Estate of Apollodoros [Or vn.]

STEMMA.

Eupolis

i i

Apollodoros II. A
f Wife of

Pronapes

O (Apollodoros?)

Mneson
t

A
Wife of
A eschines

Thrasybulos

Thrasyllos I.

r r-
+ A + Archedamos

Apollodoros I.

Testator

I

O
t Thrasyllos II.

Speaker, adopted
son of

Apollodoros I,

Eupolis, Mneson and Thrasyllos were brothers.

Thrasyllos was killed in the

Sicilian expedition, and left his son Apollodoros I. to

I. 3. On the
Estate of
Apollodoros. Mneson died childless.
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the guardianship of Eupolis. Eupolis abused the

trust. He intercepted, by a pretended will, half of

Mneson's property ; and also embezzled much of his

nephew's patrimony. Apollodoros I. found a friend,

however, in his mother's second husband, Archeda-

mos, who supported him in an action against Eupolis.

Archedamos died, leaving a daughter who was mar-

ried and had a son, Thrasyllos II. When Apol-

lodoros lost his only son, he determined to adopt

this Thrasyllos as his son and heir.

At the death of Apollodoros, his estate was

claimed by his first-cousin, the elder of the two

daughters of Eupolis, and wife of one Pronapes.

She denied that Thrasyllos II. had been adopted by

Apollodoros I. In this speech Thrasyllos defends

his right.

The date must be about 353 B.C. For:

—

-Date.

1. Apollodoros I., when about to set forth on a cam-

paign to Corinth, made a will, and directed that

his daughter, the speakers mother, should marry

one Lakratides (§ 9). The campaign was probably

that of 01. 96. 4, 393 B.C., or 01. 97. 1, 392 B.C.

At this time, then, the speaker's mother was un-

married. Her marriage—not to Lakratides, but to

the speaker's father, Archedamos—may be put four or

five years later : in 388 or 387 B. c.— 2. The speaker,

when adopted by Apollodoros, had already been a

thesmothetes (§ 34); i. e. was at least thirty. But

he cannot have been much more, for he is still a

young man (§ 41).— 3. Soon after his adoption, he

went on a sacred embassy to the Pythian festival

(§ 27). The first Pythiad after the speaker had
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reached the age of thirty was that of 01. 106. 3,

354 B.C.—4. From §§ 14, 15 it may be inferred that

Apollodoros I. did not live long after the adoption

;

and the contest for the property must have followed

soon after his death. The adoption may, then, be

placed early in 354; the trial, in 353 1
.

Analysis. The speaker, Thrasyllos, was adopted by Apollodoros

during the latter s lifetime. This kind of adoption is always

less open to suspicion than adoption under a will. The

speaker might have barred the claim of Pronapes by an

affidavit (htafiaprop la) : but, confident in his cause, he has

preferred a direct trial {evOvhtKia, §§ 1— 4).

Gratitude to Archedamos had prompted Apollodoros to

adopt the speaker; who, at the Thargelia, was duly received

into the family and the clan (§§ 5—17). Had there been

no such adoption, however, the next heir would have been,

not the wife of Pronapes, but her nephew, Thrasybulos.

The silence of Thrasybulos is evidence to the adoption

(§§ 18—26) ; which was ratified by the demesmen of Apollo-

doros. At their meeting to choose the officers of the deme

(iv apxaipeaiais), they placed Thrasyllos on their register

(XrjtjtapxLfcov ypafifiareLov : §§ 27, 28)
2

.

The wife of Pronapes and her sister had already in-

herited the property of their brother; but had ignored the

obligation to constitute one of their children his repre-

sentative before the law (elairotelv vlov avrS, § 31); and

thus his line had become extinct (H-ripTJ/xcorai 6 oltcos, ib.).

This would have been warning enough to Apollodoros. He
would never have left his property to the wife of Pronapes

1 The allusion in § 38 to the dis- 2 From §§ 26—28 it appears

charge of the trierarchy by com- that ratification by the deme was

panies instead of individuals (ovk necessary before enrolment by the

€< avfi^iopias rrjv vavv iroirjo-afjievos yevvrjrai and (ppdropes could en-

©Wep ol vvv) would alone prove title the adopted person even to

the speech to be later than 358 family rights; see Schiifer Bern.

B.C. u. seine Zeit, in. ii. 27-
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(§§ 29—32). On the other hand, no one had stronger claims

on Apollodoros than the speaker (§§ 33—36).

The public services of Apollodoros and his father, Thra-

syllos I., are contrasted with those of Pronapes 1
. The

speaker has already served the state as far as his years

allowed, and hopes to serve it more (§§ 37—42). Summary:

§§ 43—45.

4. On the Estate of Kiron [Or. via]

STEMMA.

o-
Kiron

First Wife

of Kiron.

Second Wife of Kiron and sister

A of JJiokles.

O

O
Married, first to f

Nausimenes ; secondly

to another husband, by
whom

O
f

O
Claimant

against the

Speaker.

O
Speaker. O (§37)

Kiron married his first-cousin, by whom he had i. 4. on the
J

m
Estate of

one daughter. This daughter was married, first, to Kiron-

Nausimenes ; secondly, to another husband by whom
she had two sons, of whom the eldest is the speaker.

After the death of his first wife, Kiron married

the sister of one Diokles, and had by her two sons,

both of whom died young.

1 In § 39 it is said that Pro-

napes a7reypm/mro /xez/ rifxrjfia \ii-

Kpov, cos LTTiraha be tc\(ov apytiv

rj^lov rds dpxds, ''returned his in-

come as small, but claimed to hold

magistracies, as if he paid the tax

of a knight'—showing that the

names, at least, of the Solonian

classes were kept up. Schomann
suggests that the offices for winch

the census of a knight was required

may have been such as were con-

cerned with the administration of

the public money (p. 373).
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At the death of Kiron, his estate was claimed

by his daughter's eldest son. But the son of Kiron's

brother, instigated by Diokles 1
, set up a counter-

claim on two distinct grounds : 1. That Kiron's

grandson is illegitimate : 2. That, supposing him

legitimate, a brother's son has a better claim than a

daughter's son 2
. This speech is the defendant's

answer.

The only indication of the date is that the

speaker and his brother were born after the archon-

ship of Eukleides 3
, 01. 94. 2, 403 B.C. (§ 43). The

speech cannot, then, be put before 383 B.C. On the

other hand, the speaker's plea of ' utter inexpe-

rience' (§ 5) implies youthfulness. Now, if he was a

young man, the date cannot be much below 383 4
,

i This Diokles of Phlya is the

same against whom Isaeos wrote

the lost speeches, Kara Aioickeovs

vfipeas (possibly in the ypa^r] men-

tioned at § 41 of our speech), and

irpbs AioKkea ircpl xapiov '. frag-

ments viii. and ix. in Sauppe O.A.

ii. p. 230 ff. Diokles was *sur-

named Orestes' (§ 3, cf. § 44)—

a

nickname for any violent charac-

ter, borrowed from the robber

mentioned by Aristophanes—not

without an Euripidean allusion.

See Acham. 1166, elra Karageie tis

avrov fjieBvcov rfjs K€(j)aXrjs 'Opearrjs

fxaivofievos.

2 'According'—says the author

of the Greek Argument

—

'to the

well-known law (Kara rbv vop,ov

exelvov) which prescribes that de-

scendants in the male line shall be

preferred to descendants in the

female line.' The writer was evi-

dently thinking of Or. vn. § 20.

But (1) the reference there is to

dv€\^iado2: (2) the question here

is between lineal and collateral

kinship. The nephew's claim on

this second ground was baseless.

3 Observe the argument which,

in § 43, is founded upon this fact.

Diokles, says the speaker, imperils

not only our fortune but our citi-

zenship. If our mother was not a

citizen, neither are we citizens

:

\for we were born after the ar-

chonship of Eukleides? This al-

ludes to the law carried in 403 by

Aristophon the Azenian,—that the

son of a citizen shall be illegiti-

mate, if his mother (as well as

father) was not a citizen : os av

prj c£ aarrjs yevrjTai, voQov ehai

(Athen. xm. 577 b).

4 On account of the avoidance

of hiatus, Benseler would put Or.
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since otherwise it would have been superfluous for

him to tell the judges that he was born after 403.

The date is probably about 375 B.C.

The speaker denounces the impudence of this attempt Analysis.

to defraud himself and his brother,—an attempt which has

been organised by Diokles; but expresses his confidence of

being able to defeat it (§§ 1—5).

I. First, he will show that his mother was the legiti-

mate daughter of Kiron (§ 6). He states the facts as to

Kiron's second marriage (§§ 7—9); and proves, in support

of them, that he had challenged the other side to give

up Kiron's slaves for torture, which challenge had been

refused (§§ 9— 14). He and his brother were always treated

by Kiron as his nearest kinsmen (§§ 15—17). His mother

was treated as Kiron's daughter both by her husband and

by the women of Kiron's deme: he and his brother were

formally enrolled by Kiron in his phratria (§§ 18—20).

Lastly, Diokles himself allowed the speaker and his brother

to assist at the funeral of Kiron—thus recognising the re-

lationship (§§ 21—29).

II. Secondly, he will show that, as son of Kiron's

daughter, he has a better claim than the son of Kiron's

brother. Descent (yevos) is a nearer tie than collateral

kinship (avyyeveia) : descendants (eicyovoi) inherit before

collateral relations (crvyyevels). This is illustrated by the

law on the maltreatment of parents (o nrepl /cafcoocrem

voijlqs, § 32). According to that law, the obligation to

maintain relatives descends lineally. The corresponding

right to inherit from relatives must descend lineally too

(§§30-34).

An account of the property of Kiron and of the intrigues

of Diokles (§§ 35—39) is followed by a personal attack on

viii (with i, vn, and xi) below 360 sthenes in the two Speeches,

B.C.: De hiatu 192. But, as Blass Against Aphobos would of itself

points out (n. 523), the large use forbid us to go below 363.

of this oration made by Demo-
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Diokles (§§ 40—42). This attack is resumed in the epi-

logue; and the speech concludes with the calling of evi-

dence to show that Diokles had been guilty of adultery

(§§43-46).

5. On the Estate of Astyphilos [Or. ix.]

STEMMA.

Thudippos Euthykrates + A 4- Theophrastos

first husband Sister of second husband

|
Hierokles

|

i

Astyphilos O
Claimant

and Speaker

Kleon
Defendant

I

O
His son, alleged to

be adopted son and
heir of Astyphilos

i. b. on the Euthykrates and Thudippos were brothers. Thu-

Attyphiios. dippos had a son named Kleon. Euthykrates had a

son Astyphilos and a daughter. On the death of

Euthykrates, his wife married a second husband

named Theophrastos, by whom she had a son.

Astyphilos died on military service at Mytilene.

As soon as the news of his death reached Athens,

Kleon took formal possession of his estate 1
(eVe/3a-

Tevcre, § 3) in the name of his own son, who, as he

alleged, had been adopted by Astyphilos, and in evi-

dence of whose claim he produced a will.

1 Direct possession could thus

be taken only (1) by children or

grandchildren of the testator : (2)

by an adoptive son who had been

adopted during the lifetime of the

testator. A son adopted by will

had, like remoter kinsfolk, to put

in a claim to the inheritance (eVt-

biKa&o-Oai). Kleon therefore must

have appealed to the will, not to

prove the adoption, but merely to

prove that the adopted son was

also the heir.
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Presently the son of Theophrastos—who had been

serving abroad—returned to Athens, and claimed 1

the estate of his half-brother Astyphilos. In this

speech he contends that the will alleged by Kleon is

a forgery.

The date—a difficult point—is probably about Date.

369 B.C. Astyphilos (§ 14) 'first went on a cam-

paign to Corinth—then to Thessaly—then he served

through the whole Theban War—in short, wherever

he heard of an army being raised, he was off to it

with a company (\oyayo>v) and this expedition

to Mytilene was his last/ The allusions to Thessaly 2

and Mytilene 3 cannot be fixed. The others are to

the Corinthian War of 394—387 and the Theban

War of 378—371 4
.

1 By the form of irapaKara^okr}

(Schom. p. 404) in the strict sense

—literally ' deposit of security for

costs.' The term a^Kpia^relv was

used of any claimant in a will-

case : irapa.K.aTafiak\€iv was pro-

perly said of one who (as here)

asserted his right to the whole

estate.

2 From about 395 to 374 dy-

nastic feuds were rife in Thessaly

:

see Thirlwall c. 38, v. p. 65. Ja-

son of Pherae kept a large stand-

ing army of mercenaries.

3 I can, however, conjecture the

occasion of this expedition to My-

tilene. In 373 Timotheos was

named commander of the fleet

which was to help Corcyra. Not

being able to man his fleet at A-

thens, he went on a cruise in the

Aegean, to get men and money

from the allies (Xen. II. vi. ii. 12

:

Grote x. 199). Now we know that,

in 390 at least, Mytilene was the

only Lesbian town not favourable

to Sparta (Xen. H. iv. viii. 28).

A levy of troops and money on

Lesbos might easily give the lacon-

ising towns of the island a pretext

for attacking the one notoriously

philathenian town. The expedi-

tion in which Astyphilos was killed

may have been sent to support

Mytilene. Does not the phrase in

§ 1, ol €LS MlTv\rjVr)V (TTpaTl&TO.l,

imply a succour ?

4 Dobree (Adv. i. 305) puts the

speech in 374— 1 B.C. ; but does

not give his reasons. Weissenborn

(Ersch. and Gruber's Encycl. p. 300)

puts it about 369 B.C. Blass (Att.

Ber. ii. 525) says, ' some time after

371 at earliest.'

Schomann's view is widely dif-

ferent, and as, I think, indefensible.
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Analysis. Kleoii and his son have already been adopted into

another family; and have thus forfeited their claim as

kinsmen to the estate of Astyphilos 1
. Hence they resorted

to the fiction of a will : and Hierokles, uncle of the speaker,

pretends that this will was left with him. Astyphilos did not

even receive the last rites from the man who pretends to

have been his adopted son (§§ 1—6).

If Astyphilos had intended such an adoption, he would

have called kinsmen or intimate friends as witnesses. But

the witnesses now produced are strangers (§§ 7—13). Again,

Astyphilos served in many expeditions before that to Myti-

lene. Is it likely that he should have delayed making his

will—if he was going to make one—till just before the last

campaign ? (§§ 14, 15.) Astyphilos hated Kleon, because

Euthykrates had died of injuries received from Thudippos,

Tvleon's father (§§ 16—21). Hierokles, ungrateful to the

speaker's father Theophrastos, has plotted this fraud with

He puts the speech in 390 B.C., ' or

not much later/ and holds that

(1) The Theban War means the

invasion of Boeotia by Sparta in

395, when Athens helped Thebes,

and Lysander was killed at Ha-

liartos : (2) The expedition to

Thessaly refers to 394, when

Agesilaos marching through Thes-

saly, routed the Thessalian allies of

Thebes, who may have been sup-

ported by Athenians : (3) The ex-

pedition to Mytilene is the visit of

Thrasybulos and his fleet in 390

—

389 B.C.

I should object:—(1) that the

order in § 14,

—

Corinth, Thessaly,

Theban War, which the context

shows to be chronological, is thus

changed to Theban War, Thes-

saly, Corinth : (2) that the phrase

TovQ^diKovTTokcyLOv airavra clearly

implies more than, a single cam-

paign: (3) that in 394 it is very un-

likely that Astyphilos or an Athe-

nian force should have met Agesi-

laos in Thessaly, since the allied

forces, including Athenians, were

waiting for Agesilaos in Boeotia:

(4) that Mytilene—as Blass has

observed—was never the immedi-

ate object of Thrasybulos: cf. Xen.

H. iv. viii. 25.

1 Had Kleon and his son not

been thus adopted into another

family, their claim to the estate of

Astyphilos would have been better

than that of the speaker. Of col-

lateral kinsfolk, the law called to

the succession,,/?'^, kinsfolk on the

father's side down to the dveyp-iwv

7raidas (or dw-yp'iadovs), i. e. chil-

dren of the children of a father's

brother or a father's sister ; se-

condly, in default of such, kinsfolk

on the mother's side—a son of the

same mother by another marriage

ranking first among these. See

Or. vn. § 20, and Schomann, p. 405.
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Kleon (§§ 22—26). The speaker and Astyphilos were close

friends from boyhood ; and Theophrastos treated Astyphilos

as a son (§§ 27—30). It is unlikely, then, that Astyphilos

should have preferred Kleon's son to the speaker. The re-

latives of Astyphilos have never recognised the alleged

adoption by admitting Kleon's son to the family sacrifices

(§§ 31—33). Epilogue : §§ 34—37.

6. On the Estate of Aristarchos [Or. x.]

STEMMA.

O Xenaenetos I.

Aristomenes Aristarchos I. + a

Apollodoros. Kyronides
adopted bif

Xenaenetos I.

Demochares.

Aristarchos II.

adopted by
Aristarchos I.

Xenaenetos II.

adopted by
Aristarchos II.

and Defendant.

A
t

o ...

Claimant
and Speaker.

Aristarchos I. had two sons and two daughters, i, «• on me° Estate of

Kyronides, the eldest son, was adopted, during his Aristarehos-

father's lifetime, into the family of his maternal grand-

father Xenaenetos I. At the death of Aristarchos I.

the property went, therefore, to the second son,

Demochares. Demochares died in youth. One of

his sisters had died, without issue, before him. The

other sister was thus left heiress to her father's

estate ; and might have been claimed in marriage by

one of her near kinsmen. Her nearest kinsmen

were, her uncle Aristomenes, brother of Aristarchos I.,

and his son Apollodoros. Neither of them claimed

her hand. Aristomenes, as her guardian, gave her

in marriage, with a small dowry, to a stranger : he
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then put her brother, now his son-in-law, Kyronides

in possession of the estate of Aristarchos I.—to

which Kyronides had forfeited all right by adoption

into the house of Xenaenetos. Kyronides and the

daughter of Aristomenes had two sons,—Aristar-

chos IT. and Xenaenetos II. Aristarchos II. was

made adopted son of Aristarchos I. in accordance

with an alleged will by which the latter left his

property to his grandson. At the death of Aris-

tarchos II. his brother Xenaenetos II. was, under his

will, declared his adopted son and heir.

The claim of Xenaenetos II. is now opposed by

the grandson of Aristarchos I. He claims the estate

on behalf of his mother as daughter of Aristarchos I.,

—not as sister (by adoption) of Aristarchos II. ;

though, at the preliminary inquiry (§ 2), legal form

had required him to describe her in the latter

manner.

Date. Aristarchos 'has been killed in the war,' kv rai

TToXe/xw TcdvrjKe (§ 22) ; words which imply both that

his death is recent and that the war continues. Now
this war is clearly not the Corinthian War (394—387),

which, with the peace that closed it, is mentioned as

something long past (§ 20). The war in which

Aristarchos fell is probably the Theban War of

378—371. The speech may be placed between 377

and 371 \

1 Schomann refers the speech say in 38S—and the bringing of

to 384 at latest. For (1) he takes the action. Now this interval

the war of § 22 to be the Corin- could not exceed five years, since

thian : (2) he takes the ttoXvs xpo~ that was the limit (ttpo6'e cr/xia,

vos of § 18 to be the interval be- praescriptio) set by the law to the

tween the death of Aristarchos

—

time within which an estate could
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After contrasting his own want of nerve and fluency Analysts.

with the practised skill of the adversaries, the speaker

explains why the form of his claim is inconsistent with its

substance. He has been obliged to describe his mother-, not

as the daughter of Aristarchos I., but as the sister of

Aristarchos II., although he denies the validity of the

adoption on which the latter title depends (§§ 1—3).

He relates the facts (§§ 4—7) ; and then argues that

Aristarchos II. could not have been adopted (1) by Aristar-

chos I., while the latter had a legitimate son, Demochares,

living; nor (2) by Demochares, who died before he was

competent to adopt ; nor (3) by Kyronides, who had passed

out of the family ; nor (4) by Aristomenes or his son Apollo-

doros (§§ 8—14).

Xenaenetos II., the defendant, does not, however, rely

only on the alleged adoption of Aristarchos II. He says

that his father, Kyronides, had already acquired a right to

the estate by discharging debts with which it was encum-

bered. But, the speaker replies, (1) the person liable for

these debts was not Kyronides but the speaker's mother 1
:

and (2) had the estate really been so encumbered, Aristo-

menes and Kyronides would not have been in such

haste to procure the inheritance for Aristarchos II. (§§

15—17).

The speaker answers the objection that his claim ought

to have been made long ago. His father was deterred from

taking proceedings by the fear of losing his wife, whom the

next of kin threatened that they would claim at law (eVi-

Stfcd^eaOai), if he claimed the estate. The plaintiff himself

has hitherto been prevented by military service, and then

be claimed when its holder was could have been claimed from Ari-

not the first heir, but that heir's starchos II. at any time while he

successor. Here Xenaenetos II. lived. The nokvs xP°V0S °f § 18

was the heir of Aristarchos II., means, however, as I think with

who was the heir of Aristarchos I. Blass, the time during which Ari-

The estate of Aristarchos I must starchos had wrongfully possessed

therefore be claimed from Xenae- the estate.

netos within five years from the x A petitio principii—that she

death of Aristarchos II. But it was the eTriick-qpos.
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by a debt to the Treasury 1
, from bringing an action (§§

18—21).

The personal worth of Aristarchos II. cannot excuse the

fact that the property which he bequeathed was not his

own. The holder of disputed lands is bound to produce the

mortgager (dirrjs), the seller, or the legal decision under

which he occupies
2

. Just so the adversaries must prove

their title to this estate. Kyronides and his family already

possess the property of Xenaenetos I. They now seek to

deprive the speaker of his patrimony. As a citizen of good

character, public and private, he claims the protection of

his rights (§§ 22—26).

II. Actionsfor False Witness (Swccu xpevSojiaprv'

picov).

1. On the Estate of Menekles [Or. n.]

Pliilonides,

Defendant

^
O

Speaker,

adopted son

of Menekles I.

and advocate

of Philonides

Menekles II.

STEMMA.

Eponymos
t

Menekles I. O His brother

f I the Prosecutor

O A A
Wife of Wife of

LeukolopJios. (1) Menekles I.

(2) Eleios

O

O O

ii. i. on the At the death, of Menekles, his estate was claimed
Estate of
Meneues. \yj kis brother 3

. But Menekles had left an adopted

1 A citizen who, on any account

whatsoever, owed money to the

Treasury, suffered total suspen-

sion of civic rights until the debt

was paid. Cf. Isokr. Antid. § 10,

aTlfx6T€pOl...TG)V O(J)€lX6pT<0V rS

drjjJLOO'LCp.

2
§ 24. cooTrep t&v a/i0icr/3^Tr/(rt-

rj 7rparrjpa 7rapex€(rdai V KaraSeSi-

Kao-fxevov <j)alveo~6ai. Here S€rrjs=
6 dels, the mortgager (the mort-

gagee being 6 6ep,evos): and Kara-

dediKao-fxevos 'having got a ver-

dict ' against the opposing claim.

3 The author of the Argument
Says, dbik(f)(ov dfjL<f)icrl3r)Tr)o-dvTcov.

The source of his mistake is plain.
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son ; this son entered a protest that the estate, being

his, could not be so claimed (Sie^aprupjcre [xrj £ttl8lkov

elvat rbv KXrjpov, § 2) ; and produced, as witness, his

father-in-law (§ 36) Philonides. The brother of

Menekles then brought an indictment for perjury

(ypacfifj xfjevSo/iapTvpLas;) against Philonides. In this

speech, Philonides is defended by his son-in-law, the

adopted son of Menekles.

The adoption had come about thus. Eponymos,

a friend of Menekles, had four children :—the

speaker of this speech ; another son ; and two daugh-

ters. The younger daughter was, for about two

years (§ 6), the wife of Menekles ; but, their mar-

riage proving childless, they separated, and she took

a second husband, Eleios. At some later time Mene-

kles became anxious to adopt a son. His brother

—

the prosecutor in this case—had only one -son.

Menekles decided, therefore, to adopt one of the two

sons of his friend Eponymos (§§
3— 12).

The date is probably about 354 B.C. (1) The Bate.

speaker says (§ 6) :

—

' Having given our sisters in

marriage, and being of the full age, we betook our-

selves to military service, and went with Iphikrates

on an expedition to Thrace.' This might refer to 389

b. c, when Iphikrates was sent to guard the Helles-

pont and the regions about it
1

. But the tone implies

that Athens was not then waging a great war. The

reference is more probably to 383 B.C., when Iphi-

Throughout, the prosecutors are one brother. The plural, and the

spoken of in the plural ; and in dfi(j)6r€poL, mean this brother and

§ 38 we read, dii^orepot ovtol. But his son, the nephew of Menekles.

§ 21 shows that Menekles had but l Xen. Hellen. iv. viii. § 34.

II.
*

22
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krates began hostilities against Kotys, who had then

just got the chief power in Thrace 1
. (2) The adop-

tion of the speaker by Menekles must have taken

place about six years later (cf. §§ 7—19), in 377.

(3) Menekles died 23 years after the adoption, § 15

—

i.e. in 354 : and this cause must have soon followed.

Analyst?. After a narrative of the facts (§§ 1—12), it is shown

(1) by the citation of a law, that a man without male issue

can devise his property as he pleases : (2) by witnesses, that

Menekles had adopted the speaker in due form, enrolling

him among the members of his phratria, his gens, and his

deme 2

(§§ 13—16). At the desire of Menekles the speaker

took a wife, the daughter of Philonides ; and was in all re-

spects treated as the son of his adoptive father (§§ 17—18).

The adversaries suggest that Menekles, when he adopted

the speaker, was not in his right mind, and was influenced by

his wife, the speaker's sister. It is replied that his sister was

the wife of Eleios when the adoption took place ; that she

had two children of her own, in whose favour her influence

would rather have been used ; and that the speaker was the

natural person for Menekles to adopt (§§ 19—22). The pro-

secutor's real complaint is that Menekles exercised the right

of adoption—a right allowed by Greeks and barbarians

alike, and one which the prosecutor would have used in a

like case (§§ 23—26).

The prosecutor has no reason to be jealous ; the speaker

has inherited from his adoptive father little but the name
of son. Menekles owed about £268 (§ 29) to the son of

a deceased creditor (tg3 opfyavw, § 27). In order to pay this,

1 See Schafer, Dem. u. seine by a civil or conventional tie (such

Zeit, in. Append, p. 142. as he thinks that of the yevvTJrai to
2

§ 16, (ppdropas—opyc&vas—brj- have often been), but by a tie of real

fxoras. 6pye<ov€s has generally been blood-relationship. Possibly, how-

taken as = j€vvr)Tai. Schomann has ever, opyeSves, the sharers of com-

an ingenious note, (Isae. pp. 208 f.,) mon opyia, may have been the

in which he contends that opyewz/e?, members of a sacred brotherhood,

here, at least, mean an inner circle independent of any civil or gentile

of ycwrjrai, connected, not merely tie.
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he had resolved to sell a certain farm ; but his brother, the

prosecutor, maliciously laid claim to part of this farm, in

order to delay the sale ; hoping that thus it would be seized

for debt (/caro^tfjiov yevrjrat, § 28), and that Menekles would

be forced to resign the whole. Menekles, however, at once

sold that part of it to which his right was clear; discharged

the debt ; and then brought an action against his brother

for having interdicted the sale of the whole farm (Slktjv

airopprjo-ecDs, § 29). The matter was referred to arbiters;

and these decided that Menekles should resign the piece of

land claimed by his brother, who thus gained about £40

;

while property to the value of about £15 was all that re-

mained for the speaker to inherit (§§ 27—37).

The validity of the act of adoption was acknowledged

by the prosecutor and his brother themselves ; for, on their

reconciliation with Menekles, they exchanged the oaths of

amity not with Menekles, but with the speaker as his son

(§§ 38—40). The speaker would not have resisted the pro-

secutor's claim—there being, in fact, no property at stake

—

did he not deem it base to allow the name of his adoptive

father's house to perish (§§ 41—43). Briefly recapitulating

the points of his case, he implores the judges not to deprive

the dead Menekles of the only kinsman who can do the

sacrifice at his grave (§§ 44—47).

2. On the Estate of Pyrrhos. [Or. in.]

STEMMA.

Lj^simenes ... Cliaeron ... Pylades ... a + O A + Nikodemos,
i

-v
' *

v
— -^

i defendant

Witnesses for Nikodemos
,

-a—

>

|

A Pyrrhos Pliile,

|
f illegitimate daughter

I
of Pyrrhos and wife of

j

Xenokles
Endios, O

adopted son of Plaintiff

Pyrrhos and speaker

t

Scheibe, in his stemma (p. xix.), makes Lysimenes, Chaeron and
Pylades paternal uncles of Pyrrhos. Blass points out that §§ 71, 30 and 32
show them to have been maternal uncles (Att. B. n. 502).

99 Q
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ii. 2. on Pyrrhos had bequeathed his estate to his adopted
the Estate

J
. .

,
.

of pyrriws. gon Endios, the elder of his sister's two sons. Endios

enjoyed the inheritance for more than twenty years.

At his death it reverted, according to law, to his

mother, as sister of Pyrrhos 1
. But her claim was

disputed by Xenokles on behalf of his wife Phile.

Phile, as this speech asserts, was the illegitimate

daughter of Pyrrhos ; but Xenokles made an affidavit

(BtefMapTvpyjae) of her legitimacy. The brother of

Endios, acting as legal representative (Kvptos) of his

mother, then brought against Xenokles an action for

perjury (Si/07 xjjevhofiaprvpLcov, § 4); and gained it.

He now brings a like action against Nikodemos

—

brother of Phile's mother—who had, in the former

Date. cause, been a witness for Xenokles. The date is un-

certain ; but the speech cannot, at least, be one of

the earliest. Diophantos of Sphettos (§ 22) was a

witness for Demosthenes against Aeschines in 343

B.C. 2
: and Dorotheos of Eleusis (ib.) seems to have

been living in 349 B.C. 3

Analysis. The plaintiff states the facts ; argues that the proved

perjury of Xenokles establishes the perjury of Nikodemos
;

and cites three documents :—(1) Sta/uaprvpia—the affidavit

made by Xenokles in the former action: (2) avT^yuoaia—
his own counter-affidavit in that action : (3) tiaprvpia—the

evidence then given by Nikodemos (§§ 1—7).

1 A mother had no succession to Endios by Pyrrhos cancelled the

her son's property. It was because natural right of succession. ' We/
no legitimate children, nor bro- in this speech—when it does not

thers, nor brother's children of (as in § 2) mean the speaker and
Pyrrhos were living, that his sister, Endios—means the speaker and
the mother of Endios, inherited, his mother.

Cf. [Dem.] in Leoch. § 68. The 2 Dem. de Falsa Legal § 198.

brother of Endios could not claim 3 [Dem.] in Neaer. § 39.

the estate, because the adoption of
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Nikodemos says that his sister was the lawful wife of

Pyrrhos. I would ask him these questions :—1. What dowry

did he give with his sister to Pyrrhos, the possessor of a pro-

perty of three talents (rpiraXavro^ oltcos) ? 2. Did she leave

Pyrrhos before his death ? 3. At the death of Pyrrhos, did

Nikodemos recover her dowry; or, failing to recover it, bring

an action for it, or for the maintenance of the widow (Slktjv

g-ltov, § 9), against Endios ? 4. The sister of Nikodemos

had other lovers. Was she ever lawfully betrothed

—

iyyvrjTTj

—to any other of them (§§ 8—10) ? Evidence to show that

she was an eralpa (§§ 11—15).

Her antecedents do not, indeed, prove that Pyrrhos did

not marry her. But the story of the betrothal is improbable.

According to Nikodemos, it took place in presence of a single

witness, Pyretides ; whose deposition, taken out of court

(ifCfLapTvpia, § 18), is adduced. But this deposition is dis-

owned by Pyretides himself; and it is strange that Xenokles

should have taken it before two persons only (§§ 16—26).

The three maternal uncles of Pyrrhos—Lysimenes, Chaeron,

and Pylades—are said to have been present at the betrothal

:

but this is improbable (§§ 26, 27) ; and, moreover, they say that

the daughter of Pyrrhos was named Kleitarete, not Phile

(§§ 30—34) \ It is strange, too, if Nikodemos gave no

dowry, since a dowry would have bound Pyrrhos more firmly

to his sister (§§ 28, 29) ; or that, if he gave any, he did

not record the amount ; since no dowry given without spe-

cification of value (dTifjL7)To$) can afterwards be recovered 2

(§§ 35-39).

If Phile was legitimate, there were at least three earlier

moments at which her legitimacy ought to have been as-

serted :—1. When, at the death of Pyrrhos, Endios claimed

the estate (eVeSt/eafeTo). 2. When Endios gave Phile in

1 As to the naming-day (he- i. e., as Schomann says, comparing

Karrj), when, on the tenth day after Demosth. Euerg. p. 1156, fxrj ev

the child's birth, the father ac- izpoiKi Terifirjjievov, not valued, with

knowledged it by naming it, cf. a view to restitution (aTror'nirma)

[Dem.] Boeot. n. § 28, &c. by the husband on the dissolution
2
§ 35, lav tls tl aTi^Tov Soi

:

of the marriage.
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marriage to Xenokles. Nikodemos, by an information laid

before the archon (elaayyeXla) , might then have vindicated

the rights of the heiress. 3. When, in the first instance,

Pyrrhos adopted Endios with a view to making him his

heir
1

(§§40—56).

Xenokles and Nikodemos seem to ignore the adoption of

Endios by Pyrrhos. Phile ought to have brought an action

against Endios within five years of her father's death (§ 58)

;

or, at the death of Endios, have claimed the property as her

brother's. On any supposition, the course of procedure has

been irregular. A legitimate child does not claim (iiriSttcd-

^erac, § 59) a parent's property, but simply enters upon it

(/3a8i£ec els rd irarpwa, § 62). This is what Phile should

have done. A rival claimant would have opposed her at his

peril (§§ 57—62).

Pyrrhos, if he had had a true-born daughter, would

have had no motive for adopting Endios. It can be shown

that, at the time of his alleged marriage, he neither gave

a wedding-feast to his clansmen {yafirfKlav elarjveyice, § 76),

nor provided the women of his deme with the means of

celebrating the Thesmophoria.-—Witnesses : brief recapitu-

lation (§§ 72—80).

If Phile had been legitimate, Endios, as merely the

adoptive son of Pyrrhos, must have married her before he

could legally take the inheritance (§ 69). And, if Endios

and his brother had declined to marry her, the maternal

uncles of Pyrrhos at least could not have suffered Phile to

marry Xenokles, a stranger in blood: one of them must have

married her himself (§§ 63— 71).

1
§ 42. ovre yap SiaOeo-Qat may leave behind him.' Schomann

ovre Sovvai ovBevl ovdev egeori (p. 250), quoting Bunsen, de iure

rSv iavrov avtv r&v dvyarepcov, Tiered, p. 55, observes that 8ia0e-

iav Tis KaraXiiTCdv yvr](TLas reXevra : crdat is properly said of him ' qui

' Since a man can neither make an aliquem heredem simul et filium

heir by adoption (biaQeo-Qai), nor instituit/ while hovvai is of course

bequeath any part of his property the general term ; though biaBe-

to any one, irrespectively of (avcv) o-Oai and dia6rjKr] are often used of

such legitimate daughters as he any testament.
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3. On the Estate of Philoktemon. [Or. vi.]

STEMMA.

Mixiades

a -f Euktemon

|

+

T 1 i
* T i

Philoktemon Ergamenes Hegemon a a
Wife of Wife of
CJiaereas Phanostratos

A Chaerestratos, O
adopted son of

Philoktemon, and
client of the

speaker
Dion f Akte

1

1 1

o
f

o
1

I

Clients of Androkles {defendant) and Antidoros

Euktemon and his wife, the daughter of Mixiades, u. 3. on the° Estate <f

had three sons,—Philoktemon, Hegemon and Erga- ^^kib'

menes; and two daughters, of whom one married

Phanostratos, the other Chaereas. Euktemon, when

an elderly man, formed an attachment to a freed-

woman named Akte, who managed a lodging-house

belonging to him in the Kerameikos. At last he left

his home, divorced his wife, and lived altogether

there. Akte had two sons,—the children, according

to the speaker, of one Dion, a freedman. She per-

suaded Euktemon to enrol the eldest of these boys

in his phratria, as his own son. Philoktemon pro-

tested ; but was at length induced to consent, on

the condition that Akte's son was to inherit only

one of Euktemon's farms. Soon afterwards Phil-
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oktemon was killed in a battle at Chios, leaving a

will by which his nephew, the son of Phanostratos,

was declared his adopted son and heir. Several

years later (§ 27), Euktemon drew up a will, em-

bodying the terms on which Akte's son had been

adopted, as agreed on between himself and Phil-

oktemon, and deposited this with a friend Py-

thodoros.

About two years later (§ 29), Androkles and

Antidoros, kinsmen of Euktemon, conspired with

Akte. They persuaded Euktemon to cancel the

will deposited with Pythodoros, and to sell his land

and house-property. They even alleged that the

sons of Akte had been adopted by Ergamenes and

Philoktemon ; and, as guardians of the youths, called

upon the archon to administer their ward's property

:

but the relations exposed the fraud to the court,

and the plot was defeated. Euktemon died at the

age of 96. As he left no legitimate sons, nor grand-

sons by Ergamenes or Hegemon, Chaerestratos, as

adopted son of Philoktemon, claimed Euktemon's

estate. Chaerestratos was opposed by Androkles

and Antidoros. Androkles had at different times

put forward two different and inconsistent claims :

—

1. That he should receive in marriage, as nearest

kinsman, the widow of Chaereas, with -Jth of Eukte-

mons estate : 2. That the two sons supposed to be

Akte's were legitimate sons of Euktemon by Kallippe,

daughter of Pistoxenos ; that the will of Philokte-

mon, adopting Chaerestratos, was a fiction; and

that, therefore, the whole estate both of Euktemon

and of Philoktemon should go to these sons of
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Kallippe. On this second ground, Androkles put

in a protest (Siajuaprvpia) against the claim of Chae-

restratos. Chaerestratos then indicted Androkles

for perjury. The speaker here is supporting the in-

dictment. But his speech contains the whole case.

Chaerestratos appears to have been hindered by

diffidence, or by a grandson's piety, from saying

more than a few prefatory words.

It is now fifty-two years since the Athenian Bate.

armament sailed for Sicily in the archonship of

Arimnestos (§ 14). Arimnestos was archon 01. 91.

1—from July, 416 B. c, to July, 415. The expedition

sailed in May, 415. The date is therefore 01. 104. 1,

364—3.

The inner chronology requires attention. Phil- Aiumon i

§ 27.

oktemon, when trierarch, was killed in battle ' near

(7repi) Chios' § 27. Dobree suggests the battle of

Arginusae, 406 b. c. 1 Sir William Jones suggests one

of the engagements which followed the revolt of Chios

in 412 B.C.
2 Now, the elder of Akte's two sons is

said (§ 14) to be, in 363, 'not more than twenty/

But this was the boy whose admission into Eukte-

mon's phratria had been opposed by Philoktemon

(§ 22). 'Not more than twenty'

—

ovttco virep eiKocriv

err]—sounds suspicious. But, on the other hand,

we can hardly suppose that the youth was forty-

three or forty-nine. Neither 406 nor 412 B. c,

therefore, is admissible. What, then, was this

fight 'near Chios'? In the latter part of 390 B.C.

Thrasybulos the Steirian was sent out with forty

ships against Teleutias. He went first to the Helles-

1 Aclvers. I. 298.
2 Xen. Hellen. v. viii. § 30.
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pont : then to Lesbos : then, descending the coast

of Asia Minor, ' he brought over some of the cities,

and, plundering money for his soldiers from those

which did not come over, he hastened to Rhodes 1
.

7

May it not have been then—early in 389—in some

skirmish near Chios, that Philoktemon was killed ?

Akte's eldest son was therefore, in 363, really

about 27. The annals of the speech will stand

thus :•

—

460 B. c. ? Birth of Euktemon.

415. The speaker goes with Phanostratos 2 on

the Sicilian expedition (§ 1).

389. Death of Philoktemon.

378. 'Long after' Philoktemon's death (vcrrepov

XP°v(p) Phanostratos sails as trierarch with Timo-

theos 2
(§27).

376. Two years later (§ 29), Euktemon is per-

suaded to cancel the will deposited with Pythodoros

in 378.

1 So far as I kllOW, the objec- Xaipeo-Tparos. For Xaipeo-rparos

tion to the views of Dobree and of read ^avoo-rparos. This, Reiske's

Sir W. Jones regarding the time emendation approved by Dobree

and occasion of Philoktemon's (Adv. i. 298) and Scheibe (p. xxix.),

death has not before been noticed, is, I think, certain. Plainly the

I should prefer to my own sugges- Sicilian expedition of 415 B.C. is

tion any which gave a later year, meant ; and Chaerestratos, who is

while keeping a distance above still a young man (§ 60), would

378 b. c. sufficient for the vvrepov thus be made, like the speaker,

Xpovco of § 37. But I can find no upwards of seventy. Two MSS.

place for hostilities 'near Chios/ give Mevecrrparos—a mere error:

in which Athenians were likely to cf. Schom. p. 323. H. Weissen-

have been engaged, between 389 born proposed to alter SiKeXlav

B.C. and the siege of Chios by into Seo-crakiap or ManebovLav. The

Chares in 357. replacement of Qavoarparos makes
2 In § 1 the vulgate has ore yap this needless.

els 2i/ceAicu> i^eifkei Tpirjpapx&v
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364 ? Death of Euktemon, aged 96 (§ 18).

363. This trial.

After explaining that he appears as a friend of Chaere- Analysis.

stratos and his father Phanostratos, the speaker shortly states

the case. He calls witnesses to prove that Philoktemon had

made a will in favour of Chaerestratos, and cites a law

to show that he was entitled to do so (§§ 1—9).

Androkles and Antidoros pretend that the two youths,

their clients, are legitimate sons of Euktemon by his second

wife, Kallippe. This story is refuted (§§ 10—16). These

youths are the sons of a freedwoman named Akte—as she

said, by one Dion. The eldest of them was, indeed, enrolled

by Euktemon among his phratores ; but after opposition
1

,

and under conditions (§§ 17—26). The various intrigues by

which Akte and her accomplices sought to obtain Eukte-

mon's property are related in detail
2

(§§ 27—42).

Androkles has at different times made two assertions :

—

1. That his clients were legitimate sons of Euktemon:

2. That they were adopted sons of Philoktemon and Erga-

menes. Now this alleged adoption would exclude them from

succession to Euktemon's estate. The law forbids an adopted

son to return [kiravikvai) into the family out of which he was

adopted ; though, if he leave a legitimate son, that son may
so return (§44). Again:—Androkles has claimed in mar-

riage the widow of Chaereas, with one-fifth of her father

Euktemon's estate. Bat this claim is inconsistent with the

heirship of his clients (§§ 43—61). Epilogue (§§ 62—65).

1
§ 22. At first the phratores conspirators to let (fxio-Bovv) the

did not receive him, a\X d7rr)vex6r] house-property, as if their clients

to Kovp&ov,
i the victim was taken were orphans. When the archon

away

:

' i. e. Euktemon was not and the guardian of an orphan

allowed to offer the sheep which let the orphan's estate, the person

he had brought with him for sacri- to whom it was let was required

fice on the Kovpe&ris, or third day to mortgage as security a piece of

of the Apaturia, when new phra- ground or other real property,

tores were enrolled. This was called diroTLfjirjfjLa, and on
2

§ 36. While Euktemon still it were set up slabs {opoi)
}
bearing

lived, the archon was asked by the the orphan's name.
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III. Action to compel the discharge of a Surety-

ship (eyyvrjs 81/07).

On the Estate of Dikaeogenes. [Or. v.]
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Dikaeogenes, son of Menexenos—who, for distinc- in. on the
O ; Estate of

tion from his grandfather, of the same name, we call nes.

aeoge"

Dikaeogenes II.—had four sisters. These, when he

died childless, shared among them two-thirds of his

estate. The other third went to his first-cousin,

Dikaeogenes III., son of his uncle Proxenos, in ac-

cordance with a will produced by Proxenos, in which

the deceased declared Dikaeogenes III. to be his

adopted son, and heir to one-third of his estate (vios

ttoltjtos inl rpirco fiepei rrjs overlap § 6).

Twelve years later (§ 7), Dikaeogenes III. alleged

that this first will was invalid. Under a second will,

he said, he was heir, not to a third only, but to the

whole of the estate. He gained his cause. The

sisters of the testator were deprived of their shares,

and the whole was transferred to Dikaeogenes III.

Ten years more elapsed (§ 35). Meanwhile the

nephews of the testator had grown up. They now

resolved to seek redress for their mothers and them-

selves. They began by bringing an action against

one Lykon, who had been called by Dikaeogenes III.

as a witness to the second will. Lykon was con-

victed of perjury.

The state of things was now this : —Dikaeogenes

III. had himself declared the first will—which gave

him ^rd—to be invalid. The judges of Lykon had

declared the second will—which gave him all—to be

false. Accordingly, the nephews (with the exception

of Menexenos II. , who had deserted their cause)

now sued Dikaeogenes III. for the whole estate. One

Leochares interposed a protest (Sia/xaprvpia) that

their claim was inadmissible. They indicted Leo-
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chares for perjury. Leochares was certain to be con-

victed. Dikaeogenes III. therefore made a com-

promise. He was to keep his original one-third, and

leave his adversaries in secure 1 possession of the other

two-thirds. Leochares and Mnesiptolemos became

his sureties for the performance of this engage-

ment.

Form of Leochares is now sued (by an lyyvm Sikt?) to
the Cause.

# .... .. ..
discharge his liability as surety, since his principal

Dikaeogenes III. has made default. The speaker,

son of Polyaratos (§ 5), is one of the nephews of the

testator, and is supported by his first cousin Kephi-

sodotos (§ 2).

Date. The question of the date—a most difficult and,

for the chronology of Isaeos, a most important

question—turns mainly on one point. Dikaeoge-

nes II. , when commanding the Paralos, was killed

in battle 'at Knidos ' (§§ 6, 42). Does this refer

to the sea-fight off Knidos in 412 B.C.; or to

the more famous battle in 394 B.C.? If to the

former, then the date of the speech is about 390 B.C.

—earlier, by at least 12 years, than any other Isaean

work of which we can approximately fix the time.

If to the latter, then the date is about 372 b. c. The

former view is the more probable. The annals will

then stand thus :

—

412 b. c, 01. 92. 1. Dikaeogenes II. killed in

the sea-fight off Knidos 2
. First will produced,

1
dvafi4>io-^7]Trjra

7 § 18 ( = KaOapa 2 Thuc. VIII. 42; cf. Cox, H. Gr.

koL dv€7ra4>a, Argum.), ' freed from n. 453 : (for we must think of this

all claims;'—whereas, in fact, he sea-fight, in which the Athenians

sold these two-thirds to other lost six ships, rather than of the

persons. unsuccessful attack on Knidos no-
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making Dikaeogenes III. heir to one-third of the

estate.

400 B. c. Twelve years (§7) after the first will,

Dikaeogenes III. alleges a second mil, which makes

him heir to the whole estate ; and gains his cause.

Meanwhile Athens had suffered calamity, sedition,

and civil strife 1
(ib.: i.e. the defeat at Aegospotami,

the tyranny of the Thirty, and the Anarchy).

393 B.C. Lechaeum, the western port of Corinth,

is taken (§ 37) by the Lacedaemonians in the second

year of the Corinthian War (394—387 B. o.).

390 B. c. Ten years (§ 35) after the establish-

ment of the second will, Dikaeogenes III. is sued

by the testator's nephews. A great war is still going

on, in which—while he has never served—- ' Olyn-

thians and islanders are dying (aTToOvria-Kovcri) for

this land in battle with the enemy '

: § 46 2
.

It is true that, in the Olynthian War of 382

—

379 B.C., Olynthians were, in a sense, fighting the

ticed in c. 35, which does not seem impossible for what Schomami

to have been attended with any calls 'oratoria magis quam histo-

loss). The Paralos, it may be ob- rica fides'; but the apology is not

served, is heard of soon afterwards needed here,

as being with the army at Samos

;

2 Schomann would boldly alter

Thuc. vni. 74, 411 B.C. 'OXvpdtot to KopivQwi. Sir W.
1 Note the language of § 7:— Jones (p. 159) actually proposed

€k£kt7)to €Kolcttos Scadem err] a eXcr^e* 'Oirovvnoi. But the context itself

feat iv roorovTcp xpQvcp ovcr&v SiK&v defends 'oXvvdiot. The meaning

ov8e\s at/rap ygiaxre ra ir^irpaypha is:
—

' You, an Athenian, have not

dircip ddiKoas irtnpaxQai, nplv 8vo-~ served, while aid has been coming

tvx*? "" '

7
?
5 TV* TroXews kuI to Athens in this crisis from the

o-TCKreoos yevopevr}? Kaywvos uttermost parts of her confede-

ouroo-1 ir€Hr8€\s...yp<lH<rftrJT€i. racy.' The great city of Olynthos,

This does not say that the ardo-is as well as the insular allies, doubt-

was going on at the time when the less furnished some troops in the

false claim was made. No doubt course of a seven years' war which

a slip of three years would not be held all Greece in suspense.
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Analysis.

battle of Athens. It is also true that, in 374 b. c,

war had been renewed between Athens and Sparta
;

and that the mention of 'islanders' might be ex-

plained by the fact that Corcyra was a centre of the

hostilities. But the 7ro\eju,os of § 46 cannot well

cover the whole intermittent struggle against Sparta.

Clearly it refers to the Corinthian War (394—387

B.C.) 1
.

The speaker defines his case by quoting his own affidavit

(avTco/jLocriay § 1). He then refers to a register {diroypafyr})

of the property left by his uncle, to prove that Dikaeogenes

III. has not refunded the due amount, and that Leochares

has therefore not discharged his suretyship (rrjv i^eyyvTjv

aireho)K€V, §§ 1—4).

A narrative of the facts above stated follows—stress

beinsf laid on the conduct of Dikaeogenes III, to his own

1
I long held that 372 B.C. was

the date, and that the difficulties

could be overcome, (1) by referring

a-rao-is to the strife of factions at

Athens between the partisans of

Sparta and the partisans of the

Theban patriots in 382 b. c. (see

Xen. Hellen. v. iv. 19)—the year in

which the Kadmeia was seized,

and in which Athens, stripped of

nearly all her possessions abroad

and nearly destitute of allies, might

be said dvo-Tvxrjo-ai (cf. Boeckh,

Piibl. Econ. i. 417): (2) by ex-

plaining
i

O\vvdioi...Kai vrjaicoTai

aTToBvrjG-Kova-i of the Olynthiaii

War, 382—379, and of the renewed

hostilities in 374 between Athens

and Sparta, of which Corcyra was

a centre. But a-rdo-is most natu-

rally refers to the Anarchy.

The consideration, however,

which, for me, has finally turned

the scale in favour of 390 is one

which, so far as I know, has not

been noticed—the tone of §§ 37,

38. Clearly the details set forth

there are comparatively recent.

They could not have been used

thus effectively after 21 years.

The great war of § 46 must be

identical with the great war of

§ 37—the Corinthian. [For 391,

390 or 389 are Schafer, Dem. u. s.

Z. i. 255, cf. in. App. 211: Blass,

Att. Ber. n. 50S ff. : Schomann,

Isae, 290 ff. : Weissenborn, Ersch,

and Griiber's Encycl. n. xxiv. 295.

For 372 are Benseler, De Matu,

p. 186; and (on second thoughts)

Dobree, Adv. i. 297. Kriiger

—

who takes 384—381—would have

been for 372 if he had not over-

looked the 10 years of § 35.]
'
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cousins, one of whom he made a sort of servant to his brother

Harmodios (§§ 5—18).

Dikaeogenes had covenanted, not only to resign his claim

to two-thirds of the estate, but to give the plaintiffs undis-

puted possession of them. He now pretends that he had

agreed only to resign his claim. This would mean nothing,

as he had already sold these two-thirds to other persons. He
was bound to refund the price to the purchasers, and to

explain that he could not warrant (ftefiaiovv) their owner-

ship. So far from doing this, he had allowed the plaintiffs to

incur the cost of an unsuccessful attempt to eject (igdyetv)

one of these purchasers (§§ 19—24). To prove that Leo-

chares was surety for Dikaeogenes, it is shown that Leo-

chares had, on that very pretext, induced Protarchides, the

husband of one of his nieces, to resign some property

(§§25-27).
The plaintiffs have made fair allowance for the improve-

ment of the property by Dikaeogenes III. ; and arbitrators,

half of whom were chosen by him, have recognised the

justice of their claim (§§ 28—34). Dikaeogenes deserves no

sympathy on the ground of patriotism. His public services

have been ill done; and he has paid no war-tax (elacj)opd),

Once, indeed, after Lechaeum was taken, he promised a

subscription ; but he never paid it, and his name was posted

as a defaulter at the statues of the Eponymi (§§ 35—38).

His private and public life is contrasted with that of

the speaker's ancestors—whose great-grandfather, Dikaeo-

genes I., fell fighting for Athens at Eleusis
1

; as his grand-

father Menexenos fell at Spartolos
2
, and his uncle, Dikaeo-

1
§ 42, ore rj iv 'EXei/crti/i paxn Eleusis; Time. I. 114. But on nei-

iyevero. This battle at Eleusis has ther occasion is a battle at Eleusis

been referred (1) by Palmer, ap. recorded.

Schom. p. 342, to 01. 80. 4, 457 B.C., Read, with Dobree, iv 'AXuvat.

when there were hostilities in the Having made a descent on the

Megarid between the Athenians coast of Argolis, the Athenians

and the Corinthians : (2) by Reiske were defeated by the Corinthians

to 01. 83. 4, 445 B.C., when the and Epidaurians at llalieis, 01. SO.

Lacedaemonians, invading Attica 4, 457 b.c. : Time. 1. 104.

under Pleistonax, advanced to 2
§ 42. <tiv\apx&v (direQavc) rrjv

n. 23
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genes II., at Knidos. Nor can the defendant take credit for

his ancestors Harmodios and Aristogeiton. He renounced

them, and the privileges which their descendants enjoy

—

maintenance at the Prytaneion, places of honour (irpoehpiwv),

freedom from taxes—in order to be adopted by his cousin 1

(§§ 39-47).

IV. Indictment of a Guardian for maltreatment of

a Ward (elcrayyekta KaKoicrecos op^avov).

IV. On the

Estate of
Hagnias.

On the Estate of Hagnias. [Or. xi.]—Tlieo-

pompos, the speaker and defendant, possesses the

estate of Hagnias. Half of this estate is claimed

from Theopompos on behalf of his own nephew,

the son of Stratokles. The form of the prosecu-

tion is an Information for maltreatment (elcrayyeXia

KaKcooreojs) ; the son of Stratokles being considered

as an orphan whom his uncle, Theopompos, has

wronged 2
.

y

O\vv6ias iv 27raprcoAo>, as Sclieibe

rightly follows Palmer in reading.

In 01. 87. 4, 429 B.C.; when the

Athenians were defeated by the

Chalkidians at Spartolos on the

Chalkidic peninsula: Thuc. n. 79.

The vulgate 'OXixrias was actually

taken by Sir W. Jones with <pv-

Xapx&v— captain of the Destruc-

tive cohort'' Reiske's 'Odpvo-las,

'OSvo-crelas (the latter as name of a

cohort) were not much better.

Thuc. (u. 79) mentions Spartolos as

belonging to the Borriaioi. But
now, in 389, it had come under

the control of Olynthos: cf. Xen.

HelUn. v. 2. 11.

1 Scheibe (praef. xxviii.) says

'videtur deesse epilogus': but, as

Blass rightly remarks, the rather

abrupt ending is Isaean and does

not prove that anything has been

lost.

2 The elcrayyikla KaKcocrecos was

a special form of the ypexfirj KaKco-

crecos. Any Athenian citizen might

lay before the archon an Informa-

tion regarding alleged wrong done

to parents, women, or orphans;

might address the court without

limit of time ; and. if defeated, suf-

fered no fine. There was no fixed

penalty for KctKcoais : but as, in

some cases, it might be dripta.
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Before it came into the possession of Theopompos,

the estate of Hagnias had been the object of other

claims. It is from the history of these former claims

that the complexity of the case arises.

Failing lineal heirs, Attic law called collateral

kinsfolk to the succession in this order :

—

(1) brothers, being sons of the same father as the

deceased

:

(2) such brothers' children, males and females

having an equal right

:

(3) sisters by the same father :

(4) such sisters' children, males and females

having an equal right

:

(5) first-cousins (dvexfjioi) on the paternal side,

males being preferred to females :

(6) children of such first-cousins (az/et/fcaSot), with

a like preference.

In default of the above, the succession reverted

to the maternal side, and the next heirs were

(7) brothers born of the same mother as the

deceased : and so on.

Reference to the accompanying table of the

Buselidae will show that Philagros married his

own paternal first-cousin Phylomache I. Their son,

Eubulides II., was thus the paternal Jivst-cousin of

Hagnias, being sister's son of the father of Hag-

nias.

I. Hagnias died, leaving his estate to his sister's

Theopompos speaks of himself him by this form of ypa<firj, ought

here as Kivhwevvv vnep tov (Tcofxa- properly to have sued him for the

ro? (§ 35). He observes that the estate in a bUr) (§§ 28, 32, 35).

adversary, instead of prosecuting
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daughter. At her death, it was claimed by Glaukon,

son of the mother of Hagnias by a second marriage.

Glaukon's claim was contested by EubulidesIL, and,

on the death of Eubulides, by his daughter Phylo-

mache II. The will alleged by Glaukon was de-

clared false, and the estate was adjudged to Phylo-

mache II.

This decision was just. Phylomache, as the

daughter of a paternal first-cousin, had a better

claim in kinship than any living relative of Hagnias.

Glaukon, of course, had no claim until the paternal

kinsfolk should be exhausted.

II. Phylomache's possession of the estate was,

however, contested (l) by the mother of Hagnias,

who, as sister of Stratios II., was second cousin of

her own son : (2) jointly by Stratios II. and the

brothers Stratokles and Theopompos—all three like-

wise second cousins of Hagnias. Stratios II. and

Stratokles died before the case came on. Theopompos

then claimed the whole estate for himself. He
succeeded. The estate was taken from Phylomache

II. and adjudged to Theopompos—though only by

three or four votes 1
.

This was manifestly unjust. Phylomache II.

was the daughter of the first cousin of Hagnias.

Theopompos was son of the first cousin of Hagnias's

father 2
. The claim even of Glaukon was, therefore,

1 [Dem.] adv. Macart. § 10. Theopompos calls himself avetyiov

2 The artifices by which Theo- irals of Hagnias—a quibble meant

pompos got this decision in his to mislead inattentive judges, as

favour are noticed in the speech it implies that the father of Theo-

Against Makartatos^ 29 f. Com- pompos was first cousin, not of

pare § 10 of our speech, where Polemon, but of Hagnias himself.
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better than the claim of Theopompos. On the other

hand, the son of Stratokles, as son of the second

cousin of Hagnias, had still less than Theopompos

any natural claim on the estate. His case rested

solely on the alleged covenant between his father

and Theopompos.

Theopompos gained this cause. Long afterwards 1
,

his son Makartatos was sued by Eubulides III., son

of Phylomache, for the estate of Hagnias. The pseudo-

demosthenic speech Against Makartatos cites (§31)

a deposition ([laprvpia) stating that Phylomache

obtained the estate from Glaukon in the archonship

of Nikophemos—i.e. in 01. 104. 4, 361 B.C. The

Depositions and Laws quoted in the Demosthenic

speeches are now usually held to be, in a large mea-

sure, interpolations 2
. But that this particular depo-

sition in the speech Against Makartatos is spurious,

or that, if it is so, it is incorrect, is unproved

;

whereas the authenticity of the law quoted in § 57

of the same speech has recently been confirmed 3
.

If we allow about two years between the first and

the second trial, the speech On the Estate of Hag-

nias will belong to 359 B.C. 4

1 [Dem.] adv. Macart. § 67. sub ami., Schomann, p. 452, and
2 See the introduction to the Scheibe, p. xliii. : but I agree with

text of Demosthenes by Baiter Blass that we want a longer in-

and Sauppe, Or. Att. i. vi. terval.

3 By an inscription published In § 48 it is said that people

in the Hermes, n. 28, byU. Kohler: still remember how Makartatos,

see Blass, Att. Ber. u. 531 note.— brother-in-law of Theopompos, fit-

Schafer {Dem. u. s. Z. in. App. ted out a trireme and sailed to

234) rejects the fxaprvpia : Dobree Krete,—thereby causing some

adopts it {Adv. i. 309, 'post ar- alarm at Athens lest the peace

chontem Nicophemum'). with Lacedaemon should be dis-

4 To 360, according to Clinton turbed. Schiifer (/. c.) observes
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Theopompos reads the law for the succession of collateral Analysis.

kinsfolk to an estate ; and shows that the son of Stratokles

is excluded (§§ 1—7).

He then relates the previous history of the estate—the

dispossession of Glaukon by Phylomache, and of Phylo-

mache by himself—and comments on the claim made,

simultaneously with his own, by the mother of Hagnias

(§§ 8-19).

He next refutes three assertions made by the prose-

cutor :

—

1. First—that, in the action against Phylomache, there

had been a bargain between Theopompos and his deceased

brother Stratokles for the division of the estate. Such a

bargain, Theopompos answers, would have been aimless.

It would not have given them two chances instead of one

;

since, being related in the same degree to Hagnias, they

were claimants on the same ground, and must win or lose

together (§§ 20—23).

2. Secondly—that Theopompos had agreed to give his

nephew half the estate (§§ 24—35).

3. Thirdly—that Theopompos is rich and his nephew

poor; and that Theopompos, not content with defrauding

his nephew, has failed to dower his nieces, the four daughters

of Stratokles (§§ 36— 39). In reply, Theopompos details

the property left by Stratokles (§§ 40—43), and his own

(§§ 44—46). He ends by challenging his nephew to halve

with him the total of their joint properties (§§ 47— 50).

—

Conclusion wanting.

that this points to a time before Harpokration is. v. 'Ayvlas) adds

the revival of the Athenian power that Hagnias was seized and put

at sea in 378 B.C. But the inci- to death by the Lacedaemonians,

dent may well have been 20 years This, as Blass says (n. 531), may

past. Nothing can be fixed by have been in the Theban War, 378

the embassy of Hagnias in § 8. —371 B.C.
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V. Appeal (efecns) from Arbitration to a Dikastery.

v For For Euphiletos. [~Or. xn.l—This speech— or
Euphiletos.

M u J x

rather fragment 1—is the only extant specimen of

its author's work which is not concerned with the

law of inheritance. It belongs to a case of Appeal

(e(j)€(Ti<;) from the decision of demesmen to an or-

dinary heliastic jury 2
.

Revision of Every Attic deme from time to time revised the
deme-regis- J

iers. register of its members (Xrj^iap^LKOP ypayLyLareiov) 3
.

At such revision, the name of each member was

subjected to a separate scrutiny (Staxfjij^Lo-Ls). If the

voting decided that he was to be struck off the

register (aTTo^-q^i^ecrOai)—in other words, that he

was not a true-born citizen—he had an appeal to

a law-court,—at peril, however, of being sold as a

slave and having his goods confiscated if the decision

on the appeal went against him.

Euphiletos, son of Hegesippos (§ 12) by a second

wife, had been struck off the register of the deme of

1 Preserved by Dionysios de the Greek Argument and with

Isaeo, c. 17. As the most recent Dionys. de Isaeo, c. 14, by the latter

editors of Isaeos—Baiter and of whom this speech is described

Sauppe in their Oratores Attlci, as
?J

virep EvfpiXrjTov npos t6v 'Ep-

and Scheibe in the Teubner series x L€C0V &wov ecfreo-is.

—print this large extract as Ora- 3 The earliest recorded instance

tion xii., instead of placing it among of such a revision belongs to 445

the fragments, it seemed best, for B.C. (Plut. Pericl. c. 37). Seho-

convenience of reference, to follow mann (p. 478), on the other hand,

that example. would date the practice from a
2 Schomann (p. 479) understands law of Demophilos passed in 419

the appeal to be made by the B.C., therein following Ilarpokra-

demesmen from the decisions of tion s.v. dui^ijcfrio-is : whose notice,

the Arbitrators; but here 1 should however, refers, not to 419, but to

agree rather with the author of 346 B.C.
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Erchia on the ground that he was illegitimate. He
then brought an action against the deme, represented

by its demarch or president, and the issue was re-

ferred to one of the Public Arbitrators. The case

was pending for two years ; and during that time

nothing was proved against the legitimacy of Euphi-

letos. A second Arbitration—in which the deme was

represented by a new president—had the same result 1
.

Redress being still refused, Euphiletos has now

appealed to an ordinary court. The speaker is the

son of Hegesippos by his first wife, and is therefore

half-brother of Euphiletos, who was thirteen years

his junior (§ 11). The extant part of the speech

opens after the facts have been stated and the wit-

nesses called. Dionysios seems to connect this cause Date.

with a general revision of deme-lists throughout

Attica 2
. The only such general revision of which

we know belongs to the year of Archias, 01. 108. 3,

346 B.C. On this view, the speech would fall in

1 That there were two distinct ten days after the first decision:

Arbitrations is clear : see § 11, rrjs Pollux vin. 60.—2. Public arbi-

nporepas 8iairr]s—KarediriTrjcrav a/x- trators held office for one year

<j)oT€poi. But two questions occur : only. How then shall we explain

1. How could an issue Once tried 8vo err] rod diaLTr]Tov ttjv biaiTav

by arbitration be submitted to a e'xovros, § 11? To read tcdv 8iai-

second arbitration? Scliomann's TrjTG)v...ix6vT(av would be a rough

explanation seems probable :—In remedy. Schomann suggests that,

the former arbitration, Euphiletos as the cause could not be decided

was acquitted in the absence, per- within the year, the arbitrator was

haps through illness, of his adver- specially reappointed for a second

sary, who died soon afterwards year (p. 481).

(§ 11); and the new demarch, on 2 De Isae. c. 16: but in eypafyrj

the ground that judgment had vopos he may be referring only

gone by default, applied for a se- to the original institution of the

coud hearing (outlXtj^ls rrjs firj ov- rule.

o-rjs)—which could be done within
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343,—ten years later than any other work of Isaeos

known to us. Probably, however, the revision meant

in the speech was not general, but merely local and

ordinary. In that case, we have no clue to the date.

Analysis. All the kinsmen of Euphiletos have now borne witness

to his legitimacy,—his father—his brother, the speaker

—

the husbands of the speaker's sisters—his uncle : friends,

too, have testified : and all these are trustworthy (§§ 1— 6).

How could any member of the deme prove his legitimacy

better? (§§ 7—8). Further, the mother of Euphiletos has

offered to take an oath ; and his father and the speaker are

ready to do the same (§§ 9—10). The arbitrators to whom
the case was formerly referred gave it for Euphiletos (§ 11).

As a different decision would have told against him, so

ought their actual decision to be taken as evidence that his

name has been removed from the register by a conspiracy
1

(§ 12).

Remarks.

Character
of the Col-
lection as
regards
matter

:

There is perhaps no Attic writer, certainly no

orator, of whom it is more true than of Isaeos that

his work, to be understood, must be viewed as a

whole. The monotony of subject in his extant

speeches is seldom relieved by such picturesque

glimpses of Attic life as abound in Lysias. Such

monotony might certainly be forgiven to a series of

illustrations so valuable for a province of ancient

law, showing, as they do, how the practice of Adop-

tion worked in a society now developed beyond the

conceptions in which that limited testation begins,

1 § 12. V7TO rQiV iv tw dijfjicp crv-

(TTavTuv. This is well illustrated

by the Demosthenic speech (Or.

lvii.) in a similar cause—that

Af/ainst Eubulldes (345 e.c. ?) who

is accused by Euxitheos of having

intrigued to remove his name
from the register of the deme—
Cf. Sehafer, Dem. u.s, Z. in. App.

262 f.
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though not yet arrived at the ideas embodied in

the civil law of Rome. If, however
;
we turn from «,«* <w ™-

r* -i
yards form.

matter to form, the character of the speeches is not

monotony but variety. In the first, the second

and the ninth oration, we have reproduced, in no

slight measure, the dignified and austere pathos of

Antiphon. In the seventh and twelfth, there is much

of the ethos, the attractive simplicity and winning

grace of Lysias ; while in the third, the sixth, the

eighth, and the eleventh, on the other hand, this

moral charm is hardly less conspicuous by its absence.

Excellences of narrative are prominent in the second,

the fifth, the sixth and the seventh speech. Argu-

ment excludes everything else in the third. The

fourth oration surprises us with something like the

lighter humour of Lysias, if only in a single gleam 1
. Thetvpimi

.
Speeches—

But, of the twelve, there are three which stand v -> XI >
vm -

out from all the rest, and which, taken together,

symbolize their author's place in the progress of

Athenian oratory. The fifth is Lysian, the eleventh

is Demosthenic, the eighth is distinctively Isaean.

The fifth recalls Lysias by the graceful and persua-

sive management of the narrative—for here argument

has a subordinate part—by the general simplicity of

the language, and not less by the skill which, in the

epilogue, indulges itself with pointed and lively

antithesis. The eleventh, renouncing everything like

a semblance of artlessness, glorying, rather, in tech-

nical power, pours a torrent of indignation and con-

tempt on an adversary who is in the wrong; and,

1 Or. iv. § 7, relating Low many deceased Nikostratos—'when the

persons became mourners for the two talents arrived.'
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alone among the speeches of Isaeos, has the stamp

of Demosthenes in this, that from beginning to end

it is the outcome of a single impulse. But the

eighth oration is Isaeos himself; it is the very

image of his faculty, displaying its several sides at

their best, the old plainness with the modern force,

artistic narrative with trenchant proof; and these,

too, in the right proportions, for here the logical

division dominates the rhetorical, and the depart-

ment in which Isaeos was an imitator yields to that

in which he was a master.

Fragments.

A hundred and seventy-two fragments of Isaeos,

or notices of phrases or words used by him, have

been collected by Sauppe 1
. Of these, 128 repre-

sent 42 speeches of known title. Three of the 42

were, however, suspected by Harpokration 2
. Three

others, and only three, are represented by fragments

which are at all considerable. In each case it is

Dionysios who has preserved the extract in his

comparison of Isaeos with Lysias 3
.

i. Against 1. Against the Demesmen, concerning the Farm
(rrpos tovs o^/xora? irepi rov ^coptov : VII. m oauppe,

in. in Scheibe). This is the proem of a speech in

1 Or. Att. ii. 22S—244. Against ArcheMades :—De Isaeo,
2 Viz. 1. Kara 2rparoK.\<Eovs, 2. c. 10 : 2. Isaeos, Defence of a

TTpbs EvKXeidrjv rov "SoiKpaTLKov, 3. Guardian, with Lysias Against

Kara MeyapeW:—iv.,xv. and xxviii the Sons ofHippokrates :—ib. c. S.

in Sauppe. 3. Isaeos For Eumathes with Ly-
3 Dionysios compares 1. Isaeos sias For Pherenikos:—io. c. 5.

—

Against the Demesmen with Lysias Sec vol. I. pp. 313 f.

men.
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which the plaintiff claims back from the men of his

deme—perhaps that of Sphettos 1—a farm which he

had just pledged to them—probably as security for

some land of the deme which he had rented 2
. In

form, the action would be either an Action for Eject-

ment (igov\r]<; 81/07) or a Trial of a claim to property

(SiaSiKacrta). The avoidance of hiatus suggests 2b Bate.

work later than 360 B.c.

2. Defence of a Guardian against his Wards 2. Defence

, , . . •
of a Guard-

(eTnrpoTrrjs diroXoyla : X. in Sauppe, VI. in Scheibe). ian -

Dionysios has given us two fragments of this lost

speech 3
. Its title is a point which has illustrated its mie.

the ingenuity of critics. Sauppe identifies it with

the lost speech Against Diophanes*. More probably,

however, it is to be identified with that Against

Hagnotheos. The latter is mentioned by Dionysios

(Isae. c. 14), though not in connection with either

of the fragments. Now the first fragment (c. 8)

begins with these words :—e/3ovXo/x7jz> fxiv, <5 avSpes

SiKacrTaiy firj \iav ovtos dyvorjOevra 7T/D09 \prjiiar ^Xeiv

alaxpMS- Schomann, whom Sauppe follows, was for

altering dyvor]0evra to drrovorjOivTa. Dobree saw that

the corrupt word concealed a proper name. He

1 It is s.v. ^yjttos that Harpokr. 4 Harpokration, s.v. Trap-qyyvr]-

names the speech. o-ey, quotes Isaeos iv 777 7rpos Ato-

2 As Schomann suggests (p. 491), cjxxvtji/ iTnrpo7rrjs airo\oyiq. The

referring to Boeckh, PubL Econ. fact that the guardian is repre-

11. 337. sented by Dionysios as vtto rwv
3 For the first fragment, see ddeXcfrid&v Kpivo\x£v& {De Isae.

Dionys. Isae. c. 8 : for the second, c. 8) is, of course, no objection, as

ib. c. 12. Schomann, Sauppe, Diophanes might have represented

Scheibe and Blass agree in refer- the rest ; but the identification

ring both fragments to the same seems unsafe,

speech.
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suggested 'Ay\aoo-0evr) : it was reserved for Cobet

to give ^AyvoOeov 1
.

its relation Another puzzle remains. Harpokration quotes
with the 7rp<k ^
Kaxvhwa. a speech of Isaeos, egovXrjs KaXvocovi irpos 'AyvoOeov

duoXoyia 2
, and elsewhere another, 777209 KaXuSoW

iTTLTpoTrrjs
2—the latter also as 777)0$ KaXvScova simply.

Combining these notices, Scheibe 4 infers that Isaeos

wrote (1) For Hagnotheos, a 77-pos KaXvSoW kni-

rpo7rrj<;: (2) For Kalydon, a irpos 'Ayvodeov i^ovXr^.

Blass vindicates the loyalty of our orator by suggest-

ing that Harpokration is to be emended ; that we

should read, s. v. YL-e^aXrjOev, rrpos KaXuSwa i^ovXrjs

(not iiuTpoTrfjs, for which eincrToXrjs is a variant), and

S. V. eTTio-rjixaivecrOai, ev rfj e^ovXr]^ irpos KaXvScova drro-

\oyia, (koll Iv rrj) 777)09 'AyvoOeov 5
. It would follow

that Kalydon and Hagnotheos have nothing what-

ever to do with each other, and have been brought

into relation by no depravity except that of a text.

The character of the two fragments, especially in

regard to the ethos, suggests a comparsion with

Oration xi.

3. For Eumathes: an Assertion of a Slaves

Freedom (vrrep Ev/jlciOovs eig iXevOepiav afyaipeais :

xvi. in Sauppe, xn. in Scheibe). Eumathes had been

the slave of Epigenes, but had received his liberty

from his master.

On the death of Epigenes, one of his heirs, Dio-

nysios, acting for the rest , claimed Eumathes as a

1 Schumann, Isae. 4SS : Dobrec, OffioKpiros, d(/>' 'Eo-rias ^xvelardai,

Adv. i. 311 : Cobet, Far. Led. *r.V

271. 4 Pracf. p. xlvii.

2
S. V. iTTiO"qi±aiv€(T6ai. " Att. Ber. II. 53S.

3
,9. v. Ktcfiakrjdtv: cf. .<?. rv.

y

Av- " Harpokration .s*. r. ayoi cites

3. For
Eumathis.
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slave. Xenokles came forward and asserted Eu-

matlies to be a freedman. Dionysios then brought

against Xenokles an action 1 for this assertion (e^ai-

peo-ecj? Slktj). In this speech Xenokles defends him-

self, and reasserts the freedom of Eumathes.

The speaker says that he was trierarch in the Date.

archonship of Kephisodotos 2
(01. 105. 3, 358 B.C.)

;

and mentions a sea-fight in which he was engaged.

This was probably the battle at Chios in the first

year of the Social War—357 B.C.—in which Chabrias

was killed. The speech For Eumathes may probably

be referred to 35 G B.C.

4. Lastly, Dionysios has briefly analysed, though

without quoting extracts, a speech ' Against Aristo-

geiton and Archippos on the Estate of Archepolis8 .'

The speaker is the brother of the deceased Archepolis.

Aristogeiton had already taken possession of the

estate. The speaker had summoned him to make

these words of Dionysios (as quot- archon in 01. 103. 3, 366 B.C., a

eel by Xenokles in our speech)

—

year which gives no probable

e/3Xa^e fi€ XwokKtjs dfcXopevos clue to the sea-fight. Kephiso-

EvfjcaOriP els ikevdepicv, ayovros (lotos was archon ill 01. 105. 3,

ifiov ds SovXeiav Kara to ifi6v i.e. from July 358 to July 357;

fie p os. Schomann (p. 485) points and the battle at Chios may,

out the inference. as Clinton suggests, have fallen

1 In such an action the jury within his year. But I would ob-

could inflict what fine they pleased serve that it is only the beginning

(i. e. it was Tifirjrj]) ; and half the of the speaker's trierarchy which

Tiprjfia went to the treasury : cf. must have fallen within it,

[Dem.] Against Theokrines (lviii.) 3 Dionys. Isae. c. 15. Sauppe

§ 21. shows by a comparison of 3 frag-

2 In one place, Dionysios has ments (Or. ^2 ^.n. 229) that Wester-

iiri Krjfao-oBcDpov apxopros {De maun and Wcissenborn err in sup-

IsaeOy c. 5) ; in another, eVi Krjfa- posing a speech irpos *Apxnr7rov

crodoTov apxovros (ib. c. 7). The distinct from that npos 'Apio-royd-

latter is now adopted by Sauppe rova.

and Scheibe. Kephisodoros was
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restitution (els e^avcov Kardo-Tacriv). Aristogeiton

had then entered a special plea (irapaypacfyrj), assert-

ing that the property was his under a will : and

it was at the hearing of the special plea that this

speech was delivered. The issue (a^tcr/^TTjcris) was

thus twofold,—(1) whether the will is genuine, (2)

whether Aristogeiton was justified in taking posses-

sion before a legal decision. Isaeos first dealt with

(2) ; and then, in a narrative, showed that the will

was fictitious. The speech is cited by Dionysios as

an example of Isaean arrangement. One character-

istic is the treatment of the second issue in a discus-

sionprefixed to the narrative (TrpoKaraaKevrj) : another

is the artistic division of the narrative itself into

sections, with the proofs subjoined to each.
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE MATURED CIVIL ELOQUENCE.

While a literary prose was being shaped, and while,

on the other hand, a series of forensic writers were

perfecting a series of types in their own branch, no

artistic development that can be traced with the like

clearness had been going forward in deliberative Deliberative
° ° Oratory as

oratory. When, with Demosthenes and his contem- anar'~

poraries, deliberative oratory first comes clearly into

view, its masters are found to owe their several

excellences as artists to models taken from the other moulded on
the Forensic

two departments, to a Thucydides or an Isokrates, defctfc
1"1

'

to a Lysias or an Isaeos. Not only have we no evi-

dence of their obligation, in point of art, to previous

speakers in the same kind, but we are able to see for

ourselves that the limits of such obligation would ne-

cessarily have been narrow. Now this is the reverse

of what might have been anticipated. The ekklesia,

considering its place in the democracy, might have

been expected to be the great school, no less than

the great field, of oratory. Further, the popular

Dialectic, which, more than anything else, prepared

the Athenian taste for artistic speaking, was far

more favourable to the deliberative than to the

forensic branch. The general profession of the

n. 24
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Sophists was to teach men ra ttjs 7ro\ea)s koll Xeyeuv

Kal irpdrreiv, to speak and to act in the affairs of the

city. Protagoras would have regarded the Sicilian

rhetors, such as Korax or Tisias, whose concern was

chiefly with the law-courts, much as Isokrates

regarded the merely forensic writers of his own day.

Nor did the earliest artists cultivate one practical

branch to the exclusion of the other. Antiphon was

able to help those who were fighting a cause in a

law-court or in the assembly 1
. The thirty-fourth

oration of Lysias was composed for delivery in the

ekklesia 2
. Nevertheless it was not in the assembly,

but in the law-courts or the schools, that oratorical

prose was developed; and, when we are able to

observe the political eloquence of Athens at its

height, we see that what it has owed to the assembly

is only the inspiring opportunity, not the disci-

pline which has chastened it nor the secret of its

strength.

Reasons for j^-
*

s wort,b while to consider the principal causes

of this phenomenon. They may, perhaps, be reduced

to three.

i. Relation I. It was of the essence of Greek oratory, as
of Oratory J '

to Rhetoric. w^ j^ seen mos^ dearly when we come to the days

of its decline, that its practice should be connected

with a theory. Art is the application of rules, gene-

ralised from experience, for the production of results
;

and the Greek conception of speaking as an art im-

plied a Rhetoric. This Rhetoric grew only gra-

dually into a complete system; but from the first

there was the fixed tendency to regard oratorical

1 Thuc. viii. 68.
3 Vol. I. p. 211.
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composition as susceptible of a regular analysis.

Now, those rules of technical Rhetoric which were

the earliest to be formulated could be applied with

more precision and more effect in a speech for the

law-courts than in a speech for the ekklesia. The

true reason of this is not that given derisively

by Aristotle 1
, that, in forensic speaking, chicanery

(to KdKovpyov) has the larger scope ; the reason

is that, in forensic speaking, the subject is fully

and accurately known beforehand to the speaker

;

the utmost clearness of division is imperative,

and is obtainable by a uniform method; and the

problem is, how best to use all the resources of

persuasion in a limited space of time. The two

things to which the technical Rhetoric first ad-

dressed itself were, partition, and the treatment

of probabilities. The law-courts, then, were the

natural field of Rhetoric; and, owing to the close-

ness of the alliance between the theory and the

practice, they were also for a long period the chosen

field of Oratory.

II. In the true Greek conception the citizen was n. union of
J- military

at once general and statesman. So long as this/^Sa*

identity lasted, the men at the head of the State

neither had leisure for the laborious training neces-

sary to eminence in artistic oratory, nor felt its

attainment to be of paramount importance. It

was the separation of military from political func-

tions that enabled some men to become finished

speakers while others became accomplished soldiers.

Perikles spoke the epitaph of those whom he had led

1 Rhet. 1. 1.

24—2
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to battle ; but he had neither opportunity nor

inducement to cultivate the art of war with the

exactness of an Iphikrates, or the art of oratory with

the exactness of a Demosthenes 1
. Yet the division

of labour, when it came, was a proof that the civic

life of Athens was decaying. Kleon's disaster at

Amphipolis was enough, indeed, to indicate that

such a division would thenceforth be the rule. The

versatility of Alkibiades combined the two parts

with a success which had no later parallel. But the

definite and recognised separation of military from

political leadership cannot be put much above the

days of Timotheos and Kallistratos 2
.

in. outer III. The outer history of Athens, from the
history of .^..-j -., , p /

-

N1
Athens. disaster in bicily to the battle oi Chaeroneia, pre-

sents but two moments favourable to a great political

eloquence. One is the struggle with Philip of Mace-

don. The other is the restoration of Athens, in 378,

to the headship of a Naval League, followed by the

contest at Athens between the Boeotian and anti-

Boeotian parties. Around this contest cluster the

greatest names in deliberative oratory that appear

before the reign of Philip. Kallistratos of Aphidnae,

1 Macaulay, observing that the been due to the cultivation by

rise of Athenian oratory was con- others of scientific warfare, had
temporaneous with the decline of been anticipated. The old advan-

Athenian character and power, tage of Sparta in war and athletics

argues that this division of labour —then lost—was due, says Aris-

was the chief cause. {On the totle, simply to Sparta studying

Athenian Orators : Miscellaneous these while her rivals did not:

Writings i. 137 f.) As regards rw \xovov \ir\ npos do-Kovvras do-Kuv,

political oratory, it was certainly Arist. Polit. v (vm) iv § 4.

one of the chief causes. Macaulay's 2 See Freeman, Historical Es-

remark there, as to the silent and says (Second Series) iv. ' The
rapid downfall of Sparta having Athenian Democracy/ p. 138.
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the leader of the anti-Boeotian party, was probably

the most eloquent statesman between Perikles and

Demosthenes 1
. His opponents, Aristophon ofAzenia,

Leodamas of Acharnae, Thrasybulos and Kephalos

of Kollytos,—especially the two first—were power-

ful speakers. The meagre notices of their oratory

warrant only two general inferences. First, that

bold and vigorous illustration of argument was their

characteristic merit. Secondly, that they had little

or no pretension to artistic completeness of form2
.

Apart from the scantiest fragments.—preserved Extant ute-
1

# .
ratureof

chiefly by Aristotle in the Rhetoric, and handed of r̂f.

down to him mainly, it would seem, like the sayings ~ "
BC *

of Perikles, by oral tradition—the extant literature

of Attic Political Oratory begins with the speech of

Demosthenes on the Navy Boards, in 354 B.C., and

ends with the speeches of Deinarchos against De-

mosthenes, Aristogeiton and Philokles in 324 B.C.

In this period of thirty years, our concern, as

defined by the scope of our inquiry, is no longer

with details either of style or of work. It is,

here, with tendencies or characteristics, considered

1 On Kallistratos, see Schafer, Rhet. u. 6 from the orator Kydias

Bern. 1. 11 f. Dem. defalsa legal § —who used it in dissuading the

297, ttoXXoI irap vp.<ov eVi Kaipwv division of the lands at Samos,

ytyovao-iv Icrxvpoi, KaXXicrrparos, 350 B.C.—is very remarkable for

alOis ^Apio-TocfxZv, Ai6<f)avTos (the being just in the boldly imagina-

proposer of the decree in 352 for tive style of Perikles—not at all

sending a force to hold Thermo- in the manner of Demosthenes or

pylae): de Cor. § 219, 7ro\\o\ nap* his contemporaries:— rj£iov yap

vplv...yzy6va(ji pr/ropes evbo^oi /cat vTrdkafielv rovs 'AOrjvaiovs 7repie-

/LteyaXot irp6 ifiov, KaXXio-rparos ataval kvkKco rovs "EWrjvas,

eK€7voSj'Api(TTo(j)(DV, Ke(fta\os, Qpa- <o s 6 pcovras K.a\ p.r) p.ovov clkov-

(rv(3ov\os, €T€poL fxvpioi. <jofJL€Vov s a av \lfrj(j)i(T(dPTaL

2 A figure quoted by Arist.
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Deinarchos. as showing in what general relation the perfecters

stand to the inventors. Now, in the first place,

Deinarchos may be set aside as being, for this

purpose, valueless. The reason of Dionysios for not

giving him a separate treatment is equally good

for us. He was neither an inventor nor a perfecter 1
.

He has, indeed, been called the best among

the imitators of .Demosthenes 2
. But the praise

would be faint, even if the epithets 3 with which

antiquity qualified it, did not attest a coarseness

in the copy which is not less evident to modern

readers. Hermogenes, his too lenient judge, admits

his want of finish 4
. A more serious defect is his

dependence on imitation or on plagiarism; and it

follows that he has nothing to show us which is

not incomparably better shown by Demosthenes.

1 Dionys. de Dinarch. 1, ii-qre KpidSp 7nGAo?, Ruhnken, Hist, crit,

evperrjv Idiov yeyovevai xaPaKTVP0S Or. Gr. : (3) * like beer compared

top apbpa, (Do-iTtp top Avow, kol with wine ', Donalds, contin. of

top 'laoKpaTrjp, kol top *Io-aiop, fjit]T€ Miiller Hist, Gr. Lit. ii. 36*9, com-

twp €vpr}fiep(op eTepois TeKeicoTrjp, paring Aesch. Suppl. 930, aW
<%o~7T€p top ArjfjLOoOeprjp kol top Al- apo~evas rot Trjade yfjs olKrjTopas

o~\ipr\p kol ^YTTCpeibrjp rjficts Kpivofiep. cvpqaeT ov ttlvoptcis £k Kpi6cop fiedv.

ib. c. 5. ovdep ovt€ kolvop ovt The last is probably right. A npi-

'Idiop €o~xev
—

' no one stamp of his Oipos Ar]poo-6epr)s is one whose
own—no distinctive trait'.

,

strength is rougher, and who has
2 ib. c. 8 tovtccp ( = Tap top Atj- neither the flavour nor the sparkle.

pLoorSepr] irpoxet-pio-aiiepixip) ap.iarop As Hermog. says, I.e., he has to

clp tls Seir) Aelvapxop yepeoSai. Tpa^v kol yopybp kol o~(podp6p, <Sa, r
3 Deinarchos was called 6 aypoi- rjbrj tipcs—and so they call him

kos Arjpoo-Oeprjs, Dionys. /. c. c. 8. KplOipos. Cf. hordearius.

Also, 6 KpiBiPOS ArjfjLoo-Oeprjs, Her- 4 Hermog. I. C. tjttop impcXfjs

mog. 7rep\ Id. B. 11, Speng. Rh. Gr, 6 \6yos avTw. The same critic, in

ii. 413. This curious epithet has allowing him 'fiery earnestness 'and
been taken to mean (1) 'coarse', ' vehemence ', observes, with truth,

as barley opposed to fine wheat, that the latter quality depends
Schol. in Walz Rh. Gr. v. 560 rather on his thoughts and method
= ou o-'itipos : (2) 'skittish', like a than on his diction.
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Lykurgos, Hypereides, Aeschines, Demosthenes

are the four men who illustrate the maturity of civil

eloquence. Each has an interest of his own, and

each serves, in his own way, to show the unity of

the whole Attic development.

Lykurgos is indeed a striking and a noble figure Lykurgos.

in the Athens of Philokrates. He came of a house

that, after the Persian war, had given a colleague

to Kimon in his Thracian campaigns, and, in the

next generation, a distinguished victim to the Thirty

Tyrants. The stock of the Eteobutadae, claiming to

spring from Erechtheus, were hereditary priests of

Poseidon Erechtheus; from their house, too, was chosen

the priestess of Athena Polias ; and their services to

the State, recognised for generations by public honours

in life and in death, were thus enhanced by the most

sacred dignities that Athens could revere. The special

work that Lykurgos did for the city was to serve it

as a steward of the public treasury for a period of

office which was thrice renewed 1
. During twelve

difficult years, from 338 to 326, he so managed the

finances as to make them suffice both for the arma-

ment and for the embellishment of Athens. But, be-

sides this task, there was a yet graver one that he had

made his own. In the ancestral spirit of the great

Athenian houses, he raised the voice of a hereditary

priest and statesman in fearless reproof of the selfish

apathy or luxury which threatened to merge both

patriotism and morality. As his biographer 2 ex-

1 The Tafias Tjjs Koivrjs irpovo- placed; I follow Schiifer, Dem. u.

dov was appointed for one nev- seine Zeit, chronol. table to Vol.

raerrjpLs only. The twelve years in.: cf. ib. n. 298—304.

of Lykurgos have been differently 2 [Plut.] vitt. X. oratt.
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pressively says, Lykurgos was irappr
f
cria(TTr]s Sid rrjv

evykveiav, outspoken because he was noble. Nor did

lie stop at words. By restoring the festivals of the

gods, by cherishing a faithful tradition of the great

poets 1
, by enacting sumptuary laws, and, above all,

by facing the bitterly invidious task of prosecuting

disloyal citizens, he made his name to be, like that

of Drakon, a symbol for severity
;
probably with

better reason, certainly in a more urgent cause 2
.

His character is the best comment on his oratory. Of

his fifteen speeches, only one is now extant. It was

ins speech spoken, probably about 332 B.C., against Leokrates,
A (JCLWSt

Leokrates. an Athenian citizen, Lykurgos brought against this

man an indictment for treason (eiaayyekia irpoSoorias;),

because, in 338, he had fled from Athens on the

day that brought the fatal news of Chaeroneia.

This speech is a solemn and earnest protest on

behalf of public spirit. There is not a trace of

personal feeling, there is no attempt to disparage

the man's private life. But the tone throughout is

that of a lofty and inexorable indignation. And
the form of expression is not less distinctive. Ly-

character of kurgos was scarcely a born orator. The ancient
his Oratory. ° J

1 The negligence, or caprice of B.C.)—is most characteristic of the

actors had already begun to de- man.

prave the works of the great tra- 2 [Phit-] vitt. X. oratt.: (Lykur-

gedians. It was Lykurgos, as is gos was so severe) ' that some of

well known, who sought to arrest the sophists said that he dipped his

this process by the formation of pen, not in ink, but in death, when
those authoritative texts which he drew laws against evil-doers.'

afterwards passed into the library Demades had said of Drakon on
of Alexandria. This reverence for <5i' atfiaros, ov dia peXavos rovs v6-

the elder dramatists—shown fur- fiovs eypayp-tv, Plut. Sol. 17; cf.

ther by statues raised to Aeschy- Tzetzes chil. 5. v. 348 in Sauppe
los, Sophokles and Euripides (337 O.Ax n 316.
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critics were right in denying to him elegance or

charm, in blaming the harshness of his diction or his

metaphors and his tendency to repeat or to digress 1
.

The structure of his sentences is, indeed clear-cut

;

he has a certain impressive majesty, due chiefly to

his intense earnestness ; and, as Dionysios says, he is

powerful in denunciation 2
. But his peculiar interest

for the history of Attic oratory depends on the union twocu-
J o ± merits of his

of two elements. style-

Lykurgos had been the pupil of Isokrates ; and

the basis of his style is essentially Isokratic. But

his moral and intellectual affinities with the elder

Athens assert themselves. Engrafted on the smooth

luxuriance of Isokrates, we meet once more the

archaic, somewhat rigid stateliness of Antiphon

:

raised, however, above Antiphon's ordinary tone

by the speaker's intimate sympathy with the elder

poets, especially with the tragedians. The com-

bination of these manners, the Isokratic and the

archaic, has an effect which is not harmonious

—

Lykurgos lacked the force to fuse them—but which

for that very reason is of much interest for a

comparison between the elder and the later prose.

In the following passages it has been attempted to

keep something of the tone. The flight of Leokrates

is thus described :-

—

1 Dionys. vet. script, cens. v. 3 2 Dionys. I.e., av%r}TiKos...hir}pr)-

(after describing the power of Ly- fievos...<r€fiv6s...KaTr)yopiK6s...<j)i\a-

kurgos), ov fxr)v dcTT^los ov8e rjbvs, \rj6r]S...7rappr](Tia(TTiK6s---TOVTov XP?)

d\\' avayKaios. The harshness of £rj\ovv pakiara ras btivaxreis. In

his diction, and his tendency to Ep. i. ad Ammaeum 2 he names
digress, Hermog. irep\ lb. B. 11. Lykurgos between Hypereides and
Lykurgos was conscious of the last Aeschines among the dyamoral
fault : Kara Aeo)Kp. § 100. Xoywv pr)TopiKG>v.
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"After the battle of Chaeroneia, when you all rushed to

the ekklesia, the people decreed that the children and

women in the country should be brought within the walls,

and that the generals should assign the duties of the de-

fence to the Athenians and other residents as they pleased.

Leokrates, however, without a thought for all this, packed

up his property and put it, with his servants, on board the

boat—the ship was already at moorings off-shore—and, late

in the afternoon, passed with Eirenis through the gate to the

public beach, rowed out to the ship, and was gone ; neither

pitying those harbours of Athens from which he was putting

forth, nor ashamed before those walls of his native city

which, for his part, he was leaving defenceless ; nor was he

afraid when he saw afar, as he forsook them, the temples of

Zeus the saviour and Athena who saves, whom anon he will

invoke to save him from his perils. And having come into

port at Rhodes, as if he were bringing glad tidings of great

blessings on his country, he began to announce how the

town had been taken before he left, the Peiraeos blockaded

—and he alone left to tell it ; nor did he blush to name in

one breath his country's fall and his own deliverance. So

thoroughly did the Rhodians believe this, that they told off

crews for their triremes, and set about launching the vessels;

while the merchants or shipmasters who were ready to sail

for Athens were led by this man to discharge their corn and

other cargoes on the spot/

Presently he describes the panic at Athens after

Chaeroneia :

—

'In those days, Athenians, who would not have pitied

the city—what citizen, aye, or what stranger that had visited

it formerly \ Who was then so bitter against the demo-

cracy or against Athens that he could have endured to find

himself without a place in the ranks of the defenders, when

the news came of the defeat and the disaster that had befallen

the people, when the city was all excitement at the tidings,

when the hopes of public safety had come to rest on the

men past fifty, when you might see free-born women crouch-

ing in terror at the house-doors, asking if he is alive—the
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husband, the father, or the brother—a sight humiliating for

the city and for her daughters ; while men decrepit of frame,

well-stricken in years, released by the laws from service under

arms, men on the threshold that leads from age to death,

might be seen hurrying helplessly through the city, with

their mantles pinned in double folds around them ? But,

many as were the miseries in the city, great as was the ruin

that had come on all the citizens, the keenest grief, the

bitterest tears were due to the fortunes of the city itself

—

when the edict, declaring slaves to be free men, aliens to

be Athenians, the disfranchised to be reinstated, was read

by any man who once, perhaps, had prided himself on being

a freeborn son of the Attic soil. The reverse that had be-

fallen the city" was even this ; formerly she had vindicated

the freedom of the Greeks

—

then she thought it enough if

she could successfully defend her own existence ; formerly

she had ruled far and wide over the land of barbarians

—

then she was battling with Macedonians for her own; and

the people whose aid was once invoked by Lacedaemonians,

by Peloponnesians and by the Greeks of Asia was driven

to seek succour for itself from the men of Andros, of Keos,

of Troezen, of Epidauros.'

The peroration is, however, the most character-

istic passage, not merely for its matter, but also

for its form. While the resemblance to Antiphon is

marked, there is a strain that surpasses him; but

the speaker does not soar ; he rises with effort, and

shows at the end how his cultivated gift of speech

laboured to utter his high enthusiasm :

—

'Be sure, judges, that each of you, by the vote which he §§U6—150.

now gives in secret, will lay his thought bare to the gods.

And I deem that this day, judges, you are passing a collective

sentence on all the greatest and most dreadful forms of

crime, in all of which Leokrates is manifestly guilty; on

treason, since he abandoned the city to its troubles and

brought it under the hand of the enemy ; on subversion of

the democracy, since he did not stand the ordeal of the
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struggle for freedom ; on impiety, since he has done what

one man could to obliterate the sacred precincts and to de-

molish the temples; on illtreatment of parents,—for he

sought to destroy the monuments, and to abolish the liturgy,

of the dead ; on a soldier's desertion of his post and avoid-

ance of his duty—for he did not place his personal service

at the disposal of the Generals. Who, then, will acquit this

man,—who will condone misdeeds which- were deliberate ?

Who is so foolish as, by saving this man, to place his own

safety at the mercy of cowardly deserters,—who will show

compassion to this man, and so elect to die unpitied at the

hands of the enemy ? Who will conciliate the gratitude of

his country's betrayer, in order to make himself obnoxious

to the vengeance of the gods ?

' In the cause of my country, of the temples and of the

laws, I have fairly and justly set forth the issue, without

disparaging or vilifying the defendant's private life or

bringing any irrelevant accusation. You must reflect, every

one of you, that to acquit Leokrates is to pass sentence of

death and enslavement on your country. Two urns are

before you ; and the votes which you give are, in the one

case, for the overthrow of your city, in the other, for its

safety and its domestic welfare. If you absolve Leokrates,

you will vote for betraying the city, the temples, and the

ships—if you put him to death, you will exhort men to

cherish and preserve their country, her revenues and her

prosperity. Deem, then, Athenians, that a prayer goes up

to you from the very land and all its groves, from the har-

bours, from the arsenals, from the walls of the city, deem that

the shrines and holy places are summoning you to protect

them, and, remembering the charges against him, make
Leokrates a proof that compassion and tears do not prevail

with you over solicitude for the laws and for the commonweal.'

Each urn was found to contain the same number

of votes ; and Leokrates benefited by the precedent

of Orestes. But that the voices should have been

equally divided when the prosecution could have
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been so easily represented as vexatious, and when

the common temper of the city was with the accused,

is a remarkable testimony to the character and to

the eloquence of the accuser.

The most complete contrast to Lykurgos, in Hypereides.

everything except firm patriotism, is presented by his

younger contemporary. Hypereides, son of Glaukip-

pos, of a good Athenian family, had begun life as a

forensic speech-writer. At an early age, in 360, he

had prosecuted Autokles, a general charged with

treason in a Thracian command. He had afterwards

appeared as accuser against men so eminent as

Aristophon of Azenia—whose oppression of the

allies he exposed—and Diopeithes of Sphettos. From

the Peace of 346 to the affair of Harpalos in 324

Hypereides stood by the side of Demosthenes as a

leader in the struggle against Macedon. The Lamian

War was especially his work; and he paid for it

with his life. But while in the political sphere

Hypereides was a loyal and fiery patriot, in his

private character he was a true son of the new

Athens. His philosophy was expressed in his

own saying

—

[jltj Svvaor0ac Kakais £y]v, f^rj fiaOojv tol

kolXol tol Iv tco fiico
1

: he could not live beautifully

until he had learned what beautiful things there

were in life. Perikles might have said that ; but

not in the sense of Hypereides ; the study of the

beautiful was ceasing to be combined either with

frugality or with spiritual chastenment.

Hypereides was, like Lykurgos, a pupil of Iso-

1 'YnepL^s 6 pr\r(op €(j)r] pr) Su- append, florent. p. 4], frag. 239 in

vaa-Oat koKcos £rjv, k.t.A., Stob. Sauppe, 0. A. II. 305.
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krates. But while the measured and stately flow

of Isokratic numbers was in unison with the character

of Lykurgos, the basis of whose style is taken from

niydation his master, it was not truly congenial to Hypereides.

The chief lesson which Hypereides has learned from

Isokrates is the large development of the periodic

sentence. As might have been expected, Hypereides

is far more Isokratic in the Epitaphios than in any-

thing else of his that we have. The reason is, how-

ever, not so much that his diction and composition

are there modified by the epideictic form ; rather it

is that Hypereides has thoroughly caught from Iso-

krates the tone of elevated panegyric, and that, in

the treatment of this really noble theme, the disciple

unconsciously breathes the master's spirit.

ms relation But the essential tendencies in the style of
to Lysias.

m

J

Hypereides are those of Lysias : and this arises

from no accident, but from the natures of the men.

Both men united energy in public action with an

easy-going, pleasure-loving, humorous temper in social

life, which made them peculiarly sensitive to the

niceties of social idiom in their day, and peculiarly

alive, too, to the real advantages which a public

speaker can derive from tact, from wit, and from

sympathies personal or literary allusion. "What Athenian
of Lysias * J

?S&?wSft Tragedy was to Antiphon and Aeschines, that was

Athenian Comedy to Lysias and Hypereides. The

description by Lysias of a persistent borrower has

been noticed as illustrating the reference of Deme-

trios to the
c somewhat comic graces' of Lysias 1

.

1 Vol. r. p. 184.
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Hypereides had the same kind of affinity with the

Middle Comedy; but he went further; he took

words or turns of phrase from it ; and unquestionably

one great secret of his success as a speaker was his

art of making a lively Athenian audience feel that

here was no austere student of Thucydides, but one

who was in bright sympathy with the everyday life

of the time. It has been truly remarked 1 that the

author of the c School for Scandal' may be recognised

in the accuser of Warren Hastings :

—

' He remembered to have heard an honourable and learned

gentleman remark that there was something in the frame

and constitution of the Company which extended the sordid

principles of their origin over all their successive operations;

connecting with their civil policy, and even with their

boldest achievements, the meanness of a pedlar and the

profligacy of pirates—alike in the political and military line,

could be observed auctioneering ambassadors and trading

generals ;—and thus we saw a revolution brought about by

affidavits ; an army employed in executing an arrest ; a town

besieged on a note of hand; a prince dethroned for the

balance of an account. Thus it was, they exhibited a

Government which united the mock majesty of a bloody

sceptre, and the little traffic of a merchant's counting-house,

wielding a truncheon with one hand, and picking a pocket

with the other/

Hypereides was the Sheridan of Athens. style 0/

-._... -r-r- . t -1 . t . 1
Hypereides,

Dionysios says^:—' Hypereides hits his mark JJJ^yf
5"

neatly, but seldom lends grandeur to his theme. Dionysios:

In embellishment of his diction he has surpassed

Lysias ; in the astuteness with which he disposes his

subject-matter he has surpassed all. Then he keeps

1 Quarterly Review, vol. 132, p. 447.
2 Dionys. vet. script, cens. v. 6.
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to the issue throughout, and insists on the really

strong points of his arguments. He commands the

resources of a large intelligence; he has an exquisite

charm ; and while he appears simple, is no stranger

to consummate art. He is especially to be imitated

for the subtlety and symmetry of his narratives, as

well as in respect to the avenues (!</>oSoi) by which

he approaches his case.' Elsewhere 1 he names (1)

strength -of diction, (2) simplicity of composition,

(3) tact in the handling of subject-matter, and (4)

avoidance of tragic pomp, as the marks of Hypereides.

This criticism seems just in the main. Hypereides

resembles Lysias in general simplicity, in grace, and

in tact : but has a richer vocabulary, more subtlety

of arrangement, and the ampler Isokratic period.

(2) by mr- Hermogenes puts the masters of civil oratory in this
moyenes: o j. j

order : Demosthenes, Lysias, Isaeos, Hypereides. Ob-

serving that Hypereides has 'very little finish', and

that his special characteristic is a want of temperance

and of elegance in his diction, he instances these words

—

/jLovcoTOLTos, yakedypa, £kkokkv£,€iv, earT7)\oK6n7]raL,

e777j/3o\o9
2

. Clearly Hermogenes judges Hypereides

harshly because he could not forgive his abundant

colloquialisms and his borrowing from comedy or

from any literary source that would furnish a point.

With this judgment it is instructive to compare that

(3) by the of the so-called Longinus. It is the fullest, and
author of the
jrepi tyovy. [n one respect the best, of the ancient notices.

Dionysios does not mention the wit, the sarcasm

or the irony of Hypereides ; and in Hermogenes

1 Dionys. de Dinarch. 7.

2 Ilermog. irepl lb. B. 11.
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the omission is not surprising. The treatise On
Sublimity does justice to these qualities 1

:

—

'If merits were to be counted, not weighed,

Hypereides would stand far before Demosthenes.

He has more tones in his voice than Demosthenes,

and a greater number of special excellences. In fact,

like the pentathlete, Hypereides is second-best all

round ; for the prize in any given branch, he comes

after the specialists, but before the laymen. Besides

imitating the merits of Demosthenes in everything

except composition, Hypereides has further mastered

in an eminent degree the excellences and the graces

of Lysias. He expresses himself in the 'plain'

manner, where it is fitting,—not with the sustained,

unvarying tension of Demosthenes ; and he has

moral persuasiveness, with the flavour of an un-

studied suavity. Incomparable wit plays about him
;

his sarcasm is in perfect keeping with political

oratory ; he is adroit with the weapons of irony ; his

jokes are not jarring, ill-bred, or importunate, in the

'Attic' manner of that generation; when he does

pull people to pieces, he does it neatly, with much

humour, and with the pungency of well-aimed ban-

ter ; and with all this, there is a beauty of style

beyond imitation. He has great power of pathos;

in relating legends, he has a certain luxuriance, and

a facile inspiration that wafts him most smoothly

from point to point on his way ;—for instance, he has

managed Leto's story 2 more artistically than any one

1 [Long.] 7T€p\ v\p-ovs c. 34. ing dispute between the Delians

2 Alluding to the lost A?;AiaKo?. and the Athenians about the pre-

From 422 to 346 there was a stand- sidency of the Delian temple. In

II. 25
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else ; and, in the Funeral Oration, has perhaps sur-

passed all in the panegyric manner. Demosthenes,

on the other hand, has no gift for delineation of

character ; his style is not liquid, flexible, or adapted

to display ; and he is comparatively deficient in each

and all of the qualities just mentioned. Again, where

Demosthenes strives to be jocose or witty, he makes

us laugh rather at him than with him ; nor is he

ever so far from graciousness as when he courts it.

For instance, if he had tried to write the elegant

defence of Phryne or of Athenogenes he [would have

shown the superiority of Hypereides] still more. The

beauties of Hypereides, though many, are yet wanting

in grandeur ; they are of a sober character, without

energy, and allow the hearer to remain placid. No
reader of Hypereides feels terror. But Demosthenes

is of the greatest nature. He has lofty eloquence,

intensity, living passion, copiousness, rapidity of

thought. Above all, that which is his own—unap-

proachable mastery and force of oratorical art. These

are heaven-sent, astonishing gifts—human they may

not be called—and, having these in their fulness, he

prevails over all other orators—even over those who,

like Hypereides, have beauties which he lacks. His

thunders, his fire, vanquish the speakers of every

age ; one might as soon face with steady eyes a de-

scending thunder-bolt, as oppose a calm front to the

storm of passions which Demosthenes can arouse/

The two points to which exception may be taken

in this otherwise good criticism are, the denial to

346—5 Hypereides pleaded the pbictyons, and prevailed. See

Athenian cause before the Am- Sauppo, 0. A. n. 286 f.
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Demosthenes of power happily to relax his style, or

to delineate character ; and (so far as we can judge)

the denial to Hypereides of energy. As a whole,

however, the estimate is probably just. Some ancient

critics placed Hypereides before Demosthenes ; this

was preposterous ; but, on the other hand, there are

good grounds for believing that, among political

orators, Hypereides was second to no one except

Demosthenes.

The work of Hypereides is now represented by Extamworh-

(1) fragments of a speech for Lykophron—probably reides-

earlier than 349 B.C. : (2) the speech for Euxenippos,

nearly complete, about 330 B. c. : (3) fragments of

the speech against Demosthenes in the Harpalos

trial, 324 B.C.: (4) the Funeral Oration over Leo-

sthenes and the comrades who fell with him in the

Lamian War, 322 B.C. : (5) several small fragments.

It is unfortunate that these remains nowhere

illustrate what was especially characteristic of Hy-

pereides—his lighter and more playful grace. But

the Epitaphios is a noble monument of his graver

eloquence. And the Speech Against Euxenippos

—

which shall first be noticed—shows his power of

scathing reproof.

After the battle of Chaeroneia, Philip had re- speech
x Against

stored Oropos to the Athenians. The territory con- f^
mipm

sisted of five hills, one of which was assigned to every

two of the ten Athenian tribes. A religious scruple

arose about the hill assigned to the tribes Hippotho-

ontis and Akamantis : had it not been already conse-

crated to the god Amphiaraos ? It was resolved to

ask the god himself for a sign. The ekklesia directed

25—2
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Euxenippos and two others to pass a night in the

temple of Amphiaraos at Oropos. It does not appear

what vision they reported. Polyeuktos, however

—

a well-known citizen—proposed a decree directing

the two tribes to restore the hill to the god, and

the other eight tribes to compensate them. This

proposal was adjudged to be unconstitutional, and

Polyeuktos was fined. He then impeached Euxenip-

pos for reporting falsely to the people. Lykurgos

was the accuser and Hypereides the defender. Hy-

pereides shows that Polyeuktos is illogical ; that his

motive is merely vindictive ; and proceeds :

—

coi. xxx - ' So, if you had been acquitted on that indictment,

led.Biass.) Euxenippos would not have been guilty of perjury against

the god ; but, since it happened that you were convicted,

Euxenippos must be ruined ! For you, the proposer of such

a decree, the penalty was laid at five and twenty drachmas

;

but he who, by the order of the people, passed the night

in the temple must not even be buried in Attic ground !

'
' Yes,' you say :

* he behaved monstrously in allowing

Olympias to dedicate that cup in the temple of the Goddess

of Health !
' You introduce the name of Olympias to speed

3
7ou on your course, you charge Euxenippos with a fictitious

flattery, and you fancy that this will expose him to the

hatred and anger of the judges.

' My good friend, you should not invoke the names of

Olympias and Alexander on your attempts to hurt your

fellow-citizens ; no, but when Olympias and Alexander lay

unrighteous and improper commands on the Athenian

people, then you should get up, and, on behalf of the city,

protest, and argue for your rights with their emissaries, and

go before the general assembly of the Greeks to uphold your

country's honour. In that assembly you never rose : you
never mentioned such things; but here you hate Olympias

for the sake of Euxenippos, and say that he is a flatterer of

her and of the Macedonians. If you can show that he ever
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visited Macedonia, or received any Macedonian into his

house, or that he admits any one from that country to his

intimacy or even to his conversation, or that he has expressed

any views whatever of such matters either in a workshop

or in the marketplace or anywhere else, or that he has not

lived decorously and soberly, minding his own affairs, like

any other citizen,—then let the judges do what they will to

him.

'If these charges were true, they would have been on

other lips than yours,—they would have been the talk of

Athens
;
just as all the other advocates or agents of Mace-

donia are well-known to the rest of their fellow-citizens, aye,

to the children in the schools, even as they are known to

their owTn consciences—the orators who draw Macedonian

pay, the entertainers who open their houses to Macedonian

visitors, and go to meet them on the roads when they ap-

proach. Here, again, you will find that Euxenippos has

kept clear of all such association.'

The Funeral Oration belongs to a year hardly so
.

ou

memorable for the catastrophe of the Lamian War
as for the death of Hypereid.es himself, of Demo-

sthenes, and of Aristotle. Hypereides, as has been

noticed, had been a chief mover in the last effort

of Greek freedom against Macedon. After the death

of Leosthenes before Lamia a gleam of good fortune

had come to the Greeks. Antiphilos had won a

battle at Meliteia against Leonnatos. When Hype-

reides spoke the epitaph of Leosthenes and his com-

rades, the hopes inspired by this victory were still

fresh. In August, 322—perhaps a month later than

the speech—these hopes had been shattered by the

battle of Krannon :

—

' Leosthenes, aware that all Hellas was abased, panic- Col : —yii.

stricken, ruined by those who take bribes from Philip and

Alexander against their native cities,—that Athens was in

The Funeral
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need of a man, and all Hellas in need of a city, capable of

exercising leadership,—gave himself as an offering to Athens

and Athens as an offering to the freedom of Greece. Then,

having organised a force of mercenaries, and put himself at

the head of the citizens, he saw the first who took the field

against Hellenic freedom—Boeotians, Macedonians, Euboeans

and their allies—fall before him on a Boeotian plain.

Thence he went to the Gates,—seized those passes through

which of old barbarians marched against Greeks, arrested

the Greece-ward progress of Antipater, found Antipater

himself in those regions, beat him in a battle, imprisoned

and besieged him in Lamia ; made allies of the Thes-

salians, Phocians, Aetolians and other people of the country;

and, where Philip and Alexander had gloried in an extorted

submission, received the tribute of a voluntary loyalty. His,

indeed, it was to perform the cause that he had taken in

hand ; but not to evade the doom of destiny. And in

justice we must give Leosthenes our gratitude, not merely

for all that he did himself, but also for the victory won after

his death, and for the other benefits which the campaign has

brought to Greece ; for it is on the foundations laid by

Leosthenes that the achievements of his successors are

arising.'

Then lie imagines the greeting that awaits Leo-

sthenes and his comrades in the place of the de-

parted :

—

Co^xiii— 'With us, and with all the living, as we have seen, they

shall ever have renown ; but in the dark under-world—suffer

us to ask—who are they that will stretch forth a right hand
to the captain of our dead ? May we not deem that Leo-
sthenes will be greeted wTith welcome and with wonder by
those half-gods who bore arms against Troy,—he who set

himself to deeds germane with theirs, but in this surpassed

them, that while they, aided by all Hellas, took one town,

he, supported by his own city alone, humbled the power
that ruled Europe and Asia? They avenged the wrong
offered to one woman ; he stayed the insults that were being
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heaped on all the cities of Hellas—he and those who are

sharing his last honours—men who, coming after the heroes,

wrought deeds of heroic worth. Aye, and there, I deem,

will be Miltiades and Themistokles, and those others who
made Hellas free, to the credit of their city, to the glory of

their names—whom this man surpassed in courage and in

counsel, seeing that they repelled the power of the barbarians

when it had come against them, but he forbade its approach
;

they saw the foemen fighting in their own country, but he

worsted his enemies on the enemy's soil. And surely they

who gave the people trusty proof of their mutual love,

Harmodios and Aristogeiton, will count no friends so near to

themselves, or so faithful to you, as Leosthenes and those

who strove beside him, nor will they so consort with any

dwellers in the place of the dead. Well may it be so, since

these have done deeds not less than theirs, but, if it may
be said, even greater ; for they put down the despots of their

own city, but these put down the despots of Hellas. beau-

tiful and wonderful enterprise, glorious and magnificent

devotion, soldiership transcendant in dangers, which these

offered to the freedom of Greece !'

The closing sentences are addressed to the kins- Epilogue of... theEpi-
,

folk of the dead ; but here there is no frigid conven- ^p^o».

tionalism of topics ; there is a genuine, and therefore

reticent, sympathy ; above all, there is a tenderness

which, though not Christian, is almost more than

pagan ; and ifc should be remembered that these

words were spoken, over almost the last martyrs of

Greek freedom, by one who himself was very soon

to suffer torture and death in that cause:

—

' It is hard, perhaps, to comfort those wJw are in

such a sorrow ; grief is not laid to rest by speech or by

observance; rather is itfor the nature of the mourner,

and the nearness of the lost, to determine the bound-

aries of anguish. Still, we must take heart, and
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lighten pain as we may, and remember not only the

death of the departed but the good name also that

they have left behind them. We owe not tears to

their fate, but rather great praises to their deeds.

If they came not to old age among men, they have got

the glory that never groivs old, and have been made

blessed perfectly. Those among them who died child-

less shall have as their inheritors the immortal

eulogies of Greece ; and those of them who have left

children behind them have bequeathed a trust of which

their country s love will assume the guardianship.

More than this.,—if to die is to be as though we had

never been, then these have passed away from sickness

and pain and from all the accidents of the earthly

life; or, if there is feeling in the under-world, and if,

as we conjecture, the care of the Divine Pouier is over

it, then it may well be that they who rendered aid to

the ivorship of the gods in the hour of its imminent

desolation are most precious to that Power s provi-

dence.'

Lykurgos Lykurgos and Hypereides are men with opposite
and Hype- */ o J 1 i ±

sZmmanj. faults, but of characters essentially generous,—with

very unequal gifts for language, but alike men of

cultivation and of deep sensibility,—who show the

chief tendencies of Attic oratory, as already de-

veloped, in new combinations. Lykurgos is a

thorough Isokratic who, by a natural affinity, re-

verts to the school of Antiphon. Hypereides is an

Isokratic in the chief traits of composition only, who

reverts, much more decidedly, to the school of

Lysias, but in whom the Lysian manner becomes

bolder and more various.
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In relation to Demosthenes and the orators con.- Aeschines

temporary with him, the significance of Aeschines is

closely similar to that which Andokides has for

the age of Antiphon. Andokides is an amateur, compared
° L with Ando

not uninfluenced by what the artists are doing, kides-

but with no complete theory of his own. Just

such an amateur is Aeschines in comparison with

(for instance) Hypereides. On the other hand, the

positive superiority of Aeschines to Andokides, as

an orator, is immense. Scarcely more than Andokides

did Aeschines possess the art, reyvr], of speaking;

but he had, in a far greater measure than Andokides,

the practice, [xekerr], which, even without art, can do

much to serve the need of the hour—this practice

including both the habit of composition and skill in

declamation. Lastly, he had in an extraordinary

degree, the third and supreme requisite

—

-faculty,

4>vctls> His natural gift was most brilliant. If we Aeschines
the orator as

look to that conception of himself as an orator u^ttdf?
bj/

which Aeschines puts forward when he desires to

appear at the greatest advantage over against De-

mosthenes, we shall find that it has two chief traits.

First, Aeschines gives it to be understood that

he is the man of spontaneous eloquence, while

Demosthenes is the laborious rhetor. Secondly,

Aeschines piques himself on his culture, meaning

by this partly his familiarity with the standard

poets, such as the old tragedians
;
partly a general

sense of propriety or refinement, which, for instance,

leads him to imitate the decorum (euKocr/xia) of the

old orators, like Solon or Perikles, by speaking with

his hand within his robe, instead of using vehement
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action ;—and which helps to guard him, again,

from such faults of taste in expression as he imputes

to his rival 1
. This second pretension, in both its

parts, is originally the tragic actor's; Aeschines is

usually at his worst when he puts it forward;

and at the end of his career it comes in as his evil

genius in the disastrous peroration against Ktesi-

phon. As for his other pretension—of representing

natural as against laboured oratory—Aeschines was

too shrewd to have made this claim if it had not

been roughly like the truth. We may be quite sure

that a great many people thought it true. Pytheas,

too, could taunt Demosthenes with his speeches

smelling of the lamp : a taunt of evil augury for all

Greek art. Aeschines had had no systematic train-

ing. One account, indeed, made him the pupil of

Isokrates and Plato; others hint that he had imi-

nis style, tated Leodamas or studied Alkidamas 2
. But the

best answer is the concise description of his style

quoted by his scholiast from Greek critics 3
. It has

not finish, purity, or beauty of rhythm : it is blatant

(Kexrjvvia) , inartistic, headlong (777)0776x779), easily

betrayed into coarse abuse ill-becoming an orator;

1 At the end of his essay on the —are, sometimes, d^Sels-, 4>opriKoi,

\eKTLKrj beivoTr]s of Demosthenes, aypoiKoi. The charge against De-

Dionysios examines these accusa- mosthenes, however, he character-

tions made by Aeschines; cc. 55 ises as not only calumnious but

—5S. As to the particular ex- amazing. Those who seem inclined

amples cited by Aeschines (dfine- to adopt it ought well to consider

\ovpyelv ttju 7t6\lv, and the rest), this testimony of Dionysios.

Dionys. says he cannot find one 2 Demetrios Phalereus—Caeci-

of them in the extant work of De- lius—Suidas : Schaf. Dem. i. 229.

mosthenes. The speeches falsely 3 In the scholia to Aeschines,

ascribed to Demosth.

—

e.g. kcit Sauppe, 0. A. n. p. 26
,

ApLaroy€LTOvos j3', Kara Neaipa?, &C.

Aescldnes
untrained
in lihetoric.
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but it has a stamp of power and of facility such as

would come of nature and of private study—/xeXen??

d^avovs, i.e. not under a master. When the Rho-

dians asked him to teach them Rhetoric, he said

that he did not know it himself.

If, however, Aeschines was no rhetorical artist, ms train-
7 ing as an

he brought to public speaking the twofold training actor:

of an actor and a scribe. He had a magnificent

voice, under perfect musical control:
che compares

me to the sirens/ says Aeschines of his rival. As

tritagonist, he had often to play showy parts, such

as Kreon, Kresphontes, Thyestes ; and the pose

which he adopted when speaking, in contrast with

the then customary 'action/ had been studied in the

right stage-parts. In his rank of tritagonist, he was

probably a good actor. A protagonist, when he

had been assigned to the poet by lot, chose his two

colleagues; and so eminent a protagonist as Theo-

doros would not have associated Aeschines with

Aristodemos if Aeschines had not been efficient.

Demosthenes represents Aeschines as having failed

on the boards : the fact seems to be rather that he

was ruined by an accident. The Oenomaos of Sopho-

kles was being played at Kollytos. Aeschines was

Oenomaos: in hurrying after Pelops, he stumbled

and fell, and was helped to his feet by the

leader of the chorus. Modern life has probably no

adequate parallel for such a fiasco. If one could

conceive the sum of all disasters that can mar a

solemnity, or an opera, occurring before five thou-

sand attentive Parisians, it mio;ht be easier to com-

prehend why Aeschines left the Attic stage. After
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as a scribe, having been clerk to some minor official, Aeschines

was secretary to the statesmen Aristophon and

Eubulos, and then, with his brother Aphobetos,

for two years secretary to the ekklesia. He thus

learned thoroughly the forms of public business,

and gained that knowledge of laws and recorded

decrees which, next to natural eloquence, was his

chief weapon.

character Without the intensity of Demosthenes, Aeschines
of Aeschines ^

asanorator. j^g a certain fluent vehemence; his diction, when

neither low nor turgid, has that splendour1 which

both Dionysios and Cicero recognised; and if his

descriptions are sometimes tedious or pointless, he

is certainly strong in exposition and narrative. The

fatal hindrance to his greatness in oratory is the

contrast, which never fails to reveal itself in any

ambitious passage of much length, between his bril-

liant impetuosity and his profound want of earnest

conviction and of moral nobleness. It is not the

occasional coarseness of his style, it is the vulgarity

of his soul that counteracts his splendid gift for

eloquence : of Aeschines as a speaker it might indeed

be said 7)9os dvOpajncp Satfiov. Had he become

an artist, his character would not therefore have

risen to the height of his faculty; but his faculty

would have been better restrained to the level

of his character; the contrast just noticed would

have been rendered less conspicuous; and if he

would not have come so near to supreme success,

1
Tj) rcou \egecov eKkoyfj no fine- §110 says that the distinctions of

kos afia kcu dewus, Dionys. vet. Aeschines are levitas et splendor

script cens. v. 5 : Cic. Orator verborum.
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at least he would not have been so utterly over-

thrown.

Demosthenes belongs to the plan of the present^^
only m so lar as his style has a definite re- lopment

lation to the historical growth and development of

Attic oratorical prose. The first and principal

question is—Has Dionysios conceived this relation as viewed by

rightly? Dionysios sets out from the three types

distinguished by Theophrastos. The archaic type,

with its harsh dignity, is represented by Antiphon

and Thucydides ; the type of plain elegance, by

Lysias ; the middle or normal type, by Thrasymachos,

Isokrates and Plato. Demosthenes, says Dionysios,

joins the excellences of these three types. He
uses the middle style ordinarily, and applies the

other two where they are fitting: but in each one of

the three types he excels its special masters 1
. De-

mosthenes thus represents the final stage in the

development of Attic prose. For Thucydides, lan-

guage is not as yet a plastic material ; for Lysias, it

is more plastic, indeed, but not perfectly so, and the

treatment is one-sided ; for Isokrates it is perfectly

plastic, but the treatment is again one-sided. De-

mosthenes comes to find a middle prose mature,

indeed, but limited ; he enfranchises it by working

in older tendencies native to Attic prose ; and the

result is the most complete organ of speech into

which the elements were capable of being wrought.

The same conclusion had been reached by others

before Dionysios ; but no one had so thoroughly

worked out the process. Both the conclusion and

1 Dionys. DemostL 1—46.
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pionysios the method will bear scrutiny, and may be accepted
ts right, and J J J £

h

procesl!
ght

as sound. The doctrine involves two leading notions

—that of a normal prose, and that of an eclectic and

recombining genius. The first will be illustrated in

the next chapter. The second appears to describe

correctly what Demosthenes did in the province of

expression considered as an art. The moral charac-

teristics of his eloquence, the individual tone of the

soul which he breathed into the form thus modelled,

belong to another field of inquiry: though, since

his art was essentially one with his enthusiasm, it

must be attempted presently to suggest what the

distinctive stamp of that enthusiasm was.

AescMnes The last great picture of political life at Athens
and Demo- o ± l

speeche^tn is an oratorical contest in which, so far as elo-

quence is concerned, art, allied with genius, wins

the day against clever empiricism. The theory of

Greek eloquence had its final and its most splendid

illustration in that trial which brought forth the

two speeches On the Crown: nor could this part

of our discussion conclude more fittingly than with

an endeavour to call up some faint image of Demo-

sthenes as in that great cause he stood opposed to

Aeschines.

origin of In 338, after Chaeroneia, Demosthenes had been
the case

m -i -i • i i n ~\ r^i n
against an active and liberal member of the Commission for
Ktesiphon.

the fortification of Athens; he had also been a

trustee and a supporter of the theorikon. About

March, 336 1
7
Ktesiphon proposed that Demosthenes

should for these services receive a golden wreath

1 The spurious ^(^>to-/xa in Dem. (beginning of Nov.) 337: on this

De Cor. § 118 gives Pyanepsion 9 error see SchMer,Dem, in. 77 n. 2.
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of honour from the State, and that the proclama-

tion of his merit should be made in the theatre at

the Great Dionysia. This proposal was adopted

by the Senate, and deposited as a bill (7rpo/3ov\ev/xa)

among the public records. But before the bill could

become an act (xpyj^Lcrixa) it must be passed by

the ekklesia. Aeschines, to hinder this, gave no-

tice in 336 that he intended to proceed against

Ktesiphon for having proposed an unconstitutional

measure: because (1) The accounts of Demosthenes,

as trustee, had not been audited when the proposal

was made, and no person liable to render such

account could receive a public honour : (2) the pro-

clamation should be made in the ekklesia, and could

not lawfully be made in the theatre: (3) to record a

bill describing Demosthenes as a public benefactor

was to deposit a lying document among the public

archives.

The first point was legally good. The second

was a quibble. The third was the gist of the case.

Had that policy towards Macedon which Demo-

sthenes had pursued since 351 been condemned by

Chaeroneia ? Or, in spite of its failure, had it been

right and patriotic ?

Mere notice of the action against Ktesiphon was

enough to stop the passage of the bill into an act.

For six years Aeschines found it easy to shirk bring-

ing the action. Alexander's strength was growing:

in 334 he crossed the Hellespont, and in October,

331, the series of his victories culminated at Arbela.

In 330, however, Agis raised war against Macedon

in the Peloponnesos. In the spring of 330, probably,
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when there were still hopes of the Spartans prevail-

ing, the patriotic party were emboldened to renew

the bill of 337, now a dead letter. Aeschines was

driven into a corner. He must again give notice of

his action, or the bill will become law. And, having

given notice, he must this time follow it up, or suffer

the public judgment to go against him by de-

fault. So, in the summer of 330, the action was

brought.

No public cause had ever drawn so great a

concourse, not merely of Athenians, but of Greeks

from all parts of Hellas. Thirteen years before, the

contest between Demosthenes and Aeschines on

the Embassy had attracted a crowd. But, since

then, the reputation of both men had greatly risen.

And this was to be something more than a dazzling

display or an exchange of personalities. It was

to be a public verdict, after full hearing, on an issue

which came home, for good or evil, to every Greek

city, to every hearth, almost to every conscience:

and for this verdict all Greece was in suspense.

Aeschines was now fifty-nine. Fifteen years

earlier—when he spoke against Timarchos—he says

that he was already grey, and looked more than his

age. He was not tall, but was exceedingly hand-

some, and of a robust frame,—in contrast with his

rather younger rival (Demosthenes was now fifty-

four) who, as a youth, had neglected the ordinary

physical education. With his splendid voice, his

trained elocution, and his practice in the statuesque

manner which best suited him, Aeschines must have

had an advantage over his opponent in many acces-
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sories of effect. Near him in the court stood a group

of men who came to speak for him or to support

him by their presence;

—

' oligarchs', as the other side

called them,—leading members of the Macedonizing

party. Round Demosthenes were gathered friends

and advocates ofthe opposite politics—chieflygenerals

or men distinguished in other offices of the State.

The dikasts who formed the court were probably at

least a thousand in number. There was, besides, a

throng of Athenian and other Greek spectators.

Aeschines, as accuser of Ktesiphon, opens the speech of
Aeschines.

case. He warns the court not to be influenced by

the strength of the cabal on the other side. He
shows that a crown could not be given to an official

whose audit was pending. He argues that the

proclamation could not lawfully be made in the

theatre. Then he comes to the great point.

Demosthenes is not a public benefactor. He reviews

the conduct of Demosthenes in four periods—from

the Amphipolitan war to the peace of Philokrates
;

from the peace to the renewal of war; from that

renewed war to Chaeroneia; lastly, the present. It

was only when Philip had passed Thermopylae,

when the Phocians were ruined and Thebes strength-

ened, and when the makers of the peace began to be

reproached, that Demosthenes became the opponent

of Macedon. It was Demosthenes who brought on

the new war; who was the cause of the Amphictyonic

Council attacking Amphissa, and thereby of Philip

being called in: and all this in face of divine

portents :

—

i Did not the gods send us warnings and signs to be on our in ctes.

II. 26
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guard, aye, were they not eloquent with all but the voices of

men? If ever I saw a city which the gods were seeking to

save, and which certain talkers were bent on ruining, it was

ours. Was not the occurrence at the Mysteries enough to

enjoin watchfulness—the death of the initiated celebrants ?

Did not Ameiniades warn us to heed this, and to send to

Delphi and ask the god what should be done, and did not

Demosthenes object, pretending that the Pythian priestess

'had Macedonian proclivities'—the ribald, the insolent, re-

velling in the license that you allowed him ? Last of all, did

he not send out the soldiers—before sacrifices had been con-

summated or accepted—to a peril which he foresaw ? Yet

the other day he hazarded the assertion that Philip's reason

for not marching upon our territory was that the sacrifices

had not been favourable. What do you deserve, then, Demo-
sthenes, you who have the blood of Hellas upon your head ?

If the conqueror forbore to enter the country of the conquered

because the sacrifices were against him, and you, when you

could not tell what might happen, sent out the troops before

the sacrifices had given a good omen, ought you to be crowned

in honour of the city's disasters, or ought you long ago to

have been cast beyond her borders ?

' And, accordingly, what paradox or what portent is there

that has not come to pass in our time ? Our days have

not fallen on the common chances of the mortal life: we
have been set to bequeath a story of marvels to posterity.

Is not the king of Persia, he who cut through Athos and who

bridged the Hellespont, he who demands earth and water

from the Greeks, he who, in his letters, presumes to style

himself lord of all men from the sunrise to the sunset, is

he not struggling at this hour—no longer for authority over

others—but for his own lite ? Do you not see the men who

delivered the Delphian temple invested not only with that

glory but with the leadership against Persia ? While Thebes

—Thebes, our neighbour city, has in one day been swrept

from the face of Greece,—justly, it may be, in so far as

her general policy was erroneous, yet in consequence of a

folly which was no accident, but the judgment of Heaven.

The unfortunate Lacedaemonians, though they did but touch
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tliis affair, in its first phase, by their occupation of the

temple,—they who once claimed the leadership of Greece,

—

are now to be sent to Alexander in Asia to give hostages, to

parade their disasters, and to hear their own and their

country's doom from his lips, when they have been judged by

the clemency of the master whom they have provoked.

Our city, the common asylum of the Greeks, to which of old

embassies used to come from all Greece to obtain deliverance

for their several cities at our hands—is now battling, no

more for the leadership of Greece, but for the ground on

which it stands. And these things have befallen us since

Demosthenes took the direction of our policy. The poet

Hesiod well interprets such a case. There is a passage,

meant to educate democracies and to counsel cities generally,

in which he warns us not to accept dishonest leaders. I will

recite the lines myself,—the reason, I think, for our learning

the maxims of the poets in boyhood is that we may use them

as men :

—

'Oft hath the bad man been the city's hane,

And scourged bis sinless brethren for his sin :

Oft hath the all-seeing Father vexed their town

With dearth and death, and brought the people low,

Slain their strong host, cast down their fenced wall,

Broken their ships upon the stormy sea.'

( Strip these lines of their poetical garb, look at them

closely, and I think you will say that these are no mere

verses of Hesiod's ;—they are a prophecy of the Demosthenes

Administration ; for, by that Administration's agency, our

ships, our armies, our cities have been swept from the

world.'

He then contends that Demosthenes is to blame

for the league with Thebes, for the miseries of the

present, and for the neglect of three successive op-

portunities to rise against Alexander : Demosthenes

is ready to seek bribes, but not to do manly deeds:

—

"Oh, yes,' it will be replied: 'but then he is a friend of §§i63—iro.

the Constitution.' If, indeed, you have regard only to his

26—2
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delicacy—which stops at words—you will be deceived, as

you were before ; but not if you look at his character and at

the facts. I will help you to estimate the characteristics

which ought to be found in ' a friend of the Constitution/ in

a sober-minded citizen ; I will oppose to them the character

that may be looked for in an unprincipled revolutionist ; then

you shall draw your comparisons, and consider on which part

he stands—not in his language, remember, but in his life.

Now all, I think, will allow that these attributes should be-

long to 'a friend of the Constitution,'— first, he should be of

free descent by both parents, so that the disadvantage of birth

may not embitter him against those laws which preserve the

democracy ; secondly, he should be able to show that some

benefit has been done by his ancestors to the people, or, at

the worst, that there has been no enmity between them

which could prompt him to revenge the misfortunes of his

fathers on the State. Thirdly, he should be virtuous and

temperate in his private life, so that no profligate expense

may lead him into taking bribes to the hurt of the people.

Next, he should be sagacious and able to speak—since our

ideal is that the best course should be chosen by the intelli-

gence, and then commended to the hearers by the trained

eloquence, of the orator—though, if we cannot have both,

sagacity must needs take rank before eloquence. Lastly, he

must have a stout heart, or he xn^j play his country false

in the crisis of danger or of war. The friend of oligarchy

must be the opposite of all this. I need not repeat the

points. Now consider—How does Demosthenes answer to

to these conditions? The scrutiny shall be strictly just/

In the passage which follows, the speaker's hatred

breaks out with an intensity which betrays con-

scious weakness. By half his parentage, Demosthe-

nes is ' a Scythian, Greek in nothing but language,

and hence showing, in his very wickedness, the cha-

racter of the alien
r

:

—

§§ 173-176. ' But in his private life, what is he ? The trierarch sank,

to rise a pettifogger, a spendthrift ruined by his own follies.
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Then, having got a bad name in this trade too by showing

his speeches to the other side, he bounded on the stage of

public life, where his profits out of the city were as enormous

as his savings were small. Now, however, the flood of royal

gold has floated his extravagance. But not even this will

suffice. No wealth could ever hold out long against vice.

In a word, he draws his livelihood not from his own
resources but from your dangers. "What, however, are his

qualifications in respect to sagacity and to power of speech ?

A clever speaker—an evil liver. And what is the result to

Athens ? The speeches are fair—the deeds are vile. Then,

as to courage, I have a word to say. If he denied his

cowardice, or if you were not aware of it, the topic might

have called for discussion ; but since he himself admits it

in the assemblies, and you know it, it remains only to re-

mind you of the laws on the subject. Solon, our ancient

law-giver, thought that the coward should be liable to the

same penalties as the man who refuses to serve, or who
has quitted his post. Cowardice, like other offences, is in-

dictable. Some of you will perhaps ask in amazement

—

Is a man to be indicted for his temperament ? He is.

And why ? In order that every one of us, fearing the

penalties of the law more than the enemy, may be the better

champion of his country. Accordingly, the lawgiver ex-

cludes alike the man who declines service, the coward, and

the deserter of his post, from the lustral limits of the market-

place, and suffers no such person to receive a wreath of

honour or to enter places of public worship. But you, Ktesi-

phon, exhort us to set a crown on the head to which the laws

refuse it : you, by your private edict, call a forbidden guest

into the forefront of our solemn festival, and invite into

the temple of Dionysos that dastard by whom all temples

have been betrayed f

The peroration is notable in the history of ora-

tory :

—

' Remember, then, that the city whose fate rests with you §§?56—2go.

is no alien city, but your own. Give the prizes of ambition
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by merit, not by chance ; reserve your rewards for those

whose manhood is truer and whose characters are worthier
;

look at each other and judge, not only with your ears but

with your eyes, who of your number are likely to support

Demosthenes. His youthful companions in the chase or

the gymnasium ? No, by the Olympian Zeus ! He has not

spent his life in hunting or in any healthful exercise, but in

cultivating rhetoric to be used against men of property.

Think of his boastfulness, when he claims, by his embassy,

to have snatched Byzantium out of the hands of Philip,

to have thrown the Acarnanians into revolt, to have asto-

nished the Thebans with his harangue ! He thinks that you

have reached a point of fatuity at which you can be made to

believe even this—as if your fellow-citizen were the Goddess

of Persuasion, instead of a pettifogging mortal. And when,

at the end of his speech, he calls as his advocates those who

shared his bribes, imagine that you see on this platform,

where I now speak before you, an array drawn up to confront

their profligacy—the benefactors of Athens ; Solon, who

ordered the democracy by his glorious laws, the philosopher,

the good legislator, entreating you, with that gravity which

so well became him, never to set the rhetoric of Demo-
sthenes above your oaths and above the law ; Aristides,—
wdio assessed the tribute of the Confederacy, and whose

daughters, after his death, were dowered by the State,—in-

dignant at the contumely threatened to Justice, and asking,

Are you not ashamed? When Arthmios of Zeleia brought

Persian gold to Greece, and visited Athens, our fathers ivell-

nighputhim to death, though he was our public guest, and pro-

claimed him expelled from Athens and from all territory that

the Athenians rule; while Demosthenes, who has not brought

us Persian gold, but has taken bribes for himself and has

kept them to this day, is about to receive a golden wreath from
you ! And Themistokles, and they who died at Marathon

and Plataea, aye, and the very graves of our forefathers—do

you not think that they will utter a voice of lamentation,

if he who covenants with barbarians to work against Greece

shall be—crowned ?

'
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This was the true climax. But Aeschines felt

the pressure of the Attic rule. He must not end

thus. The storm must be laid in a final harmony.

And so he passed on to the most tremendous failure

that ever followed so close upon a triumph :

—

'0 Earth and Sunlight ! ye influences of Goodness, of

Intelligence, of that Culture by which we learn to distinguish

things beautiful or shameful

—

I have done my duty, I have

finished. If the part of the accuser has been performed well

and adequately to the offence, then I have spoken as I wished,

—if defectively, yet I have spoken as I could. Judge for your-

selves from what has been spoken or from what has been

left unsaid, and give your sentence in accordance with jus-

tice and with the interests of Athens.'

Apart from all faults of form, the hearers must Fatal weak-
ness of the

have felt that this speech had one signal fault oi Speeck '

matter. Aeschines had not dared to show his colours.

He had not dared to say—' I maintain that it was

expedient to be friendly with Macedon, and there-

fore I deny that Demosthenes was a patriot'. He
had tried to save appearances. He had dealt in

abuse and in charges of corruption. But he had left

the essence of the Demosthenic policy absolutely

untouched.

Ktesiphon, as ostensible defendant, introduced R*viy of

the defence. Demosthenes then spoke. He stands, sthenes -

he says, in a greater danger than Aeschines—his

whole political existence is at stake. After noticing

irrelevant changes made by his adversary, he draws

a picture of Greece at the end of the Phocian war.

The results of the Peace of Philokrates were due

to Athens being misled by the Macedonian party.

Having given the judges a firm basis for an estimate
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of his policy, he turns to the two legal points. Then

he comes to the great point. Has he deserved well

of Greece ? He describes the Hellenic policy which

he, on the part of Athens, had represented ; he re-

calls the course of events down to the moment before

Philip seized Elateia ; and he proceeds :—

•

dTcov!" 'Having by these means brought the cities into such
§§ iffd -i9i. dispositions towards each other, Philip, encouraged by these

decrees and these replies, came in his strength, and seized

Elateia—sure that, happen what would, we and the Thebans

could never more conspire. Enough—you all know what a

storm then awoke in the city. Yet listen to me for a moment,

suffer me to give you the barest outline.

'It was evening when a courier came to the presidents of

the assembly with the news that Elateia had been seized.

The presidents instantly rose from table—they were supping

at the moment : some of them hastened to clear the market-

place of the shopmen, and to burn the wickerwork of the

booths: others, to send for the Generals and order the sound-

ing of the call to the Assembly. The city was in a tumult.

At dawn next day the presidents convoked the Senate, you

hurried to the Ekklesia, and before the Senate could go

through its forms or could report, the whole people were

in assembly on the hill. Then, when the Senate had come

in, when the presidents had reported the news that they

had received, and had introduced the messenger, who told

his tale, the herald repeatedly asked, Who wishes to speak ?

But no one came forward. Again and again he put the

question—in vain. No one would rise, though all the ge-

nerals, though all the public speakers were present, though

our Country was crying aloud, with the voice that comes

home to all, for a champion of the commonwealth—if in

the solemn invitation given by the herald we may truly

deem that we hear our Country's summons. Yet, if they

should have come forward who wished Athens safe, every

man in this court, aye, every man in Athens, would have

risen and moved towards the platform. Every man of
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you, I know well, wished the city to be saved. Or, if it was

a time for the capitalists, there were our three hundred

richest men ; or if for the representatives of patriotism and

wealth combined, there were the men who, a little later,

proved at once their loyalty and their opulence by giving

such large benevolences. But no—it seems that that crisis,

that hour, demanded not merely a patriot, not merely a capi-

talist, but a man who had followed the train of events from

the beginning, who had accurately reasoned out why and

wherefore Philip was acting thus. A man who did not know

this, who had not made it the subject of long and thorough

research, might be ever so loyal, might be ever so rich, but

he was not the man to see what should be done or to direct

your course. Such a man was found that day in me. I

came forward and spoke words to which, for two reasons, I

now claim your attention ; first, that you may see how I was

the only one of the speakers or the statesmen who, in danger,

did not desert the patriot's post, but brought myself to the

proof by proposing and framing measures for your welfare in

the very hour of panic ; secondly, because this bestowal of

a few moments will place you in a much better position for

estimating the future of your entire policy.

'What I said was this :
—

' They who are so much alarmed

by the belief that Philip has already got the Thebans do not,

I think, comprehend the situation ; I feel convinced that, if

this was the case, we should have been hearing of him, not at

Elateia, but on our frontiers. That he has come, however, to

make things ready at Thebes, I am certain. Look (I said)

how it stands. Every Theban that could be bribed or

blinded has been made a tool by Philip : those who with-

stood him from the first, and who oppose him now, he can

never win. What does he mean ? Why has he seized Elateia?

He means, by displaying his power and planting his camp
close at hand, to cheer and embolden his own friends, and to

strike terror into his opponents, so that they may either

concede from fear what they now refuse, or may be com-

pelled to the concession. Now, if we choose (I said) to make
this a time for remembering any unpleasantness that the
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Thebans may have brought into their relations with us, and

to distrust them as if they were to be classed with enemies,

then, in the first place, we shall be doing what Philip would

pray for; in the next, I am afraid that those who are

now his adversaries may open their arms to him, and so,

with one accord, they will all become Philip's men, and he

and they will march on Attica together. If, however, you

will listen to me, and will give yourselves to thinking, in-

stead of wrangling, over my suggestions, I believe that I shall

be pronounced to be in the right, and shall avert the danger

impending over Athens. What, then, do I advise? First,

that we should remit our present fear : next, that we should

transfer it to another object, and tremble, as one man, for

the Thebans—they are much nearer to the danger than

we, and must bear its first brunt:—then, that you should

march out to Eleusis, all of you that are of the age for

service, as well as the Knights, and show the world that you,

too, are in arms, so that your friends at Thebes may be at no

disadvantage for making their protest on behalf of justice,

but may know that, even as the men who are selling their

country to Philip have a power hard by at Elateia to help

them, so they who are ready to do battle for freedom are

secure of prompt aid from you, if they are attacked. Next,

I would have you elect ten ambassadors and empower them,

in conjunction with the Generals, to fix the time and the

strength of the expedition. The ambassadors once at Thebes,

what line are they to take? Mark my words here. They

must not ask the Thebans for anything—-it would be dis-

creditable at such a time— but must promise to afford aid if

it should be required, since the Thebans are in extremities,

and our view of what may come is less disturbed than theirs.

Then, if the Thebans accept these offers and listen to us, we
shall have compassed our own desires, and at the same time

shall come before the world in an attitude worthy of Athens
;

or if, by any chance, the diplomacy should miscarry, they will

have themselves to blame for any error they may commit

now, and we shall stand guiltless of everything dishonourable

or craven.'
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'Thus, or to this effect, I spoke, and left the platform.

Everyone approved—there was not a dissentient ; and what

then ? I did not make a speech and leave others to move
a resolution. I did not move a resolution, and leave others

to go on an embassy. I did not go on an embassy, and leave

others to persuade the Thebans. No. I went through with

the business from the beginning to the end ; I gave myself

to you without reservation in face of the perils that encom-

passed the city.—[Read me the decree that wTas made that

fay
"1 ***** *

These were the first steps towards the adjustment of our

relations to Thebes, at a time when enmity, hatred and dis-

trust had been sown between our cities by yonder men.

'The people gave their voice, and the danger that hung

upon our borders went by like a cloud. Tlien was the time

for the upright citizen to show the world if he could suggest

anything better :

—

noiv, his cavils come too late. The states-

man and the adventurer are alike in nothing, but there is

nothing in which they differ more than in this. The states-

man declares his mind before the event, and submits himself

to be tested by those who have believed him, by fortune, by

his own use of opportunities, by everyone and everything.

The adventurer is silent when he ought to have spoken, and

then, if there is a disagreeable result, he fixes an eye of

malice upon that. As I have said, then was the opportunity

of the man who cared for Athens and for the assertion of

justice. But I am prepared to go further:—If anyone can

noiv show a better course, or, in a word, can point out any

precaution which was possible and which I did not adopt,

I plead guilty. If anyone has had a new light as to some-

thing which it wrould have been expedient to do then,

I protest that this ought not to be concealed from me.

But if there neither is nor was any such thing ; if no one

to this very hour is in a position to name it ; then what was

your adviser to do ? Was he not to choose the best of the

visible and feasible alternatives ? And this is what I did,

Aeschines, when the herald asked, Who tuishes to speak ?

His question was not, Who wishes to rake up old accusations!
1
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or, Who wishes to give pledges of the future ? In those

days, you sat dumb in the assemblies. I came forward and

spoke. Come now—it is better late than never: point out

what argument should have been discovered—what oppor-

tunity that might have served has not been used by me in the

interests of Athens—what alliance, what policy was available

which I might better have commended to our citizens?'

Having shown that the course taken by his party

was the most advantageous open to loyal Athenians,

the speaker goes on to take yet higher ground. This

course failed. But it is not therefore to be regretted.

By it alone could honour have been saved :

—

§§199—209. 'As, however, he bears so hardly upon the results, I am
ready to make a statement which may sound startling. I

ask every man, as he fears Zeus and the gods, not to be

shocked at my paradox until he has calmly considered my
meaning. I say that, if the event had been manifest to the

whole world beforehand, if all men had been fully aware of

it, if you, Aeschines, who never opened your lips, had been

ever so loud or so shrill in prophecy or in protest, not even

then ought Athens to have forsaken this course, if Athens

had any regard for her glory, or for her past, or for the

ages to come. Now, of course, she seems to have failed
;

but failure is for all men when Heaven so decrees. In the

other case, she, who claims the first place in Greece, would

have renounced it, and would have incurred the reproach of

having betrayed all Greece to Philip. If she had indeed

betrayed without a blow those things for which our ancestors

endured every imaginable danger, who would not have

spurned, Aeschines, at you ? Not at Athens—the gods for-

bid !—nor at me. In the name of Zeus, how could we have

looked visitors in the face if, things having come to their

present pass—Philip having been elected leader and lord

of all—the struggle against it had been sustained by others

without our help, and this, though never once in her past

history our city had preferred inglorious safety to the perilous

vindication of honour 1 What Greek, what barbarian does
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not know that the Thebans, and their predecessors in power,

the Lacedaemonians, and the Persian King, would have

been glad and thankful to let Athens take anything that

she liked, besides keeping what she had got, if she would

only have done what she was told, and allowed some other

Power to lead Greece ? Such a bargain, however, was for

the Athenians of those days neither traditional nor con-

genial nor supportable. In the whole course of her annals, no

one could ever persuade Athens to side with dishonest

strength, to accept a secure slavery, or to desist, at any

moment in her career, from doing battle and braving danger

for preeminence, for honour and for renown.

'You, Athenians, find these principles so worthy of vene-

ration, so accordant with your own character, that you praise

none of your ancestors so highly as those who put them

into action. You are right. Who must not admire the

spirit of men who were content to quit their country, and

to exchange their city for their triremes, in the cause of

resistance to dictation ; who put Themistokles, the author

of this course, at their head, while as for Kyrsilos, the man
who gave his voice for accepting the enemy's terms, they

stoned him to death, yes, and his wife was stoned by the

women of Athens ? The Athenians of those days were not

in search of an orator or a general who should help them to an

agreeable servitude. No. They would not hear of life itself

if they were not to live free. Each one of them held that

he had been born the son, not only of his father and his

mother, but of his country also. And wherein is the differ-

ence ? It is here. He that recognises no debt of piety save to

his parents awaits his death in the course of destiny and of

nature. But he that deems himself the son of his country

also will be ready to die sooner than see her enslaved.

In his estimate, those insults, those dishonours which must

be suffered in his city when she has lost her freedom will

be accounted more terrible than death.

' If I presumed to say that it was / who thus inspired

you with a spirit worthy of your ancestors, there is not a man
present who might not properly rebuke me. What I do

maintain is that these principles of conduct were your own

;
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that this spirit existed in the city before my intervention, but

that, in the successive chapters of events, I had my share

of merit as your servant. Aeschines, on the contrary, de-

nounces our policy as a whole, invokes your resentment

against me as the author of the city's terrors and dangers,

and, in his anxiety to wrest from me the distinction of the

hour, robs you of glories which will be celebrated as long

as time endures. For, if you condemn Ktesiphon on the

ground that my public course was misdirected, then you

will be adjudged guilty of error: you will no longer appear

as sufferers by the perversity of fortune.

'But never, Athenians, never can it be said that you erred

when you took upon you that peril for the freedom and the

safety of all ! No, by our fathers who met the danger at

Marathon, no, by our fathers who stood in the ranks at

Plataea, no, by our fathers who did battle on the waters of

Salamis and Artemision, no, by all the brave who sleep in

tombs at which their country paid those last honours which

she had awarded, Aeschines, to all of them alike, not alone

to the successful or the victorious ! And her award was

just. The part of brave men had been done by all. The

fortune experienced by the individual among them had been

allotted by a Power above man.'

The nobility of this great speech declares itself

not least in this, that the inevitable recital of per-

sonal services never once sinks into self-glorifica-

tion. It is held above that by the speaker's proud

consciousness that he has wrought, not for himself,

but for Athens and Greece, not for ambition, but

for sacred things, for duty and for honour, and

that he can show this by proofs the most trium-

phant. When, at the end, he offers himself for com-

parison with any other counsellor, his right to do so

has been so luminously established that this is felt to

be no vaunt by which his dignity is lowered. On the
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contrary, it is a self-vindication demanded by respect

alike for himself and for those by whom his counsels

had been adopted. In relation to the Attic theory

of eloquence, it is most instructive to compare the

perorations of Aeschines and Demosthenes. Aeschi- The two
x perorations

nes
;
not being a true artist, stands in awe of the art.

com^ared -

He does not venture to be original and to stop at his

real climax. He must needs conform with the artistic

usage of a final harmony ; and he mars all. Demos-

thenes, the master, can make his art obey him. With

true instinct, he feels this to be the rare case which

the rule does not fit. The emotions of the hearers

have been stirred beyond the point of obedience to

the pulses of an ordered music. His intense appeal

to the memories of his countrymen ends in a storm

of imprecation and of prayer :—
1 Here is the proof. Not when my extradition was de- §§ 322—324.

manded, not when they sought to arraign me before the

Amphictyonic Council, not for all their menaces or their

offers, not when they set these villains like wild beasts

upon me, have I ever been untrue to the loyalty I bear

you. From the outset, I chose the path of a straight-

forward and righteous statesmanship, to cherish the digni-

ties, the prerogatives, the glories of my country : to exalt

them: to stand by their cause. I do not go about the

marketplace radiant with joy at my country's disasters, hold-

ing out my hand and telling my good news to anyone wdio,

I think, is likely to report it in Macedon ; I do not hear of

my country's successes with a shudder and a groan and a

head bent to earth, like the bad men who pull Athens to

pieces, as if, in so doing, they were not tearing their own

reputations to shreds, who turn their faces to foreign lands,

and, when an alien has triumphed by the ruin of the Greeks,

give their praises to that exploit, and vow that vigilance

must be used to render that triumph eternal.
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'Never, Powers of Heaven, may any brow of the

Immortals be bent in approval of that prayer !

Rather, if it may be, breathe even into these men a

better mind and heart ; but if so it is that to these

can come no healing, then grant that these, and these

alone, may perish utterly and early on land and

on the deep: and to us, the remnant, send the swift-

est deliverance from the terrors gathered above

our heads, send us the salvation that stands fast

perpetually.'

Two thousand years have challenged a tradition

which lives, and will always live, wherever there is

left a sense for the grandest music which an exqui-

site language could yield to a sublime enthusiasm

—

that, when Demosthenes ceased, those who had come

from all parts of Greece to hear, that day, the

epitaph of the freedom which they had lost, and a

defence of the honour which they could still leave

to their children, had listened to the masterpiece

of the old world's oratory, perhaps to the supreme

achievement of human eloquence. But this wonder-

ful speech, though the greatest, is not the most

characteristic work of its author. The speech On
the Crown is a retrospect : Demosthenes was a

The enthusi- prophet. 'His genius as an orator takes its pecu-
asmofDe- j.

L ° r

Tt8

S

chamf r s^amP irom the concurrence of two conditions
Ur which have seldom been united with an equal

completeness, which are not likely, perhaps, to be

completely united again, but which, whenever they

have so met, have made an epoch of poetry or of

oratory. The first is that a free and highly civilised

race should be threatened with the overthrow of

its civil liberties ; the second, that this political
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disaster should have, at the same time, the aspect

of a religious defilement. When the national

peril is also a menaced pollution, when the cause

of altars and of hearths is not only formally or

nominally, but in the inmost feelings of the people,

one, then the two mightiest inspirations of humanity

co-operate, and they who arise to warn, to counsel

or to reprove seem both to others and to themselves

most like the interpreters of Heaven. The Greeks

were, in their own view, something even more than

a chosen people ; they were, as they conceived, a

race primarily and lineally distinct from all the races

of men, the very children of the gods, whose holy

separation was attested by that deep instinct of their

nature which taught them to loathe the alien. No
one can ever understand Demosthenes who does not

continually keep in mind how Demosthenes regarded

Philip—not as the descendant of Herakles, not as

a prince of the Argive house who, in a royal exile

like that of Teukros, happened to reign over foreign

highlanders, but as the personal embodiment of bar-

barian violence, as the type and the head of those

aliens whose foul swarms threatened to break the pure

circle of Hellas and to obliterate, or contaminate,

everything which Greeks regarded as a sacred dis-

tinction of their life. If, as has been complained,

his eloquence, instead of flowing, rushes, if his in-

tensity is found monotonous, if he is perceived to be

deficient in ease and clearness, let it be remembered

that, Greek and artist as he is, things stronger than

blood give him his affinity with Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

Once only, perhaps, in the history of the world has

ii. 27
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a man of Indo-Germanic race, with something like

the same gifts, stood in something like the mental

attitude of Demosthenes, and this in the city

which of all cities has most resembled his own.

Florence, with its active and conscious citizenship,

its intelligence and curiosity, its fickleness, its pa-

triotism for Italy, was the Athens, as steady and

somewhat rigid Venice was the Sparta, of the

Italian republics ; and the Athens of Eubulos had

more ignoble analogies with the Florence of Lo-

renzo 1
. "When invasion was threatening from the

North, when political freedom was in danger, and

when it seemed that the Church also must be scourg-

ed before it could be regenerated, a prophet arose

whose one hope was of a resurrection for the spirit

of his people and whose passionate denunciations

sought to burst, while there was time, the fatal bonds

of a cynical lethargy. ' Italy ! Rome ! I give

you over to the hands of a people who will wipe you

out from among the nations ! I see them descend-

ing like lions. Pestilence comes marching hand in

hand with war. The deaths will be so many that

the buriers shall go through the streets crying out :

Who hath dead, who hath dead ? And one will

bring his father and another his son. O Rome ! I

cry again to you to repent ! Repent, Venice ! Milan,

repent!' 2 The soul of Demosthenes was among

men when, in the Dome of Florence, above the sobs

and wailings of a great multitude, the anguish of

Savonarola went forth on words that were as flame.

1 See the c Renaissance in Italy, Symonds, pp. 169 f.

Age of the Desfjots; by Mr J. A. 2
ib. p. 448.
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CHAPTEK XXIII.

RETROSPECT.

It will now be useful to look back on the whole de-

velopment from Antiphon to Demosthenes, and to

trace the main lines of its course.

The ground for an artistic Athenian oratory was

prepared partly by the popular Dialectic of the eastern

Sophists, partly by the Sicilian Rhetoric. Interme-

diate between these stood the earliest artist of ora-

torical prose, Gorgias ; differing from the eastern

Sophists in laying more stress on expression than on

management of argument, and from the Sicilian

Rhetoricians in cultivating his faculty empirically,

not theoretically.

Two principal tendencies appear in the beginnings two early
tendencies—

of Attic oratory. One of these sets out from theJ^fJST

forensic Rhetoric of Sicily, in combination with the
the °man'

popular Dialectic of the Sophists, and is but slightly

affected by Gorgias. It is represented by the writers

of the e austere ' style, of whom Antiphon and Thu-

cydides are the chief. From Thucydides to Demo-

sthenes this manner is in abeyance, partly because it °
d^^nU

27—2
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is in itself unsuited to forensic purposes, partly be-

cause its grave emphasis has come to seem archaic.

The second tendency is purely Gorgian, and, after

having had several obscure representatives, is taken

up by Isokrates, who gives to it a corrected, a

complete and a permanent form. From a com-

promise between this second tendency and the idiom

of daily life arises the ( plain ' style of Lysias. The

transition from Lysias to a strenuous political ora-

tory is marked by Isaeos. Then comes the matured

political oratory, giving new combinations to types

already developed, and, in its greatest representa-

tive, uniting them all.

jntipkon Antiphon and Thucydides have been strongly
and Thucy- r J Q J

dms
- influenced, as to arrangement and form of argument,

by Dialectic and Rhetoric. In regard to expression,

they have been influenced by the synonym-lore, such

as that of Prodikos, but hardly at all by the oratory

of Gorgias. In expression, they are essentially pio-

neers. Those things which they have in common

are to a great extent the necessary traits of early

Greek prose, before the language was a perfectly

flexible material, when that prose was wrought by

a vigorous and subtle mind. Such traits are, how-

ever, numerous enough and strong enough to justify

us in holding that they constitute a style. The

characteristics of this
e austere ' style have been ana-

The'aus. lysed in reference to Antiphon. Such a manner
tare' style

u
#

x

not forensic. cou\^ not possibly keep its place in the forensic

field. Legal controversy, growing subtle, terse and

eager, would become as uncongenial to the prose

of Antiphon as to the prose of Milton. A concep-
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tion of the general effect will be assisted, per-

haps, by a rough English parallel. In 1626 the

Judges were called in to assist the House of Lords

regarding a claim to the earldom of Oxford, and

Chief Justice Crewe delivered an address in which

this passage occurred 1
:

—

' This great honour, this high and noble dignity, hath con-

tinued ever since in the remarkable surname of De Vere,

by so many ages, descents, and generations, as no other

kingdom can produce a peer in one of the self-same name
and title. I find in all this length of time but two at-

tainders of this noble family, and those in stormy and tem-

pestuous times, when the government was unsettled and the

kingdom in competition. I have laboured to make a cove-

nant with myself that affection may not press upon judg-

ment; for I suppose there is no man that hath any appre-

hension of gentry and nobleness, but his affection stands to

the continuance of so noble a name and house, and would

take hold of a twig or a twine-thread to uphold it. And
yet Time hath its revolutions ; there must be a period and

an end to all temporal things

—

finis rerum, an end of names,

and dignities, and whatsoever- is terrene, and why not of

De Vere % For where is Bohun ? where is Mowbray ? where

is Mortimer ? Nay, which is more and most of all, where

is Plantagenet ? They are entombed in the urns and sepul-

chres of mortality. And yet let the name and dignity of

De Vere stand so long as it pleaseth God !'

The c austere ' manner is, in one respect, better Tkucydides:

represented by Thucydides than by Antiphon. Its

avddheia, or haughty independence, finds a larger

scope in the work of the philosophical historian. We
are concerned here, not with the individual genius

of Thucydides, but with the rhetorical prose-writer

1 I quote this from Mr Forsyth's oratory in England, before the

Hortensius, p. 315, who selects it modern eloquence of Erskine.

as an example of early forensic
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as influenced by his age : and for us, therefore, the

us speeches, speeches are most significant. These are the essays

of Thucydides himself in an oratory which is dra-

matic as regards the sentiment, but not as regards

the form. They may be taken, then, as indicating his

relation both to the practice and to the theory of his

day. Out of forty-one speeches (excluding the two

dialogues) one is panegyrical—the Epitaphios : thirty-

eight are hortatory : and two are forensic—those,

namely, of the Plataeans and the Thebans before

th?™™kci- their Lacedaemonian judges 1
. The Epitaphios, the

tlric.

e
* forensic speeches, and (e. g.) the deliberative speeches

of Hermokrates and Athenagoras in Book VI., all

bear the impress of the Sicilian Rhetoric in their

conscious partition. Proem, prothesis, narrative,

proof, epilogue succeed each other—with more or

less completeness according to circumstances—as

distinct parts. Figures, whether of thought or of

language, are avoided even more than by Antiphon.

The influence of Gorgias is seen only faintly and

generally in attention to parallelism or symmetry

:

his distinctive ornaments—parison and the like—are

Bent of eschewed. Nothing is more Thucydidean than the
Thucydides ° J

i^expres- determination to express each idea, or part of an

idea, in the way that best suits it, regardless of what

has gone before or what is coming : hence his changes

of construction. His freer, though rougher, hand-

ling of the periodic style, as compared with Anti-

phon s, arises from his effort to present a complex

idea as an organic whole. He will not make his

sentence a bed of Prokrustes for his thought. This

1
ill. 53—59 ; 61—67.
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alone would explain the sympathy with Thucydides Thucydides
L «/ i •/ «/ an(x Demo-

felt by the intense Demosthenes, who saw that the sthems -

' austere ' style had something more than an anti-

quarian interest—that it meant a certain set of capa-

cities in the organ which he wished to perfect ; and

who studied these capacities, not in Antiphon, but

in Thucydides.

Kritias and Andokides stand together as cul- Krims and

# #
Andokides.

tivated amateurs of the phase when this earlier

manner of Antiphon and Thucydides was already

felt to be too rigid for practical life, but when,

nevertheless, an alternative manner had not yet

been artistically shaped. Kritias, like Andokides,

appears to have avoided the poetical diction as well

as the figures of Gorgias ; and is named along

with Andokides as a witness to the currency of the

idiom used by Lysias 1
.

Thrasymachos of Chalkedon gave a new turn to Thmsyma-
J ° chos.

the progress of Attic prose. The modern world

knows him best from the Phaedros, where he figures

as a puerile pedant of the Sicilian Rhetoric. To

Aristotle and Theophrastos, however, he was known

less as a theorist than as an orator, and as an orator,

moreover, of original and remarkable merits. These ms services.

merits were chiefly three. First, he was the founder

of a c middle ' style : intermediate, not between the

Gorgian and the Lysian—for the Lysian had not

yet arisen—but between the Gorgian, or poetical,

and the colloquial. Secondly, he matured that

terse, compact period (crpoyyiiXr], avv€o-rpa[X[jiepr])
9

fittest for real contests, which in Antiphon is still

1 Dionys. de Lys. c. 2.
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rude, but which, is found in the more artistic speeches

of Lysias. Thirdly, he corrected the Gorgian idea

of rhythmical beauty {evpvOixia) in prose, by moderat-

ing the effort to frame prose in the strict rhythms

of verse, and, according to Aristotle—though the

fragments of Thrasymachos do not illustrate that

jus place in statement—by introducing the paeon 1
. The signifi-

the history. <t o ± o

cance of Thrasymachos is twofold. In respect to

rhythm and to his conception of a middle style, he

may be considered as the forerunner of Isokrates.

In respect to his development of the terse period, to

his training in the forensic Rhetoric, and to the

practical bent of his work, he is the pioneer of

Lysias and of those orators, whether forensic or

deliberative, who are in contrast with the Gorgians

and Isokratics.

Lysias. Lysias now completes the reaction from the

poeticism of Gorgias and the stateliness of Antiphon.

He boldly takes as his material the diction of the

private citizen who has had the ordinary Athenian

education ; and, being an artist of true genius, Ly-

sias shapes out of this a singularly beautiful prdse.

The conception was fortunate ; it was in essential

harmony with the spirit of Attic Greek ; and, if

a Lysias had not arisen, the world would not have

known some most delicate felicities of that idiom.

It was a faculty of the language developed once for

all, committed to an exquisite record, and thus

secured against the possibility of being missed by

anyone who hereafter should aim at mastery over all

the resources of Attic speech. Nor was the lesson

1 Above, p. 61.
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lost on Demosthenes and Hypereides any more than

on the Augustan Atticists.

It might have seemed that a finished simplicity isolates.

so congenial to the Attic spirit had for ever super-

seded the ideal of Gorgias. But, just as the in-

fluence of that ideal was declining, a pupil of Gor-

gias came forward to show that his master's theory,

though deformed by extravagances, was grounded

in truth. Isokrates proved that, without loss of

ease and fluency, prose may be artistically ornate in

the general sense of Gorgias, (that is, with the aid

of certain embellishments proper to poetry,) if only

these are rightly chosen and are temperately used.

The great difference between the work of Lysias and fomparii

the work of Isokrates is this :—Lysias did perfectly lysias!'
°

what could be done to such perfection in pure Attic

alone : Isokrates did excellently, though not fault-

lessly, a thing from which the finest instincts of

Attic Greek were averse, but which, on the other

hand, could be reproduced with fair success in any

language that was sufficiently flexible and polished.

Lysias traced the canon of Attic subtlety. Isokrates

sent his influence from Greece into modern Europe infounds a
m

Normal

by founding a norm of literary prose. Frose -

Two circumstances especially favoured his apti-

tude for such a task. The first was that, until after

the time of Aristotle, epideictic oratory, the branch

of Isokrates, had a higher dignity in general estima- Estimation

tion than either the forensic or the deliberative, ifanl.

A forensic or a deliberative speech had served its

purpose when it had been spoken ; it might be pub-

lished, for students or for statesmen ; but it was not
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intrinsically a part of the national literature in the

same sense as (for instance) the Panegyrikos. Aris-

totle, who had probably heard Demosthenes, notices

him only cursorily. Theophrastos, in tracing the

development of Attic prose, stopped at Isokrates.

It was only later Greek critics who could see things

The school in a more just perspective. Secondly, Isokrates is
of Isokrates. °

, .

J

the only considerable Attic writer who was also

a popular teacher of composition. He could affirm

that all the men formed in his school had the same

stamp of style : and, so far as the statement can be

The iso- tested, it seems to be strictly true. The Isokratic
kratic Prose 7 J

ThTefiTfor prose was meant to be read rather than to be spoken.

This is the basis of its character, distinguishing it

from the earlier rhetorical prose, and fitting it to

influence the literary prose of the modern world.

To the conservative section of the Gorgian school

this seemed, of course, an error. When Alkidamas 1

attacked Isokrates in his essay against the composers

of e written discourses' (ypanrovs \6yovs),—meaning,

by that phrase, discourses composed, not to be

spoken, but to be read,—he was loyal to the genuine

tradition of his master. The object of Gorgias was

to cultivate the faculty of oral and extemporary

eloquence. But Isokrates, moved partly by his own

want of voice and nerve, partly by the desire of

teaching all Greece and of doing permanent work,

resolved that epideictic oratory should have a

1 Sauppe (O. A. it. 156) and 327 f.), reviewing the arguments,

others reject the nepl tSv rovs pronounces—rightly, to my think-

ypcmTovs \6yovs ypacj)6vT(Dv rj 7repi ing—for its genuineness.

<roct>i(TT<Dv. Blass (Att. Ber. n.
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literary form. For these purposes, as he saw, the

composition of Gorgias and Thrasymachos, with its

short clauses, was not sufficiently copious : that of

Thucydides was now too rough. He sought, then,

to give speech a fuller flow and a softer tone : and

he moderated the use of every ornament which

disturbs this flow or violates this tone. The chief its broad
characteris-

marks of Isokratic prose are,— the avoidance of tics -

poetical diction ; the ampler period ; evenness, ob-

tained especially by systematic care against the

collision of vowels ; and the sparing admission of

anything like a declamatory or passionate strain.

These essential characteristics, to judge from frag-

ments and from notices, were common to the Isokratic

school. Epideictic Rhetoric, in application to its

old subjects, was doomed. The first generation of

Isokratics already felt that it could not last out

their time, and were led, therefore, to widen their

range. The application of Epideictic Rhetoric to its influence

#

° L x
. f on History-

History was a gain for Rhetoric, and, on the whole, writina-

a decided gain for the popular culture of that day :

it was even so far a gain to History that much good

work was done by men like Theopompos who, fifty

years before, would have left nothing but a collec-

tion of panegyrical discourses. On the other hand,

the vice of an origin from the Rhetoric of display

became disastrously apparent when lesser men than

Theopompos began to think that they must be accu-

rate if they could, but brilliant at all costs. This

evil tendency, however, did not fully set in until the

style itself was declining : and it ought not to mis-

lead us into underrating the value to literature of
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Theopom-
pos.

Ephoros.

TheodeJctes.

Kepliisodo-
ros.

the Isokratic prose. Tbeopompos was a thoroughly

Isokratic composer, but, as might be expected in the

disciple who ( needed the curb/ had more force and

passion. Ephoros, emulating the smooth copiousness

of his master, was languid and diffuse. Such a contrast

of personal temperaments and faculties is the best pos-

sible evidence to the definiteness of that common

type which could still be recognised in both. The

same type was equally clear in Theodektes, who

seems to have had some dialectical training ; and in

Kephisodoros, who shared the orthodox hostility of

his school to dialectic. In short, there was now

a literary method, not to be obscured by individuali-

ties of culture or of aptitude, in virtue of which its

possessor could be called Isokratic.

By 350 B.C. this method had no longer any

serious rival in its claim to be considered as the

normal prose. A writer like the so-called Anti-

sthenes might popularise his dialectic in such a piece

as the controversy between Ajax and Odysseus.

Alkidamas might defend, and Lykophron illustrate,

the principles of Gorgias. Polykrates and Zoilos

might show that something of Lysian elegance could

be carried into other fields than the forensic. But,

for the general uses of literature, the Isokratic style

had been accepted as the standard. This may be

seen from the way in which its influence grew upon

its influence writers outside the school. Plato's style has no law—how far

Mt by piato. j^ itself; it has its unique place in the border-land

between poetry and prose, being, as a rule, at its

highest when it is nearer to the former. For our

present purpose, it would scarcely be profitable to

The Isokra-
tic Type
becomes the

standard of
prose.

Its rivals.
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dwell on the Menexenos. The general marks of its

style are manifest ; the easy, irregular structure of

dialogue interferes with the management of the

unwonted oratorical period ; the ornament is in the

immature manner of Gorgias, not at all in that of

Isokrates or Lysias ; the diction shows occasional

redundance, and even what a modern reader can

agree with ancient Greek criticism in regarding as

of doubtful correctness ; the habit of irony slips into

a homeliness which, here, is grotesque ; and a few

phrases are
c not far from dithyrambs.' But then

it might always be answered that, at worst, the

Menexenos is an imperfectly elaborated joke. The

influence of the new prose, in so far as it was felt by

Plato, must be sought on a surer and broader

ground. Two general characteristics of his later

work seem to afford such ground. First : the later,

as compared with the earlier, dialogues

—

e.g. the

Laws, Timaeos, Kritias as compared with the Re-

public—have less of short question and answer, and

more of continuous exposition. The style of oral

dialogue is passing over into a finished literary

prose. Secondly : the strongest single peculiarity

of the new prose—avoidance of hiatus—becomes

more and more marked the later down we go. The

instances of hiatus in the Phaedros are not one half

so numerous as in the Republic or the Symposium,

and the rate of decrease is (approximately) progres-

sive in the Laivs,Philebos, Timaeos, Ifritias, Sophistes,

Politikos l
; suggesting that an emendation which,

1 See a rough estimate of the averages in Blass, Att. Ber. n.

426 f.
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in these dialogues, introduces hiatus is, so far, im-

probable a priori.

lnd
r

xmo. Xenophon was no trained rhetor. The natural

eloquence which did good service in the Retreat was

of the rough and ready kind ; nor, in writing, did

he consciously or systematically aim at art. If he

had studied expression, he would probably have be-

come Lysian: as it is, in his manner of neither

seeking nor declining ornament, he is sometimes

like Andokides. Xenophon, living away from

Athens, did not come under the direct influence

of the Isokratic school. But there are indications,

which a sober criticism can scarcely reject, that in

his later years he was strongly influenced as a writer

by his fellow-demesman and early friend, whose

works were then read throughout Greece. Xeno-

phon was engaged on the Hellenika to the end of

his life ; and the Agesilaos, of which the genuineness

seems certain, was one of his very latest writings.

In both these there is a distinct dualism of style.

The last five books of the Hellenika are decidedly

smoother and more copious than their predecessors :

they have something of the Isokratic manner which

just then was coming into history. The Agesilaos is

thoroughly Xenophontic in diction : the structure of

the sentences is, on the whole, rather stiff and uni-

form : there are characteristic oddities

—

e.g., the fre-

quency of ye fjuTjVy dWd \x,r\v—as in the Hipparehikos

and elsewhere. But the historical portion—a narra-

tive of the hero's deeds, partly adapted from the

Hellenika—is separate from the rest in its greater

smoothness of flow.
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Unquestionably it was more as a practical teacher isokrates
* J *- and Aris-

than as a theorist, and more as a writer than as a^r^.
teacher, that Isokrates was important for Attic prose.

Earlier contributors to the Art of Rhetoric had col-

lected materials which Isokrates worked up into

something like a system. Anaximenes, who, like

Isokrates, conceived political Rhetoric as a culture,

drew up the best practical treatise on Rhetoric

which has come down to us in Greek ; it would

have been the best in Greek or Latin, if the

Rhetorica ad Herennium were not extant. But,

if a philosophical treatment is required, neither

Anaximenes nor the writer to Herennius can be

accepted. Aristotle stands alone. Yet the school

of Aristotle—in wrhich Rhetoric was both scientifi-

cally and assiduously taught—produced not a single

orator of note except Demetrios Phalereus ; the

school of Isokrates produced a host. Why was this

so ? Clearly because Isokrates, though inferior in

his grasp of principles, was greatly superior in the

practical department of teaching. It was not mainly

by his theory, Tiyyr\, it was rather by exercises, /xe\e-

rat, for which his own writings furnished models,

that he formed his pupils. At the same time, his

theory, so far as it went, was definite. Aristotle's

philosophy of Rhetoric proved comparatively barren,

not at all because Rhetoric is incapable of profiting

materially by such treatment, but because such treat-

ment can be made fruitful only by laborious atten-

tion to the practical side of the discipline. Had
Aristotle's Rhetoric been composed a century earlier,

it would have been inestimable to oratory. As it was,

the right thing was done too late.
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ThePoiiti- In the political eloquence contemporary with.
cal Oratory * *• l j

is eclectic: Demosthenes, earlier types are continued, combined

and perfected. The Lysian tradition, which Isaeos

had striven to ally with the frank strength of tech-

nical mastery, is joined by Hypereides to the Isokra-

tic. The Isokratic manner is united, in Lykurgos, to

that of the long neglected school of Antiphon. That

same archaic style, studied in a greater master, Thu-

cydides, reaches, in Demosthenes, a final harmony

with both the Lysian and the Isokratic ; while

Aeschines, the clever and diligent amateur, shows,

by his failures, how much patient science was needed

to bring a faultless music out of all the tones which

had now made themselves clear in Attic speech.

mental^'
^u^^ among these various elements, one is dominant.

isokratic. rj^
isok;ratic style has become the basis of the rest.

isokrates That style, in its essential characteristics of rhythm
and modern J J

prose. anc[ period, passed into the prose of Cicero ; modern

prose has been modelled on the Roman ; and thus,

in forming the literary rhetoric of Attica, Isokrates

founded that of all literatures.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

THE DECLINE AND THE REVIVAL.

At the moment when the theory of oratory had been

raised from a technical to a scientific form, its prac-

tice began to decline : the great analyst who gave

a philosophy to Rhetoric was also the master of

Demetrios Phalereus. It is commonly said that the' z^mo/po-

declension of Attic oratory dates from the loss of dom-how
J far a cause

political freedom. The fact is certain : but those who dine.
^

have tried to see what this oratory in its essence was,

will be the first to feel that the connexion between

the two things is not altogether self-evident. As to Deliberative°
#

° Oratory:

the Deliberative branch, that, clearly, was doomed

to decay when the questions wrhich the ekklesia

could discuss with a practical result came to be

hardly more than municipal. A good notion of the

manner in which the province of debate was now

restricted may be got from a speech 1 made eight

years after Chaeroneia, when Alexander wras in the

mid-career of his Asiatic victories. An Athenian

citizen of the Macedonian party had tried to damage

his adversary in a law-suit by insinuating that this

1 Hypereides vnep Ev£a>i7T7rov.

ii.

*

28
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adversary had flattered Olympias and Alexander.

Hypereides retorts that it would be more to the

purpose if, instead of making such charges, Poly-

euktos could muster courage to go and denounce

the injurious dictation of Macedon before the Pan-

> hellenie Congress : but the very way in which this

is put implies that it was more than could be

expected of ordinary patriotism ; and the merit

claimed for Euxenippos is not that he has done any-

thing of the kind, but simply that he has shunned

association with the active Athenian agents of Alex-

ander. As Aristotle says, no one deliberates about

the impossible ; and., in regard to independent action,

the limits of the possible for Athens had become

Forensic, narrow. Nor was the Forensic branch exempt from

similar influences. Macedonian blandishments could

reach jurors as well as debaters : the art of persua-

sion, pure and simple, would count for less and less
;

and the aim of the Athenian writer for the law-

courts would become more and more like that of the

speaker whose first object is the display of his faculty.

Fpideictic. Granting all this, however, why, it may be asked,

should not Attic oratory, being essentially a fine art,

have found at least one secure refuge in this very

department of display ; especially since the Epideic-

tic branch had become so closely identified with the

national literature ? As long as there were such

writers as Theopompos, or even Ephoros, a tolerably

pure Attic style might surely be preserved, even

though there were no longer political inspirations

for the deliberative speaker, or, for the advocate, the

opportunities of a real equality before the law. After
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all, the deliberative branch itself had developed its

best types chiefly from the epideictic.

This question might fairly be raised. And as- ultimate
-1- ° ° cause of the

suredly a true answer to it is not to be found merely dedine '

in the political circumstances of the time when
Athens had just come under the leadership of Mace-

don. We must go further back, and look deeper

into the conditions under which the best work of

Greek art was done. In the Ionian republics, and

especially at Athens, while their life was still

healthy, letters and the fine arts entered into the

education which was received by all citizens alike.

Letters and the fine arts were therefore subject to

the opinion, not of a class, but of the entire city.

The artist, whether sculptor or architect, painter, The great
1 x

Greek Art

poet or orator, received the impress of the national w^poVuiar:

mind, and reflected it from his own. He worked for

all the citizens, and he knew that he would be judged,

not by a few critics, but by the whole civic body.

The Greek genius, in its purest and brightest form,

tended of itself to fix its attention on what is essen-

tial and typical in nature, and to suppress those

mere accidents of which the prominence is always

disturbing and at last grotesque. Here was a

further safeguard for the artistic worker who began

with this inborn tendency. Mannerism and exagge-

ration may be made the fashion of a clique, but,

where public opinion is really free, they will never

be popular. The Greek artist who, in rivalry with

brother artists, sought for the approbation of his

fellow-citizens gathered in the theatre, or going about

their daily work amid gracious forms of marble or

28—2
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living shapes still more beautiful, in the clear air of

Attica and close to the foam and freshness of the

sea, knew that no refinements of the study could

save him if he was false to nature, and knew, also,

that his loyalty to nature would be surely recognised

just in proportion as he brought out, not the trivial

or transient things, not such things as depend for

their interest on an artificial situation, but those

lineaments of nature which have the divine simpli-

butnot city of permanence. It cannot be too often repeated,
therefore the ^ ^ 1

less ideal. ^ ^g a thoroughly vulgar misconception, more fatal

than anything else to the comprehension of all Greek

things, to suppose that the Athenian statesmen or

cobblers who went to the theatre of Dionysos in the

days of Perikles found the art of Sophocles cold be-

cause it was ideal, and would have thought the

demonstrative and rhetorical pathos of Euripides

more ' human.' Their feeling, happily, was very

different, or the Parthenon would have been very

different too. They felt that the immortal things

of humanity are more human than its accidents
;

and therefore, the poorest of them, they could rise

out of the mean or grievous things of daily life

into a contemplation which educated the passions

that it moved and resolved the anguish of pity

or of terror in a musical and chastened joy. The

festive disposition of the Greeks is a perpetual snare

to modern writers who cannot dissociate the love

of dinner-parties from a tone either mildly cynical

or at all events the reverse of transcendental, and

who hasten to the conclusion that an inquirer exempt

from academical sentiment or pedantry will study
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the real Greeks in their comedians or their cooks.

It was not until the moral unity of the State was

broken, and men began to live a life of thought

or pleasure apart from the life of the city, that the

artists began to work for the few, and that the taste

of the many sank below the power of appreciating

the highest beauty. Philip,. Alexander and their

Successors were indeed the* apostles of Greek lan-

guage, Greek art, Greek social civilisation : but be-

tween Hellas and Hellenism there was a spiritual Guy between
Hellas and

separation which no force of the individual mind Heiimism.

could do away. Literature and art had been sacred

energies and public delights to the citizens of free

A thens : to the writers or artists of Antioch or The artists

of Hellen-

Alexandria they were agreeable industries, inviting ism -

reward or awaiting correction from aristocratic pa-

trons, whose artificial canons encouraged either an

elaborate vagueness of expression or the pretence of

an occult profundity 1
. The lapse of literature and

art into the depths of affectation is only a matter

of time when the judges on whom recognition de-

pends are a capricious and absolute oligarchy. There ah depends

, • r» i • % on a judi-

is no lasting security for truth m artistic creation c'°«j«^
o J candid

except an intelligent public, pronouncing with au-
iubhc '

thority and not intimidated by the prescriptions of

a coterie or a caste. In this sense, it may justly be

said that nothing is so democratic as taste ; nor

could there be a better illustration than a compari-

1 See some admirable observa- writer whom, it may be hoped, his

tions on this subject in Greece countrymen will yet come to know

under the Romans, pp. 9 f. and more widely than they did while

229 f., by Mr George Finlay—

a

he was living.
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son between the Athens of Perikles and the Alex-

andria of the Ptolemies.

While, then, the loss of political independence

had a certain immediate effect in deteriorating deli-

berative and forensic oratory, the primary cause of

their decline was one which lay deeper, wrhich had

begun its slow workings before Philip had a footing

in Greece, and which affected the literary form of

artistic prose even more strongly than the other two

forms. This cause was the same which gradually

vitiated every other branch of Greek art, and which

prepared the downfall of Greek independence itself

! —the decay of the citizen-life of the Greek republics,

whereby Greek art in every kind lost that popular

character which was the external safeguard of the

Greek artist's instinct for truth. It is important,

'ATanism'
"therefore, to get rid of the notion that, when

'Asianism' is opposed to 'Atticism \ the meaning is

that Attic simplicity was overlaid by the tawdry

taste of the Orientals among whom Greek letters

were diffused by the conquests of Alexander. It is

true that, in the new Hellenic settlements of Karia,

Mysia and the Hellespont, Greek nationality was less

pure, and that when the Augustan Atticists wished

to stigmatise their opponents they loved to call

them Phrygians 1
. But the depravation began in

Athens itself: it became universal, because the de-

1 A lost treatise of Caecilius

—

phrases : Suidas s. v. KaiK.i\ios. Cf.

who also wrote on the question, Cic. Oral. § 25, Itaque Carta et

tivi dia4>€peb 6 'Attlkos ffXos1 tov Phrygia et Mysia, quod minime
'Ao-iavov— was called Kara t&v politae minimeque elegantes sunt,

Qpvy&v—being a polemical intro- asciverunt opimum quoddam et

duction to his Lexicon of Attic tanquam adipdtae dictionis genus.
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moralisation of the Greeks was universal : it passed

over to Asia with the literature of the emigration,

and there it grew worse: but it grew worse every-

where else too. Kallisthenes of Stageiros, Timaeos

of Tauromenion, had the 'Asiatic' tendency as dis-

tinctly as any son of Tralles or Alabanda. * Asiatic',

as applied to Greek oratory, is properly a geogra-

phical term only. It expresses the fact that, from

about 320 to about 280 B.C., the new Greek settlements

in Asia Minor were the parts of Hellas in which

oratory and prose literature were most actively cul-

tivated. The general character of this prose was the

same as the general character of prose in Sicily, at

Athens, and in every other part of Hellas. ' Asian-

ism' versus 'Atticism' means the New versus the

Old Oratory. The essential difference between them

is this. The Old Oratory was an art, and was there- e

fore based upon a theory. The New Oratory wasit / n i r% t
-, .. and Asian-

a knack, Tptprjy and was founded upon practice, /xe- ism.

Xerrj. Atticism was technical and, in its highest

phase, scientific. Asianism was empirical. The

flourishing period of Asianism was that during which

the whole training of the rhetor consisted in decla-

mation. The revival of Atticism dates from the mo-

ment when attention was recalled to theory.

From 300 to about 250 B.C. the general course course of°
the Decline

of the decline can be made out with tolerable clear- a^J ĥ

ness. From 250 to about 150 B.C. all is dark.

When light comes again, Asianism is seen fully deve-

loped and wholly triumphant; but a reaction to At-

ticism is setting in. This reaction may be considered

as beginning with Hermagoras of Temnos, about

Essential
difference
between
Atticism
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1 1 b. c. *, and as completed at Rome by Dionysios of

Halikarnassos, about 20 B.C.

The general character of Asianism, or the New
Prose, results from the fact that it is founded on no

theory of prose-writing as an art. The prose compo-

sition, whether history or oration, is not contem-

plated as a whole, and consequently no care is taken

e of the to preserve a symmetry of parts. Hence arises ex-

aggeration; and this exaggeration is usually in one
l

its"two of two principal directions. Sometimes it is an ex-

aggerated desire of grandeur or splendour which

leads the writer to say all things in a diction which

should have been kept for the great things. Some-

times it is an exaggerated desire of point which

makes him heedless whether the thought which he

is expressing is obscured or made ridiculous by the

turn which he gives to it. Asianism oscillates be-

tween bombast and importunate epigram. The fresh

currents of public criticism in the Athens of Peri-

kles would have blown such tricks to the winds:

in schools or palaces their sickly growth wras shel-

tered :

—

and not the Sun -god's fire,

Not heaven's pure dew comes there, nor any wind.

These tend- During the first half century or so of the decadence

—

encies uni- ° J

Sub.c.
820~" t° about 250 B.C.—we are able to see this, at least,

clearly, that the new tendencies are at work in all

schools alike. Not even the definite Isokratic type,

1 See Blass in his book on Greek the technicist had then been long

Oratory from Alexander to Augus- dead. As Blass says, he must
tns, p. 85. From Cic. de Invent. at least belong to the 2nd cen-

I. § 8 it is clear that Hermagoras tury b,c.
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Phalereus.
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or the scientific Rhetoric founded by Aristotle, is

proof against them. Aristotle's pupil Demetrios of D"

Phaleron is named by Cicero as the first who im-

paired the strength of Attic oratory, * preferring his

own sweetness to the weight and dignity of his pre-

decessors 1
'. His style, like his life, was elegantly

luxurious; but in becoming ornate it became nerve-

less ; there is no longer, says Cicero, ' sucus ille et

sanguis incorruptus^ the sap, the fresh vigour,

which had hitherto been in oratory; in their place

there is ' fucatus nit or', an artificial gloss 2
. In the *

school of Isokrates, the decline is represented by

Kallisthenes of Stageiros, who accompanied Alexan- Kaiia-

der to the East, and who, in a memoir, described

the Pamphylian Sea as lashing its shores for joy

at the hero's approach. Timaeos of Tauromenion, Timaeos.

also an imitator of Isokrates, did not err on this

side, but had the taste for verbal conceits in a

measure which the Middle Comedy would not have

tolerated. Kleitarchos, son of the historian Demon, xuuarch

was more like Kallisthenes; as the author of the

treatise On Sublimity observes 3/' His pipe is small,

but he blows it loud'; and the criticism is justified

by a specimen of his manner which another writer

has preserved. Kleitarchos, describing the habits

of a bee, said, Karave/ierai rrjv opeivrjv,—just, the

critic complains, as if he had been speaking of the

Erymanthian boar 4
. But the new tendencies are

more strongly exemplified by Hegesias of Magnesia, Hegesias.

(about 270 B. a), who has sometimes been called, in a

1 Cic. Brut. § 38. 3 n€p\ vyj/ovs in. 2.

2 Cic. Oral § 92. 4 Demetr. n€p\ epfirjvdas § 304.
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misleading phrase, the founder of Asianism. Hegesias

was deliberately opposed to everything that Isokrates

had introduced and Demosthenes had perfected. In

diction, he was a coarse imitator of Lysias ; in com-

position, he adopted a style of short clauses which

was his own. Dionysios 1 pronounces him 'finnikin'

(fjiLKp6KO[jL^jov), 'languid/ and blames especially his

'ignoble rhythms'—meaning thereby especially the

trochee and the tribrach as opposed to the paeon

and the dactyl. But the chief characteristic of

his style must have been the curious combination

of jerkiness and magniloquence, of which the follow-

ing is a specimen 2
;

—

o/jlolov TreTroiiqKas, 'AXe^avSpe, ©77-

j3as KaTao-Kdxjjas, ci? av el 6 Zei>s e/c rfjs kclt ovpavov

(jbepiSos iKJ3d\oi ttjv crekrjviqv. rov yap rfktov vrroXei-

770/xax reus
''

'AOrjvais. 8vo yap avrau TroXets T179 'EXXa-

S05 rjaav oi//€69. Sto Kol 7repl T7)S irepas dyojvico vvv.

6 p,ev yap ef? avratv 6(f)0aX[jLG<; 77 ®7]l3ai(ov iKK€K07TTai

770X19. Within fifty years after the death of Demo-

sthenes, Hegesias could be a favourite. Gorgias of

Athens, Cicero's master, took his examples from He-

gesias as well as from Demosthenes and Hypereides
;

Varro 3 and Strabo Upraised him; and it was reserved

for Cicero and Dionysios to discover that he was an

example of what is to be avoided.

Period from From 250 to 150 b. e, the history of Greek ora-
250 to 150 *;

b.c. obscure. £ ry is as obscure as the names which represent it.

But, as appears from the sequel, such general tend-

1 Be comp. verb. p. 122. 130 B.C.

9 Phot. cod. 250, pp. 446 f., who 3 Cic. ad Att. xn. 6.

quotes it from Agatharchides, a 4 Strabo, p. 396.

geographer who flourished about
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encies as those represented by Timaeos on the one

hand, and by Kallisthenes or Hegesias on the other,

had been gaining; ground. ( There are/ says Cicero, ace™ on
o o © J ' th& tw0

c two kinds of the Asiatic style. One is aphoristic, ^a«km.

pointed, with turns of thought which have less

weight or moral dignity than neatness and elegance.

. . . The other kind is not studded with such points

;

rather it rushes with an impetuous stream, and this

is the manner now universal in Asia (50 B.C.).

But ifc is not merely fluent; its language is also

ornate and polished. This was the style used by

Aeschylos of Knidos and by my contemporary,

Aeschines of Miletos. They were distinguished by

rushing eloquence, not by epigrammatic turns of

thought 1/

The first ofthese two manners, the epigrammatic,

was represented, according to Cicero, by the brothers

Hierokles and Menekles of Alabanda, about 120 B.C.

The second manner, that of ornate declamation,

is represented by Aeschylos of Knidos and Aeschines

of Miletos, about 80 B.C. It may be observed that why one
was earlier,

the full development of the declamatory manner f^her

naturally came later than the other ; for it was

the last result of those declamatory exercises on

which Asianism was founded 2
. In the progress of

the decadence Hegesias was to Aeschylos of Knidos

much what Antiphon was to Demosthenes.

At the time when Asianism of the sententious Atticism
prepared by
Herma-
goras.

1 Brut. § 325. This'Po&aKoi/ didao-KaXe'iov was Wl-

2 Aeschines opened a school at doubtedly a school of declamation

:

Rhodes when he left Athens in Aeschines did not profess to teach

320 B.C.: [Plut.] vitt. X. oratt. the art of Rhetoric.
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kind was prevalent, the first step towards tlie revi-

val of Atticism was taken by Hermagoras of Temnos.

Revival of The art of Rhetoric, which now for a century and a
a Theory.

7 J

half had exercised little influence on oratory, had

Phases of passed at Athens through two phases. First, the
Rhetoric— L

.

thePratieai: Practical Rhetoric founded in Sicily by Korax had

been perfected by Anaximenes and Isokrates. This

could not exist without a practical object; it perished

before Athens had become what Athens was in the

days of Polybios. fr The sea is there and the head-

lands and the everlasting hills; Athene still stands

spear in hand, as the guardian of her chosen city;

Demos still sits in Pnyx; he still chooses Archons by

the lot and Generals by the uplifted hand; but the

fierce democracy has sunk into the lifelessness of a

cheerless and dishonoured old age; its decrees con-

sist of fulsome adulation of foreign kings; its dema-

gogues and orators are sunk into beggars who

wander from court to court to gather a few talents

of alms for the People which once received tribute

from a thousand cities 1 .' But, just as the Practical

Rhetoric was about to perish because its occupation

was gone, Aristotle claimed Rhetoric for philosophy.

The Phiioso- The Philosophical Rhetoric necessarily aimed, of
phical: _

,

course, at forming practical orators; but, unlike its

predecessor, it had a reason for existing independ-

ently of results. In the schools of the philosophers

accordingly, and chiefly in the Peripatetic school, it

had lived on. Hermagoras now worked up the

treatises both of the Practical and of the Philosophi-

1 Freeman, History nf Federal Goverment, vol. i. p. 221.
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cal Rhetoric into a new system. His object was

practical; but he followed the philosophers in giving

his chief care to the province of Invention. Erring

on the side of too much subtlety, he founded a Rhe-

toric which, as distinguished from the Practical and

the Philosophical, may be called the Scholastic 1
.

For Greek oratory this could do little directly. But The scho-
J J

^
lastic.

for Roman oratory Hermagoras and his followers did its uses to

Greece and

very much what the school of Isokrates had done for t0 Rome -

Athens. And both to Greece and to Rome they did

good service by reviving the conception of oratory

not as a knack but as an art, and so preparing men

once more to discern between the true artists and

the false. It is not a mere coincidence, it is one Revival of
/Sculpture

illustration more of the close bond between oratory Zfywm

and the other arts that, just about the time when

the Atticist revival was beginning, there are traces of

a renascence in Greek sculpture. From about 300 j£^™
to 150 B.C. the school of Lysippos had prevailed—a Ly^L
school which substituted the real for the ideal,

selecting the basest subjects if in these a frigid tech-

nical skill could be shown forth. In sculpture, as in

oratory, ingenuity or pretension had marred simpli-

city, dignity and beauty; and the generation that

began to revolt from Hegesias began also to revolt

from Lysippos.

It nmy have been Cicero who paid a compliment so-caiua

to his teacher Molon by setting the fashion of dis- saiooi:

tinguishing a Rhodian School from the Attic and

the Asiatic. Such a school is unknown to Dionysios,

1 For the system of Hermagoras, Griechen und Homer : esp §§ 3

—

si*e Volkmann, Die Rhetorik der 4, pp. 20—30.
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Caecilius or Strabo. It is, in fact, confusing to

treat it as separate. The Rhodian orators, so far as

they had a common stamp, were eclectics, borrowing

from the epigrammatic Asianism, but, on the whole,

inclined to Atticism of the type represented by

undtr'the Hypereides. Under the Successors of Alexander,

Rhodes had become important, first, politically, and

then, as a result of this, in a literary and scientific

sense. The oratorical school does not seem to have

FameM been famous before 100 B.C. Apollonios and Molon
oratory— J-

fromcirc.
were ^q-^ Karians of Alabanda, who, like many

other men whose names illustrated Rhodes, mi-

Estimate of grated thither for a career. Cicero is no impartial
the Rhodian ° L

ments. panegyrist of a school to which he probably owed

many faults; and, in the judgment of Dionysios,

the Atticism of the Rhodians was perverse. Yet,

in its degree, it must have done good service at

a time when florid declamation was almost univer-

sally popular; and, through Cicero, it brought the

better of two rival influences into the mighty stream

of Roman life.

Roman view Before Roman oratory could be even indirectly
of Oratory.

.

° **

influenced by Greek, there was an obstacle to be

removed. The Roman mind, unlike the Greek, did

not instinctively conceive the public speaker as an

artist. It conceived him strictly as a citizen, weighty

by piety, years, or office, who has something to say

for the good of the other citizens, and whose dig-

nity, hardly less than the value of his hearer's time,

progress of enjoins a pregnant and severe conciseness. Cato de-
the Greek
view at tested Greek rhetoric. The Gracchi, on the other
Rome. y

hand, were more Hellenic in their tastes; and before
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100 B.C. the florid Asianism had admirers and per-

haps imitators at Rome. Declamations in Greek on Dedama-
x tions

:

abstract questions (Oecreis, qiiaestiones) were first in-

troduced: then, about Cicero's time, came exercises

on definite cases founded in fact {yiroOecreis, caussae),

either forensic or deliberative—the latter being

suasoriae. In Cicero's time, or a little later, there

were also controversiae—dealing with special situ-

ations, but not with special persons; e.g., what a

brave man is to do in such or such circumstances;

and these at once recall the nature of the exercises

which Aeschines is said to have founded at Rhodes.

Lastly, under the Empire, we have declamations on

poetical or fancy themes. Now, all these deelama- favourable

. . to Asianism,

tory exercises were m the interest of Asianism.

What was necessary to give Atticism a future at

Rome was that the theory of Rhetoric should have

a place there. It was a great step gained when,

about 92 B.C., L. Plotius and others opened schools Roman
schools of

for the teaching of Rhetoric in Latin. The censors, Iihe^ric -

as might have been expected, opposed this: in the

last days of the Republic, Rome was rather scandal-

ised by the first instance of a Knight teaching

Rhetoric; but learners were numerous from the

first.

As early as 90 B.C., then, the Greek conception

of oratory was established at Rome. Roman oratory

was to be, in some way, artistic. The question Asianism
. , versus

remained, Was this way to be the 'Asiatic' or ite
'm -

the ' Attic'?

About 95 B.C. Hortensius began to be the mrunsms.

Latin representative of Asianism. It was his dis-
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tinction that he combined its two manners, senten-

tious point and florid declamation. His vivacity

was probably his best quality : it is characteristic of

the man that he studied all aids to theatrical effect,

and also that, when he had reached the consulship,

acero. his oratorical ambitions were fulfilled. Cicero now

comes forward as the representative of the Rhodian

eclecticism. His success, though not exactly a vic-

tory for the Attic school, was, at least, a sure sign

that the Atticists would finally prevail. Cicero, like

his Rhodian masters, is by no means emancipated

from Asianism; and, in a comparison with Demo-

sthenes, his faults of form are made more con-

spicuous by the usual absence of great thoughts and

of really noble feeling. The force of the recent and

surely extravagant reaction against Cicero comes

from the habit of regarding him as the great Roman
orator, not as the great Roman master of literary

rhetorical prose. His proper Greek analogue is not

Demosthenes but Isokrates. As a practical orator,

Cicero can scarcely be placed in the second rank

by those who know the Attic models. As a

stylist in the epideictic kind, though he has not

consummate art, he joins versatile strength to bril-

liancy and abundance in a degree which has never

been equalled.

caims. The pure Atticism of Rome may be dated from

about 60 B.C. Its best representative was the poet

and forensic orator, Gaius Licinius Calvus (82—48

B.C.), who imitated Lysias in a field of work as

limited as the Greek writer's own, but who, like

Lysias, was not untouched by a generous sympathy
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with the great political interests of his day. Next

to Calvus probably came Messalla Corvinus, who Messaiia

translated the defence of Phryne by Hypereides,

and who is said to have been not unsuccessful in

reproducing something of the master's eloquence.

Atticism was the return, not to a school, but to

a phase of the Greek mind: and, as the men who

represented this phase were most various, it was

inevitable that the revival should have factions.

One sect of the earlier Roman Atticists worshipped The sects
x * of Roman

X£nophon; another, Thucydides; another, Lysias Atticism '>

and Hypereides. To adopt Xenophon as an ora- *™?vhon'

torical standard was a mere mistake: in style, he

is an unpractical Andokides : and for the advocate,

at least, no model could be less suitable 1
. Thucydi- f^m?

1'

des, again, is at once transitional and unique: to

imitate him in another language was therefore a

twofold error. The Lysians and Hypereideans Ly^ms
J J -L and Hyper-

could have shown far better reason for their choice,
eidean*-

if only the distinctive excellence of Lysias and

Hypereides, their x^P^ or grace ? had not been

the very thing which no Greek had succeeded in

reproducing, and which manifestly could not be

translated into an idiom which was not its own.

At last Dionysios came forward to maintain that ^emosthe-

the excellences of Thucydides, of Isokrates, of Lysias,

and if these, then the excellences of Xenophon and

Hypereides too, meet in Demosthenes.

It must be borne in mind that the practical Fruit* of

benefits to be derived from Atticism by Rome were fZ
A tticism

for Rome
and for

of a different order from those which could be derived

1 Aforensi strepitu remotissimus : Cic. Orat. § 32.

II. 29
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from it by Greece. Rome was only developing her

artistic literature: Greece had seen hers pass

through maturity to decay. The sapling might

be trained to lines of growth in which it should

bear fruit hereafter; the withered tree could blossom

no more. The Atticist Revival gave Rome true

canons for living work. It gave Greece, not this,

but the only thing now possible, a standard for the

appreciation of the past. The representative of the

revival, as it affected Rome, is Cicero. The repre-

Dionysios sentative of the revival, as it affected both Rome
and Greece, is Dionysios of Halikarnassos, the

greatest critic of the ancient world who was not

a philosopher. Philosophical criticism began with

Aristotle; and, for antiquity, may be said to have

the werary ended with him. But the literary criticism of the

ancient world was never so thorough as in Dionysios.

He and his friend Caecilius, those two men who,

in the reign of Augustus, gave a complete expres-

sion to all the tendencies and energies of the

reaction which had been growing for nearly a

century, had this for a common characteristic,—they

were determined not to lose themselves in the

subtleties of the new Scholastic Rhetoric : they saw

that there was better work to be done. They

their fidd.

01

did not try to strike out a new path through these

technical mazes, like Apollodoros of Pergamos or his

antagonist Theodoros of Gadara just before them,

or like Hermogenes after them. On technical points,

Dionysios generally goes back to Aristotle or Theo-

phrastos. He and his friend saw that the revival

of theory had performed its part, by recalling atten-

critic of
antiquity.

Scope
of work
chosen by
him and by
Caecilius.

Technical
Rhetoric not
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tion to those works of true art by which the theory

was illustrated. What was now needed was not & Aesthetic
criticism

more minute analysis but a better aesthetic criticism.
nowneeded~

For Cicero's teacher at Athens, Demosthenes and

Hegesias were alike classical. This must not be.

Men must be taught to feel, and not merely to

recognise by a mechanical test, that Hegesias and

Demosthenes are of different orders. This desire of

clearer insight into the things which make the Attic

excellences was necessarily connected with the task

of separating genuine from spurious works. In the mscrimina-
1 ° ° L Hon of true

catalogues of the orators (prjTopiKol ttivolkzs) at Per-
r̂iVws

gamos or Alexandria the librarian had merely j^

wnm9S*

register the traditional authorship. He could not

enter upon critical inquiries. Such inquiries were

undertaken by Dionysios and Caecilius. The paper

of Dionysios on Deinarchos exemplifies his method.

The evidence used is external as well as internal:

the rhetor's life is sketched; his models are indi-

cated; the tradition is tried by its warranty, by

that conception of the writers style which the critic

has formed for himself, and by the subject-matter.

Dionysios was, however, preeminently the literary special

critic, Caecilius was preeminently the scholar and Dionysios>

grammarian. The treatment of the Attic orators by

the two men respectively suggests the greater inde-

pendence and greater subtlety of Dionysios in this

field. On the other hand, Caecilius was the first to and of
Caecilius.

cultivate a province on which Dionysios does not

seem to have entered. The register of Attic phrases

compiled by Caecilius—who probably wrote a rhe-

torical lexicon also—stood, as the first of its kind,

29—2
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between the glossaries of Alexandria and such later

lexicons as those of Harpokration.

Asianismas The spirit which animated all this various work
viewed by -*-

bi'

;

Greek
d came from a certain way of looking at the whole

development of Greek prose since Alexander. Ci-

cero, the Roman, conceives Atticism as an unbroken

tradition, which was merely adulterated and debased

by those influences which are called Asiatic. In one

sense this is most true. Athens made once for all

the conquest of Hellenic prose. The forms of the

Attic dialect became once for all the standard forms

of Greek literature, and are so in the newspapers of

today. From Polybios to Trikoupes the literary

supremacy of Athens has been acknowledged by men

who have written in a dialect which they did not

speak. It has been truly said that the latest Byzan-

tine was, in language, nearer to Xenophon than Xe-

nophon was to Herodotos 1
. On the other hand, just

as a Roman could scarcely comprehend the feeling

with which Demosthenes regarded Philip, so a Roman

could scarcely comprehend the feeling with which

Dionysios and Caecilius regarded Hegesias. To those

Greek scholars living in Augustan Rome, Asianism,

when they looked back on it and compared it with

the art of better days, seemed not merely a debase-

ment, but an extinction, of the soul by which that

art had lived. Attic forms might be retained ; but

without the Attic spirit they were dead. The conti-

niow/sios nuity had been merely outward. Let us hear Dio-
on the De- J ...
iuviwL

the nysios say this in his own vivid words. ' Great

thanks might justly be given to our clays, most

1 Freeman, Unity of History.
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excellent Ammaeus, as well for an improvement

in other branches of culture, as particularly for the

signal advance that has been made by the study of

Civil Oratory. For, in the times before ours, the

old scientific Rhetoric was threatened with abolition

by the contumelies and outrages that it suffered.

From the death of Alexander of Macedon it began to

yield up its spirit and gradually to fade ; and in our

own generation it was all but totally extinguished.

A stranger crept into the other's place—immodest,

theatrical, ill-bred, intolerable, imbued neither with

philosophy nor with any other liberal discipline

;

stealthily she imposed on the ignorance of the multi-

tude; and, besides living in greater wealth, luxury,

splendour than her predecessor, drew into her own

hands all those threads of political power and influ-

ence which should have been held by her wiser

sister. Utterly vulgar and meddlesome, the usurper

at last made Greece like to the households of mis-

guided profligates. For, even as in such houses the

true wife, freeborn and virtuous, sits powerless over

all that is her own, while a giddy paramour, a pre-

sence fatal to the home, claims to govern its for-

tunes, heaping scorns and threats on their rightful

queen; even so in every city—aye, and worst of all,

in the seats of culture no less than elsewhere—the

Attic Muse, daughter of the land and of its memories,

had been disinherited and made a mockery, while

the abuse that had come but yesterday from some

barbarians of Asia, an outlandish baggage from

Phrygia or Karia, presumed to rule the cities of

Greece, when, by her, the other had been driven
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from their councils—the wise damsel by the foolish,

the modest by the mad 1 .'

Permanmt Atticism could not quicken the dead things of
results of the *- °
revival. Qreece ^ nor C0U}(1 ft permanently guard Rome against

the intrusions of a false taste. Two things, however,

it did, and for these it deserves the gratitude of man-

kind. It set correct models before those great Roman

writers who, in their turn, have been examples to

the modern world. It founded a Greek criticism of

Greek literature in which the perspective was just,

and recorded the reasons of men, whose qualifica-

tions and opportunities were complete, for compara-

tive estimates which the sense of posterity has

approved, but to which posterity alone could not

have given so authoritative a sanction. Greek lived

on, to be the tongue in which Marcus and Julian,

by the Danube or the Rhine, asserted the late

supremacy of a wisdom that carried the seeds of

death, to bring the message of a hope beyond the

grave and to bear on a strenuous tide the voices of

men whom that promise made sublime, to be the

record of empire in the city of Constantine, to write

its legends on the stones of Ravenna or to blazon

them on the apses of Venice and Torcello, even

to keep bright the memories of civil freedom where,

in a northern isolation, in the Tauric land washed

by the harbourless sea, the fire once taken from

Megara burned for centuries on the last altar of

the hearth that had a Greek commonwealth for its

shrine, and at last, in our own age, after a second

deliverance from the barbarian, most happily to be-

1 Dionys. n€p\ t&v dpX' prjTopuv, proem.
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come once more the language of a free Greek people
;

but never under any sky to recover that balance

of its native qualities which had been so perfect

and so transient. Yet the writers and speakers

who had moulded Attic speech were to have an in-

fluence which should be world-wide and perpetual

even when it was unfelt. After that long night

for Greek art which began with the death of Alex-

ander, when the cold dawn of a new day was break-

ing on the earth silent under the dominion of

Augustus, men of Greek race rekindled an instinct

for the best things that Greece had done in the

half-forgotten morning of her gladness, her glorious

strength, her beauty made musical by intelligent and

gracious self-mastery. As the little band of Xeno-

phon's comrades, hemmed in by barbarians and

fighting their way back to Hellas out of the heart

of Asia, burst into a cry of joy as they saw from

the hill-top the first light of the waves of the

Euxine, so these loyal workers were rejoiced afar

off by a gleam from the sunlit surface of that clear

sea which ripples at the feet of a pure and an

immortal Aphrodite. They strove on, and won

their way to their goal : for they brought the Athe-

nian spirit once more into the central current of

human life by communicating it to the genius of

Rome.


